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Art. I.—Notices of Recent Earthquakes ; by Prof. C. G. RocK-
wood, Jr., Bowdoin College.

1. On January 16, 1872, an earthquake almost entirely

destroyed the city of Shamaka in Russia. Over one hundred
persons are reported to have been killed and a large amount of

property destroyed, scarcely a building having been left stand-

ing in the city. The earthquake was felt over a large extent of
the surrounding country. Shamaka is a city of 25,000 inhabit-

ants, lying at the southern base of the Caucasus Mountains,
and about 75 miles west of the Caspian Sea.

2. On February 6, at 8 o'clock a. m., a slight shock of earth-

quake was felt at Wenona, Mich. A letter from Ed. D. Cowles
of that place, states :

- '-The shocks were three in number and
lasted altogether about thirty seconds, the vibrations travelling

from the iN.Jtf.E. They jarred buildings and were plainly

observable by persons out of doors, and were characterized by
that peculiar rumbling sound which is noticed in subterranean

vibrations."

3. On February 8, at about 5 A. m., a slight earthquake
occurred at Cairo, 111. A letter (in my possession) from Ceo.

Fisher of Cairo to Clinton L. Conkling of Springfield, 111., gives

the following :
—" I was in bed on the second floor of a brick

dwelling house. It seemed to me that something struck the

head of my bed with considerable violence from the southeast,

lite a noise and shaking the entire house. The shak-
ing continued for several seconds with varying intensity. I

suppose that fully twenty seconds elapsed before it finally

ceased. Persons who were up at the time seem to think that

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. IV, No. I.-Jolt, 1872



2 0. G. Rockwood on Recent Earthquakes.

the vibrations were from N.W. to S.E. I think they were
the other way, from S.E. to N.W. No damage was done by
the shock."

4. On March 6, a despatch from Berlin, Prussia, says :

—

" Shocks of earthquake were felt this afternoon simultaneously

in Dresden, Pirna, Schandau, Chemnitz, Bodenbach, Weimar
and Budolstadt The movement was not violent, but was more
or less perceptible at intervals for over an hour."

5. On March 26, the State of California was visited by an
earthquake more severe than any that has occurred there for

some years.

The main shock occurred at about 2h 25m a. m., and was
felt throughout the length of the State, from Bed Bluff on the
north, to San Pedro on the south, thus extending over 6£ de-

grees of latitude, and from the Pacific coast inland to Virginia

City, Nev.
The time of this shock is variously reported from 2* 10ra at

Jackson to 2>> 45m at White Pine, Nev. The discrepancies are

doubtless due partly to difference of longitude, and partly
to the irregularity of watches. The most probable time seems
to be that given above, which is the time reported from Visalia

and Independence, where the shock was heaviest.

The duration of this first shock was estimated by different

observers at from 2 or 3 seconds to 3 minutes. The general esti-

mate was about one minute.

The region shaken was the eastern and western slopes of the
Sierra Nevada, and the Sacramento, San Joaquin and Tulare
valleys, extending southward even into Mexico. (A shock was
reported in the City of Mexico, and in several of the Mexican
States, on the same day, and presumed to be synchronous with
the one in California, although the exact time was not given.)

The shock was most violent, and caused the greatest damage in

the Owen's river valley, Inyo Co., which is situated east of
the Sierra Nevada, near to its southern extremity, and in a
region covered with tokens of former volcanic action. In other
places no lives were lost, and not much property destroyed.

There is great discrepancy in the reported direction of the
vibrations, but in most places they appear to have been trans-

verse to the mountain system, or in a general N.E. and S.W.
direction. In Lone Pine the fallen houses seemed to have
been pushed toward the N.E.

She first heavy shock was followed by a

,
closing with a stronger one at a few min-

utes after six a. m. And in the neighborhood of the moun-
:ight shocks continued to be felt at intervals for some

days or even weeks. Thus a letter from Yisalia, dated April
12, says:—"Ever since the first shock of the earthquake we

many pla
of lWsrr
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have had from day to day slight shocks,—at least from three to

five per day,—not sufficient to do any damage, but still some-
what exciting.*

The village of Lone Pine, eighteen miles south of Indepen-
dence, in the Owen's river valley, and a place of some 500 in-

habitants, was greatly damaged by the earthquake, and here
was almost the only loss of life. Over fifty adobe houses were

to ruins, and in their fall twenty-seven persons were
Frame houses

many buildings were prostrated and a few lives lost.

In this valley, and at some other places, the shocks were pre-

ceded and accompanied by a loud rumbling sound, which is

described as being u like a train of cars or like distant artillery."

Mention was made in the first accounts of large fissures in

the ground, fires seen in the mountains, etc.; but these re-

ports do not seem to be confirmed by the later advices. The
level of Owen's lake is also said to have risen four feet.

That the shock extended under the ocean is proved by the
schooner Real, which was becalmed in the straits off San Pedro,
and was so much injured that she made the port with difficulty.

It is also worthy of mention that the volcano of Colima in

Mexico was reported in violent eruption and throwing out
clouds of ashes on April 4, a few days after the earthquake.
The above is gathered mostly from the numerous accounts

published in the newspapers of San Francisco ; and for aid in
collecting them, my thanks are due to C. G. Eockwood, Esq.,
of Newark, N. J., J. C. Smith, Esq., secretary of the Merchants'
Exchange and News Association, New York, Eev. D. W. Poor,
D.D., of Oakland, Cal., and John A. Keves, postmaster at
Visalia, OaL

J
*

It is to be hoped that more full and careful scientific accounts
of the physical phenomena may have been collected by some
person on the spot, and that they may in due time be given to
the public.

6. A slight shock was reported at Paducah, Ky., on the
morning of March 26, and another at Salt Lake City, Utah, at
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1 p. M., March 28. These may have been part of the Inyo
earthquake.

7. On April 3, at 8 o'clock a. m., a severe earthquake
destroyed a large part of the ancient city of Antioch in Syria.

The shock lasted over 40 seconds, and the wave travelled from

d many ]

ge of foi

accompanied by a noise "like distant

thunder or artillery." Lighter shocks continued to be felt at

irregular intervals for at least a week after the first one. Very
many buildings were shaken down, filling the narrow streets

with the debris and burying hundreds of the inhabitants

beneath the ruins. The number of killed is estimated at 1,000
ore were left without shelter. The old

arches is rent in several places. The
villages south of the Orontes river were also much injured

;

but comparatively little harm was done north of the city.

8. A despatch from Copenhagen, May 14, gives the follow-

ing :
—

" A schooner, which arrived here to-day from Iceland,

reports a series of violent earthquake shocks at Hasvick on the

16th, 17th and 18th of April. Twenty houses were destroyed,

and several persons were injured, but no lives were lost."

9. The recent grand eruption of Mt. Yesuvius is interesting,

as being possibly connected with the phenomena recorded above.

This eruption first assumed noticeable proportions on the night
of April 24, 1872, when a flow of lava was added to the flames

and smoke which had for months adorned the summit of the

mountain. On the night of the 25th, a chasm opened in the

side of the cone, from which issued a torrent of lava ; the whole
occurring so suddenly as to overtake and destroy a number of

the spectators who were watching the eruption. The flow of
lava continued two or three days, overwhelmed two villages,

and buried a considerable extent of cultivated land. The erup-

v ended with a shower of stones and volcanic sand,

which fell in the streets of Naples to the depth of several inches.

The eruption was attended with the usual local tremblings of

the earth.

Brunswick, Me., May 31, 1872.

Art. II.— Contributions from the Physical Laboratory of Harvard
College ; No. III. On the Electrical Condition of Gas Flames ;

by John Trowbridge, Assistant Professor of Physics.

Prof. H. Buff, of the University of Giessen, has published

in the Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, vol. lxxx, 1, and

in the Phil. Mag. of Feb., 1852, an investigation of the electri-

cal properties of flames. He reviews at first the different
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theories in regard to the subject ; Becquerel, for instance, finds

electric opposition in all directions in flames which depend
upon the difference of the temperature of the metals immersed
in them. Pouillet recognizes a motion of electricity only from
the interior to the exterior, and hence also from the base to the

summit of the flame; Hankel, however, finds a motion the

reverse of this in the flames produced by the ignition of spirits,

and states that it is independent of the temperature of the im-
mersed conductor.

Prof. Buff then gives the following as the results of his

investigation

:

1. Gaseous bodies which have been rendered conductible by
strong heating are capable of exciting other conductors, solid

as well as gaseous, electrically.

2. When a thermo-electric circuit is formed of air, hydrogen
or carburetted hydrogen, alcohol vapor, charcoal, or finally a

metal, whether combustible or incombustible, an electric current

is developed, which proceeds through the air from the hottest

3. The development of electricity which has been observed
in processes of combustion, and particularly in flames, is due to

thermo-electric excitation, and stands in no immediate connec-

tion with the chemical process.

4. The products of combustion do not therefore, by any
means, occupy the relation to the burning body which has

been assumed by Pouillet ; if positive electricity rises with the

ductor.

The following are the results which I have obtained in test- I

ing the electrical condition of the flame of a Bunsen burner
with a Sir William Thomson's quadrant electrometer. The
degrees given refer to the arbitrary divisions of the scale, upon
which a spot of light is reflected from the mirror of the instru-

Upon connecting the testing plate of one pair of quadrants
of the instrument with the flame, while the other pair wen
connected with the metallic burner and with the earth, the

flame was found to be negatively electrified.

The following are some of the experiments selected from a
series that were made.

Exp. 1. Flame 12 c. m. high; plate at the height of 7 c. m.
A negative indication of 130°, very steady.

Exp. 2. A platinum wire, substituted for the plate, and
meeting the flame 3 c. m. above the burner, gave a deflection of
30° in a negative direction.

Exp. 3. With the testing plate just above the tip of the
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t showed a positive deflection of 70 to i

Exp. 4. With the testing plate 5 mm. from the outer sur-

face of the flame, on all sides, a feeble positive charge was
obtained, the air in contact with the flame being apparently-

charged positively, the indication in no case exceeding fifty or

sixty degrees on the scale of the electrometer.

Exp. 5. The metallic tip of the burner was found to be
charged positively, giving an indication closely agreeing in the

number of degrees with that corresponding to the negative in-

dication of the flame. This indication was quite constant.

Exp. 6. When a glass tip was substituted for the metallic tip,

no charge was found upon it. This was the case when any
non-conducting body formed the tip.

Exp. 7. A glass tip having been substituted for the metallic

one, a platinum wire was inserted below the orifice and care-

fully pushed upward until it occupied the centre of the in-

terior cone of flame. A very feeble indication of negative

electricity was the result.

While, with the Bunsen burner, the flame and the metallic

tip are in decided electrical opposition ; the one having a nega-

tive charge and the other a nearly equal positive charge ; in

spirit flames the two opposite states recombine, the wick of the

lamp and the fluid contained in the vessel connecting the two
charges. The flame, therefore, merely takes the potential of

the atmospheric electricity at the place where it is situated.

The electrical condition of the flame of a Bunsen burner
when tested by a sensitive galvanometer gives in the main the

same results as those obtained by Prof. Buff from spirit flames.

The quantity of electricity in the current passing from the flame
to the tip is exceedingly small ; whereas we have seen above
that the terminal immersed in the gas flame has a tension a

little exceeding that of the negative pole of a Daniell's element,

the above experiments were
lined, was charged positively to about the_ 1

the positive pole of twelve Daniell's eleE

i were afterward repeated when the {

cated a negative charge, with no difference in the results.

At the suggestion of Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, Rumford professor,

I tried the above experiments with a Bunsen blast lamp, by
means of which I could increase the heat and the flow of air and
gas at pleasure. Slight deviations in the scale readings were
obtained by this means : the flow of air appeared to affect the
charge of electricity upon the metallic tip, rendering it less con-
stant. The above experiments were in the main confirmed.
The nature of the metallic plate submitted to the flame and
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the degree to which, it was heated appeared to have a very
slight influence upon the charge.

Sir William Thomson, in the proceedings of the Literary and
Philosophical Society of Manchester, March, 1862, has a paper
upon the electricity of the air in rooms. He finds that it is

generally negative. By placing a spirit lamp upon the prime
conductor of an electrical machine, he was enabled to change
the tension of the air from a positive to a negative state and
the reverse. He carefully separates the results obtained from
the idioelectric effect of the flame, which, he states, in no case

gave a tension equal to either pole of a Daniell's element.

During the past winter observations made in the laboratory
tend to confirm these views. I have, however, found on some
days the air within strongly positive. The room is in the

north-west corner of the building, and there was a strong north-

west wind blowing at the times this was observed. I noticed,

also, while experimenting with the flame of a Bunsen burner
placed near the water dropper used by Sir William Thomson
in investigating the electrical state of the atmosphere, that the
positive charge of the air in the neighborhood greatly decreased,

and in some instances became feebly negative, by the presence
of the flame.

The popular idea that great fires are followed by a change

ranted from an electrical point of view. The electricity of the

air during cloudy and rainy weather is generally negative or at

the most feebly positive. The flames being negative would
tend to change a strong positive charge in clear weather to a

negative one, and thus bring the air to the state noticed in

cloudy and rainy weather.

The following are the conclusions to which the above ex-

periments lead

:

The flame of a Bunson burner is negative while positiv

electricity accumulates on the burner itself* if it is a good cor

ductor. With orifices made of non-conductors, no charge wa
found upon the tip.

2. The stratum of air in conte

is slightly charged with positn

sumed gas of the interior cone is neatrai.

3. The presence of flames tends to change the nature of the

atmospheric electricity at the given place, reducing a positive

tension to a feebly negative one.
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[Concluded.]

13. If we include in the curve of effective molecular action

the external electric attraction which we have seen may arise

within the sphere of what has been called the effective external

repulsion, it will be seen that the curve beyond Oc should be

raised ; and that when an effective attraction supervenes, and
determines a chemical union, it will pass entirely above the zero

line, from c to a certain distance beyond Od. But instead of

this the result may be that it passes above the zero line for a

certain distance, beginning at a point, say a', beyond c, or even

d. That is, an effective external repulsion may be in operation

over a distance ca\ and be succeeded by an external attraction

for a certain distance beyond a' ; and accordingly a' will be a

second point of stable equilibrium. Such an external effective

attraction, succeeded at less distances, down to c, by a repul-

sion, is apparently the determining cause of all phenomena
that result from bodies of matter coming into contact, which
do not terminate in a chemical union. As this attraction ope-

through a certain distance before the equilibrium is esta-
te less heat is generally given out.

3 it (1) as the force of adhesive attraction between
solids and liquids (which experiments have shown to be very

feeble in comparison with the cohesive attraction that consti-

tutes the general force of tenacity of the molecules of the

liquid), of which capillary attraction is one mode of manifesta-

tion : (2) as the similar force by which gases are compressed on
rfaces of solids and liquids, or into their pores, with the

phenomena of liquid and gaseous diffusion. To understand how
evolution of heat : (3) as the operative cause of the diverse

tseous diff^

it is capable of producing such effects, we have only to reflect

that at the surface of contact of two liquids, or gases, the force

in question should come into operation between the dissimilar

molecules posited on opposite sides of the surface, and that

the result must be that the molecular repulsion exerted by the

similar molecules of either liquid or gas, on one side of the

surface, will urge those lying near it to the opposite side.

This should happen, in the case of a gas, even though the

force under consideration should not amount to an effective

all gases interpenetrate each other. The diffusion should
stop until the two gases become a uniform mixture, since

long as an ideal plane can be taken within the gaseous m;
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on opposite sides of which the number of molecules of the two
kinds is not the same, the repulsion that takes effect m
plane will be of a less intensity than that which is directed

toward it.

Since the force of electric attraction that comes into play
between two dissimilar gaseous molecules, lying on opposite

sides of the surface of contact, is of the same intensity for

each molecule, and the molecular repulsion of each gas is the

same, the velocity of diffusion of each should be inversely pro-

portional to the square root of the density ; which is the fun-

damental law of gaseous diffusion established by Professor

Graham. In the case of two liquids the result is not precisely

the same, since the molecular repulsion maybe of

intensities for the two liquids, and hence the moving forces of
the two dissimilar molecules may be unequal. This repulsion

is generally least for the more viscid liquid. The general

result, however, is, as in the case of a gas, that the fluid whose
specific gravity is the least, penetrates most rapidly into the

It may be added that the extei

:

r considera-

tion is also the force which gives to liquids their solvent power.

14. When two substances combine in several different propor-

tions, the force of affinity is ordinarily weaker in proportion as

the number of primitive molecules ("atoms") of the one that

combine with one of the other is greater. This may be ascribed

to the circumstance that each new combination withdraws a

portion of the electric ether from the sides of the molecules on
which union has previously taken place, and occasions a collapse

of the envelopes there. The result of this should generally be
that die molecular attraction subsisting there is weakened,* and
that developed at the new point is less than that before existing.

The point of saturation should be reached when the diminishing
- have become so feeble that the heat developed by a

new combination suffices to detach one of the atoms already

combined; or when the decreasing force of external attraction,

that comes into operation at the successive combinations, is not

sufficient to predominate over the external repulsion.

There should be a tendency, in any case of a chemical union
of the combining molecules, to modify the electric condition of

those in their vicinity, by a propagation of the disturbance of

the envelopes. In view of this tendency we may see how it is that

a minute change in the proportion of one of the constituents may
effect a marked change in the degree of tenacity, hardness, &c., of
the compound (e. g., different qualities of steel resulting from
small differences in the quantity of carbon that is combined with
the iron). The phenomena of fermentation may be referred to
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15. All the mechanical properties of bodies may be ascribed

to varied values of tlie quantities — , m, and r 2 (vol. iii, p. 338),

and to the variations that may occur in these values under dif-

ferent circumstances. These quantities must depend primarily

upon the mass and size of the atoms around which the ethereal

atmospheres and electric envelopes are condensed. The marked
difference in the properties of certain substances which have
nearly the same atomic weight, indicates that atoms of the same
mass may differ in size.

It is to be observed that the same substance may assume
states of aggregation of its primitive molecules, in which

it exhibits different properties; under varied thermal or other

aces of solidification, giving rise to modifications of

the molecular envelopes. One general result may be noted, viz.,

that an aggregation of compound molecules should have less

tenacity than one of primitive molecules of the same substance

;

since in the latter case no two molecules can be drawn asunder
without exerting a force equal in intensity to their maximum
effective attraction ; but if the primitive molecules are arranged
in groups, instead of one homogeneous mass, there must be a

number of the constituents of each group separated from those

of the contiguous one by a distance greater than the natural

distance between two primitive molecules in equilibrium.

Diamond and charcoal may be cited as examples of the two
states of aggr -deration.

16. When the molecules of a solid, or liquid, are in a state of

equilibrium, that portion of the heat-pulses which acts as a

molecular repulsion is insensible heat ; since all the repulsive

impulses that proceed from one primitive molecule and take

effect on another, are there neutralized by equal attractive im-

pulses. Whenever, in the disturbance of the equilibrium of

two contiguous molecules, heat is given out, a certain part of

these insen- jes into the sensible state; that

is, are propagated indefinitely as unneutralized heat-pulses.

At the same time a change generally occurs in the physical con-

dition of the molecules ; ordinarily their envelopes collapse.

17. Heat may originate in several different ways. ( 1

)

When molecules are fon 'i'd, or in any way made to come into

closer proximity, in opposition to an effective repulsion, the

entire amou te as a retard-

ing force, shows itself as sensible heat. Heat originates in this

manner in the act of chemical union, in which a certain amount
of effective molecular attraction is expended in urging the

molecules toward each other, and an equal amount of

effective repulsion destroys the motion, and in so doing origi-

nates ethereal waves of heat proceeding outward from the
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molecules, which convey impulses of the same intensity as those

expended in arresting the molecular movements. Heat is

developed in this way when bodies are compressed by pressure,

or impact. The heat of friction also originates in this manner;
for between the molecules of the two rubbing surfaces the force

of external repulsion is in operation, and certain pairs of
them are being incessantly urged nearer to each other on the
line of movement. The increasing repulsion thus developed
constitutes the force of friction, and the resisting work done by
it develops an equivalent heat-energy. It may seem that the

continued operation of the same repulsive force, after the

approaching particles have passed each other, should

work thus done by the molecular heat-repulsion operating a

accelerating force will be given out again, by reason of the

subsidence of the motion produced by it, and therefore whatever
heat-energy is expended in such motion is afterward restored.

Besides, the repulsion in operation between two surface mole-
cules, in the act of separating after having been forced into

close proximity, will in general be more inclined to the line of

movement than the repulsion exerted between the same mole-
cules during their approach. This inequality of inclination

should obviously increase with the pressure.

(2.) Heat may also be developed by reason of a collapse of

molecular envelopes, resulting from a change in the distance

between contiguous molecules. For example, all substances

for which the ratio — exceeds 6'9, will, when compressed, give

out heat in this manner ; since the mutual attraction of their

envelopes will diminish. We have seen that the same state of

things occurs with india-rubber when it is stretched. In fact,

it appears from the table on page 444 (vol. iii), that all

bodies of matter for which the ratio — is less than 6
-9 are in

this respect in the same conditio There are

certain theoretical reasons for be! it ving that I (liquids belong to

this class. Upon this view the ! may be as-

cribed to a collapse of the molecular envelopes resulting from the

expansion of the mass that ensues as the compressive force at

the surface of the liquid ceases to operate. Except in the case
of water, the molecules of the liquid being in what has been
termed the secondary condition, this collapse of the envelopes
will be attended with an augmentation of their attractive

actions and a consequent attraction of the mass ; but this aug-

will increase the ratio — , and so tend to make the
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expansion of the envelopes that should result from the contrac-

tion of the mass less than the previous contraction. Besides,

the operation of the increased attraction should tend directly

to develope sensible heat-pulses for the reason given above.

(3.) The evolution of heat may also result from the action of

an electric current,—either compressing the molecular envel-

opes, and thereby causing heat-pulses to proceed from the

ethereal atmospheres, or originating waves in the i

luminiferous ether, the energy of which is subsequently ab-

sorbed by the molecular envelopes, to be radiated off in heat-

18. All the diverse effective forces in operation, in or upon
bodies, may act as statical /<<,-• ^ or (hjnamloil forces. In the

first case the impulses that fall upon the central atoms of the

primitive molecules are reflected off again, either in electric or

ethereal waves ; and no transformation of motion from ethereal

to ordinary matter occurs. But when motion ensues a certain

amount of ethereal wave-force is expended in the production of

such motion, and is transformed into the equivalent dynamic
energy of the moving mass. This motion can only be counter-

acted, and the body brought to rest, by the exertion, either

directly or indirectly, of an amount of impulsive wave-force

equal to that which originated the motion ; in which event the

energy that had passed into the body is restored to the ether,

either luminiferous or electric—ordinarily the former in the

form of heat-waves, since the repulsion that operates to bring

an impinging body to rest is usually the molecular heat-repul-

sion taking effect at the surface, and in the interior of the

The dynamical energy of any moving mass, of either of the

three varieties of matter, represents the previous expenditure of

a certain amount of ethereal wave-force, and can disappear only
by being transformed into an equivalent amount of energy of

one of the other two varieties of matter. Thus radiant heal U
of a

before noticed

;

_• be transformed into an equivalent amount of energy
v matter, or of electric ether.

19. Heat is everywhere in a state of perpetual flux,—both
while it retains the condition of ethereal wave-force and while
in the act of transformation into an equivalent energy of either

of the other two forms of matter ; and each transformation ordi-

narily soon gives place to another, and so never ending cycles

of transformation are passed through.
When the pulses of radiant heat fall upon ordinary molecules

one portion of the wave-force is transmitted, another reflected,

and a third absorbed. Absorption is of two kinds, general and
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elective. That portion of heat-energy which experiences general
absorption, is consumed in urging the molecular envelopes
farther from the central nuclei, while the other is expended in

imparting vibratory movements to the atoms and layers of the
envelopes, which naturally vibrate in unison with especial heat-

waves. Radiation is the necessary correlative of absorption.

For the recess of the envelopes attendant upon absorption is

succeeded by an equal collapse that originates pulses of radiant
heat equal in amount to those absorbed ; and the special vibra-

tory movements induced subside again by being communicated
to the luminiferous ether. The collapse of an envelope is

attended with vibratory movements of its individual atoms both
toward and from the central nucleus, and at right angles to

this line (varying in rate with the position of the atom in the
envelope), which originate ethereal waves of diverse rates of
undulation.

Heat is conducted, by good conductors, chiefly by waves of
the electric ether passing over from one molecular envelope to

another ; and hence the same physical conditions which favor

the conduction of heat should also favor the conduction of elec-

tricity. Heat may also be slowly and imperfectly conducted
by successive radiations from molecule to molecule through the
luminiferous ether, with attendant absorptions by the molecular
envelopes ; when the density of the interstitial electric ether is

too feeble to admit of direct conduction.

20. What is called the interior potential energy of a body of
matter, in the mechanical theory of heat, is the mechanical at

equivalent thermal energy capable of being expended, or given
out, in a contraction of the mass after expansion, or in the con-

densation of simple into compound molecules, or in the collapse

of expanded molecular envelopes. When the expansion of en-

velopes has resulted immediately from an increased attraction

between contiguous molecular envelopes, superinduced by an

!•;.!• I.

(mechanical or thermal), the potential 1

r absorbed will be equivalent to the attractive energy ex-

The work done, if any, in this case by the extraneous

i opposition to molecular resistances is altogether dis-

tinct from this incidental effect. The mechanical stretching of
wires, and liquefaction, with the attendant absorption of heat,

may be cited :i~ illu-rraf.ivc examples.

The hypothesis now in vogue that heat imparts vibratory

movements to the atoms themselves of bodies, involves the
assumption that the vibrations are as rapid, or approximately BO,

as the undulations of the heat-waves ; which the comparatively
slow rate of transmission of sound-vibrations, and the com-
pi ratively feeble intensities of the elastic forces called into play
in their transmission, renders in the highest degree improbable.
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Waves of light and of the actinic force originate, like

those of heat, in the vibratory movements of the atoms, or

layers, of the electric envelopes of molecules.

22. The diverse properties of substances with respect to the

absorption and radiation of special rays of light and heat, as

revealed by the spectroscope, may be chiefly ascribed to diversi-

ties in the range and rate of variation of the intensity of the

bag on the atoms of the electric envelopes of molecules.

The envelope of the molecule of each substance is in a special

condition of equilibrium, both as a whole and in all its parts
;

and any displacement of it, by heat-waves for example, will

originate special rates and systems of vibration throughout its

mass. It will in general vibrate as a whole, or in subdivisions

of greater or less extent, or in its individual atoms. Stationary

waves, and nodal points, lines, or surfaces, may also supervene

by the combination of individual waves passing up and down
through the envelope, or to and fro around it. In fact we have
all the conditions necessary for the production of the diverse

systems of bright or dark lines noticed in the spectra obtained
with different substances, and also the continuous spectrum
formed under certain circumstances. The commingling of

initial waves with the direct and reflex waves from other con-

tiguous molecular envelopes may also play a certain part in the

Physicisis have sought for a similar theoretical result by con-

ceiving that the molecules of the vapor or gas are compound

;

but the fact that each incandescent gas when sufficiently com-
pressed gives a continuous spectrum, necessitates the supposi-

tion that the gaseous molecule is composed of an indefinitely-

great number of simple molecules, which cannot be admitted.

This conclusion cannot be avoided if we allow that to each rate

23. The principle of the "Correlation of Forces," is implied

in the doctrine of convertible energy that has been briefly set

forth (p. 12). It applies to the dynamic energies that have re-

sulted from the operation of cosmical or molecular forces during
certain previous intervals of time. These energies are over and
above the forces attendant at any instant upon the natural

statical condition or tendency of things ; and hence are so many
disturbances of the natural equilibrium, and as this always
tends to assert itself, must continually manifest themselves in

connection with material movements, and these movements
must be continually undergoing transformations, wherever the

moving masses ( whether of either of the two ethers or of ordin-

ary matter) come into contact with others at rest.

24 In the gaseous state of matter the only molecular force in
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operation is the heat-repulsion—the mutual attractive actions

of the molecular envelopes having become insensible. The
law of Mariotte may be deduced from this theoretical principle

in the following manner. Let m be a point in the enclosure

against which the elastic pressure is exerted, andcmc/ a BHghtly
divergent cone ; all the gaseous particles lying within this cone
will be the centers of heat-waves proceeding in all

and in the thermal equilibrium of the mass each molecule will

radiate an amount of heat equal to that which it receives by
absorption from surrounding molecules. There will accordingly

be a uniform wave-flow of heat from one layer ab of the

conical mass to the next toward m, and thus the quantity of

wave-force that falls on m is the same as if there were an unin-

terrupted flow directly from one layer ab. Now if the density

of the gas be doubled, the number of molecules, or wave-centers

in any layer ab will be doubled, and hence the wave-force

impinging on m will be doubled. The result is the same as if,

for every such slightly divergent cone, there was a line of
aerial particles moving with a certain uniform velocity and im-

pinging upon m ; the density of this representative line being

the gas. This representative idea

accords with the fundamental hypothesis of the kinetic theory

of gases. The known deviations from the strict law of the

proportionality of the elastic pressure to the density
5

may be ascribed to the fact that the mutual attractive

action of the molecular envelopes becomes sensible when
the density is greatly increased, and the distance be-

tween the molecules approximates to Od (fig. 4, vol. iii,

p. 339). The well known experiment by Joule, which
established that a gas expanding into a vacuum expe-

riences no change of temperature, shows that the heat-

energy lost in the expansion of the escaping gas is

restored by the impact of the particles upon the enclos-

ure. This should obviously be the result if, as we have
supposed, gaseous phenomena are entirely due to the

operation of molecular heat-repulsion, since the energy
of the repulsive heat-waves expended in imparting
velocity to the particles should be given out again

when the motion of the particles is arrested.

It is obvious from the explanation above given of the law of

Mariotte that if two different gases have the same temperature
they will, exert the same elastic outward pressure, provided the
number of their molecules is the same for equal volumes ; or,

in other words, at the same temperature and pressure the num-
ber of particles in equal volumes of the two gases should be
the same.

The specific heat of different gases should be the same under
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drcumstanees, unless some portion of the sensible heat

applied should be expended in doing work within the mole-

cules, and portions so expended should be unequal. Now in

the case of simple gaseous molecules heat can do such interior

work only by expanding their envelopes, and there is no appar-

ent reason for any such possible effects being different with

different gases. The case is different with compound molecules,

for the expansive action of the heat will in general tend to

develope an increased attraction between the envelopes of the

constituents of the compound molecules, the operation ofwhich
will give rise to an absorption of a certain amount of heat.

Such effects may be quite different for different compound
gases ; and so their specific heats may be quite unequal. The
specific heats of compound gases, we should at the same time

expect, would be greater than that of a simple gas.

The Bergen Hill tunnel is famous for the abundance, beauty,

and variety of the minerals which it brought to light. Datolite,

pectolite, calcite, analcite, apophyllite, natrolite, stilbite, and
others were obtained there during its excavation in a degree of

perfection rarely equaled by the productions of any other local-

ity. The crystallizations of datolite are especially remarkable

;

some of the surfaces covered with the brilliant crystals being
eighteen to twenty-four inches in length.*

The crystals are in general not over a third of an inch across,

though they sometimes have a diameter of one inch. Those of

a single specimen have always entire uniformity of habit. The
datolite is associated on different specimens with most of the

other species found at the same locality, but it was not found

possible to obtain any facts which would throw light upon the

influence of the associated minerals on the crystalline form.

Among the varied forms, four different types may be distin-

guished.

a. Figure 1 represents a very common and characteristic form.

The crystals here are very thin, wedge-like, and are attached to

the mass of rock approximately by the extremity of the clino-

diagonal, though varying from that of the diagonal ten

between 2 and 2 on one side, to that between -4 and -4 on
the other. From the position and shape of these crystals, they

offer an unusual number of surfaces for the reflection of the

light, and hence give the specimen a brilliant sparkling aspect,

* Many specimens of this kind occur in the collection of Mr. Haines of Eliza-

beth, N. J.
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which serves to distinguish them at a glance from all other

forms. It is always simple, no further modifications than those

figured having been observed.

b. Another and more interesting type is shown in figure 2.

The crystals here are approximately equal in the three dimen-
sions. The figure shows this form in its simplest condition.

Other planes occur, viz : -2-t; also (as in fig. 3, which is a por-

tion of a crystal with this habit) 2-i, 4-2, f , f , |, H -8-2
; these

modifications do not however change at all the general habit of

the crystals.

c. Figure 14 reprasents a rare and quite unique form. The
planes -2-i and 2 are here most p] en the I be-

comes merely a line and i-i a minute triangle, as is sometimes
the case, it has the aspect of a rhombohedron. The planes i-2

and £-9 are noticeable features of the figure, and are spoken of

more particularly in another place. In addition to the planes

figured, there occur on crystals of the same specimen, 1 very

small, and i-?, i"-2, 2-i as mere lines.

d. Another type of form, though not so distinct, is exhibited

. figure 13. Under this type we seldom find the crystals of

ro specimens exactly similar, there being a great variation in

the relative sizes and in the number of the planes. A
complex form of this type is represented in fig. 8. The spec-

ial points to be noted in crystals of this habit are : the plane

-2-i, which is often very large and almost invariably etched

and therefore without polish ; and also the presence of the series

_4-2, -4-4, -4-i" and -6-f, -6-3, -6-i (fig. 4). The planes of the

series last mentioned are very common, the two series frequently

occurring together; and one of them at least is aim* 31

present with the -2-i. This peculiar range of planes above i-i

does not appear to have been met with on crystals from foreign

localities.

Under these four distinct types and their modifications, all

the crystals of Bergen Hill datolite observed by the writer (on

over two hundred specimens) can be included.

The following is a list of all the planes observed ; in it, those

marked with an asterisk (*) have not been observed before:

(top); vertical prisms, i-i, i*-4,* i-2* I, i-\ i-2, i-3* i-i; or-

thodomes, -1-i, -±-i, -2-i, -4-i, -6-i, -8-i; 2-i; elino-

domes, ±-i* l-i, |-t, 2-i, i-z; hemi-octahedral, —4; 4, 2, f, 1,

J, I;* -4-2, -4-4,* -6-|,* -6-3; 4-2;* -6-f* (?), 12-|;

-4-2, -8-2, |-2, 2-2; -4-3,* f-3,* #-3;* £-9,* f-5,* f-4* (?),

H *(?).+

!
p c)

'. it is designated

t on crystals from
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Among the new planes, the following are determined by the

zones in which they occur, as will be seen in the figures:

-6-|, -4-4 (fig. 4), 4-2 (fig. 3), i-2 (fig. 14), -4-3 (fig. 8,)

|-3 (fig. 12) * H (fig. 10, between 1 and l-l). A 1-1=171° V
(measured, 171° 7'). The plane i-2 consists of an oscillatory

combination of i-i and /.

Other new vertical prisms are t-4 (fig. 11), and i-3 (fig. 8)

;

*4a*-* = 170° 58' (measured = 171° 11'); i-3 *i-i= 117° 39'

(measured = 117° 51'). f (fig. 3) is a^new octahedral plane

;

Oa, 1=158° 36' (measured=158° 50'). f-8 has always the shape

and position shown in figs. 9 and 12 ; i-ia, f-3=108°4' (measured

=107°-108°); 6U f-3=138 14' (measured=138°). -6-f (fig.

9) is on the edge between / and —4-2, consequently ra= ;

the case did not admit of determination by measurement ; but n

is obviously less than 2 and greater than 1, and it is hence very

probably equal to f , which puts it in the same zone with 12-f.
Between § and 2-1 a rough plane was observed in one

case. Here m=
2n+ l '

^ e plane gives an angle of *65° to 168
°

upon 2-1, and consequently n cannot be less than 3.

A remarkable series of planes, usually convex (figs. 16,

17), in the same zone with -2-i, 2-1 and /(opposite -2-i)

having m———*, often takes the place of the clinodome 2-\

which when present is very narrow. The common form of this

+m-n plane (G) is convex ; starting from — 2-i, where it makes
an angle of about 95°, it curves around toward /, chang-

ill the intersections with

s an angle on i-i of V
in tig. 17, which is a front vi

of the plane. In fig. 14 we have a plane of this zone quite flat

ing in the value of m and n constantly till the intersections \

4-« and 1 become parallel and it makes an angle on i-i of ]

This is represented in fig. 17, which is a f

though unpolished, and giving on measurement the angL

of 94° 30'-96° ; its svmbol is consequently f -9 (required 95° 42')-

Another plane of this zone, also sometimes occurring alone, as

shown in fig. 16, a direct view of it, makes parallel intersec-

tions with 44 and 1, and is hence f -5 ; i-i* f-5=100° 57'. On
the edge between f-5 and — 2-i in the same crystal, a plane

appears (*, fig. 16) which corresponds to the other part of O.

Des Cloizeaux gives the planes y, 17, %, a, &, misapprehending the form which
he takes from Dana's Mineralogy

;
placed in the proper position y would become

dh Xi £> eto- y (-2-2 ). however, he figures also from a cryBtal of Haytorite.
* In figures 12 and 15 the crystal is represented inverted, which was necessary
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The clinodome §4 is also occasionally wholly or in part re-

placed by a convex +m-~n plane (*), in the zone that includes 4,

±-i and |, which plane therefore has m= o „ . In fig. 6 the

plane (i) occurs, though by the projection its shape is not satis-

factorily shown. Measurement gives for r^i.i=^\° 30' to 92°
30' near its intersection with -2-i; but for the larger part of the
plane *yv**=07° -98°, and near its intersection with f,

r^i-i=
107° 20-108°. The last angle corresponds to the plane £-a

,

whose calculated inclination on i-i is 107° 36' ; while the main

part of the plane has for n probably 4, giving f-4, which in-

clines toward i-i at the angle 97° 31'. There may be included

in t the plane f -6, for which the same angle is 95° 13'. The
plane 1-2 belongs to the same zone ; but its angle with i-i is

103° 36', and evidence of its presence was not found, while that

of f-f was sustained by the following observation.

Between 1 and —%i a convex plane (? fig. 15) occurs,

giving ^'a7=105 o-107o
; from the zone we have m= -~^—

This plane is in a zone between 1 and the position of \-\, while

£-a is in that between a and %-%. The two zones here cross,

and if n is the plane common to them, it is f-i. That it is so

is rendered almost certain by its angle of inclination on i-i, and
its similarity to » in having a convex surface.

The convex planes G and * replacing the clinodomes 2-1 and

H sometimes occur together. In fig. 6, the intersections of

with the two planes t converge backward, a necessary conse-

quence of the oblique position of *.

The series of planes above i-i, -4-i and -6-i and the adjoining

planes, are in many cases curved, so that sometimes a
1.'

tions between them disappear ; this is true of -6-i and -8-i in

fig. 6. These series of curved planes are a remarkable feature of

the datolite from this locality.

In regard to the special character of different planes, and
their frequency of occurrence, I make a few additional remarks.

The clinodiagonal hemi-octahedral planes and vertical prisms,

almost without exception, are destitute of any polish, and often
'* '

'
\ true also of -2-i and the other orthodomes

with -6-3 -6- 1 -4-4, 4-2, and 4. The remaining planes, *\

occasional exceptions, are well polished, though the presence of
wavy lines on the surface in most cases prevents very accurate

measurements. 0, when of sufficient size to be well observed,
is uniformly striated in two different directions, parallel to its

intersections with the octahedral planes of the m series. In the

crystals from which fig. 3 was drawn, it consisted of an oscilla-



tory combination of and §, introducing so much irregularity

as to make f-S at times slightly triangular in shape.

The planes /, i-i,H -4, and 2 are never absent ; -2-i, 2-1, 0,

1 are very common; f-i, -4-i, -6-*', -4-2, -4-4, -6-§, -6-3, a

little less common ; i\ i-2, —8-2, 4, (the last generally associated

with the clinodiagonal planes), were observed on perhaps one-

tenth of the specimens examined; — 1-i, —±-i, f, f, 2-i, 12-f,

9-9
?
i-i, on one-twentieth; -8-i, i-2, 4-2, |, H z-3, f-2, f-8, f-5

are rare ; and t-4, 2-2, -6-f , -4-3, f-8, are very rare.

The following table of all the observed planes, with the let-

tering employed by different authors, is added for the sake of

convenience of reference. Miller's letters are taken from Brooke
and Miller's Mineralogy (1852); Schroder, from Pogg. Ann.,

xciv, 1855; Dauber, from Pogg., Ann., ciii, 1858. The planes

in this list that have not been found by the author on the Ber-

gen Hill crystals, have their symbols in parentheses.

Dana. _^,._ Miner. Schroder. Dauber. Des CI.

i2 (new)

i
(3 Gregg

;

b

d' 1

ft (new)
„ b b' 9'

(HK)

(-39
. «

*

oh

oh

5

(&i)
7"

^PaHeas'b.

ah

Jj(ww)
>

t

< k
l

si

(50

(80

/ « f l
h*
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In the figures the axes have the positions and the relative

values adopted by Professor Dana, and the system of symbols
employed is also the same. It is to be noticed that Levy
adopted this position of the axes in his work on the Heuland
Cabinet (1837), while other authors have taken i-i as and
made either %% or 44 the fundamental prism. This position

has the considerable advantage of giving the planes in vertical

zones, and so making the form more symmetrical, and the

mathematics more simple. It might be an improvement to

double the length of the vertical axis ; the theoretical form
would then approach more closely to the dimensions commonly
occurring in the crystals.

It is worthy of note that the planes of the fundamental plus

octahedrons are represented by the terms in the series f | 4 |
III; and excluding 8-S and f -i, two clinodomes mentioned by
Des Cloizeaux, the clinodomes are all of the same series, though
wanting thus far the members f and f

.

In the preparation of this article I have had the free use of
the specimens of datolite in the cabinets of Yale College, Prof.

G. J. Brush, Eev. E. Seymour of JSew York, and Mr. Benjamin
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Haines of New Jersey. The cabinet of Mr. Haines contains

hundred specimens, and I am greatly indebted to his

iss for the privilege of examining them at my leisure. To
Mr. Seymour and Professor Brush I would also express my
grateful acknowledgments. The complex forai represented in

figure 8 is from a crystal in the cabinet of Mr. Seymour.

New Haven, Ct.
r
May, 1812.

ART. V.— Oncer
N. Y., which

by T. B. Brooks.

A SURVEY of the Caledonia and Keene iron mines at Keene
Station, St. Lawrence county, New York, made by me in the

spring of 1870, developed the following series of so<

conformable rocks, some of which are apparently older than the

Potsdam.
In descending order the series is as follows :—1st, A fine

grained, somewhat friable light gray, sometimes reddish, sand-

stone, which toward the bottom of the bed is often a quartz

conglomerate It is lighter colored and less firm, but otherwise

resembles the sandstone quarried at Potsdam. The maxi-
mum thickness observed was, say 40 feet, but the line separat-

ing this rock from No. 2 was not always well-defined, and the

surface was lowered from erosion.

This rock is named by Dr. Emmons Potsdam sandstone,

page 93, Part IV, Geology of N. Y., where the Caledonia Mine
is described under the name of the " Parish ore bed."

2nd, Next below this sandstone is the iron ore formation

;

made up of red hematites, both specular and earthy, together

with irregular lenticular masses of a brownish and very
compact sandstone or quartzite, and a magnesian rock resem-

bling No. 3 of this series. Associated with the ore are the car-

bonates of lime and iron and other minerals : carbonaceous mat-

ter is shown by the analyses. This formation varied greatly in

thickness in different localities, from a few feet to at least 40.

The mines which are now extensively worked are in this

formation.

3rd, Under the ore, and forming the foot wall of the mines, is

a soft rock, generally schistoze or slaty, but sometimes massive
in structure, of a green to grayish-green color, weathering lead

gray and becoming porous where exposed in outcrops. It is ap-

parently a magnesian rock, containing considerable graphite and
iron pyrites, designated by Br. Emmons as serpentine, and
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with the overlying ore was regarded by him as eruptive. This
. e the ore, varies greatly in thickness, the maximum

observed being at least 90 feet.

4th, Below the schist is a bed of granular, crystalline lime-
stone, white to light gray in color ; often friable near the sur-

face and weathering to a dark color. It holds numerous crystals

of bronze colored mica and, still more abundantly, graphite in
thin scales. The thickness of this formation is' not less than
250 feet.

5th, Is a sandstone similar in character to No. 1, described above.
The thickness is uncertain, but one outcrop is exposed not
less than 15 feet. Dr. Emmons does not mention this rock, and I

do not think he observed it, or he certainly would have men-
tioned it in connection with his igneous theory for the origin of
limestones, inasmuch as it separates two deposits of his " primi-
tive limestone."

6th, Is a granular crystalline limestone closely resembling
No. 4 before described, but differing in containing in places

irregular beds or veins of granite, composed of a white feldspar

and quartz. A mineral resembling tremolite was observed in this

formation. This association of limestone and granite is fully

described by Dr. Emmons (pages 24 and 338 and 340), and
seems to have afforded him the best arguments for his p
views regarding the origin of the limestone. The thick

peculiar

kness of

approximately determined ; it is

certainly thicker than the limestone already described.

As my survey was purely economic, having reference to

explorations for iron ore, not much attention was paid to the
thickness of the rocks below the ore. I consider that the series

described has a minimum thickness of 700 feet, and probably
much greater. Underlying this whole series and bounding
it on the southeast side is a well characterized gneiss, which
is in all probability non-conformable ; but the actual contact was
not seen. This gneiss is a part of the great azoic area of north-

ern New York, and is colored Laurentian on the geological

map of Canada. It is lithologically a totally different rock from
the granite described above in No. 6 as associated with the marble,

although Dr. Emmons seems to give them the same origin and
age. No limestone was seen in it,—the feldspar was reddish,

and it always contained mica and often hornblende.

This series of sandstones, limestones, and ferruginous and
magnesian schists was not found complete, so as to display

unmistakably the sequence of the beds except on one section,

i. e., through the west corner of the Caledonia mine lot :—and
there the 2nd and 3rd members were of less than usual thick-

ness. The Laurentian gneiss was not seen on this section. At
the Kearny mine the members of the series from 1 to 4 inclusive
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are well shown. At the Caledonia mine the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

are well developed, as is also the case southeast of the Keene.
At this latter point the magnesian schist No. 3 is seen in such

close proximity to the gneiss as to render it probable that beds

4 to 6 are wanting. This could be e:
% '~

great irregularity in the bottom of the \

deposited.

The whole series are folded, presenting several anticlinal and
synclinal axes which run rudely parallel with the edge of the

it area, i. e., northeast and southwest. On one section a

half-mile long across the Caledonia and Kearney mines, no less

than six such axes were observed. Prof. Dana describes the

rocks of the Potsdam epoch in New York as having usually "a
gentle dip or as nearly horizontal." This description would not

embrace the rocks at this locality. In one place an outcrop of

magnesian schist (No. 3) has a dip of 80°, indicating a very
sharp fold. Aside from this, the inclinations observed varied

from 0° to 40°. The upper sandstone has been eroded from
considerable part of the area about the mines, exposing the

lower rocks and affording a good opportunity for strut

study. The surface is quite hilly, the highest point ob-

served being 120 feet above the valley at its base.

As has been remarked, Dr. Emmons describes i

Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in Geology of New York, Part IV, page 93,

under the respective names of "Potsdam Sandstone," "Specu-
lar Iron Ore " and " Serpentine." He regards the last two as

well as the limestone which underlies them as eruptive, and
does not seem to have observed the sandstone which divides

the two limestone beds. The planes of bedding were occasion-

ally obscure in the magnesian rock and sandstones, often so in

the iron ore and marbles ; but taken as a whole they cannot
be regarded as other than sedimentary rocks showing more
or less evidence of metamorphic action. Except as noted
above, I do not find them described by the New York geologists.

Regarding their age, if Dr. Emmons is right in calling the

uppermost sandstone No. 1, " Potsdam," as he has repeatedly
done, and if he begins the Potsdam epoch at this locality with

the bottom of this sandstone, which is unquestionably his inten-

tion, then the rock beds 2 to 6 inclusive are older than this so-

called base of the Paleozoic column. This view would

ribly make them the equivalents of the Taconic system of

Emmons, and it is strengthened by the similarity in general
lithological character, number and order of the beds between
this series and that system as described^ in Geology of New
York, Part iv, pages 188 to 144. It is hardly to be'supposed,
however, that Dr. Emmons would have passed over so promi-
nent a suggestion of his favorite system without recognizing it
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There is no doubt but that his peculiar views regarding the

origin of limestones stood somewhat in the way of his seeing

all the facts that this iiit>av<tiiig .< ity exhibits His section

of the Parish ore bed, page 93, Part iy, does not represent the

facts now to be observed. I found only magnesia 11 schist

where he has marked gneiss. It should be remarked, however,
that there has been a large amount of work done of late years,

revealing many additional facts.

Dr. Emmons gives 60 to 300 feet as the minimum and maxi-
mum thicknesses of the Potsdam sandstone in northern New
York, and it has been described as diminishing in some in-

stances to 20 or 30 feet. The prevailing rock observed in this

region seems to have been a laminated sandstone, frequently

having a conglomerate as its lower member. Nor have any
rocks of different lithological character been ascribed to this

period in the region in question ; although partly calcareou

layers and even beds of true limestone have been observed i

the upper rocks of this period in the northwest. The rocks 1

have described, therefore, have apparently too great a thickness

and show too wide a variation in lithological- character to be
regarded as the equivalents of the Potsdam. Some forms,

obtained from a calcareous layer the base of the upper sand-

stone, which I thought might be organic, were pronounced
by Dr. Newberry to be concretions. The abundance of gra |

>) i i re

was the only evidence of organic life observed.

The Potsdam quarries are only 35 miles northeasterly from
the Eossie mines, and the country between was examined by
Dr. Emmons. He may have traced the sandstone through

bically. My own reconnaissance of this country lea< Is

me to believe that this could easily be accomplished. Should
it be done, a point of considerable interest which would be
incidentally settled is this :—Does the Potsdam sandstone in

this region become, in places, decidedly gneissic in <

My own hasty observations at the Sterling and Tate ore beds

leads me to believe that it ' does : if so, the Tate bed de-

scribed by Dr. Emmons, pages 95 and 346, as being overlaid by
gneiss, may be found to be the equivalent of the Eossie beds,

which 1 believe to be the case. The ores are certainly very

similar. This Tate bed confirmed Dr. Emmons, and with good
reason, in his view, that the iron ores were of "primitive age,''

lying cither in or immediately on top of the great gneissic

series.

As bearing on this subject, I would mention that the iron

ores of the Maramec district in Crawford and Phelps Co.,

Mo., bear a close resemblance to those of Eossie, and work
equally well in the furnace. The Missouri ore contains con-

siderable yellow ochre, which is less abundant at Eossie ; but
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the specular and earthy red hematites are nearly identical

and unlike any other iron ore I have seen. A sandstone associ-

ated with the Missouri ores is very similar to the Pots-

dam in lithological character, and the series is, I believe,

regarded by the Missouri geologists as of Lower Silurian age.

Iron ores are described as occurring in the Potsdam period of

Canada, but I do not know of any ore in the United States

which the Geological Reports assign to that period.

Art. VI.

—

On a simple Apparatus for the Production of Own
with Electricity of high tension; by Prof. ARTHUR W
Wright.

Experiment has shown that in the production of ozone b;

electricity the :

silent or glow discharge, and i

which this is effected are contrivances by which oxygen i

to flow slowly through a space traversed by such a discharge.

In v. Babo's apparatus, as well as in those of Siemens and
Houzeau, the metallic conductors are separated by glass and a

stratum of air. By inductive action of the charged metallic

surfaces the intervening air becomes charged with electricity

oppositely upon its two sides, and simultaneously with the

discharge of the metallic terminals, through the wire of the

coil, a discharge takes place through the air, not in the form
of sparks, but diffusely, producing a glow of purplish light,

visible only in the dark.

These apparatus succeed best with electricity of compara-
tively low tension. In using the Holtz's electro-machine with
them the discharge is apt to occur chiefly in the form of sparks
through the air, or it may even traverse and perforate the glass,

and the form of the apparatus must be varied to give the best

results.

^
When the poles of the machine itself are separated to a suffi-

cient distance the electricity passes between them either in the
form of a diffuse brush, spanning the whole interval, or with a

the positive, the intermediate space not being visibly
This is the so-called dark or silent discharge, exhibiting the
phenomena of the electric shadow when suitable objects are
interposed, as described in a former paper.* When this occurs
the strong odor shows that a considerable amount of the atmos-
pheric oxygen is converted into ozone.

* Thia Journal, II, xlLr, p. 381, and III, i, p. 431.
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If this discharge is made to take place in an enclosed space

through which air or oxygen can be driven, the ozonizing effect

of the electricity is heightened and can be utilized. The appa-

ratus which I have employed, and which has afforded very sat-

isfactory results, consists of a straight glass tube about 20

centimeters long and having an internal diameter of 2 5 centi-

meters, the two ends being stopped with corks covered on the

inner side with a thin coating of cement to protect them from

the action of the ozone. Through the axis of each cork is in-

serted a glass tube of about 5 millimeters caliber, and 7 centi-

meters in length, having a branch tube inserted perpendicularly

at the middle and long enough to permit a rubber tube to be

slipped upon it. The outer ends of the tubes themselves are

closely stopped with corks, through which are passe I

thick copper wires carrying suitable terminals at their inner

ends, and bent into a ring at the others. They are fitted so as

to make tight joints, but to allow of motion in order to vary

the distance between their inner ends. One of these wires car-

ries a small ball ; the other terminates in a disk with rounded

edge, set perpendicularly to the axis of the tube, and so large

as to leave an annular space of some two or three millimeters

breadth around it. The gas is admitted through one of the

branch tubes and escapes from the other, after having passed

through the whole length of the tube.

In using the apparatus the wires must be connected with the

poles of the machine in such a manner that the disk becomes the

negative te

r

ueinent gives the greatest degree

of expansion and diffuseness to the current On turning the

machine, and adjusting the ball and disk to a proper

a nebulous aigrette surrounds the latter, quite filling the inter-

val between it and the wall of the tube, while the part of the

tube between the disk and ball is crowded with innumerable

hazy streams converging upon the positive pole, or simply caus-

ing the latter to be covered with a faint glow. A
air or oxygen sent into the tube must pass throng!.

ozone is very rapidly produced, and in great quantity CM
condensers are of course not used with the machine, when this

apparatus is employed.
There appears to be an advantage in causing the M

pass from the negative toward the positive within tl

gas through which the discharge passes is I

ine contrary direction, as may be readily seen on i

candle flame between the poles of the machine, or

thin column of smoke to rise through the polar interval. 1
he

flame and the smoke are defiV.

negative pole. If the gas should be admitted in the direction

mentioned, there would be a tendency to obstruct its flow some-
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what, and thus keep it longer under the influence of the elec-

Some experiments which were made with the apparatus will

give an idea of its efficiency. One hundred cubic centimeters

of water were placed in an upright tube or test-glass, and into

it were put 20 drops of strong indigo solution, causing it to as-

sume a deep blue tint. Air was driven through the ozonizing

tube, under a pressure of about three inches of water, and on

issuing from it conveyed by a tube into the solution. When
the electro-machine was put in operation, being turned with

sufficient speed to give nearly its maximum effect, the solution

completely lost its blue color in less than four minutes. Blue
under similar circumstances became pale pink,

but required a considerably longer time for the change.

When Schonbein's test' solution is employed the deep blue

color is immediately produced, but the solution is too thick to

work well if the starch has been heated considerably, or for a

long time, in making it. A better proportion is to take one
part of potassic iodide by weight, ten parts of starch, and five

thousand parts of water. This forms a milky solution, suffi-

ciently mobile to mix well when the ozonized air bubbles
through it. When 100 cubic centimeters of this solution were
used, and air passed through the apparatus as before, the blue
color appeared at once on application of electricity, and in 30
seconds it was deeply colored.

With dry oxygen the effects were much more rapid and re-

markable. 100 cubic centimeters of the solution were used,

as before. The instant the machine was put in action the

liquid about the end of the delivery tube became deep blue,

and in from ten to fifteen seconds the whole had acquired a

uniform and intense blue color.

The summer moisture having interfered somewhat with the

effective working of the electro-machine, there has been no
opportunity to determine the percentage of ozone produced in

this manner, but it appears to be very large. When dry oxy-
gcn is j.ass^l through the tube very slowly, the issuing gas

when inhaled produces a painful burning sensation in the lungs,

and causes violent coughing, which persists for a considerable

filled with air and the poles were 7 or 8 centimeters apart the
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_ was of the silent kind, but on admitting oxygen it

immediately took the form of direct sparks.

The quantity of the solution used in these experiments was
much greater than would be needed in order to exhibit the
characteristic reactions of ozone to an audience of moderate size.

One-half or one-third of the amount would be quite sufficient,

and the time required for the reaction would be proportionally
shorter. The great quantity of the ozone, as well as the ease
and rapidity with which it is produced, render the apparatus
especially serviceable for use in the lecture-room.

,

In using the Holtz's electro-machine, in the summer season,
it is often very difficult to make it retain any considerable
charge, or even to keep up its action for more than a few
minutes. The ebonite insulators are found to have lost in a
large degree their insulating power, and to have become con-
ductors to such an extent that considerable sparks may be
drawn from them at points several inches distant from the
metal parts supported by them, thus dissipating the greater
Portion of the charge. This is the usual condition of things
when the machine, after much use, has stood for some weeks in
the warmer portion of the year unused. The surface of the
ebonite becomes hygroscopic, condensing upon itself a large
amount of moisture, the accumulated liquid being sometimes
so abundant as to trickle down in drops.
Having noticed on one occasion that this liquid had an acid

taste, I was led to examine it more closely, and the ordinary
tests very speedily showed it to be sulphuric acid. Its pres-
ence was a sufficient explanation of the defective insulation,

•posits of moisture were found upon the ebonite
jackets of two induction coils some time after they had been
used.

As nothing containing sulphur had been used about the

apparatus, the acid was evidently derived from the ebonite
itself. Tlie fi rst thought was that the material had been heated
Jn the process of vulcanization sufficiently to oxidize the sul-

pnur
; but as the sulphurous oxide, if thus formed, would be

dissipated by the heal Uy be regarded as the
source of the sulphuric acid, especially as the latter did not
appear until after the apparatus had been used. It is well

Known that vulcanized caoutchouc is affected by ozone, and
that the ordinary rubber tubes through which it is passed are
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able then that t

upon the insulators, and experiments were made which entirely

confirmed this supposition.

To the exit-tube of the ozonizing apparatus described in the

previous paper was attached one end of a vulcanized rubber

tube a few inches long, the other end being slipped upon the

glass tube of a small wash-bottle containing some thirty or

forty cubic centimeters of water. Air was slowly driven

2jh the apparatus, and, having been strongly ozonized by
* bbled up through "'

This was continued for an hour and a half. At the end of
i of the electricity, bubbled up through the

this time common air was passed through the apparatus to dis-

place the ozone left in it, the tubes were removed, and the

bottle closed with a glass stopper. On opening the bottle some
time afterward, there was an unmistakable odor of sulphur-

ous oxide, and the water reddened blue litmus paper very
quickly and strongly. A strip of litmus paper, hung in the

bottle so as not to touch the water, was completely reddened in

a short time, and this happened even after several days had
elapsed from the time of the experiment. The water tested

with chloride of barium gave a considerable crystalline pre-

cipitate, leaving no doubt of the presence of sulphuric acid.

A small slip was cut from a thin plate of ebonite, cleaned

and dried, and placed in a small bottle into which ozone was
driven as before. In a short time it was bedewed with mois-

ture having an acid taste, and exhibiting the same properties as

that found upon the insulators of the machine.
In order to determine whether the sulphur, itself could be

directly oxidized by ozone, a quantity of fine flowers of sul-

phur was gently rubbed into a loose lock of dry cotton, so as

to diffuse it as much as possible. The cotton was placed in a dry
wash -bottle, and connected by means of a glass tube with a

second wash-bottle containing a little water, all the connecting
tubes being of glass. Ozone was passed through the bottles

for an hour and a half, but at the end of this time not the

slightest evidence of any action upon the sulphur could be
detected. This was what might have been expected, for as the
air often contains a small percentage of ozone, sulphur exposed
to it would undergo slow alteration, with loss of weight, and it

does not appear that anything of the kind has ever been
observed.

It is evident that while the ebonite is undergoing decomposi-
tion by the ozone, the oxygen combines with the issuing sul-

phur to form sulphurous oxide, which with the atmospheric
isture produces sulphurous acid, this in turn being converted
) sulphuric acid by the further action of the ozone. The
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absorption of moisture from the atmosphere by the sulphuric
acid produces the dew-like deposits observed.
The deleterious effect upon the insulators can be remedied

by neutralizing the acid with some substance which will not
form a hygroscopic compound or essentially lessen the insulat-
ing power of the ebonite. 1 have used oxide and carbonate
of magnesium with very good effect. A little of either of
these substances in fine powder is sprinkled upon a soft cloth
or piece of chamois leather and rubbed over the insulators.
The excess is removed with a wet cloth, and the surface, after
drying, cleaned and polished by rubbing with a soft woolen
cloth very slightly moistened with carbonic di-sulphide. As
the ebonite is attacked by the latter substance, care should be
observed, in employing it, to use only so much as is needed to
facilitate the polishing process without injuring the surface.
The ebonite may be somewhat discolored by these operations,
but the color can be restored by rubbing with a little oil, or
will return of itself after a time.
Probably a better method may be found, but this gives very

good results. On one occasion, early last autumn, when the
electro-machine had not been used for some months, the sparks
obtained on charging it and using small condensers were only
about one quarter of an inch in length, and the action of the

by the process described, sparks eight or nine inches in length
were obtained at once, and the machine worked with nearly its

Coral islands have been shown to be literally monuments
erected over departed lands ; and, through the evidence from
such records, it is discovered that the Pacific has its deep-wate*
fountain chains, or lines of volcanic summits, not merely
hundreds, but thousands of miles in length. Some of the
ranges of high islands are proved by such records to have an
under-water prolongation, longer than that above water: the
hne of the I

;

example, which has a length of
only four hundred mi..- tr..m Hawaii to Kauai, and five

hundred and thirty to Bird Island, the western rocky islet of
the group, but stretches on westward, as the coral registers show,

* From the closing chapter of the writer's work on Corals and Coral Islands,
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even to a distance of two thousand miles from Hawaii, or as

far as from New York to Salt Lake City ; and how much
farther is unknown, as the line of coral islands here passes the

boundary of the coral reef seas, or the region where coral

records are possible.

Other ranges of submerged summits are shown to extend

through the whole central Pacific, even where not a rocky peak

remains above the surface; for all the coral islands from the

eastern Paumotus to Wakes Island, near long. 170° E. and lat

19° N., north of the Ralick and Radack (or Marshall) groups,

are in linear ranges ; and they have, along with the equally

linear ranges of high islands just south, a nearly uniform trend,

curving into northwest and north-northwest at the western ex-

tremity. The coral islands consequently cap the summits of

linear ranges of elevations, and all these linear ranges together

constitute a grand chain of heights, the whole over five

thousand miles in length. Thus, the coral islands are records

of the earth's submarine orography, as well as of slow changes
of level in the ocean's bottom.

This coral island subsidence is an example of one of the

great secular movements of the earth's crust. The axis of the

subsiding area* has a length of more than six thousand miles

—equal to one-quarter of the circumference of the globe ; and
the breadth, reckoning only from the Sandwich Islands to the

Friendly Group (or to Tongatabu) is over twenty-five hundred
miles, thus equalling the width of the North American con-

tinent. A movement of such extent, involving so large a part

of the earth's crust, could not have been a local change of level,

but one in which the whole sphere was concerned as a unit

;

for all parts, whether participating or not, must have in some
way been in sympathy with it.

This subsidence was in progress, in all probability, during
the Glacial era, the thickness of the reefs proving that in their

origin they run back through a very long age, if not also into

the Tertiary. It was a downward movement for the tropical

Pacific, and perhaps for the warmer latitudes of all the oceanic

areas, while the more northern continental lands, or at least

those of North America, were making their upward movement,
preparatory to or during that era of ice.

The subsidence connected with the origin of coral islands

and barrier reefs in the Pacific has been shownf to have
amounted to several thousands of feet, perhaps full ten thou-
sand. And, it may be here repeated that, although this sounds
large, the change of level is not greater than the elevation u hicfc
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the Rocky Mountains, Andes, Alps and Himalayas have each
experienced since the close of the Cretaceous era, or the early
IVi'tnin-

:
and

j
. rhaps it does not exceed the upward bulging

m the Glacial era of part of northern North America.
The author has presented reasons for believing* that in this

Glacial era the watershed of Canada, between the River St.

Lawrence and Hudson's Bay, was raised at least 5,500 feet
above its present level (1,500 feet) ; and that this plateau thus
elevated was the origin of the great glacier which moved south-

ver New England. This region is the summit of the
eastern arm of the great V-shaped Azoic area of the continent,
the earliest elevated land of North America ; and it is not im-

that the other arm of the V, reaching from Lake
tnd Huron, northwestward, to the Arctic, was raised

*| the same time to a higher elevation, and was the source of
glacial movements over the more central portions of the con-
tinent :—we cannot say western portions also, since, in the first

place, the facts, according to Prof. J. D. Whitney, do not 'sus-

tain the statement; and, in the second, the great mountain
ranges of the west would have been a barrier to all influences
h'"iii any central continental elevation, and. besides, the slopes

tnges, even if the Pacific border were higher to the

now, would have in general determined the course

m yestern glacial movements.
• that the two arms of the great Azoic V were raised

not without some support For the courses of the
two were the courses of great continental uplifts or movements,
again and again, through the successive subsequent ages : and
the present outline of the continent is but the final expression
of the great fact; moreover, the elevations parallel to the

rm of the V have been much the greatest. Even the

i courses, such as the nearly north and south trend
of the Green Mountains, were marked out first in the Azoic,
the AZo ic peninsula of northern New York with the line of the

Adirondacks being an exhibition of it And all this uniform-
ly of movement, from the laving of the first stone in the de-
v ' '"ping continent to the last, has been shown by the author

Jo be directly connected with tin- la. r that tlu continent has
a

'

''
;

' w been bunk-red bv the same two urea t oceanic depres-
sions, the Atlantic and the lamer Pacific, the same in trend of
axis as now, the North Atlantic having a northeast and south-
west trend, parallel with one arm of the Azoic, and the Pacific
a northw.-t nnd i'^im par.d.e) with the other arm of the

Ll
-', late in geological his-
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the continent had been made and raised to their full height,

and the surface crust thickened over all the continent, except

that of the Azoic nucleus, by successive beds to a thickness of

thousands of feet, even thirty -five thousand by the close of the

Paleozoic along the Appalachians, and probably much beyond
this on the Pacific border; and when these thick sediments had

in many regions been stiffened by crystallization or metamor-

phism ;"
I say it is reasonable that, finally, changes of level,

through the working of the old system of forces, should again

Lav affected most the old nucleal Azoic area of the continent,

where there had been no thickening except what had taken

place internally ; and that, if one arm of the V, that along the

Canadian watershed, were raised at this time— as the facts

prove—the other, northwestern in trend, should also have been

raised, and to a greater extent. This is at least probable enough
to become a question for special examination over the region.

These northern continental upward movements which intro-

duced the Glacial era, carrying the Arctic far toward the

tropics, may have been a balance to the downward oceanic

movements that resulted in the formation of the Pacific atolls.

While the crust was arching upward over the former (not ris-

ing into mountains, but simply arching upward), it majr have

been bending downward over the vast central area of the great

The changes which took place, cotemporaneously, in the

Atlantic tropics, are very imperfectly recorded. The Bahamas
show by their form and position that they cover a submerged
land of large area stretching over six hundred miles from north-

west to southeast. The long line of reefs and the Florida Keys,

trending far away from the land of southern Florida, are evi-

dence that this Florida region participated in the downward
movement, though to a less extent than the Bahamas. Again,

the islands of the West Indies diminish in size to the east-ward.

being quite small in the long line that looks out upon the blank

ocean, just as if the subsidence increased in that direction.

Finally, the Atlantic beyond is water only, as if it had been

made a blank by the sinking of its lands.

Thus the size of the islands, as well as the existence of coral

banks, and also the blankness of the ocean's surface, all appear

to bear evidence to a great subsidence.

The peninsula of Florida. Cuba, and the Bahamas look, as

they lie together, as if all were once part of a greater Florida or

southeastern prolongation of the continent. The northwestern

and southwestern trends, characterizing the great features of the

American continent, run through the whole like a warp and
woof structure, binding them together in one system ; the former
trend, the northwest, existing in Florida and the Bahamas, and
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the main line of Cuba
; and the latter course, the west-southwest,

in cross lines <>{ islands in rh< Baliam s knit at the north ex-
tremity, another in the line of Nassau, and others to the south-
east >, in tiic hi-'h land- of northwestern and southeastern Cuba,
and in the Florida line of reefs, and even further, in a sub-
merged ridge between Florida and Cuba. This combination of
the two continental trend,- shows that the lands are one in sys-
tem if they were never one in continuous dry land.
H e cannot here infer that there was a regular increase of

^by,de ilr e from Florida eastward, or that Florida and Cuba
ii the intermediate or adjoining

seas
;
for the facts in the Pacific have shown that the -

'•I had its nearly parallel bands of greater and less
subsidence, that areas of greatest sinking alternated with others
" ; w88, as explained on page 328 ; and that the groups of high
islands are along the bands , ,i least sinking. So in the Atlantic,
the subsidence was probably much greater between Florida and
tuba than in the peninsula"'of Florida itself; and irreater along
the Caribbean Sea parallel with Cuba, as well as along the
r,

';V
!;

' r
V«
K than in Cuba.

The position of the lonely Bermuda atoll confirms these de-
ductions. Its solitary state' is reason for suspectiim that irreat

'.•;:"i-r.- haw takvu' piaro about it; for it is not 'natural for

'/
;i '- to be alone. The tongue of warm water due to the

i'i. in which the Bermudas lie, is narrow, and an
1Sl ''

' I iidrcd i iilos or more distant to thenortheast-bv-east,
or m the line of its trend, if experiencing the same subsidence
that made the Bermuda land an atoll, would have disappeared

oral monument to bear record to its former existence
y*<m\ miles to the sonthwest-by-wost from the Bermudas,

submerged banks, twenty to forty-seven fathoms
under water, showing that the Bermudas are not completely
alone, and denu-nsirarina that they cover a summit in a range
ot Rights; and it may have been a long range,

. /" the [ndian ocean, a-'ain. there is evidence that the coral-

;
' ;i '! -ml sid. ikm . - e- oceanic area more
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The probability is, therefore, that both the central Atlantic

and Indian Oceans were regions of this subsidence, like the
'

"' absence of islands over a large

a consequence of it. A rate of

sinking exceeding five feet in a thousand years (if my estimate

from the growth of corals is right) would have buried islands

and reefs together in the ocean ; while, with a slower rate, the

reefs might have kept themselves at the water's surface. So
small may have been the difference of rate in the great move-
ment that covered the Pacific with coral islands, but left the

Indian Ocean a region of comparatively barren waters, with

some " half-drowned " atolls, and the central Atlantic almost

wholly a blank.

While thus seeming to prove that all the great oceans have their

buried lands, we are far from establishing that these lands were

oceanic continents. For as the author has elsewhere shown, the

Erofoundest facts in the earth's history prove that the oceans

ave always been oceans. These lands in all probability were.

tor the nuKt part, voleanie islands or summits of volcanic ranges,

for of this nature are all the islands over the interior of either

ocean that are not of coral origin.

The course of argument leads us to the belief that a very

large number of islands, more than has been supposed, lie bur-

ied in the ocean. Coral islands give us the location of many of

these lands; but still we know little of the extent to which the

earth's ranges of heights, or at least of volcanic peaks, have dis-

appeared through oceanic subsidence. Recent dredgings and
soundings have proved that the bottom of the oceanic basil)

has little of the diversity of mountain chains and valleys that

prevail over the continents ; and, through this observation (and

also by the discovery that some ancient types of am
supposed to have beeu long extinct, are perpetuated there), they

have afforded new demonstration of the proposition, above sta-

ted, that the oceans have always been oceans. But while the facts

not imply the existence deep in the ocean of many grand*

mountain chains, they do teach that there are long ranges.

or lines, of volcanic ridges and peaks, and some of these may
be among the discoveries of future dredging expeditions. A
range of deep-sea cones, or sunken volcanic islands, would be
as interesting a discovery as a deep-sea sponge or coral, even if

it should refuse, excepting perhaps a mere fragment, to come to

the surface in the dredge.

We may also accept, with some confidence, the conclusion
that atolls' and barrier reefs originate- 1 in the same great bal-

ance-like movement of the earth's crust that gave elevation and
cold, in the Glacial era, to highdatitude lands. If so, the

tropics and the colder latitudes were performing their several
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work* simultaneously in preparation for the coming era ; and
it is a gain to us in otu that we hence may bal-
ance the beauty and repose of the tropics, through all the pro-
gressing changes, against the prolonged scenes of glacial deso-
lation that prevailed over large portions of the c

—*"

vET. IX.— On a precise Method of tracing the Progress and of
determining the Boundary of a Wave of Conducted Beat ; by
Alfred M. Mayer, PhD., Professor of Physics in the
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.

In 1870 Meusel experimented on the formation of double
i on the remarkable changes of color produced in

these bodies by heat* He prepared a double iodide of copper
;

.

u l "
-
ay, i>\ adding to a warm solution of mercuric iodide

iodide, copper sulphite and then sulphurous acid
; .

the resulting precipitate is of a brilliant carmine red and (in
t,l:,t ^porimented on by me) turns to a deep chocolate brown
on heating to about 70° C. In order forcibly to exhibit this

change of color, Boettger moistened the iodide with weak gum
v

;

att 'i'. and painted it on paper; on heating the latter, the
change of color is produced, and on cooling, the iodide regains
its former brilliancy.

Dr. G. F. Barker had the kindness to present me with a card
so prepared, and on experimenting with it I soon perceived the
v..!,';;,'.

,. mentis it afforded of tracing the progress and of deter-
mining the boundary of a wave of conducted heat To Dr.
barker I am also indebted for the iodide used in the experi-
ments I here present

LJie first use I made of this substance was to track the heat
^ducted by bars and plates o! metal. f and the sharpness of
jhe boundary of the colors instigated me to test the value of

experiment, by applying it to a determination of

'oJitoiif <»f tiie isothermal of conduction, in the
'""

,

<

] sveiiun ,,i l ,p 1U rt> crystal.
^ :yann«mt, in his beautiful researches on this subject (Ann.

rte Ch. et de Ph., ;}« S . t. xxi. \.\ii). has eaivtuliv determined
ftohrtio of the axes i

• by coating a thin

'! section t ,f the crystal with wax, and leading
through it a si her wire In means of which heat was brought

sollodion, or eleetrotyped with copper I
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to the center of the plate, whence it was conducted outward,

and its progress and isothermal contour determined by the

melting of the wax. The following are Senarmont's experi-
""*

square, \vlmso sides were parallel and
"

3 of the crystal

:

srpendicular to the principal

Exp. Major Axis.

1 12-50

2 11-60

5

12-00

13-75

1-31 Mean Ratio.

Senarmont, in the above experiments, used every precaution

to attain accurate results. He screened the plate from draughts

of air and from radiations ; kept the plate horizontal and fre-

quently rotated it around its heated wire. After the ellipse

had become constant in its form, he allowed the plate to cool,

and then measured the axes of the ellipse by means of a

In the experiments which follow, I used a quartz plate

27mm long, 22mm wide, and whose thickness was l-2
mm

. Its

center of figure was pierced by a hole l-25mm in diameter,

through which passed the vertical conical end of a silver

wire. The iodide was made into a paint with weak gum
water, and in experiments 1, 2, 3 and 4 was applied to the

surface of the plate by a camel's hair pencil. In experiments

5, 6, 7 and 8, the better plan was adopted of flowing the iodide

over the plate, and allowing the water spontaneously
to evaporate. Thus we obtain a smooth, evenly distributed

Lving a sharp outline to the elliptical figure of the con-

ducted heat. The plate was screened from radiations of the

flame which heated the wire, but was not shielded from

prevented. The method of mea*
the ellipse was well formed, and of permanent dimension, the

extremities of its longer and of its shorter axes we're marked by
scratching through the iodide with a very slender steel point;

the plate was then removed, aud the lengths of the axes deter-

mined by means of dividers and a scale divided into half

millimeters.
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Exp. Major Axis. Minor Axis. Ratios.

J -33 Mean Ratio.

An opinion on the relative values of the two modes of ex-
>i£ can only be formed from a discussion of the two

series of observations by the method of least squares. It is
true that the series are not as extended as one would wish for
the application of this process, vet its results are c«-

ior both. We thus have found that the—
Probable error of a single determination ofratios in S.'s series is -0267

" " " M.'s « -0170

" " M.'s " -0060

s " ' ! "i
!

•<>!
i currents o! ,ir

reliable to tin tbin
To the higher ratio o! nn d

knee; I attribute it to the peeu
measures on tins plate, with a waxed surface, 'gave

/as used. It hence
that to obtain the correct ratio for a given crystal, the

mean ratio derived from several plates should" be adopted.

triable clianue of color which heat produces in this
iodide led me to hope that this molecular change would be

i by a simultaneous variation in its radiating power.

- problem, 1 made the following experiments, at
''

i ' !
'

!

''

;i: temperatures, below and above the degree at which
lts

y
n1, >r changes. One sale of a hot-water cube was coated
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were then obtained for each, fixed temperature. Each deflectic

given below is the mean of three experiments.

Temp. Lamp-black. Iodide. Ratio of Deflections. Changes in Color.

er m. »« i-.-n
|

Da

h*rec^o
h
,
8pot8 °f

70« 24-0 16-87 I: -10
j

W^^r&°6 °f * deep

72° 25-0 17*62 1 : '70 Deep purplish brown.
75° 26-25 18-62 1 : -70 " "

100° 45-0 30-5 1 : -67 " "

The last experiment, in which the temperature of the surface

was 100°, gave deflections so far exceeding those produced before

that I sought to render them comparable by removing the hot

water cube to a greater distance from the thermo-battery,
when I obtained the following ratio :

Temp. Lamp-black. Iodide. Ratio.

100° 20° 13-41° 1 : -67

The result was the same ratio as formerly obtained.

These experiments seem to show that the molecular change
in the iodide, which causes it to act so differently in reflecting

light, does not appear to have any action on its power of

radiating the rays of heat of low intensity. I intend, however,
to return to this investigation, provided with an apparatus
giving the differential actions of two cubes, and having a

carefully calibrated galvanometer, and with this arrangement to

test the reflecting as well as the radiating power of this and
other iodides.

Several applications of this iodide for showing elevations of

temperature will naturally present themselves; for example,
Foucault's experiment of the heating of a copper disc, when
rotating in the magnetic field, can be exhibited to a large

audience by painting the disc with this iodide; on the disc

attaining 70° C, the brilliant scarlet will change to a deep
brown, to regain its former brilliant hue on cooling.

A more useful application may be made of this, or of several

other more appropriate metallic eompounds. by painting th-mi

on l\w.i>IU>>ir-hln: ' <, ;um1 oth.T parts of machine- which are liable to

injurious heating from friction. Tims the machinist can, from
the colors of these paints, ascertain the temperature of these

sometimes inaccessible parts of moving machines.
May 20, 1872.



ART. X.—Remarks

Lv this Journal for February last (p. 86) Prof. Dana has
"'^ti.-i/nl ('.'rutin points in mvadiliv.s " On the Geognosy of

the Origin of Crystalline Bocks," given in
August.

1 >• 7 1
. at Indianapolis, before the American Associa-

t;<<ii for the Advancement of Science. I am charged by him
' :!:

' rejecting, fur many mineral silicates, the view that thev
•morphs; that is to saw er\stals .-!>. mieally altered
- -»f external form. I have denied that crystals of

serpentine having the shape of chrysolite, pyroxene, dolomite,
crystals of pinite having the shapes of nepheline or
are results of a chemical change of these species

;

ling this view is now held by most mineralogists

- >f geometrical form and the
t'-M.-tt.'iKa- of what are regarded as intermediate stages in the

••msmutation; and 1 have maintained another and
• erent view, which, in my opinion, is more rational.

Until we can watch the transmutation of one of these ^-ecies
mto another, the argument from supposed intermediate tones
! ^ ^orth no more in the mineral than in the organic world ; the
reasoning of the transmutationists, in the let e ai 1 the
other, resting upon somewhat similar considerations. In either
case we may sav, with Prof. Warrington Smyth, that in these

; f-nns -lie the materials for a history," while we
th him, to express a doubt whether, from a series of

• supposed to show a transition from chrysolite to

chlorite, "we are obliged to
conclude that there has ',.-,. I Strath, v , -i,,,/, an ..dual

-m the one to the other/' '[S^ his' anniversary
', 111' ;""• as

i
resident of the Geological Society of London, in

Prof. Dana says that Scheerer is the only one who shares my
Peculiar views on this question. I have, however, asserted in
my address that Delesse has maintained the views of Scheerer
and myself, as opposed to the popular doctrine of epigenesis,

", i'l, ,1 , , , , t _ , v ,,,.,,.

r

In his ^
on Fseudomorphs, published, in l-.VJ

i
Ann. des Mines. V, xvi,

W~miU that since,

" ^"ne, evs
, a mineral is ! >und to U surrounded In another

' raHv resulting from its alteration (as tor example anhydrite
' -

•

-< '' '

case, but 2asy to see tha
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tallized minora! species frequently includes a large and even a

predominating portion of another, and the combination is then

considered by many as an example of partial pseudoniorphoiis

alteration. In such instances, remarks Delesse, the question

arises whether we have to do with the results of envelopment,

or of chemical alteration ; to resolve which it becomes necessary

to study carefully the problem of envelopment. He then pro-

ceeds to show that the enveloped substance is, in some cases,

crystalline (and arranged either symmetrically or asymmetri-

in the caleite crystals of Fontainebleau. The difficulty in

deciding whether we have to do with envelopment or with

epigenesis increases when the enveloped mineral becomes 80

abundant as to obscure the enveloping species, or when it

becomes mixed with it in so intimate a manner as to seem one

with the lat' hii). The propor-

tions of the enveloped and the enveloping mineral, we are

told, may so far vary that the one or the other is no longer

recognizable. "As' the forces which determine crystallization

species." " When minerals have crystalliz

taim, usl\\ thev have been at >!e to l.e-com e associated with
other . are! to eiirvelop each other, in ahI proportions" [loc

pare- 888, :;:;<»
. :!ii.':u;!.

Zt lis'uf

nenm!'
r

'speri

8 to tell us

mens, the s

; that having care

>xene, hornblende
he re -ards ties ii. as in all cases. examph ;s of envelopment

pinion that w from our lists a
mtinl >er of the so-called ps( sudomorphoiis minerals, espe

-the >i!ie ates. Thefiilal result of the process of em
ing to DelesstS this—to gi

era! i i"V!v:
,
owing their external forms to the crystal

enersv of' one. >f theeonstiti icnts. which may be,PJese
1

lt

line tbrms whi : ; their origin

the products of chemical alteration or substitution, are en

From this process of mechanical and more or less heten
ous envelopment, Delesse next proceeds to consider the ci

lining together of isomorphous or homoeomorphous spec
relation to the generally received notion of epigenic ps
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that many " minerals which are still considered pseudomorphs
are m reality examples of isomorphism" [paees ;-W>4. V>\\:>1

Referring to the well-known investigations of Mitschcrheh
upon the crystallizing together, in all proportions, of isomor-

phics, and of the symmetrical crystallization of one salt
armind iX nucleus of another isomorphics with it. Delesse sug-
gests that the different forms and varieties of hornblende and

i i lis fiord 1 i ui\ « x moles of tin kind lie
then adds, " If, as Scheererhas remarked, water play? in silicates
tn

'

!
!

' f
"1 a ba-c. unlmhou- -ill. att - ma\ "rWalli/e at the

• i tli hvdratcd silicates, and moreover be isomor-
th them." In this way, he suggests, we may explain by

fch pyroxene
ol the hydrous species, sehiller-spar, as well as that "of vari-
ous anhydrous and hydrated minerals" [pages 357, 358].

In further illustration of the -, mi Delesse,
we may cite from Scheerer. as examples of what he called poly-
gene isomorphism, the association (in the same crystals) of

of chi
these, and sum! r h> -. r\M '

-
• _ • r becaux, il

^ords, the views

chemical altered
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wanting in unity of plan an d purpose ; and that parts of it, if

we may hazard a conjecture, seem to have been written while
he still inclined to the views of the opposite school. From the

table of pseudomorphs which he has given, and from many
passages in the text, it might be inferred that he then held the

notions of Rose, llaidinger. etc., which he elsewhere, in the

same paper, speaks of as being entirely different from his own.
The views of Delesse, about this time, underwent a great change,
which has a historic importance in connection with those which
I advocate. When, in 1857 and 1858, he published the first

and second parts of his admirable series of studies on metamor-
phism, Delesse held, in common with nearly every geologist of

the time, to the eruptive origin of serpentine and the related

magnesian rocks. Serpentine was then classed by him with
other "trappean rocks;" and he elsewhere asserted that "granitic

and trappean rocks " undergo in certain cases a change, near
their contact with the enclosing rock, by which they lose silica,

alumina and alkalies, and acquire magnesia and water, being
thus changed into a magnesian silicate : which may take the

form of sipuiiite. serpentine, talc or chlorite. [Ann. des Mines,
V. xii. 509 : xiii, 393, 415]. It would be difficult to state more
distinctly the view, which he then held, of the origin of these

magnesian rocks and minerals by the chemical alteration of

pin tonic (granitic and trappean) rocks. This was in* 1858, and
in L869 appeared the memoir on pseudomorphs, already no-

ticed, in which, in place of the theory of epigenic pseudomor-
phism or chemical alteration of various mineral silicates, taught
by the German school, he brought forward, in explanation of

the facts upon which this was based, another theory, which was
onlv an extension of t

1 dned by Scheerer and
myself.

It was not until 1861 that Delesse published the last part of

his studies on metamorphism, which appeared in the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences of France (vol. xvii), and in it we
find that, consistently with the new views adopted by him in

1*59, the old doctrine of the epigenic origin of serpentine and
the related magnesian rocks from the alteration of plutonic

rocks, is abandoned. In its stead, it is here suggested by
Ikuesse that all these magnesian rocks result from the crystal-

lization of the sepiolites or so-called magnesian (days, which
are frequent in many sedimentary deposits. These, according
to him, by a molecular re-arrangement of their elements, may
give rise to serpentine, talc, chlorite, and their various associated

and related minerals. The rocks thus generated are still de-

clared to pass insensibly into plutonic rocks, but instead of

:. as in 1858, that they are derived from the latter,

Delesse, in 1861, asserts, on the contrary, that -'the plutonic
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This recognition of the notion that the great masses of ser-
pentine, with their constantly associated hornblendic, talcose

Lte rocks, have been directly formed from the molec-
ular re-arrangement or diagenesis of aqueous magnesias Bedi-

I not from the chemical alteration, or Bpigenesis of
lu tonic masses, marks a complete revolution in our
he history of the crystalline rocks. The new doctrine

did not, however, originate with Delesse, but was pr< \ iouslv [mt
forward by myself in a paper "On Some Points of Chemical
b-eology," read before the Geological Society of London in
*J

'
!*">«. ap] ring ii .st t ii the Philosophical Maga-

z"": U)
' February, and published at length in the Geological

for November, in the same year. I there maintained
that serpentines were "undoubtedly 'indigenous rocks, resulting

-ration of silico-magnesian sediments ;" and more-
' that the final result of heat, aided by water, on

such rocks, would be their softening, and, in certain cases, their

tion as plu tonic rocks; which were regarded "as,

-• ^-hu „, in lsr>,S, 1 stilfsuppr.sed that the reactions between
tne elements in beds of siliceous magnesian carbonates (which,

'vu, may give rise to certain magnesian silicates in

proximity to eruptive rocks) might serve to explain
the origin of great* areas of serpentine and related cr
aagnesian silicates

; but my studies of the silicates deposited

evaporation of natural waters, and of the magnesian
sediments of the Paris basin, soon led me to seek the origin of

a in the alteration of previously formed una
i . > view was set forth by me in this

Journal for March, 1860 [II, xxix, 284] and more fully in the™™d«™ Naturalist for Jline, 1860 [also in this Journal, xxxii.
«wj, where it was poii ,

chlorite and serpen-
tine were probably derived from sediments similar to the mng-
aesian silicat t.-rtiarv beds in the vicinity of
Iar,;^l^s.».,,,lU,l m enesian clavs.
"" h:,v '' wen that these various novel views, put forth by

™e in 1859 and I860.
1

se fcanght

' in 1858, were integrals adopted bv him in 1861.

iates are circumstantially given in my address.

Il

foii

"nand yet Prof,
lie "

...el,

owing nearly Delesse " as to the origin of serper
aborts t-lm t I -make Delesse the

lopment," when I have t

3se—-» that the so-called
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which the theory of metamorphism by alteration has been
built, are, for the most part, examples of association and en-

velopment, and the result of a contemporaneous and original

crystallization, -is dentieal .' th the view suggested by Scheerer
"184:6, and generalized by myself, when, in 1853, I 'sought to

explain the phenomena in question by the S

tallizing together of homologous and isomorphous species."

To Delesse therefore belongs the merit not of having suggested

the notion of envelopment in this connection, but of having

pointed out the bearing of the envelopment of heteromorphous
and amorphous species on the question before us.

Prof. Dana moreover asserts that while Scheerer is the only

one who maintains similar views to myself, I, in common with

all other chemists, reject the chemical speculations which lie at

the base of his views. On the contrary, unlike most chemists,

who have failed to see the great principle which underlies

Scheerer's doctrine oi rphism, I have main-

tained [this Journal, II. xv.' 280 ; xvi. 218] that it enters into a

general law, in accordance with which bodies whose formulas

differ by nM 2 2 or nll
2 3 , may (like those differing by

nH
2
C

3 ), have relations of homology, and moreover be isomor-

phous. The existence of these same relations was further

maintained and exempli tied in a paper on Atomic Volumes,
read l»v me before the French Academy of Sciences and pub-

lished 'in the Camples Rendus of July 9, 1855. This view, which
I have never repudiated, is reiterated in my address last year,

and declared to include the polymeric isomorphism of Scheerer.

Prof. Dana next says that in asserting that " the doctrine of

pseudomorphism by alteration, as taught by G. Eose, Haidinger,

Blum, Volger, Rammelsberg, Dana, Bischof and many others,

leads them * * * to maintain the possibility of converting

almost any silicate into any other," I have, in his language,
" grossly misrepresented the views of at least Rose, Haidinger,

Bium, Rammelsberg and Dana/' and that I " complete the cari-

cature " by this sentence, to be found in my address: "In this

way we are led from gneiss or granite to limestone, from lime-

stone to dolomite, and from dolomite to serpentine ; or more
directly from granite, granulite or diorite to serpentine at once,

without passing through the intermediate stages of limestone

and dolomite;"— " part of which transformations," says Prof.

Dana, u
I, for one, had never conceived ; and Rose, Haidinger,

Rammelsberg, and probably Blum, and the 'many others,'

would repudiate them as -tr< >ugly as myself." The ' many others,'

as he rightly remarks, arc '• oth< r writers on pseudomorphism,"
among whom it would be unjust not to name their progenitor,

Breithaupt, von Rath and M tiller, at the same time with Volger

and Bischof. According to Prof. Dana, I " add to the misrep-
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n by means of the strange conclusion that because
sucl) writers hold that crystals may undergo certain alterations
in composition, therefore they believe that tasks of the same

>n may undergo the same changes." This " strange
^""''"-"'" I have always supposed lobe Prof! Dana's own.
-s " "ne has perhaps asserted il s<> clearly or so broadly as him-
self, and I shall therefore quote his own words in my justifies
tion. As earlv ^ LMo. in an article entitled " Observation. <-n

Pseudomorphism," [this Journal I. xlviii, 92] he wrote: -The
S;m " l»i'<'eess v, hieh has altered a few crystals to quartz has dis-
ti-i I »uto-<l silica to fossils without number, 'scattered through rocks
of all ages. The same causes that have originated the steatitie

H-apolites, o<'casi<malh picked out of the rocks, have given
magnesia to whole rockdormations, and altered, throughout,

al and chemical characters. If it be true that the

- crystals, altered from
chrysolite, it isalso true, as Breithaupt has suggested, that the
beds of serpentine eonta . ise a I tered ; though
often covering square leao-ues in extent, and common in most

: - : "- formations. The beds of steatite, the still more exten-
sive talcose formations, contain everywhere evidence of the
same agents." Again, in 1854, in his Min<rulo[l!h 4th edition,

Proi; I)ana, alter a complete list of pseudoniorphs,
compiled from the writers of the school in question, says :

J <"->< examples of pseudomorphism should be understood as
'-/'; iiotsimplvo! alteration ot crystals, but in many instances
ot changes in beds of rock. Thus all serpentine, whether in
: l, "-nit nu-masses, or the simple crystal, has been formed through
'
; /""'-- "i /)v ihlnmnrpjiisin. <>r in' nmn <j< w nil hi it fnaye, of meta-
" Vj

''l'!"")>i : the same is true of other maumesian rocks, as

r mdamor-
r>><-t:s. (iinlifi>xnuh>in»f}>}ttSnL

are but branches qfont ." if there could be

of the words which we have
|':

:l:
;' !/:! "i- iii quotinu- them from Prof. Dana, it is removed by

-«; in 1858. Then, as now, adversely criticising my
;! 'is question, he refers to the statements, above cited,

made m 1845 and 1854, as expressions of his doctrine, men-

V:'
111

.- /-specially the first one, in which, he says, -metanwr-
J,'"~'" ,s spoken of as pseudomorphism >« " '>•<•••/ ^" !<- [This

xxv, 445]. 1 confess that 1 do not understand

4 me, fourteen years

JttertbeonejuM- quoted, he reproaches me with having charged

doctrine that » roii»;<al „,,./,,„.

• •'"/ -Thi-m on « fj.a.ol smh :' and <b eiarc that he make.

oerv nf 1 qza ' r
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With these citations before us, and remembering the views

Scheerer, and the later ones of Delesse, together with the lan-

guage of the latter in his essay on Pseudomorphs, let us no-

tice the words of Naumann, addressed to Delesse in 1861, in

allusion to the essay in question. " Permit me to express to

you my satisfaction for the ideas enunciated in your memoir on

Pseudomorphs, ideas which my friend Scheerer will doubtless

sluuv with myself" (idees que mon ami M. Scheerer partagera

sans doute comme moimlme). Then follows the language which

I have quoted in my address, in which he combats the error of

those who hold that gniesses, amphibolites, and other crystalline

rocks are " the results of metamorphic epigenesis, and not ori-

ginal rocks," and adds, "Itispe lamorphisth

has so often been con fou;, ,,> that this error has

found acceptance." [Bull. Soc. Geol. de Fr., II, xviii, 678].

The reader must now judge whose opinions it is that are here

denounced as erroneous, and whether Naumann was on the side

of Prof. Dana, or, with Delesse, on the side of Scheerer and my-
self. I insist the more strongly on this matter, because Prof.

Dana not only declares that Delesse and Naumann have always

avowed the doctrines of the transmutationist school, and do not

in any way whatever countenance my views, hut implies that I

have' dealt unfairly with these authorities. In regard t<> an-

other point raised by Prof Dana, I may remark that their

explieit declarations are not to be set aside, because traces of

the d .ctriue ol ephjenie pseudomorphism still hold a place in

the last edition of 'Kallmann's Min<raioU!f , or in the Hevue de
'

I

; '.--• one of the editors.

Prof. Dana says "If there was any occasion for a notice of

my opinions, a critic of 1871 should have referred to the formal

them in m\ Manual of (,',<.' a*,, first published in

1863. The reader will there find the diu>j> n-.-i- oi Gumhel.
which Mr. B to commend, * * * with but
brief allusion to pseudomorphism." The doctrine of diageii-

esis, it is hardly necessary to say, I have never attributed to

Gi.unbcl, nor does he claim it. It is the old doctrine ot

Iluttom IMavfair and Bone, is tauirht bv Bischof
|

Chemical

Geol (tov. III'. ;!is. ;-!2o. U l

>\, and pervaded mv papers of 18")0

and 1860, already referred to. But while it has been generallv

admitted that w hat. in my address, I have called the first class

of crystalline rocks (consisting chiefly of quartz and aluminous

<:•;.. ;.- ••
.
: - •.,-.! '

- - .

what 1 have called the crystalline rocks of the s

(in which protoxide renerated,

bv a similar process, from deposits of chemically-formed silicates.

This view b L to explain
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the origin of the various magnesian silicated rocks, hitherto
generally regarded as the product of epigenesis, the latter has

a>osed to designate the process as diagenesis ; a term which
opt, as one well fitted to denote the generation of all kinds

of crystalline rocks through a molecular re-arrangement of
sedimentary deposits, of whatever origin. Prof. Dana, in com-
mon with most other geologists, admits in his Manual, the
production by diagenesis of the rocks of the first class, but in
the case of serpentine and steatite declares them to have been
formed by epigenic pseudomorphism or chemical alteration of
pyroxenic and other crystalline rocks ; the origin of which is

left entirely unexpUn,»<C It is true that his allusions to pseu-
domorphism in this volume are confined to very brief notices,
on pages 704 and 710 ; a fact which is the more noticeable, when
we recall that the author had formerly expressed the belief
/that pseudormorphism will soon constitute one of the most
important chapters in geological treatises." [This Journal, I,

Wn, 66.] That Prof. Dana has receded from the extreme
views on this subject which he maintained from 1845 to 1858,
and which I have constantly opposed, seems probable; but
until he formally rejects them, the student of geology will not

v suppose that he still gives the sanction ol' his
authority to the doctrine which he once taught, without any
qualification, but now repudiates, that " metamorphism is pseu-
domorphism, on a broad scale."

Prof. Dana having clearly defined the proposition that the
chemical alterations which are recognized in individual crystals
are to be conceived as extending to rock-masses ; and having
moreover asserted that the principle of the identity of metamor-
Pnism and pseudomorphism "bears on all crystalline rocks," is

fogically committed t > as to the changes of
rocks which the transmutationist school has drawn from the
supposed alteration of minerals. By reference to the table of
pseudomorphs in the fourth edition of Dana's Mineralogy, it
Wl ll be seen that each one of the metamorphoses of rocks men-
]oned m the above extract from my address is based upon an
asserted epigenic change or conversion of the constituent
speciea I shall however show, in addition, that in each case
the application of the principle to rock-masses has been recog-
nized by one or more i I

[ready named, and that

J

fte so-called caricature has been drawn by their own handa
U Woul<l be easy, did space permit, to extend greatly this list of
supposed transmutations. The various associations of rocks

rala in nature, when interpreted according to the
cauons of this school. - ked bj Prof. War-
nngton Smyth, in his address already quoted, " to offer a
Premium to the ingenious for inventing an almost infinite

^'Jo!-kS 1 'i_Ti„,„.j^ \... iv w, 10—Ii-i.Y. 1872.
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series of possible combinations and permutations." Before \

ceeding further it is to be noted that no distinction can, in nu
cases, be established between the results of alteration (or par

replacement) and substitution (or complete replacement) ;

i alterations may give the same product as direct sub-

stitution. Thus, for example, quartz might be directly replaced

by calcite, or else first altered to a silicate of lime, which, in

its turn, might be changed to carbonate. The alteration of

quartz to a silicate of magnesia, and that of both pyroxene and

pectolite to calcite, is maintained by the writers of the present

school.

Metamorphosis of granite or gneiss to limestone. Calcite, we
are told, is pseudomorphous of quartz, of feldspar, of pyroxene,

and of garnet, besides other species: it moreover replaces both

orthoclase and albite "by some process of solution and substi-

tution." [Dana's Mineralogy, 5th edition, 361.] Since quartz,

orthoclase and albite can be replaced by calcite, the transmuta-

tion of granite or gneiss into limestone presents no difficulty.

I cannot, at present, give the reference to the statement of

Volger that some gneissoid limestones owe their origin to such

a process.

Metamorphosis of limestone to dolomite. This change is

maintained by von Buch, Ilaidinger and
blamed fur mentioning in connection with

of Haidinger, who, Prof. Dana says, "nt
subject of the alteration of rocks." it

before been questioned that ilaidinger w
suggest, to clearly set forth the theory of :

sion of limestone into dolomite by the acti<

tions, aided by heat and! pressure; a theor

where refuted', jlbschoi; Chem. Geology. 'iii, 155. 153: Zirkel.

Petro-mphie. i. 2-16 : Liebiu- and Kn|.p. J;dm>bericlit, 1847-48,

1289, and this Journal. II, xxviii, 376].

Metamorphosis of dolomite to serpentine. This change is

maintained b\ (i. Hose
j
P>i>ehof, Chem. (ieol, ii, 428J. and by

Dana [this Journal, III, iii, 89].

Metamorphosis of granite, gnmulite. and eclogite directly into

serpentine, chlorite and tale. These transmutations are main-

tained by Miiller, and adopted by Hischof [Chem. Ueol., ii,

424,434.]

:1* ii, 186 ; ii?, 431.']

Having thus given the authorities for the examples cited in

r address, I may notice some further illustrations of the doc-

ne from the pages of Bischof 's work already quoted. Meta-

•rphosis of diorih i i ' ' n h i ! h>rit( to s< i jk n-

e: G. Rose,Breitha u.t, von bade [ii, 417, 418J. Diorite and

my othe,s. I am
the name
upon the

if not to

/hidV~[

si an sola

have else-
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hornblende-slate to talc-slate and chlorite-slate ; G. Eose [iii, 312].
Mica-slate to talc-slate, and steatite and mica to serpentine,
steatite and talc ; Blum, C. Gmelin [ii, 405, 4681. Quartz-rock
to steatite ; Blum [ii, 468].

^
With regard to New England rocks, Prof. Dana asserts that

''there are gneisses, mica-schists, and chloritie and talcoid schists
ffl toe Taconic series." I have, however, shown in my address

'"lis, the author of the Taconic system, expressly
"X«'hided therefrom the crystalline rocks, which lie included in
«a older primary system

; excepting, however, certain micaceous
and talcose beds, which he declared to be recomposed rocks.
made up from the ruins of the primary schists, and distinguished

- by the absence of the characteristic crystalline min-
<-'r;ds which belong to the Green Mountain primary schists.

Again, Prof. Dana states that I make the crystalline schists

'
.

the \\ hite Mountains a newer series than the Green Mount-
am rocks. A careful perusal of my address will show that I
nowhere assert that the rocks of the third series, on my line ol'

e younger than the second series. Such a view ol

fcions has, however, been maintained for the last gene-
K'tion by the Messrs. Rogers, LoU;m. and manv others, all of

- '..'d the crvslalline schists of the White Mountains
ti);i hiuiifr -co|, >-ical'hori/on than the (J recti Mountains. In
support of this view of their relative anti.piit.v, I have, it is

true, brought together observations from South Carolina, Penn-
^'ivania. Michigan, Ontario, and Main,', all of which point to

asion; and I miehl now add similar evidence
from New Bruu<uick and iron? Nova S ia. Mv "chrono-

I Ncu England crystalline rocks, as it is

called by Prof D,na. so la- a.- -d to mv
'hat thevare all of on-Cambrian a-e : in proof of

which it need only be mentioned that the crystalline schists of
both the types in que-,,. , , „, - iia V Brunswick,
directly overlaid b v unervstalline shales, sandstones and eon-

a Ca?*
68

'

made n[
-

' n
!

';irt °f the millS <>f theSe
'

and hoWing

U i'-'-ard^ i„, „!,/.!,.'. u-itl, staurolite. evauite andalu-

.
• .

'
'

.

'.,

"'
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one has vet proved that these mineral characters are restricted

to rocks of a certain geological period. I answer, that in oppo-

sition to these facts, it has not yet been proved that they belong
• later geological period than the one already indicated :

'
'
\ only by bringing together observations, as I have

to any lat

prove, in Great Britain, the value of organic fossils, and
lay the foundations of paleontological geology.

Montreal, April, 1872.

Professor Schiaparelli, in his list of meteoric showers

liant points are derived from observations made in

Italy within the last few years, describes one as occurring
" il 30th and May 1st, the apparent position of whose radis

. the Northern Crown, R. A. 237°, K P. D. 55°. The sai

us also been recognized by Robert P. Greg, F.R.S., of

Manchester, England. This meteor-stream, it is now proposed
to show, is probably derived from one much more conspicuous

In Quetelet's Physique du Globe, pp. 290-297, we find mete-

oric displays of the following dates. In each case the corres-

ponding day for 1870 is also given,* in order to exhibit the

close agreement of the epochs.

1. A. D. 401, April 9th; corresponding to April 29th, for 1870.

2. " 538, " 6th

;

" April 25th,
3. " 839, " 17th; " May 1st,

"

4. " 927, " 17th; " April 30th,
"

5. " 934, " 18th; " May 1st,

6. " 1009, " 16th; " April 28th, "

The epochs of 927 and 934 suggest as probable the short

period of 7 years. It is found accordingly that tin- entire

interval of o(>8 vears—from 101 to 1009— is e.pial to 89

mean periods <>f tf-83Lf» vears each. With this approximate

value the six dates are all represented as follows:

From A. 1). 401 to A. 1). r>3s, 20 periods of ('.-85 years.

This period corresponds approxi

Dinets whose aphelion distances are
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distance of Jupiter. So long as the cluster occupied butnee of Jupiter. So long as the cluster occupied but
• wiu arc of the orbit, the displays would evidently be separ-
ated by considerable intervals. The two consecutm showers in

the tenth century indicate, however, an extensive diffusion of
the cluster at thin ep.x-h : so that the r rc;,l. Wf part passed the
node April 30th, 927, and the fo/(<,inn<j part May 1st. 934.

a rative paucity of meteors in modern times may be
<"\ by the fact that the ring has been sub-

ject to frequent perturbations by Jupiter.

_

It is not impossible that this meteor-stream was connected
•-

:

the 29th of April, B.C. 136.

On the 12th of December, 1867, Prof. James Orton of Vas-
sar College, on his journey down the Marafion, or Peruvian
Amazonas,* spent a few hours at Pebas, a little village on the
Ambayacu a mile from the left bank of the Marafion, and some
50-60 miles below the mouth of the Napo. Here he collected
several species of fossil shells, but strangely neglected to observe
the mode of their occurrence. In announcing his discovery in
the Geological Magazine, f he says that " the shells are all found
ln the colored plastic clays which stretch unbroken from the
root of the Andes to the Atlantic. " In the American Journal of
Conchology,^: he speaks of them as occurring " in that peculiar
formation of fine laminated colored clays which is spread over
the entire valley of the great river, and which Prof. Agassiz had

."''"

Amazon or Amazons there is no propriety in prefixing the Portuguese word Rio.
: the river is Rio das Amazonas, the river of the Amazons; but

- commonly spoken of as o Amazonas or the Amazons. I have simply
flowed the rule of not attempting to translate South American names. The

Maranham is U. m ,l p are' interchangeable

vwrandu or p>„ , rutrafii to danoe, etc

~-b«« genu, but also the Omagua,^^not speak Spanish or Por

t Henry Wooc,,
for Jan. and Feb..

X Conrad, Desc. of new fossil sr.
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pronounced drift ;" while in his " Andes and Amazon " he

simply says that the fossils occurred in a fossiliferous bed inter-

calated between the variegated clays so peculiar to the Amazon,"*
and that " interstratified with the clay deposits are seams of a

highly bituminous lignite. f" Prof. Orton therefore leaves it to

be inferred that the Pebas beds are traceable down the whole

length of the Amazonas. Mr. Henry Woodward, in the paper

just quoted in a foot note, says that "the Pebas clays are " evi-

dently Bed II. of Prof. Agassiz's section.:}:" Prof Orton sub-

mitted his fossils to Mr. Gabb, who described and figured them§
under the names of Neritina pupa. /> i /,<,,,,/<,, .. .,, uvula, Mesalia

Ortoni, Tellina Amazoniensis, Pachydon ohliqua and P. tenua.

In Mr. Gabb's opinion these remains indicated a fauna of Ter-

tiary age. On the strength of this opinion Prof. Orton ven-

tured to attack Prof. Agassiz's theory of the glacial origin of

the valley of the Amazonas, laying stress on the fact that the

shells occur well preserved, in place, and " showing " no indi-

cation of a " grinding glacier."

Under the instructions of Prof. Orton, Mr. Hauxwell, an

intelligent naturalist, resident some 30 years on the Amazonas,
made larger and more complete collections of these shells and
found the fossiliferous beds elsewhere on the Maranon, especially

at Cochaquinas on the southern side of the river. These col-

lections were placed in the hands of Mr. Conrad, who described

, them, distinguishing ten species of gasteropods and six of lamel-

England. Those in the possession of Mr. Janson of

London were examined by Mr. Henry Woodward of the Brit-

ish Museum, and form the subject of the paper already 1

referred to. Mr. Woodward makes several changes of no

+ Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de Fr

r Conch., vol.
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:>dward. A. ovata Conrad.
' Conrad (—Pachydon Gabb) A. cnrmata Conrad,

(brackish water). ,[ obnquaQaenA

P. tenuis Conrad, Anivothyris A. cuneata Conrad.
HavTwelli Woodward):* of 'this T-Uino.
species Mr. Woodward distm- T. Amazonietisis Gabb.

In the summer of 1871 I met Mr. J. B. Steere, a graduate of
M ' ! -•''' University, who was traveling on the Amaxonas.
making natural his(or\ collections. We spent more than a
month together, and I took him over my old ground at Erere
and Monte Alegre. As he was about to visit the upper Ama-
zonas, I gave him instructions to examine the Pebas locality,
make a geological section, showing the character and arrange-
ment of the beds, and collect carefully the fossils. Under date

•irh of this year, he has written me an account of
his visit to the locality in question, and has sent some interest-
ing notes which give us for the first time a clear idea of its

geological structure, and of the, , c 1 1 the fossils
are found.

Mr. Steere says that a short distance below Tabatmga.t
which, it will we remembered, is just on the boundary line

Brazil from Peru, he saw "horizontal beds of blue
day, with veins of clayey coal dividing them. These veins
9* coal seem to vary much in thickness and appearance in a
'

!,-' : <;>-'oi ;, 1c\n hundred \ mis." This series oi deposits he
claims to be the same as that all'ordin- fossils at Pebas. My
good friend Dr. Pimentel, Major in the Brazilian army and one
of the engineers on a late Brazilio-Peruvian Boundary Com-
mission, stationed at Tahatuura. had previously found,- just
above this town, a heavy bed of lignite, specimens of which he

Mr. Steere first saw signs of fossils in clay beds just above
Weto, a little ph. n the left hank oi tin Maranon some 30
miles above Tabatinga; hut owimr to the shortness of the stop

'/! ^ Earner. 1 1, ,<-,,litv with care.

ss than a
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with the Maraf
'acu is Old Pel

sites are on the high tierra firme.* The right bank of the

Amazonas opposite the Ambayacii is recent and low, but far-

ther down the tierra firme appears, and Pichana is situated

The bank on which Pebas stands, Mr. Steere says, is about

100 feet high, that is during the dry season. In front of the

village the lower strata are hidden from view by a slope of rub-

bish,but the upper are quite well exposed. The following section

was made by Mr. Steere in a ravine near the road leading up
the bank. The order is ascending.

I. The lowest bed seen is a blue clay of which a thickness

of fifteen feet is uncovered. In the middle is a band three

feet in thickness containing shells.

II. A well defined seam of lignite, six inches in thickness.

For a few inches above and below this, the clay is filled with

vegetable remains.

III. A bed of blue clay, thirteen feet in thickness, with an
occasional shell too badly preserved to be removed.

IV. Blue clay, five feet thick, and full of fossils.

V. A bed, ten feet in thickness, of red and white clay, and
sand, without fossils. This forms the surface deposit.

Not far from the ravine where the first section was made, Mr.

Steere made another as follows :

I. 2 or 3 ft. of clay full of fossils.

II. 10 ft. blue clay.

III. 3 ft blue clay" filled with fossils.

IV. 5 ft. dirty coal.

V. . 5 or 6 ft. of red and white clay.

In a ravine in the forest near the village, he made still another

section, " finding in descending order" (I quote his own words)

"five or six feet of red and white clay ; a vein of dirty coal

(two feet) ; blue clay without fossils, ten feet ; another narrow
vein of coal ; eight or ten feet of blue clay without fossils

;

more coal ; beds of clay without fossils ; more coal veins, "f
Mr. Steere visited Pichana, where he found much the same

structure as at Pebas. At Old Pebas the same beds are seen

containing beds of lignite, but they appear to be more denuded
than at New Pebas.
At Iquitos Mr. Steere found similar beds that appeared to be

the continuation of those of Pebas, but afforded no fossils.

f Lieul Herndon visited ; He speaks of the ravines b)

tiich a black slate rock crops out, at he brought
to the new " specimens of black

i smell."—Exploration of Valley of the Amazonas, Pt. I, pp. 2
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Mr. Steere has made very extensive collections of the fossils

of the Pebas locality and vicinity, and they will probably
afford some new species. When these collections with their

accompanying lithological specimens shall have been studied,
we shall have more details relative to the character of the beds
and probably some facts bearing on the vertical distribution of
the species. Mr. Steere simply says that the bivalves are more
numerous in the lower and the univalves in the upper beds.
In examining the above sections, we find the surface bed

always composed of variegated clays, with more or less sand,
which, according to Mr. Steere were deposited on the much
denuded surface of the lower fossiliferous beds, the last being
clearly Tertiary. We have then at Pebas two well marked for-

mations to deal with. It seems to me a little doubtful whether
Prof. Agassiz could have seen the blue clays in the neighbor-
hood of Tabatinga, for he makes no mention of the lignites
which occur in them, and it also seems to me doubtful whether
the greyish laminated clays with leaves, at Tonantins, which
correspond with the iron stone with similar leaves, found by me
on the Tapajos, can belong to the same formation. It is there-
fore by no means clear that Prof. Agassiz included any part
of the Pebas series in his theoretical section of the Amazonian
valley. I see no reason for referring the Pebas Tertiary to
tied II. of Prof. Agassiz's section. In sooth, that section is

S1mply theoretical and cannot stand. There is no resemblance
whatever between the blue Tertiary clays of Pebas and the
mottled or variegated clays of the vicinity of Para, The sur-
face clays of Pebas, however, appear to resemble them ; but
resemblance in lithological structure, color, etc., is not identity,
tor one may find " variegated clays " on the Amazonas contain-
ing Devonian or Carboniferous fossils.

I he Pebas fossils do not therefore occur in the superficial

variegated clays. l, u t in an older and distinct underlying forma-
tion quite unlike the ordinary more recent variegated clays of
the Amazonas. The fossils, therefore, aid us only in determin-

ing the age of the lower series, leaving the question of the age of
the superficial clavs undecided. They eertainlv art on! no proof
N?at these latter clays are not of glacial origin. As to the con-
dition under which these superficial clays were deposited, we

ve so far no evidence whatever, although the j.roba-

i;^
1- are thai thev are of quite modern ori-in : hut whether

fluviatile or estuarine, is a question win. h < annot Ik- s. ttled till

Je know more about their distribution. 1 dare not compare
them with the superhYial clavs of the Lower Amazonas. for my
experience with these deposits has satisfied me. that, how simi-
Jar soever these beds may be in different localities, they may
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, deposit

The Pebas shells do not shed one ray of light on the great

question of the glaciation of the Amazonian valley. I have,

however, shown that the supposed facts on which Prof. Agassiz

founded his theory, viz: the assumed identity of structure of

the Serras of Erere* and Paru (Almeyrim) ; tne occurrence of

erratics of diorite at Erer6, etc., were 'no facts at all. Erere is

a monoclinal ridge of sandstone which no geologist would ever

think of calling drift, and the supposed drift clays at its base

contain lower Devonian trilobites and are traversed by trap

dykes ; the supposed erratics of diorite are boulders of decompo-
sit inn : the Serras of Pani* are composed of horizontal beds of

soft rocks undoubtedly more modern than the Serra of Erere

and offering not the first evidence of glacial origin ; the gigan-

tic moraine which Prof. Agassiz thought to have extended
across the mouth of the Amazonas does not exist. Moreover
I have failed in finding, during many months of careful search,

anything like drift in the province of Para ; and therefore, hay-

ing no evidence whatever of the former existence of glaciers in

the Amazonas, the question of the glacial origin of the valley

need not be raised.

While I do not believe in the glaciation of the Amazonas, 1

still adhere to the belief that idacicrs have existed in the een-

tral and southern [tortious of the Brazilian plateau. Prof. O. H.

St. John, who, as one of the geologists of the Thayer expedi-

tion, made a journey through the interior of Brazil from Rio de

Janeiro to Maranhao, assures me that he has found not only the

superficial deposits, but also the topography characteristic of a

glaciated country in Minas Geraes, while these phenomena are

not visible in Piauhy and Maranhao.
Though the Pebas shells throw no light on the question of

the glaciation of the Amazonian valley, they aid in establishing

the fact that the Upper Amazonas or Maranon, from Iquitos to

Tabatinga, a distance of some 240-250 miles, flows through a

Tertiary basin, the channel of the river being deeply cut through

beds of this age The width of this basin is undetermined, as

is also the exact aire of \\u- beds, for the nature of the fauna is

such that it is impossible to say to which division of the Ter-

nary they are to be referred. The fauna indicates an
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry akd Physics.

1. On the lUfht emitted ?»/ the vapor of iodine.—S,
'"".'i.l that tin- vapor of iodine may be heated to redne
solid or liquid. It then omits the less refr;in<:iWe lumin

di ! continuous spectrum. The experiment
"'•><1'' l»y heating the iodine in a till..- of Bohemian glass.

crystal of iodine is placed in a tube of thick u'lass, whirl
'- itod strongly at some distance from the crystal. ^

f " '""! until it is no loi ;ible in the dark:
to he rapidly volatilizec
part of the tube then <_d<

ir" Th,

ment shows that the iod
ture than glass. Anoth
of the vapor of iodine i s the tbllowing: A spir
"'"'' is scaled in the in.i

diameter. Pure iodine
after expulsion of the a
lzed and the wire h>m ted l»y

' ;',"'"i l>y a flame of v rich red 'color.

interrupted spectn"an.—Comptes IU

2. On the (th,«>>ptinn
"'";'" other bodies.—

'

Ske
I of the vapors q

'\ a mnnl.ei • of other c

- ri.tion han.l S. W
lam tube closed at its (,
l";"pvssive absorption ,

with the moBl hie n I ln;",'di,w

U

't^
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bromide gives a violet vapor, the most remarkable absorption
bands of which are in the red and the yellow. Proto-bromide of

iodine gives off at ordinary temperatures vapors which in thin

layers have a copper-red color. The absorption spectrum of this

substance presents very tin*- rays in the red, yellow and orange;
and differs from the spectrum obtained by passing light through
successive layers of iodine and bromine vapors. Alizarin when
carefully heated gives vapors which exhibit systems of sensibly

equidistant rays in about the middle of the spectrum.— Comptes
lu ,nh/s, Tome lxxiv, p. 1190. w. G.

3. On the absorption spectra of the vapors of sulphur, selenious

acid and hypochlorons </c/V.—The same writer has observed the

existence of dark lines in the spectra of many other colored vapors.

The source of light employed was the Drummond light so-called.

Sulphur heated in a porcelain tube closed at the extremities with
plates of glass gavt n\ ,; i-t \ tpors which absorbed the most re-

frangible rays of the spectrum, leaving finally a red band extend-

ing a little 'beyond C. On raising the temperature higher this

band -preads out; the other rays of the spectrum then reappear,

the violet :ind blue b,-ing crossed by bundles of dark rays. The
phenomenon is therefore the same as that observed in the case of

selenium. Selenious acid at the instant of vaporization <nvcs well-

marked dark lines, especially in the violet and blue. The author
found the absorption spectrum of by pochloroii> acid identical with

that of hypochloric and chlorous acid-, only in the case of hypO-
chlorous acid the layer of gas must be much longer in order that

the phenomenon may be distinctly visible. Aqueous solutions of

— Comptes Mendus, Tome lxxiv, p. 803. w. G.

4. On fluoride of silver.—\\\ continuing his researches on the

compounds of fluorine, Mr. <b (Joke has arrived at T
i

result- lodim i . _ ij i_, i l

1

,,ri 1 with tin lid .f heat

> •: " '^. '^ - .

!

• -

red-hot platinum, but which eom.des glass at HO F, and crystal

tic riuorid. in :. state o| lu-i , -
i

fluoride, setting t
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to this mixture, bubbles of spontaneously inflammable silicub? of
hydrogen were evolved and ignited. 1'm'v and drv silicon added
h' argentic fluoride at a temperature of low redness evolved much
l'«j:it with violenl action, and scl free metallic silver. The fluoride
when fused is rapidly decomposed by sulphur with evolution of

ride of sulphur and argentic sulphide being formed.
Huonde of sulphur is a heavy, colorless vapor, not condensing at

,

C. and 760" 1,u
. It corrodes glass, fumes strongly in the air, and

has a very powerful dusty odor. Sulphur rapidly decomposed an
"Monof argentic tluoride. When the vapor of carbonic
- passed ..ver argentic fluoride at a red heat, argentic

"1 carbonic tetra-fluoride are formed, the reaction being
represented by the equation :

m.
4 „

4AgF+CS
I=2Ag,S+€F4 .

Hte tetra-fluoride is a fuming acid vapor.—L. and M Phil. Mag.,
^«y,1872.

5 F
w. g.

5- On a method offixing the Constitution of Acids and Aleo-

<>f their Ketones.—-In his researches upon
ion of ketones, Popoff observed a uniformity of results

!• suggest this oxidation as a means of determin-
:

'r.i\ constitution of acids and alcohols. Taking the
<s of ketone expressed by the following general form-

(1) CH S
— (CH„)n — CO — R

(2) = CII — (0H 8 )„
— CO — R

(3) = CH — CO—

R

(4) == C —CO—

R

~

-J
which 11 represents one of the alcohol-radicals united directly

- " finds

, radi-

™. If this other
radical be that of a normal alcohol—as is the case in the first of
the above f,„.

t
>

:ll
.

i(1 „,su ! Ls; if it be an iso-
a'cohol radical,—as in the second formula-an iso-acid results; a
secondare

•
. generally methyl, phenyl, or ethvl— l'o]

dation, the caibonyl remains combined with

a! is oxidized. If tl

radical be tl,,- ;w is the case in tin
the above for, ! .. ,] lvs „lts; if it b.

alcohol radical. iso-acid r
secondary-aleohoj radical, ,s in tl third formula—gives an
t0?e; while a i

_
:J . in the last formuWs up by oxidation." Now, since the ketones can be prep:

fr
. ^ the fattv . suitable mix

°f«r salts W therincnxmipc
of the

mitted to oxi
Jol-radical R

ohola, the consti
this method.
t° test the metlu
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.

ciutn salt, and distilled with an equivalent quantity "f calcium

afforded mi analysis numbers agreeing with those required by
butylphenyl ketone. To fix the constitution of the butyl it con-

tained, the ketone was oxidized. The products consisted of hen-

zoic acid and iso-butyric acid, with traces of acetic acid; thus

proving that this ketone, ami also, therefore, the valeric acid and

the amvl alcohol from which it was derived, contain iso-butyl

and not butyl. Their const it utions respectively are—

£g
3>CII—CH

2—COOH and ^ 3>CH—CH2—CH 20H,

a result already confirmed in other ways by Erlenmever, Frank-'s, hum ,. r.

Feb., 18 72. g. f.

6. On Phenol colors and their Relation to Natural Colo
Matters.— Bakvei: lias continued hi- rest-arches on gallein

fluorescein,* and other coloring matters derived from the phe

ire soluble i :ItK

S::t: ible, the author dese-

rts of pheno1, 5 parts

>huric acid : ire healed
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esting action is that of ox alii- acid, whirl) has long been known,
and the product of which is rnsolic acid. The aurin, latt-lv isola-

te fn.ni rosolic acid l,y Dale and Schorlenuuer, Baever supposes

C 25H 3 o
2(

^4,

2

which is thus produced:

CO,+(C,H
6O) 4=C26H30O1

+(H
8
O) a .

(->.) nXaphtliol colors. oXaphthol, heated with phthalic oxide,

yellow crystals of the anhydride of the i

"'M^rhol, C 28 II 16 3 , insoluble in potassium hvdrate. Heated
•dves a beautiful red bo'dv, t', 8

Il 1H <) .

"vtlic, na.llitic and pyroniellitir acids act -h

(3.) Resorcin colors. K'esoivin healed with 'phthalic oxide,
gives the phthaieiu of resorcin, or fluorescein, which, precipitated

• phthalin I- obtained.
d, a red body is formed, which is tun

ids a second red 1

resorcin, the succinein of resorcin ; and oxalic acid, the earhonei
or euxanthon, C,

3H 8 4 .

(*) Pyrogallol colors. Pyro^allol (pyrogallic acid) by tl

action of phthah c/ H 12O 7 , the phthale

^en heated with' t, V r..-:tll.*d.

Hydroquinoue «mvVs wit
ble in potash with a viole
Mfi n "'i ind duinin i- .nlants. IVroeatechin, thus treated,

givesaphthalein, soluble in potash with a transient blue color,

. mattei ol logwood. Phloro-

...
- • .-

. :
..

^

•
... • • ^ -.

-^irismay
^

.

.
•
^^ :

•

• •

';}\. This -

."
, ihV,, .,.:.. r . the

, sugar group or to the family of

-

i vields pyro-dlol on fusion with potash, is a deriva-
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A New Erecting Prism; by Joseph Zentma

:iik1 emerging rays ;iiv parallel, which, as far as we know, was
never accomplished before. In connection with the microscope,
as it was shown, it interfered very little with the definition, and,

although the light is twice refracted and reflected, the loss of light

is much less than one would expect. With the microscope, the

prism is placed right above the objective, ami the ins! rum. tit may
be used in any inclined position. A pair of such prisms might be
used also for an erecting binocular microscope, of which the two
bodies have the same inclination to the stage.

Fig. 1 shows the front and profile of the prism. The projection

of the front is a square, that <>f the profile an isosceles triangle,

'he angles at the base of the triangle are 27° 19' for crown glass

f a refracting index of 1*5.'<, in order to obtain the greatest aper-

are combined with the smallest prism.

Fig. 2 is a view from above. The rays of A, B, and C of fige.
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iJy followed in the profile, fig. 1, where the upper ray, A, emerges
as the lower one, and the lower ray, C, as the upper one.
As the ray A enters the perpendicular line above the lower

edge, it will not be reflected out of its plane, while the ravs B
and C, entering the left side of the prism, reach ;he inclined
laces, from which they are reflected to the opposite lower one,
and are changed i u tiu-ir course to the right, from here again
reflected, to emerge at the corresponding opposite point.

rig. 3 is a perspective lvntv* :,: i i i ui' the prism.

—

Journal
Franklin Institute.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. On the Eozoon ; by Dr. Dawson.-Dr. Dawson published a
reply to the first of the extended memoirs ~" m—— *"«« —
Kowney in volume 1 of th« M-omd M ,i, . ,

iders may]

from his article.

.

hi oppnsui,,,, t.» tin-so facts, and to the car,

-Third Series, Vol. IV, No. 19,-Jclt, 1872.
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tree, an,! Banother asserts that it is a conci 11, but professes 1

unable to vth. sureb
beco,nes very weak after I have rmuie : of it, and'

showntha (Ml.

Ne xf. thcv appear to admit that if spec

carbonate of lime their theory will fall to the jm;

Now su.-l, i specimens do exist. They t rent the Tudor spec
nth scepticism as probably "strings of segregated

Since the account of that specimen was publish* -d, additional frag-

ments have been collected, so that "new slices have been prepared.

I have examined these with care, and am prepared to affirm that

the chambers in these specimens are filled with a dark-colored
limestone not mme crystalline than is usual in the Silurian rocks,

and thai tl composed of carbonate of lime,

with the canals tilled with the same material, except where the

limestone filling the chambers has penetrated into parts of the

i searches of

Mr. Vennor, of the Canadian Survey, have rendered it proi>;d>Ie

that the beds containing these fossils, though uneonformaMy
underlying the Lower Silurian, overlie the Lower Laurentian of the

locality, and are. i lie re fore, probably I'pper Laurentian, or perhaps
Ilui-orian, so that the Tudor specimens may approach in age to

Gumbel's Eozoon Bavaicum.*
Further, the authors of the paper have no right to object to our

regarding the laminated specimens as "typical" Eozoon. If the

question weie as to typical ophite, the ease"would be different : but

the question actually is as to certain well-deliu< d forms which we
regard as fossils, and allege to have organic structure on the small

scale, as well as lamination on the large scale. We profess to

account for the acervuline forms by the irregular growth at the sur-

face of the organisms, and by th« fragments
confusedly intermingled in great thickness of limestone, just as

fragments of corals occur in Paleozoic limestone; but we are

under no obligation to accept irregular or disintegrated >pecimens

as typical; and, when objectors reason from these fragments, we
have a right to point to the more perfect examples. It would be

easy to explain the loose cells of T<tr<«Jhu», which characterize

the' Ibid s-eye limestone of the Lower Silurian of America, as crys-

talline structures ; but a comparison with <le

the same coral shows their true nature. I have for some time

ada. I propose, shortly, to publish additional examples, showing
fragments of various kinds of fossils preserved in these limestones,

and recognizable only by the infiltration of their pores and other

is supposed to regard them as belonging to a great sei

clearly recognised, lying at the base >>:

newer than the Upper Laurentian and the Huronian.
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other substances have do1 interfered with the perfection of the

-trance! y reirardod h\ the authors as an argument against 1 1
u

v-ana- natmv uf ].;,«„„„. o, u . W()I! l,j think that the extreme
_~ tin i\iii.-*ut fossils, and even of

:
' '

- ..- , :' - ^ •• i

:"
• . .

t' ,,..',, '.

1

,,: " ,1 'S ""HV.urtuh.s.* Further, I have ,is,where sh.uvn that the
"^"^' is ,, r.,v,.,l |„ i„ ,,xtun. to have K-u i fra-mental sub-
-tai,(v, or at k-ast nlied with loose e7M,vV ; that the Tudor speci-
;</<'>« have the eavnies lilk'.l with a sedimentarv limestone, and

eim. >. tn. Mad ran aetualh ulmlh

', !

iV;
,,
.i-'-' 'deal.

Hifh 1Vl ,. iril tQthe , tabulation, fil

'•• With re

"hill I have st

;i l'}^ars

?umerou
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they have no appearance in the plate of being tuhuli o!

I have very often shown microscopists ami geologists tin.

along with veins of ohrvsotile and coatings of acicula

oecuring in the same or similar limestones, and they In

failed at once to recognize the difference, especially ur

"i;
x

:::x\
glued together by concretions of mineral matter, or to "be broken

or imperfect, lint this occurs in alhfossils, and is familiar to any
micros. •opist examining them. How difficult is it in many case*

to detect the minute structure of Nummulites and other fossil

Foraminifera ? How often does a specimen of fossil wood present

in one part distorted and confused fibers or mere crystals, with

the lemains of the wood forming phragmat a between them, when
in other parts it may show the most minute structures in perfect

preservation? But who would use the disintegrate. 1 portions to

invalidate the evidence of the parts better preserved? Yet this is

precisely the argument of I'rot. ->>.,r- Kin- and Ib-wney.and which

they have not hesitated in using in the case of a fossil so old as

Eozoon, and so often compressed, crushed, and partly destroyed by

I have in the above •

| regard 88

absolutely essential by w ay ot'c.xplanat ion and defence of thcorganie

nature of Eozoon. It would be unprofitable to enter into the mul-

titude of subordinate points raised by t lie authors, and their theory
of mineral pseudomorphism as discussed by m> friend Dr. Hunt ;

but [must say here that this theory ought, in my opinion, to

afford to any chemist a strong presumption against the validity of

their objections, especially since it confessedly does not account
for all the facts, while requiring a most complicated series of

unproved and improbabb suppositions.

The last point which I shall mention is the taunt that so little

further progress has been made in the investigation of Eozoon.

With reference to this, I beg leave to doubt whether a process of

confounding the actual structure of Eozoon with all manner of den-

dritic and crystalline forms, in the way followed by the authors,

would constitute progress. But in so far as careful

with all specimens which have been recently found is concerned,

some progress has been made; and I tru-t that it will soon be pos-

sible to bring forward not merely additional specimens Ulustnithe

of the structure of Kozoon, but fresh evidence of its wide geograph-
ical range, and also links of connexion with fossils of the Paleozoic

rocks. The discovery recently made in Massachusetts, and

alluded to by Messrs. Ilowney and King, is itself not without im-

portance. In the meantime 1 am content to accept the investiga-

tions of Messrs. King and Rowney as nearly exhaustive of the

natural history of those imitative forms which mav be confounded

with Eozoon, and therefore as in a certain way useful in the fur-

ther prosecution of the subject. As already stated, I am at this
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following out, as opportunity offers, two lines

inta:—(1} the study
of the Lower Silurian and Primordial successors of Eozoon, and
<-'/ that of the tuhulation and other structures similar to those of
Eozoon preserved in the Paleozoic rocks.

2. Discovery of a Large Bone Care in Barn, -in.—During tin
•]'tiii>U nt'tlic railway froiii Nuremberg to Iu-'cnsl)ur- by the

e should be thoroughly

ots. Fraa> and Zittel, a

or many days, and the

wore in the Jura limestone, whit

^ilwavVift drl.pl v iutoTh^hilUi.
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those of the previously-named animals. The most numei
remains consist of flints, 'of which many thousand were found;

these do not appear to have been used as implements, but c<

rather under the category of flint-flakes, the chippinirs from kid

probably used as sueh to saw off the ends of the deer's horns

in the broken and burnt bits <>f bom- that they really do beloiu

the cave bear, nevertheless, careful comparison with specim

ith the bones of tlw

i flint flakes in

-ut although von
It is possible t

confirmed by Jhe finding of several spindle-
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''^'ly history ofmaii.-^y/w/v, May 30.
>. P^UiJuotnq,}^ nf Srr/>< »thn \i-itl, the form of $t,iur»i;te ;

'!• I). Hxsu U'roc. Acad. Nat. Sri. Philad., 1871).—At the line
Ytween Philadelphia and Montgomery counties, tin- well-known
-teat ite bed. beo'uuiin- on the west side of Chestnut Hill, about
*!»•"<'

, n il,> distant, crosses the Schuvkill ami continues in a nearly
-mthw^t l>v south direction (exactly S. 54 \Y.), bevond that river

Jhmn two miles and a half, where 'it crosses theVallev of Mill
1

' -and ends, or sinks beneath the surface. Perhaps the most
1

'
l!y :

' !1 "us ami remarkable rock of this belt is a steatite, con-
:ek terpentine. This rock in many places projects

surface of the ground in immense masses, particularly
:it Mill (reck, seeming to have resisted erosion and decomposition
* Kin rka I. degree. It lies on the northwest side of the stea-

The whole aspect of this curious formation suggests

ling crystal! of some mineral, but metamor-

1
t heretofore beet

i

i I NYarh tin ma-s
w|,1, '>' var\ in size from a halt-inch or les's to several inches, are

form, and adhere so closely to the matrix that sections

"»' >rlie, i
i s \n s.'.nu U.ii

'/'"iMdeivd a conglomerate. Kven in weathering, the two, except

hereafter mentioned, seem to weather so much alike

:i crossed by'two smaller at angles of about 60 and
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ne of them lead was poured, and :i cast obtained. whi« ii. while

[•regular and rough, was a fac-simile in metal of the common
ruciform twins of staurolite. Portions of the same rock, which
.ad not altered, were found containing the serpentine in distinct

rystals, irregular in outline, but twinned at angles of about 60°.

4. Hisingerite, from the Gap Mine, Lancaster County, Pa.

;

\ D. Rand.—Black amorphous; lustre between resinous and
itreons; streak, brown. Fracture conchoidal, brittle. H.=2^-3.

Analysis, omitting 1.13 per cent, gangue:

—

Water at 212° 14.30

at redness 9.89 24.19
Silica 35.40
FeO 12.53

Fe,0 2 27.46

In a cutting through decomposed mica schists, on the new line

<>f riie Philad ,1 .Wilmington md 15 ltimon Railroad, about
halfamij uth\\r>t of Gray's Ferry, there is a white efflorescence.

alkaline to the taste. It consists chiefly of sulphate of soda, an

unlooked-for mineral in such location,—Pmc. Aval. Xat. Sci.

Philad., 1871.

5. Descriptions of new species of Fossils fm,,> the ricinit>/ of
Louisville, Ky., and the Full* ,,f the Oh in; l,v Jamks IIai.i. and
P. P. WiiiTFiiun. 7 pp. 8vo.

" Published Ma v. 1872, in advance
of the Report on the State Museum. Contains descriptions of

species of Orthis, Spiril'era. Pentamcrus, Aviculopecten, VoldiaV,

NiK'nla, Cypricardini . IV.! yphemopsis, and of the new genus
Ptychodesma, based on a modioloid shell.

(5. Mineralogical investigations of vow Path,—The 144th vol-

ume of Pogg i of the val-

uable mineralogical and cryst; -raphh t , s < ar< Ik - of vom Rath,

the composition of ' ire; composi-
tion of orthoclase; the ersbyite of Parkas ; sahlite in the Pen-

nine Alps; wollastonite of Mi Somma; allophane of Dehrn in

7. Proceedings and Transactions of the Nor a Scotia, t Institute

<f Xatnral Scimc, of Ilalifni', Xora Sctia.— Part I. of vol. iii,

94 pp. 8vo. (5*.), has recently been issued. It contains several

papers on the geologv, natural historv. and meteorology of Nova
Scotia.

8. Marc Micheli ; On some Recent R>s< a ,•</,,,< in Vca<tal>le

Ph . gy An artich in the \r<h r ( , a'., V/,,,.,, ot the
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esting article, relating to the movements of chlorophyl grains
the cells of leaves under the liotfit, have been noticed in tl

Journal. The discovery that the" green of leaves is less inten
"ii'li-r direct suj !,t is attributed
Sachs. The (lis.. .rain- toward ,i

light, that they <xr<m V themselves durin- the .lav upon the mo
illuminated horizontal walls- and this only under the action

''treating of ,:

thTS
ed that tlu '

!,i
•

' ""'"' "'"
t! "' -''"' !t - r:,i " < iiivolv

\
,i tliaT '

grains in the m, \ > SeU^tbat, lil

^sposes, they incline to seek the light. In these, as in all per

vatures, the
action of light in assimilation, the decomposition oi

J™
the formation of chh.rophvl, the net result:

parches, those of Famintzin. Krauss. Prillenx. B<
Z«t., 1871, Ko. l:n. and ITetler. oo to confirm
f«ted view tha, tln-s. ,.!,„;,,„ are depend,

ot assimilation, nearly parall

'he difference between s! em
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nodes just issuing from the hud ; the thickening of the walls of the

ligneous and cortical cells, which characterizes adult stems is

wholly absent. This thickening, indeed, is related by bonds
t very exactly understood to the presence of leaves

In darkness the leaves not being developed, the

cells retain the primitive thinness of their membranes.
" This being understood, the elongation of the etiolated steins

is easily explained, thanks to the intervention of two factors. In

normal" stems the medulla has always a tendency to elongate ; it is

.! layers that arrest it ; in young stems these are sub-

jected to a tension strong enough to cause them to shorten con-

siderably wdien they are isolated. But in proportion as their

walls become thickened the resistance becomes more effective, and

we see this in the fact that their contraction, when they are separ-

ated from the rest, becomes less and less. In darkness their

wall- do not thicken, and nothing is opposed to the elongation of

the medullary cells. This is the Hrst factor.

" With regard to the pith itself, M. Krauss has already shown,

in a former work (Botan. Zeit., 1867, Nos. 17, 18), that it has

the property of elongation solely by the interposition of acinous

molecules between the cellulose molecules. This it:'

may take place in the etiolated as in the normal plant ;
the pith

i-. therefore, the only part of the plant which continues to grow
actively in the dark. This growth is precisely the second factor

of the elongation of the internodes ; and by combining it with

the absence of resistance in the peripheral layers, we can under-

stand that considerable results may bo produced."
The recent observations which relate to the action of cold upon

plants, notably ibeppert's paper, have been already referred to in

our pages, but Mieheli's abstract of Sehroeder's researches upon the

"Spring Period of the Maple " we will reproduce :—
" The author has paid attention to all the successive phases

presented by the development of the vegetation, from the ueesJ
of the sap to the moment when the expanded leaves begin to

decompose carbonic acid. This is one of those complete and con-

soietiti us works which, even when they do not contain any very

novel result-, are. nevertheless, very useful to read and consult ;

but it is difficult to give a char notion of them in a few words. A
glance at the course pursued by M. Schroeder will show the great

ascent and its composition: The maple, men

certain level, whence it descends again b;

as the development advances. Holes pi

different heights, enabled this sap to r.0 coil

very numerous analyses keep us informed < rfthe

in its composition. It always contains su<

of the transformation of the starch ace lunula
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during the preceding summer, and destined to become re-trans-
i'onnnl when it reaches the buds. The proportion, i'aithfullv
i

•
- nted by a great number of curves, is but slight, at the first

awakening of vegetation ; it increases gradually up to a certain
maximum, in proportion as the vital phenomena acquire more

. ir diminishes when the young organs,
ing the term of their development, are on the verge of
"i- themselves. These facts are, therefore, perfectly in

^••"i-dance with such a theory of growth as has been established
v the researches of modern observers. The albumen and the

'sure successive! v studied from the same point of view;
•

i, - ip, if -liiii i iif in iu'i ts t th. samt

t periods, is exactly governed by the dif-

ms of development. The second part is devoted to the
• vaminatiou of the hud. Tlie different substances

to assist in the development of the young
11

; nv traced by means of reagents from cell to cell. Two,
a, namely starch and

dissemination of the former in the different tissues,
' ••: on through the starchy layers of the tibro-vascular

ice toward the point of vegetation, at the

it speedily reappears

"iifinr

^ w found Wthi: ;;•„;:;
?,?;'^to indicate that \t%
"V

' '

' ilu ' '-'« u office in til
nature ^t* this substance

Mastkks, M.D.,
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The book is truly admirable in plan and execution,

—

es]

for the skill with which the main points are chosen and
and less relevant matter passed by. There is not a particle of

rubbish from old books ; but room is found for some notice of pin 1-

lotaxy, a view of insect-fertilization in orchids, and a fair account

of natural selection. Tic- imtu! tuts is char-

acterized as an attempt to determine their degree of relationship,

and to ascertain their lineage. A. G.

We learn that Dr. Robert Wright, the distinguished Indian

botanist, recently died at Granby Lodge, his residence in England
since he returned from active service.

G. F. Reutkr, the curator for many years past of the herba-

rium of M. Boisner, and an excellent botanist, died in June at

Hi. Jfusri Appd.hn'h'xinl : or <.<> >>>,,'• /<* <>f M<>ss>s collected

most!;/ !, fir ,:l*t.f„ r irt
,,f Xnfth Aunrh,a ;

' by Cor. F. Al'STlX,

Clostcr, Xew Jersey, 1870.—To the student- of 'bryology no aux-

iliary is more important than a collection of well-prepared and

reliably-named specimens. Such a collection Mr. Austin has

given us under the title above cited; audit comes quite oppor-

tunely, as those of a similar kind, relating to North American
bryology, arc now with difficulty obtained.
The )fitsci Appalachiani are put up in uniform sets, each set

consisting of copious and excellent specimens of 450 species anfl

varieties, fastened on white paper of suitable sizes, and arranged
in proper order within folio sheets of strong brown paper, the

whole secured between two thick paper boards. To each spe-

cies and variety is attached a printed label giving the name, the

necessary synonyms, the habitat, and in the case of a new spe-

cies, a sufficient Latin character. A title-page, and
index, together with a separate pamphlet containing the labels,

accompany each set.

*'*t very few exceptions, were collected by ^ r -

in New Jersev—a >tate representing more fully, perhaps,
'

er, our bryological flora east of the Mississippi

•thern portion, being traversed by ranges of the

Appalachian mountains, furnishes the species peculia

stations. In its central portions are found the species of* the

middle ;md western States ; and on its eastern and southern borders

occur in "The Pines," so-called, species ranging south on the

Atlantic coa^ as far as Florida and even beyond to the West

Indies. This latter portion of the State is remarkably rich in

species of Sphagnum, line and abundant specimens of which form

a special feature of the collection.

It is gratifying to find, as is shown by the collection, that

within the limits indicated in the title, "large addition- have

recently been made in new species, and no specie- which, though

previously known, have not heretofore been detected in this
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hrmhnn, Sph. Girgentohnii, Sph, teres, Sph. Pylaesii (in fruit),
Sph. cydophyllum (in fruit), Sph. neyle<.-U„>, Sph. iurh-l ,,»,,».

>»»,. sj.h /,,«,//„;/;;, JAv„,;/r/,w J ».*/„;, j/;,v .

•!/'< <»<• >(m. Micr. meyalospnntn, ; Frh, inoraa, pipdlnsmu ; A»o-
•

''•;•"''/.•' Pr/Ai ; Conomitrium Hallianum ; Pot? hi rfparia :

{' < " >'> » uh Jr s-,- />, hm, d, , w // v ,- /••

l»,i,n; <>rth„trh-h,nn /'.„(. ri. Ort <». /;'./. /. ^-/' •. /;,,,„,;;
Orthot. sordid*an, Orthof. Ohiocnse. Orthof. ntrinnn, ; lin/iun

• ; Funthi.di* Safliranti. Font. fUf»rr„;« ; On'adia
:/>y<>dit ; Led-ea Austinii ; Rhunohnstei/iin), aeo/diduni ; I'la-

>/ Ha .
/'

f P<m i /'/

• ; Ilypm.n,, faryense, Hyp
The Slf.tn.-i Apj,al<H'huuii ran

be had of Mr. Austin at the exceedingly low price of twenty-five
dollars per set. His address is Closter, New Jersey. w. s. s.

1 1. (r ray's Botanical iSeries. Botany for Young People, Parta How Plants behave; by Asa Gray.' 46 pp. 16mo, with 10

- New York. 1872. (lvison, Blakeinan, Taylor & Co.)
' le volume for young people has been made every way

in its tinted paper and excellent printing by the pub-
H more, in its simple and interesting account of the

rtain plants, by the author. The special subjects of
- .ire: I, How plants move, climb and take

•lants employ insects to work for them; How certain
!' ;Ul^ «"iptnre insoets.

'"d of Zoology.—A new Zoological Journal l Journal de

:d,>.^ p,,r M. Pat

opsis of the Family <

> describing an hyperbolic
rtnt. Xhe observations since 1740, when plotted? srive an appar
»t orbit of eccentricity 2'2. The real orbit, he claims, has ai

<Aentr>city 3-16. The recent observations show very decidedly
necessity of extending the periodic time of the orbit, even if
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Mr. Wilson's views be not confirmed. The periods given by
Sir John Herschel and Admiral Smyth were 253 and 240 years,

but Mr. Hind obtained in 1845 a period of 632 years, and Captain

Jacob, in 1846, a period of 653 years. The observations since 1 8 tf

seem to require a still further extension of the period, and may
require us to accept Mr. Wilson's remarkable conclusions.

2. Meteorite of IbbenbUhren, Westphalia; G. Rose.—This
meteorite fell on the 17th of June, 1870. It is peculiar in consist-

ing of but a single mineral, and that bronzite, composed of sil-

ica 54-51, protoxide of iron 17*53, protoxide of manganese 0'29,

magnesia 26*43, lime 1*04, alumina ]*26=101'06. The specific

gravity of the mass was 3*405 to 3*404, and that of the crystalline

grains of bronzite 3*428 and 3*425.

Rose remarks that one other meteorite, that of Maneganm. inves-

tigated l>y Maskelyne, lias essentially the same constitution (-i

55*70, Fe 20*54, Srg*22*so, Ca 1 -3*2=1 00*36) ; w hile two others con-

sist of a single mineral only, the Chassigny being made up of

olivine alone, and the Bishopville of enstatite.

The IbbenbUhren mass is somewhat ovoidal, has a black

smooth exterior rind, showing evidences of fusion. The length is

nearly five inches (one-eighth of a meter).

3. Meteorites of India.—Tschermak has described two Indian

meteorites. One'fell al Sher-ottv on the 25th of August, 1 80,3.

and closely resembles those of Staunern (1807). It consists of

augite, a colorless tesseral silicate of the composition of Labrador

...
-':'.,-

.'. ' .-
. . ;

' ..' • ... - .':
- .

""

•'
. -. T

other fell near (b.palpoor on May 23, 1865. It consists of nickel-

a feldspar-like subsume,!—Akad. Wis*.' W!en, Feb., 1872.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

G. Pou
binisli or violet chatoyant color of some fishes. There is under

the skin a layer of small ovoidal or irregularly spherical granules,

yellow by transmitted light, which is the source of the color, this

color being a complementary one to the yellow. The diameter m
these irisi/i;/ -rranules varies from 1 to \ or 5 thousandths of a

millimeter; and each is formed of a pile of exfra^.,

lamellae, applied one to the other, but separately distil

under the microscope. Pouchet concludes that the color is due to

a kind of fluorescence.—Acad. &/'., Paris, May, Les Monde*,

2. Iron in the blood.—Boussingault finds the amount
iron in aliments as follows: the minimum, in enrols. 0*0009 gram;

the maximum, in the blood of hogs, 0*0534; in beer, -0040; in the

wine of Beaujolais *0109. The ration of a French sailor in the

marine service contains 0*0661 gr. ; of a French soldier, 0*0780 gr.
;

of an Knulish workman, 0*0912 gr. ; of an Irish workman, 0*1000 gr.

;
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of a horse of the reserve cavalry, 1-0166 gr. ; of a cow, 1 '365 gr.
In vertebrates the quantity of iron does not exceed a thousandth
of the weight; in invertebrates, probably not four ten-thousandths.
I: i- usual to attribute the red color of the blood to the presence
of iron. Yet the white blood of invertebrates contains almost as
much iron as the red of vertebrates. Also, pla

as the green plants. Boussin-
-''.' : ; ''"'• eludes that of all substances the blood is that which con-

argest amount of iron, and of assimilable iron, since it

has already been assimilated.— . KW. Sri. />,„•/,•, .)/./,,. L<*
Mondes, June 6.

8. Prismatic bows on the surface of the Zake of Geneva.—On
li, between two and tbree o'clock, M. Elie Wartman

"»m th. t..rin, .

. | ,.!,, 187 -2.

•"> I'forkn/st.iWnifh,-;; Ho.,,-1 im thrh(kthis<-hen <

™*r die Abhw,,,;,, \ it ..,,- // ./n,„ ieteore von tier

*?<tens ; von H. Abich. 260 pp. 8vo, with 5 plates <

£5
W .C'aueasus), l^l.-This large volume on the

«»u ot the Thn, the Caucasus, is
work entitled -Mat.rialcn zu einer Kiimatologie des
"sued under the direction of A. Moritz, Director of tl

J°ry at Tiflis. Tli- uork ha« more than a meteorolo

anV
1

J
re
t
t8 °f the orograPh >

r **** mountain region ,

a ot the volcanic Meridian mountain-, devoting o

£S! t0
,
these subjects. It then describes a large nui

storms that occm naa careful state
th " attending

, ^cial peculiari
8

.
0rnis in diflfcren «a& and diacn«ii
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exterior large angular prismatic

ami in some casus an inch or more long.

6. Die Wii-io-lstro-uir, T<>r„ ,d<»« „,,,! Wcttersafden in d_, r Erd-

Atmosphare, mit BeriXckzirhtignng ,/,,• Star,,,?, in <lr So/nnn-

Atmosphiire ; dargestelU and •i.-t von Dr.

Thkopou Ueye, Prof, l/niv. Strasburg. 248 pp. 8vo, with 4

storm-charts and 30 woodcuts and lithographs. Hanover. 1872.

(Carl Rumpler.)— In this work Professor Reye has treated the

subject of whirlwinds, tornadoes and waterspouts with great ful-

; and system. He presents the facts at length, discusses freely
•

' ules which fl

"

istice to B
copying

; of his charts ; ami also cites freely from the papers of Pro-

theories, and give.- the practical rules which flow from

He does full jus

bservations, quotes largely from his

the observations hitherto made. He does full justice t<-

fessor Loomis, Reid and Piddington, and from various Europe!

sources. He adopts the idea of cyclones, and illustrates the earth's

cyclones by descriptions, and a fine plate illustrating the cyclones

in the sun's atmosphere. The frontispiece of the work is a copy

of Olmsted's plate of " Whirlwinds from the burning of a cane-

brake," from II, vol. xi, of this Journal (1851). The work closes

with a list of books and articles on the subject of which it treat*

7. American Journal of Conchology ; George W. Tktox, Jr.,

Editor—The cover of the 4th number of vol. vii. announces that

the publication of this journal will be therewith discontinued.

It has done good service both to zoology and geology, and we
greatly regret for the sake of American science that it cannot be

sustained. The last number, like very many of those preceding it,

contains excellent colored plates of shells ; in this case illusl rating

an article by A. J. Garrett of Tahiti, on Feejee fresh water and

terrestrial gasteropoda. The papers hereafter presented will be

published by the Academy of Natural Sciences, to whose concho-

logical come rred.

8. Notes sur les Tremblements de Terre en 1869, avec Supple-

ments pour B de 1843 d 1868, par M. AleXM
Perrev, Prof. Hon. a la Faeulte des Sciences de Dijon. From
Me,,). Cour. of the Belgian Academy for 1872.—Prof. Perrey, the

indefatigable investigator of earthquakes, here gives a review of

the facts connected with the earthquakes of 1869, besides adding

to his collection of facts pertaining to previous years.

9. H<df-U-ir R.,'.;ati..„.< in Science, published in numbers of

pages, by Lee & Shepard, Boston. Price of each, 25 c
A "

—The first number of the series contains Proctor's excel!

on " Strange Discoveries respecting the Aurora and Recent Solar

Researches, atid the second is an instructive lecture by Prof. R. Vir-

chow on "The Cranial Affinities of Man and the Ape. The

others out, or announced as in progress, are of equal interest, and
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l-~~0n ^e Evaporative Efficiency of Steam Boilers ; by

Wm. P. Trowbridge, Professor of Dynamic Engineering
m the Sheffield Scientific School.

Transfer of heat.—The quantity of water which a steam
oouer apparatus will evaporate in a given time depends
pnmanly upon the temperatures to which those parts of the

the boiler, known as heating surfaces, are exposed. I"
"e lumace, the heating surface is exposed to the radiant heat <

anV-
Uca

?
descent fuel

>
and to the contact of the heated gases

hn f^

n n
'

ues to the contact of the gaseous products of con

tem
al°n&

.
Tlie temperature of the fuel, and the initial

temperature of the gases, depend on the intensity of the

«rwt '.2
r the quantity of fuel burned on each square foC surface in a unit of time, and also on ^ ««^ "?

fflSi^ PlaC?
: P^fed common,— _i which no combustible gases or uncombined

^Jgen escape to the chimney. This condition is presumed

of fj
ve nse to the highest possible temperatures in the residue
el, aT1d in the escaping products.

3?aa
^uantitJ °f fuel burned, the constitution of the escaping

Condi/
1"1 the resultino temperatures, depend on the following

!;
^he quantity of air which passes through the furnace in a

unit of time.

J-
The amount of surface of the fuel with which this air

eo^s m contact
t rv ,»|" hf>at tran-t.-m-i to the wator within the

:

then depend on the amount of heating surface
*- Jot*. Sci.-TniBD Series, Vol. IV, No. 20.-August, 1872.
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exposed to direct radiation, the amount of heating surfact'

exposed to the contact of the gases, and the laws of absorption

or transfer of heat under these conditions.

The quantity of air supplied to the furnace, in a unit of time,

depends upon the chimney, or other appai
the draft, and the surface of contact of air and fuel; upon
the kind of fuel, size of lumps, thickness of bed, etc. There

are other co] . e efficiency

of boilers, when the total heat of combustion is to be compared
with the quantity of heat transferred to the water ; such as the

losses from imperfect combustion, diffusion of heat, escape of

heat through the chimney, etc., making an aggregate of losses

which must be estimated.

The following general discussion of the problems involved is

given, as suggesting a mode of investigation which may lead to

more satisfactory experiments on the laws of transfer of heat.

Let Q represent the quantity of heat transferred to the water

of the boiler in a unit of time, one hour for instance.

Q , the portion of this heat which is transferred by radiation

in the furnace.

Q 3
the part which is transferred by contact of heated gases

Then Q = Q 1 +Q 3 +Q 3
.

In this expression, the first member may be regarded as

known, because it may be easily ascertained by experiment.

Of the terms of the second member, Q , represents the quantity

of.heat transferred by radiation from the surface of the fuel.

According to the laws of Dulong and Petit, this quantity may
be represented by

Q |=?xG=C./(a'-l).xa
in which a represents the quantity of heat transferred by

radiation from one square foot of grate surface in a unit of

time, G the grate surface in square feet, C a constant, a= lO077.

6 represents the temperature of the absorbent body, or the water

in the boiler (a constant which may be determined by obser-

vation), and t the difference between this temperature and the

higher temperature of the incandescent fuel.

By the law of transfer of heat by contact of gases, given by

Dulong and Petit, we shall have

Q,=F.xC *,«•".

F representing in square feet the furnace surface, CV -233

the quantity of heat transferred by contact of the gases in the

furnace in a unit of time ; in which t, represents the difference of

temperature between the gases in the furnace, and the tern-
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perature, 0, of the water i

or the whole fum
law of Dulong and Petit for the cooling of bodies by
ooler gas is also tht law oj huffing by a hot gas;

is of temperature exists being i

the boiler; this difference being
T

' ' presume

'of a

\

which the c

indifference.

_

For the transfer of heat by contact in the flues, the applica-
tion of the law renders it necessary to take into account the
diminution of temperature, from the initial temperature *, to
the temperature t

a , of the gases, as they leave the flues and pass
mto the chimney."
Let the combined flue surfaces be represented by a single

cylindrical surface in

the form of a tube, as

in the figure below,

e two coor-

tho axis of the tube

and t!i<- other perpen-

dicular to it : and let

t
l
be the difference of

•

gases and the water

outside of the tube,

at the entrance, and

the
corresPonding difference of temperature at the exit of

Let q represent the quantity of heat transferred in a unit of

f

m<
r (one hour) at any point of the tube from one unit (square

joot) of surface. When a boiler is at work the temperature of

^
e gases at any point, or of the p the gases,

may be regarded as constant, and it will not, therefore, be
necessary to regard the conductivity of the plates ; this being
necessary only when the surfaces of the plates undergo a change

jf

mIerature
>
as in gettiBs UP steam -

teating surface represented by the surface of the tube

anes perpendicular to
e axis

> the element of the surface between two planes may be
• by ds, and the quantity of heat transferred by

intact through the element will be represented by u
d s.

At we represent by c the specific heat of the gases, l.v \\ the

fnn

lg

L
°f ^as whicb Passes the element ds, in a unit of time,

..,: of time; it is evident that
?ne cooling of the gas in the time dt will be cW dt, expressed

: v must be equivalent to that

Reived or absorbed by the water, represented above by qds:
Nation expressed by the equation :
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qds=cWdt from which ds= ^ dt
.

q

Introducing now the law of Dulong and Petit, by sub-

stituting for q its equivalent C t
V2 3 3

, the expression becomes

ds
cWdt

or
ds _ t-*-"*dt .

Integrating between the limits tt and l 3 we obtain

from which the value of t
x
may be obtained,

'°
Cv--"''c's i

»»)"'*'*'

In this expression S represents the whole heating surface of

the boiler, or the surface of the tube, a known quantity ; i
2
may

be ascertained by observation with a common thermometer.

But no accurate mode of ascertaining tx by observation has

yet been found, and hence the necessity of this mode of deter-

In the second member of the equation the undetermined
quantities are W and C, the first representing the weight of

gas which passes through the furnace in an hour, and the

second the constant C of the formula of Dulong and Petit

IfW be taken on the assumption, general/// ucquieswl in. that

in ordinary boilers the quantity of air which passes through the

furnace is just double the quantity necessary for perfect com-

bustion, and we assume for C the value given by Mr. Hopkins
for carbonic acid gas, the value of ^ is completely determined;

and to find the initial temperature of the gases, it will be only

necessary to observe, with the aid of a common thermometer,

the temperature of the gases at their exit from the tube or

boiler. Having found 4, the quantity of heat transferred by

contact of the gases, in the flues," to the water, will be

represented by

The value of Q then becomes

Q=C.a0.(a<-l).G-fF.CU'' 23 *+cW(A--4).
in which all the terms become known, except the first term of

the second member.
The value of the expression GxC.a«(a'-l) being thus

determined, the separate influence of the radiant heat of the

furnace becomes known, and the value of t, the difference of the

temperature between thefuel and the water, may, by the aid of

Hopkins' value of C, be ascertained.
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Resuming the expression ..** - tlLll!^ if we suppose the

tube to be extended indefinitely and the gases to be forced
the tube by some extraneous pressure, the difference

between the temperature of the gas within the tube and the
water would ultimately become zero.

Integrating the above expression between the limits t
t
and t

we should obtain an expression by which the relations of t and
8. and of q and S. become known, t, the difference of tem-

perature at any point, will be *=C"—L and 2=C'"_

L

which indicate the form of curve of temperatures
axis of the tube, and also the form of curve of

emissions of heat along the axis. It is evident that these
',

!VV
' * "Pi rnarh the axi, ranidlv. The constants C" and C"

•th cW and the constants of the law of Dulong and
retit, and the curves may therefore be cons
these as before.

Unfortunately, however, it is not probable that either of
•

;

)B can be assumed in the present state of knowl-
edge of the action of chimneys, the combustion of fuel, and

lomena of transfer of heat It is certain that the
on of twice the quantity of air necessary for com-

bustion is not a universal law. And in regard to the constants
otthe formulas of Dulonir and Petit, it can hardly be said that

been completelv determined or interpreted. The
quantity of heat transferred by contact of a gas depends on the
ode or rate at which the gas is supplied to, or removed from,

™e surface to be heated or cooled. This is the principal

in. It seems evident that, according tow present state of knowledge of 1 gases, heat

I i
„„,... , rents are

established in order to bring fresh particles of gas in contact™ the surface to be heated or cooled each instant.

ktoia like the steam boiler it may
oepossible to determine these constants, as well as the quantity

1v i

for difrcrent dimensions of chimneys or force of draft,
Sickness of bed of fuel. etc. It would be necessary to make

.- that some of the quantities
could be eliminated, as. for instnmv. the initial temperature. If

"J?
same chimney be emploved with the same kind of fuel,

fuel o,. the oTate. and under the same general con-
ations of barometer and thermometer, the initial temperatures
yust be the same, and, byproperlv varying th > heating surface,

^nerent values of the a might be obtained
nd observed. The quantity of air used being measured, the
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law of change of temperature, or of transfer of heat, might then

be ascertained for the flues and for the furnace separately.

If the laws of Dulong and Petit be true for high tern

it is apparent that the influence of the furnace at high tem-

peratures must preponderate. Under any circumstances, it

seems impossible to find :i ^kntific solution of the important

problem of efficiency of boilers in the generation and transfer

of heat, until these questions are solved.

The laws of Dulong and Petit have not been verified for high

temperatures. At very low temperatures the quantity oi heat

transferred by contact of a gas and by radiation, according to

these laws, will be nearly identical, and the higher the tem-

perature the greater becomes the difference in the effects.

Common observation shows that to heat or cool a body

rapidly by contact of a gas, the gas must be suppli i and

removed rapidly. It seems improbable, therefore, that there

can be any general expression for the quantity of heat trans-

ferred ii! this manner which does not involve this idea in some

other way than by the constants which have been adopted.

The mode of determining the initial temperatures of the fur-

nace and gaseous products of combustion generally employed,

up to the present time, has been to assume, from the partial ex-

periments of Peclet and others, that half the heat of combustion

is usually imparted to the gases, while half passes off as radiant

heat, and then to estimate the temperatures on the further

assumption that a definite known amount of air passes through

the furnace for each pound of coal burned. From the nature

and phenomena of combustion it can hardly he supposed that

any such law as that assumed b\ Peelet < <

' m versa lly true.

The temperature of the residue of the solid combustible must

depend on the special circumstances of combustion
case, and especially on the law of radiation, at different tem-

If it were possible to observe accurately the temperatures of

furnaces and flues, the solution of all these questions would be

greatly simplified; and the discovery most needed to advance

this branch of physical research is a thermometer for deter-

mining high temperatures. The only method available at

present seems to be that of goine. hack from a temperature

which falls within the range of ordinary thermometers to the

initial temperatures, by analysis. And the mode of inves-

tigation heivin suggested is offered as one which apparently

< o'tl i i- to known or accepted laws, nd does not r< [Uir»

doubtful assumptions. Whether the laws of Dulong and Petit

are true for all differences of temperature, and whether these

laws may not be revised s > as to involve din etly the dynamic

theory of heat, are questions which such investigation may

help to solve.
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The complete expression for the total heat of combustion of
fuel in the boiler will be

E=Q+E,
=Qi+Q a +Q,+Q 4 +Q,

in which Q 4 represents the heat in the gases after they leave
the flues represented by eW (la -t ), and Q 5

the losses from
i. etc., which can only

be estimated.

Art. XIV.—Description of two new Land Snails from the Coal-

measures ; by F. H. Bradley.

In the summer of 1869, I found that the concretionary lime-
stone accompanying the underclay of coal No. 6 of the Wabash

tion (see Illinois Rep., iv, 254), at Pettys's Ford of the
-Little Vermilion river, below Georgetown, Vermilion county,
-nimois, contained numerous minute sheila (A small fragment
of fish-bone is the only other fossil vet found in it.) A Pupa

recognized, and\ from its outline alone, referred to

U-nvson. Th.> other of the two species was doubt-
!

' ' - ferred to Zonites. Later, in cleaning out the mouths of
some individuals, a distinct tooth was found on the columella
°t the Pupa, and a broad lamellar extension of the columella
of the so-called Zonil-s. The Pup,, was evidently not P. vetusta ;
and the correction was sent to Prof. Worthen, but was over-
looked when my report on the county was printed. Upon
showing the so-called Zonites, in its cleaned condition, to Mr.
*• B. Meek, he at once recognized it as congeneric with
8

j
11

-E?
te sPecies> Anomphalus rotuhis, described by Meek

and Worthen from Macoupin Co., Illinois (Proc. Phil Acad.,
W^,

p. 268). They refer the -enus to the Kotellid* : I am
ratner inclined to refer it to the Helicidas.

1 append descriptions and figures.

Pupa Yermilionensis, n. sp., Fig. 1.

Shell imperforate, epiudle-sli: - I. tapering to an obtuse apex,

wifh the line* of
Passed. Outer 1

mellar lip reflex

growth. Aperture
ip thin, slightly relle

fhe columeflar to!
0r farther—not !

dentilbnn.

1

In old

3th is often continue

seen on shells havi
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Anomphalus Meeki, n. sp., Fig. 2.

Shell broad, depressed, helicoid ; spine obtuse, consisting of

3 or 3£ turns. Surface glossy, nearly smooth, showing, under

a lens, fine oblique lines of growth too indistinct and irregular

to be counted, perhaps fifteen to the millimeter. Aperture
oblique, oval, greatly contracted by a broad lamellar expansion
of the columella extending more than half way across, even in

small individuals. Outer lip thickened, slightly reflexed.

Suture slightly impressed. Each turn including only about
half of the preceding one, thus distinguishing the species from

A. rolulus, the type of the genus. Imperforate, but last turn

slightly excavated in the umbilical region. Last turn more
than half of the shell.

Total length, S-2mm. ; width, 4mm .

The evidences of a glacier once moving over the island of

New York are of three classes : 1st, The grooves or striae, and
other results of the abrasion of the rocks of the island, wherever
they are visible. 2nd, The mantle of drift which partially con-

ceals the rocks. 3rd, Facts observed over the hills of the

neighboring island of Long Island. All the evidences of the

first class show that the movement and agencies causing them
proceeded from the northwest toward the southeast. I have

made many examinations and measurements, from one end of

the island to the other, and have never found any single in-

stance to the contrary. My observations have also extended

to Staten Island, New Jersey, and northwestward to the Dela-

ware? river, and up the Hudson river on both shores—and also

over on the Highlands and mountains separating New York
State from the States of Connecticut and Massachusetts, AH
my observations show the same general direction.

Since c< n i [ have made many observations

in the Central Park, and find the range to be from N. 20° W.
to N. 30° W., or S. 20° E. to S. 30° E. Prof. Cooke, in his re-

port on the Geological Survey of New Jersey, found all his

measurements on the Palisades west of the Hudson river and

opposite New York to lie between N. 20° W. and N. 75° W.
The glacier, then, moved from the N.W., as Prof. Dana has
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demonstrated it did in New England. Following this north-
west direction from this island over the Highland range of
Archaean " rocks at the Eamapo Gap, N. Y., we find

general evidence that we do elsewhetv .^tuard. The same
evidences can be seen in the Pompton Gap, Dover, and at Lake
Hopatcong, N. J.

Some years ago I traversed the heights from this lake to
W est Point on the Hudson, and everywhere the evidence of
some agent moving southeastward over them, rounding their
summits, stossing them on their western slopes, was always pres-
ent before me. The sum of all this evidence confirms fcro£
Uanas theoiy of a glacial plateau on the highlands of Canada,

ihe second e!a>s ( .f evidence—the material composing the
mantle of drift—alwavs shows it to have i,u, transported from
tne northwest. Both on this island and Long Island the material
is lrom rocks known to lie to the northwestward. Thus on the
island we find boulders and huge masses of the serpentine and
trap rocks of New Jersey blended with the red sand rock of the
same State. In Brooklyn on Long Island we find, in addition
io the rocks of New Jersey, those from New York island blen-

/
!i '-!< the others. I hkve seen huge masses of anthopl.vlite

<• street, Brooklyn, which must have come from the
Parent bed of this rock on 10th Avenue and from West 50th
o West 60th street. Careful measurement of the direction of
ine movement which m t^t haw transported these rocks shows

been from N. 10° W. to S. 10° E. This course tallies
witn measurements made on the palisades by Prof. Cooke. The

Wch threw this mantle over the island had power to
a&e up and transport immense masses of red sandstone from
iNew Jersey to New York and Luiir Island. Manv blocks in

- :it Kast 73d, Kast 74th. Ka>t 7:>th. and East 7Hth

avenue. X. Y , Ivin- beneath tin surface soil, are
0ur

,
six, and eight feet thick,' giving in the excavations an ap-

pearance of being independent red deposits in the drift.

j

' 1Jt
' /turd ehtss of evidence is the immense drift deposits on

£ong Island> These stretch from Oyster Bav S. 60° W. to
' Hamilton, and ovm to Star.-u Island. Was not this ndire

Im.u river

. trend of
^Hudson valley.

, , ;

'" material composing this moraine is made up of detritus

°i
m ^ ew Jerso\ and Manhattan Island. Boulders of trap,

IP
gneiss and granite cover all the surface east as tar as < h ster

a7- The shore of Long Island between Ovster Bav and Sruith-
','"'

' have not visited. At the latter point, and along the
"

-
'

'

.
•,!. '

....;= ;-.'
•

" - =d - • •'

f' boulders. Underneath' e sari > ' amd is full

boulders of trap ant -i.i'i-.- liirough all the moraine.
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On this island I have never seen any boulders of fossiliferous

rock. They have, however, been seen by others. On the Jersey

side I have seen them from the Corniferous limestone of the

Koundout valley. Now, as this rock is not seen in the lower

end of the Koundout valley, i. e., the northeast end, but in the

southwest on the Neversink portion—we have in this instance

further evidence of a movement from the northwest. Under
this class of evidence we may notice the boulders of granular

gneiss from Archasan rocks 'of the Highlands, which I have

found as far east as East New York.
On the island of New York, in the deep excavations for sub-

for blocks of buildings, we often find modified drift,

Aet. XVI.— '': ,/,•// </„„<, ;, //, /.,/,, // „ , / the Sheffield

Scientific School No. XXIV.

—

On the Estimation of Sulphur

in Coal and Organic Compounds ; by W. G. MlXTER.

The determination of sulphur in organic substances by many
ofthe methods in use is not only a diiheu t and ti lions operation-

bat the amount of fixed reagents often employed greatly in-

creases the liability to error. In the process here described, sub-

stances are burned in oxygen and the sulphur is condensed

from the gaseous products in the form of sulphuric acid.

Experiments made by passing the products of combustion of

sulphur-con I. to give satisfa< t >ry

results. A variable loss was due to a dense white fume containing

sulphuric acid, which was not completely absorbed by water or

by caustic alkalies. The apparatus here described w

g the combustions in a confined volume
avoid this source of error. The bottle (a), see figure, has a

capacity of from 4 to 10 litres, according to the amount of oxy-

gen required. The neck should be large enough for a stopper

of> to 40 mm. in diameter. The condenser b is made of rather

thin tubing 14 mm. in diameter ; at the upper end it is ex-

panded to a bulb in order to admit some motion to the tube

c d. Below the bulb it is surrounded by a water-jacket 22 em.

high : from the point where it enters the stopper of the b< >ttle it

is narrowed somewhat for convenience of fitting. The combus-

tion tube c d is made ,>!' hard glass of 12-15 mm. internal dia

meter; the portion c is 18 cm. from curve to curve, and is pro-

tected bv a sheet-iron trough lined with asbestos; the part d '}^

from 35 to 45 cm. in length. The wire attached at I is to sustain
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c in case d breaks : c is joined to h by a collar of black-rubber.
The U-tube e is connected with d by a rubber collar drawn over
the latter at k ; this U-tube is slightly inclined, that no liquid
may run against the rubber connectors. The tube / connects
a with e; it is narrowed at both ends to 10 mm. diameter,
Near the upper end it is jointed by a piece of black-rubber

1 nun.

g in order that the apparatus may be easily disconnected

*f
* The ends of/ extend 2 cm. or more beyond the st. >ppers.

through tQe rubber stopper i a small glass tube
]

JJje
end of/ where it is narrowed to an openi

^he double bulb tube ; is to accommodate varia

'

•

': .)':'.
...-. • h J' than'* mm

: should he cut,
drops of water m , { ,r .1 <v x \ the circulation.
SI
«'H"^ and . freed from
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of the apparatus are sufficiently tight when water will stand in

one limb of the safety tube.

The bottle a is tilled over water with oxygen, and, if necessary,

rinsed with distilled water; a few drops of bromine are poured

in, the tubes adjusted and a slow stream of water made to flow

through the water-jacket. The assay, if not volatile, is intro-

duced into the tube d in a platinum tray*, which should not fill

more than half the bore of c/, leaving space enough for the free

circulation of the oxygen. The part c is gradually heated and

kept hot during the combustion. This hot inclined tube acts

as a chimney ; the heated gases rise in it, pass into the cold

tube b and fall, thus causing a constant stream of gas to pass

over the assay. It is important to ignite the assay without

: ifany considerable portion. To do this a sma
of wood may be placed in contact with that part of the sub-

stance nearest Z, or that end of the tray may hold a thin layer of

the assay, which is heated as rapidly as safety allows by a lamp

held in the hand. To ensure a full supply of gas in the tube d

at the commencement of the combustion, oxygen is passed from

a gasometer through the tube i till the white fume which

appears in the condenser b passes into a. The products of com-

bustion being denser fall to the bottom of the bottle, and for a

while displace the oxygen, thus increasing the cir

After the substance is ignited, the fire passes to the other end

of the tray. The part of the tube about the tray is heated by

a lamp as is required to keep up the combustion. At the end

of the operation the heat is increased. If drops of liquid

collect in c, and are liable to run down to the hotter parts of the

tube, they should be driven off by heat. If carbonic acid be

the principal product of the combustion, there is little change in

the volume of gases in the . apparatus ; but if water and sul-

phuric acid are formed in much quantity, the volume is dimin-

ished and air enters through the safety tube.

Most solid substances heated alone in the open tray yield

volatile products too rapidly for entire combustion, but if

mixed with sand in suitable proportion they burn slowly and

eoiupletelv. Liquids should be enclosed in narrow tubes

sealed at one end and drawn out at the other to a cap:

for two or three inches of length. Upon the point of the tube a

bit of platinum sponge is fixed to assist the oxidation. The

liquid should not fill more than two-thirds of the wider part

of the tube.

the 10 cm. of

dull redness.

aay be made 10 to

i foil over a glass tube. The ends may
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Oxygen is passed in at i, the tubes are disjointed at k and the
tube holding the assay is then pushed in, till the platinum just
reaches the heated zone. The apparatus being connected at k
slow volatilization of the liquid is effected by cautiously'apply-
ing a flame under the empty portion of the tube containing the

so as to maintain the platinum sponge in a steady
glow. As soon as a cloud of combustion-products appears in
the vessel a, oxygen is shut off from i When all I

led from the interior tube, the tube cd is cooled
aratus is left for two hours or until the fume

has entirely subsided. If no odor of bromine be perceptible
when the apparatus is disconnected at h to remove the tray or
tube, a few drops of it should be poured through a funnel-tube
put m the place of/, and the whole allowed to stand some time
to ensure complete oxidation of the sulphur-compounds, and
deposition of the sulphuric acid.

1 he tubes d and e are then rinsed into a beaker, this water is

poured into 6, which is then thoroughly washed bv the aid of
the wash-bottle ; the large rubber stopper is lifted from the

r™ and the lower part of b rinsed; without removing the
Joe / from the stopper, it is rinsed into a beaker and finally
tne bottle is carefully washed. The solution obtained, which
ueed not exceed 500 cc, is evaporated to a small volume,
nltered if necessary and the sulphuric acid precipitated by barium
chloride. The barium sulphate washes easily, as the solution
contains no nitrates or fixed salts. Its purity is ascertained by
treatment with water and a few drops of chlorhydric acid, warm-
jQg some time, filtering and reweighing. In case the substance
feaves an ash or residue in the tray, this must be dissolved
ln aqua regia, the nitric acid removed by evaporation with
strong chlorhvdrir aei 1, : n-1 ; av contain
separated in the usual manner. In the use of this a
tuere is no danger fro;

i
lie takeu to have the

combustion tube hot enough to ignite combustible vapor,
f^iore attempting to burn a substance in the apparatus, it is
oest to try it in a large inclined tube open at both ends, or
with oxygen supplied at the lower end. Such a preliminary
jnal will usually indicate the precautions necessary in burning
inesubstance in the apparatus.

-L he writer found that when oxygen prepared from a mix-
ure of pot;*-- >t;};!n. se ili.)xi«l<\ or from the
c^orate alone (no rubber stoppers or connections being em-
Ployed) st< u

,

.trie containing a few drop of
•A a little wafer, th< water gave a slight rurbiuity

with barium chloride. Neither the bromine nor the solution
ythechloi- - ^dplmricacid: the manga uese
QU)xide contained, however, a trace of sulphur. Combustions
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of alcohol and <u suga '<

, > 1 n i b\
, < -n thod here de-

scribed. \ n lw d w i r 1 1 •>•,,! ii ui(i , pr< ( ipita*v appen nth
no greater than that obtained from the oxygen alone, and too

sligiit to inlluenee ordinary results. This shows that with suit-

able emv rubber stoppers are not objectionable.

The following results, obtained in the order they are given,

show the applicability of the method, while some of the details

mentioned may help to explain the use of the apparatus.

1. Iron pyrites (mixed with carbon), 0-0658 51*20

2. " " 0-0597 51-26

3. Sulphur. 0*2070 99*76

1-4951 99-93

7. Carbon disulphide,

.

0-4598 84-16

9. Bituminous Coal, 0*6640 2-97

10. " " 0*7860 2*99

11. Wool, 0*4640 3-44

12. " 0*4675 3*46

13. Tobacco, 2-0720 0*37

14. « 2*1370 0*36

Nine liters of oxygen were used in Nos. 1, 2, 13 and 14, and
four liters in each of the other analyses.

In No. 1 the iron pyrites was mixed with 1*3 gr., and in No.
2 with 2 gr. of sugar-chare* ml. and the- residue's remaining after

the first combustion were mingled with a small additional

portion of charcoal, and the combustion repeated to remove the

last traces of sulphur. The solutions of the final residues in

aqua regia, after evaporation nearly to dryness to expel the

excess of acid, gave no turbidity with barium chloride. The
sulphur in this pyrites was estimated by another method by
way of control.* This mixture of pyrites with charcoal was

* The analyses of pyrites were mostly made by a modification of the method
-

-

.•_<'.'•- I'..-'-';!

2.". .v. Turrir acM, sp.irr. ! !• ,,n«l the whole
was heated cautiously but not to boiling -ulphur which
- mil 1 V < i i \ Mites. It was
• -.. -.,.•'. ..' : -.::' '> ;..( ..; ' -.

„.-;
.. ;: .; .

containing but a few drops of free acid. It was washed first by dee-
rate portions of ammonium a

i precipitates

•e slightly reddis iipnur calculated

;he solutions before preeipita-

more perfectly; the barium-
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used as an imitation of coal, which should contain a known
aviumni of sulphur.
The sulphur used in Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 was purified by erys-

; 'in carbon disulphide solution and fused. It was
a narrow weighed glass tube from 5 to 7cm. lonft

boiled, allowed to cool and the whole weighed. During the
'"

: > - ii <>!' X... 4. the sulphur volatilized so rapidlv at one
time that a portion escaped unburned, and formed a coating in
the neck of the combustion tube and in the condenser, which
^disapj •aivl. nrohahlv oxidized i>\ the action of sulphuric
acid and bromine.
The carbon disulphide was the commercial article purified

;

'->n from calcium chloride and quick lima The
' was constant. The per cent, of sulphur calculated

M/L'l. On account of its volatility and resistance to the
bromine, it required more care in its combustion than
inr. It was weighed in a sealed tube having a neck

three inches long with a very fine bore. The end of this neck
';'". broken off, and the open point was thrust into .a cylinder

in sponge wrapped in foil, and the whole was quickly
placed in the combustion tube as has been described.

f he powdered bituminous coal was burned in a tray. In
^xp No. 10 some tarry matter passed into the condenser. No

•as found in the reddish ash, which amounted to
o-o7 and 5"22 per cents.
The wool was from South Down sheep. It was purified by

a soaj I i m rward with ether, and was dried at

^2 • Wool swells so by heat that it cannot conveniently be
^rned in an open tray. No. 11 was contained in a a

ne end. After the volatile matters had been burned
on, the tnbe was taken from the apparatus, the closed end was
0r°ken and the charred residue mostly transferred to a tray

r

to the combustion
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tube to complete the oxidation. In No. 12 a small platinum
tube, extemporized from foil, closed at one end by a glass plug,

was employed.
The pulverized tobacco of No. 13 was burned in an open

tray, and the combustion occupied less than five minutes. A
small amount of hydrocarbons passed over unconsumed, and
owing to the intense heat a white sublimate formed above and
beyond the tray. No. 14 (same tobacco) was mixed and covered
with sand ; the combustion lasted twenty minutes, and the

oxidation was complete. The ash of the tobacco retained by
far the larger part of the sulphur. In Exp. No. 13, Oil, and
in No. 14, 0'03 per cent, sulphur was obtained from the gaseous
products. Mr. E. S. Breidenbaugh found in the same sample
by Reichhardt's method* 036 per cent

It is plain that the sulphuric acid of the gaseous products is

obtained by this process under conditions highly favorable for

its exact estimation. The solution from which it is precipitated

contains no fixed salts and no nitric acid, the presence of which
renders the barium sulphate difficult to purify, but only sul-

phuric and bromhydric acids. The only impurities that can
attach to the barium sulphate are accordingly barium chloride

and bromide. The former maybe perfectly removed by warm-
ing the ignited precipitate with dilute chlorhydric acid, as Fre-

senius has conclusively shown in a late paper. f This method
<>f purifying the barium sulphate has also the sanction of

Bunsen.| It is not probable that barium bromide would resist

treatmen r i eh I oride. In the analyses given the

writer added barium chloride slowly to the concentrat

solution, and after twelve hours or more decanted the

supernatant liquid, boiled the precipitate with two or more
portions of water and washed with hot water till sulphuric acid

gave no turbidity in the washings. The precipitate washed
rapidly, and an hour to an hour and a half generally sufficed

for the largest ones. In purifying the larger precipitates, they

were placed in a beaker with from 50 to 100 cc. water and a few

drops acid. Any lumps were broken up by a rod, and the whole
was boiled half an hour or more. The smaller precipitates were
treated in the crucibles. In all cases the purifying was contin-

ued till sulphuric acid gave no reaction f>r barium salts in the

last filtrate. The precipitates, weighing from 2 to 4gr., lost by
digesting with dilute chlorhydric acid from 0'007 to 0-020 gr.

To Professors Johnson and Allen I desire to return thanks
for their assistance and for many valuable suggestions.

Sheffield Laboratory, July 1st, 1872.

fZeitfurAM Vlk x. s. 396.
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Art. XVII—On the Address before the American Association of
Prof. T. Sterry Hunt; by James D. Dana. No. II.

The aim of Professor Hunt in the latter section of his
Address was apparently to show that all writers on metamor-
phism were deeply in error, except himself and a small eirele
of honored savants sufficient in number for a new School in
that department of science. And in my reply it was my pur-
pose, laudable, as I thought, to let him know that Delesse and

were not to be depended on for the school ; and,
further, to show that the views of the outsiders were not altoge-
ther " contrary jargon," as he, in his intense love of truth {i.e.,

his truth) had said, hoping by this last to quiet that vexation
of spirit which had been excited by the alleged u sophistries."
tfut m the reply to my criticisms (page 41 of this volume) Mr.
Hunt still persists in denouncing multitudes of men for
opinions they do not hold, and in claiming Delesse and Xau-
mann as on his side. He throws out long statements against
my eleven positions

;
yet, I have to say, without essentially

weakening them. The multitudes do not need my further aid
in their defense ; and still it seems best once more to state the
facts with regard to Professor Hunt's misreadings and misrepre-

U is plain that lor some reason he is yet unable to
read rightly the opinions of others.

A will, therefore, set forth again those of my objections to
which Prof. Hunt has replied, following the order nearly of his
Paper, and add such remarks as seem necessary.

.Objection 1. That Professor Hunt, while accepting the ordinary
views on the origin of mostpseudomorphs, rejects them with resp-ct

pimte.-~l gave the reasons why c ie and other
81

°T,
r Pseudomorphs are not true crystals, mentioning

establish this, as I believe, beyond question. Mr. Hunt's only
reply is: "Until we can watch the transmutation of one of
*hese species into another, the argument from supposed inter-

mediate forms is worth no more in the mineral than in the
1IK)rganic world." Tims chemical ignorance as to the how. in his

Hse of scientific logic, is made to set aside all arguments as to
™e fact. The comparison he uses, if hard on Darwin, is not
so on the crystallographer. The change of a crystal making it
a pseudomorph is simply a chemical change without a change
ot form by means of hot or cold mineral solutions or vapors
ja.gents that have been common in the course of the earth's

and since very manv such changes, as Mr. Hunt admits,
Qave taken place among species not silicates, some of them yet
**• Joub. Set-Third Series, Vol. IV, No. 20.-Aitgust, 1872.
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tied, the above argument is poor support for the conclu-

sion that they may not have occurred among silicates. In this

country no investigator of pseudomorphs has shown any leaning

toward Mr. Hunt's " more rational" view, and only one or two
in Europe.

But, further, the gradations in the transmutation have been

in many cases seen, if not watched, so that direct observation

of this kind has satisfied almost everybody else. Naumann
holds to the derivation of serpentine from chrysolite, and
states that large crystals occur at Snarum that are all serpentine

excepting a remaining kernel of chrysolite at the center. Mr.

Hunt would say that this is a case of cotemporaneous crystal-

lization of the two minerals, or of envelopment. But the last

step occurs also in
t
the same region, that is, crystals of .pure

serpentine, with no chrysolite left and therefore nothing to

envelop, and yet not having the qualities of true crystals,

inasmuch as the interior physical and optical characters do not

correspond to the crystalline form ; and this, as the final step

in the process, Naumann and the "many others'' would say

makes it a well-clinched demonstration.

Objection 2. That Mr. Hunt claims that Delesse sustains a
" theory of envelopment" as a substitute for the ordinary " theory of

pseudomorphism,'* and in this denies Delesse 's own statements*—
From the example just mentioned it is plain what is here meant
by envelopment—that it is mixture from cotemporaneous
zation. A considerable part of Prof Hunt's reply on the above
point is an endeavor to make what Delesse says on envelopment
in crystals a substitute for what he says on pseudomorphism

;

when the truth is reached by taking Delesse's word for it, that

his chapter on envelopment is introductory to the other,f a

* In my former paper I used, instead of the word tusk

author of. Mr. Hunt claims rightly that Sc she idea of a

kind of envelopment. But, as is obvious above, the question of authorship has

nothing to do with my argument. Delesse was the first to present, in a detailed and

rm, the facts connected with envelopment is

. as thus employed, is from him. Moreover, his idea of " envelop-

ment" did not embrace Scheerer's principle, which was that of isomorphism. As

Mr. Hunt has it, in this Journal. II. xvi _

crystal being an example). But Delesse's
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stowing of what is not a pseudomorph preparatory to explaining
n-hatis\ and observing, also, that this second part, the main
part of the work, is treated, with the exception of a few
examples unessential to the point in dispute, just as is done by
Haidinger and all other writers on pseudomorphs, and contains
a table, many pages long, of true pseudomorphs, in which are
those of serpentine, gieseckite (var. of pinite), steatite or talc,

and chlorite, besides other silicates. There is no fog in
Belesse's statements on this point. Mr. Hunt cites some
seemingly opposing sentences from Delesse: but these relate to
the exceptions, cases that for the most part are generally ad-
mitted to be doubtful; they do not touch the species aWe-

l, those with regard to which Mr. Hunt would be glad
to gather support from Delessa

Prof. Hunt says that Delesse's views underwent a change
about 1861, as appears in his sm thenpub-

lesse "adopts" Mr. Hunt's view, that beds
oi serpentine have been formed from the alteration ofchemically

beds of a hydrous magnesian silicate related to

'meerschaum). But the evidence is positive that,

Jhile Delesse accepted this hypothesis for beds of serpentine, he
oid not change his views on serpentine pseudomorphs. For in
the successive numbers of his "Revue de Geologic,*' published
oy him and de Lapparent between 1860 and the present time,
he sets forth the very same principles that are the basis of his

J^ork on Pseudomorphism (1859), and adds to the number ofcited
tacts under both the heads Envelopment and Pseudomorphism.
In the number of the Review published in 1861, the very

jear his paper on metamorphism appeared, after citing a long
lls* of cases of envelopment from an article by Sdchting, he
Mentions cases of pseudomorphs of steatite after pectolite,
analcite, natroiite and barite. In that issued in 1865, he com-

• 169) his chapter on pseudomorphs with the following

• " Lorsquune substance conserve sa forme primitive,
blen qu'elle soit plus ou moins moditiee dans sa composition et

men! remplacee par one autre substance, il se
produit ce que Ton peut appeler un pseudomorphisme. Ce
Phenomenea souvent

'

echelle, comme l'a

'.'":'' fait remarquer M. G. Bischof, et par consequent son
etude est in. Jologie. Delesse here goes so

: v (and this in 1865, it should be noted) that pseud*
> place on a grand scale, as has been

>••••! i. , Ay Q. Bischof, and consequently its study is im-

eoloay. He then cites a table of pseudomorphs, in

t thud .i tei ''> i«/n •
' • " '•- '

\
'" ' - v>

'

rl1" lt

a w""d of protest or objection, just as he did in Ins treatise of
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1859.' Again, in the Review published in 1872, after stating

the fact of the occurrence of magnetite in mica, ascertaincl l»y

Prof. Brush, as an example of envelopment, he next mentions a

pseudomorph of talc after enstatite. Thus he declares his

belief in the old views to the present year, excepting, as I have
said, only a few species not bearing on the question here under
consideration. Delesse, in adopting in 1861 the hypothesis

ith regard to beds of serpentine just stated, did

Wholly

pseudomorph
"

alteration, not of a hydrous magnesian silicate, but of a crystal

of chrysolite ; that a serpentine pseudomorph of hornblende
had been made by the alteration or removal of a crystal of

hornblende ; and the same in other such cases of " epigenic"

pseudomorphism. For this is the view he presents.

Mr. Hunt attempts to explain Delesse's combination of

opinions by " hazarding the conjecture " that Delesse wrote his

views on envelopment and metamorphism "while he still

inclined to the views of the opposite school." Thus, Delesse's

direct and consistent account of his views is set aside on the

ground of stupidity, or his not knowing clearly what he

believed—a damning apology for Delesse, Engineer-in-Chief of

the Mines of France, if it were needed : but, not needed, most

damaging to the argument of his apologist.*

Objection 3. That Prof. Hunt makes Naumann sustain the

theory of envelopment, when, in fact, this veteran crystallographer

and mineralogist presents the ordinary views on pseud'

in th> surc^iy,' editions of his Mineralogy down to the last of 1871.

In reply to this Mr. Hunt adds one more sentence to the citation

in his Address from Naumann's published letter to Delesse.

But Naumann's letter related only to Delesse's ideas on envelop-

ment, and is utterly misused by Prof. Hunt. I repeat from my
former article that Naumann's chapter on Pseudomorphism
contains not a word on envelopment, while it does present the

old views ; and his work is full of examples according there-

with. Even fahlunite and some related species are admitted to

be (p. 455, note) products of the alteration of iolite,f contrary

to Scheerer and Hunt.

* Tn my review, I did not say, as Mr. Hunt implies, that Delesse does not in any

I Mr. Hunt

of fahlunite, chlorophyllite, pinite,
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Mr. Hunt protests against expressions cited by him from
Naumann and Delesse being " set aside because traces of the
doctrine of epigenic pseudomorphism still hold a place in the
last edition of Naumann's Mineralogy, or in the 'Revue de
Geologie,

' of which Delesse is one of the authors. " Traces /when
a systematic statement of facts on pseudomorphism essentially
after the old views is the object of each ! TRACES ! ! I

Delesse and Naumann might well be excused for some vex-
ation of spirit after such " sophistries" personal to them, and,
probably, if they were to speak out, they would show their
vexation without the use of poetry.

Objection 4. That Prof. Hunt grossly misrepresented theviews
of nearly every writer on pseudomorphism in saying that the

doctrine of Gustaf Rose, Haidinger, Blum, Volger, Rammelsberg,
Dana, Bkchof and many others, leads them to maintain the

of converting almost any silicate into any other ; and
the same paragraph, that " in this way we are led from

gneiss or granite to limestone, from limestone to dolomite, andfrom
dolomite to serpentine, or more directlyfrom granite, granulite or
diorite to serpentine at once, without passing through the inter-

mediate stages of limestone and dolomite/'
"of. Hunt seems to think that he meets the objection in

saying (page 50) that—
Haidinger and others have held to the conversion of lime-

stone to dolomite

;

G. Rose, Blum and the writer, to that of dolomite and some
other rocks to serpentine, or to talcose, steatitic or chlorite '

Rammelsberg ? [nothing is mentioned]
;

Blum, again, to that of limestone to granite or gneiss, when
tnis author has nothing of the kind in his works, and the
nearest to it is the fact cited by Bischof that feldspar occurs as
a Pseudomorph after crystals of calcite

;

Bischof, Muller, and Volger, to that of various rocks into
others by extravagant methods ; and
£ana, again, ! [see below].
But this gathering of objections from the opinions of a

variety of individuals, and then charging the whole, with the
tte

*P of a few lines of poetry (see Address, p. 42), on all

collectively, while it may be a smart thing to do, is not the
oest course to give success to the truth. With scarcely an

exception, all writers on the subject under consideration. Kau-
'

l.-ss,. incl i IM, hav, ; ri-ht b< ii'-l badly at being
w0 summarily knocked over in ten-pin style.
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But the most extraordinary {'out is Mr. Hunt's making out

that the writer has viri view of the nictainor-

phosis of granite or gneiss to limestone (p. 50), when, as I said

before, it is an idea that never entered my head until the

reading of Mr. Hunt's caricature of the subject. The proof

which he gives is remarkable. In the first place, he says that

my Mineralogy contains the fact that calcite is sometimes found

pseudomorphous after quartz ; and, in another place, the fact

that calcite is found pseudomorphous after feldspar. Hence
the conclusion, granite or gneiss to limestone. Q. E. D.

Now, if the facts respecting the pseudomorphs were facts,

it would still require great constructive powers to make out.

from the statements the conclusion that I ever held to the

"metamorphosis of granite or gneiss into limestone." But,

as to the facts : (1) The mineralogy does not mention any case

of the pseudomorphism of calcite after quartz; and (2) the

pseudomorphs of calcite after feldspar are spoken of aa

not of an alteration of the feldspar, but of its removal, and the

substitution of calcite (4th edit., p. 249, and also 5th edit.,

p. 361). Now, by this substitution process, the above-mentioned

metamorphosis would consist (sn^^ing fact No. 1 to be a fact,

and that mica crystals may be similarly changed to calcite,

which Mr. Hunt omits to include) in a removal of all the

materials of the granite by a proems of solurion, and the co-

temporaneous or subsequent substitution of calcite !

All will admit that the use of facts and not-facts exhibited in

.
the above charge is most extraordinary ; ami can judge from it,

and from other like cases stated, of Mr. Hunt's ability to

appreciate, or do justice to, the views of others.

In accordance with the opinions on the origin of serpentine

rocks which I hold, in common with Gustaf Eose and others,

we learn from Prof. C. U. Shepard (see this Journal, iii. 237.

1872) that specimens of serpentine from the vicinity of Havana

(Cuba) are plainly, as he says, pseudomorphous after chrysolite.

. ragite, and fcita rite, and that these pseudomorphs so

abound in the matrix, that they constitute the largest portion of

the mass, and mav in- casilv separated bv a blow of the

hammer.* Again, Mr. T. D. Band states (this volume, p. 71,

from the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, 1871, 302) that a serpentine and steatite rock on

Mill Creek, Pa., near the line between Philadelphia and

Montgomery counties, contains crystals partly cruciform which

have precisely the form and angles of staurolite (as ascer-

tained by runninu lead into the cavity left by one of them,

and thus obtaining -, cast), and which yet consist of serpentine

;

* It is to be noted that serpentine pseudomorphs are sometimes pseudomorphs

od is a result of "epigemc

ifl produced by the action of external chemical agents.
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and Mr. Eand adds that "the whole aspect of this
formation suggests i

metamorphosed aim
what rocks cot it him metals of staurolite, that they are

' or clay slate, we learn here some of the probabil-
ities as to the kinds of rock that may have undergone this
change to steatite and serpentine. The argument with regard
*" r '"" "tagnesian alterations is not from simple crystals alone,
but fror Al

-

;

^ ;1 ^ „_L1—,1.

1 1845, that—

i same agents."—This Journ., xlviii, 92, 1845.

,

Besides this paragraph, expressive of my views, Mr. Hunt

that-

nd in this, also, I see little to modify. It is as folio*

i of crystals, bul

iits this; see p. 99.] Thu:

:';''' .;:.>•...,>.•
:, .• . .

.. ..;._,. .-.-: ' i-

,
'
-••

..
.

. .
,...• ; .... r .

-••
: -

' - • . i -

• are but branches of one system of phenomen-i."—

.

Mm., 4M atit.,

The larger part of the kinds of alteration or metamorphism
>rs by Prof Hunt, on pages 50, 51 of his

I this • '// , s, t„ r !„". the r- iltS '•"]!)_ - -ri Mtllif.

°1 taIcose
, stentitie «>r chlorite schist. It is to be remembered

,

llat ^n's class is but one anions several that have been made
: Tohism. If we use. as above, the argument from

ojdrous magnesian pseudomorphs to hydrous magucsian rocks,

n«»t eh a ,!,), with aj plvi t_ lik Ji'm nt to tin on
• tc .m u'm. iss .»r -ramte. or the reverse, until we so

aPP»Jit. There is no like Utsis in pseudomorphism for sue!,

-• This is made manifest, for one of them, in the

•''Mr. [hint's " extraordinary f« at "on the preceding
Page

; and the other is equally preposterous.

Objection 5. That Prof. Hunt's Address of 1871 mil

"V'-.-.r* in ntfnl.utnv, h> m> tin d-rtfim th<tt " ,u> tonmq.h^m /•<

ohism on a broad scale," withm I
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my Manual of Geology published in 1863.—Mr. Hunt's reply

to this is simply that I once held the view and have never

formally retracted it—as if presenting other views in a formal

chapter on the subject were not a sufficient retraction. As to

my own expression of the doctrine that "metamoi
pseudomorphism on a broad scale," he brings out a fact I had

overlooked when writing my former article. I examined the

Mineralogy, and all my papers in this Journal, in search of the

line above cited, and failed to find it because of its occurrence

only in a short book notice. I did not deny having used it,

though ignorant where or when, but only asserted that it was
not in the Mineralogy. The statement in my article as to the

views contained in the Mineralogy (4th ed.) is strictly correct.

My general expressions in that work are strong ; but I mention

as" examples, under those views, no rocks except serpentine
• magnesian rocks ; and to these, as I have said. I stiU

See, for my views in 1854, the sentence on the pre-

ding page, cited from it. Moreover I state, in the same chap-

ter (p. 336), that/ew willfollow Bischofin all his methods of rock-

making.

Objection 6. That Prof Bunt points out the existence of a Green

MonnhvM series of rocks, and a White Mountain series, basing his

deductions lar evidence, without a

stratigraphical evidence, and without properly defining uu

the two regions.—Mr. Hunt's reply to these objections are con-

fined to three points. (1.) In opposition to my remark " that

there are gneisses, mica schist and chloritic and talcoid schists

in the Taconic series," he says "that Emmons, the author of the

Taronie system, expressly excluded therefrom the

rocks." This exclusion is an easy feat for a speculator with pen

in hand, like many closet feats ; but it is more than herculean in

actual fact, since the very Taconic mountains themselves, that

is, the very rocks called Taconic by Emmons, are partly gneiss,

gneissoid mica schist, and chloritic talcoid schist, as well as

talcoid schist ; and these rocks are so involved together that

speeulMti.'ii will never iiriiy them into that kind of order which

Mr. Hunt's " notions " require.

(2.) To my enquiry whether any one has proved by careful

observation that crystals of stauroiite, cyanite or andalus'

restricted to rocks of a certain geological period, Mr. Hunt

answers that " it has not yet been proved that they belong to

any later period than the one already indienred
'"

('the Pre-cam-

brian); and that "it is only by bringing together observations,

as I have done, that we can ever hope to determine the geologi-

cal value of these mineral fossils." Now the fact is that those

same Taconie v< «]<<. un-pirstionahly of the Taconic system

to Emmons himself, and, therefore, Hunt attesting, of
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n in some places stau_
fire* noticed the fact, and states this even of the rocks

of Mt. Washington, the main part of the Taconic range. He
speaks of the rock of " Taconic mountain" as fine-grained mica-
ceous or talco-micaceous schist, containing garnet and stuuroUt>'

:

and adds, " sometimes it is greenish and subchloritic, with
I patches of compact green chlorite, and yet accom-
ith the same minerals [garnets and staurolites]. This

is particularly the case in the south and northeast part of Ta-
conic mountain." Hence staurolites, and chlorite also, occur
m rocks admitted to be Silurian.

(3.) Mr. Hunt denies that he makes, in his Address, " the

schists of the White Mountains a newer series than
the Green Mountain rocks."—I had read on pages 29 and 33 of
the Address approving announcements that Macfarlane had
made the crystalline rocks of the Green Mountains Huronian ;

wl-
theD

'
°n page 34: of tne Address

>
the statement that the

White Mountain series is largely developed in Newfound la nd.

his fact had led him (Mr. Hunt) to propose for it [the
year before] the name of the Terranovan System. At this point
in the Address there is a reference to this Journal of the pre-
ceding year, vol. 1, p. 87, 1870; and consequently by referring
back to this article by Mr. Hunt, I found this Terranovan de-
nned, Mr. Hunt saying that, according to Mr. Murray, the send
comprises "several thousand feet of strata, including soft bluish-
gray mica slates and micaceous limestones belonging to the
Potsdam group, besides a great mass of whitish granitoid mica
slates whose relation to the Potsdam is still uncertain." As the

ru" Uiin is older than the Potsdam, and this eqnivalency
terranovan is not corrected in the Address, I tl

reason for supposing that Mr. Hunt made t

senes the newer. I acknowledge I prefe

the statement the better as long
as we have no sufficient kVts for a conclusion.

the Address, I thought I had

""lite Mountain

In the April number of this Journa
article with the above title, in which t

act of publication of a small pampl
on

?
e new or imperfectly known fort

poda.
" J r,erhans o«r« to mvself and t(perhaps (

Words in reply.

-;. . . -
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The pamphlet referred to was printed in March, 1871, and a

number between twenty-five and thirty copies delivered to me
at that time. The type was left standing in order to print a

larger number, to be accompanied by a plate of figures then in

progress, with descriptions of the same. Of these copies, the

greater part were distributed in the United States soon after

publication. Copies were sent to the Geological Society of

London, to Mr. Davidson, Mr. A. C. Ramsay, M. Barra'nde,

Dr. Lindstrom, Dr. Geinitz, Prof. DeKoninck, Dr. F. Rcemer,
Edward Desor, Dr. A. von Volborth, and rite Imperial Society

of Naturalists of Moscow. These, with one exception, were
sent in packages with other publications, through the Smith-

sonian Institution and an narked in m\ list as having bet i

forwarded from Albany on the 7th of April, 1871. The- pam-
phlet is noticed in the Jahrbuch for 1871, p. 989.

On the 7th of April, 1871, the printing establishment of

Weed. l\i r-on- v\. Co. was destroyed by fire, together with the

28d R,- ...--, ( ,n th< State Museum (printed to nearly 200 pages),

the lithographic stones, and everything else pertaining to that

work. In the confusion which followed, and with the neces-

sity on the part of the State printer to furnish certain docu-

ments as snni) as possible, no attention was given to the State

Museum Report ior several months. Had there existed in my
i*ind the least doubt irally leave

procured an additional number of copies ; for this work could

easily have been done at any printing office. It has usually

been my practice to distribute at least one hundred copies of

publications made in advance of the regular reports; and this

would have been done in the present instance within a month
after the first publication, together with the plate of figures, and

description, but for the disastrous fire referred to.

These are the facts of the case: the scientific public will

decide the question of publication* And here I might close

;

but there are a few points in Mr. Billings' article which require

From the tenor of Mr. Billings' statements in this Journal and

especially in the Naturalist, any reader would suppose that I

had borrowed specimens from the Canadian Geological Survey
on which to found my descriptions, or conclusions, concerning

the genera there published as Rhynobolus and Dixemonrs,
and then endeavored to keep him in ignorance of what I had

done. This would certainly have been an absurdity, and more-

nly specimens borrowed of the Sur-
' Rhynobolus, were ofTri-

* If the fact of being on sale with booksellers is necessary for pul

State Museum Reports; for

the State of New York has never authorized their sale.



Mr. Billings in ignorance of w
en -imply silly and purposeless.

arding these oboloid forms had
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merella. I wished to compare authentic specimens of the la
with Diuobolus, which under the name of Obolus O.wradi
been stated by Mr. Dall to be a true TrimereUa. The idea ...

desjgnedly keeping Mr. Billings in ignorance of what 1 bad.
none would have been s"

The question reg
my attention for a long"
Davidson -my views ot 0. (tvnruti* sending a description
figures. Tims this was no new idea of mine ; but the pro^
oi my work in 1871 required some action on my part in o
to prepare the supplementary plates of vol. iv, Pal. K Y.,
these were among the things' to be first done. Obolus Cana
sis I did desire to see, for I had known since 1854 the
wasn new and distinct genus; and Mr. Sehvvn did sav
Mr. Bilhngs was at work at 0. Canadensis, but did not men
any Gait specimens or species. Mr. Billings says that

indude at hast one of the fo
«'"v/W by him as "(/hohrs <\i,i<«hh^: It may include
bHYN-oHc.i.rs, but I think that has not yet been shown by
killings' figures.

As an explanation of applying on " two occasions," I i

say that I understood Mr. Selwyn's reply to mv first lette
be a refusal, and the matter was of course dropped. Su
quently, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, authorized by Mr. Selwyn, g
an explanation which induced me to lvnew'the request. 1

flying no advantage of Mr. Billing in anv wav, lor neb
himself nor Mr. Selwyn had indicated his intention in regar-
,T;: t specimens, and 'those which I used had been in mv

]

5C*;i"n since 1848.
-the

:1 -iU -Inch I LveVe

ff^n'i rid
"x l»r-.-ly lor that pur,
-"" ,1 Use of it • l mt I ],.

1 h^e not en'tcuv I int.

^''
,]

'

! ''l

!l

>tal!al

L

mf-md^
matter, it is all that I ca

*
J
n my letter to Mr. Davidsc
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In my letter to Mr. Selwyn, of the 10th of April, 1871,

alluding to my work, I said, " The question of the Linguloid
shells, Oboltjs and Trimerella, was one requiring early

determination ;" and it was for this reason that I had desired to

see the Canadian forms. I was certainly under the impression
that I had previously given Mr. Selwyn full information of

what I proposed to do ; but if otherwise, this letter of the 10th
" A

-}ril was sufficient; and if after "
'

ed, it seems a little remarkable
wait till the 30th of January following before making any fur-

ther inquiries about it.

On the 23d of February, 1872, during my absence from
Albany, a letter was received from Mr. Davidson, of date Feb-
ruarv sth, in which my attention was called for the first time

to this question of publication. I replied, stating the facts as I

have done here. In a subsequent letter, Mr. Davidson dis-

cussed more fully the refusal of Mr. Billings to admit publi-

cation, and, as I understood the language, had proposed to refer

the matter to several scientific gentlemen in England. I wrote

quite agreeing to this, and, while feeling no doubt of the pub-

lication of my pamphlet, proposed a plan in which I consented

to drop the name Ehynobolus, thus hoping to prevent a con-

troversy, and saving the amour propre of Mr. Billings. In the

mean time Mr. Billings published the article in this Journal,

and I wrote immediately withdrawing the proposition.

The public have here the facts. I have not been aware of

any " unfortunate collision," nor of any cause for the succes-

sion of statements in the last page and a half of Mr. Billings'

article against me, that " it is not my fault that this difficulty

have proposed new genera during the last ten or fifteen years,

that I have, according to Mr. Billings' expressed opinions,

infringed upon his rights, or violated some rule of scientific

1 fully admit that the party at fault in this or any other case

should be the sufferer. Mr. Billings has inaugurated and thus

far managed both sides of what he denominates " this controv-

ersy," with his usual tact and adroitness. I have said nothing,

while he has published I believe three or four articles on the

subject. I have entered into no controversy, and hope to be

saved from one. It will not distress me if my name of Khyno-
bolus should not be adopted. Unquestionably the pamphlet

should have been reprinted at once after the fire ; but in such

condition of things as then existed, every one is naturally ab-

sorbed in what appears to be the present duty, and may easily for-

* For example, Triplesia, Rensselaeria, Meristella, Strophodo.vta, etc.
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get some things which afterward may prove to have been of
more imperative importance. I think this is the experience of
the world,

j horisms ancient and modern.
I ';}}>*?, however, in all sincerity, that had Mr. Selwyn or

Mr. Billings at any time made me a civil statement of

ptest to withdraw the name Khynoboltjs, I would
Qgly have done it, so far as in my power; and it

would have given me great pleasure to show my good will
toward every member of a corps with whose former chief I
have been for more than thirty years in uninterrupted
and harmonious intercourse ; and always in more or less inti-

tions of friendship with every member of the staff,

who has chosen for himself an attitude of
without any reason or cause of provocation on my

With regard to the accusations and insinuations of dishonest
purposes and practices, to which I at first felt inclined to reply,
I stall say nothing at this time.

Art. XIX.

—

On the Corundum region of North Carolina and
Georgia, with descn rystals of that species;
vy Charles Upham Shepard,' Sr.. Prof.V.f Natural History
m Amherst College, Mass.

Corundum has been recognized for above thirty years at
spveral of the gold washings in

"

^rger than would be called a coarse gravel. Upward of
twenty years ago I received from Mr. Plant, banker at Macon,
***> an hexagonal prism of this mineral of a ruby-red color,
measuring one and a quarter inches in diameter by f of an inch

p height, said to have come from a gold mine in II

Jj*>.,-

Ga. About the same period, I was indebted to the Hon.
" ^nngman of Asheville, N. Car., for several pounds weight

jj*a coarse sapphire, derived from a crystal originally ten or
ntteen pounds weight, that had been picked up at the base of
a mountain on the French Broad river in Madison Co., N. Car.

^v° farther discoveries of the kind appear to have attracted atten-
"on until the last two or three years. Within this period, bow-
ser, under the stimulus of discovering an improved descrip-

tion of emery, many new localities of corundum have been
Dr°ught to light in this region, of two or three of which I pro-
Pose to give some account, derived from the examination of
numerous specimens, and from •! by Rev.
u -D. Smith and Col. C. W. Jenks of Franklin, Macon county,
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N. Car., two gentlemen to whom we are chief!j indebted for the

developments thus far made.
The corundum localities are already known to occupy a

stretch of country at least 170 miles long, with a brcadtii of

about ten miles. As the region is little inhabited and very

mountainous, it is probable that the corundum zone, as it

has been called, will hereafter be much extended. It is situa-

ted, in a sub alpine country, partly within the northeastern cor-

ner of Georgia, and extending thence, in the direction of the

crest of the Blue Eidge, into several contiguous counties of

North Carolina. Beginning for example, in the northeastern

corner of Jackson Co. (K Car.), Mr. Smith sketches it, as run-

ning in a southwesterly course across Macon Co., where it strikes

the Georgia State line, its general direction coinciding with

the trend of the Blue Ridge until it reaches the head of Tennes-

see river, when it suddenly ceases on encountering the Nante-

galee mountain (a spur of the Blue Ridge here running due
north), to reappear 10 miles to the northwest on Buck ereek

j

whence it pursues its original course of N.B. and &W. acioffl

the Chunckygal mountains, where it again enters the Blue

Ridge, and probably continues through several of the upper

counties of Georgia, as Union, Habersham, Lumpkin and Hall.

Tlraa far, the corundum is known to occur only in a single forma-

tion, which may be designated as chrysolitic rock; though
from its color and some other peculiarities, it has often been

confounded with serpentine. Strictly speaking, as will more
fully appear farther on, it is not the true chrysolite, though

I t his species to some extent, in an intermingled or dis-

seminated condition.

This chrysolitic rock does not show itself as a continuous,

uninterrupted belt or formation, throughout the tract above in-

dicated ; but exists in lenticular patches or beds, accompanied
more or less by a hornblendic layer on one side (the south-

east), and possibly on both sides ; but the prevailing rock of

the region—that enclosing the chrysolitic as well as the -wenitie

rock—is a gneiss, somewhat characterized by containing garnet

and staurolite, as well as occasional deposits of iron and cop-

per pyrites. The interruptions in the linear continuity of fcbfl

chrysolitic rock vary in extent, from one to 15 miles: though

these may in some cases be reduced, after a more careful survey

of the countrv, The transverse diameter of the chrysolitic beds

varies from half a mile to a mile, or even more in some places

;

but narrows down to 40 feet and less, as we approach the run-

ning out of the discs.

The principal exposure of the corundum has been effected at

. lt is known s tie i'x- _. . mint situated in tin township

of Elegee (sometimes written Elijav* situate S miles S. hi. from
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Franklin Court-house, in Macon Co. This is the center of oper-
ations of th< ium Co., whose works are super-
intended by Col. C. W. Jenks. The chief excavations have
been made on the northern slope of a mountain, at an elevation
of about 2,700 feet above tide water. The strata here devel-
oped dip to the N.W. at an angle of about 45°, and exhibit

ing order of formations, commencing on the N.W.
side of the opening:— 1, chrysolitio rock * m. w hat i ux< d v itli

anthophyllite
; 2, a layer of micaceous rock; 3, a seam of chal-

cedony; 4, a stratum of chloritic rock (ripidolite) : 5. the s

through which the corundum is irregularly diffused, sometimes

J

n narrow veins or widening out to several feet. The chloritic
layers 4 and 5 do not possess the character of a true ehlorite-

ther a coarse rock, in which the chlorite
(npidohte) is mostly in large crystals and foliated masses, segre-
gated without order, much as mica is in large-grained granites;
but what is here chiefly remarkable is, the entire absence of
quartz. Narrow veins, containing besides the chlorite and
corundum, a dark blac -th massive), more
or less mingled with black tourmaline, traverse la vers 4 and f>,

in various directions. The workings have been carried down
to a depth of above 50 feet, and extend oyer a considerable

ahing the existence of a concen-
•um or vein for the corundum, similar to that at the

Mass.) emery mine. I have not been informed as to
the underlying rock of the above mentioned strata, but sup-

chrysolitic, which I am led to infer is the bound-
' on of the corundum series, just as gneiss rock is of

the chrysolite and syenite themselves. I am not :

intormed either respecting the aggregate thickness of the lavers
above mentioned, but infer that they are from 12 to 20 feet.
As to their linear prolongation, nothing is }^et established; but

Jj

w quite probable that it is not very considerable in propor-
ft°n to the thickness of the beds: and it is most likely that the

t -earing layers themselves will be found to eonsti-

s of ovoidal or discoidal masses, often repeated over

lie tract, inasmuch as the under soil and the beds of

Pgelj afford traces of a corundum sand and gravel,

J"^
must luLve originated from outcropings similar to that of

lbe Culsagee mine.

[
• l}n intormed by Col. Jenks that the corundum occurs under

§,Gar., in, and 10
°r 15 miles to the S.E. of that above described. At the Culla-

fci aes v ritten Cull creek, m
;heS.\\~. »f tl e C o-_. e, the

c°J'undum,

:

rook, isnev-
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crtheless attended !>v quite a different series of minerals. The
outcrop extends over three hundred acres. Arfvedsonite, zoi-

site, albite and margarite are here found as its most frequent

attendants. The corundum is either white or gray like com-

mon feldspar, or else a delicate and often deep ruby-red color.

No tourmaline or spinel have thus far been noticed, though
occasional detached specimens of picrolite in long and rather

coarse fibres are here found.

After this outline of the leading geological features of the

corundum formation, we proceed to speak of it mineralogically;

and firbt, it will be appropriate to treat of the constituents of

the chrysolitic rock. As a whole, it has nothing but color to

assimilate it to serpentine. Indeed it more resembles a certain

fine granular variety of epidote,—its color often bordering on

pistachio-green. Even where most exposed to the weather, its

hardness =5'0 to 5 '5 ; and in no instance, so far as I have seen,

does it emit, on being moistened, the peculiar odor of serpen-

tine. Where a partial decomposition has taken place, we only

see a thin crust or coating of a ferruginous powder on the sur-

face. Nothing soft or talcy appears, or any change indicating

a metamorphosis to serpentine. Though usually quite homo-
geneous, it still contains in places considerable grains of true

ess and other properties of the

unchanged species. It also embraces occasionally broad bladed

crystals of that variety of anthophyllite known as gedrite ; and

also has diffused through its mass, very generally, minute octa-

hedral crystals of chromite. Almost the entire aggregate, how-

ever, consists of what some would denominate an altered chry-

solite, while others again may prefer to regard it as having

been originally formed as now found. It has the following

characters : Color yellowish olive-green ; structure fine granu-

lar to compact: luster glimmering, vitreous. H.=5'5 to 6'0.

Gr. =3-04 to 3-06. When heated to redness in powder, it turns

pale cinnamon-red. Infusible. Easily attacked by hydrochlo-

ric acid, with which it forms a stiff semi-transparent jelly.

Composition

:

Silica, 41-49

Protoxide of iron, 8-62

Magnesia, 44*00

with traces of the oxides of chrome and nickel. The forego-

ing characters obviously place this abundant mineral under the

species villarsite.

The mineral next in importance is the green chloritic one

already mentioned as the immediate gangue of the corundum.
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It is that variety of chlorite properly called ripidolite. Much
of it, even to a depth of 50 feet at the Culsagee mine, assumes

•iibcck brown polo '.
; ication of

' (itself a hvdrated ripidolite), calle 1

n mineral is in broad, highly crystalline foliae and
crystals, often attached to and forming portions of unaltered
"l^lolite. in which cases they are softer and more easily cleav-

the latter mineral/ From this condition, they pass
to a pulverulent, scaly, clay-like aggregate, much

1

- i original verm 1 ol M Mass., except
'a pnw^mg a lighter color. The ripidolite has a blackish

abling that of the corundophilite,
• s the latter, it emits on being breathed upon the pecu-
Lticodor; and before the blowpipe exfoliates, turns

tte glass; whereas

as black and melts on
1

1 mto a black, n. i _ The \enuic ihte (both
varieties, the broad I'-.liaicd and 'the line pulverulent) exhibits

of ihc specie-. The soft and
s

- U|!
' »her* i! eondith i ot the vermiculite where it happens

; j'ruMiil in the workings, renders the separation of the corun-

;!

lnil
- especially that of the crvstals. easy: whereas the ripido-

'
'•

\\
K'i) by itself -one- r: ! her a tough gangue rock. Occa-

r: 'V seams of blue and white h lloysite traverse the
u » a • P vermiculite, among which also occur greenish-gray

- fiencd hvdratcd arfved.-onite, a very ambiguous
"'it recognized by its crystal line structure and easy

'•tore the blowpipe. Into this aggregate small scales

-ariic also enter.
fhe spinel appears to be con tin Jar seams

tolite, mixed also with b;

'1 ( >mndum, vhich h mis traver>« rregularly the
'

:. Its color when massi ve is almost black,

n. Before the blowpipe, it

• •.,,..•:„ (11 ,;,,,;.;,). R possesses the peculiarity™n ln crViStll ] s (( >etahedra with truncated edges) of being

i or varnished as it were, with a silky, pearl-gray
envelope,—ri\ i -then s.. m u h the aspect of the altered zir-
'• ( "^fr«»m Henderson Co., X. C. as to have caused them at
!-»M to be ,,e;,n ,j ,

, .,i,.ntihe
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rose-red or pink as its prevailing color. The bine tints are

wanting, so far as the specimens thus far submitted show ; but

a grayish-white, like that of common feldspar, is the most com-

mon shade. The most characteristic associated species would
appear to be arfvedsonite of a grayish, brownish black color,

often in crystals and coarse fibres interpenetrating the corun-

dum. It also occurs in short crystals and even granular, of a

rich grass-green color, coating or including small crystals and

laminae of the ruby,—constituting a rock of much beauty.

This green or chromiferous arfvedsonite much resembles the

most highly colored variety of omphacite, or eclogite with gar-

net from Hof Bavaria, but is quickly distinguished therefrom by
its easy fusibility, attended with the soda colored flame so char-

acteristic of arfvedsonite, in which peculiarity it precisely agrees

with the brownish black and more perfectly crystallized variety.

Instead of the disseminated garnet in the omphacite, we have

the beautiful grains of ruby in the present aggregate. Zoisite

is the next most characteristic mineral of this locality. It

occurs in pretty distinct crystals and columnar masses of a pure

white or slightly grayish white color, sometimes semi-transpar-

ent. The more massive variety is so intermingled with the

corundum as often to be mistaken for feldspar. Albite is a

third species that rarely enters into the composition of the

corundum gangue. Margarite is wanting in the variety found

. the green arfvedsonite, though a very deep sky-blue kyanite

ly traverses the green aggregate in thin veins. It

should be mentioned that this peculiar gangue of the red corun-

dum shows a decided stratification like certain

gneiss, that also embraces granular epidote, such as occurs at

Grace mountain, in Warwick, Mass.

The foregoing include all the species I have thus far had sub-

mitted to my notice, as belonging to the corundum formations

under consideration. The specimens did indeed embrace sin-

gle examples of a pale actinolite, a white radiating asbestus and

an isolated crystal of rutile, as well as one of a large and very

beautifully colored epidote, but I am led to infer that neither

of these minerals are in any sense characteristic attendants of

the corundum of the region. One specimen of white, granular

dolomitic limestone, containing scales of graphite, was sent,

only as having been found in the vicinity of the Cullakenee

locality.



J. Trowbridge on Ohm's Law.

Art. XX.

—

Ohm's Law considered from a geometrical point of
view ; by John Trowbridge, Assistant Professor of Physics,
Harvard Collega

Ohm's law is briefly expressed thus: the strength of a cur-

i

any conductor of a resistance E is equal to the

! producing the current divided by the resist-

u _J
\

</ -\

tricity arriving at the point O,

is transmitted by the conductor

B O C to the surface B C. The
passing thn

y of the condu
vary inversely as the section b c,

and inversely as the distance of

the section from O.

Hence we shall have for an

expression of this quantity q=

|i Eq. (1). In which Q repre-

sents the entire quantity passing through any section S ; and
* is the distance of the section from O. Ifwe suppose that
the conductor B O C is formed by the revolution of anj curve,
whose equation is y= F (x), about the axis of X, equation (1)

becomes q~ —__. By substituting for y its value from the

equation of the' curve which generates the conductor, we shall
obtain equations which represent, when constructed as curves,

-ions in the quantity of electricity passing through a
unit section of the conductor.

When the generating curve is y
a = — the equation becomes

^ —= constant ; a straight line parallel to the axis of X. If

tne cu-rve is an equilateral hyperbola, whose equation is y=—

,

we shall have o= -2-= mx where m is any constant This

w?6 ec
L
uation of a straight line passing through the origin.

W hen the equation of the generating curve is y= C the con-

ductor B C becomes a cylinder ; and a= -where C is any con-

stant This is the equation ofan equilateral hyperbola, and is iden-
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original expression

for Ohm s law.

curves represented by the

equation S«= ^, taking X as

the axis of resistance, E be-

ing constant for each curve,

we shall have a series of hy-

perbolas.

Tl.f

some remarkable analo

the isothermal <

mo-dynamics.

llrd

d.oi-

Let m^F(Sk) be the equation of the
a b will represent the relation between the
ance and the decrease

sion. The curve a'

represent this relation for

H->1„ Th,>r

and a'V differ from each oth-

erby: the .-

b'b, which are similar to the

adiabatic curves of thermo-
dynamics. Perhaps the sub-

ject is best exemplified by
an application to the electro-

" The performance of external work by an electro circuit pro-

duces a counteractive force whose magnitude is equal to the

external work performed in an unit of time divided by the

strength of the current.
" Let W be the external work performed in any unit of time

by the engine. This gives rise to a counteractive force which

causes the current to be of less strength than that which the

battery produces when idle. Let y be the strength of the cur-

rent in the idle circuit, and f the strength when the work W
performed per unit of time ; then the counteractive force is

w""
and the strength of the current f is the same as if the

lectromotive force instead of being E were E ."

—

{Prof.
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W. J. M. Ranhine on the General Law of the Transformation of
Energy, Phil Mag., 1853.

In fig. 3, if we suppose that the electro-magnetic engine
does work, the strength of the current will fall in passing from

:mce 00 to O D, by reason of the counteractive force,
to the lower isoelectric curve a b ; and a' abb' a' will represent
the cycle of operations gone through by the performance of
work and a return to the condition of an idle battery.

In fig. 2 a— R-TJ5- In thermo-dynamics a represents the

elasticity of a gas whose volume is represented by the line R
In electro-dynamics a may be taken to represent "the capacity

mi
CirCuit

'
of £iven resistance, for work.

Ine area of the figure abb' a' represents the work accom-

rough the cycle of operations a bV a' a. As
m ™*rmo-dj ve Q'-Q= A F, where F repre-
sents tbe area abb' a' and Q and Q' the distribution of tensions.
When the area F becomes infinitely small we have o?Q= Ao?F,
and by a discussion of this area in reference to a change from

m to dm it is found that -= constant

In an electric circuit if T—t represents the difference of poten-

Heat
at any tW° P°intS?

•

heU We haVG Heat = Q/
(
T ~') or

y
£Z^t

== Q'~a constant for any one epoch, and m may be taken

jo represent T-t. The remarkable feet that the efficiency of
D°tn the thermo-dynamic and electro-dynamic engine is ex-

pressed by the same function °^ has already been noticed by

- r
- J. P. Joule, Manchester Transactions, vol. x.

A»T. XXL—Brief Contributions to Zoology, from the Museum of
fate College. No. XXIII—Des >;,tinn, t Xeiv Xorth Amer-
**" Myriopods; by O. HarGER.

The Museum has lately received a number of interesting

or ]»»-.'

Xr . -»«w , en a, uumuci uj. iiiicj

;. various parts of the country, collected :

y the writer while traveling .«-i — t ..- .•« minent as a mCm.
£>f. Maish"^ (;,,.!,,-,'»;.! kxpediti.u. to the R<x-k\ MounM
Pacific Coast. Owing to the comparative neglect of t

group by entomologists, a large proportion of these species i
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pmetorum, sp. nov.

Ferruginous, head and sometimes a few of the anterior seg-

ments of deeper color. Cephalic segment polished, its posterior

margin elevated. Ocelli on each side ten to fourteen. An-
tennae polished, smooth, except a few scattered hairs near the

base, segments gradually decreasing distally, but the terminal

is usually elongated. Labium with a median groove,

a few hairs about the dental lamina ; teeth two on each side,

acute and spreading ; there is sometimes a third smaller external

tooth on each side. Mandibles sparsely hairy. Alternate

larger scuta polished, with the posterior and lateral margins

elevated, except in the last two scuta, where the later,

only are elevated, emarginate behind, especially on the poste-

rior segments. Excavations on the coxae small, nearly circular.

Length 15mm.

This species resembles L. paucidens Wood, but is easily dis-

tinguished by its smaller size, less number of ocelli, and by the

smooth and polished antennae. It was collected in considerable

abundance under the bark of decaying pine logs, by Prof.

G. H. Collier and the writer, in the valley of the John Day
river, Oregon, in October, 1871.

Geophilus gracilis, sp. nov.

Very light orange, head much darker, slender, small. Ce-

phalic segment nearly (juadrate. Antennae hairy, filiform, joints

short obconic. Mandibles unarmed. Sento-episcutal sutures

distinct posteriorly. Feet pilose, thirty-nine or forty-one pairs,

occasionally forty, last pair thickened and elongated. Sterno-

sutures distinct. Body slightly hairy throughout
Length, 15mm.

This species is not uncommon under stones and rubbish in

moist places about New Haven.

Trichopetalum* gen. nov.

Sterna not closely united with s

antennae elongated

;

related to Pseudotremia of Cope (Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., vol.

p. 179, 1869). It differs from that genus in having no por^,

instead of having the " annuli with two pores on each side of

the median line." The species further differ from P. cavernarum

and P. Vudii Cope in having seven only, instead of eight,

joints in the antennae. In this point they also differ from

kon Copei Packard, from the Mammoth Cave (Am-

* From dpii, a bristle, and nirafov, a leaf or plate.
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Naturalist, p. 748, Dec, 1871). It may be remarked that, in the
descriptions above referred to, Prof. Cope, in stating the relative
lengths of the joints of the antennas in each of the two species,
omits all mention of the 6th joint; and, in the same manner
Prof. Packard omits the second. Prof. Packard's figures also
represent only seven joints in the antennas. Oraspedosoma, as
defined and figured by Gervais (Apteres, vol. iv, p. 119, plate
*5, fig. 5), has tin <l run and s. ita consolidated into a e<> iplete
nng as in Polydesmus and lulus, and therefor- differs from this
genus, as shown in plate II, fig. 4, by a character considered of
family importance.*

Trichopelalum lunatum, sp. nov. PL II, figs. 1-4
Dirty white, banded transversely and mottled with light

'"'"wu anteriorly. Segments 28; males with 45, females with
46 pairs of legs. Head large, dilated laterally', covered with
short, erect. hri,rh hair<. K\« > <ii- 2) , 1 lu ,„Vlli, in a lunate
group, convex toward the bases of the antennas. Antennae
(hg-

2) pilose, seven -jointed ; the e first -07™",
second -10—, third -23mn\ fourth •ll

mm
, fifth -22mm

, sixth -09mm
,

"7mm
. First scutum semicircular, with the posterior

ightly concave. Near the outer angles of this scutum
i

!lv tu"<' small tubercles on each side, each bearing a stout
onstle, and higher up a third tubercle on each side bears also a
bristle. The remaining scuta (fig. 4) throughout are furnished
with three bristles on each side, >j .ringing from tubercles, the
wo lower beiim . . proximate and situated on the upper surface
ot the short lateral processes, and the third higher up on the
scutum. On a few of the posterior segments these bristles are in

-e row, and on the last scutum, which is broad and
£uncate, the two inner ones are thickened at their bases.

impressed dorsal line. Legs slender, white, hairy,
with the penultimate joint lengthened. The under side of the
seventh segment of the male (fig. 3) is furnished anteriorly
Wlth a pair of appendages directed backward and curved

torly with a pair of cylindrical jointed

tirected horizontally outward, tipped with a short
n>!|

'• and appearing like modified legs of the posterior sub-
segmenc. In crawling these organs have a motion similar to
ths
£ of the basal joints of the adjacent legs. Length 6mm.

I his species is not uncommon under or among decaying
weaves in moist woods about New Haven.

,
!.

:
: :" :

:
;. : , :

-
:

• :. \ .

.- *. - ..-.

impossible to decide whether or not it is congeneric



fifth •22mm", sixth "OS
11"11

, seventh '05m

semi-circular, but with t! cute, furnished \
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Trichopetalum glomeratum, sp. nov.

This species is somewhat larger than the preceding, but

closely resembles it, except in the following points. The
general color is somewhat darker. The eyes (pi. II, fig. 5) of

19 ocelli in a subtriangular patch. There are 31 segments,

and the fifth joint of the antennae (fig. 5) is much shorter t

1

the third. These joints, except the first,

20mm
, third •40mm

, fourth -24111

•12mm
. Length of animal, 10mm.

A single specimen of this sped
in the valley of the John Day ri\

Trichopetalum iuloides, sp. nov.

Animal with the aspect of an lulus, being destitute of

lateral processes. Light chestnut, with a dorsal yellow line,

and along bl iolete yellowish spots. Segments
30. Head somewhat dilated laterally, sparsely bristly, hairy.

Eyes triangular. Antennas (pi. II, fig. 6) sparsely hairy, fili-^

form, seven-jointed, fifth joint longest. The joints measure

ctively, first -10mm
, second -12mm

, third -21mm
, fourth 12mm

,

a transverse row of six short bristles, as are the other scuta :

these bristles are much stronger on the posterior segments, and

on the anal segment two of them are thickened at their bases.

Under a high power, the scuta are seen to be minutely wrinkled

transversely across the back, and longitudinally along the sides.

Legs hairy. Length 8mm.

This species was collected under stones at Simmons' Harbor,

on the north shore of Lake Superior, by Sidney I. Smith,

Naturalist to the U. S. Lake Survey.

lulus furcifer, sp. nov.

Dark chestnut brown, beautifully ornamented with a black

dorsal line, a lateral row of black spots and transverse bright

yellow bands, which are very narrow and interrupted across the

back. Feet and under part of body much lighter; segmepla

about 55. Eyes triangular, connected by an impressed lii
'

along the upper margin of a dark hand, which is encroached

upon below by yellowish spots. Antenna" filiform, pilose and

nearly black at tip, last joint very short : scuta win

lines on the sides, and under a lens the surface of the hack is

seen to be covered with minute oblong pits ; anal scutum not

mucronate. Male organs (pi. n. tig. 7s of three pieces on each

sid. dire, f, ha, * ii 1. the ,-uf ui 7. ") yvl rica and d s-

tailv hairv on the inner side: within this is a much larger piece

(fig. 7, b) "in the form of an elongated narrow plate b m; around

a robust spine (fig. 7, c). which is the inner and at its base the
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upper of the three pieces, and is unequally forked at the tip,
where it is inclosed by the larger piece. Length 35mm.

This beautiful species was collected by Prof. G. H. Collier
and the writer in the John Day valley, Oregon, in October,

Polydesmus armatus, sp. nov.

Color various shades of chestnut brown or sometimes oliva-
ceous, with the lateral lamina? and tip of anal scutum yellow

;

a lew of the posterior scuta are sometimes lighter colored than
the others. The inferior border of the face, and the basal
joints of the antenna? are yellow ; distally the antenna* are much
darker. The anal scutum is much prolonged into a truncated

P\ ^e large male appendages (pi. II, fig. 8) are hairy at
tneir base, and consist of two principal portions ; the larger and
"per (fig. 8, a)iscylin :

d oi its course, and
directed downward, inward, and forward; it then becomes
Jameihform, and send-* ! a much excavated
Pfocess (%. 8, c), distally a smaller and less excavated one
lag. 8, d), and is at this point contracted, but expands so as to
terminate in a much bent plate. The other portion (fig. 8, b)

arved spine on a bristly cylindrical base, arising a
mtle behind and outside of the former, and curving spirally
around it, so that its attenuated tip is received in the excavated

fV?l A Sma11 stout hooked sPine (
fis 8

>

e
)

is ne:ir!v con "

ceaied by the bristles that spring from the base of the larger
spme. Length 28- P 8

J-nis species resembles P. Eaydenianus Wood, but maybe
at once distinguished by the much pr<M laced anal scutum, and
°y the male organs. It was collected in the John Day valley,
Uregon, by Prof. G. H. Collier and the writer, in October, 1871.
Yale College, New Haven, Conn., June 21, 1812.

forked proce
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The explorations of the Yale College party in theKocky
Mountain region, during the past season, brought to light, in

addition to the extinct Birds and Keptiles already described by

the writer, many interesting species of new fossil V
and in the present communication a number of these from

Wyoming Territory are briefly characterized. Others will be

noticed in the succeeding numbers of this Journal, and it is

intended, at an early day, to give a full description with illus-

!' all the new fossil vertebrates discovered by the two

Yale expeditions of 1870 and 1871.

Pakeosyops laticeps, sp. nov.

An examination of the large collection of mammalian remains

from near Fort Briclger, Wyoming, now in the Yale Museum,
shows clearly that there are at least four well-marked species

of large pachyderms represented, which have hitherto been

referred to Pabeosyops paludosus Leidy. This species was

1 on a number of teeth, more or less imperfect, which

were all strongly rugose, although evidently belonging to an

adult animal. Unfortunately no other portions of this skeleton

were secured, so that it maybe difficult if not impossible to

determine with certainty its exact specific relations.

One of the treasures obtained by the Yale expedition of 1870,

which first explored the Green River Tertiary basin, was the

nearh complete skeleton <>t a specie- <>f Rd<ins>/nps, somewhat
smaller than the one described by Dr. Leidy. The animal was

adult, with the dental series in full perfection, although the

epiphyses were not completely coossified with the vertebrae.

The teeth in this specimen have apparently the .same general

structure as those in the type of P. paludosus, but differ in being

nearly smooth; and this is not the result of age, as this indivia-

ual wa- yonn-er than the iwiginal of the larger species. The

proportions, moreover, given for the molar described* (''22

lines fore-and-aft and 18 transversely"), would not apply to any

of the series in the present specimen. The last upper molar of

the latter lias two well developed internal cones.

The cranium in Pakeosyops toticeps is broad, and the zygomatic

arches much expanded. The squamosal portion is especially

massive. The nasals are narrow and elongated, and more like

the corresponding bones in Hyrax than those in the larger

pachyderms. They are prominently convex transversely, and

strongly arched longitudinally. The inner edges are thickened

* Proceedings Philadelphia Academy, 1870, p. 113.
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below at the suture, indicating a strong cartilaginous na
septum. The anterior extremities are tnmcated/with the <

ternal angles rounded. The upper teeth form a comple
is lame, and broadly oval at its base. The outer

peisor is tin largest, and at its post t rior . dgt tin juvmaxiil: -v
Is >'d>triangular in transverse section. The sagittal and oeci-
!-:•

]

« rests are strongly developed, and the coronoid process of
r

i

J; ' i«>wer jaw is short 'and recurved. The romninii.ir portion of

ehichwill h, described in detail in tin iu hlescrip-

' - n ]

>i\ 1 I it /' /' t<>i*s belong- t< the Perisso-
u&etyls, and not to the Artiodactyl group of mammalia, as sup-
posed by Dr. Leidy.

Length of entire upper n
Antero-posterior extent of three true upper molars,
Anteroposterior diameter ,,f last upper molar,
'!••: -'o-im' diameter,

;V
;

' "'I'
' Ml i

,

i
,,

i- 'li.nn.1ei' ..f upp. r canine at base,

pied o\ three right upper incisors, -.

,

' '" !l
' ' ; ' '* «»i z\ '_' a. .i - pre « i ss of squamosal,

'lianieter .>!' ]-
( >th nasals near anterior mar-in

i bases of fourth upper premolars,.

inis unique specimen was discovered in September, 1870,
by Mr. A. H. Ewing of the Yale exploring party. The locality

^ fear Marsh's Fork, about fifteen miles from Fort Bridger,
Wyoming. The geological horizon was Eocene, or lower Mio-
cen "- Other specimens of the same species have since been
round m the same region by members of both the expeditions.

Telmatherium validus, gen. et sp. nov.
A new genus of large mammals, allied to PirM-ov/oj**. is indi-

i\ d pontsot tin (ii,« i Run 1 mi 1) mm
°f Palansyopsj but aished by

r portion of the skull, which in the present genus
' ^ <«' pt n ixill ries couipr, <s |. with an . . ngat. I in 1 m
s^ure. The /v^o.uatic arch is a!- much less stron-lv devel-
oped, and t: slender.

Proboscidea'a
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©red in the Fort Bridger beds.

The upper molar teeth have the inner cones more elevated and

more pointed than in Palieosyops, and the basal ridge is well

developed. The last upper molar has but a single internal

cone. The upper canines are large, pointed, and have strong

cutting edges. The outer incisors are the largest, and all

these teeth have a strong inner basal ridge. The roof of the

mouth is deeply excavated between the premolars. The nasals

are decurved laterally, and much compressed.

Extent of upper molar series, 224- mm-

Extent of upper true molars,. ISO'

Antero-po>terior diameter of h-4 upper molar, -- 54"

Anteroposterior diameter of last upper premolar, 28"

Transverse diameter, 33'

Space occupied by three right incisors, 47'5

Autero-posierior diameter of upper canine at base, 27*

Transverse diameter, 22-

Vertical diameter of zygomatic process of squamosal, 34-

The specimen on which this description is mainly based was

discovered in September last by Mr. J. F. Quigley of the Yale

party. The locality was near Henry's Fork of the Green River,

in Wyoming, and the geological formation the same essentially

as that near Fort Bridger, which contained the previous species.

Limnoliyus robustus, gen. et sp. nov.

Among the other remains of large mammals in the Yale

Museum, which resemble Palceosyops paludosus, in their denti-

tion at least, are portions of several skeletons with the more

important parts well preserved. These remains show conclu-

sively that there are two genera represented among them. One
of these is doubtless Pakeosyops, but the type of that genus is

too imperfectly known to determine its more important charac-

ters. These two genera airree apparently in the structure' of the

anterior portion of the skull, but differ somewhat in their den-

tition. In some specimens, which agree best with Dr. Leidys

original description of Palaosyops paludo^ics, the last v pci'

molar has two inner cones, and to this group the name Ihdcv.o-

syops may in future be restricted. The other specimens have

hut a single internal cone on the last upper molar, and for the

genus thus represented tie- name Lint uohyus is proposed. These

•j;enera may he distinguished from T'Jntath>>riir„, hv the pre-

. which a. iv short, stout and depressed, with a small

e ( ) ,,. d -tin tivt < harm t< rs ot the time o. rnem

will be gii riptdon.

The present species may be distinguished from those above

described, especially by the strong basal ridge of the molars.
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On the last lower molar it extends entirely around the posterior
lobe. The first of the upper true molars Las the two inner
cones nearly of the same size. The small intermediate median

are well developed on the upper molars, and all the
teeth are strongly rugose, even in fully adult animals. The
nasal bones contract anteriorly and are rounded in front. The

gin is decurved and thickened. The premaxillaries
very short median suture, similar to that in Palceo-

syops hticeps. The zygomatic process of the squamosal is
stout, but much compressed, thus differing widely from both
the species already described.

Anteroposterior extent of last three upper molars, 110- mn1 '

stcrior diameter of last upper premolar 20-
mnswix diameter, 26'5
Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 51*
v ertical diameter of zygomatic process of squamosal, 34-

The specimen on which the above description is chiefly

d, in September last, by Mr. F. Mead, Jr.,
near Henry's Fork, Wyoming. Other specimens of the same
species were found in the same deposits by Mr. Gk G. Lobdell,

'- M. Keasbey, Mr. 0. Harger, and the writer. The
geological formation was lower Miocene, or Eocene.

Hyrachyus princeps, sp. nov.

This well-marked species includes the largest of the Tapiridse
jet iound in this country. The remains representing it indi-

.'•'

ran, and probably twice that of the individual named
';. Dr. Leidj. The specimens on which the

JPecies is based consist of a nearly complete series of upper teeth,

'"v.-.-r molars, with the more important parts of the

ing to one animal, and remarkably well

The last two upper molars are unusually large in
Proportion to the rest of the series, and have the antero-external
°°e quite separate, and with its apex incurved.

§*£**
«J

entire upper molar series, 134- —
J«ent of upper true molar scries, .

76-

f^ero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 21-2

.'ii:)Tno+<». 31-

posterior diameter of penultimate lower molai
Averse diameter,
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The remains here described were found by the writer, last

autumn, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming, in the same Tertiary

deposits that yielded the specimens already noticed.

Homacodon vagans, gen. et sp. nov.

A new and very small suilline pachyderm is well represented

by the greater part of the skull and skeleton, in excellent pres-

ervation. The animal was apparently allied to Hyopsodus, and

was somewhat larger than H. paulus. From that species, it may
readily be distinguished by the lower true molars, which have

the constituent cones isolated, not alternate, and of nearly equal

size. The inner anterior cone is, however, somewhat the 1 a qKS*j

and is slightly bifid. The upper molars, likewise, have their

cusps conical, and of similar size. The lower premolar.-; are

compressed, and resemble those of some carnivors. The skull

has a well developed sagittal crest. The astragalus is of the

suilline type.

Anteroposterior extent of the three lower true molars, 1*7"5
wra '

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 7*8

Transverse diameter in front, 4*

Antero-posterior extent of three upper molars, . . 1 5 "2

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, - - 5 '5

Transverse diameter in front, 6 "4

Length of astragalus, . . 14'

This very perfect specimen was discovered, in September

last, by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr., of the Yale party, near Henry's

Fork, Wyoming, in the Mauvaises terres Tertiary deposits of

that region.

Limnocyon verus, gen. et sp. nov.

An interesting new carnivor, somewhat larger than a fox, is

indicated by the remains of several individuals, wM<
closely in all respects excepting size. One series of these re-

mains includes the greater portion of a skull with most of the

upper teeth well preserved. The premolars in this specimen

are compressed and obtuse, as in the Oanidse. The first upper

premolar is large, and near the canine. There are no true sec-

torial teeth. The crowns of the first and second upper molars

are triangular. The first has a tubercle at each angl

large compressed one near the center. The second molar, winch

is the largest of the series, has an angular tubercle at each

corner, and a large bifid cusp near the middle of the crown.

The last upper molar is very narrow and elongated tea

Its straight anterior margin" is at right angles to the :r

skull. The affinities of this genus appear to be with the vi-
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Extent of last three upper molars, 23- mm -

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper true molar, 9'6

Transverse diameter, 8'8

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar,... 10*75
rnmsvers,. diameter, IP
Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 4-5

lransverse diameter, 12-5

The specimens on which this species is established were dis-
covered at Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger, in September
last, by Mr. J. F. Quigley and the writer.

Viverravus gracilis, gen. et sp. nov.

A much smaller carnivor, about the size of the common
mink, is represented in our collections by two lower jaws with
teeth, and a sectorial upper molar of one individual, and
portions apparently of several others. The lower jaws in this
genus are long, very slender, and compressed; the last two
lower molars are tubercular. Both have the posterior part of
the crown quite low, and the anterior half elevated, and com-
posed of three angular cusps. The four teeth anterior to these
are much compressed. The upper flesh tooth closely resembles
that m some of the Viverridae, and the genus should probably
oe referred to that group.

Extent of pre-molar and molar series of lower jaw,. -28- mm '

extent of last three lower teeth, 15'

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar, 4'5

nmsverse diameter, 2*5

Verier diameter of penultimate lower tooth,.. . 5-2
greatest transverse diameter,! 3-4

antero-posterior diameter of upper sectorial molar, 1'

The type specimen of this species was discovered at Grizzly

Yalf
8

'
W-y°min& last autumn, by G. G. Lobdell, Jr., of the

Nyctiiherium velox, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the most interesting discoveries of the last Yale
expedition in the Tertiary of Wyoming, was the remains of a
Pecies of bat, which is of special importance, as no fossil
specimen of Cheiroptera has hitherto been detected in this
ountry. The most characteristic specimen obtained is part of
lower jaw, with the last three molars in perfect preservation.

t
ms fragment indicates an animal about the size of &

J"*"*,
and the teeth re-emhie those it, that g.nms, but are

They have b distinct basal ridge externally. The

e teeth is much compressed, and its lower border
sagbtly convex longitudinally.
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diameter of penultimate lower molar,.

jrse aiameter,

Depth of jaw below last molar,

The i

the writ ,

The formation is Eocene, or lower Mic

Nyctiiherium priscus, sp. nov.

A somewhat larger species, apparently of the same genus,

is indicated by part of a lower jaw, with the penultimate molar

perfect. The"jaw is less compressed, and the tooth proportion-

ally larger than in the above species. There is no external

basal ridge.

Antero-postei ree lower mola
Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate lower
Transverse diameter,

Depth of lower jaw below last molar,

This interesting specimen was found by Mr. G. G. Lobdell,

Jr., last autumn, at the same locality as the preceding species.

Talpavus nitidus, gen. et sp. nov.

A very small insectivor, apparently allied to the moles, is

well represented by several fragments of lower jaws with teeth,

ably by some isolated upper molars. Two character-

istic specimens of these remains were found together, and

doubtless belonged to the same animal, which was about the

size of a mouse. One of these is part of a lower jaw, containing

the first and second true molars; the other is an anterior

portion with only the last premolar in position. The lower

molars resemble externally those of Talpa, but on the inner

side are more like those of iScalops: they have no external

basal ridge. The lower jaws are more slender and compressed

than those in most recent insectivors. The last premolar is

compressed and pointed.

Antero-posterior extent of first two lower molars, 2'9

Anteroposterior diameter of [.multiinuU' lower m<>lar,.. V5
Depth ofjaw below penultimate molar, 2*

Depth of jaw below last lower pre-molar, 2"

The type specimen of this species was found by the writer,

in September last, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.
Tale College, New Haven, July 18, 1872.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

in reference to the question as to Yapor-
' by T. Pla.tr alt .—From a research of M. Duprez,* it is

Jhat when a vessel of wan r i> inwrte-.l whii

cork n.ate.
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these vesicles will form a cloud in the water of the tube, which

slowly rises and destroys the transparency.
M. Duprez was good enough to make the experiment at my re-

quest. The water was suspended in a glass tuhe of 13 millims. in-

ternal diameter. A small tiu-tal vessel with an aperture of several

e. altimeters diameter and containing a certain quantity of water,

was placed under the free surface of the water of the tube over a

lamp; the mouth of this vessel was about 12 centims. from the

surface. A continuous boiling was thus obtained, and a current

of visil.le vapor which rose to the surface of the suspended water;
hut tiii.ij_.ii rhe experiment lasted more than halt' an hour, no cloud

was observed in the water of the tube. The vapor condensed 01

the outside of the tuhe, and from time to time was wiped away;
but the water in-ide retained all it- transparency.

After this it seems difficult to retain any doubt as to the non-

existence of the vesicular state. It seems to me, in fact, that only

tions could here be raised. It might either be said that

the air-bubbles on penetrating into the water, from their unu>ual

small ness. and the very considerable capillary pressure which they

have to support from*

t

lie liquid, dissolve in'the li< pud, or that all

vesicles lmi>l on reaching the surface of the water, or that they roil

along the surface of this liquid, separated from it by a thin layer of

air or vapor, until they reach the outside edge of the tube to escape

thence into the atmosphere.
But the first of these assumptions must be rejected ; for the

water had previously been shaken with air so long as to be com-

pletely saturated, and, secondly, while it was exposed to the

action of vapor it must have lost whatever solvent power it pos-

ar on the upp.-r part of the inside of the 'tube, where

the hotter part of the water ascends.
The second supposition, though not quite inadmissible, is at any

rate not very probable. We have seen that our small bubbles,

measuring less than a millimeter, do not burst on coming into con-

tact with the surface of water; why should it be otherwise r"*
1.

? It may, perhaps, be urged that their envelope is fa

i that of our small bubbles. I Jut if vesicles exist, thethan

over, from the long duration of large clouds, they must be Vtff

permanent.
As regards the third supposition, is it probable that all vehicles

•ould roll along the surface without touching? Moreover M-

Ibiprez has repeated the experiment in Mich a manner that this

surfaee was concave and remained so in spite of the fact that the

volume of water increased owing to expansion by heat and the

condensation of vapor; but now in this case a large number ot

vesicles should have rolled toward the apex of the <-on<-a\ it\ .
have

accumulated there, and therefore must soon have placed them-

selves in contact with the fluid surface : l.nt nothing in the re-ulf

was different; no cloud disturbed the transparency of the water.
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I consider the above experiment, though not decisive, yet a
very powerful argument against the hypothesis of the vesicular
condition.

May I here be permitted to recall another experiment, which I
nave described in the eighth series of my investigation Sur !,* p'</-

masse liquide sans p'escmteur. One of the
''."lis which have been raised against the vesicular con-

:;i ; in that the air contained in a vesicle would be exposed on
<

f

<;
part of the fluid envelope to a considerable pressure, the effect

"1 which would be that this air would gradually dissolve in the
''"voh.pe, and would traverse it, by which the vesicle would soon
change into a cniplei, gl.,bu le. Hut when a laminar calotte,
about a eentim, t. r in dinux ter, is formed by means of a solution
oi 1 part of Marseilles soap in 40 of water, and this is allowed to
|"

i;,n 'l m an atmosphere laden with aqueous vapor, it sometimes
•i'<' than twent\ -four hours and becomes quite black.

phenomenon is witnessed; the
- dually <h creases ami ultimatelv disappears,—from

i.-e enclosed air lias gradually traverse,! the

!

" n " ;;
- fhis lamina is in, lee.] far thinner than a vesicle would

''
•

:"'•'
• "» the other hand, theory shows, from the difference of

;

;

ids and the diameter, that in the interior of a vesicle the

Would be more than a tl al as in the
' cah.tte of soap-sohitioti at its original dimensions.—

*»>!/. -b-W. />>,_!,,;<{>„. vol. xxxii.— /'////. Jfrn/.'. IW xliii, 316.

^ On the tn'fro-i-nnt/to'tmfft uf the futty *•/•<>*— I5y the action

iodide upon argentic nitrite. Mkyki: and Mrm-n: have
w substance isomeric with ethylic nitrite. When

if is poured upon argentic nitrite, violent
ensues. To complete the reaction, the mixture may be heat, d for

• ith a reversed condenser. On distillation, a mixture
ide and nitrite passes over at first : afterward tin

e. which boils at tir-U.VC The authors give
the name of nitro-ethan. It is a perfectly colorless.

I* ._n able, etherial odor. Its* density at

with' reference to water at the same {em-
it is insoluble in water, does not explode on heating.

- with a pale flame. Analysis and a determination ,,f

density gave the formula €2H 5
Xf>„. which is also that

.

Kings and acetic acid, a violent

r"
: "-'i»N ens U( ... ubich „,w,i be moderated by]

1 "". On

ppe

v piung.u.

not boil. On s

nasses ove

!^K,.f';;;x;
uus,,0,lyamiet,1}LKmi1

€2h 5
—e—xe. o2

Ethvlic nitrite (B. p. 16° C). Nitro-ethai
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A solution of causae pota-di dissolves nitro-cthan, w!

to possess weak acid properties. Sodium attacks it with evolu-

tion of gas and formation of a white powder, which explodes on
heating. The authors promise a further investigation of this very

interesting subject.

—

Berichte der Deutschen Chan. Gend.L, -hihv-

gang v, p. 399. w. G.

[JVbte. Is it not possible that in the extraordinarily stable

double >alts of cobalt, iridium and rhodium, having respectively

the formulas. t'o.,(XW,
) ,

,,K,., Fr2(N0 2 ) 10K 6 , and^Rlu (NH„ >/,

K
6 , the nitrous atom is (0 2

N -) and not ("- O—NO) ? w. sj
3. On the reduction of ghitanu- m-hl I,,/ iodhgdric acid.—The

researches of Ritthausen have rendered it probable that glutamic

acid is one of the homologues of malic acid containing C
5
in the

molecule. Dittmar has given the subject a careful" study, and
; the following results : Glutamic acid was first pre-

action of sulphuric acid upon pure conglutin. The
,,

;

*- acid, <J &
H

9
N0 4 , was then converted into glutanic

acid by the action of nitrous acid. The glutanic acid obtained in

this manner, £^H
8 6 , was then heated in a sealed tube with a

saturated solution oi iodhydric acid, by which it was converted
into desoxy-glutanic acid, £!

5
H 8 4 . The new acid is bibasic,

form- large crystals which belong to the monoclinic svsteni, and

is easily soluble in water. The formula of this acid is the same as

that of pyrotartaric acid, with which it is not, however, identical.

From this it appears that glutanic acid is not identical with either

of the three homo-malic acids derived from aconitic acid, since all

of them vield pvroturtaric acid b\ reduction.— Journal f'fir jrndd.

Chernie, JVette Folge, Band 5, p. 338. w. g.

4. On an aldehyd- alcohol.—Wurtz has obtained a new poly-

mer of aldehyd, having the formula C 4
H

8 2 , to which he gives

the name of aldol. It is a perfectly colorless liquid, which after

cooling becomes thick like a pure solution of sugar. It is so viscid

ontaining it may be inverted without any fio

;ntly heate

'

[ character c

tin diacet m ol croto.d aid hv ! \\jtrh cid ddrzt-s aldol "''

great i-norgy, forming several organic acids not vet described.

Phosphoric chloride also art., energetically upon aMo I, forming a

chloride which is probably t\II,Ci.,. This is a thick, colorless

liquid almost impossible to purify. Wurtz considers aldol to have

a constitution represented by the formula

:

£!H 3
—€H(9H) -€H2

—€HO.
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By the prolonged action of ehlorhydric acid upon aldehy
:iUo the anhydride of aldol (€ 4H 7 0) 2 O.

alrlol in many respects resembles the
ol, at the same time an aldehyd an<
ius, Tome lxxiv, p. 1=361.

IT. GrEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

I. ]•*.**;!* r .;J,.,hh/ .>f- tin </,,/?!/ era in the Eolian Zh
f W>sf n, !tU<u<1 ,-'l,v K. liirxixas. (From a letter to
l):i! '^ dated Montreal. May _•::.)— I reeeived last smmne
^'^ils from Rev. A. Wing, and made the following not.

I sent them back.
loth June, 1871, from the Rev. A. Wing, twenty

" KiKriiiites and ohseure fossils, supposed to be Trenton, col-
locted May, is 70, at the marble quarries, West Rutland, not one
hundred yards northwest of an abandoned marble quarry,—the
most northern one worked on the southwest side of the 'valley,:''

;
; ..n,s' hotel. West

r
~- IL '!/<!<» />/>/, ,•:,',

j !:.';,,/;>;>». On the Discover)/ of the

jf
u„. Ev . Uen! , , i^^r to J. T).

D«na, dated Fori 7th, I872.V-I write to
jounce the di.,... V er> ft (>:,,-!„,'• ^-..up. I first found it in

;

,l,ui '-f Maladel
, vith some gas-
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3. La Neve de Justedi/ et m-s lilnrh-rx
; par ('. to: Ski-i:, ad-

joint a ITnstitut MeTeorologhjue de rUnivershe iioyale de Chris-

tiaiiia. 56 pp. 4to, with a chart, 9 photographs, and a iitln -raj.iik-

plate. Christiania, 1 870.—We cite here a few facts from this impor-

The great m-vi' of Juste. lal covers a high plateau,

, Sogn on one side and the Xordtiord and Soii.Uh.nl

other, having a height of 1400 to 1650 meters above the

sea, but passing northeastward into a chain of mountain-, the cul-

minating summits of which are the Lodalskaobe, -J076 meters in

height, St. Caeciliekronen in the Olden, l'.i5u meters. S

near the middle of the neve, 1720 meters, and Gottop-hesten, to

the west of the valley of Vetlefiord, 1710 meters in height. The
neve, or uninterrupted snowfield, takes its origin northeast of

Lodai-kaobe, and terminates to the southeast by the Skarvedal-

sbrae, where it descends the valley of Viksdalen into the S
The length of the- ,>:!•; n-i,,i) is thus about 42 miles, and its sur-

face over nine hundred square miles.

The glaciers of the first class that descend from the snow-
plateau are those of— 1, Vetelfiord ; 2, Boium ; 3 and 4, Suphelle ;

5, Langedal; 6, 7, Optag; 8, Austerdal ; 9, Tunsbergdal ; 10, 11,

12, Bergset; 13, Nigar; 14, Faobergstol ; 15, Lodal; 16, Stege-

holt; 17, Gredung; 18, Bodal; 19, Nesdal; 20, Aobra3kke; 21,

Brigsdal; 22, Melkevold ; 23, Fond, in the valley of Stardal ; 24,

Lunde. After numerous measurements of the rate of progress iu

the movement of the ice in the glaciers of Boium, of Tunsbergdal,
and of Lodal, in the course of the month of August, the author

gives the following as the mean results.

In the case of the glacier of Boium, the rate per hour near its

extremity was 0*28 in. (Norwegian and English) ; 3,000 feet above
the extremity it was 0-66 in. 108 yards from the less convex

side, 0-87 in. at the middle, and 0-81 about 100 yards from the

opposite or more convex side; while at points along the less eon-

vex side within 20 to 40 yards of the margin the rate was 0-16 in.

to 0-20 in. an hour.

For the glacier of Tunsbergdal, the rate per hour near the ex-

tremity was 0-23 in.; about 2,900 feet above it was 037 in. 135

yards from the concave side ; about the middle 0*41 in. to 0*51 m.

;

and toward the convex side 062 in. to 0-63 in.

For the glacier of Lodal, the rate per hour, about 4!>o yards

above the extremity, was at the middle 0-104 in. to O-o'.H ;
about

1,875 yards above the extremity 0-1 s:>, in., ogls in. and o-_'l2 '"• :

about 2,500 yards from the extremity, ju-t below where thejtyo

great tributary glaciers com.' in from the liuht and left, <''"* 7 m -

near the margin; Loo vards from this margin, 0-140 in. ;
about the

middle of the glacier 0-279 in. to 0297 in.

The author states that the inclination of the surface beneath the

glacier where the measurements were made is about the same tor

each, and that the difference in the rate of motion depended on

the pressure from the upper part oi the gla i r. i

was, therefore, much the greatest for the glacier of Boium. The
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conclusions are drawn that the
toward the sides, bottom, and e
when the course bends, so that <

concave, the movement is most rapid on the convex side.
These are only a few of the results brought out in this Memoir,

b is illustrated bv a map and diagrams, and also bv a photo-
graphic plate made up of nine photographic views of the Norwe-
gian glaciers.

4. The Ancient Glacier of th<> Rhone.— \\ is known that, at
a former period, the glacier 'of the lilnm. spread westward over
lower Switzerland to" the Juras, and lodged boulders on these
mountains, and that Prof. Gnvot followed the lines of these bould-
ers from the Juras across the plain to their sources in the Alps.

- on and Chantre have recently traced the path of this
-'"ht all the wav from Lake Geneva, sou! Invent ward to Lyons,

;

us
V"-

,, y s^ll«"^. ,

hatillou. \r< and Sattonav. and even ten miles
; ith, to Vienne in Dauphiny. In its course, after being

|n;!i, -<l hy the glacier o. the Arve (of which the Mer de Glace was
- 'Hives'), it encountered the lo< a 1 glaciers of some of the

''(.leys of Bugey; but it ended in surmounting the latter and
- over their moraines of

limestone rocks.— Mhl ( lt ir., is?... xxxviii. lis. and Hull. Soc.
'•>' <h Franc, isc.i, X xvi, :«;<» ; from Mhl. Fair.. Ib72, xliv, 46.

•>. <rl, ,,;,, I action in Fit?,/in dial Rataqonin. Abstract of a
letter by Prof Ao.vssiz of the Hassler expedition, addressed to
™- B. Peiree, dat.d Talcahuano, April 27.—In the straits of
'''-' ! oi. passing Sandv Point, the first unquestionable roches

.
"'[ ""•'>< seen were on the nearest coast opposite Cape Froward.

in lort Gallant large boulders were observed, some 6 feet across,
one 12 X 6 X 5 feet, well polished and scratched. In Fortescue

<imi ai -.i itch, I I. Mild, rs; nndabogl , i, r>cratches

-. their i ,-eud W.N.W.: and glacial phenomena eon-
:..: i.

' the south ^de. York Giver valiev. which trends

i on both sides, and so also a gorge opposite,

-it the denudation was not <lue to an n-vni following

:-west course of the Magellan traits. The two heads
'e~t part of the straits are beaut ifn !i\ polUhed and

'" Un '
l<

'• similar glacial effects were observed in l>orgia Hay;

;" utl > sides nt tin summit*- in i > _'i

movement of the ice was to the north,

"'J' 1'^" 111 slopes of the land.
Gie region over which Prof. Agas:

glacial phenomena in southern South .
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h of 37° of S. latitude both on the Atlantic side

(Bay of St. Matthias, an 1 the Pacific side. At Talc:!

erratic boulders and roches moutonn'ees were observed at the mouth

of the Biobio, on the hills of liualpen. In the Bay of San Vin-

ceute (between ( 'onoepcion Ba\ and the Bay of Aranco) glacial

markings were found by Mr. Pourtales, at the sea level— " a mag-

nificent polished surface,'" says Pro*; Agassiz, "as well preserved

marked furrows and scratch,- /* and 1 his is in latitude :V °. The
,.lar, i. only a few feet above tide level, upon the slope of a hill

scratches is nearly east and west ; hut some cross the main trend,

and run southeast. The magnetic variation at Talcahuano is 18 X',

the true meridian being to the right of the magnetic.

6. Annual [Iff.rt <f l'?»f. (> /" />".'/'••- >"!"•:>• t'inh-nt of the

Louisiana St, a. {'„;,-, r*U>j. f.r f/><> y<ur \ ^: \. tn //,< (;<„<.•><<»' of

the State of L<>ul*iu>ta. 222 pp. svo. New Orleans, l.s 7*2.—This

report, beside- its inteivstitm- information on the condition, pros-

pects, and needs of the Louisiana State Pniversirv, contains also

the Third Animal Heport of the Botanical Survey of Southwest

and Xorthwe-t Louisiana, made in 1871, by Prof. A. Featherman;
and that of the

Geological Surer*/ of flu Statu bv F. V. Hopkins, M.D.. l'n-l-

Geol., Chem. and Min., in the University.

In the Geological Beport, Prof Hopkins give- many important

facts with regard to the Post-tertiary deposits, and also a colored

geological map of the Stale. The Post-tertiarv is stated to con-

sist, following the order of age. of
I 1) the Drift, (2) the Port Hud-

son group (so named bv Hilgard,.
(
:j, the Loess. |4) the Yelh.w

Loam. To the last throe the term Jlluf f,mu,tion is here an-

plied; and it is stated tl at •• lh« d< li i form d > v the [Mississippi

from the end of the Drift period to the era of the Loess was coin-

posed of its strata."

The beds of the Port Hudson group are mostly hard sand-beds.

sandy-clay and clay; they are more or less caicareous. and are

tie sulphur wells of '(/a! isieii is 160 to 282 feet. Prof ILL <
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The yellow loam bed is for the most part between ten and twenty-
five feet in thickness. " It is remarkable for the uniformity with

:«*avs at various levels, proving its deposition since the

niselves."

Prof. Hopkins holds, we believe correctly, that the Port Hud-
*"" nn<l the overlying beds were deposited when the hand was at
:i |u^er level than' novr; and that the Loess was the accumulation

estuary connect! l' with tin <iult"."* and i
'.! a Me- lak< confined

oy a supposed barrier.
'Hie drift contains nohMes which are mainlv of reddish and

yHowish ehcrt. Anion- then there are numerous Silurian

fossils With BOB* on ( ! Li it . 08 1 .cks; and

-':
: : ,. •: _ -."

-,
:

: .

;

;

'••

.. .-, ,

' .'•
, .,

\\>^' :ir.- }> spivies of Cnnoids, 25 of corals, and over 40 of

s; they must have come from Tennessee and the

7' r '- t rh<-r north eitltershh of the Mississippi river ; some of

ness of the

Hil-aral. -Vt.at the passa-e of thi> for,
(lnt * of the N,,rth is ( „ih demonstrd.
Ported bywnn.
ifi*-lrirair of the -lacier"

F< »r t he dist ribution ofthe drift Prof. Ho
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have liml control of the waters. The latter How would have

had l»y its position z "f ihe f >rmer in the

contest tor possession ot tile Mississippi region, and Would at least

have nullified the Labrador th.w it nothing more. The iceberg

theory is therefore as wholly inapplicable to Louisiana as it is to

New England. Besides tlie'ahove consideration, and also the ob-

jection to a continental submergence in the absence of tie

of whales, shells, and other sea relies from the drift regions of the

continental interior, there is other evidence against the iceberg the-

ory in the fact that the deposits of sand bear evidence, in many
places, as Prof. I i opkins says, t hat they were made by rimn h><j mtttr

in rapid flow. The oceanic currents are slow lazy currents, even the

best or largest of them ; o miles an hour is an unusual rate, and 5

i> 10 \ n d <j iati to j.i ,111, , t!i, kin 1 of In ,U i iking i

leposits often bear evidence of tl

;
of the waves, or of the violent rush of a tidal current,

:' the drift: forth i bear evidence c

gard in his Geological Report on the State of

Mi->i-ippi" The deposits of this wave and tidal-current origin

in the vicinity of New Haven bay (Connecticut), where it is

certain the depth of water was small—not too great for effects

from wave-action—are precisely identical with some of those of

flu- stratiiied drift of the State o! .
described

by I'rofessor Ililgard.

Hut, while the glacier may have brought the boulders of Lick-

ing Co., Ohio, to their present place, and been a prominent means

of transportation over the north, icebergs, or in more common-
place language,//"//////;/ /V, , may still have had, during the open-

ing Champlain era. a vast deal to do with the transportation of

-tones, pebbles, and -and in the region of the Great Lakes and along

the .Mississippi valley. The melting ,.f the great glacier, "6,000

feet" thick to the north, would have gone forward for a long

period with extreme slowness, even after the subsidence of the

Champlain epoch had taken place. Hut sooner or later the flood

from the melting would have begun ; and, as Prof. Hilgard has

shown, it would have been a vast flood, coming as it must have

dom- from ice that buried deeply the whole breadth of the Missis-

sippi water-shed, and even from regions beyond it, since one or

more of the Great hakes then poured their waters southward— an

approach their termination, and before the last part is giyet

the public, 1
. 's permission to explain i

few words the results at which f have arrived during these stud

which have lasted fully twelve years.
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[believe I have demonstrated, by the examination of the bones
ieh have been found in the recent deposit! in the Masearene
mds, and which belong, for the most part, to extinct species,
h as the dodo, the solitaire, the Aph<t/«>j>toy.<\ FuHeo .W--
«, large parrots, *fec, that the- inlands haw once been part of
:t-t extent of land, that these lands by little and little and by u
w* depression have been hidden under'the waters of the ocean,

y having \ isihle some of their highest points, such as the
nds of .Mauritius. Rodriguez, and Bourbon. These islands
re served as a refuge for the last representatives of the terree-
il population of these ancient epochs; but the species, confined

e disappeared by degrees ; and man has in some measure aided

Madagascar evidently was not in communication with these
n, »s; for when Kun.peain vi>ited them for the first time, they
not find there any Mammalia, with the exception of some

?e bats; none of >.. .ailiar to the
'» "/ Madagascar existed in the Masearene Islands. The study

! "^'l birds leads to the same result ; and the three species of

'gnize anion- the fossils eolk-cted in the swamps of the south-
t coast have enabled us to establish the relationship which
nms these birds with the Dhn.rnis, the l\tlurte>'i^ :U!,i

["gieal type, :Ull ]
r,~or U-ss remote

* then, may have exist* d ; -< tween these

ard the north—for
a hieh then were ei

!iis!l( 'd Hie with "a rich'hai
p'lli, 'i- I have riToUTiize<l \\\

ng to very various groups,
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nd trogons inhabited the woods; swallows built

he rocks nests in all probability like those ne*
parts of Asia and the Indian/archipelago. A

1
' that of the Cape of (.rood Hope

nght in the plains the serpents and

midst of tli. lakes: md, la'sth sand-ii'mns. md m mrmi
gallinaceous birds assisted in -ivin-' to this ornithoi,,

tion a physiognomy with which it is impossible not to be -truck

and which recalls to one's mind the descriptions which Livingston*

formed the deposits of St. Geraud le Pay, of Vaumas. A-<\. indi

cates the relatm i> in uhi< h the different groups of this class u

vertebrat. s lived. Whilst some of them are extremely common
there are others which are found, so to speak, only accidentally

and which are only represented in my collection by a single bom
or only a few bones. Tin s|>c< - mos n id ui

the water-birds: thus the dm-k< have left munerou's remain- ;
tin
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transported l,y the streams into the alluvial deposits of the lakes:
I hese deposits for more than ten yt -.

1 met with a single bone of a parrot, sand-grouse, secretary bird.
"V "1 several of the raptures; and some, of which I had collected
tat' remains a long time ago. havi n...; appeared since.

All the bones of birds collected in the Miocene beds of Weis-

present a complete resemblance to those of the Department of the

The ornithological population of the celebrated deposit of San-
^111,111 the Department of the Gers. presents another character;

>atives is found in the lacustrine deposits of
theBourbonnais and the Auvergne: ami although the greater part

:es belong to families"at present existing in our fauna.
not one is known to be actually living, and several of them
I'res.-nt characters sufficient to constitute'new genera.

I have discovered there a parrot of a more slender form than
Allier, and I have designated it by the name of

'

: ,''" *
/
-' ''• /;'.."*, to attach the name of my regretted master
' on. Mftlu m-st innr^tin-. s ]uii;. ii.at 1 have ever

lb rich deposit. Some gallinaceous birds of a large
size, and in this respect hardly inferior to the peacocks and true
}' ! "'Hsant>, also inhabited the'shores of the little lake, where the

1

1

-'-
' in.ih-.i d which now lotm th hill -f M.i>:m; numer-

',' iw pas-erine 'oirds, resembling tiie ISengulis and Scut-galis,
tlvMHented the mar-ins of the waters; lastly, the number of

have only furnished me with a
tew species of birds. I have been abb, however, to recognize a

". as that whirl! now lives on our shores,

• dele, a fa ron, and a pheasant.
- of gvj.Mim in the environs oi Paris contain numerous

; it ;. to be observed thai the

that period deviated more from the zoological tonus

to the unwillingness 1

in paleontolog"ical <tudics, to increase the ahvad\

• r'.., :... :,.:. V - t, '

almost have attained theViz,
^e flamingoes, although it c

Ihe singularity of the fc
doubly regret not knowing 1

tunately there exist only a v
lt* dating 1'rom that perioc
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we have as yet discovered only very few traces of

animals which lived during the deposition of these important

strata. Perhaps new zoological forms will be discovered theiv

filling up the immense gap which
Archwopteryx and the typical birds of the Tertiary epoch.*—
Comptes Pendus, April 15, 1872, pp. 1030-1034.-^1/*//. Mag.

Nat. Hist, IV, x, 79.

8. Fossil Vertebratesfrom the Niobrara and lpi>rr Mi.wnrri.—
Prof. Leidy has founded a species of lion, Felis augustt/s, on sev-

th and l"r : i
<_

: Kork of the
""

brara, Nebraska, obtained by Dr. Hayden. The most character-

istic specimen i- an uifcr -> ctional molar about as large as that t>f

the Bengal tiger. He has also described a vertebra from the base

of the tail, belonging to an animal related to Plesiosai

Discosaurus ; and M represent*

ing a genus different from those mentioned, he proposes for the

species the name Oligoshnu* gnindnv,^;' Another spechm n ob-

tained by Dr. Hayd< n in the ' Hhiek Foot country"' at the head of

the Missouri, "looks as if it had formed part of the dermal ;irm<>r

of some huge saurian, or perhaps of an armadillo-like animal."

Accompanying this specimen there is a distal phal; nx, which may
belong to the same species, named Tylosteus ornatus.—Proc.
Act,}. \',,t. $ci April 2, 1872.

9. Extinct Mammals from the Tertiary of Wyoming; Prof.

Leidy.—One specimen here described is a fragment of an upper

h. ami another u lower
j

; like those of Anchitfn rhn,,. The three upper molars

occupied a space of eight lines. They are too large for the known
species of Hyopsodus or Microsyops, and nearly accord with t b*

lower molars of Notharctm. The species is named ffippoty**

Dr. Leidy remarked that the tooth of Anchippodus rij>ori><-<

was obtained from the Tertiary, Miocene or Eocene, of Monmouth
Co., N. J. ; and if the determination is correct it would go to

show that the Bridger Tertiary formation of Wyoming was co-

temporaneous with the Tertiary deposit of Monmouth Co., N. J.—
Proc. Acad. JYat. Sci. Philad., Apr. 2, 1872, p. 37.

10. Graptolihs.—Yvoi. Allman has a valuable article on the

morphology and affinities of Graptolites in the May number "t

the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, which concludes as

follows

:

"Their alleged Polyzoal [or Bryozoan] affinities, however, have

some claim on our acceptance. Indeed, were it not for the dis-

covery of the probable graptolite gonosome (corbulse?), we should

have nearly as much to say for this view as for that which would

refer them to the Hydroida, more especially as the discovery "1

Rhabdopleura renders ns acquainted with a p-dy/oon in whose test

* On this point, see Marsh, this Journal III, iii, 56, 360.
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is developed a chitinous rod in almost all respects like that of the
graptolites.*

On the whole, then, it would seem that the graptolites consti-
tute a very aberrant hydrozoal group having manifest nttiuiry
with the Hydroida, to which thev are connected bv the nemato-
phore-bearing genera >A tin- Inn* r. "while thev have also important
points of connexion with the Rhizopoda. The undoubted mem-
bers of this group are further characterized in an eminent way by
the possession of a solid supporting rod; and it is this feature
which has suggested to me the name of Rhabdophoka, by which
I have proposed to designate them."

11. Deseript;,,,,* „f \; ,< sr < ,.;,.< ,,f /•;.,.<//*. f,-,,,,, t!,< ,/.•/„ ,Y V of
. Ay.; by James Hai.l 'and K. P. Whitfield (con-

tinued). 12 pp. 8vo. Published June 12, in advance of the
Report on the {

12. Coal of Lnto. -
1 »i..;; Aga-i -r .- s in Ids letter (see p. 134)

that the coal of Lota, and of other localities in the vicinity, north
and south, is unquestionably Cretaceous. It is covered with b,ds
containing Ifacuities, many specimens of which he has collected.

18. On the Hat, nf<;n;,rthof<'<>r.o lU.fs;\>s James D.Dana.
i nn page

-•« inche> in height a year, and that other Madre-
pores increase in the same rati", it is' still not easy to deduce from
it the rate of increase of the reef. In the first place, the whole

- growing over the sides of its branches, at the rate.

"We may judge from the size of the trunk at base, of n_ tenth of

?
n mch a year, thus increasing annually the diameter a fifth of an

which, in a large species, is a very great addition to
the three inches per rear at the extremities of the branches
Again, the branches of the large Madrepore of the wreck were

-ed. those of M.i'in-icorni* having intervals of from
'•en inches or more between the branches.

In fact it is impossible to make any exact estimate of the
amount of incn ase without a knowb dg< "of th w. ight of the part

i. I Tl i< ascertained, it would be easy to calculate
?ow much the added coral would, if ground up, raise the area that

: by the Madrepora. A rough estimate gives the author
an average increase to this surface of' a fourth of an inch a year.

i-'urth must be much reduced, if we Mould deduce the

: ; of the reef: because a large part of 1 le, r,

r'l'al is. of the region of soundings receiving the coral debris—
ls

'>-»re of growing coral-. This is the ease with much the larger

Portion of all
1 : ,.. 1S , ,d channels among reefs, the bottoms of

or mnddy, and to a
great extent so because too deep for living corals; and it is true

* Th
u
e comparison of the rod of RhaMoi

:" ' .. ... .- \ - -. \ •
.'

' •
• -

..:...'.....< -
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even of the coral plantations, these including many and large

barren areas. These unproductive portions of reef-grounds con-

stitute ordinarily at -east two-thirds of the whole fund making
this allowance, the estimate of one-fourth of i

become one-twelfth of an inch.

Again, shells add considerably to the amount of calcareous

material, perhaps one-sixth as much us the corals
; but against this

we may set off the porosity of the coral.

The rate of growth of tIii- M> <t/tdrin<i cllr-o^o. stated on page

1J"), would make the rate of increase in the reef very much less

rapid. The specimen—grown within fourteen years—weighs 24

02. avoirdupois, and has an average diameter of 7 inches. This

gives for the amount of calcareous material—the specific gravity

being 2'523 (p. 99)— 10-45 cubic inches; which is sufficient to

raise a surface seven inches in diameter to a height of 0-42* inch:

and consequently the average yearly increase would be about

l-33d of an inch. Allowing for two-thirds of the r

being unproductive in corals, the rate of increase for the whole
would 1> eonie i-i< oth "f an inch. But supposing that shells add
one-fourth as much as the corals to the reef material, the rate of

increase would become about 1-8Oth of an inch per year.

The specimen of Oculina diffusa, referred to on page 125,

Miuice-. which is tive-sixths more than that of the

Maeandrina, while the average di is the same.

The average annual increase would consc<pi<'n1
1 v cover a circular

area of 7 inches diameter 1-1 8th of an inch deep. And making
the same allowances as above, the rate for the year for the whole
reef-grounds would ht L-t-4t.li of in inch. The 'specimen of Mican-

drina mentioned by .Major Hunt is not here made the basis of a

and it is not certain that the diameter stated by him was not the

horizontal diameter.

These estimates from the Mceandrina clivosa and Oouina^
< ',,"'- h v< this great source of uncertainty, that the growth of

the groups may not have been begun in the tirst year oi the four-

teen. Further, the corals obtained by Major Hunt near Fort

Taylor, Key West, may not have been as favorably situated for

growth as those of the outer margin of the reef. Again, we have

made no allowance for the carbonate of lime that is supplied by

the waters byway of cement, supposing that tins must conic

originally, for the most part, from the reef itself. Besides, we

have above supposed all the coral reef-rock to be solid, free from

open spaces ; and. further, it is not considered that much of it is

a coral conglomerate, in which the fragments have their original

porosity.

On the other side, we have not allowed for loss of debris from

the reef grounds by transportation into the deep seas adjoining)

believing the amount to be very small.

Whatever the utic that a reef increases

its height or extent with extreme slowness. If the rate of upward
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progresses even one-sixteenth of an inch a year, it would take foi
an addition of a single foot to its height one hundred and ninety
years. :uul tovfirej'tuf a thousand yean.

It is here to be considered that the thickness of a growing reel
could not exceed tu, . \ t:it| - v . ,,t l.\ tin few feet :luhled

'

.iv

,

at.

X

the

n

s !une
time a slowly pro-re-i,,,/ sul.sidi nee ; so that if we know the
possible rate of increase in a reef. u> cannot infer from it the
actual rate for any particular reef: tor it .nay have been very
much slower than that. Without a -uWi<k-uce in progress, the
reef «;".M it" rease only it- hreadth.—Dana's Corals and Coral

In'. Revue de Geologic pour les ann&.s 1868 and 1869, par M.
DELEssKet M. de Lappa rent. Vol. viii. 1872. Paris (Dunod,
hditeurl—This Review will be found of great value to all in-

ipplieatinns in connection with minim:, artesian explorations,

1". J/7-],„„v, ,
.-

'

l
- •-ntains papers ( >n the Vindhvan Serie> in the Northwestern

;»';1
' j-niral I»n,xin, ... U >\ L'. M,'!- ; ; Mm. r.i! Mati^c ..f In-
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of New Brunswick was well posted up by Dr. Dawson, in 1868,

in the second edition of hi> excellent Acadian Geology, and illus-

trated by a geological map. The authors give a more detailed

account of some parts of the subject, together with the results of

their recent explorations.

The St. John Group, or Primordial beds, the most interesting of

all the formations, first recognized as distinct from the adjoining

beds by Mr. Matthew, was first proved to be Primordial by Prof

C. F. Hartt, his discoveries with regard to the fossils, added to

those previously obtained, enabling him to announce this con-

clusion with full confidence, the species of Lingula, Para-
(/o./vV/t '.v, A</n'>-<t>is. <'<>,<<><•< j>li,il!fes, <)/>>>!< Ii<t

, ttc, placing it be-

yond doubt. The formation consists mainly of shales and is stated

to be a little over 2000 feet in thickness. It occurs in Southern

New Brunswick in the depression extending from the city of St.

John by way of Loch Lomond lakes to Hammond river, and in

the valley of the Kennebecasis, and St. John rivers, in St. John
and Northern Kings Counties, and perhaps also in the Nerepis

valley and at some other points. The strata of these regions are

particularly described in the report, to which the reader is referred

for special information on this and other points in Southern New
Brunswick Geology.

21. Mirlingite, Roepperite.—Kenngott, in the February number
of the Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, has applied to the chrysolite

containing zinc, described by Rcepper in this Journal, II, 1, 35, the

name Stirlingite, and to the manganesian dolomite, of the same

author and page, the name Roepperite. The former is named
Roepperite by Prof. Brush in the supplement to Dana's Mineralogy,

issued a month later in March last. As the silicate is more
deserving of a distinct name, it is to be regretted that Ra?pper's

name cannot be afiixed to it.

>uch fur

Leonhard and Gein_._ ,„

at Stuttgart, is the only journal in which mineralogists will find

all the latest inimralogical news. It is an excellent journal also

in its other departments, geology and paleontology.

Delaware.—N. T

The mineral is described as remarkable for having cleavage

parallel to both prismatic faces.

23. Cryptomorphite in Nevada—Professor Davidson mentions

the occurrence of this borate in Nevada in nodules from four or

six inches to as many feet. A specimen had the appearand oi

Yn ncii prepared chalk. It occurs in extensive deposi-

locality the discoverer declined to disclose. Dr. Blake

it to be a form of borate of lime.—Proc. Col. Acad. 8ci., iv, 195.

24. Zeunerite of A. Weisbach, an arsenate of uranium and cop-

per, related to uranite in luster, grass-green color, tetragonal



As 15-1, S 55-6, Pe 52, Cu 8-7, Ca 12, fi 14-5=100-3.

From the analysis is deduced the oxygen ratio for the

Cu, 8, Is, fl, 3: 18:10:24.
./<//,/•/,. j/j.n>> Feb., 1872, 207.

25. ^// a Transparent Garnetfrom Jordansmtthlin tillesia; by
v of Breslau.—This garnet is colorless and has G.==

3*609. The form is the dodecahedron, but with a very obtuse
T_KMhr.\ahc.lr<>n /.•: t. it afforded Websty on analysis,
Si 37-88, & 21-13, l*e 4-19, Mn 0-46, M 0-28, Mg 2-88, Ca 31-28, H 1-08=99.17;

whence it is essentially an alumina-lime garnet.

*i
i6 '

n ®n f^e composition of the vapor* <>r pas >-

„.,.! Jl., r r/arrs ,a.ar Y.wh,*; hv Mr.
< "'

!

'. '
'*.- -At the great Solfatara, the gas of the 20th of July

»f sulphuretted hydrogen 7'0, carbonic acid 88-8, oxygen
0-7, nitrogen 4-5. On the 24th, IIS 5*0, CO2 80-0, O 2'7, N 12-3, the

ire of the gas was 110° to 120 J
C. On the 25th the gas

'•"'•rded IIS lo-o, (',)•: 73.^ o ;
>.
0) N 13 .

7#
At rlu- Grotto di Zolfo the gas from the entrance consisted of

«H i:. (()2 88 .

2j o .^ jj wjt^ combined gas 6'4; and that from

,- ;| ve for the same ingivdi.-nts the numhers 5*7, 87 #

8,
'"• :)

" N
- The gas from the baths at Lake Aunauo. taken on the
July, afforded in two analyses, CO 2 83-3, 86"9, O 4*1, 2-0,

t, with a trace of HS in the second. In other portions
r!

" n- was less of carbonic acid and more of atmospheric acid.

t
,

Torre del Greco gas escaping from fissures in the lavas of

led US 20-0, CO 2 91-5, O 0*7, N with corn-

not foot up loo. and either that
: "' lf " or that for CO must be 20 or less in error]. At Chiata-
mone the gas consisted of CO* 82-1, O 1-7, N 162.—Ann. Ch.
1

>'.'/*•• IV, xxv, 559.
'J7. Xoteo„ Rhhiasmmts ; bv O. C, Marsh.—In the June num-

."'' "t'thU Journal (,, 4i',l), 1 Vivi^-l fm- nam. 111,1,awwrn*

"»<!>?«>s<vtnis,*in<; mi ^te'dhx I '- -i. <
'-'.•

. - in-..,', he retained,
it was given to a genus of lizards it. 1843 by Fitzinger.

III. Zoology and Botany.

• -Vote o>? Litellapaa-e In Jfiwfoys ; by Prof. Cope.— I have
' sjx'eies of (W»/x in mv studv, '

'. fapna-l/^a*, and a Iialf-«rr<»wn

fl^effa. The f.

;

r

brush to i

' s

,

!.^ + <] >1 1 N ,uo ! o k~. and the- ir< k. |>i m th.ir [.lare- hy

• in behind them. He generally finds r—
j* later to draw out the nails, unhook the hooks and
nen occupies himself in breaking up various objects

free. He



their

prevent his escape I fastened him by J

of the cage, but he soon untied the knot, and then relieved 1

self .»f the strap l>y cutting and drawing out the threads which
held the flap for the buckle. He then used the strap in a novel

way. He was accustom* d to catch his food (bread, potatoes, fruit,

etc.), with his hands, when thrown to him. Sometimes the piece-

fell short three or four feet. One day he seized his strap and

began to throw it at the food, retaining his hold of one end. He
. drew the pieces to s

of his hand. This performance he constantly repeats, hooking and

pulling the articles to him in turns and loop's of the strap. Some-

times he loses his hold of the strap. If the poker is han
he uses that with some skill, for the recovery of the strap. "When
this is drawn in, lie secures his food as heforc. Her*' is an act ot

intelligence which must have been originated by some monkey,
since no lower or ancestral type of Mammals possess the hand-

necessary for its accomplishment. Whether originated by Jack,

or by some ancestor of the forest who used vines for the same

purpose, cannot be readily ascertained.

After a punishment, the animal would only ^xiTt himself in thi-

way when not watched; as soon as an eye was directed to him,

he would cease. In this he displayed distrust. He also usually

exhibited the disposition to accumulate to he quite superior to

hunger. Thus he always appropriated all the food within reach

before beginning to eat. When different pieces were offered to

him. he transferred the first to his hind feet to make room for

more; then filled his mouth and hands, and concealed portion-

behind him. With a large piece in his hands, he would pick tin-

hand of his master clean before using his own, which he was sure

of.—Proc. Acid. Nat. Sci., April. 1872, p. 40.

2. Curious Habit of a Snake ; by Mr. Cope.—Mr. Cope made
the following remarks:—I had for some time a specimen ol

Cyclophis cestivus, received from Fort Macon, N. C, through the

kindness of I)r. Yarrow, living in a wardian ease. The slender

form of this snake, and it- beautiful gre< n and vellow colors, have

led to the opinion that it is of arboreal <>r bush-loving habits. It

never exhibited such in confinement, however, and instead oi

climbing over the ( 'aladia, terns, etc., lived mostly underground.

It had a curious habit of projecting its head and. two or three

inches ,,f its body above the ground, and holding them for hours

rigidly in a fixed attitude. In this position it resembled very

closely a sprout or shoot of some green -ueculenl plant, and might

readily be mistaken for such by small animals.— rbid.

I*. r>h,tnn>S in Hot Sj.riH'/s.-lh: I Hake has codec-

perature of which was 163° F.
' More than fifty different species

!

tical with the species found in beds of infiw-rinl earth in I t ah

and described by Ehrenberg, showing that the latter must have
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Wn accumulated in a hot Like, of about the same temperature.
N< tii< i liui a >|Hvhs were found in the hot waters, excepting

cretions of silica. On making a thin seetion of one of these con-
nvtions, a pair <>f legs of ;: coleopterous insect was visi'bl, in (lie

M"-'"'tz; the great, c part of the concretion was made up of petrified

In' one
temperature of 198° K, he found two kinds of 'Conferva, one

I
I n-y, r, -., „ 1,1 m //,/,/, . • „/* /iW, >f>. !»ut I irger, the other

1 li!:mieut, w i 1 1 1 ghmul'ar enlargements al intervals. In another
spring, the temperature 174 I\. nianv Oscillate were found,

ini.-rlact „!.•!.» of their deli', a;, Hl„ r- formed a semi-

mass ; and also two diatoms. In the water of the creek
> aion. lrj !•'.. (!,. alga- formed layers sometimes 3

•

:

;

•
,..- ... = :. • :

.'
i

r iV< snip! uric a< id, mil Dr. Ulake suggests

&*., iv, 183,' lso, )-....,

n wo, d ut - Tin
ls i»ued hv the Xatu;

5. Reproituri;.,,, „/' sr .. „,,,*.-

the Antarctic Se

| •
•

:

;;i

t:
luf;,;; !lon

It

if:."'!

\\'!'\

p
•' ><
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the Drosera have the power, when a small body is applied to their

upper surface, of contracting and enclosing the substance so

applied, by this means in many cases proving a trap to those

insects which happen to light upon them. The examination of this

tact is certainly worth the attention of the naturalist. In the sec-

ond edition of Withering's ' Botanical Arrangement,' it is alleged

that this phenomenon was observed immediately to follow the

application of the substance. But it appears from works of a late

German author, that several hours generally elapsed before the

leaf was completely folded together. The same author observes

that when an insect is placed upon a leaf it naturally endeavors

to escape, but is prevented by the viscid juice which is secreted

by the long hairs on its upper surface. In a short time these hairs

begin to be bent inward, and gradually clasp the insect, which

about this time is found dead, not so much in all probal

the pressure of the hairs, which cannot be great, but rather from

the nature of the fluid which they exude." After the hairs have

thus enclosed the animal the leaf itself begins to contract, and by

very slow degrees at last covers its pre v. Although I by no

means pretend to deny the fact alleged by Dr. Withering, which

was related from the actual experiment, yet I am more inclined

to give more credit to the German author's experiments. In a

few trials which I made myself no contraction followed after a

very considerable time, nor did I at all observe it. But i

pretend to contradict the the

mode in which the trials were made. For it is well known to

every one who has seen this plant in the growing state that many

of its leaves are generally folded, and if these are opened there

is always found some substance enclosed. If, therefore, the Drosera

is endowed with such a power (and there is the strongest reason

to believe it is), we shall have some difficulty in accounting for it

on principles merely mechanical."

The " German author " referred to was probably Roth. In our

November number an observation on the folding of the leaf ot

D. lon.jifolia by Mrs. Treat of New Jersey is recorded, and was

thought to be wholly new. A -
G-

7. "Prantl's memoir upon Inuline, an inaugural dissertation, we

believe, crowned by Munich University, and printed in Bot. Zeit.,

1870, No. 39, is thus noticed:—
.

"The results obtained by the author of this memoir are in a>i

essential features in accordance with what MM Xageli and >achs

have said of inuline. M. Prantl describes this substance a~ a

hvdratc of carbon, which differs from starch, cellulose,

ine, in never taking on an organic fonn. Its fixity -

differentiates it from dextrine. It seems to approach most nearly

to cane-sugar. .

" Inuline is constantly found in plants in the u nn of a -ob.ti-n

of 1 part of inuline to 7 of water. As in a

gram of inuline saturates 100 cub. centims. of water, we may sup-
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pose that when dissolving in the plant it undergoes transforma-

tion. It never appears except in subterranean organs.

"This substance is pretty frequently pr..du.-ed in plants of dif-

1 1 ies, but especially in the Composite. The Dahlia and
certain Ilellanthi contain considerable quantities of it.

" From a physiological point of view, inuline plays exactly the

part of one of those nutritive principles which are put in reserve,

Mirli as starch, sugar, oils, etc As we have just said, it exists

exclusively in subterranean organs, tubers, or rhizomes. At the

moment of growth it is transformed into cane sugar toward the

collar of the root, then mounts into the stem in the form of starch,

and thus passes to the buds. Subsequently, the starch produced
in the leaves descends along the stem in the form of starch it sell

1 t of sugar, and it is only on its arrival in the root that it takes on

the form of inuline."
The concluding portion of Micheli's revision is devoted to

' plmnogamous plants, and the part which insects

1
' >pic the readers of this Journal have been

iformed. A - G-

8. The EJrysiphei of the United States. 26 species an- enumer-

ated in SeeinanirstnowTrimenand Maker's) Journal of Botany for

Jan., 1872, in an arti<-le b v Mr. Cooke and C. H. Peck of Albany ;

and half that number of Schweinitz's species of Erysiphe, and
?ne or two of Berkeley and Curtis, are appended as Species

inquirendum. A supplement appeal's in the June number, a. g.

9. Kan-s.m is the name of a Chinese culinary vegetable, known
under the English name of cane-shoots, upon which Dr. Hance has

a!1 article in the May number of the Journal of Botany. He com-

mends it as one of the nicest vegetables known, in flavor nearest

tl»' American " green corn," but of a peculiar richn. - and delicacy.

He has ascertained that these cane-shoots are the solid base of a

P'ass, viz. of IItflr<p'ir>tui I'ltifnlhun .»f (irisebach, which is so very

" earl y allied to our' American H. esculentum, i. e., to Z,ztti,.a

aquatica, that, if not the very same, Dr. Hance thinks it probable

°ur wild rice' may afford similar esculent roots,—which may be

""orth attending to.
A

*
,;

,'

10. Martins^Flora Brasiliexsis, fasc 55, contains Viohw .

s„v-

Vr>ge*iacea> (restored to a distinct order, with indications ot nearer

; 'ffinitie> t,, />„,;„,.<*;„ and to ffyr < rir<fe" than to li'nla>->»).

Sihnacem, Fortalaccaeew, Ficoidacece, and Ela
small orders in Brazil, but their exposition ace

some acute remarks), bv the late Dr. Rohrbach,

death is much to be regretted. Systematic botan

Germany.
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3 their ifr

• *e ofboiling merciupy
|

hence their t'oniinl:i r--! 'attires is mere theory,

the soundness of which we have now been enabled to test most

effectually by measuring the radiant power of a mass of fused

metal raised to a temperature of 3,000° F., 30 inches in depth,

presenting an area of <ioo square inches.

Before describing the means which have been employed in

measuring its radiant power, let us briefly consider the condition

of the fused mass during the experiments. In the first place, the

-•-It to produce an intense white

light, luminous rays of great brilliancy being emitted by the

radiant surface .luring the trial: (2) the bulk of the fused mass

being adequate, the intensity of radiation has been sustained with-

out appreciable diminution during the Time required for observa-

tion; (3) the temperature being higher 'ban that which the French

investigations assign to the surface of the sun, while the bulk, as

stated, is sufficient to maintain the temperature of the fused mass,

it may be reasonably asked, why an area of one square foot of our

experimental radiator should not emit as much heat in a given

time as an equal area on the solar surface, if its temperature N
that assumed by Pouillet ? It may be positively asserted, more-

over, that an increase of the dimensions of our radiator to any

the dynamic energy developed by a given area. Again, Dulong's

formula, as applied' by scientists, 'shows that the emissive power of

a metallic radiator, raised to a temperature of 3,000°, reaches the

enormous solar (-mission computed by Pouillet.

[The description and drawings of the calorimeter used with

the account of the method of experimenting are here omitted.—

Having thus ascertained practically the amount <•( dynamic

energy developed by the radiation of a metallic body raised to the

high temperature of 3,000°, we have only to show in a similar

manner the amount of energy developed by a metallic radiator of

a low temperature, to be enabled to demonstrate the correctness

or fallacy of I bdougs formula. Numerous experiments 1 .\ >»
•

within an exhaust. d -phoned enclosure bq.t at a constant tempera-

ture. Repeated t rial- sbou t! '"' -! tempera-

tare is <>5\ the en, losure being maintained at 00°, while the -pherc

is 125°, the dynainic energy "transmitted to the enclosure by a

c area of which is one square foot amounts to

5-22 thermal unit:- per minute. The accuracy of this deternuna-



calorimeter indicates a dynamic energy of 5-12 units per minute
on one square loot ol surface.
Our practical investigations, then, show that a differential tem-

perature of 3,000° developes hy radiation a dvnamie energy of
1,013 thermal units per minute upon an area of one square Foot;

I temperature of 65° develops 5-22 units per
minute upon an equal area. The ratio of radiant energy at the
first mentioned intensity will therefore amount to ^=0-337 units

for each d-gree of differential temperature ; while for the low in-

tensity it will be ^-
2
r=0-080 unit for each degree of differential

temperature. Consequently, the ratio of the radiating energy will

be
(roso^

4 "21 times greater at 3,000° than at 65°. Now, M.
Vicaire, on the authority of Dulong, states that the rati,, will he a

r an increase of only 600°. According to

on dynamic laws, the proportion between
the differential temperature and the radiant energy of bodies is

constant; while Dulong and Petit, basing their conclusions upon
an erroneous estimate of the time of cooling, asserr that the ratio
pt energy increases several thousand times when the temperature
is increased from 65° to 3,000°. Newton, then, as our experi-
ments prove, is incomparably nearer the truth than the French
experimenters; and possibly future research will prove that

'•'i properlv applied, will be found absolutely correct,

w'ti! u
be mentioned that the results of our experiments

th
.

the fused metal, compared with the results of other
- with solid metaU at various temperatures, show that

power ..feast inm is relatively greater in a state of
' when solid, or merely incandescent. This observed

ncrease of emissive power, now being thoroughly investigated,

in!!"

n° doubt :K' (, ' M " lt '"'• ril! ' deviation from ti e XruMniaii law

: :e preceding comparison, which, let us recollect, is

be ditterenee of radiant energy of fused metal at

t
' °

'
an(l solid metal at 65°. Considering this extreme rang*' of

^mperature, and the totally different conditions of the radiators

I discrepancy is not too great to admit of satisfactory

• of Dulong's formula relating to high temperatures

lustrations, sIhm
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August and November, 1871; by P. Tacchini. 3. Spectroscopic

observations of solar spots made at Florence ; a letter from Prof.

Donati to P. Tacchini. (One plate.)

5. Monthly ];,•/ ;/• Iltsxlt* <>/ Ohwations in Meteorology,
Terrestrial Magnetism, etc. Taken at the Melbourne 1 - s

the superintendence of R. L. J. Ellery, Government Astronomer.
14 pp. 8vo. Published by authority of her Majesty's govern-

ment in Victoria.—Besides various meteorological tables, this

Report contains the following on the
Aurora, of February, 1872.—An Aurora Australis v.

er midnight on the 5th until the early morning, coincideo*

with which great magnetic disturbances took place, particularly t

the horizontal lone, and to i less extent th< declination. They com-

menced at midnight. The maximum disturbance occurred shortly

before 3 a. m., when the minimum easterly declination \\a- natb<--l,

: i n 1 continued until 5.15 a. m., when the maximum declination

occurred, the extreme range amounting to 1° 18' of arc; the dis-

turbances then became le>s violent, and by noon consisted of £

The extreme

range in the horizontal force occurred "between l
h and 3 h A. M.,

amounting to 0-2940 of the a I solute iiritish unit, the maximum

of the needle was at tin

a few minutes through <

6. Hayderts Exploring and Surreying Expedition.—This ex-

' authority of the Secretary of the

dor, is again in the Rocky Mountains, continuing its surveys.

. F. H. Bradley has joined the expedition as ge<

*

i made an appropriation at its last session of $'

expenses of the current year.

Professor Bradley says in his letter cited from on page 133,

dated July 7th: "Delay has been rather tedious, even in the

midst of work ; hut the rivers have l»een so full that we could

we had
is at Fort Ellis, nearly ready to start in. We expect
him in the Firehole Basin, in the latter part of August."

7. Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Sciences. Vol. i, No.

Wi.— Euihryofoghud St „,/;,.-i nH Hexapodom Insects; by Auuikis

S. Packard, Jr. 18 pp., with three beautiful plates.—The sp. chs,

the development of which Mr. Packard here des<'ribes, are X<:nnit>ts

. I >><!,,, r,i,,is, Mb tabus Phots, Telephones Fr«s>">-

Chrysomelo r >>!yy,,,>i . Myshi \-\-r utff>ita and ('hrysopa o<>>(lot<i.

8. Petroleum in S.t» /)<„„>.)>yo.—'S\v. A. P. Marvixe writes to

one of the editors, in a letter d - _,m;. dune Us

asf.,llows: '" Arro,,nS io Mr. < iabb's article * On the .

Petroleum in the Island of Santo Domingo,' in the June number
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"f this Journal, I would like to cull your attention to some very
rks o U the same subject in the ' Keporl of the Com-

mis>ion of Inquiry to Santo Domingo' (pp. I0i»-lin), which was
;
" s '''''1 }<}' Co\ eminent ahout a year ago.
" When at the spot in question I gathered about a quart of the

f "'"in <>ne of the j.its, and a small bottle of the gas which bub-
<
'<- Iroiii the well, and still have them well sealed.

1 '

9. American Association.—-The next meeting of the Associa-
""ii will be held at Dubuque, Iowa, instead of San Francisco,
commencing August 21st. Dr. J. Lawrexce Smith is president

Dr. \\ illiam Stimpson.—The news of the death of Dr. Willia
otimpson, late Secretary of the Academy of Sciences of Chicago,

V 1
'
'" received with great regret by his

several years past, making it necessary f

jimate of Florida, and the past

spent by him in the same region. He was engaged in

i every winter to the w armer climate of Florida, and the
]

the earlier part of the season on board the United States Coast
survey steamer Bache, in superintending a series of dredgings
between Cape San Antonio, Cuba, and the coast of Yucatan; and
taence proceeding to Key West, he attempted to prosecute some
deep-sea work in the waters between Florida and Cuba. This,
however, was prevented by increasing ill health. Returning
not long since to the residence of his father-in law, near Baltimore,
»e became gradually w..r>e, and died there on the -'6th of May.

AniB is not the occasion for presenting a full account of Dr.

vertebrates. For a
a pupil of Professor' Agas^iz at Cambridge, lie made his first mark

author in Lsr, i, in a work on the shells of New
hieli was soon followed by a paper upon the marine

- of Grand Manan, published by Mm -

:< LS-,;^ .„,d which is >fill a standard work on the zoiil-

'"-> "' the mouth of the Bay of Fundy.
>^.nly afterward he wa> appointed zoologist to tin- North

\:
'
,;
- <-xph,ring expedition, Hrst under Captain Cadwa der

-
-^ -upicd in this .

:
ned and

t.V "'""Wof veai-s at Wa-dm^on in tin M »iet prosecution
*'

{ l"s invent... ir result*.

^Whea a to Alaska, in ist>r>,in

-;,i„
,

, R unmoved

v '^ -
'

: -
-

; "
;

:

'

: '^
'

'

;• :;

"
--•

1' \ :' .: '.

'"

:

--

:

'^-'
: -- '

' ^ - •"^ and always obtained i

^e Academy.
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As a scientific investigator Dr. Stirapson occupied a very bigl

rank for the thoroughness of his researches, and the clearness ai:d

accuracy of }\\< descriptions, in these respects leaving 10 >tliiii'_i' t<>

be desired. No one, with the exception, perhaps, of Prof. Dana,

lias described so many new species of marine animals as he.

The detailed accounts of his new species, forming a large num-

ber of valuable zoological monographs, with large numbers "1

ions, and n< '.ere unfo

all destiroyed by the Chicago fire, toget

hicl, of C( mr<eam'<'tcd
t of the 1

and in all probability influei ate of his he:

these vv of the Mo llusca of the

North JAmerica, and of the (

lished I.y the Smithsonian In -X., in fLrr'r, /.s- I!m/

The rneeting of the Chieag .-of June lit! , was de>

to addresses in memory of

other ntembers. We cite tl ig paragraph
marks of Air. K. W. IilatchrJ >rd:

"Ian:i reminded, Mr. Pres [dent, that this is the second tin

the brief history of our Acatlemy that we have beei i called

j were both n

eharactt?rs, of marked differ<mces. In* the scientific world

sialic .levotion, one in self-forg<

successful labor. And in the fa

each called away. To the one th
regions, upon the banks of the Vo
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ART. XXHL—Besearches in Actino- Chemistry. Memoir First.
On the Distribution of Heat in the Spectrum ; by JOHN WlL-
Wam Draper, M.I)., LL.D., President of the Faculties of
Science and of Medicine in the University of New York.

^Pectrum. At first it was supposed that there is „ ..

aence between the luminous and ealorilie nidations, and that

mum of intensity in both occurs at the same point,
>:

\

t

.

l<
-

1!
' ihe wll,,w space. This view was abandoned on the

<>f the well known experiments of Sir W. Herschel,

mi urn is below the red.

, ntly Melloni having discovered the singular

red that when a prism of that

i question is as tin- below the
r«-d is below the vellow, but that if the light has

rough flint-glass the m: < the red, if

• n-lass a pa-es into the red, if through water or
alcohol it enters' the vellow.

in the case of the sun's spectrum the distribution of heat was
m°re closely examined bv Prof Midler, whose results in a sell-

er confirmed the views then held, that the invisible

!"\v the red o-ivatlv exceeds that in the visible spee-
,ri,,n

: : "id still nmre reeentlv" I » r. Tvn.lall. examining the spec-
^ elertrie lj L,I lt t'hrou-h' roek-salt. showed that the

og 1 fistribul >n "in the region of th. dark

J^ys beneath th. red. shoots suddenh upward in a steep and
massive peak, a kind of Matterhorn of heat, whieh quite
A«- Jol-r. Sci.-Tmur, Sfkiks, Vol. I\ . No JI.-Septembeh, 1873.

11
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dwarfs by its magnitude the portion of the diagram represent-

ing the 'visible radiation." These investigations were made

under unexceptionable circumstances; the beam of electric

light had practically undergone no atmospheric al

and the optic Q was of rock-salt.

Sir J. Herschel had shown in 1840 that when the sun's rays

are dispersed by a flint-glass prism, the distribution

toward the less refrangible region is not continuous, but there

are three maximum points. These points, as shown by Dr.

Tyndall, do not exist in the spectrum of electric light, the

decline of which is continuous ; they are therefore to be attrib-

uted to the absorptive disturbance which the sun's rays have

undergone. Quite recently (1871), M. Lamansky has succeeded

in identifying these interruptions by the aid of the thermo-mul-

tiplier. In his memoir he states that, with the exception of

Foucault and Fizeau, in their well known experiments on the

interference of heat, no one has made reference to these lines,

and that all experimenters describe the heat-curve as a contin-

uous one (London and Edin. Phil. Mag., April, 1872).

I may therefore be excused for remarking at this point that

the three lines in question were not only observed by me nearly

thirty years ago, but that an engraving of them was puhlishct

in the Philosophical Magazine, in a memoir announcing the dis-

covery of fixed lines in the invisible portions of the spectrum

i May! L843). It will be seen, from an inspection of that engrav-

ing, that these lines are marked a, 0, y. They were impressed

on daguerreotype plates, by resorting to the well known pro-

cesses for obtaining photographs of the less refrangible regions

of the spectrum.

In view of the preeedin- statement and others that might be

given, it may, I think, be affirmed that the general opi

at the present day as to the constitution of the spectrum is this,

that there exists a heat spectrum in the h-s.- refrangible regions,

a light spectrum in the intermediate, and a spectrum
\

chemical action in the more refrangible regions. An experi-

mental attempt to correct this view, and to introduce a more

accurate interpretation, will not be without interest, espemally

as it is necessarily and directly connected with the important

subject of photometry. In "this memoir 1 shall offer some

experiments and suggestions respecting the heat of the spec-

trum and in another'shortly to be published -1 ill. >ns

distribution of the so-called chemical rays. Among the uuniei-

ous problems of actino-chemistry there are none more imp° r
"

•-.

All the experiments hitherto made on the heat of the spec-

trum have been conducted on the principle .>(' exposing ; '/
!;1
.r

the differently colored spaces. Such was Sir v\ •
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fferschel's method. Leslie used a differential with small hull.!*.

M '\'<
;

Midler. Tyndall. a thermo-electric pile, the form pre-
^'iv.1 being the linear. This was advanced succrssivrlv
through all the radiations, and the deflections of the multiplier
noted.

Is not this method essentially defective? Does it not neces-
--ariK- lead to incorrect results?

''There is an inherent defect in the prismatic spectrum—

a

defect originating in 1 1
1«

- verv cause which gives rise to that
spectrum itself—unequal refrangibility. Of two groups of
ra

.

v? compared together, one taken in the red, the other in the
violet r-

'

verve

JJ^et will be relatively more separated from each other than
* ;

' -" "the red. The result of this increased separation in the

tangible regions is to give an apparent dilatation to them,
while the less refrangible are concentrated. The relative posi-
tion of the colors must also vary : the fixed lines must be placed

ces greater than their true distances as the violet end
is approached." I am quoting from the 5th chapter of a work
On the Forces which produce the Organization of Plants,"

• me in 1*44. In this chapter one of the chief
points insisted on is the necessity of using wave-lengths in the

it .-md discussion of spectrum results, a suggestion
*tach I believe 1 was the firsl to make, and which I renewed
>n a memoir in the Philosophical Magazine (June, 1845).

Ihe importance of these remarks respecting the peculiarities
or the prismatic or dispersion spectrum, mav perhaps be most

k r -nixM! ,,n examining su,-h"a spe.-trum by the

™* may l,e .lone!"

1

°* *" ™
UenCe ^

Regarding the space between the fixed lines D and 1 as rej

Renting the central region, in each the fixed lines d and E ar

m&de coincident. The other lines are laid off in the prismati
as *hey appear through the flint-da- prism of the spectre

sc°pe ; those of the diffraction are arranged according to thei
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thus appears that in the
;

red regions occupy

but little more than half the space "they do in the diffraction:

while the green, blue, indigo, and violet, from the fixed line E

to H, occupy nearly double the space in the prismatic that they

do in the diffraction spectrum. The general result is that in

the prisn ilii tin h-— i i :uibh region^ an mu< h ompre.-sed

and the more refrangible much dilated. And it is plain that

the same will hold good in a still greater degree for any invisi-

ble rays that are below the red and above the violet respect-

Now if a thermometer of any kind were carried in succes-

sion from the greatly dilated, more refrangible regions to the

greatly condensed, less refrangible, could the measures obtained

be accepted as expressing the true distribution ? The thermo-

metrie surface being invariable, would it not receive in the less

n Inm-ible -pac , mniv than its proper amount of heat, and in

the more refrangible less than its proper amount ?

If we should admit that the distribution of heat in a cor-

rectly formed spectrum is uniform, it is plain that measures

made by the use of a prism would not substantiate that admis-

sion. The concentration to which I have alluded as taking

place in the less refrangible region would give an exaggerated,

an increased heat for that region; and on the contrary, the dila-

tation of the more refrangible would give an exaggerated dimi-

nution of heat for that space. But if it were possible to maky

satisfactory heat measures on the diffraction spectrum, in which

the colored spaces and fixed lines are arranged according to

their wave-length-, the admissVm would be substantiated.

In view of these facts I did attempt many years ago to make

heat measures on the diilrae! am ^..vtrum But >., s i 1
- *'

'

heat that, as may be seen in the Pli •
- , M _ <

Uhi

1857), the results were unsatisfactory. More recently I have

tried another method of investigation, on principles which I

For the sake of clearness, restricting our thoughts lor ^he

desired to ascertain the true distribution of heat, would not the

proper method be to collect all the more refrangible >'
: \
vs 1Il

|\'

one focal group, and all the less refrangible into another i'"' :t:

group, arid then measure the heat that each gave? If the vmv

currently received be correct, wotdd not nearly all the heat

observed be found in the latter of these foci, audi lin'm. a

indeed any. be found in the former? But ii all the varmm-

regions of* the spectrum possess equal heat-giving powers, would

not the heat bed be the same?
__ ,

Let us give greater precision to this idea. Using Angstrom s
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e-lengths—the length at the line a is 7604, and that at H 2

!, and these lines are not very far from the less and more
ngible ends of the visible spectrum respectively. The mid-
^"U of this spectrum is at 57i>S. which may "therefore be
'I its optical center. This is a little beyond the sodium
», which is 5892. Now if bv suitable means we reunite
be rays between 7<i04 and 5768 into one focus, and all the
between 5768 and 3933 into another focus, are we not in a
ion to determine the true distribution of the heat ? Should

conclusion at pres<mt Ik sld be abandoned ?
If in these inve ions the rays of the sun be

necessary to restri< •r the to the ivisible
excluding the invisible red and invisible vioh ions. On
these the earth's a1 here exerts n a x •

but a very variabh )n, and what is still 'm
result of which w not see. so tlw

VWark. Thei days on which, owing to the'
:
''

|'-i n taking plac< > anions the ultra-red i ravs. a rock-salt
J'jnn !ia<noadvan
°le spectrum alone

Veroneofud,ass. But if it

that and the
material colorless tc) the i3ye, we may' be certa they are
exerting no elective absorption on any of the radiations of that
"^'t mm. and that the indications th'.-v aiv -ivnm are reliable.

[^ m d,
;
orpth ction oi tin it -her, d !

U

...
:

;

;,.
..' ...' .v,

'.'.':.' :'/.,
. • -

^ both ends, e'-h

observation that the horizontal sun has but little pho-
- power, owing to atmospheric absorption of the ultra -

-. and under the same circumstances his heating

liminished, owing to the absorption of the ultra-red

il i the da} be clear and the sun's altitude sufficient,
:

'. v ''-ib!e speetriim'mav be eonsiMered as unaffected.
'

; be borne in' mind that the envelopes of the sun

v -. ;-
:
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the radiations between that center and h 2 into another focus,

and by the thermopile or any other suitable means measuring

the heat of these foci.

Such is the method I have followed in obtaining the meas-

ures now to be presented : but before giving them there are cer-

tain preparatory facts which I wish to submit to the considera-

tion of the reader.

the " extreme red," yet that is held to be the point fr<

on one side we are to estimate the invisible and on the other

the visible spectrum. Different persons, perhaps because of a

different sensitiveness of their eves, will esiinia o thai position

differently. The rod light shades off gradually— it is alm^t

impossible to tell when it really comes to an ' end. A linear

thermopile, such as is commonly used, is liable under these cir-

cumstances to give deceptive results, and any error in its indi-

cations counts in a double manner. It not only diminishes the

value of one spectrum, but it adds that diminution to the value

of the other. The force of this remark will be understood by

considering the best experiments hitherto made on this subject,

those of Dr. Tyndall, as related in his "Heat a Mode ot

Motion " (London edition, 1870, p. 420, &c). In the case ot

the electric light, the result yielded bv those experiments ff«s

that the heat in the invisible is eight times that of the visible

region. But had there been an error in estimating the posi-

tion of the extreme red by only two millimetres, so mu
have been taken from the invisible and added to the v-isih;e.

that they would have been brought to etpiality. and then the

slightest turn of the screw thai i

space would have given a preponderance to the visible. It 1S

obvious, therefore, that there cannot be certainty in such meas-

ures, unless the fixed lines are resorted to as standard points.

(2.) A ray which has passed through a solution of sulpbat*

of copper and ammonia possesses no insignificant heating | - "; ;

I took a stratum of a solution of that salt, of such strength t.m«

it only permitted waves to pass which are of less 1«

4860. Seen in the spectroscope, the colors transmit) <

it commenced with a thin green fringe, followed by blue, i"' 11 --.";

violet. It therefore gave rays in which, according to tin

accepted views, little or no heat should be detected- Vet

found that such rays produced one-ninth of the heat of the s»iai

beam. Does not this indisputably show that the le-

gible rays have a higher calorific power than is eommoWj

(3.) Again, by the use of the apparatus presently to be

described, I found no difficulty in recognizing heat in the violet
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gion. But in the mode of conducting the experiment hereto-

re resorted to, it could not be detected in rays more refera-

ble than the blue. It was this result which gave so much
sight to the conclusion, that in the more refrangible regions

^ '"
i -«'iit some facts which apparently make this view inde-

fensible.

,
1-b) If waves o flight tailing upon an absolutely blaek sur-

I;i '". and becoming extinct therein*, are transmuted into heat, if

die ivanning .»[ surfae.es bv incident light be nothing more than

the conversion of motion into heat—an illustration of the modern
doctrine of the correlation of forces—heat itself being only "a
mode of motion," it would seem extraordinary that the conver-

sion should cease in the green or blue or in any middle ray. On
tlie cotitrarv. ealoriiic effects ought to be traceable throughout the

entire length of the spectrum. These views on the transference

of motion from the ether to the particles of ponderable bodies

and conversely, I endeavored to explain in detail in a memoir on

phosphorescence, inserted in the Philosophical Magazine, *eb.

1851, p. 98, etc. 1 had previously indicated them in the same

Journal, Feb., 1847. A given series of waves of red light im-

i'
ul--m- upon an extinuui'shiim- surta.-e will produce a definite

amount of heat, and similar series of violet waves should pro-

duce the same amount. For though an undulation of the latter

jnay have only half the length of one of the former, and there-

fore only half' its ris rir<,, vet in consequence of the equal veloe-

% of waves of every color, the impacts or impulses of the violet

series will be twice as frequent as those of the red. The same

Principle applies to any intermediate color, and hence it follows

that every color ought to have the same heating power.

Description of the Apparatus employed.

The optical arrangement I have employed for carrying the

suggestions into practice is represented by fig. i, and
ln a horizontal section by fig. 3.

.
A ray of sunlight reflected by a Silberman s helmstat ,

«-,.mr>

,i:t " a dark- mom throimh a slit a one millimeter wide. It then

!' ;!s -'> through a prism b. On the [rout face of this prism is a

r s,-,v..n r ,- having a reetangular opening, just s"«i-

°,OY" to permit the light of the slit to pass. AAfter

'"." di>- |1(TSn i ,, 1V , [ Un as a spectrum on a concave nv

mirror d d, nine inches in aperture and eleven m toci

[

,:irj,I Iel ravs. I have sometimes used one oi speculum i

but more frequently one silvered on its front face. In fin
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this mirror there are therefore three foci. At a distance of eleven

inches there is one,

Still further there ii

slit a, in which, if the prism be at its angle of
tion, and the other adjustments be correctly made, will be seen

the Fraunhofer lines. Again, still farther off, at g, is a focal

image of the rectangular opening of the black paper c c, on the

Fig. 2.

front face of the prism. This image, arising from the recombin-

ation of all the dispersed rajs, is consequently white. The

second and third foci are at distances from the mirror depending

on the distance of the slit a, and the black paper c c, respect-

ively.

With the intention of being certain that the light

through the slit a is falling properly on the rectangular opening

in the prism screen c c, a small looking-glass is placed at p. ^he

experimenter. MUimr iu-ar the multiplier m, can then see dis-

tinctly the reflected image of that opening.
At the place where the second focal image with its Iraun-

hofer lines forms, two screens of white paste-board, h, >>
are

arranged. By suitably placing the former of these, h, the more

refrangible rays may be intercepted, and in Li!
• bv the
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other. /. the less refrangible. In using these screens, and par-
h, care must be taken that no rajs passing from the

prism to the mirror be obstructed, a remark that applies especi-
ally to the invisible rays of lens r.'fraii".ibi!in than the red.
*"_r this reason the mirror d d must be placed at such an obli-
quity to its incident rays as to throw the focal images suffici-

ently on one side. Yet this obliquity must not be greater than
is actually necessary for that purpose, or the purity of the sec-
ond spectrum, with its Fraunhofer lines, will be interfered with.

e-
x

.*

At the place of the third focus, arising from the reunion of the
' n

.!' !"'l ravs. is the thermopile g, connected by its wires kh
WHh the multiplier m.
Whenever any of the visible rays of the Fraunhofer spectrum

•

re lntercepted by advancing either of the screens //, /, the
"nage on the face ofthe pile ceases to be white. It becomes of

"

'it, answering to the combination of the mm-infer-
ceptedrays. A slip of white paper placed for a moment in

jr°nt of the pile will satisfy the experimenter how niagm limit
XQese colors are. It is evident, therefore, that by tins arrume-
ment the pile will enable us to measure the heat of any parti-

or of any selected combination of rays. The screens

' md so ns torea.-h anv d.^i-jn r.-d Knrrdiof.-r line.

rhepile [ have used is of the common suuan- form: a linear

P^e would not answer. The focal image on the pile is of very
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much greater width than the slit a, on account of the obliquity

of the front face of the prism.

By removing the screen h. and [hiring the screen i so that

its edge coincides with the line A of the bra un holer spectrum, all

the invisible heat radiations of less rel'rangibility than the red

are cut off, except the contaminating ones arising from the gen-

eral diffusion of light by the substance of the prism. Under

these circumstance- the image on the pile will be white, and

the multiplier will give a deflection representing the heat of the

visible and the extra violet regions. If then the screen he-

advanced still further, until it has intercepted all the less

le regions up to the sodium line D or a little beyond,

that is, to the optical enter of the spectrum, the tint on the face

of the pile will be greenish-blue, and the multiplier will give a

measure of the heat of the more refrangible half of the visible

spectrum, together with that of the ultra-violet rays; the latter

portion may, however, be eliminated by properly using the

other screen h.

Besides the error arising from stray heat diffused through the

spectrum, in consequence of the optical imperfection of the

prism, there is another which may be recognised on recollecting

the relative positions of the prism, the concave mirror, and the

face of the pile. It is evident that the prism, considered as a

warm or a cool mass, is a source of disturbance, for the mil*©*

reflects its image, that is, the image of the prism itself, to the

pile. After the intromited sunbeam has passed through the

prism for a short time, the temperature of that mass has risen,

and the heat from this source has become i

proper spectrum heat. But this error is very easily eliminated.

It is only necessary to put a screen n in the path of the incoming

ray, between the slit and the prism, and note the deflection of

the multiplier. Used as we are here supposing, the d

has two zeros. The first, which may be termed the magnetic,

is the posit'

is formed by coupling the pile and the multiplier together.

ntroducing the screen n between the intromiting slit and

sum. On doing this it will probably be found that the

>ns. Its position sho

accurately marked at the beginning
measures, and the proper correction lor them made. '.

turluiig influences of the in ass of the prism, of the min
of the pile itself, are thus eliminated. As respects the

should not be forgotten that it may be affected by chs

the position of the person of the experimenter himself.

With the intention of diminishing these errors, I have
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covered the upper and lower portions of the concave mirror d d
with pieces of black paper, so arranged as to leave a band of
sufficient width to receive and reflect the entire spectrum.
a a, fig. 4, is the upper paper, bb the lower, cc the uncovered

FlG 4
reflecting band, receiving the spectrum

' r v. Had the spaces thus covered been
a ,.--' -*-.. a permitted to reflect, they would have

rendered more intense the image of the

prism with its extraneous heat.

h
r:

~
-. p' As regards the multiplier, care must

4—

'

~',v
"I be taken to avoid disturbance from aerial

/ currents. I have one of these instru-

ments of French construction, which

j *'- -''"'
I could not be used in these delicate re-

'

searches until proper arrangements were
:

' was covered with a glass shade. The slightest cause
'"•'•usi.-iietl currents in its included air, which perpetually drifted
and disturbed the needles. For this reason, and also for more
Pittite readme it is best to view the position of the index
through a small telescope.
The combination of needles being nearly astatic, attention

must be paid to their magnetic perturbations, whether arising
from local or other causes; and, since the vibrations are very
-mv

. ample time must be given before the reading is ascer-

tained.

The condition of the face of the pile is of importance. It

milst l»e such as to extinguish as completely as possible all the

'•s. To paint it with lamp-black, mixed with gum,
Wfl not answer—the surface so produced is too glossy and

: have found best is to take a glass tube

;r and six inches long, open at both ends.
aim u.>e it as a chimney. A piece of camphor being set on tire at

J.

1 "' lower end, and the race of the pile to be blackened brin- held
! "

1'; 1 moment at the upper, it is covered with a dense black film.

' risk of injury to the pile. Even at the best, when

been done, there is an unavoidable source of error in

Tlif
;
want ot perfect blackness of the lamp-black. It is sufficient

t0 '"sjH/ct the face of the pile when receiving rays from the

''"V'-avp mirror to be satisfied how large a portion of light is

fleeted. The experiments of Dr. T\ ndal! dmw that this sub-

^!n,,on ,;.'
'['n'o'i d tV. t

~" " - h-ht i^'H known to

every one who has looked at the ,un through a smoked glass

The galvanometer I have used is calibrated according, the
" S!i^ method. The numbers given in this memoir do not

^present the angles of deflection, but their corresponding
forces.
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The proper portion of rise intercepting screens A, i, can often

be verified with precision by looking through blue cobalt glass.

This gh.ss insiil: tes ;i definite red, an orange, and a yellow ray

in the less refrangible regions, and then commencing with the

green, gives a continuous band to the end of tbe violet its

red ray begins at the less refrangible end of the spectrum, and

ends near c ; it includes the fixed lines A, b, c. Its orange ray

lies wholly between c and D, including neither of those lines.

Its yellow ray begins near 5894, and ends about 008 1 ; the line

D is therefore near its point of beginning. The remaining con-

tinuous band begins about 5425 ; it therefore includes the lines

e, b, F. g, H. I have found this glass of much use in determining

how far the screen i has been pushed. It is convenient to select

i light kind t » y h king through one, two, or three

pieces, the depth of color can be regulated at pleasure.

The optical train which has acted on the sunbeam tinder

examination is therefore (1) the sun's atmosphere; (2) the

earth's atmosphere
; (3) the heliostat mirror of speculum metal

:

(4) the prism
; (5) the concave mirror of silvered glass

; (6) the

blackened face of the thermopile.

Results obtained by the Apparatus.

We are now ready to examine the results which this optical

apparatus yields, it having been of course previouslv asec rtaiued

that the reflecting band of the concave mirror ft Sis sufficient

to receive all the radiations coming from the prism, and that

none are escaping past its edges.

The operations required are as follows :

The heliostat is to be set, and its reflected ray brought into

the proper position. The optical train is adjusted, the prism

being at its minimum deviation, and the concave mirror giving

a white image on the face of the pile.

The screen h is then to be placed so that, without in'

any rays coming from the prism to the mirror, it cuts off all

the Fraunhofer spectrum above H 3
.

The screen i is so placed as to cut off all rays less rei

than the sodium line D. More eorrectlv, the 'screen sin mid be

a little beyond D. The light on the face of the pile will now

The screen n is then placed so as to intercept the intmmitted

beam. When the needles of the multiplier come to rest they

give the workimr zero, which must be noted
The intromitting screen n being now removed, the multiplier

will indicate all the heat of the more refrangible rays, that is

from a little beyond i> up to h 2
. The force corrected for the

The screen i is thenTemoved to the line A, so as to give all

*he radiations between the !in- A and II-'. The light on the
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face of the pile is white, and the multiplier gives the whole
heat of the visible spectrum. By subtracting the
measure from this, we have the 'heat of the It-
region, that is from A to the centre of the spectrum.
As a matter of curiositv. the experimenter may now, if he

I-;;—. remove the screens /,, /; the light on the face of the pile
-till he white, and the multiplier will give the force of the

' "i..-, <-.\vr|>t so fir as they are disturbed by the
ru ' ;i-"ehro^e of the media. These measures, as not beariug
upon the problem under consideration, I do not give in the
Mlnu-ing tables.

Instead of advancing the screen % from the less toward the
more refrangible regions, I have very frequently moved h
horn the more refrangible to the less. When it' is brought
down from h 2 to the centre of the spectrum, the light on the
face of the pile is of an intense orange-red—it might perhaps
be called a bromine-red. I need not -ive further d. v.

mode of experimentation, as I did not find that its results dif-
fered in any important degree from those ..i.:

:

^.-ribed. -
v & J

j
va"ati°n m different experiments may generally be

traced to errors in placing the screen i with exactness on the
centre of the spectrum and on the line A.

-bor the sake of more convenient comparison, I have reduced

[';,

rl,
7 'liif'-'ivnt sets of experiments to the standard of 100 for

tue whole visible spectrum.

„
r}| :'ve made use of lour prisms: (1) rock salt : (2) flint glass:

'
! bisulphide of carbon; (4) quartz, cutout of the crystal so

as to give a single image.
All the observations here recorded were made on days when

^ere was a cloudless sky.

Table I.

—

Distribution of heat by rock-salt.

, . Series I. Series II.

1 Heat of the whole visible spectrum, 100 100

)H
"

more refrangible region,.-. 53 51
<
3
)

"
less « " 47 49

In this table the column marked Series I. gives the mean of
jour sets of measures, and that marked II. of three. At the
beginning of each set the rock-salt was repolished

Table II.—Distribution of heat byflinPglam.

(*) Heat of the whole visible spectrum, - 100 100

U "
more refrangible region, 49 52

W "
lesS

« " 51 48

.
Series I. gives the mean of ten sets of measures, Series II. of

eight
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Table III.—Distribution of hf-a? i,,j bisulphide of carbon.

Series! Series II.

(1) Heat of the whole visible spectrum, 100 100

:

!• region, 52 49

(3)
" less " " 48 51

The sulphide employed was devoid of any yellowish tinge ; it

was quite clear. Series I. is the mean of eight experiments,

Series II. of ten.

Table IV.—Distribution of heat by quartz.

Series! Series II.

(1) Heat of the whole visible spectrum, ' 100 100

(2) " more refrangible region,.. 49 53

(3)
" less " " _- 51 47

Series I. represents twenty-seven experiments, Series II

twelve. In the former two quartz prisms were used to increase

the dispersion ; in the latter only one was employed.
Perhaps it may not be unnecessary for me to say that I have

repeated these experiments many hundred times during a period

of several months, including the winter and the summer, vary-

ing the conditions as to the hour of the day, arrangement of the

apparatus, &c, as much as I could, and present the foregoing

tables as fair examples of the results. Apprehending that the

,t mirror, which was of speculum metal, might exer"

sturbing influence on account of its faint reddish tinge, -

replaced it with one of glass silvered on the front face, but

could not detect any substantial difference in the results.

The important fact clearly brought into view by these experi-

ments is, that if the visible spectrum be divided into two equal

portions, the ray having a wave-length of 5768 being con-

sidered as the optical center of such a spectrum, these portions

will present heating powers so nearly equal that we nnv
the differences to errors of experimentation. Assume
true, it necessarily follows that in the spectrum any two series

of undulations will have the same heating power, no matter

what their wave-lengths may be.

But this conclusion leads unavoidably to a most important

mndiiieatiun oi the views now universally held as regards the

constitution of the spectrum. When a ray falls on an ex-

Qg surface heat is produced, but that heat did not pre-

exist in the ray. It arose from the stoppage of ether waves,

and is a pure instance of the conversion of motion into heat--

an illustration of the modern doctrines of the conservation and

transmutation of force.

From this point of view the conception that there exists in

an incident ray various principles disappears altogether. we
have to consider an incident ray as consisting solely of ethenal
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nhmtions, which, when they are checked by an extinguishing
substance, lose their ,-is viva. The effect that ensues depends
on the quality of the substance. The vibrations imparted to it
may be manifested by the production of heat, as in the ruse of
lamp-black, or by chemical changes, as in the case of man v of
"

' -• Its of silver. Tn the parallel instance of acoustics
clear views have long ago been attained, and arc firmly held.
JNo one supposes that sound is one of the ingredients 'of the
atmosphere, and it would not be more incorrect to assert that it
is something emitted by the sounding 1 <>dv, than it is to affirm
that light or heat, or actinism, are emitted'by the sun.
The progress of actino-chemistry would be" greatly accelerated

i be steadfastly maintained a clear conception of
lion between the mechanism of a ray and the effects

that ray may give rise. The evolution of heat, the
of light, the production of chemical changes, are

^erely effects— manifestations of the motions imparted to pon-
erable atoms,—and these in their turn can give rise to con-

-. as when we gradually raise the temperature of a
fubstance the oscillating" movements of its molecules are
^parted to the ether, and waves of less and less length are
successively engendered.

.' the title of this memoir I have employed the phrase
' . of Heat." in accordance with general usage: hut

it the conclusion arrived at be true, it is plain that this should
»e exchanged for " Production of Heat." The heat observed
;,|

.

! " r pre-exist in the incident raws: it is the result of their
extinction.

The remark has been made that these results are essentially

with photometry. In fact, any thermometer is con-
certed into a photometer, if its ball or other receiving surface
°e coated with a perfectly opaque non-reflecting substance.

ART. XXIV.—On the Corundum region of North Carolina and
Georgia, ivith dv.^rijdions of (>,;> f/ i,/aiitir

?.F Charles Upham Shepakd, St., Prof of Natural History
^ Amherst College, Mass.

(Concluded from page 114.)

.

l

J remains to speak of the corundum itself. This may he

inentK rrv.-' lilin through mt, nft,-n in ro.Vrahly
Perfect crystals of considerable size, in a few instances, en,antie.
'"-'•

f'.-m. a-,wud. is „„„ .,(' si.wled nr.^or pwannds,
• c rv,,, -ombiued: and exhibit ng oeea-'.-n:, tr m-

G^lar faces belonging to the primary rhombohedron. Whether
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massive or crystallized however, it is readily cleavable ; and the

crystals are remarkable for showing cleavage lines, whereby
their faces are transversely ruled off into lozenge-shaped areas,

often in a very beautiful manner. The prevailing colors are

blue and red, the latter often of a deep tint and handsome.

The blue is intense only in small patches, and shades off into

gray or pale yellowish gray. Thus far I have seen no single

crystal, however small, sufficiently free from a tendency to

cleavage, to answer the purposes of jewelry ; though some of the

larger crystals of the blue variety might perhaps afford portions

pure enough for ring-stones. In a few cases I have seen pale

yellow and apple-green colors. The crystals are genera

translucency and internal regularity. Their

unfitness for cutting, therefore, would appear to result from their

too easy cleavag ,ra1 ' from other causes. The same crys-

tal often combines the red and blue shades of color ; the latter tint,

if the form is pyramidal being the deepest at the base, and evin-

cing a tendency to traverse the center of the crystal nearly to its

apex, where the ruby color wholly replaces it, and sometimes

here presents itself with much intensity. The faces differ DOB-

Biderablj in smoothness and luster. Those belonging to the

prism, the primary rhombohedron, and the face perpend ieuiar To

the axis, being the most perfect ; while those of the pyramids are

the most deficient in finish. In size, the crystals van from a

quarter of an ounce up to a pound in weight, though the latter

are rare
; while two have been found

of very extraordinary magnitude. The
largest of these weighs 312 pounds, f!
the smaller llf pounds. The an- J fP ,

nexed wood-cut, sketched from a pho- ff /

tograph, will give some idea of their w /&
ve dimensions. It repre-

sents them at about one-tenth the nat-

The largest of the two is red at the
surface, but within of a bluish-gray.

This was found by Col. Jenks last au-
tumn at the Culsagee mine, Macon
Co., N. C. ;

and occurred in a layer of
soft, almost pulverulent, vermiculite,

within four feet of the surface of the ground. We un
owe the very perfect preservation of its form to the soft mater-

ial in which it was reposited. Had it occurred at a greater

^-.stratum, where the gangue is an unaltered rimdo-

lite, its extrication except in fragments, would have been impos-

sible. The general figure is pyramidal, showing, however,

scarcely more than a single six-sicled pyramid, whose summit is
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terminated by rather an uneven and somewhat undefined hex-

agonal plane. Two opposite faces of this pyramid are produced
to nearly double the width of its remaining four, which imparts

a wedge-shaped or flattened aspect to the crystal. Its length is

22 inches, its greatest breadth 18, its thickness 12. The angles

^ approximately determined are. h on h — 124°, h on h
r=lS9°,

s on s = 120°, P (cleavage plane) on s = 137°. The letters P
refer to cleavage planes : figures 1, 2, and 3 to hexagonal crystals

projecting from the sides of the main crystal. The first of these
(.li is red only near its surface; within, it is bluish -pray, as

indeed the large crystal itself seems to be, since such is the color

of the entire central region of the broad cleavage face P'. The
lower part of the crystal, as well as a large part of the broad

right hand face h, is largely covered by implanted crystals and
laminae of deep green ripidolite, some of which are an inch or

more in diameter. The adjoii _ ' ai lidal face// alsodisp ays

We and there small imbedded hexa-oual plates of the same

species. The color of the four narrow planes is a pale pink or

rose-red, that of the two broader planes is a dark purple. The
surfaces of the first-mentioned set are somewhat rough, as if from

erosion or a partial disintegration, resulting perhaps from the

very easy cleavage of the external layers ; but the broad faces

retain their original smoothness and polish. On both sets,

however, the lines of cleavage are very striking. An attempt
to represent them in the figure is made at a few places by trel-

used lines, which may be taken as a picture of the whole sur-

face of the crystal, excepting the region indicated by other

shadings, where tie- rinidolite abounds. The small ti

space between s and s refers to a cleavage face parallel with

one of the primary planes.
The smaller of the crystals represented in the wood-cut is a

regular hexagonal prism, well terminated at one of its extrem-

es, the other being drusy and incomplete. One of its lateral

Planes is reduced one-half in its dimensions, through the pr. sence

: Vad iacr //. The letters P denote the existence of in-

quiry rhombohedron;
while the crossincr lines on o are to show the lines of cleavage,

coincident with the upper edges of the laminae. The meeting
of these lines at the center impart a stellular aspect to this ter-

gal plane. The crvstal is incomplete, as will appear from
the circular shading at one of its angles. This defect extends,

Jowever, to less than one inch in depth, where the aorfiwe

becomes very uneven from being coated by a brown vermicu-

!
lte, or altered ripidolite. Some of the lateral planes are coated

J Patches with a white pearly margarite. The general color of

the crystal i- ough there are spots, pa-

near the angles, where it is of a pale sapphire tint Its greatest
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breadth is six inches, and its length rather above five. This

specimen also was found by Col. Jenks, while exploring for

corundum at a new locality m Eabun Co., Ga., at a spot about

16 miles west from Walhalla (S. C), a little north of the pro-

posed route of the Eabun Gap railroad. The associated miner-

als here are described by Col. Jenks as similar to those at the

Culsagee mine.
It may not be out of place to append to the foregoing a few

observations upon the minerals associated with corundum at

other localities. The most important of these in the United

States is that at Chester, Mass., already widely known as the

emery mine, a deposit forming a well defined vein or stratum,

several feet in thickness, and running without interruption a

distance of several miles. Emery, as is well known, puts on

an appearance very different from corundum, though from it-

great hardness and intimate admixture with pure corundum, it

has always been regarded as a variety of this species. Its

peculiarity arises from its being an aggregate of corundum and

magnetite. This fact is well seen at the Chester mine, the

proportion of the two species here varying indefinitely from the

merest sprinklings of almost in\i-iMo ..< t -hi deal crystals of

magnetite through the grains and crystals of corundum, up to

absolutely pure massive magnetite, which itself sometimes fills

almost the entire vein for a distance of rods, to the apparent ex-

clusion of all traces of corundum. There occur again consider-

able stretches of the vein, consisting of almost pure corundum,

or at least of this species only blended with the chloritic gangue.

In noting the associated rocks and minerals, we here find a

hornblendic gneiss (with considerable epidote) on one side of

the vein (rarely on both sides), and talcose slate or Btefttitfe

"pseudo-serpentine" on the other, in both of whi
minute grains of corundum are found, at least for a short dis-

tance from the vein. In one place this hard gray »

has a dolomitic character ; and the emery vein itself often con-

tains narrow seams, a few inches long, of pure white and

sparry dolomite, in which small crystals and grains of i

may frequently be detected. Rutile and corundoph flite QS1 1
;'

! V
accompany this dolomite. Margarite in veins and balls, froia

half an inch to two inches in thickness, made up of broad rose-

colored laminae, placed at right angles to the sides of such

veins, are frequent in the emery. In a somewhat similar man-

ner, though much more rarely, the diaspore is here found, ftp1
"

dote in slender radiating crystals is another characteristic species

of the locality. In one portion of the vein a blackish-brown

tourmaline is abundant ; and not far distant the walls and joints

of the vein are coated by a greenish-black chloritoid. ' fO
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vitii the margarite and other imbedded minerals. The amphod-
olite or indianite variety of anorthite also occurs at a few

places. These are all the minerals thus far distinguished as

proper to the vein. But of these it should be stated, that the

magnetite constitutes at least one-third of its contents ;
next in

abundance comes the chloritic mineral, corundophilite, forming,

perhaps, one-eighth, while all the other species constitute in

' re aggregate less than one hundredth.

The North Carolina and Georgia regions chiefly difl

the Chester, then, in the absence of magnetite (and an

of emery), rutile and diaspore ; and in having zoisite instead of

pidolite in place of corundophilite, and albite for anor-

thite. Besides, both the soda hornblende (arfvedsonite), so

frequent in K C, and the spinel, are wholly absent at Chester.

But the two formations agree in the contiguity very largely of

il absence of quartz and mica,

and, in general, in the low proportion of silicic acid.

The corundum region of Franklin, Newton and Vernon of

New Jersey and its prolongation at Warwick, N. Y., is charac-

" nxn] throughout bv closely agreeing features. The gangue

is a dolomitic limestone, in which it exists in isolated masses

or pockets. It is generally crystallized, and either of a sapi .
i r.

or ruby color. Its associates' are spinel (which is either red

°r gray), rutile, biotite (phlogopite), a brown hornblende, a

grass-green arfvedsonite, a peculiar feldspar, and more n.iyk,

margarite and chondrodite (the latter sometimes changed into

serpentine). Thus far, neither magnetite nor diaspore have

been detected as occurring in the aggregate at these places.

Biotite here seems to take the place of th

found so often with corundum elsewhere, and spinel that ot

magnetite. But in the absence of quartz and the pre-

magnesia, we discover a marked similarity of conditions with

tfle N. C. and Chester localities.

Concerning the localities in Delaware and Chester counties

pa.. I am unable to speak definitely. But all the specimens ot

corundum I have exami ,m1 inm. that r.-gion <- in. <
th.- «' - n<-<

of quartz; and seem to show tl - n! " ;,!
!'

!

albite are its constant associates. At Clubb Mountain, Lincoln

county, N. C, an entirely distinct region from that in the l>.ue

!. the corundum is mixed with i

fd rutile. The specimens of blue corundum found

< rears it P-Il.-.i... M:.-s ' -
^

"-tit,, ami aUo d-./mmd through verrnicuhte. .1

•

and diaspore; while the small sapphire
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crystals occurring at Norwich, Conn., were completely sur-

rounded by the allied species, fibrolite.

Dolomitic limestone constitutes the chief repository of corun-

dum in other countries, as at Campo Longo, St. Gothard ; and

of the emery, according to Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, in the Turk-

ish dominions, where he has pointed out the margarite, diaspore

and chloritoid as its distinguishing attendants.

The examples from Mozzo, Piedmont, show a gangue of some

compact species of feldspar ; but, it is noticeable, with the exclu-

sion of all adhering quartz. The precious corundum (sapphire

and ruby) coming from Ceylon in crystals, mingled with red

spinel, as the produce of river washings, may fairly be pre-

sumed to have originated in dolomitic limestone ; while the

larger crystals and cleavable masses from Ava, Hindostan,

Thibet aud China, as well as those from the Urals, were prob-

ably afforded by a region in some respects similar to that of the

mountainous district of Georgia and North Carolina; but of

the miner;:- dated with it in those countries

we possess no reliable information.

Art. XXV.—Notice of some of the ivories of J. Barrande, with

extractsfrom his remarks with reference to the mode of origin of

Paleozoic species*

1. Trilobites. Extrait du Supplement au vol. i. du Systeme

Siluru-ii du .-on t iv do hi Boh<"me. Prague, 1871. 8vo, 282 pp.

2. Systeme Silurien du centre de la Boheme: vol. ii, Cephalo-

podes; 4me Series, PL 351 a 460. 4to. Prague, 1870.

3. Svst. Sil. etc.; Cephalopodes; 4ma Series; Did
borizontftle et verticale des Cephalopodes, dans les Contrees

Siluriennes. 4to. Prague, 1870.

The receipt of the above-named volumes, which we owe to

the kind courtesy of the author, Mr. Joachim Barrande, ot

Prague, Bohemia^ gives us a favorable opportunity for noticing

the extended and valuable labors of this accomplished natu-

ralist.

For forty years or more, he has made the study of the Silurian

strata of Bohemia and of their fossils his principal object, tu9

first publication was a brief " Preliminary Notice of the Silurian

System and the Trilobites of Bohemia," issued in i

1846. This was followed, in 1847 and 1848, by a brief notice

of the Bohemian Brachiopoda, published in two parts, a

* Prepared for this place by Professor Frank H. Bradley of Knoxyille, Tennessee.
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s.T!os of detailed descriptions of Bohemian Silurian fossils, with
abundant and excell< tit illi Orations, of which two volumes are
named above. The first issue was the volume of Trilobit.es. in
two parts, 935 pages of text and 52 plates, published in 1852.
yt vol ii, which includes the Cephalopods, the first livraison,
including 107 plates, appeared in 1865, followed, in 1866, by
the second, which includes plates 108 to 244. The first liv-
raison of text, consisting of 712 pages, appeared in 1867, and
was followed, in L868, by the third "series of plates, including
V-s. 245-Or.O. Tb- ies of plates, including
-W pi 4*io. which is named at the head of our article, ap-
peared m 1870, accompanied by a volume of 263 pages of sup-

text, treating especially of the distribution of
gUunan Cephalopods. Volume iii. of the series, including the

- ->f the Bohemian Silurian, and consisting of 179
Pages of text and 16 plates, appeared in 1867. We still look

pplement to the volume on Trilobites, for the remain-
son of the text of vol. ii, which is to include the

oa of the species of Orthoceras ; for the volumes which
are to include the Gasteropods, Conchifers, Brachiopods and

ud (or the final one which is to give us all the de-
al's of the stratigraphieal and lithological geology of the Bohe-

• As a who],-, these volumes will constitute one of
toe grandest monuments ever erected to the energy, skill,

!'d industry of one man, as well as to the constant

I bis munificent patron, the Count de Chambord.
-Besides this quarto series. Mr. Barrande has issued, for more

general distribution, a series of octavo pampl 1< r>. including the
general conclusions announced in his larger works, but not
repeating specific descriptions, although they have been issued

in advance of the appearance of the volumes which
jney represent, thus showing that his object has been purely

! information rather than persona! credit for priority.

Y this series, we name one at the head of our article. He has
also issued four pamphlets, entitled "Defense des Colonies,'* of
^nich we propose to speak further on another occasion.
°f the volumes now before us, we can truly say that they

successors to those previously published. The
P|ates most fully and elegantly illustrate the remaining species

of their distribut
ce^ed, together v
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interesting matter, that we feel justified in making considerable

extracts, especially from the closing Resume general

:

—
11

1. Relative importance of Cephalopoda. As regards organiza-

tion, this order [Cephalopoda] is the first among Mollusks. It

can also be considered as occupying the first rank among the

orders represented in the Silurian faunas, if we except the

Fishes, which appeared sporadically, at some isolated points,

toward the end of this great period. We ought, however, to

refrain from judging absolutely as to the relative preeminence

of organization in the Cephalopoda and the Trilobites, because

the elements from which this preeminence could be determined

are forever withdrawn from the comparative observations ot

science. We know, moreover, that zoology possesses no incon-^

testable rule for exa -he grade of

fcion of animals which belong to different classes or sub-

kii _ .[-.ins. As regards the power or physical force indicated

by the dimensions of the shells of many species, there is no

doubt that the Cephalopods enjoyed great superior: 1

the beings which animated the Silurian seas, at least during the

continuance of the second and third faunas. They were, then,

during these long ages, the veritable rulers of the ocean. This

predominance cannot be disputed, except toward the end of

the third fauna, the epoch of the appearance of the first Fishes

and of the powerful Crustaceans of the genus Pterygotus, belong-

ing to the family of Eurypteridw. As regards prolific power,

i. e., the frequency of individuals, which is also indispensable

for exercising domination in the sea, it would be impossible ibr

us to decide whether the Cephalopods surpass, d the Trilobites.

since, in these two faunas [second and third] the remains or

individuals of the two groups occur in myriads, and are equally

innumerable.

Thus far, the Cephalopods may be considered as occupying

or disputing the first rank * *, but, in other respects, we must

perceive that the preeminence belongs to the tribe of Trilo-

bites. They possess, in the first place, an incontestable and

well-marked preeminence over the Cephalopods as regards

priority. We know, in fact, that this tribe of Crustacean^ con-

stitutes by itself almost the whole of the Prii ,.rd Silurhu

fauna. The number of genera and species by which it is repre-

sented in this fauna is already very considerable, and we see

that it tends to iii'-rea.-e constantly, especially in Kngland i"~

America. * * No authentic trace ,\f Cephalopods has yet been

The great prolific power

Mollusks of this order in th e,,i,d and third faun
formations. The great

authorizes us to think that, if they had existed under \ :•'.
~

generic and specific forms in the Primordial fauna, we should

find their remains as frequent as those of the Trilobites in the
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which inclose this fauna. And as the firet appear-

and of each order or of each important family is habitually

announced, in the geological series, by some sporadic or pro-

phetic forms, we long looked forward to the discovery of simi-

lar precursors of the Cephalopods in the Primordial fauna
;
but

our expectation has not yet been realized. In any case, we
cannot deny that the Trilobites had the privilege of being

called into existence long before the Cephalopods. As regards

the number of generic types of Trilobites, * * we judge that

it may well amount to triple the number of the types of Cepha-

lopods, which is 25, according to our classification. The advan-

tage of the Trilobites, in this respect, is then very decided.

Still, it would be notably reduced, if we deduct the types

u"hieh exist onlv in the Primordial fauna. As regards the

1 * r , it i< loim- the J nlol.itt- in hi tio n p
'"^ so marked a predominance. * * Although the Trilobites

maintain some numerical superiority, us regards species, in all

the three faunas, it has not been very noticeable. But, if we
consider only the second and third faunas, the predominance of

the Cephalopods becomes, on the contrary, very great. On the

whole, in spite of the privileges which seem to assure the tirst

'a»k to the' Trilobites, in the whole of the Silurian faunas, the

Cephalopods possess exclusively certain advantages, which

assured their domination during 'the continuance of the second

;:!! 'i third faunas. The total number of Silurian species enume-

rated in the "Thesaurus Silurieus," in 1868, reached 9,030.

Adding about 800 Bohemian species, the names of win. m are

not yet published, and the new species announced u

and elsewhere, the sum total of forms known in the Silurian

> may be accounted as 10,000, in round numbers.

The Trilobites"contribute to this sum in the proportion of 0167.

and the Cephalopods in that of 0162. The difference is hardly

sensible.

H. First appearance of Cephalopods.—What is most inexpli-

cable to us is the relative abruptness with which the Cephalo-

Pods seem to manifest themselves at the same time in many
countries, under very various generic and specific tonus, toward

toe beginning of the second fauna, while their remains have

not been found in the Primordial fauna. Considering the Silu-

rian countries as a whole, the tv»>e> winch diow themselves m
these first appearances are 12 in number, and so representverv

IIimlllT ,,| u pes of this order, which is 2o.

* These 12 types as a whole, present the principal forms

of the shell * * from the straight form of Orthocems to the

v rolled-up forms of Nautilus and Trochoceras VV hue

I he simple opening which charac-

terizes our first series, one of them, Gomphoceras, represents,
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by its completely contracted aperture, the more ancient form

corresponding with our second series. Still, we observe one

important deficiency, namely, the total absence of the more

simple forms of the order, i e., the Ascoceratidee. The number
of species derived from these 12 primitive types is about 165.

* * This number represents about one-third of the 478 forms

which characterize the second fauna in all Silurian coun-

tries. Thus, the order shows itself already largely developed,

in generic types and specific forms, upon the horizons where

we observe the most ancient traces ot' its existence. We ought

also to note the important fact that, during the first epoch, the

number of migrating species, or those common to many coun-

tries upon the grand northern zone of Europe and America,

does not constitute one-fourth of the sum total of existing

forms. There is, moreover, no form common to these northern

regions and to the grand central zone of Europe. Consequently,

the autochthonous species, i e., those belonging exclush elj :, »

a single country, represent more than three-fourths of the sum
indicated, viz f165. This localization of the great majority of

the species, at a time so remote as the beginning of the second

fauna, is so much the more worthy of attention, since the

Cephalopods, as pelagic Mollusks, are supposed to enjoy great

powers of locomotion. Moreover, science being brought to

admit the existence of a very nearly uniform temperature, over

the globe, at this epoch, one of the great obstacles to the gene-

ral litl ision of these Mollusks can not be invoked to explain

their distribution in so many centers distinct in their local

faunas. The apparent abruptness in their first development,

and the localization in their horizontal distribution, do not con-

stitute exceptions which are anomalous and peculiar to this

order. On the contrary, it seems to us that these are habitual

and normal phenomena, which manifest themselves in the

mode of appearance of the orders or of the principal families

composing the Paleozoic fauna.

We possess another striking example in the Silurian Crus-

taceans. In all countries where the Primordial fauna has been

observed, numerous generic and specific forms of Trilobites BtW
together. While some of the first genera of this tribe are found

in most countries, each of these, and especially each of the great

zones, possesses many contemporaneous types which exclusively

belong to it. But it is especially the distribution of specific forms

which offers us one of the most remarkable examples of locali-

zation. In fact, among more than 240 species already known
in the whole of the Primordial fauna properly so called, thy

number of those which are common to two countries gc _' ' '

j

cally separated is very small. Thus the circumstances which

seemed the most inexplicable, in the first appearance of the
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Cephalopods, were already previously manifested in the first

appearance of the Trilobites. They seem to have been even

more exaggerated in what concerns this tribe of Crustaceans.

We are far from believing that these appearances are due solely

to the disappearance of lost faunas. On the contrary, we have
:'

! that this 1, vpoi heticnl conception can by no means
be applied to the Cephalopods. We would here call attention

to a very important fact, and one which shows a new harmony
between the appearance of the Cephalopods and that of the

Trilobites. We proved, in 1852, that all the genera of Trilo-

bites appeared during the Silurian, excepting a doubtful for™iK.MU! m .nn.

,
also, that all the generic

the same age. As to the exclusivelv Devonian species, named
Clymenia, they merely represent the endogastric form of the

tjpe, of which the Ooniatiles constitute the corresponding exo-

»rm. Thus the first appearances of all the district tppee

of Trilobites and Cephalopods, with which we are dealing, have
been alike concentrated in the Silurian and have been accom-

panied by like circumstances. These circumstances, then, seem
to us to be normal.
HI. Evolution of Cephalopods.—The evolution of Cepnalo-

Pods, during the continuance of the second and third Silurian

fauna, is very irregular, in each of the countries, in each of the

grand zones, and also in the entire Silurian world. * * * 1o
the absolute maximum of 665 species, produced by 10 types,

«* our band e 2
, succeeds immediately the absolute n<

J/
2 genera and the small number of 31 species, in our band

/'• By contrast, to the absolute minimum of 12 species, pro-

duced by 3 genera, in our band g\ succeeds immed:
" - 'bite maximum of 11 types, represented only by *»', •

w our band g\ These two facts, well ascertained, suflice to

show us that we should not attribute the evoluti.-

Cephalopods to the simple theor -

^d of slow transformation. It is important to remark that,

i!1 '"i-t;,i,
1 ivu-inns t i lt

. existence of Cephalopods seems to be

interrupted by some total intermissions, i. e., by the MHnoe <;•

ev, - lT v.-stiir (

,' M t' tins order, in more or less considerable verti-

ces of the formations. We have noted such total

''."'nnissions in different countries; viz : 2 m Bohemia, Ira

!
™A. 3 in New York, 1 in Wis. ..nsin • .;i 1 «>

|
';

U
;have also shown, at the same time, that tin- locai i< !

n°t be attributed solely to immigrations am, r.at ,t _
-->

. ..i new species, peculiar to wh eountry.

The appearances of the 25 types of this order are m;

^ntrated in three principal epochs, which correspond to the
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beginning of the second fauna, the beginning of the third

fauna, and the end of the third fauna. We observe, als< >, that

these three epochs are at the same time distinguished by the

co-existence of greater numbers of genera, i <?., that they present

three nearly equal maxima, viz : 12 types to each of the first

two epochs and only 11 to the third. On the contrary, the

epoch which corresponds with the end of the second fauna

presents only 8 co-existing types; and again we find only 8

about the middle of the second fauna ; while about the middle

of the third fauna we can count only 4 or 5- We do not know
any reason to be assigned for these fluctuations. They are

veil marked i the 1 -in o Bohemia, doubtless on

account of its great richness. * * About the beginning of

the third fauna, the 12 existing types show a development of

specific forms which constitute the absolute maximum of all

the Silurian, viz, about 1000 species. This is principally due

to the contribution furnished by Bohemia, viz : 746 species.

IV. Parallel between the chronological and z

Cephalopods.—Concordance between geological and zoological

evolution should be plainly shown, if the more simple forms d
zoological evolution had appeared first, and if, on the other

hand, the more complicated forms had appeared last, in the

series of Silurian epochs. Now, observations of facts shows us that

precisely the contrary has occurred. In fact, according to exist-

ing documents, the more simple forms, viz: the Ascoceratidt*,

appeared only toward the end of the second fauna in Canada.

and at the beginning of the third fauna in Bohemia. On the

other hand, the more complex forms, such as Aon/ii"^ ;
t.d

Trwhocrafi, are manifested from the beginning of the second

fauna, in America. * * These facts suffice to show us the

irreeoneil;d)lc discordance which exists between the zoological

and the chronological evolution of Silurian Cephalopods.
But we have also noted, in the course of our studies, other

facts, which confirm this discordance, and which are inexpliy;dile

by the transformation theory. The principal ones are as follows :

1. The almost abrupt appearance of a great number of generic

typ
;

>< of all shapes, disseminated through different Silurian

regions, about the beginning of the second fauna, does not

accord with the idea of their slow and successive derivation

from anv earlier prototype whatever. In fact we have shown

that ;|„. total absence of Cephalopods from the I'm, "• '[

Silurian fauna forbids our supposing that these types were

developed during the existence of a series of aute-i

faunas, of wide], no trace remains. 2. The slow in

tions, conceived of theoretically, would not account for the

oary accumulation of "specific forms which is found

in Bohemia, within a very narrow horizontal area, and the
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thickness of a few calcareous layers of our formation

E. These distinct forms reach the number of 746, representing

the proportion of 046, i. e., nearly half, of the 1622 species of

Cephalopods to-day known in the Silurian world. 3. If the

transformations and divergence of specific forms results, as

theory indicates, in the production of new types, we ought

especially to observe traces of this phenomenon in Bohemia,

as a consequence of the coexistence of 10 generic types and

665 specific forms, during the deposition of our limestone bed
<'-. Now, we have before shown that the sum of all the varia-

tions which niie miu'ht have expected here, according to theory,

has really resulted in the </;««/,/>,,iraum of 8 types and 64i

species, while 2 types and 21 species are continued in the

equally calcareous overlving band /'. Lest anyone should

wish to consider this as constituting a purely local exception,

resulting from accidental causes which acted in spite of time

-' place, we will mention another of the same character, and

free from any similar interpretation. We have before stated that,

among the (ami lies ,,f ('
.1 alopods which are the object of our

l'i''^'in stndv there ha« arisen no new type, either cosmopolite or

I'-«-aI. -iurinu all the continuance of tin? 'Devonian, Carboniferous

a'-'d Permian fnnas. * * Still, as ;i whole, these faunas present

a number of species of Cephalopods at least as considerate as

that of the second Silurian fauna, during which there appeared

17 generic tvpes. in this ease, neither time, nor space, nor the

number of specific forms, failed to favor the production ot some

new type.

-t is then the very power of variation or transformation

** bas itself been wanting. If this pretended force really

luts a continuous action, and one inherent to the nature <>i

beings whv was it so suddenly and ior so long a

tl! paralyzed as to its effect upon tin pro] _, turn of the

families which have from the beginning constituted the most

Powerful order of Mollusks ? This same paralysis has been

Pronged up to the present time
'

:i '.-d the rare privilege of an existence without ai .
.-tl-r

;i!l1 '^ t'nan those of the ecological age> and the terrestrial SUX-

ta('c In fact, thev have maintained their primitive generic

characters, from the Silurian period, without producing a single

"'
; i ,

-r.l and distinct type, in spite of the number of their

•

, s . in everv' .-ountrv and in <"»'•' * lf the extinct

^unas. If The tv
,
)e „ f Cephalopods * * had been graduate

."''-muted l,v transformations, up to their normal torm the

. be represented by a multitude

lals, whose number^^^^^^examples showing the exact form which
i

w<

md in Silw
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try seems to u
the preservation of transition forms between the 20 types winch

it possesses ; for many of them are represented by myriads of

individuals, among which we do not discover any intermediate

form. Of certain species, * * we have been able to collect

series of individuals representing all ages of the shell, from the

embryo to the adult. Since these forms, really intermediate in

the development of a species, are so well preserved, why have

the hypotii el ate forms between the type- invari-

ably disappeared, in the same basin and the same limestone layers ?

In view of these facts, which are reproduced in an analogous

manner in all countries, it is probable that no scientist would

risk putting forth the assertion that the formations includ-

ing the forms intermediate between our 25 types of Cepha-

lopods have been everywhere invariably destroyed by denuda-

tions. It would then be superfluous to refute such a supposi-

tion. Still, we would observe that the very rocks which o»T8

been removed by denuding agents, have left vestiges of their

existence and their faunas. Thus, the flilncium of the north

of Germany has already furnished 47 species of Cephalopods
* * which comes from the denuded rocks of Scandinavia and

Russia. No one of these species presents to us a form inter-

mediate between the types of these countries. Further, the

pebbles of Budleigh-Salterton, in Devonshire, have already

yielded, according to a recent private communication from Mr.

Thos. Davidson, more than 80 species, of different orders,

derived in part from still unknown outcrops of Silurian a nd

Devonian rocks, without the appearance among them of any

forms transitional between established types. So, in any case,

the disappearance of deposits inelo-ine- forms intermediate be-

tween the 25 normal types of Cephalopods would be completely
inadmissible in science. We could not then invoke it in order

to account for the invariable absence of these forms in the

Silurian formations. On the contrary, all observations concur

in indicating to us that these forms have never existed. \Ve

ought further to remark that the small number of forms which

can be considered ;i s showing an apparent transition, between

any two norma! types whatever, have hitherto been reported

only upon horizons when their existence constitutes the craves*

i
i Si nism - r< Is supposed ti mst'orm it uns d 1 -»

•• tonus mv
j

.sterior to the normal type. v-\[\ •

according to the, >,-;,-. the; ought to be anterior to it. * * The

Er«h„- rn'n noted in our studies upon the evolution of the

Cephalopods, as offering ideallv an intermediate tyne between
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Ascoceras and Ortkoceras, appeared toward the origin of the

second fauna, while Ascoceras is known only toward the end of

a. If we admit the reality of the transition between

these forms, it will be necessary also to admit that this has
1 •:>'•': i place from the more composite forms, Orthoceras, to the

more simple, Ascoceras, i. e., following an order diametrically

opposed to that which theory supposes.
In short, not only is the" chronological evolution of Cepha-

lopods in full discordance with their zoological evolution, but,

also, the various considerations set forth concur in demonstrat-

ing that the suppositions relative to transformations vanish

before observed facts, in all countries. On the contrary, these

facts all tend * * to inspire the belief that the types of Cepha-

lopoda have appeared [originally] under the characteristic and

normal forms by which we distinguish them. They seem, then,

to owe their origin to a special cause and one totally distinct

from descent from anterior forms.

VII. Extinction and gradual renovation of specificforms.—Al.

geologists have remarked that most of the species which charac-

terize a formation disappear between its vertical limits, aud are

replaced by new forms which similarly characterize the follow-

ing formation. * * * It is clear that species which cannot be

attributed to either of these three sources [1, vertical propaga-

tion of identical species ; 2, descent from anterior species
;
3

immigration of foreign species] are entirely new, and represem

the effect of gradual renewal. These three sources united have

furnished only about 34 per cent, of the species of Cephalopods

"» any fauna whatever. * * There remain, then, about 66 per

cent, of new species, representing the influence ofgradual i

iatinct fauna. In every case, renovation or the grad-

ual and successive appearance "of new forms seems to have

"self contributed at least as much as, and probably much more

than, all other apparent sources, to furnish the elements ot

the successive faunas of Cephalopods, during the Silurian

:

4' our scientific readers

Parallel established abovt ^„,
logical evolution of Cephalopods. In considering the chron-

ological order of the appearance of types, this parallel has

bought us to recognize that the generic and spec.

of the Siluri mnot be regarded as gradually

derived from each other by an insensible passage

more simple to the more complicated forma Consequently

,

the successive evolution of the Cephalopods cannot be attn-
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buted to a power of variation inherent in their nature and only

controlled by the influence of the surrounding medium. Ac-

cording to this conclusion, it is indispensable to recur to other

causes, in order to account for the successive appearance of the

forms of this order. Now, in our study upon gradual renova-

tion, in analyzing the elements of diverse origin which consti-

tute any fauna whatever of Cephalopods, we have shown that

at each of the epochs characterized by a distinct fauna, some

new and independent forms, representing at least half of

the coexisting species, are made manifest without apj

cause and as if by the effect of a special creation, in each <">i

the Silurian countries. This conclusion, immediately deduced

from the whole of the facts observed in the Silurian world,

confirms, in a manifest manner, our preceding conclusion,

derived from the parallel between the zoological and the chrou-

ological evolution of Cephalopods. Both contribute equally

to show us how far teachings founded upon positive facts deter-

mined by science are in discordance with the spontaneous

intuitions of any theories whatever.
Mr. Barrande enumerates in his list of Silurian Cephalopods

25 genera and 1622 species.

In the volume on Trilobites, mentioned at the head of our

article, he gives us the results of similar studies upon the

Trilobites, and from this point reaches conclusions in accord-

ance with those drawn from the study of the Cephalopods.

erely his closing summary.

firmed the previsions of astronomical theories on the subject

of the planet Neptune. These theories are then in harmony
with the truth. By way of contrast, we should state, as the

final result of our studies, that direct observation radically

contradicts all the previsions of paleontological theories on

the subject of the composition of the earlier phases of the

Primordial Silurian fauna. In short, the -peeia! study of each

of the zoological elements which constitute these phages has

demonstrated to us that the theoretical previsions are iu^ com-

plete discord with the observed facts of paleontology. These

discordances are so numerous and so well marked that the

composition of the real fauna would seem to have been calcu-

lated for the express purpose of contradicting all that the

theories teach us regarding the first appearance and the primi-

tive evolution of the forms of animal life upon the gh

the paleontological theories are e< • i by reality,

whose test thev cannot sustain. It is 'still to he :•

whether the demonstrat d W..rd:m<v- < s\w t

solely to the essential principle of the theories of descent and
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lation, or whether they are derived, to some extent,
from their point of departure in paleontology, i e., from the

animal nature of Eozoon. This is a question whose
solutions we

_
leave to those whom it concerns. For our own

raist in thinking that science ought to keep strictly

sphere of ol .served facts, and remain completely
independent of every theory which may tend to lead it into
the sphere of imagination."

Art. XXVI—On the Red Oxide of Zinc of Netv Jersey; by
Aug. A. Hayes, A.A.S.

This mineral, discovered and analysed by the late Dr. Bruce
oi New York, was subsequently examined by M. Berthier.
In us -Traite des Essais par la voie Set-he,

'' 1834, are Ins

iiicl um allusion to the cause of the rich red color
°i this mineral is made, but the remark, " le manganese y est

prohablement a l'etat de deutoxide," closes the description^
in the year 1845 I made some analyses of this beautiful min-

eral for my late friend. Mr Frank Alger, who was then com-

treatise on mineralogy. Impressed by its interesting
'

> light, the experiments and observations were multi-
ll

:

,!
- »iid resulted in the expression of the opinion, that the

j"ed color is due to the presence in the mineral of extremely

L< - of specular iron, which, transmitting a red-brown

te, acted as a oaost powerful col-
oring matter would do. It was also demonstrated that no oxide

se bigher than protoxide existed in various samples.

'ion in relation to the cause of the coloration was
adopted by Mr. Alger, and expressed in his published work,
and subsequently Prof. Dana quoted the analysis and opinion

j*J

his standard work on Mineralogy. In the years, since passed,
"*e subject has been several times discussed by scientific friends :

and when doubts of the sufficiency of the cause have been ex-
pressed, a resort to ocular proofs at "the moment has been deemed
convincing and satisfactory.
\m turning to the description of this mineral in the 5th

Edition of the admirable system of Mineralogy by Prof Dana,
J- was surprised be the statement that the distinguished and
accurate author had found, by "means of a high magniivin-

t this ore is free from foreign scales of red oxide
°i iron."

Dr- Lewis Feuchtwammr had kindly sent me a large cabinet
° n of ;, ; im K , ^nd m. 4

~ oi thi^ mineral engaged m
calcite. At some points of junction the red oxide seemed to
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lmve stained the white caleite, as a coloring matter would have

done. This,—with, various specimens of my own, including

part of the most distinctly crystallized form yet found, and

ranging in color from deep red garnet to reddish-orange—were

selected as the subjects enabling me to criticise my early results,

with the light afforded by improved methods of research. To

those who turn over these pages, it may sum a trivial matter

whether the color of this mineral be due to " red oxide of man-

ganese" or another kind of matter, so long as a body foreign

to the basis oxide of zinc is present. I do not accept this con-

clusion.

Ifwe are to seek a complete knowledge of a mineral present-

ing color or altering white light—the cause of this color, or

action on light, becomes an important part of it. Color may
arise from modification ofstructure, by the intrusion ofunallied

minerals ; by quantity of added matter or solely by the action

of a minute weight of a body so framed as to decompose light

These are proper subjects for study, and the results become, not

only an advance in science, but afford to the student ti

arising from positive increase of knowledge, and an introduction

to a large untrodden field—open to research.

The color of the amethyst is due to little flaws ami caviti«

filled with a highly refracting coloring matter. This fact

has been known for about a century. In a quartz crystal

examined a part of the length was colorless ; then a section of

amethyst was followed by colorless quartz—the summit of the

crystal was amethyst—and no preceptible disturbance of the

crystal-forming process could be detected.

In this case, the beauty, value and interest in the colored part

of the same crystal were greatly increased by a minute amount

of added matter, and the suggestions arising from states of

altered conditions. The " Oriental " amethyst of the dealers is

distinguished from other kinds only by the number and dispo-

sitions of these color flaws, a fact which has surprised and

interested every lapidary and collector, when the proofs were

offered. The remark applies to colored gems—as we see com-

monly in emerald when compared with the same mineral as

aqua-marine, and in all collections of lapidaries, museums and

of private owners in Europe : it is easy to convince one's self that

the more valued qualities in colored gems are always due to

defects of a certain magnitude in the crystal, which have been

filled and changed by the intrusion of foreign mineral bodies,

conferring more and new beauty, and enhancing the intrinsic

value of the gem.
The observations which follow apply to the mine]

has been freed from carbonates and crenates, and dried at

100° C.
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This mineral presents a crystalline form in lamina of varied
thickness, sometimes distinctly divided by thin layers ol spec-
ular iron scales. These scales when abundant reflect an iron-
black color from the surface, while the cross fracture is rul.v-
colored. As the depth and beauty of the color diminishes, the
scales of specular iron, whether observed in the mass, or separ-
ated by solution, become less abundant, and Prof. Blake has
described a yellow specimen free from iron scales. The powder
B of some shade of orange-yellow : the semi-transparent and
rich red fragments of this mineral when looked upon become
opaque when placed between the eye and some source of light
Abe rays of light enter the mass, and absorption of part takes
: :

• while parts are being refracted and reflected. Entire
ssionof red rays does not occur; in thin splinters only

' '/<l light 'pa-^-s. We thus get an indication of
iffused foreign matter, not pertaining to, or neces-

^uy in, the structure of the mineral In using either the
JMachet or chemical form of microscope, the aid of the lowest

,

\-''> ,

|"^-(TisUM: an 1 a 1- en both reflected and transmitted

Laminates the assay, we observe that a splinter of
I: " '"inen.l transmits an olive-green or brownish-yellow light,

'V ' = -: with the thickness. Thick portions reflect a portion
ot reddish light, in shadow, olive to bluish-gray, becoming

;

llV,,|, v hi slant rays. At about 20 inclination a splinter in

'.•ted light becomes crossed by lines of a dark color.

-ht makes the assar more vel'hnv: a nice adjustment
°x the incident ray allows a red reflection from the Inns, now
become surfaces of reflection. If the assay be cubical, the rays

flu-uityl, the lamina are arrested and dispersed,
^hen the ends or sides of the cubes are observed. In these

dark-colored sea!- may be seen engaged in the

^ownish-yellow or olive-tinted masses. This observation is

-

servers. The scales generally lie parallel with the laminae of
' '-«„„

t },M ,i.o k^.'lm- m transmitted or slightly

md the red color of the mineral is replaced by that
c°k>r, which the scales transmit in a colorless medium. If a

:.-.! fluid <uli.h:it.'(.l f! re }>• ..Uenul. the naked
e?e takes in the same tint.

| he tendency of fracture is in the direction of the lamina-,

"String the assays the better way is to crush the
^jneral between steel snrl < - '' * lia loterofpin wire, and
select the more op-mue <n-nn< These show the scales as dis-
tln^Vasthe!,

; , rsof, • -
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Fragments of larger size may be covered with acetic hy-

drate (No. 8 of the shops). The assay dissolves as quietly as

would sugar, and the line of contact of assay with acid never

shows a dilution of color. Points of scales, having right-liaed

forms, appear, and can be moved so as to transmit or reflect

colored light. But the most beautiful exhibition occurs later.

The strength of the acid is such as to form a saturated solution.

and hence it acts most rapidly on the more basic elements of

the ore, and in so doing allows the foreign bodies only slightly

altered to come in view. From the scales, little clouds arise

and float away, often carrying the specular iron scales, and

decomposing light. In this way, beautiful hues accompany the

chemical and mechanical actions, and the latter show the con-

stitution and compound nature of these scales.

Sulphuric hydrate, so diluted as to form the brilliant trans-

parent rhombic prisms of zinc-sulphate, in acting on the ass»$

in a saturated solution, transh rs the scales in the assay to the

colorless crystals forming. We get the scales of specular iron

arranged in the axes of the prisms of little crystals ; but the

charms of color, luster and action on light are so far lost, that

The facts, that the red zinc ore always contains particles

of specular iron of scale thickness, bounded by right lines, and

that these scales are covered by or connected with a highly

lustrous mineral, decomposed by the feeblest acids, become
evident. That the color of this ore is not produced by any

inhering coloring matter, but result- fn>m the action of intrud-

ing minerals absorbing some, reflecting and dispersing other rays

of light, can be proved by the aid of the microscope.
In passing to the chemical analyses of this mineral, it becomes

my duty to meet some suppositions formed by others respect-

ing the cause of color ; to prove, so far as is possible for me,

the negative in relation to any other cause than that which a

course of experiments demonstrates as existing. The sufficiency

of this cause in producing the effect may not be convincing

alike to differently constituted minds. It was a casual remark

of Berthier,—a most distinguished and accurate chemist—that

the oxide of manganese in this mineral is probably in the state

of deutoxide. This probability has been seized upon to account

for the color of the mineral. There is no red compound of

deutoxide of manganese known which could exist in this min-

eral. Compounds with sulphuric hydrate and chlorine exisjj

but I make use of both these re-agents as most sensitive an<l

trustworthy in proving the absence of any oxide of manganese

higher than protoxide.

Composition. Retaining the numbers obtained in 1845, after
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most careful In critic - _ their accuracy, as representing the
composition of the more perfect red specimens, we have

Zinc protoxide 93*48
Manganese protoxide 5-50
Scales of specular iron 0-44
Ferric deutoxide 0-36

The loss is excessive, and was then supposed to arise from
!
wdy undetermined. Eesort to the more precise mode <n in-

dependent separation did not diminish this loss, and samples
reserved have enabled me to account for it in part, and add

n oxid* and another metal to the number oi thosi
before known to be present. In resuming this subject, the ore
jjas been subjected to a careful search for all other known

i an l,e,letret< i fj u tie aid of the spectroscope.
lfae red samples of this ore may be considered as a mixture of
Pure anhydrous zinc and mangnuous oxides in ninety-nine
Parts, and foreign intrusive bodies one part in one hundred

i in some cases the latter do not form half this weight :

the one hundredth part scales of specular iron, ferric

: i.dous oxide, calcic oxide and IIO, which
^ave been determined.
ine absence of the higher oxides of manganese was proved

"J the fact that the clean mineral of more than four pounds
^eight, when tested in pure chlorhydric acid, did not produce
chlorine.* When the ore, chlorhydric acid and slips of copper
are inclosed, the acid dissolves only so much copper as the

i of iron present would do. When coarse powder of
'he ore is added to strong ehlorhvdric acid, no color appears

'articles,—a most sensitive test. Avoiding any re-
action of the mass of zinc oxide—the latter separated from the
residue by cold diluted acids, such as acetic h v. Irate and sul-

•

. v Y. ') do no: dissolve higher oxides of man-
^

l( '-< —
1 es< residn s d« not afford am traces of the higher

oxides, where, if thev existed in this ore, they would be con-
'; lltr«'ted. Ifth.. mineral ha- been heated in the -teps of anal-

ysi s, or weathend So- e\oo.-i;ro, then deutoxide of manganese
.

'

.'-, ,.
:

• .,. .:
. ...:: „. -'.,. - ;

•

•- ,- :;..-.•. •..:

has arisen.

If we suspend large fragments of prepared ore in diluted sul-

:-t ni':iiii-d in a tall jar, the descending stria? of

j£
e solution forming contain scaled <4' specular iron, from which

tatt or has been dissolved Removing
aQd drying the fragments, after partial solution, the saline

that*
^5en the Preparation of pure chlorhydric acid was going on, it m s

is add may co-exist for weeks in the stronger solutions
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matter incrusts the surface of an olive-yellow hue. The num-

erous points projecting permit us to see the arrangement of

the altered scales, and in a beam of light to catch the absorp-

tion, reflections and dispersion caused by the unaltered mineral

within the fragments. This observation is suggestive in several

ways. In the instances of the lightest colored specimens being

used in the trials, it was necessary to view the striae through

a lens, in order to see the scales descending, although the col-

lection at the bottom of the jar proved their presence. This

led me to inclose the clean fragments of ore in four, six and

ickn esses of fine cambric, which had been so treated as

to leave nearly pure cellulose. The cylindrical rolls were sus-

pended in tall jars of acetic and sulphuric hydrate—largely

diluted—so as to be just below the line of surface. Descending

striae indicated the chemical action as before, and after two or

three days the rolls were removed, soaked in successive por-

tions of water, and opened. The inner surface of the roll was

covered with a lustrous film, composed of transparent sealy

particles of a general light brown color, highly reflective and

in part transparent. The siliceous skeleton and partly decom-

posed mineral connected with the iron scales was thus obtained.

When the solutions from the rolls had reposed for eight days,

a ray of light showed myriads of diffused and nacreous scales

in the solution, proving their excessive fineness and tenuity.

This ore is so eminently basic that it dissolves in all the sol-

vents of even zinc hydrate, and in the act often develops heat.

In my endeavors to select a solvent which, removing most of

the zinc and manganous oxides, would leave the intruded min-

eral free, all the solvents which suggested themselves have

been tried in this connection without success. The en
process has also been tried, and even the beautiful and neatly

crystallizing double zinc and manganous and ammonium B8f
phate retained portions of the mineral, after graduated crystalli-

zation. The best and most instructive m< ,d<> of action adopted

is the following

:

Both ammonium chloride and hydrate dissolve the ore, and HS

the air the manganous deutoxide forms and separates. If
,

we

pass hydrogen gas though a solution of the ore, from which

scales of specular iron and silica have been separated, contained

in a two-tubulated flask, ammonia chl,, tide and hydrate in ex-

cess being added, the oxides first precipitated dissolve. After

repose, the clear solution ma v he remove.! hv pressure of the

gas, leavinga mere flock of ferric deutoxide. If silica is present

it dissolves in the zinc solution with the other bodies, ana »

may be stated here that th suhst in -m< - mght for arc so small

apart of the whole weight that, in presence of the mass of zinc

oxide, re-agents generally fail it -'p; -a ting them. By placing
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fragments of ore of one-third of an inch cube in cambric cellu-
lose as above stated, and vising as a solvent :

and hydrate solution in the jars, the -re dissolves freely, while
the surface of the solution, ml later the outer (olds of the rolls
become covered with the manganic deutoxide, formed from
the protoxide as it is withdrawn from the protoxide solution
below. This action alone would settle the condition of the
manganeSe existing in the ore ; but it also removes both zinc
and manganous oxides from the mineral. As oxygen cannot
penetrate the folds through a manganous solution, after the

> <-<-ased we have left on the inner fold the intrusive
mineral brilliant, satin-like in luster, and in the most perfect
state it has presented. It has, however, been partially decom-
posed and is a skeleton or silhouette of the original, gwatly
expanded, excepting just where it is engage 1 ii ad — -- d
portions of the fragments.
Thus obtained, its general hue is brown, by reflected light,

-
'

r
] 'y the microscope in the mineral ; butits micaceous

• it white and yellowish rays, excepting when engag-
;

i specular iron : then reddish-brown to orange-red

transmitted, and the reflections become lustrous in a
High degree.*
ine production of color by this intrusive mineral, winch

may be considered as a silicate' of zinc, calcium and ferric deut-
oxide, seems to depend on its mica-like structure and com-
pound composition, im-ludimr the spirillar iron scales. We
nave seen that the ore lose* its red color when a ray of light is

ed, or only the brown color of these scales comes in
iew, and where partial absorption succeeds red color results,

i

1Ile experiments demonstrating its constant presence in the

specimens of ore, and its proportions following the
' 'lor always, would not be conclusive, if they failed

J°
throw light on 'the stare of division naturallv presented.

p
e

[
e

.

the value of the observations of the solution of the min-

«e textures rests. Even when we use nearly pure eel-
HUose

paper-filters of finest texture, and many folds, the mineral
Passes, and we reaeh fchat state otMivision, where mordants dye

rs, or the mystic boundary separating solution proper
> .i Theai'p rent >t: '—of the calcite by the

^alluded to is here explained, and the necessity for the exist-
nee of muic-h ponderable matter to produce color, even in the
Powder, negatived, indeed, in some reddish-colored samples,

'ivign matter separated did not exced TVff
th part.

na only a small part of this was color-producing material.
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Although multiplied trials have failed in separating the intru-

sive mineral, in a pure state, we have the evidence of its extra-

ordinary power of action on light, in its partially decomposed
condition, and in some trials we can sec it naturally engaged in

the mass, and coloring it, while its appearance at the surface

under chemical action removes all doubt of its being the cause

of color. It was deemed important that the feature of suffici-

ency of this cause of color should be supported by analogy;

and I have sought in several directions for facts of this kind.

1 submit one of these.

The mineral carnallite presents in some specimens a full rich

red color. By fracturing and selection samples were made

for analysis.

1200 parts in pure water afforded one part of matter remain-

ing from a colorless, clear solution. This one part afforded

TVVth part of specular iron scales tolerably pure, while the bril-

:/:i-like investing mineral, in proportion too small for

weighing, gave to the compound a resemblance to the luster

light, seen in the intruding mineral of 1

Thisred oxide of zinc. This is the most significant proof 1

1

met with, and the work was done before the interesting ex]"'"-

ments of Prof. G. Rose were published in this country.

In numerous trials no feature favoring the presence of ether

causes of color has been observed, and this ore must take it-

place with other minerals whose colors are due to foreign min-

erals crystallizing with or intruding into them.
The detection of molybdenum in this ore is easily effected by

evaporating a neutral chlorhydric solution to a syrupy con-

sistence on a hasp formed of zinc and platinum. The platinum

becomes black and covered with a coating, which dissolves in

potassium bisulphate, or phosphoric hydrate as altered by heat,

in a state fitted for testing.

Brookline, Mass., 10th July, 1872.

Art. XXVII.—Remarks on Dr. R. Badau's paper in Dr. Cm
" Repertorium" (vol. viii., no. 1), entitled "Remarks on the i

Jiuence of a motion of Translation of a Sounding Body
the Pitch of the Sound;" by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D.

In the last number of Carls Repertorium, Br. R. Radau,

Paris, writes an article, bearing the above heading, of win

the following is the opening paragraph :

- The simplest means of showing the influence of a motion

the source of sound on the apparent pitch, an effect first si

pected by Doppler, is, perhaps, the application of two tuni
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forks of almost equal pitch. This is already mentioned in
Konig's Catalogue of Acoustic Apparatus, 1865 ; also in Pisko's
Latest Acoustical Apparatus, page 224 ; and in my Popular
Acoustics (page 298 of the German edition), as also in other
places. Still one Mr. A. M. Mayer has communicated the

sthodtothe Paris Academy of Sciences, 11th tfareh,
;• *.inethiiur altogether new. The only difference is this : that
Komg counts the beats which are gained or lost to the ear by
a motion of the tuning fork, whereby the change of pitch is

measured, while Mr. Mayer, an American, only shows by a
httle cork ball, resting against the stationary fork, whether it

vibrates or not with the moving one."
As Dr. Radau does not give Konig's experiments and mine,

50 that they may be compared, but quickly disposes of us both
to tell of his own, I deem it but just to Konig and to

; v~' ir tDat our experiments should be set forth in our own
words, so that a just inference may be drawn from their com-
parison, while, at the same time, they will serve one to form a
proper estimate of M. Radau's claim to experiments sub-
sequently explained in his paper.
*Jom Konig's Catalogue des Appareils dAcoustique, Paris,

^«5, p. 16: "73. Deux diapasons utt, montessur leurscaisses

'"ices et accordes pour donner exactement quatre
battements par seconda
Un peut varier l'expenence de plusieura manieres. Voici la

Plus simple.
1 F

On met les deux diapasons 1'un a cote
-

de l'autre, a quelque
distance de l'oreille

;
puis, ayant constate d'abord qu'ils donnent

en les quatre battements par seconde, on rapproche le plus

!"ux de l'oreille, d'environ 60 centimetres, tout en
* de compter les battements. L'oreille recoit alors de

'; pason une vibration double de plus, pendant le temps
etnploye a le deplacer, et Yon constate alors la perte d'un batte-
&ent dans le meme temps. Si c'est le plus aigu des deux
diapasons que Ton rapproche de l'oreille, on obtient un batte-
fcent de plus.

Si on tient 1'un des diapasons a la main, les yeux fixes sur
ttn pendule qui bat les secondes, on arrive sans peine a lui

'Jonner un mouvement de va-et-vient, tel qu ?on entende toujours

*ment trois et cinq battements par seconde. J'ai

experience en mettant les deux diapasons a une cer-

mce 1'un de l'autre, et en promenant entre eux,
sojt

l'oreille elle-meme, soit ce qui est de beaucoup preferable.

t"ur^, mis en commu ni.-.it ion av.v I"..reiIIe par un^ en caoutchouc.
',.' ^'"1 encore observer qu'on arrive, far le m.-me procede,

.i la longueur d'onde d'un son
et »a hauteur.
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From the Comptes Rendus, 11 Mars, 1872: "Experiences

acoustiques tendani d demontrer que la translation dun corps en

vibration donm: lieu d une onde dune longueur differente de celk

que produit le meme corps vibrant dans une position fixe. Note

de M. A. M. Mayer, presentee par M. Delaunay.

l'appakeil.

" Apres m'etre procure quatre diapasons a fourchette appuyes

sur des caisses resonnantes et donnant la note w*3=256 vib-

rations completes par seconde, je les ai designes par les nos.

1, 2, 3, 4. J'ai mis a l'unisson parfait les nos. 1 et 2 d'apres un

prort.'de tpie j'indiquerai plus tard. No. 1 fut place devant une

lanterne magique ; une petite balle de bon liege (6 millimetres

de diametre), suspendue par un filament de soie, affleurait une

de ses branches ; l'image du diapason et de la balle de liege fut

projetee sur un ecran. No. 3 avait l'extremite d'une de ses

branches chargee de cire, de maniere a dormer deux battements

par seconde avec no. 1 ou no. 2.

No. 4 avait les extremites de ses branches limees et donnait

aussi deux battements par seconde avec no. 1 ou no. 2; ainsi

no. 4 faisait deux vibrations par seconde de plus que no. 1,

tandis que no. 3 faisait deux vibrations par seconde de moms
que no. 1.

reste devant la lanterue, la balle de
branches.

Exp. 1.—Diapason no. 2, attache a sa caisse et teuu a la

main, est mis en vibration a, une distance de 30 et 60 pieds du

no. 1; la balle est ecartee de la
" -m no. 1 qui

vibre a l'unisson avec no. 2.

Exp. 2.—Je me suis place a une distance de 30 pieds du

no. 1, tenant le diapason no. 2 detache dans une main et sa

caisse dans l'autre. Alors, j'ai fait vibrer le diapason et je me
suis dirige rapidement vers no. 1. Lorsque mon movement fat

devenu uniforme, je posai le diapason sur sa caisse. et 1
<'tai

avant de m'arreter. Bien que je n'aie ete eloignc du diapason.

no. 1 que d'un pied a peu pres, la balle de liege resta en contact

avec la branche du diapason.

Exp. 3.—Je me suis npprocho de nouveau du diapason

no. 1 comme dans l'experience 2, inais sans dter le diapason de

sa caisse apres 1'avoir attache. La balle ne boueva j>a>-

jusqu'au moment ou je m'arretai ; mais a ce momi
mon assistant, qui tem'dt I'oreille pres de la caisse tandis qu il

n tLt «j ibr- c d wni no. 1 et vit sa r< >T

la balle de liege.
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Exp. 4 et 5.—Je me suis eloigne du diapason no. 1 aii lieu
'- i- ya approcher. Le resultat a ete le meme que dans les

Exp. 6.—J'ai fait vibrer, comme dans l'exp. 1, le diapason
no. 3, qui faisait 254 vibrations par seconde. La balle ne
bougea point. Alorsjai dctaelm le diapason de sa caisse, et.
me mettant a une distance de 30 pieds du diapason no. 1, j'ai

1 "" lii ' -n— duns la mam vers no. 1, mettant no. 3 deisms
quand elle approchait no. 1 avec la vitesse convenable (8—9

-H'eonde). La balle fut subimment rcjetee de no. 1.

lentit ou accelere considerablement le mouvement de
wi-er-vifnt de la caisse, les vibrations de no. 3 ne !>.-

aucun effet sur no. 1.

Lxp. 7.—Le diapason no. 4, qui fait deux vibrations par
seconde de plus que no. 1, fut substitue a celui employe djma

mais place sur la caisse en mouvement, quand celle-ei

le no. 1. Le resultat de ee mouvement et des
s dans la vitesse fut le meme que dans

1 exp. 6.
4

Exp. 8.—J'ai place le diapason no. 3 devant la lanterne et

no, I comme dans l'exp. 7, avec le meme resultat.
LXP. 9.—J'ai place le diapason no. 4 devant la lanterne

'V'^uuv le no. 1 comme dans l'exp. f>. Le resultat fut le
tteme que dans l'exp. 6."

f t is thus seen that Kdnig's method is founded on the pheno-
'"'['"" "I l»«K and his experiments are ad.ipttd >mh for exhi-
bition before a small auditory; while my method 'is founded

-'•-
' '

portions on a screen, thev have Urn witnessed, with

rhu , l,v an audieiwe <\f nearlv one thousand oer-
.°ns.

_
In other words, Konig's are, we' max say, o^/tWov

: ;!.-ter, ;md the alteration of wa\ edeugth is inferred
rom the change in the frequency of the beats : while mine are

1

f
l\ tjf.jwt/n and an- directK intelligible from the visible

'"^'nanieal actions produced by the lorks.

'' ', I found notliing that interfered with my claim to the use

°J
the forks, as well as the above application of the principle

ot the communication of vibrations, and the exhibition of the
sarne to a large audience by means of the lantern. It was only

:

!

.'"v'
r ma communication to the Paris Ac-< h :

i\ ha 1 been pub-

t my friend Professor Eood, of Columbia College,

showed me in Konig's catalogue the account of his experi-
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ments, as above quoted. Had I sooner met with them I would
have prefaced my paper with a minute account of his work.

As it is, I do all I now can, and here publicly render to M.

Konig the amende honorable.

Let us now proceed to examine another paragraph of Dr.

Kadau's paper. after luring perused the account of my experi-

ments from No. 2 to No. 9 inclusive, M. Eadau says, " If the

lurks ;ire mounted on resonators, the change of pitch can also be

observed by imparted vibrations. One fork is left upon a table

;

the other, tuned u, ,>.*>, i>>. is strongly vibrated and appr<>adnd

to or moved from the other. If the second fork is in contact

with the resonator <>r,ly <b_>ri«<i tin's motion, the first is not put

into vibration because the exciting sound is put out of tune

by the motion. The imparted vibrations can, however, be

obtained by first putting the exciting fork out of concord, by

proper means (for instance with wax)."
I have carefully examined into the history of this sub-

ject, and have read all the articles referred to by M. Radaii

in his paper, including his own " V Acoustique" and I feel justi-

fied in saying, that surely I could not have desired a clearer or

more concise description of the real essential principle of my
communication to the Paris Academy of Sciences than is con-

tained in the above quoted paragraph: and after having M.

Eadau to tell us in his opening paragraph that I have done

nothing new, it is in truth very cool in him thus, i

"TK
Mayer, an American. 1

July 5th, 1872.

The present comrnuuication is a continuation of the arti.le

in the preceding number of the Journal (p. 122). in which were

described some of the new mammalian remains discovered by

the Yale College expeditions to the Rocky Mountain regie".

Among the animals briefly described in the present paper are

several which appear to be Marsupials, the first fossil species of

the group detected in this country, and hence of much interest.

wfelis ferox, gen.

tiredrte-antic earnivore. nearlv as large as a lion, is representee

•collections bv portions'of a skull, a fragment of a lower

ontaining the sectorial molar, and by some vertebra? and
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other less important parts of the skeleton of the same individual.
The remains show that the animal was a typical carnivore, one

-st and most powerful vet discovered. The tooth
preserved resembles the corresponding one of the lion in its

general shape, hut is proporrioualh hi-.V-i hr anmri »rlv, the base
of the crown Loin-- subtnlntend in'outline. with the 'inner side
the longest. This tooth was in close contact with the one in
front The zygomatic process of the squamosal is proportion-
aily more massive than in the li< in form.

Anteroposterior diameter of lower sectorial molar,...

H'U.t nftnoth\ibovejaw,
e

.

r
.'""

.....
""""""""""

Greatest vertical diameter of zygomatic process
squamosal,

J- his interesting s; enneu was found in <
j
• - il -r Inst. hv

^r. J. F. Page, of the Yale partv. near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.
*he geological horizon was Eocene, or Lower Miocene.

Limnofelis latidem, sp. nov.

.

A second very large carnivore, but inferior to the preceding
- indicated by a last upper premolar, and probably hy

Some other fragmentary remains. Tin's premolar is miUHudiy
broad, and is remarkable for its large posterior tubercle, whicn
W two-thirds the size of the main cusp. The anterior tubercle
is very small. On the outer face there is a well-marked h:i>nl
r " 1^'- The crown is K>v>'« in longitudinal diameter, ll-"'

1" in

--^e diameter, and lo-mm in height Another specimen.
apparently of this species, is the left lower jaw of a young in-

I* <•,,!(.; is the canine, and three molars, the last of
^hich is still nearly endiNd in the j; w. The m . ( cupmd
by the three molars is 46mm.

. The only known remains of the species were discovered by
Mr. G. M. Keasbey ami the -,v\-, r. I>„ it-m m m the Tertiary
beds of Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger, Wyoming.

Limnocyon rvparius, sp. nov.

A new species of Limnocyon, about the size of a fo.v, is rep-
fVs""ta-d by both lower jaw, and a single upper molar from the

fame animal. The lower jaws are long and massive, and

>t the space occupied bv the premolars ami molars

.

..' :. •..'...
^

'
; :

T. -

1
" ^1 here were six teeth behind the canine, ail close r. o '

!

• r ami
f,aoh with two fatm^ The hist two are tubercular. The
canine was large, and near the symphysis.
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ilars and molars, 47. mm.

Space occupied by last three molars, 26"

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate lower molar, 9-

Transverse diameter, 5'

Depth of jaw below this molar, 12-5

The specimens on which this description is based were found,

in August last, by Mr. O. Harger, at the same locality as the

preceding species.

Limnocyon agilis, sp. nov.

A still smaller species, apparently of the same genus, is well

represented by the greater portion of a skull with teeth, and

the more important parts of the skeleton of the same individ-

ual. In the lower jaws, the premolars are separated from

each other and from the canine, and the first premolar has but

a single fang. The first upper premolar is separated nearly its

own longitudinal diameter from the canine. The penultimate

upper molar has its elevated pair of cusps more closely united

than in the last species. The present animal had a long tail,

and claws resembling those of a fox.

Sp.-iiv <>!".-:i|iicd by three lower premolars, 27'6 mm "

Depth i.fj.-uv below third lower premolar, 12*

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate lower molar, 7'75

Transverse diameter, 3*6

Length of astragalus, 21*

Tr:ins\ erse diameter of distal end of humerus, 27'

The above remains were found by the writer, in September
last, in the Tertiary shale of Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

Thhiocyon velox, gen. et sp. nov.

A small carnivore, about as large as a cat, is represented by a

nearly perfect lower jaw with several teeth, and perhaps by

some less characteristic remains of other individuals. The jaw

somewhat roscn i hies in its proportions that of />//>/

it is in- mv elongated, am] tin- symphysis is more nearly horizon-

tal. The angle of the lower jaw is inflected, thus probably H»-

di<M?iiig the marsupial affinities of the species. The condyle,

also, was evidently 'bur little elevated. The number of teeth in

each lower jaw was nine, divide.! us follows: Incisors 2, canine

1, premolars and molars 6. The incisors are small and com-

pressed. The canine is large, and nearly round at the base.

The last two molars are tubercular; and the four anterior teeth

compressed, and each has two fangs.
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Longitudinal extent of lower premolars and molars, 30-5 mm -

K\i. nt of last three teeth, i6 '

Depth of jaw below last molar, 7'5

length of symphysis, 17'

Longitudinal diameter of canine at base, :1
'"
5

Space occupied by two left incisors,
2-

The specimen on which the present description is based was
found, in September last, by the writer, during the explorations

of the Yale party in Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

Viverravus (?) nitidus, sp. nov.

A diminutive mammal, about the size of a weasel, is clearly

indicated by a perfect penultimate lower molar, which agrees so

• •!:..- with' the corresponding tooth of Viverravus gracilis Marsh,

that the species it represents mav tor the present be referred to

- Other remains in our collections probably pertain

to the same species. The crown of this molar is composed of a

posterior tubercle, which has its summit near the outer side;

next a pair of elevated, pointed cusps, of equal size, the exterior

htlyin advance of the other; and m front a small,

slightly bifid tubercle.

Antcro-postcrinr diameter of penultimate lower molar, *•
mm *

Transverse diameter in front, l
'5

- dianu-ter behind, 2
'

Height above jaw of central tubercles, 3 "

The above specimen was discovered last autumn, by G. G.

Lobdell, Jr., in the Tertiary shale near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Thinokstes anceps, gen. et sp. nov.

The collections made by the Yale party include the remains

°f a number of small carnivorous mammals, which are appar-

ently very unlike any hitherto known. In dentition, they some-

wtat resemble several extinct species, supposed to be ot ^ •

''•mi their carnivorous eharaWpr-
AH apparently had the angle of the lower jaws tnfl<

Present other marsupial characters, although in -< i<t >tnir-

Ijure they are very different from any know n lorm <>t that gr..i p.

Ine teeth in the present genus are similar to tlw>s«» <>t Lmnu>-

wrium, and the two genera are evidently v n tod In

tl»e complete description, the char ' -

mav bo called Li< ><> >'> <W.r>. will be fully

discussed. -.
The lower jaws in this species are short ...m >t.'.ii ne

teeth agree in number and general form with tliose ot Jjvnno-
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•T:

molar above and
molars have an external pair of pointed cusps, and on the i

side the first and second true molars have a pair of nearly con-

fluent cones, of which the anterior is much the larger. The
last upper molar has but one inner cone. The lower jaws are

coossified at the symphysis, but the suture is visible externally.

The head of the humerus is much like that of the opossum, and

the distal end has a similar supra-condilar foramen. The astra-

galus resembles that of the raccoon. The animal had a long

slender tail, and was nearly as large as an opossum. Its food

was probably, in part, insects.

LeiiLrit udinal extent of upper molar series, ....

Extent of three upper true molars,
Extent of three lower true molars,
x\ntero-posterior diameter of last lower molar,

.

Depth of jaw on posterior face below last lower molar, ... 10'

This species is represented in the Yale Museum by the more

important part of several skeletons, which were found, last au-

tumn, by Mr. J. F. Quigley, Mr. G. G-. Lobdell, Jr., and the

writer, in the Tertiary deposits of Western Wyoming.

Telmalestes crassus, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus, which closely resembles Thinolestes in the denti-

tion of the lower jaws, may be readily distinguished from it by

the upper molars, which have the inner pair of cones of the

first and second true molars separate, and of nearly equal size.

The last upper molar has but one inner cusp. So far as is now
known, the dental formulas of the two genera are the same, and

in the proportions of the jaws they are very similar. The

present species was about as large as a raccoon, but the lower

jaws are much stouter, and are ankylosed at the symphysis.

Ant, !•«,-,,.,. ;,ri<. i- .inm.t, r >! I ;
t - 1 lower molar, 9'°

Trunin rse diameter *'*

Transverse diameter of last upper molar, ?'8

The specimen on which the above description is mainly baaed

was discovered, last September, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming,
by Mr. 0. Harger, of the Yale party.
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Limnoilierium affine, sp. nov.

A species of Limnotherium, somewhat smaller than L. ti/ran-

• Marsh, is well represented in the Yale Museum by portions
or a skull with teeth, both lower jaws, and a considerable part
oi the skeleton of the same animal. The lower jaws are much

than m I. fyrannus. The lower molars have their
ore compressed, and the canine is but little larger at

the base than the first lower premolar. This and the following
'ha ve each but one fang. The upper true mola I

-

resemble those of Thinolestes anceps.

Antero-poj

Traiisvers (

Depth of
i

ower molar series, . .

.

>r of last lower molar,

The type specimen of this species was found, last September,
at Grizzly Buttes, by Mr. J. F. Quigley, of the Yale party.

Orohippus pumilus
1
gen. et sp. nov.

f he remains on which the following description is principally
oased consist of two separate series of upper molar teeth, four
ot each. They indicate a new genus of small solipcds. nearly
aUied to Aiichithvrhnn. and which possibly may include the
species described by the writer as A. graclle. The crowns of
we upper true molars are composed of a pair of external cusps

. There are two corresponding

!

nner tubercles, from which ridges extend obliquely to the an-

argin ^^ the outer cusps, but the anterior ridge is

divided so as to form an intermediate anterior tubercle. All
^e teeth preserved have a distinct basal ridge. The species
^as about the size of .1 ara to have
aad a long slender tail.

T t

Measurements.

:}
u '"

]

'"-i
•

£>lar, 7*

„
The specimens here described were found, in August last, at

Jrizzly Buttes, Wyoming, by Mr. G. M. Keasbey and the writer.

Helohyus plicodon, gen. et sp. nov.

An interesting genus of small pachyderms, nearly related to

'yracothenum,
'is 'indicated by an upper molar tooth m perfect
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pivseTvi'.urm. Ai !-•'. t< 1 third upper premolar, and probably

some other fragmentary specimens from the same deposits, WKf
belong to the same species. The molar tooth is apparently the

last of the upper series. The crow n is eom p< »se< I mainly of four

cones of nearly equal size. On the outer side, there is a pair of

regularly conical tubercles, quite similar in size and shape. At
the inner anterior corner, there is another cone, and bel

partly inside of this, is the inner posterior cone. Between the

Antero-poati at upper molar, 9- nm '

Transverse diameter, 10-2

Distance between summits of external pair of cones, 4'

Distance between summits of anterior pair of cones, 5-3

The known remains of this species were found by Mr. H. D.

Ziegler and Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr., last summer, at Grizzly

Buttes, near Fort Bridger, Wyoming.

Thiuotherium validum, gen. et. sp. nov.

A portion of a lower jaw containing the last true molar, and

two isolated lower molars, which were found near, and may
pertain to the same animal, indicate a new ungulate mammal,
about as large as the preceding species. The ultimate moltf

resembles in its form and structure of crown the con
tooth of Elotherium lentum Marsh. The four principal tubercles

are similar, and have the same relative position, but at the pos-

terior extremity of the crown there is but a single small cusp,

and the antero-interior cone was but slightly, if at ail,

There is a marked lateral construction of the crown between

the anterior and central pair of cones, and no basal ridge on the

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, H'
Transverse diameter in front, T
Transverse diameter through central pair of cones, 6*

Distance between summits of central cones, 3
'
1

Anteroposterior diameter of first lower true molar, 8-4

The only known specimens of this species were discovered

last autumn, near Henry's Fork, by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr.

Passalacodon litoralis, gen. et sp. nov.

Several small ; m m Is. evidently insectivores, about rise size

of the European hedge-hog, were among the interesting discov-
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eries of the Yale party last year. One of these is at present
known by a lower jaw with the last two molars perfect, and by
a few other fragmentary remains. The jaw was rather slender
and compressed, and much prolonged backward at the angle.
The two molars preserved have their crowns composed of an

pair of high cusps, and a posterior pair lesa elevated. At
the anterior and posterior margin of each molar, there is a small

ate tubercle which projects beyond the border, espec-

1 1 late molar. The rami were apparent] v n< >t

coossified. The Inner incisor is large and near the symphysis.

Measurements.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 5- mra -

transverse diameter, 8*

Antero-pesterior diameter of penultimate lower molar, 4-8
1 " : t \ rse diameter, 3-1

Depth of jaw below first lower premolar, 6*

This unique specimen was found, in September last, near
henry's Fork, by Mr. J. F. Quigley, of the Yale party.

Anisacodon elegans, gen. et sp. nov.

Another genus, nearly allied to the preceding one, may be
on a lower 'jaw with teeth, which belonged to an

animal about the same size as the one last described. In the
present specimen, the last lower molar is smaller than the pen-
ultimate. In both, the cavities between the cusps are much
m°re deeply excavated than in the same molars of Passalacodon,
and the small intermedial tubercles are less prominent.

Measurements.

''

Transverse diameter, 3-9

wrer molar, 4-6

diameter, 8*1

•Uepth of lower jaw on posterior fare below hist molar, 6'5

The only known specimen o£ this species was found, last au-
tui*n, by the writer, near Henry's Fork. Wyoming.

Centetodon pulcher, gen. et sp. nov.

mamma moie, is

«Kewise indicated bv part of a lower jaw, with the last true

'
i preserved! Several other specimens m our .-oll.r-

}

10ns probably should be referred to the same species. The
'"'".'' n."lar i- <,uit. ditlerent Iron, tint « f tin recent -mall m-

;." ! Vl -os, and resembles somewhat the corresponding tooth m
tentetes, alth,,- ;

_' prohahh there is little affinity between the

. h ^rior pan of t'.u '
l ~ formed by a
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low tubercle, which is separated by a deep notch from the an-

terior elevated portion. The latter is composed of three pointed

cones, the front one being the highest

Space occupied by last two lower molars, 3*6 mm '

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar, 1*8

Transverse diameter, 1 "1

Depth ofjaw below last lower molar, 3'5

The specimen here described was found, last September, by

the writer, near Henry's Fork, "Wyoming.

Part III.

Nearly all the remains briefly described in this section of the

present communication belonged to quite small animals, many

of them insectivorous, and several evidently marsupials. In

the complete description, now in course of preparation, these

various species will be fully described, and their more exact

affinities determined.

Stenacodon rarus, gen. et sp. nov.

A new genus of very small mammals, apparently related dis-

tantly to Hyopsodus, may be established on a single last lower

molar, in good preservation, which is one of the rarities of our

collections. The crown of the tooth is remarkably narrow. It

is composed essentially of four main cusps, nearly of the same

iize, and a larger posterior tubercle. The main cusps are ar-

ranged in two transverse pairs, and the posterior pair are tbe

highest. There is no basal ridge, The species was somewhat

smaller than Hyopsodus paulus Leidy.

Measurements.

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar, 6*5
rnm '

Transverse diameter through anterior pair of cones, 2*9

Transverse diameter through posterior tubercle, 2*

Height of posterior pair of cones above jaw, 2
'7

The above specimen was found by the writer, last autumn.

near Henry's Fork.

Antiacodon venustus, gen. et sp. nov.

This species, which is about the same size as Homacodon va-

gans, is at present represented only by part of a lower

the characteristic lower molar, so often alone preserved. Tbe

crown of the present tooth has a similar composition to that ot

the same molar in Homacodon. The four pi

in nearly opposite pairs, but the posterior tubercle is less widftlj
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; Kii-iito.1 f'n.iu the i-ft:tr:i I pair of cones, and the inner anterior
its summit distinctly cleft. The crown, also, is propor-

tionally shorter longitudinally. There is a distinct basal ridge
on the front and outer sides of the crown.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 6*2 mm '

transverse diameter through anterior pair of cones, 3-6

liameter through centra] pair of cones, 3*6

Height of anterior inner cusp above jaw, 3*7

The only known specimen of this species was found, last

September, by the writer, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Bathrodon typus, gen. et sp. nov.

I» this genus, the first mil second lower true molars have
tli a similar composition to those of Limnotherium,

rior pair of cusps are more elevated, and the poster-

nearly equal in size. The last lower molar is quite

from the corresponding tooth in that genus. It is

niore like the preceding molar with the addition of a posterior
tubercle, which is near the inner margin. The present species
js based mainly on a portion of a lower jaw containing the last

'
molars. *Tliev indicate an animal about as large as Lim-

"'-"'""" t/r,,,,,,* 'Marsh, ami one probably allied to that

longitudinal extent of last three lower molars, 12-5 mm -

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 5*

diameter, 3-5

"eight of penultimate lower molar above jaw, 2-6

The only known remains of this species were found by Mr.

f- Mead, jr., at Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger, Wyoming,
ln September last.

Bathrodon annectens, sp. nov.

Another species, about as large as a rabbit, is indicated by
tt of a lower jaw with the last lower molar perfect. In

rition, and the position of its cusps, this tooth resem-
Wes the corresponding molar of Anisacodon eJegans, but differs

Jfomitinhaviniriln ant.-rioi halt'ot tin .-rmvi narrower than
the posterior portion. The former is elevated, and has its inner
c"sp the highest. There is no distinct basal ridge.

Antero posterior diameter of last lower molar,

-'liameter in front,
transverse diameter through posterior half,

"epth of jaw on posterior fiwse helow last lower molar,
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This unique specimen was dis nber of last

year, near Henry's Fork, by Mr. F. Mead, Jr., of the Yale party.

Mesacodon speciosus, gen. et sp. nov.

This species and genus is based essentially on a nearly per-

fect lower jaw, with most of the teeth in good preservation, in

its general features, the jaw resembles that of Limnotherium, and

the molars are similar in composition to those of L. elegans,

although considerably narrower. The teeth form 2

series. The canine is large and compressed, and almost i

1

is. There are three premolars, and
t premolar had but a single fang. The

second is compressed, and the third is very similar to the next

true molar. The last lower molar is narrower than the penul-

timate. The jaw is sli.ni, twisted longitudinally, and was not

coossified with its fellow. The lower border was produced

posteriorly, and the angle inflected. The remains indicate an

*ut the size of the preceding species, and probably

Longitudinal extent of six lower molars, 20 -2
mn1-

Extent of three lower true molars, 12*2

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 4*3

Transverse diameter, 3'

Depth ofjaw on posterior face below last lower molar,. . .
1'

The jaw described above was found by the r ter h t Sep-

tember, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

1 gracilis, gen. et sp. nov
A genus of small mammals, apparently

molar teeth resembling those in Mesacodon, is well represented

by portions of several lower jaws, and possibly by other char-

acteristic remains. All appear to belong to the same species,

which was somewhat smaller than that last described. The

lower jaws preserved are rather slender and compressed. The

teeth form a continuous series, and the dental formula appears

to be as follows: Incisors 2, canine 1, premolars 3, and molftW

3. There were evidently two small incisors, and the canine

was but little larger. The first premolar has but a single &ng

The two following are compressed, subtriangular at the !>.'-<•

and both quite different from the first true molar. There was

an external basal ridge on the crowns of the lower molars.

The jaws were not coossified at the symphysis. The lower

margin was produced posteriorly, and the angle inflected.

Longitudinal extent of nine lower teeth,,

Extent of premolar and molar series,

Extent of true molars,
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Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 4* mra -

Transverse diameter, 2-4

Depth ofjaw below last lower molar, 6-3

The type specimen of this species was discovered, last autumn,
Bar Henry's Fork, Wyoming, by Mr. Gr. G. Lobdell, Jr.

"flier specimens were found in the same region by Mr. O.

Karger, Mr. J. J. DuBois, and Mr. T. G. Peck, of the Yale
party.

Ilemiacodon nanus, sp. nov.

A much smaller species, of the same genus apparently, is in-

dicated by a right lower jaw, with the last four molars in per-

fect preservation.' The teeth in this specimen have crowns with

the same composition as in the preceding species, and there is

the same marked difference between the last premolar and the

first true molar. The teeth preserved have a distinct basal

"dge. The jaw is less compressed than in the larger species.

It indicates an animal about the size of a weasel, whose food

was probably insects.

longitudinal extent of last four lower teeth, 1 1' mm *

^U-nt of three lower molars 9
*

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 3.5

1 r:tn-vt>rse diameter, 2
'

Depth of jaw below first lower true molar, - - • •
4"6

The specimen on which the above description is based was
-- !..! by Mr. O. Harger, in September last, near Henrys

fork, Wyoming.

Hemiacodot, '-.-'
A still smaller species, not larger than a mole, is indicated

?! a fragment of a lower jaw containing the penultimate molar
ln good condition The jaw was proportionally more com-

last described, but the tooth pre-

• . .Mos.'Jv'in the composition of its erown with the
'

'

'

m
i>< -nding molar of that species. On the outer side of the

crown, there is a distinct basal ridge.

-W< t«>,,osterior diameter of penultimate lower molar, . .
.
2-3

•

,

ri!^v,.r.,.di:,m,trr ?'„

{{eijrht above jaw of anterior tubercles, ]

"

J

Depth of jaw below this molar,
3 "

7

e
This specimen, the only known remains of the speeies. was

! " 1! "l in September 1*70, bv Mr. H. B. Sargent, ot the Yale

Wy. ThelocalitN wa> at < irixxly Buttes.
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Centetodon altidens, sp. nov.

A fragment of a lower jaw in our collections contains a pen-

ultimate molar, which agrees so nearly in its main features

with the last lower molar of Centetodon quicker, that the species

it represents may provisionally be referred to that genus,

although the species differ widely in size and other respects.

The tooth preserved is remarkable for its great height above

the jaw. The notch between the low posterior tubercle and

the elevated anterior trifid portion of the crown is not so deep

as in the small species, and more like that in the genus Center

tes. There is a faint basal ridge around the crown, except on

the inner side.

Longitudinal extent <>i hrs, ,

5'5

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate lower molar,. . .
.3*

Transverse diameter, 2*3

Height above jaw, 3*1

Depth of jaw below penultimate molar, 6*

This specimen was found by the writer, last autumn, near

Henry's Fork.

Entomodon comptus, gen. et sp. nov.

Another genus of insectivores is represented by several iso-

lated teeth, one of the most characteristic of which is a la?t

lower molar, in excellent preservation. This tooth is very

naiTow, and its crown is composed of a low posterior tubercle

slightly bifid ; a pair of elevated central cones, the outer being

the highest, and slightly in advance of the other ; and a small

compressed anterior tubercle. Behind the inner central cone is

a deep depression. There is no basal ridge. The tooth indi-

cates an animal about as large as a weasel. It is probable that

the small mammal referred provisionally by the writer to the

genus Viverravus, under the name V. m'tidus, may belong to

the present genus. The species is rather smaller than the one

here described.

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower molar, 5
'3

Transverse diameter ttirough central cones, 2
'5

Height of outer central cone above jaw,
4 "4

FFcight <>i' :uiterior tubercle above jaw, :3
'4

The type specimen of this species was found near Henry s

Fork, last September, by Mr. G-. M. Keasbey.

Entomacodon minutus, gen. et sp. nov.

A small insectivorous mammal, about as largo as a mouse, is

indicated by a fragment of a lower jaw with the last molar per-
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feet, and probably by some other equally characteristic remains.
The crown of the lower molar has its main cusps verv similar
to those of Entomodon, but all are pointed. The outer of the

;

<>r points is the highest, and the posterior cusp is

"
i re is no basal ridge. An upper true molar found

specimen, and perhaps belonging to the same animal,
- in the composition of its crown the first upper true

molar in the genus Erinaceus.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 2-2 mm -

1 ran>vers(, diameter, 1-

Height above jaw, 2*

Depth of jaw below last lower molar, 2*5

1 m specimens now representing this species were found, last
autumn, near Henry's Fork, by Mr. 0. Harger.

Centracodon delicatus, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the treasures of our collections is a small, nearly per-
'

'

; '•' cr jaw. containing seven teeth, most of them in good
P * n ation. The specimen clearly represents an insectivore,
about as large as a mole, ami apparently a marsupial. The jaw
^slender, and its lower border regularly curved longitudinally,
inere were throe true molars with pointed cusps, and four pre-

molars more or less compressed. The first and second
;
n mo-

jars are inclined forward, and separated from each other. The
has a low. sharp, posterior tubercle, and in front a

nigh pointed external cusp, with two small inner tubercles.

Longitudinal extent of seven posterior lower teeth, 12-8
extent of last three molars,

.

'
6-

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 2'

iranM erse diameter, 1*2

^epth ofjaw below last lower molar, 8'

The above specimen was discovered, in September of ]

year, near Henry's Fork, by Mr. F. Mead, Jr.

Xijctihvbs S'Ddimt?. gen. et sp. nov.

An interesting genus of verv small hats is indicated by p
of/ lower jaw with the last three : ,.>lars |>er!ec, On the on

*, these molar, r, en ie tl—, ! N
- » ronn. but differ

^itially from tin same teeth in that genus in having the p
ot pointed anterior tubercle, of . .piM height. The jaw

^nder, and proportionally less deep than, m A tjrt> it>mn
lfle present species was somewhat -. ulier tiian .V. vefac
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Longitudinal extent of last three lower molars,

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar,

.

Depth of jaw below last lower molar, 2
•

This specimen, the only known remains of the species, was

found by the writer, last September, at Grizzly Buttes, Wy-
oming.

Ziphacodon rugatus, gen. et sp. nov.

A new carnivore, about the size of a civet cat, is represented

in our Wyoming collections by the anterior part of a lower jav.\

and probably by other less important remains. The premolars

in this specimen have their main cusps peculiarly sharp and

effective. Their anterior and posterior tubercles, also, are

pointed, and placed near the base of the crown. The first pre-

molar is large, and near the canine. The latter was of medium

,
and inserted in the jaw more nearly vertically than i

carnivores. The adjoining incisor was large, Th
have the enamel of the crown coarsely wrinkled.

Longitudinal extent of canine and live next lower teeth,. .30' mm *

Extent of four premolars, 19'2

Anteroposterior diameter of third premolar, 6*

Transi ewe diameter, 8'

1 )epi Ii of jaw below fourth premolar, 8*5

The type specimen of this species was found by Mr. J- J-

DuBois/ The locality was near Henry's Fork.

Harpalodon sylvestris, gen. et sp. nov.

Another new genus of carnivores, apparently allied to \
n-er-

ravus, is indicated, also, by part of a lower jaw conta

last two premolars, and the following tubercular molar. The

former differ from the corresponding teeth in Viverravut, in the

absence of the upper posterior tubercle on the third lower pre-

molar. On the fourth premolar, this tubercle is rudi

The premolars preserved are much compressed, and have the

anterior tubercle well developed. The present species was

somewhat larger than V. gracilis Marsh.

Longitudinal extent of last two premolars and first true

lower molar, 1(

Antero-posterior diameter of first true molar, •

Antero-posterior diameter of last premolar, *

Height above ja
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The above specimen was found by Mr. 0. Harder, near
Henry's Fork.

Harpalodon vulpinus, sp. nov.

A larger species, apparently of the same genus as the preced-
'-• :

", > l'c based on part <>l a lower jaw containing the last
premolar. Some other isolated specimens probably belong to

eies. The premolar has the posterior tubercle pro-
y more developed than in It. sylvestris, and is conse-

:•< >ader at this part of the crown. The main cusp is
less elevated.

Space occupied by four lower premolars, 22- mm -

Anteroposterior diameter of last premolar, 7"

Transverse diameter, 2-3

above jaw, 4-3
Uepth of jaw below last premolar, 8-

The known remains of this species were found by Mr. T. G.
^eck, m September last, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Orotherium Uinlanum, gen. et sp. nov.

yl &enus is nearly allied, apparently, to Lophiotherium, but
-m the known remains of that genus in having, on the

^nd lower premolar. :i on. mi . ,' i - -ior tubercle. In the
tr«e lower molars, also, the anterior im or eon, s slid th bind.

^ character not indicated in t c li-mres -riven of tlie convspond-
lng teeth of Lophiotherium. The present species is based on a

•r,. lower jaw, with the last six teeth in perfect pre-
servation. The first true lower molar is verv similar to the
fourth premolar, but is rath, r .r. . 1 r anteriorly. The second

-. "iorr^..,,!,,;.-,^,!;..,! -ep-

bj a *&< note!,. Th< ower
teeth resemble those of hph^f^h',,,, ^h-.tfinnn Leidv. as well
as those of the smaller <\nvu s. L. tl« »; > Mat- . ai i both
teesespccMe^h u 1 - , - . nsO,^,
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Helaletes boops, gen. et sp. nov.

Among the Tapiroid mammals in the Green River Tertiary

iv are two !i>r'mrt irenera which have been referred

h> Lophiodon. Dr. Leidy has given the name Hyrachyus to one

of these, which embraces the larger species, and the other may
be called Helaletes. In this genus the last lower molar has ;

third, posterior lobe. The upper molars resemble those of Lo-
rT" astragalus differs widely from the Tapiroid type,

ow oblique condyles is very similar to that of the

phiodon The astragal u

Equidse. Other characters of the genus will be given in the

full description.

The present species is based upon the greater portion of a skull

with teeth, and the mure important parts of the skeleton of the

same individual. The teeth agree in size with those of Loph'o-

don nanus Marsh, but the last upper molar has a small tubercle

on the outer margin between the cusps, which appears to be

wanting in the type specimen of the latter species. There are

also other differences of importance. Both species doubtless

belong to the same genus.

Longitudinal extent of last three lower molars, 33- mm "

A nt en .-posterior diameter of last lower molar, 12'2

Depth ofjaw below last lower molar, 21*

Anteroposterior diameter of last upper molar, U'l
Transverse diameter

J
H'5

L ngrli f astragalus, 27'

Wj.lt !i i.tt ween condylar ridges, 11*5

The type specimen of this species was discovered. Inst na-

tulan, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming, by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr.

Part IV.

Paramys robustus, sp. nov.

A new rodent, with lower molar teeth similar to those of

Paramys, but a much larger animal than the known species ol

that genus, is represented by two lower molars, and by other

less important remains. An isolated incisor probably belong*

to the same species. The lower molars preserved are propor-

tionally broader than those in Paramys delicatus Leidy. aii<l r |!!
'

|

mate molar is more constricted medially, the notch on

the inner side being nearly as deep as the external d<

The known remains of this species indicate an animal somewhat

larger than the common woodchuck (Arctomys monax Gm.).
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^ nt
' W-posI iw«r moke 6- mm -

Tr.r^verse diameter, 6"4

Transverse diameter of incisor, 4*

The specimens above described were found bv Mr. G. G.
Lobdell, Jr., and Mr. G. M. Keasbey, in tbe lower Tertiary de-
posits of Grizzly Buttes and Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Tillomys senex, gen. et sp. nov.

A small rodent, about tbe size of a rat. is represented in our
"yuimiur collections by a fragment of a lower jaw with tbe
second molar in place, and apparently bv some other uncharac-
tenstic remains. The crown of this molar is *>mewhat worn.
but was composed essentially of an anterior transverse crest,
a"d a pair of posterior tubercles, tbe outer and larger one being
connected by a small intermediate tubercle with the outer pos-

-! •

'
of tbe anterior lobe. The jaw in the present species

. and the tubercle at tbe anterior margin of the mas-
seteric fossa is under the center of the second molar.

,K'H <> «>fjaw "below second molar,! !!!!!!!!!!!!!*.."!.".!!! 5-

The known remains of this species were found, in September
Jast, by the writer, near Henry's Fork.

Tillomys jkivvus, sp. nov.

A smaller species, which appears to agree generically with
toe specimen last described, maybe established on a lower jaw.
afso containing the second molar. In this tooth, the longitudi-
nal connecting ridge, or tubercle, between the anterior and pos-

i rs of the crown, is more nearly central. The masseteric
f

"r^a- moreover, terminates in fro it ju- at t! m ''<:' r/m
ot the last lower molar. The species was b n iitt . lan/a r ti an

• '•"u'tli of lower molar series, 7*1

•',
'

' osterior diameter of secon<l lower molar, 1-9

i "wverse diameter l
'5

This specimen was found bv Mr. 0. liarger, at Grizzly Buttes.

Wyoming, in September last.

Taxymys lucaris, gen. et sp. nov.

The existence of another small rodent evidently belonging to

the Sciuridaj, is clearly proved 1,\ a fra-rm-ut <>! an upi>er jaw,
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with the first two molars in position. A vertebra found with

this specimen probably belonged to the same animal, which was

the common flying squirrel {Pteromys vofa-

edla Desm.). The first upper molar is nearly round, and dimin-

utive, as in many of the recent squirrels. The second upper

molar has its crown composed of two main transverse ridges,

which start from the outer side, and meet in a prominent inner

side

Space occupied by first two upper molars, 2*5 mm '

Anteroposterior diameter of second upper molar, 1*7

Transverse diameter, 2-

Transverse diameter of first upper molar, 1*

The above remains were found, last autumn, by the writer,

near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Sciuravus jparvidens, sp. nov.

A diminutive rodent, with molar teeth resembling those of

Sciuravus, is evidently represented in our collections by a lower

jaw containing the third molar, part of an upper jaw with the

penultimate molar, and several isolated teeth. Tho-e remains

indicate an animal about half the bulk of Sciuravus undant

Marsh. The lower incisor is more convex in front than in that

species. The jaw is short and deep, and the masseteric fossa

ends in front under the second molar. The upper penultimate

molar has three fangs, and the last one had four.

Space occupied by three po-tcrior lower molars, 5-2 mm '

Anteroposterior diameter of third lower molar, 2'

Depth of jaw below second lower molar, &"8

Transverse diameter of lower incisor, 1'2

present representing this species were found,

denry's Fork and Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming,
by Mr. G. M. Keasbey and the writer.

Colonymys celer, gen. et sp. nov.

Another small rodent, about the size of the animal last de-

scribed, is indicated by several isolated molars, which differ

widely from the corresponding teeth in any genus of this group

from the Green River Tertiary deposits. A typical upper mo-

• >!i iition has its crown composed of four prinet-

in two pairs. The outer pair art

entirely separated from each other. The inner pair are very

bare their summits turned toward the center
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of the tooth. The two anterior cusps are connected by an out-

ward curving basal ridge. A similar ridge passes from the

outer posterior cone inward, but does not reach the opposite

cusp. This upper molar, which is apparently the penultimate,

measures 2'4mni, in anteroposterior diameter, and 2*lmm ' in trans-

verse
« liameter. The known remains of the present species were

found, last autumn, near Henry's Fork, by Mr. H. D. Ziegler

and Mr. A. B. Mason, of the Yale party.

Apatemys bellus, gen. et sp. nov.

A new and peculiar genus of very small mammals may be

based on part of a lower jaw, with the penultimate molar in

place, and well preserved. Extending through the base of the

specimen is a portion of a large rodent-like incisor. The molar

is of the insectivore type, and the animal should probably be

placed with that group. The crown of this tooth has its poster-

iw half deeply excavated, with the outer rim of the cavity the

highest, and rising at the inner posterior angle into a pointed

tubercle. The anterior half of the crown consists of a transverse

pair of high pointed cusps, opposite each other, and connected

together. An elevated basal ridge, rising into a sharp inner

cusp, completes the anterior margin. The large incisor is oval

in transverse section, and extends under all the molars. The
animal was about as large as a mole.

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate lower molar, 2-3 mm *

Transverse diameter, z\

}
]

>spth ofjaw below, 5
*6

Transverse diameter of incisor, 1
'G

This unique specimen was found, last September, near Henry's

Fork, by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr.

Apatemys bellulus, sp. nov.

Another diminutive mammal, apparently of the same genus,

out somewhat smaller than the species last described, is wch

represented by a lower jaw with the last three molars perfect.

The penultimate molar agrees in the composition of its crown

with that of A. bellus. In the last lower molar, the outer border

of the posterior cavity forms a slightly curved longitudinal

<-
:

"i„, whirl, terminates in a small tubercle. The molar teeth

are narrow, and the jaw compressed. The cavity ior the incisor

extends below all the lower molars.

>na< •,. occupied by last three lower molars,

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar,

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate lower molar,.

Transverse diameter,
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This interesting fossil was found, last autumn, n

Fork, Wyoming, by Mr. G. M. Keasbey.

Entomacodon angustidens, sp. nov.

A very small insectivore, which appears to belong to the

genus Entomacodon, left its remains in the Green Eiver Tertiary

deposits, and our collections contain a left lower jaw, with the

last premolar and the two following molars in good preserva-

tion. The molars agree essentially in the composition of their

crowns with those of E. minutus, but the three anterior cusps

are nearer together, and the one in front is nearly as high as the

others. The specimen indicates, also, a em
type of that species. The jaw is much compressed, and the teeth

are very narrow. The last premolar resembles the adjoining

molar, but has the anterior cusp rudimentary.

Space occupied by last four lower teeth, 5 '5
"

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower premolar, 1
'6

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate lower molar,. . .
.1*7

Transverse diameter, 1

'

Depth ofjaw below last lower molar, 2*5

This specimen was found by Mr. J. J. DuBois, at Grizzly

Buttes, Wyoming, in September of last year.

Triacodon grandis, sp. nov.

The genus Triacodon was established, by the writer, on •

single lower premolar, which differed widely from any eorw*
ponding tooth then known. The species thus represented was

called T. /allar, and its possible es were sug-

gested.* The researches of the Yale party during the past

year, in the same region where the original specimen was found,

have added something to the knowledge of this peculiar mam-

mal, but much still remains to be ascertained. A portion of »

skeleton was found at Grizzly Buttes by the writer,

nately the peculiar premolar was in the jaw, although the other

teeth were too imperfect for study. The jaws were stout, but

not deep, and the lower border was convex longitudinally-

Then; was a prominent canine, and the last lower molar was

tubercular. The skull had ;i distinct sagittal crest. The hu-

merus was slender, and curved as in the otter. The animal was

probably a carnivorous marsupial.

A second and much larger species of the genua is

by the corresponding right lower premolar, in excellent preser-

vation. It agrees closely in its main features with the type

specimen of T. fallaic, but has a distinct antero-external basal

* This Journal, vol. ii. p. 123, August, 1871.
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ridge. It indicates, moreover, an animal several times the bulk
of that species. Probably other remains of both species were
found by our party, but have not been recognized as pea
to this genus.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower premolar, 5- mm -

we diameter, 5-8
Height of anterior cusp above jaw, 5-2
Height of exterior eusp above jaw, 8-

This rare specimen was found, by Mr. O. Harger, in the shale
s Fork. Tin* uvolnn-jral h,>ri;-...ii was o.-

same as at Grizzly Buttes.

, \ muCu smaller species, apparently not more than onedialf
the bulk of T.Jallax, is indicated. likewise, by the peculiar last
lower premolar. This tooth, like that in the other species, has
wo fangs. There is a faint basal ridge, and the three ponrted
cusps, that give the crown its character, are more nearly of
equal size than in either of the larger species.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower premolar, 3- mm -

liameter 3-

interior cusp above jaw, 2*5

"eight of exterior cusp above jaw, 4-

This specimen, the only remains of the species at present
;
>er last, by^ G. G. Lobdell, Jr.

Euryacodon tepidus, gen. et sp. nov.

A. small mammal, doubtless an insectivore, is represented by
a fragment of an upper jaw containing the last two molars h.
Perfect condition. Our collections contain other char

- which appear to be spcvifi.-ally identical with this

specimen. The teeth preserved agree nearly in the composHiou
°f their crowns with the molars described by Dr. Leidv umlvv
'"e name, Palceacodon vents, but each has its inner margin pro-

duced into a small tubercle. In the penultimate upper molar,
- * "

i !< - especially
|
-ominent The outer margin, also.

1)1 '"'^i' molars has but a single faint indentation between the
external cusps. Both teeth are surrounded by a distinct basal
ndge. The specimens preserved indicate an animal about as
large as a weasel.

•pace occupied by last two upper molars,.

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate u

* ransverse diameter,
Aransverse diameter of last upper molar,. -
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The type specimen of this species was found, last autumn, at

Grizzly Buttes, by the writer, and other remains were discov-

ered, at the same locality, by Mr. O. Harger.

Palceacodon vagus, sp. nov.

Another small insectivore, about the same size as the preced-

ing species, is clearly indicated by part of an upper jaw, ffitib

the last three molars perfect. In this specimen, the last two

upper teeth are broader transversely than in Euryacodon leptdus,

and both lack the inner tubercle. The outer margin of the

crown and the basal ridge are very similar in the corresponding

teeth oi the two specimens. The first upper true molar has ex-

ternally a deeper notch between the outer cusps, and at each

external angle the basal ridge rises into a small tubercle. It is

possible that the small tooth mentioned by Dr. Leidy, in his

description of Paloeacodon verus, may prove to belong to the

present species. In that case his specific name may b»

for the animal represented by the larger tooth, which mainly is

described, and the smaller species may bear the name here given.

Space occupied by last three upper molars, 7'

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar,. . .
.2*7

Transverse diameter, 4 #

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 2-1

Transverse diameter, 3 "6

The only known remains of this species were found at

Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming, by Mr. F. Mead, Jr.

Tale College, New Haven, August 15th, 1872.

Postscript.

The original specimens of the fossil mammals described by

the writer in this and preceding articles are carefully pre-

served in the Museum of Yale College. The dates of publica-

tion of the principal papers are as follows: The two
Volume II. of this Journal (pages 35-44, and 120-127, July and

August, 1871) were published together, in pamphlet form, and

widely distributed, June 2 1st, 1871. The species there described,

therefore, bear that date. The various parts of the present com-
* separately as follows:—Part I, July

id, 1^7^ : l\.rt il, AueiM'Tth. 1S72: Part III. August 13th,

1872 ; and Part IY, August 17th, 1872,—the date of publica-

tion being printed on each pamphlet.
The brief descriptions here given are merely preliminary to

a full description, with illustrations, now in preparation.

ale College, August 19th, 1
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Art. XXIX.— On certain Relations between the mean mot i>„s <,j

the Perihelia of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune; by

Professor Daniel Kiekwood.

Ik Mr. Stockwell's able memoir* on the secular variations of

the planary orbits, it is shown that the mean motions of the

perihelia of Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are as follows :

Saturn 22".4608479

Uranus,f 3.7166075

Neptune, 0.6166849

Denoting these values by N", N™, and Nviii
,
respectively,

N«—7Nvii+6NviH=:0' /

.1447048, ... (1)

As these quantities depend upon the masses of the planets, some
of which are not very accurately known, ' it seems probable

that the second member of (1), if precisely determined, would

be 0. The influence of the small planets, Mercury, Venus, the

^ii'tii ;uid Mars, is. in this case, quite inconsiderable; no prob-

able change in the received masses of Uranus and Neptune

would reduce the second member of (1) to 0; and, finally, the

mass of Jupiter is more accurately determined than that «>t any

other planet. There remains, then, the large planet Saturn, the

received value of whose mass is derived from Bessels measure-

ments of the elongation of the sixth satellite. The — 7"

exoeeds Bess s In .02). corresponds to a mass, ^t^ wllieh

substituted in Stockwell's formulas renders the equation

Nvi_7Nvii+6Nv- = 0, ... (2)

accurately true The difference, 0".62, is less than that between

the determinations of the equatorial diameter of Saturn by the

°est observers.
, . ,

If equation (2) be exact, the corresponding relation between

the mean longitudes of the perihelm will be obvious, ami it

must follow that the perihelia of no three of thefour outer planet*

f" *i»n,Ii,„ chjhave the same mean longitude. In short if

L\ L* L™ and L-», represent the mean longitudes ,,l the

Perihelia of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, respectively,

* Smithsonian Contributioi s. \\ :i.-Ui it.-^t. >n. !> -
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their mutual relations will probably be expressed by the follow-

ing equations

:

Lvi_7Lvi+6Lviii = 180°, ... (3)

I/—

L

vl+6(LTii—

L

vill
) = 0, . . . (4)*

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistry and Physics.

-Cleve has continued

pounds of plati-

num, and has described a number of new compounds <

aniline and ethylamin. By heating chloride of plato-semi-diamine

in a sealed tube, with weak alcohol and an excess of aniline, a white

crystalline powder is obtained, which has the formula,

a)

i salt gives with chlorplatitiitr of pot:

to thee

-CI.,.

colored precipitate corresponding to the green salt of Alagnus, and

having the formula,

p <2NH 3 .C1.C1 ) prt |2(NH,C
6 )Cl. Clf

rt -

The nitrate and oxalate of this base have respectively the formulas,

Pt
\ $&T C.) 1

M «3, •'"'d Pt
| 2^7

C 8 ) }
C.O.+eH'.

ddor this iodide as derived 1

of the two en ternal molecules, XII
s

i'c- the isomeric chloride,

noir already referred to, Mr. Stock-.
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rt JNH 3
. NH 7

C 6 f^2 '

s the two external molecules of aniline, and we have
iodide of platosamin,

yt
\ NH 3 . L

i chloride above mentioned unites also with platinous

chloride to form a part which crystallizes in very brilliant, thin,

micaceous scales.

When aniline is dissolved in a concentrated boiling solution of

sulphate of plato-semi-diamine, colorless prismatic crystals are

obtained having the formula,

When chloride of platosamine, Pt(NH 3
. CI).,, is heated with ani-

li ^- water, ;u!.! a fiith- alcohol, thin nacreous scales are obtained,

*hich have the formula,

'i.'l :ive isomeric with the salt first described. The chh>r:
" f> this compound is a slightly soluble, crystalline, buff-colored

!<</wder. The author describes also the normal sulphate and

,.!'>' boiling the chloride of plato-scmi-uiam'me with ethylamine,

^leve obtained a chloride having the formula,

chloride giv <

formula,

* isomeric chloride,

It yields a slightly soluble, green chl«»rj»laiinitc,

sulphate with if atoms of water of crysta.lizatmn.-

'i&ti r/riuriqu^ 1S7'2, p. 2!>4. ."

;ives on evaporation the cniornyarait

PN(C BH 6 0) 3
H 3
Pt.N 2H 4

.2HCl.



The i

and yield

P2 (C3H 5
CJ)

ePt . N„H4 . 2HC1.

The methyl compound's, P(CII
3 0) 3PtCl2 and Pt2(CH 80)ePt<:i 2 ,

yield similar compounds. It appears probable that the radical

P(0 2 lI 5
O) 3Pt may be isolated by the action of zinc on the

chloride. All of these compounds are derived from the bodies.

PCl
3
PtCl

s
and (PCl.,) a lM(:i

s , which are formed by the action of

|.ho>j,!.,,rif chloride, PC1
5 , upon spongy platinum. By the action

of these substances u . :[.0)
3
PtCl2

and P2 (C 2H 5 0) li
PtCl 2 , are f<,nued.—Jkrichte der Deutschen

< Item, (its., Jahrgang v, p. 390. w. G.

3. On the specific heat of carbon.—B. F. Webek has re-deter-

mined the spe-itie heat of carbon in the form of diamond and of

graphite. The author employed the ice calorimeter of Bunsen,

and arrived at the remarkable result that the specific heat of carbon

increase- with the temperature m. <re rapid!) than that of any other

known Mil»<tance. In trie case of diamond it is trebled for an in-

crease of temperature from 0° to 200° C. The author's experiment
were made with two di

;
ectively 447 and ''-^4

milligrammes. .Preliminary trials showed that these'had the same

sj.eciiii heats within the limits of the necessary errors of experi-

ment. For twelve different temperatures ainm-i uniform!} _di-

trilmte.l in the interval from n to 200° thirty-three observance's

were made. These nave for the mean specific heat the parabolic

formula :

Co- 1 = 0-0947+ 0'0O0497t-0'000O0012t 2
.

3 formula the true specific heat, or the quantity <

o raise the tem
ay be determine!

t . Co - 1= pyt . dt

and h= 0'0947-f0-000994t - O'OO
i - _ - :

;

u' values for diamon
0° v = 0-0947

Inth
j the equati

Co-t= 0-11674-0-0008t )

it= 0-1 167+0-00 lOt \

These results explain the discrepancies in the dc
the specific heat- of carbon by other physicist-. Tie

diamond at abftut 525° C. would have a specific heat of 0'52 or

—, as the law of Dulong and Petit requires. Weber considers

heat necessary to raise the temperature of the unit of weight c
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inniM/nii: a strong argument against
' * w loses all chemica 1 -

Lepend essentially i

< opinion the law loses all chemical and physical

t is shown to dem-nd essentially upon the tem-

perature. The author promises a further investigation of this

subject, which is of great importance for the relation between true

specific heat and internal work.—Benchte der Deut&chen Chern.

'•''-... J,ihr>/'nuf v, p. 303. w
-
G -

\. What dUern,in>-s MnUruhir Motion?— Tlit Fundamental
Problem of Nature ; by Mr. Jamks Croix.—Mr. Croll closes an

article of 25 pa-esin tile July number of the Philosophical Maga-

canbeofservi!'!''; notion in organic

nature is determine. 1. It is thought, however, by the advocates

ofthe physical school thai abiem-h at present we are unable to

explain how organic nature can be built up by the play of the

'"•'linarv chemical and physical forces, yet at some future day,

hen we shall have come to know far more of molecular physics

.
£he character of a cause niav often to some extent bc_judgt-d

"'directly from the nature of the effects produced. It is from the

eff<*ts produced that we know, for example, that that mode of

!!!,,! -«'uIar motion called heat differs from that mode called elec-

j'yi'y. The effects do not as vet enable us to determine wherein

';^ i Terence consists; but it enables us to conclude will

is a difference. Effects which are eh ciri.-at \
:

•-.II mode of motion called electricity. We d<> n-.t

•
, ,!,,„ -node ,

died !, it. \ -
ni>.

V '„ ,', '
,',

.V",,

',,','•
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greater than between electrical effect and any effects produced by

nature. It would be far more rational to attribute all the pln-

nomena of th im _ i i< v >i 1. -ay, to heat, than to attribute the

determination of molecular motion in the organic world to chem-

ical and physical energies.

It must now be obvious that nothing which can be determined
by the comparative anatomist, no biological researches, no micros-

regarding natural selection

can solve the great problem of nature :

for it lies in the background of all such investigations. Tin-

problem is molecular. "From the hugest plant and animal on the

globe down to the small:: organic -neck visible under the mi-

all have been built up molecule by molecule; and the

'-. ?o explain thi- molecular process. If one plant or ani-

mal differs from another, or the parent from the child, it is because

in tin- building-up process the determinations of molecular motion

were di tferent in the two cases; and the true and fundamental

and the whole boiled for half ar

be dissolved and the yttria and ceria remain as a while pn-cipitat"

which, washed, dried an. 1 ignited, is redissolved in IK!,
cipitated, and the moist precipitate, dissolved in as little acid a-

possible, dropped into a strong solution of carbomit.

which will dissolve the yttria precipitate. A slight tra<'e <>t ccn;.

will also be dissolved? which may be eliminated by repeating t: -
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The limestones are continuous up to the typical Carboniferous
'

- -tux. Z.rn!,,:-,,?;^ etc. That which I can consider as

l'!:i'i!.!y Quebec Un.up is about 400 feet thick; partly argillaceous

hint' and mostly pebbly; then follows about 600 feet of a dial, to

aiiaritv io"tha! >een in Mala'l, *'aiU v. I in. lei to expect

r results there when I work '

"

age must finally be made to include the basal

led C' ! ir:..»nin-r.»V limestone, through a large

he fossils arc so few and fragmentary.

tln-orv

t to the

onsiders

'ons, upward of 200,C

aigphere happening
erity covered Scotlan

"•<' guided the ilo

(•') That, while
•^Icy,, it v, t (lis ,

,v^-lhnvedVonsi,li

(*) That the ti
ire the materials i
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prevalence of smoothed and striated stones showing that the de-

posits referred to cannot have heen derived from rocks above the

level of the met de glace.

(5.) That one result of glacial action was the erosion of rock-

(6.) That intense glacial conditions were interrupted by inter-

veuing periods characterized by mild and even genial climates,—
the changes of climate being indirectly due to the precession of

the equinoxes, which, during a period of extreme eccentricity,

would gradually cause the ice-cap to shift from one pole to the

other.

tes are represented in Scotland

ercalated with the till, and containing in

egetable remains ; in Kngland by beds in

the boulder-clay, and by some portions of the valley-gravels and

cave-deposits, with pah > ! ooucs of the extinct

*(s.j That tlie intennin-liim- of nortliern and southern forms in

climate than to periods of strongly-contrasted >iumners and win-

(10.) That the c

than it became in

(11.) Thatsimil
probably greater i

(12.) That the
glaciers in Britai

that our islands w
(13.) That this

arly

. irii.

ei-'ofU

< cold ai£

of certain Alpine i - r! ..: •

•

; ;i s
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(l y
.) That paleolithic man, and species of mammalia charac-

t»;vi--ic ..f th'c tempi rate ami warm-temperate zone, may have
abounded in our country at this time, and left their relics in caves

and river-beds.

(19.) That while the mild period continued, subsidence ensued
1,1 n..rrhern Europe, by which means Britain, from the north of

N:'-tl,'ni<l down to the vallev of Thames, was submerged,—the sub-

"lei'tixm-e- reaching to a depth in "Wale* and Scotland of about
-('"'<« feet below the present sea-level; and that Scandinavia, Den-
"wk. Holland, northern Germany, northern Russia, and the

north*-m regions of North America, were also carried below the

level of the waves. (Formation of the kames, eskers, asar, etc.)

(20. | That this depression in northern Europe was accompanied,
"v a movement of elevation in the south, as indicated by the old

:; ' ; '
!

:

. with remains of extinct manfmalia overlying the marine
su^ls of the- plains of Piedmont.

(21.) That if the upheaval in the south at all equalled the degree
"'• >"hsi.|,.j„. tl j„ the north, there must have been land-communi-
cation between Europe and Africa,—the soundings between Mcih
and Cape Bon indicating the existence of a submarine platform at

a less depth than 100 fathoms. , .

(22.) That the Dtirnten lignite beds accumulate.', while tins mild

Period continued in Italy and the north of Europe.
, .

(j

- Mhtt A 'KM th- Mlh.mU «

1 n.i. i

| 1
n "ail from the frozen i-Vt-

uently sueh a change of climate could not have

been due to gcotrraphica. .

(25.) That during the submor-ene
-' : -i< is of Switzerland advanced am
'/"'rain.*.*' some portion of those de
during the preceding mild period.

,

(2G.) That similarly in Italy the Air
t!H "; deep valleys, and, entering upo
part luliy eroded' the accumulations v
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versed and converted into one of elevation. (Raised beaches

;

shell clays.)

i That this upheaval again joined Britain t:> the continent.

That gia.-iers during this stM"-e continued to fill the

; i in- v alley s of <-; real llritah and Ireland. (Moraines.)

That in those turbaries and deposits, which can he clearly

to be of more recent date than this last extension of the

s in Britain and the continent, the human relic- obtained

either to the Neolithic period or to still more recent times,

at these relies are never accompanied by the remains of

»otamus, rhinoceros, or any of the southern forms of mam-

of lb

tuC

•itain during the period of local

of arctic mammalia, and perhaps

.-cms may have survived to this

Micd"
1

(Mega*

ritain became densely

ubaUy that of Canada

[ than itspresei

i retired, and th

insulated, and the sea

it level,

e present order of thing-(36.) That finally the

obtained.

3. On the Geolo<n of the Xorthmsbm \\\*t fn<7.

byP.T. Clkvk. 48 pp. 4to, with 2 plates. (From
Sw.^iiVrt.Ak. llandlingar, is, \o. 12. Head Nov..
Cleve, the author of this memoir, made his observal
West Indies during the winter of 1868—9. lie gives

information with regard to the geology and mineral

the facts :

From the account given above it is seen that the old

the West Indies do not contain fossils, an I

an unknown geological age. They occur in Trinid;

called the Caribbean series. They extend farther to

the northern part of South America. It seems ver

The oldest fossiliferous rocks of the West Indian

belong to the Cretaceous formation.

in the Virgin Islands, and it is not

ates, and the metainorphic am 1 ign

of Puerto Rico, San Doming<
belong partly t tint f it ati

In Trinidad the Cretaceous ton

u .Fa

One Trlgonia resembling T. B
Parian;' and this circumstance
the deport of those beds is ab<)Utt
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The Cretaceous beds of Jamaica may be classed as a West
bban equivalent to the Huropean Ilippnrite lime or to the
"

> in-onien "' and Gosau deposit.
The fart of the rocks in tin- West Indian Cretaceous formation

'>ehiLC :no>tly igneous or igiieo-sodimentary, evidently pro\ es them
t«> have 1 ice 11 heaped up 'In a time of j.ovveri'ul volcanic activity,

;il "h as the .Miocene formation in several places covers the highly

•hsturhed and hum amorphosed Cretaceous rock>. in almost hori-

zontal and undisturbed beds, we may conclude that, before the

u'ijh the northern coastline of South America.
r'">silitVrous hoK !u'!oii"-in"- to the Koeene formation are fouixl

i!1 -Jamaica, in Trinidad M hf San Fernando beds), as ul><> in St.

!; ar;hol,,:] U '\v. l\ mav be iv-.-arded, too. as very probable that

!} H' same forma; ion occurs in St. Martin, Antigua, Guadeloupe
!i " " pi-rre a ravcts'b, Barbados (Scotland), and possibly also in

(

i. s I),,,,,
, a , [Puerto i!i o. Tin boom locks of the

V
^ l '^ In He- may be classed as equivalents to the lower or middle
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i of the West Indies, as well

n and the absence of volanie

n. <!.-, indicates that the Miocene time was, in the West Indies, a

loiiM- period of calm, undisturhed l>v volanic phenomena.
A further exploration of the Miocene rocks in the W,> Iridic

!ii'
!';•;' .'>.' "

ry

The Pliocene beds of the West Indies occur in Trinidad (the

Matnra l,od>. and in liarbados. To the newest Pliocene or Post-

Basse

>n\ th«

j-Terre (Guadelo
Vs these deposits

;anos, it may be c

3 Pliocene or the

rad of Anegada,

. i.- ni. i ti

Post pliocen.

and a part <

it the 1;

>f Barb

pro!

nda
'

] ' :!

lie r...

'prSng t:z >i e . \:.ti. n i

rigiuafed bt-

equently be
..lllC'WVt

for© the Mio<

[ude

Separating the common salt, the magnesia as sulphate an

impurities, it gives the formula
2Xa is -f Pe S-'-f2tt=S 50"00, Pe 25-00, Na 19-38, A 5-62=100.

It is related to botrvorjen.

4. Devonian and Lower Carboniferous Plants.— In the Pre

in<_rs of the Geological Society of London, publi-dmd Mav, is

an interesting pap,,-, bv Prof. IIkkk. on the Fossil Plant's of

Island, Spitzbcrgi-n. A> catalogued by him. the tlora of thU
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'ii^iiu-i ; ,,;i«! i n tin. east the two seri

•'""tbrmablc. Prof. Ikn, however, >

•P"* punchy niaintaitiiiijr that all I

^> n «

"„!'
T,'l iV, i!

Tin-, Imhvvit, proceeds Iron

with the rich Middle Dovn mi flora of Eastern

:

»i»«-n<-a, the resemblance of which to that of the Coal-measures,
^t-'eaerai Ihries. and especially in its richness in fern-, !

tuni^ .„ ,m i — _ 111 M Ik

'•.-
•

''
.

.. , ' •
\ . -

nation, thoujrh distinct as to species.
Mr. Daintree has recent! v read before the same soeietv a paper

'^n^eoiogy of Queensland, Australia, in winch he refers ,,, a
Devonian flo, a- -t u then ; and Mi. I a-u,l ... , | > has exam

en,, id.-ntirios m.-oi tl,,m with species found in
the Devonian of North America. We have thus the wonderful
tact of the extension of a Lower Carboniferous and Devonian ifora
:i,

'n, mpanietl with th
•;m 76° north latit

a hie uniformity of climate, and perhaps also of the hardy

floras. *

Cm FaUng C°nS 1 U 10D °
e mem GrS

°
Tw.°ix

5. Proceeding <>/ the Lyceum of Xuhmd History.—-Vol. i of

P J
'

!i ceedings, containing records commencing with April 4,

;

s
'"- itas Ina-n published as tar as pa<j;e •J;J0, under date of May 8,

]}-~~Wu take front the-e Proceedings the following:
l

'

1

'
11 -'. Henry Wurtz, in an article (p. 103) on the rock of the

1 ahsades (New Jersey), gives the following analysis of a specimen,
navmg G— 2-94, from Prof. Cook (Geol. of New Jersey, p. 215).—

Si 53 0, Al 1 T y Fe S Mr. It. X C.i .<».. K. Xa 2-3 = 100;

^'t;t >. ace,,rdimx' to Profess,, r J). S. Martin, mi

I'- V -! street, near the Union Dep4. and a!

46th streets, west of Madison avenue; and
r°ckis probably continuous from one point to
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Prof. Martin also states (p. 222) that granular limestone hai

been found in the gneiss in East 124th street, which is probably i

prolongation of the ridge at Mott Haven and elsewhere in West
Chester county.

Dr. J. L. Xewberry states, on page 224, that the iron ore oi

the Clingwater, in Wyoming, discovered by Dr. Hayden, contains

2Up. c. of titanic acid.

6. IT. S. Geological Survey of the Territories; F. V. IIayoen
U. S. Geologist in charge. I'mfi7>s. S, ./;.,,,.<* and other Illustra

tions designed fo a< <-<*,,,pan a th> final r> r <a-t nfthe Chief Geologis

of the Survey, and sketched under his directions ; by Henry W
Elliott. Under authority of the Secretary of the Interior, 1 872

three hundred engravings, all reproductions of the excellent draw
ings of Mr. Elliott. Although mostly sketchy outlines, with hul

few touches, they bring out like portraitures the landscape seen

ery of the regions, showing even the geological features of tin

surface and stratification of the rocks. Moreover the kinds o

rocks in the different parts of each scene have been mentioned bj

Dr. Hayden in the explanations of the plates. The views havt

therefore a high scientific interest, both geological and geo

graphical.

7. Damouritic garnetiferous schist of Salm- Chateau.—-Messrs

Belg., April 6, IJInstitut, July 1

n. liathmodon radians of Cope.—Prof. Con-: stated that the

largest mammal of the Eocene formatioi d; ini ,-• ih<- " {

Wyoming, i. e., of the Wahsatch group of Hayden, was the Bath-

modon radians Cope, of about the size of the rhinoceros. It was

an odd-toed ungulate, with peculiar dental characters. The incisors

were well developed above and below as in the tapir, btrt the

dental series was little interrupted. The crowns of the upf>' r

molars were all wider than long, and presented mixed character-.

On the outer margin one only of the two usual crescents of ru-

' ;s> present, but a tubercle represented the anterior one.

The one which was present was directed very obliquely inward.

represented by two angles, the posterior

"
' table, the anterior aforming the inner angular margin of a fia

mere cingulum at its anterior base. The
parts was stated to be of interest in connection with the rela

ships between the types of hoofed animals. The single c

crescent was a ruminant indication, while the inner table re

bled the interior part of the crown of '/',7,vW/„r/^. It dim
however, in iti i outer margin, its edge b

thus possibly In- oh :ous with the posterior transverse cres
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Rhinoceros. The premolars had two or three lobes with cres-
entic section arranged transversely. He regarded the genus as

He stated that the mammalian fauna of Wyoming and Utah
Li'-rc nearly resembled that of the Paris Basin than any yet dis-
oyered in our country, and that it had heon discovered to con-

1
s

' !
-'< tt i m .1 , i i _( t i i> ! ti r I::m t rms One

oi the most marked of these was the genus Hipposyus, described
ty Dr. Leidy

Fo«.<;i Mantwilin from Wy
" Tryon, dateI'y.Dr. Jos. Leidy.

Bndger, July 24th, printed in advance of the Pre .

.

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and
1, 1872,)~The region of Fort Bridger is an immei
oed of an ancient lake, bounded on the south b
^""tains. and extending far north to the Wind Kiv
it»e deposits of the lake of the Tertiarv period are
oe about 8,000 feet in thickness. They present the a
a succession of terraces or tabledands extending s.

Ween river to the base of the Fiutas. The country
frt is treeless, and, except ftloilg the wafer-eour^
desert. The 'IV- t ,,t <u -

, «„ 1

that they appear- the eve.
'

The st

> \ . '«^,! n ! i.hI mormon o h

rcsembl

'l««.'riTlv

fated
, e»j &c, rising fror

3 parts of our greai
terres."

-^ the buttes crumble i
"~~

oftheh

T
()n the 17th, in e,„npanv with Dr. J. Van A. Carter and Dr.

4,°seph K. Corson. F.S.A , I made a trip to the valley of Dry

^
re, 'k, forty miles from Fort Bridger. Here we encamped, and

2Pent three days in exploring the neighboring buttes for fossils.

inmost abundant u-rtel.rat. ivn tins are those of turtles, the
shells of which are frequently met with in little heaps of fragments

the
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molar tooth u mob in

diameter. We have likewise found some additional remains of

//./•/ :;,•"* agrarius, and better specimens tlian I before had of

tii.' '.-i:-_n r //>/r>i-/-.;»- ,.,;,,,},--,. \ ,\ ell-preserved last lower molar

of this species measures an inch fore and aft.

We were fortunate in <>l>t;ii:iin<_r I he remains of two of the

largest and most extraordinary mammals yet discovered in iii

UridpT Tertiary deposits. One of these was a tapiroid animal ex-

ceeding in bulk of body and limb the living rhinoceros, -\ tlmuuii

the head appears to have been proportionally small. Dr. Carter

discovered many fragments of a skeleton of the animal, ineludirg

a whole humerus, portions of jaws, and a much crushed and dis-

torted cranium. The upper molar teeth have the crown composed
of a pair of transverse lobes, with sloping sides and acute summits.

separated externally . ly in a V-like manner.

A thick basal ridge bounds the crown in front and behind. A
last upper molar measures an inch and a half in the m>
fore and aft. The molars in advance are smaller. The lower

molars have a trilobed crown. The anterior lobe, larger than the

others, extends across the crown and rises in a prominent peak

internally. The acute summit is worn away posteriorly. The

middle lobe extends about two-thirds across the crown from the

other side, and is less prominent than the others. The back lobe,

second in size, is thiekesr internally. The fore and aft di.-.m.t<;r

-d" the last lower molar is equal to the corresponding upper tooth.

The depth of the lower jaw at the last molar is three and a quarter

inches. The humerus is nearly a foot and three-fourths in lengtn

and seven and a half inches in breadth at the condyles. I propose

to name the great pachyderm of the Uinta country, the I'inta-

If not the most interesting, the most exciting incident <>t

exploration of Dry Creek buttes was Dr. Corson's discover

the upper canine teeth, apparently of the most formidable of

nivores, the enemy of the Vintatherium, Palnosyops. and <

peaceful pachyderms. The teeth resemble in form those oi

sabre-toothed tiger. The more perfect specimen consists oi n<

nine inches of the enameled crown. In its perfect condition

tooth measured upward oi' a foot, in ienglh, so that it exce

the canines of the Lnvat Brazilian M<t,/,.nro<lNS. The tool

sabre-like, curved, and compressed conical. Its most rcmarl

inches. It is thick, ned at the axis, and impressed and expa:

toward the edges, so as to be actually broader in one portion

immediately above. Tin antero-poMcr'mr diameter of the ci

near its base is two inches; the thickness over an inch, i

canine teeth, terminatii - must have pr

most terrific instruments of slaughter. Their possessor wa
doubt the scourge of Uinta, and may therefore be appropru
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10. Descriptions of new species of Fossils from the Devonian
•'••'•- ';/' Iowa, with a preliminary note oh the Formation* ,- I>v

WsHall and R. P. Whitfield.—Published Jnlv, 1*7-', in

•i the Report on the State Cabinet. 22 pp. 8vo, with 4
ji^iti-.N.

( «,)(!;.;):< descriptions of species of Corals, Brachiopods^ ti:.M.,r«,pod8. The figures are excellent.

)}•
On the Fossil Man of the cavern of Brous,:.-r,^,,\ :,, lt„liU

i V , n, . b\ h U,\n ,

— rlh.ssk,htuni> mix

-

'

»•< rnir % ..1 ill. 1( !'i* til.i.i. and tin- poMirior exirunity

pick-axe which ton to°Iight.
J

The measurements shew that the skeleton is one of large size.
Ine skull was very dolio.-ejdiai.ms. and its facial aii u-le g«\od, ap-
proaching 85°. It closely ivsemLK s the man of Cro-MW n l' mud

The
' different species of animals occunin'

;
in the imm cdiate

viyii.ity of the skeleton are Felis spekva,

, Canis lupus, Eri •, 7:

;

'

'"'

cs^cltlw Cawcle
Bus prirni'jtnii^

:-lM^ay'be'Ss < ,-T
"'

kX:uu< Ish'amdTsperi
"Vnd^su's and"?

. Intt/ope rnjiii'upni

these animals, three

Rhinoceros, in
\vti„ -ir presence around the skeleton and levels above iit, the
epoch to which the fossil

ong the other obie cts present there a two flint kni
°ne pin cut from the radius of a stag, and

Perforated.
22 canines of the stag

The bones were all in place, the attitude i b(?ing that of £i man
ad died in his sleet

bed made nes' and' ami
refuse of his daily life.— Les Mond.es, July

• of man." The
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out of the boulder drift ; that

pause, when the inferior peat and forest beds \

a second subsidence took place, denuding these peat beds, and

making the Formby and Lcasowe marine beds; that an upward

movement succeeded, and then grew the forest trees, remains of

which are seen at the base of the superior peat bed ; that the last

movement of the land, a downward movement, now took place,

and, as a consequence, tidal silt was spread over the superior peat

bed, and intercalated in the growing peat, the river bed at

Crossens was tilted up, and other changes, both formative and

denuding, went forward.

14. The Bird* of X,, rth America; by Prof. S. F. Baird, of the

Smithsonian Institution.—The publication of a work on the bird-

of North America, by Prof. Baird, with the cooperation of Dr.

T. M. Brewer, of Boston, and Mr. R. Ridgeway, of Illinois, is

promised by December 1st, by Messrs. Little, Brown & Co.; and,

with such authors, and Dr. Baird at the head, the work \yili

assuredly be one of high merit, and just what is needed. Tiu

illustrations will include a drawing of one species of each genus.

and also outline figures of the wing, tail, bill and feet; and b.-id--

these, one or more figures of the head of each species of North

American birds, in most cases of life size. The publishers state

that two editions will be issued, one with colored, the other with

uneolored, illustrations.

15. Fossil Cephalopods of the Museum of Comparative Zoology:

/-//,/•Vyo/o v y ; by Ai.i-ii icrs IIyatt. r.iilletin of the Museum, vol.

ii, No. 5.—This memoir contains the results of a careful investi-

gation with respect to the embryology and structure of ammonites

and related cephalopods, by a study of the shell in it«

stages of development, and also by a comparison of its character

uritn those of the living nautilus.

16. Boston S,„->W,/uf XatHval History.—Number 3 of part i.

of vol. hi, of the Memoirs of this Society, recently issued, eon-

tains an elaborate memoir by Elliott Cones, M.D., on the Osteo-

logy and Myology of Didelphys Virginiana, with an appendix on

its brain, by Jeffries Wyman.
"

17. Efflorescent Salt obtained tweb-, wilesj'r<»» A .>'< r, Colorado,

contains, according to P. Frazer, Jr., sulphate of soda, 63 '8 7
pe*

cent., sulphate of lime 9-70, water 21-—. chloride..} sodium. -"'

phate of magnesia, &c, \-^.—Hayderts Report on Wyoming.

III. Astronomy.

1. Annals of the Oh**: rr.,tt»ni <>f llic^n-d College, vol. vi,

1850-60; vol.'vii, Observations of Solar Spots, 1847-49; by

Wm. Ckaxcu Bond, Cambridge, 1871.—The sixth volume "' tl|(
'

Annals of the Harvard Observatory contains a third series of zone

observation* mad- under the direct hm ,.f IWo-or* W. C. 1>"<:'.'

and G. P. Bond. The hr-t -cries wa< published in \o .

and included the places of 5500 stars; the second, in vol. n, part n,
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ded the places of 4484 stars. The tables in vol. vi—the
third series—contain the places of 6100 stars between 0° 40' and
1° <>' north declination.

Volume vii. comprises brief tables and numerous plates, illus-

trating the positions and characters of solar spots, from the obser-

vation, of Prof. Win. ('. llon.l daring the years 1S)7-1!>. The
plates number 112. Professor Winlock says, in his preface to the

volume, that the drawings, here reproduced, " furnish a more per-

fect record of the appearance of the sun for a period of upward
of two years than any with which I am acquainted, excepting ot

course the photographic records which have become possible m
r-'«-ent times, but could not be attempted when Prof. Bond made
l'i* observations." The plates are engraved with -rent apparent

exactness and beauty.
2. Astronomical Engravings of Moon- Craters, Sun-fyofs. >t<-. ;

•'y .'//. Observatory of Harvard College,--The Observatory oi

[harvard College 'has' issued the following circular, dated July

U. 1S72. soliciting subscriptions.

"The Director oi the ( >1»mt\ aton ofll.in -d i
_

_' -< pi.',<><-

»" publish a s< ries of astronomical engravings, winch shal o
;

" -

Pent as nearly as possible the most interesting objects ni the

'"'••ivens as th'ev are seen with the powerful instruments ot the

"'"senaforv under his charge.
The series will consist of at least thirty pictures, and will em-

We the principal planets, moon- craters, sun-spots, solar promin-

ences, nebulas, and spectra of variable stars.

To obtain some assistance toward defraying the expense t .i

]"-intin- as well as to secure for them a more general circulation

tl,:l » <"\n be expected for volumes of Annals of an Observatory,

r! " v will be offered to subscribers at the rate often dollar^t.-r the

S('t. The pictures will be delivered from time to time as they are

d, and they will be followed by some pages ot notes and

H'l feu speeinieu plates sent us are excelled, e
[

•>! -i- it

'hose of some sun protuberances being ivmarkao ; \ tine.

3. Aumru .l„.W/ h, l/,„v/,.-Faint stre mo- ,, ilu Vuroi

•vustralis were seen for a short time on the .-veiling o;

[hortlj after 9 p. if. Ob the same day eonsi
t '

(

iH>:Hi<-,. s took place, which l>egan at 1 i\ M.. all. i-tiie.

,

" 1
' tn « ?r« »t, st extent \t ' " '

J

'

i

inclination occurred; it then g!

and decreasing alternately until, shortly attei >> i. v., -•' a . '

'Tease took ]>iace, the minimum occurring at (..-:<> c. ' •
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the absolute unit, while the vertical force showed very little change.—Monthly Hi >,,, I oft/,. M.tbourne Observatory, for March, 1872.

4. The Sun's Light.—A letter from Signor Tacchini, of Palermo,

to M. Faye, states some new facts with regard to the presence of

magnesium in the chromosphere. He says that on the 6th of May
lust 1m< found in the sun some regions of great extent rem; r\ oMc

for the presence of magnesium, stretching over an arch from 12 to

168 degrees; and that on the 18th he presented to the Spectro-

scopic Society at Palermo a design of the whole border with indi-

cations as to the position of the magnesium, and its tmaccoantabk
predominance along the western border. He further stutes that

on the 18th of June the magnesium was found to show itself to

the spectroscope around the whole border, that is, th« wkdt
chromosphere was invested with vapors of this metal. Under this

general ebullition, there was naturally an absence of protuberances,

while i hi- flames of the chromosphere were very marked and bril-

liant : and tin- more brilliant the flame- the greater the amount of

magnesium indicated.

—

Iflnstitut, July 10.

5. The August Meteors were observed, on the night of 9-10, at

>h tli ld][ ; i]IJ.\ I'rof. C'.S.Lymax, aided by some young assist,mt>.

Previous to lOi o'clock no regular watch was kept, but 30 or 40

were noticed. After that the numbers were as follows:

From lOi to 11, 30, by 6 observers.

" \\\ " 12,"' 61, " "

" 2 " 2|, 28, " 1
"

" 2| " 3}, some haze; accurate count not kept ;
but

tin number was at about the same rate. Several were brilliant,

leaving colored trains. At about_8 minutes past 12 one exploded

mapped of

Not more than f* of the sky was observed most of the time. A

more thorough scrutiny would doubtless have made the numbed

greater. There was much auroral Iiirht in the north all night,

with oeeasional streamers about midnight. No cloudiness in the

sky until after 3 o'clock.

Professor R. W. McFarland, of Miami I'mv^itv. Oxford, Ohio,

states, in a letter dated Oxford, Aug. 12, that he obsors
.

>\ <•" t!-<

morning of the 1 0th from a quarter before 3 to 5 minutes before

4, and counted in that time 62 meteors.

6. Ontu-n ,,,.- ,,>.,,„?* ; hvl'iof. (', II. V . Pktkrs. (From a

letter to one of the Editors, dated Litchfield Observatory of Ham-

-c, Clinton, N. Y., August 17.)—I have obt

lol « „, , .,,-Mti !.-•„ tw-.n.w p .'-. wl '. r found on the

night of July 31, and which will be the 122d and 123d of the

group of asteroids :



The magnitude of the planet is between 11th a

(2.) Asteroid (123).

The magnitude of this planet is estimated about 12th. On July

>1 I succeeded only in obtaining a rough estimate of position, the

"Ivanred twilight not permitting accurate measurements. There
v iil be no ditni-ultv in finding the planets again after the moon-

,,/ xf,(r-</<!»<.\ nii/ht-lhjhf the Zodiacal Ug

tioii of
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uitely small distant particles such as m

spectroscopically inaiut:UlH_'*l ; while, tha

Y. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. List of Elevations and Distances in that portion of the

Ci<>ixi st'it.s //...»•/ if t'.. .]/";.> <;*-,;
rt> ; /:;,-,,-: dilate! ami

arranged by Prof. C. Thomas, Assistant 1". S. (irolo^iea! Survey

under Dr. F. V. Haydex. :j2 pp. i-Jniu. Wi^Wm-i.-ii. 1^7-.—

We cite here Table xi, of elevations in Colorado, from this vain

able catalogue of elevations :

—

7,543 Tin.br, !.:„, (I'm-

8,043 ! On Pike's Peak,

topography of the west ; among which we may mention tii

lowing as of general interest.

That the Llano Estacado, or « Staked Plains," at their n

em extremity, immediately south of the Canadian river, v:i
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elevation from 3,200 to 4,000 feet above the sea ; while at the

southern extremity, where Captain Pope's line crossed them, they

viu'li an elevation of 4, Too. At the north end they {

ml broken, the highest point I
the west mar-

gin; at the south end they are much more regular, the highest

Joint being near the eastern flank. The average elevation of this

extensive table land is about 4,000 feet above the sea.

The average ascending grade along Captain Tope's line, troru

Preston to the margin of the Llano Estacado, is about ten feet to

The average ascent along Lieutenant Whipple's line, from

r'ort Smith to White Sundv ereek on the margin of the Llano

Estacado is about six feet to the mile. From White Sandy

reek to Lamina lilam-o. the highest point on this line east of the

the rate of ten feet to the mile

insas Pacific Railroad, from Kansas

v ascending grade averages a little

mile.' Along The Liiion Pacific Railroad,

ion a diort distaiiee west of Omaha ) to ( 'he\-

..-,... j.i-i ten feet lo the mile; but if we stop

Fr-'tiiau eight feet; while from Shine} to

mMcen fret "to the mile.

..,» Koi-i I'nioii at The month ot the \ <
!lo\v-

decreases more rapid lv.

This is, doubtless, owing to two faets; /,-.< the

tarn mass, from which the supply of defo-i* conn

West of the first section; that is. between the son!

range. The line alone- the \ ellowstone would
:
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That of the Pecos is not more than four feet to the mile.

The Canadian, from the mouth of the Pajarito creek for two

hundred miles eastward, is nine feet to the mile.

The Arkansas, from the mouth of the Apishpa river to Fort

Atkinson, eight or nine feet.

The South 1'latte. from Denver to its junction with the North

Phil to, is nine or ten feet to the mile; while that of the North

Platte, from Fort Fetterman to the junction, is only sovon feet.

The Platte below the junction has an average descent of about sir

feet to the mile.

The fall of the Missouri river, from Fort Benton to the mouth

of the Yellowstone, is about two feet to the mile; and from the

latter point to its mouth, near St. Louis, it averages a fraction less

Snake river, from the mouth of Ross's Fork, north, about six

Th< -I- facts in regard to the average descent of these riven

furnish important data for estimating tho prol.a hiiit y
the water from these streams in irrigath g the b> i era g plain**

5

2. Effect of cha?ige of barometric pressure on human /><//<:*.

Mr. Paul Best has shown that in the destruction of life by dimin-

ishing the liaromotric pressure, tho direct cause is the deficiency

of oxygen, and that an animal that will di< with the pressure

n-du.-ed to IS em. (7 inches) will endure a reduction to 6 cm.

(2-4 inches) before life is extinct, if oxygen be added. And the

converse is also true that the evil of too great pressure comes

mainly from the too large amount in that case of oxygen, dilution

with nitrogen prolonging life. lie remarks that worknn u eta-

ployed at great elevations would accordingly find benefit in an

arrangement foi supplying more oxygen; and those occupied in

di\ iug for pearl<. etc., by a contrivance for supplying nitrogen.—

Let J/o,,^.s July 11.

3. The nn,i»-Wit„ f ? „>„/ H-nnfoll »f •/"''/• l
s T^: bv C. KKtT-

gkx, Jr., Meteorologist to the Board of Health. Couniv of lih-h-

moud (Staten Island), N. Y. (Communicated for this Journal.)

—The month of July, 1872, exhibited the highest temperature

and greatest rainfall ever recorded on this island, for any one

month. The temperature mean was 78*1, the maximum '.»>. and

the minimum r,4"_> degrees. The tola! rainfall amounted to W-'A

inches. ()n.l„!y _>*•,(},;
I

•"> im-lms „f rain descended within 12 hours.
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ART. XXX.~On the nature and duration of the discharge of a

Leyden Jar connected with an induction coil; by Ogden N.

Rood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College. Part III.

In the first and second parts of this paper,* I described with

some minuteness the nature and duration of the discharge of a

Moderate sized and of a small jar, when connected with

"iductio

emaine
s devoted,

i

* This Journal, Sept., 1869, and Sept., 1871.

t Prof. Joseph Le Conte, in a beautiful and elabon-
j*

a
,?
n Physics, myself among the number, make the

m rus celebrated memoir on the duration of the elect
*«5, partii, p. 583). arrive! at the result that it iaste
a second. Mr. Le Conte. on the authority of De la Ri
as an error, holding that the interval of time assigned
aenjar by Wheatstone was rri*U °f a second. A
Paper on this subject, I consulted Wheatstone's mem<
translation of it in Pora Ann bd. xxriv, s. 464, anu aB x UJUUfi".— j

physicist, n - * '
,,,w ^ !r

;

fa he supposed

ral of time as small as rIhmi oi a second, says (trans-

' --: •. .,.....,,.. •

- '
'

' :,-..-
., .. •' ., •

-• - • - - '

tfcgpricWM^ vd on it ma
6Ptral manner, an evacuated tube sis feet I

-'

%w» as birds••::..
. :, •

: :, :;- .•.- '
• :

- '

This he regard -.on of the discharge of a Leyden jar, Ac.,

•ate paper on tJ

iontothefaett!

statement that

live and Daguin, regards this

srge of a ^y*

the complete
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When the primary coil of an inductorium is conm
a voltaic battery, the act of interrupting the connection, as is

well known, produces a current of electricity in the secondary

coil, which can be accumulated in a Leyden jar, and then dis-

charged by a spark. Now it is possible, as I shall show, to

adjust either the electrical surface of the jar, or its striking dis-

tance, so that with a given coil only a single spark will be pro-

duced each time that the battery circuit is broken, but in the

great majority of cases it will happen that enough electricity

will be generated to charge and discharge the jar a number of

times. The circumstance that electricity is continuously fur-

nished by the coil during a fraction of a'second, is favorable to

tion of these multiple discharges, and it is to their

study that I would now draw attention.

Much of the apparatus employed was that already described,

but it may not be amiss to add here some details respecting it,

which seem demanded by the nature of the new experiments.

The coil.—This as stated was a large one by Ritchie, arranged

vertically, and made about twelve or fifteen years ago. Mr.

Ritchie kindly informs me that the primary coil coiim.-;- e;

about 48-8 meters of copper wire, having a diameter of 423

millimeters, and making 264 turns. The diameter of the wire

in the secondary coil is "21 of a millimeter ; its length thirty

Kmrlish miles. I mentioned in the first part of this paper that

the simple sparks furnished by it did not, at the time of my
experiments, exceed seven inches,—meaning, when the coil wds

excited by a moderate batti r\\ i. e.. six Buns, n cups.

The batten/, &c.—In all the experiments described in the

three parts of this paper, the battery consisted of only two Buii-

sen cups, arranged for intensitv, and the length of 'the simple

induction spark furnished by the coil under these cirtmmstan©*)

blunt brass points being used as electrodes, ranged from 48 up
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era. Iu the experiments about to be detailed,

ngth of the battery current was from time to time tested

>mpass, and its constancy within narrow limits

addition, however, I from

)f the simple
coil alone, blunt brass points \

ceeding which served to show whether the automatic apparatus

for breaking the circuit was working with uniformity. The
length of the simple induction-spark is quite a variable quan-
tity, and I contented myself with an approach to its maximum
length, the electrodes being placed so far apart that one-quar-

ter or one-third of the breaks generated visible sparks. Their
::V, 'i'\^ length in these «>xprrin-Mits was 54-3mra . Some varia-

tion will be found in this matter, but it is never to be attrib-

uted to a corresponding- change in the current of the battery,

but rather to the apparatus i r breaking the circuit, and to the

judgment of the experimenter.
Leyden jars.—The same Leyden .jars formerly mentioned

were again used ; the electrical surface of the larger one was

1144 square inches (738-06 square centimeters nearly), while

that of the smaller one was only eleven square inches (70-96

square centimeters nearly). They were always, when m use,

placed on insulating stands.

Ekctrodes.—In the experiment de en ed n ; 1 three parts

1 tins paper, the same set of electrodes was used ;
the brass

l

? ]u had a diameter of 9 millimeters ; the platinum points con-

sisted of wire with a diameter of "3 of a millimeter ;
they were

flowed to waste away under the influence of the explosions,

never being sharpened by cutting or otherwise.

Automatic (irnth<ic>nmt for hrcahng tie circuit.—This^ was

ri '«'in.L't.'d with the use of alcohol and mercury, and was so con-

i, u-e-'htinu' it the interruptions < >n hi be made as

slowly as two" per second, which was quite essential in some of

the experiments. I also made some efforts to find whether the

mature of the multiple di-dme-ms changed as the mten iptyr

operated more rapidly but was not able to ascertain that doub-

ling or trebling its Velocity made any perceptible difference.

No attempt was made to reflate the mstant at which me ois-

<*arge took ;.;- ,-. the experimenter depending entirely on

Chance, which, if it demanded a little more patience, on the

,
,'„-,.,.,„. .-on, th. ,aot discharge,

and allowed of its study, if I may use the expression, under

niore natural conditions, „ . . , , na
devolving apparatus.-The same train of toothed wheelsi was

used, a do,, ag lowattajhed to to «»d
axis, reckoning from :

' ** rat
f °i

reVo1*;

tw>n could be varied from half a revolution up to three pa
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second. This rate was accurately ascertained by causing the

lowest wheel to wind up a fillet of paper, on which second

marks were at the time impressed.

Optical apparatus.—This consisted of an achromatic lens, the

mirror just mentioned and a plate of ground glass. In the e

from the ground-glass was <

lens was the objective of an opera-glass, as with the lens pre-

viously used by me certain violet streaks hereafter to be de-

scribed were quite invisible.

Micrameters.—The general micrometric arrangement described

in part second of this paper, under the head " Micrometer,
11 was

sometimes employed, the strip of white paper being replaced

by a small cylindrical mirror, situated under the spark. A
tube of glass filled with mercury was used for this purpose.

On the other hand, sometimes an achromatized calc spar prism

was employed, being located between the eye of the observer

and the image on the ground-glass ; but for actual work, an-

other and much simpler proceeding was found to furnish results

equally reliable, with an expenditure of less time and patience.

This method, which at first sight may seem rude and unreliable,

consisted merely in holding on the ground-glass along the

path of the elongated images a pair of compasses, and repeat-

edly adjusting them, till they enclosed a length supposed to be

equal to that of the image, actual comparison and estimation

h>oth alike being used. This leDgth was then transferred to

Oer, and the process repeated, until a number of obsi

been accumulated, their average being finally taken. W it*1

electrical phenomena of an unvarying nature, the other methods

woukl probably have yielded more accurate results ;
but in the

present case, where the actual variations often rose as high as

t of the quantity involved, this i

ing'experiment shows, is all that could be desired.

I pasted a piece of white paper on a circular black dia : -;

shown in fig. 1, and attached the disc to an ordinary Dove s

rotation apparatus. A diminished image of the disc and

1
strip of paper was formed on a plate of ground-

^^^^ glass by a camera obscura, the grou^^k being arranged so as to be easily accessible to

^^mA the hands of the experimenter. The disc was

Bjk ^H now set in rapid rotation and iDumin

^E3 ^^m simple (not multiple) electric sparks, and at-

^^^^^W tempts were made to measure the length of the

^^^ image of the strip of paper with a pair of com-

passes, in the manner just indicated. The room was
ciently light to enable me to perform this work, and the meas-
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ureinents were from time to time transferred machanically 1

paper, without inspection. After the end of the experimen
the actual size of the image on the ground-glass was measure*

furnishing thus the test of the degree of accuracy attained.

35- millimeters.

.— ., while in the second, with only
about 2*5 per cent. I may remark here that my friend Presi-

dent Morton, who repeated for me some of these experiments,

obtained without liil'u-nlrv similar results.

Micrometer disc —It was considered deaii

to verify if possible the results obtained with the cwolvrag

mirror, by the aid of a different and quite independent mode ot

proceeding, and for this purpose .«
^

ntrived. Besides this <>i]ie<-,

it also'served to unravel certain matters regard-

ng the form of the discharge, which otherwise•L
relative to the distribution and number ,.f di,

charges, included in a multiple spark. Let u,

appose that we have a black card-board

sectors of 2J° each, disposed as in fig. 2. If now ftm
set in rotation in front of a sheet of white paper the latter being

Ruminated by a multiple electric spark, the disc will present
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to the eye of the observer placed ten or twenty inches behind

it, an appearance like that in fig. 3. It is evident that by in-

creasing the rate of rotation of the disc, or by diminishing the

angle between its open sectors the termination of the outer

series of illuminated sectors, may be made to coincide with the

beginning of the interior series, when the included angle will

give a measure of the total duration of the phenomenon. In

practice the interior sector was cut in a second and smaller disc,

which was placed on the same axis with the first, a portion of

this latter being removed so as to allow of any angular adjust-

ment within 90°. The larger disc was graduated on its eircuin-

ference. In some of the experiments this arrangement of

movable sectors was repeated for each quadrant, but as a gene-

ral thing it was found safer to confine the operation to a single

quadrant. Besides this, the exterior portion of the outer sector

was provided with a prolongation, consisting of

small slit, which was very useful in

information regarding the number of the dis-

charges in a given case, as with sectors 2£° in

width the images frequently overlapped. Most

of the disc observations were made with a train

of toothed wheels run by a weight, the motion

proving sufficiently uniform. For the highost

ami lowest rates, a train of toothed wheels moved by a spring

wa- employed, the lowest wheel being allowed to run down
only half a turn in any experiment, which insured a greater

degree of uniformity than was absolutely necessary. In the

disc experiments the highest rate used was 174 revolutions per

second, the lowest only 24. In this last ease the disc was at-

tached, not to the terminal axis, but to its immediate neighbor.

Form and duration of the discharge of the larger jar, with brass

balls as electrodes.

In this set of experiments the length of the simple induction

spark, blunt brass points being used as elec-

trodes, was 48 millimeters.

Sinkrn'i distaiirr 1 millimeter.—The form

of the discharge was quite simple :
it

(-(l1

^
sisted merely of three or four instantaneous

sparks fnllowiiur each other rapidly, the in-

terval of time between the last spark and it-

neighbor being somewhat greater than the

others. Fig. 4 roughly represents the ap-

pearance with the revolving mirror.
_

Iue

three and four-hud spark- occurred intei-

,vhile it was not difficult to measure the aver-
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age duration of the mixed phenomenon, the determination

the duration of the two constituents was more troublesome.

Total duration with 3 discharges, '0042 sec.

"4 " -0063 "

This gives an average interval between the individual dis-

charges of -0021 sec.

Striking distance 2 millimeters.—Only a single discharge was
generated, and the same was true up to the maximum striking

distance, which in this experiment was 2 '6 millimeters.

Form and duration of the discharges of the larger jar with plati-

num points as electrodes.

The length of the simple induction sparks was 48' millimeters.

Striking distance 1 millimeter.—The form was the same as

shown in fig. 4 ; the number, however, varied commonly from 2

to 4, rarely reaching 5.

Total duration with 2 discharges, -0020 sec.

»4 " -0064 "

The average interval was 0°20 "

/Striking distance 2 millimeters.—The form was still the same,

with two, three and rarely four discharges.

Total duration with 2 discharges, "0027 sec.

u 3
u -0061 "

The average interval was "°028

Striking distance 3 millimeters.—-Two and seldom three dis-

Total duration with 2 discharges, '0040 sec.

Striking distance 4 millimeters.—Gene-ratty only one discharge
;

rarely two. In one disc experiment the interval between the

two discharges was doubtfully determined as -0036 sec.

Striking distance 5 millimeters.—Only a single discharge-

about one spark in 20 was double.

Striking distance 6 millimeters.— Using the revolving disc, I

looked for a long time and was not able to detect any double

discharges, so that from 6 millimeters up to 11* rn.lh,,-:^

which was the maximum striking distance, the .hsehurges

proved to be simple, instantaneous sparks.

It would then appear probable from thea

w> increase of the striking distenc. is ac

i ase in w mi n betw<

total duration of the act, by diniimshmg me actual i

discharges.
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The discoveries of the last few years "have shown conclu-

sively that remains of Birds, so long unrepresented among
the fossils of this country, are occasionally found well preserved

in some of our deposits of Cretaceous age.* Although still rare,

they are more numerous iu the Tertiary formation; and our

Post-pliocene beds, doubtless rich in such remains, are begin-

ning to yield many interesting forms of this class. The

present pa
|
n tary descriptions of several species

of birds, which were found by the Yale party during their ex-

plorations of last year in the lower Tertiary strata of Wyoming.
To these are added a few species of interest from the Post-

pliocene of the Atlantic coast.

Aletornis nobilis, gen. et sp. nov.

A large wading bird, nearly equal to a Flamingo in size, is

indicated in our collections by the distal end of a tarso-meta-

tarsal bone, and by a few other fragmentary remains. The

former specimen resembles in its main features the correspond-

ing bone in the Cranes, but the inner or second
element is more produced distally, and its articular face has

the posterior tubercle less developed. The tibhi, uU>, has tin-

trochlear groove on the posterior face of its distal extremity

much shallower. The distal articular ends of the second and

fourth metatarsals are nearly equal in size, and the foramen

between the third and fourth is large.

Transverse d
Antero-postei

Transverse d

r diameter of distal end offourth metatarsal,

The known remains of this species were found in September

last, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming, by Mr. O. Harger of the

Yale party. The geological horizon was lower Miocene, or

Eocene.

Aletornis pernix, sp. nov.

A smaller species, which may for the present be referred to

the same genus, is represented also by some fragmentary speci-

mens, found together and evidently belonging to one

The most important of these remains is the distal end of a

* This Journal, vol. xlix, p. 205, March, 1870, and vol. iii, p. 360, May, 1812.
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tibia, which differs from that of the preceding species, aside

from its smaller size, in having a deeper groove on the posterior

trochlear surface. This tibia is, moreover, peculiar in its short

antero-posterior diameter between the condyles, which are nar-

row in front, and divergent. The opening below the supra-

tendinal bridge is transversely oval in outline, and looks for-

ward, and downward. The outer condyle has its margin semi-

"if-iilai- below, and its external face is excavated, especially

near the anterior border. The species was about as large as a

Scarlet ibis.

Anteroposterior diameter of outer condyle at distal end of

tibia, _ - 9- mm '

Transverse diameter in front,.. - 3
"

Vertical diameter in front, - -- 8 *

Width of trochlear groove on posterior face of tibia, 5"

Width of opening below supra-tendinal bridge, 2*

The specimens on which this species is based were found by
t] «- writer, last autumn, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming. The
geological position of this locality is essentially the same as

that at Grizzly Buttes.

Aletornis venustw, sp. nov.

Another species of wading birds, apparently belonging to the

genus Aletornis, is indicated by the distal part of a tibia m
perfect presery at ion. This fossil has the condyles less

,

m front than in the specimen last described, and the I

groove on the posterior face is not so deeply excavated I he

i e is transverse, of medium v.i

almost entirely inside the central line. The opening I

°ndge is a broad transverse oval, and looks forward, down-

ward, and slightly inward. The tendinal canal is broad, and

deepest on the inner side : its floor is nearly flat The outer

condyle has its margin nearly semi -circular below, and its

external face regularly concave. The inner condyle has a very

snort antero-posterior diameter. The trochlear groove is deep-

est near its external margin, where there is a faint narrow

channel. This specimen indicates a bird about the size ot a

Curlew.

Transverse diameter of distal end of tibia in front, 7*8
mm "

"wunreree diameter below,
6

"2

Width of trochlear groove on posterior face, - - - •

Antero-posterior diameter of outer condyle, <

Antero-posterior diameter of inner condyle, '

haul bridge, ---• *;'

Width of opening below bridge,
iy
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This unique fossil was found by Mr. G. M. Keasbey, of the

Yale party, in September last, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Aletornis gracilis, sp. nov.

A small aquatic bird, about the size of a Woodcock, is repre-

sented in our Wyoming collections by the proximal end of a

humerus in excellent preservation, and probably by some less

important remains. The species thus indicated may be placed

provisionally in the genus Aletornis, until the discovery of ad-

ditional material determines more closely its affinities. The

portion of the humerus preserved resembles in its general char-

acters the corresponding bone of the American woodcock (Phi-

lohela minor Gray), but differs from it in having the head

broader vertically, and less prominently convex, and the abafl

below the hen i subtrihiter il in transverse section. Just beneath

the head, on the palmar side, the surface is concave.

(-Jreate^t ili.-uticri r «»}' proximal end of humerus, H'^
(rivutc^r diameter «>f articular head, --- 8*4

Least diameter, 3-6

Least diameter of shaft below head, 3
'6

The specimen here described was found by Mr. H. D. Zieg-

ler, in September last, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Aletornis bellus, sp. nov.

A diminutive species, about half the bulk of that last de-

scribed, and which may for the present be referred to the same

genus, is indicated by the distal end of a tarso-metatj

probably by a few other isolated and less character!
-"

mens. The tarso-metatarsal is similar in its essential

to the same bone in the Killdeer plover (JBgialitis vociferw

Cass.), and about the same size. The outer, or fourth, metatar-

sal element, however, is more produced distally, and its ex-

tremity is obliquely compressed. The trochlear groove in the

distal end of the third metatarsal is not quite in the middle, the

outer articular surface being slightly the larger.

Transverse diameter (approximate) of distal end of tarso- ^
metatarsal, 4 "

Anteroposterior diameter of distal end of third metatarsal, 2'

Transverse diameter, _• *j*

Anteroposterior diameter of fourth metatarsal at distal end, 3*

Transverse diameter of shaft through lower foramen, 8*1

The remains at present representing this species were found

by the writer, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming, in September last.
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Uintornis lucaris, gen. et sp. nov.

A small bird evidently belonging to the Scansores, and
probably related to the Woodpeckers, is represented by the

distal end of a tarso-metatarsal in perfect condition, and by
some other fragmentary remains of differen t i ; .

I -

specimens indicate a bird about as large as the Golden-winged

woodpecker (Colaptes auratus Sw.). The tarso-metatarsal bone
has the second and fourth metatarsal elements divergent, and of

nearly the same length distally. The fourth is the larger, and
is turned obliquely inward and backward, its outer half being

produced. The end of the third metatarsal is largest

of all, and has its extremity cleft, somewhat unequally, by a

deep groove. The shaft above the union of the three elements

is broad, and nearly flat in front. On the posterior side it \B

somewhat concave. The foramen between the third and fourth

metatarsals is small, and the groove above it quite narrow.

Measurements.

Transverse diameter of tarso-metatarsal at distal end, 4*8

Anteroposterior diameter of third metatarsal, 2 -

Transverse diameter, 1 '^

Antero-posterior diameter of fourth metatarsal, 3*

Width of shaft through lower foramen, 3-5

The type specimen of this species was found by the writer,

last autumn, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Catarractes ajjfinis, sp. nov.

A new species of Catarractes, somewhat larger than G. lomvia

Lmn., maybe based upon a right humerus, which is entire,

and in an excellent state of preservation. This speeii

referred to by the writer in tin- description of Catarractes an-

fyuus, from the Tertiary of North Carolina,* and the latter is

evidently a nearly related species. The present

however, indicates a rather smaller bird, and differs from the

corresponding bone of that species in several particulars, ine

shaft on the anconal side below the articular head is root-

shaped, instead of being rounded, and the impression tor trie

insertion of the second pectoral muscle is broader, and has its

margin less elevated. At the distal - n I. ;'h->, the l^,,- tor

the tendons of the triceps muscle are <>i imequal size in i.u-

present species, the one on the ulnar side being much the

lamer.

diameter of distal end,

.

* This Journal, vol. xlix, r
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Greatest diameter of articular head, 14* mm-

Least diameter, 7-2

Greatest diameter of shaft at middle, 7*

Least diameter, 4-2

This interesting specimen, which belongs to the Academy of

Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, was found by Dr. A. C.

Hamlin, in the Post-pliocene clay near Bangor, Maine.

Meleagris alius.

Meleagris altus Marsh. Proceedings Philadelphia Academy,

1870, p. 11, and American Naturalist, vol. iv, p. 317. |

}

superbus Cope, Synopsis H.xtin i Batrachia, etc., p. 239.)

This species, which was based on portions of four skeletons,

resembles most nearly in size and general features the common
wild Turkey of North America (Meleagris gallopavo Linn.). It

may readily be distinguished, however, by its more slender

proportions, and especially by the more elongated posterior

limbs. The more important characters of the species were given

by the writer at a meeting of the Philadelphia Acaden
8th, 1870), when the discovery was announced, bat through

an oversight the communication did not appear in full in the

Proceedings of the Society.

The humerus in this species apparently differs from

the wild turkey in being proportionally longer, and in having

the shaft straighter, or less sigmoid. The coracoid is elongated,

and its lower end expanded transversely. Its pneumatic

foramen is large, but not more so than is often seen in

the wild turkey. The femur and tibia are both long*

the latter species, the tibia especially so. The tarso-i

is particularly slender and elongated. The hypotarsus, or cal-

caneal process, of this bone has two canals for the passage ot

tendons, but in the specimens preserved, although belonging to

fully grown birds, there is no osseous bridge over the inner

canal, aa in the adult turkey and other gallinaceous birds. l ne

bridge, if it existed in an ossified condition, was less

massive than in the wild turk-v ; otherwise some portions of it

would have been preserved in the present specimens, lne

calcar, or spur, of the male in this species was placed lower on

the tarso-metatarsal than in the turkey.

Length (approximate) of humerus, 159
'
£

Greatest diameter of proximal end, 42 '

Greatest diameter of distal end,. 3 '^

Length of coracoid, 12 ^'
(

Transverse diameter of lower end, 37 '*

Length of femur, I50
]

Transverse diameter of distal end, 31
*
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Length of tibia, 243- mm -

Transverse diameter of distal end, 18*

Length of tarso-metatarsal, 1V6*5

I ringverse diameter of proximal end, 23-

Distance from proximal end to spur, 110"

The specimens here described were found in the Post-

pliocene deposits of Monmouth County, New Jersey.

Meleagris celer, sp. nov.

A much smaller species of the same genus is represented by
two tibiae and the proximal half of a tarso-metatarsal, which

were found together, and probably belonged to the same indi-

vidual. The tibia is slender, and has the shaft less

from before backward than in the last species. The distal half

ofthe shall! ,ctly polygonal. From
the head of the tibia, a sharp ridge descends a short distance on

the posterior face, where it is met by an external ridge of sim-

ilar length. The tarso-metatarsal has the external ridge of the

proximal end more prominent, and the posterior tendinal crest

more ossified than in the larger species. The remains preserved

indicate a bird about half the bulk of M. altus.

Length of tibia, l83 '

>

mm '

Jjivtitcst diameter of proximal end, 3i '

Transverse diameter of shaft at middle, 9
'6

Transverse diameter of distal end, 16 '5

Antero posterior diameter of outer condyle • 16'

Transverse diameter of proximal end of tarso-metatarsal, 19'

Antero- posterior diameter, 14 '

The known specimens of the present species are from the

Post-pliocene of Monmouth County, New Jersey.

Grusproavus, sp. nov.

An extinct species of Crane, somewhat smaller than Grus

'"""'•
V.S-/.S- TVmm i* indicated in the collections of the Yale

Museum by a nearly perfect sternum, a femur, and a few other

less important romams. which are probably all parts of the

same skeleton. The sternum apparently resembles nuNt n ••:. rly

that of the Sand-hill Crane, but differs essentially from it m
not having the grooves for the coracoids meet on the median

line. They are in fact separated from each other by a space

nearly equal to the width of the adjacent groove. The sternum

is, moreover, less constricted near the middle than m 0. Lan-

adensis. The femur differs from the corresponding .n.« in

that species mainly in having the shaft less curved :
in other

respects the resemblance is close.
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Width of sternum between outer ends of coracoid grooves, 45- mm

Width of sternum at middle, 39-

Distance between coracoid grooves, 5*

Length (approximate) of femur, 1
26*

Y •

.

-

i
-

.
<

.

' -
;,;

Transverse diameter of distal end, 26*

The remains on which this species is established are likewise

from the Post-pliocene deposits of Monmouth County, Nev

YaJe College, New Haven, August 28th, 1872.

by Edward S. Morse, Ph.D. With Pis

For several years past I have made a special study of the

Brachiopoda. The publication of the results of these investiga-

tions has been purposely delayed, till I could incontestably de-

monstrate the genital nature of the Cuvierian hearts, so plainly

shown to be oviducts by Hancock and Huxley, and till some-

thing at least could be given of the embryology of some braclii-

opod. For these two matters I have visited Eastport, Maine,

for the third time, and now my heretofore fruitless endeavors

have been met with success.

The results of these observations were communicate
19th of June meeting of the Boston Society of Natura

I had before seen the ciliary lining of the oviducts i

and Terebratulina, but I wished to see the eggs in their actual

passage through the tubes. This I have now repeatedly ob-

served in Terebratulina. The eggs were seen discharged from

the sinuses in the pallial membrane, afterward floating freely

in the perivisceral cavity ; the eggs were then seen gathered at

the trumpet -shaped mouth of the oviduct, and have been

watched as they were slowly pussm- through the tube and have

been caught as they were discharged at the externa

These eggs have then been followed in their development until

they assumed the form of a deeply annulated embryo, compose

of four distinct rings, which had a marked vermian contraction

upon each other. At this stage they appeared to be

themselves by the caudal segment. During the latter part oi

this examination my embryos were unfortunately lost. 1 p
a

not the neccessary appliances to keep the water at tbefngi

temperature they were accustomed to, and the increased tem-

perature of the water led to a rapid development of P

and other infusoria, and my poor embryos were ruthlessly eaten
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up. I have, however, nearly three hundred outlines of the
ir development, a few of which are presented

with this brief communication. Next year it is hoped a com-
plete history of their development will be made, as manv thirds
nave been observed in their proper management of which I shall
profit in my next attempt
There was also discovered prominent glands at the external

openings of the oviduct in TVivbrainlina. which I have every
reason to believe represent the testes. These glands sur-
rounded the external orifice of the oviducts, which protruded
somewhat from the anterior walls of the body, and the glands
were invariably found filled with spermatozoa.
*rom Eastport, Maine, I hurried to the St. Lawrence, with the

nopes of securing some data regarding the embryology or early
stages of another brachiopod found there, Rhynchonella psit-

"fa- I was altogether too late for this, but had the pleasure
oi studying Rhynchonella alive, to note the ciliary action in the
oviducts driving currents outward, and to establish the correct-
ness of Owen's supposition that the arms ofRhynchonella can be

A jar of specimens dredged by Br. P. P. Carpenter,
Sv accompanied me from Montreal, was left standing

undisturbed for twenty-four hours, when one of the specimens
Protruded its arms their entire length from the partially opened
shells I -poured the sea water carefully out, and suddenly
poured in the strongest alcohol, and the specimen is now pre-
served in this exerted position.
John E. Gavit, Esq., and Dr. Thomas T. Sabine of New Fork,

Allowed all mv examinations at Ka-nort. In a forthcoming
r of the Boston Society of Natural History all the details

oi these examinations will be given.



A. M. Mayer—Erratum of the Errata.

I am indebted to Mr. A. Cowper Ranyard, of London, for

calling public attention to errors existing in the illustrative ap-

pendix to a research entitled "Acoustical Experiments, &c,"

tide of mine the editor of Nature honored with a re-

publication in his journal, on May 9, 1872.

The existence of these errors has been known to me since a

few weeks after the original publication of my paper ; but as

they did not affect in the least the subject proper of the

research, and would be apparent to anyone who might take the

trouble to review the calculations, I allowed them to pass un-

noticed ; and even now I would not pursue the subject further

had Mr. Ranyard really corrected my errors ; but he has him-

self committed the error of " A Few Millions" (the title of his

communication),* which he would attribute to me, when, in

these words, he undertakes the correction of my figures:

" Taking the velocity of light as 185,300 miles per second, and

the wave-length of D„ as given by Angstrom, at 0-00058950

millimetres, gives 5,058,700,000,000,000 vibrations per second,

or a little more than Jive thousand million* ,,/ pillions, instead

of a little less than six hundred millions of millions vibrations

per second, as given by Dr. Mayer." The following is the cor-

rect calculation

:

185,300 miles= 298,212,000,000 millimeters _ 5Q5 Qlj0 oo0;0oo,000
•0005895 millimeter

and 5,058,700,000,000,000 (Mr. R/s result) minus 505,870,000,-

000,000 (Mr. M.'s result) gives Mr. Ranyard 4,552,830,000,000,-

000 tremors.

Thus it appears that both Mr. Ranyard and myself can com-

mit errors in simple arithmetic
; but I am sure that our mutual

friends will not attribute them to want of sufficient m
ical culture to accomplish " a simple rule-of-three sum." (A.C.R-)

He that is without sin let him first cast a stone. I, however,

do not wish Mr. Ranyard's errors in any way to extenuate my

own greater negligence, which has difigured the appen<h-\ f

'[

my paper ; containing, as it does, " some strange numerical

errors, which perhaps it will be well to point out, lest some

of \ our readers should make use of the numbers given at the

end of the paper without previously testinir them." (A. C. R-)

1 will, therefore, ask my readers to substitute the following ior

the second paragraph under the heading of ,

- Quantitative Relations in the experiments and anah >/icalf« * in

the phenomena of light."

* See Nature, June 20, 1872, p. 142.
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We will now examine the analogical phenomena in the case

of light Let fork No. 1, giving 256 vibrations a second, stand

{'•I- ."iI'S.7:!i>.i).m>.i>ihi.hiii> vibrations a second; which will be the

number of vibrations made by the ray Dt of the spectrum, if

we adopt 300,000 kilometers per second as the velocity of

light Then fork No. 3 will represent 504,750,000,000,000 vibra-

tions per second : which hitter give :i wave-length -0000048

millimeter longer than that of f>, and belong to a. ray removed
from D|, toward the red end of the spectrum, by eight times

the distance which separates l\ from D2. We saw that fork

^•>. 8. L'ivinir 254 vibrations a second, had to move toward

itha velocity of 8-734 feet to give the note produced

yy 256 vibrations per second, emanating from a fixed fork
;

so,

if a star, which only sends forth those rays which vibrate

504,750,000,000,000 times a second, should move toward the

eye with a velocity of 2,442 kilometers, or 1,517 miles, its color

,,v,,,dd change to that given when D, emanates from a stationary

soda-flame.

ART. XXXIV.— On some points in the Geology of the South-

west; by E. W. Hilgard, of the University of Mississippi.

T
The third annual Report of the Geological Survey of

Louisiana, bv Prof. F. V. Hopkins, contains a number ot

statements and discussions controverting, apparently at least,

some of the iU.-t< and vi'-ws heretofore published by me.

respected friend are based meroly nderstand-

others which result from material differences in

]ii,> apprehensi.m of facts, and as such require notice at my
bands.

,
As regards the inadmissibility of Prof lb rUu<, . .y. «uv

that the Labrador current may have 1,-;

fibi,tin- the drift over the Mississippi A adev. I have little to

sriy that could add to the cogency o! I rot. I > •
-

Jhe same subject, in the August nunihor ot i.n< Journal.

The southern drift bears everywhere the •] :.. ,<-u i- •! j>

'H'osit formed bv "freshwater in a stat.- «>t \\<<<>>va .->.
.

Idevonl orn, Irh s. of minud life. - 1
hav,

,. 1V t

!
;

'

|iM
•

, ,,.,!,. , n t .] •_!•• il. lithological,
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unqualified statements, that tin- drift •'must date from the

period of depression," and That '- during a long period alter the

deposition of the drift the land stood at about its present level,

allowing the valleys to be cut into the drift, etc." If, as Prof.

Hopkins assumes, the continent was so far depressed as to

allow the Labrador current to sweep down the Mississippi Val-

ley, how does he account for the occurrence of the large rounded

pebbles in the Calcasieu wells, at a depth of 450 feet, and the

extension of the drift beds (assumed by himself, and doubtless

correctly) far out beneath the Gulf of Mexico ? Or is he pre-

pared to admit that an ocean current, with a minimum depth of

1,150 plus 450 feet on the Gulf shore, could roll pebbles over

hundreds of miles of "continent" or plateau, and then and there

form deposits with the wavy stratification of river alluvium, and

totally devoid of marine fossils ? So far as our experience goes,

shallow running water, or the flux and reflux of waves and tides,

alone produce such structure ; and, if so, the Gulf shore must

have been elevated to the extent of at least 450 feet above its

present level, at the time the Calcasieu drift was deposited.!

Moreover, the Calcasieu profiles:}: show most convincingly the

existence of ridges of denudation at the drift surface, as well as

beneath it ; and, similarly, subterranean ridges of drift mate-

rial are frequently struck in wells on the Mississippi coast. +

The drift materials are, equally, the last thing so far found

beneath the Port Hudson clays in the Mississippi bottom ;—to
what extent they have filled up that ancient trough, future

borings must determine.

I cannot, therefore, see on what grounds Prof. Hopkins as-

sumes that the erosion of the drift surface took place while the

land stood " nearly" at irs present level. If, as I expect, drift

gravel should be found underlying the strata of the New Or-

leans well, the minimum elevation of the Gulf coast, during

and even after the Drift period, would be increased by several

hundred feet. And I cannot refrain from oner more calling

attention to the obvious difference between the chemical status

of the stratified drift of the South, and that of Illinois and In-

diana. In the latter, lignitized trees and layers of muck are

abundant, indicating submersion at a comparatively recent

period; while the "orange sand" of the Southwest, as hereto-

fore repeatedly stated by me, as a rule contains nothing that i.~

capable of further oxidation or solution by atmospheric ^.-vn
"

cies, unless it be silex. Such complete peroxidation ana

lixiviation, the effects of which have largely extended nit"

underlying formations.;! unquestionably indicate a l<>nc. ?u '^

- ii . Iron i .vhieii the X ort is western stratified drift

was in a great measure exempt
* This Journal, November, 1869, p. 335. f Ibid, P- 344.

X Misa. Report, 1860, pp. 28 and 29. | Miss. Rep., I860, p. 2S.
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As regards the later formations, I note that the propriety of
- Dana's prior mime of "Champlain period" hv that

oi "Bluff period," as proposed and carried out by Prof. Hopkins,
seems to me at least doubtful. A descriptive name should at
least give the predominant and essential character of the irivater
part of the formations concerned. That Swallow's name, as
applied to the Loess, is preeminently characteristic, no one that
knows that formation, as invariably exhibited on the Mississippi
and its great tributaries, will deny; while, apart from the Port
Hudson bluff itself, few, probably, besides Prof. Hopkins and
myself, know of any prominent example of bluffs formed 1 y the
ort Hudson strata—a formation as positively characterized by

Plateaus and prairies, from Pensacola to the Rio Grande, as the
-Ljoess is by " bluffs." As for the Yellow Loam and its equiv-

read like a blanket over the whole country, up hill
and down, it is peculiarly apt, if in situ, to be absent from bluff

The name apart, I am constrained to believe that, while appar-
ently differing widely from me in his interpretation of the strata

Penetrated in the New Orleans artesian well of 1856, he never-
theless agrees, substantially, in all but the use of a name. For
Jhen, on p. 185, he speaks of the Port Hudson strata as " the
aelta formed by the Mississippi, from the end of the Drift
period to the beginning of the era of the Loess," he merely
diners from me in conferring the name of the "Mississippi'"
uPon that broad expanse of swamps, marshes, and lagoons

ten filled the trough remaining after the Drift period,

:
;

; which the continental waters made their way as

iulit. In this broad sense. I cheerfully admit the

Jhole of the strata underlying New Orleans to be '-Mississippi
delta deposits." Similar "ones, "however, were at that time

along the northern and western Gulf border, con-
stituting the "blue clay bottom;" which, is as well known on
tbe coast of Alabama and Texas, as is the sudden seaward
^°pe at a variable distance from the main land, that Prof.
A-Lopkins erroneously supposes to be peculiar to the mouths of

'-'"^Mississippi, and to be formed by river deposit
But while the modern delta deposits proper everywhere cx-

''!"' ,lt an abundan.ee of drift-wood particles, and a rapid alterna-
tion of character corresponding to the frequent rise and tail of
the river: the deeper deposits of the New Orleans well lack both

! ristics. b. m_ i. m: rkabl\ i dlbn t ir.»ugh eonsid-

«'';able thicknesses of material." True th<- shells so j ;tr as pre-
v '"Usly known are of living species : but so far as 1 am ;tware,

is expected of quaternary marine beds. Yet the
h "t that three or four of the species are not now known to be

* See » Report on the Age of the Delta," ia Bep. U. S. Eng. Dept for 1870.
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living in the Gulf or elsewhere, conveys a hint that when these

" delta " deposits were made, the present state of things had not

come to pass. From the somewhat arbitrary standpoint of some

paleontologists, the strata in question would even have to come

under the head of marine Pliocene

!

I confess, also, to a violent distrust of the chemical method of

identifying formations, as applied by my friend to deposits so

exceedingly variable in their nature', and over such extensive

areas. Had he gone to New Orleans instead of Arkansas, he

might have found in the -'drove wells" of that city about as

great a variety of waters, as the two extremes he relets to as

characterizing the Port Hudson and river deposit waters.

respectively. That "at various points between Baton Rouge

and Arkansas, the alluvium is over a hundred feet in depth/

I have not the slightest doubt ; for the same is true of the

Mississippi river, whose ancient channels everywhere traverse

the bottom. I therefore seriously demur to the sufficiency of

the proof intended to be conveyed, that such is the least

average depth of the alluvium.' All direct stratigrapniea

observations heretofore made have led the observers to a con-

trary conclusion.*

As regards the Loess and Yellow Loam, I observe that Prof.

Hopkins assigns to the age of the latter sundry deposits partly

of earlier, partly of later date, whose nature and distribution

differs entirely from that of the Yellow Loam proper. His

description of the material as "a clayey silt, retaining
able fineness of character over large" areas," can apply but very

arely indeed to the formation I have so designated ;
which is

nature of the underlving strata,f in Louisiana as

where. This is the case even where it is in situ ; but where, as

iii the ease mentioned by him as occurring on Sicily Island (p-

177). it is merely a talus, commingled with the other materials

famished by the degradation of the hills, it of course will DJ

changed according to the nature and amount of the ad]

I doubt that there is any Yellow Loam to be found in sitn on

Sicily Island.

The fine, more or less indurated silts, forming peri

walls when eroded, to which Prof. Hopkins refers, are clearh an-

terior in time, and distinct from the Yellow Loam proper ; as may

be seen at Port Hudson itself, and at numerous y
the edge of the Loess region in Mississippi, where a - !

'

:: '^
> the Loess proper is frequently observable. 1*

ts
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for this reason that I have regarded the upper yellow silt

stratum at Port Hudson as the probable equivalent of the

Loess, or at least of its lower portion:! and the same applies,

in lay view, to the materials exhibited as forming the level por-

tion of Sicily Island, on the banks of Lake Louis ; as well as,

judging from description, to the body of the Bayou Macon
hills. Similar materials underlie the very well defined Yellow
Loam stratum on the fertile Cote Gelee, and the Opelousas

prairie ; while farther west, where these silts themselves have

formed the soil, we have the poor white, putty -like soils of the

Calcasieu pine-flats rind " Bav (dalls :" or the ashy ones of the

pine prairies. That the character of the Yellow Loam proper

was still substantiallv the same even in this latitude, is shown

% its outliers on the Five Islands, where (e. g., at Weeks'
island) the loam is undistinguishable from that overlying the

Loess in Adams and Jefferson counties, Miss.

In the upland regions of Louisiana, as well as in those of the

adjoining States, there is generally little difficulty in recogniz-

ing the Yellow Loam, where the ridges are not too abrupt

;

except in so far that it is oftentimes not easy to determine

Whether it is in its original place, and that sometimes a hardpan

transition stratum between it and the drift materials* is alone

left on the hilltops. It is onlv near the larger river channels

that its true geological relations can be clearly observed.

Of course, not only do we find all over the country raal

^ore or less indefinite position and composition, resulting irom

the action of the aqueous and atmospheric a-eueies that have

»een at work since the deposition of the Loam ;
but at times we

ako find the geological place of the Loam occupied by muu na.s

hearing not the least resemblance to its usual faciess Nudi is

the case, e. g., on the sandy uplands of south-east Missis-- ppi,

where a 5 to 8 foot stratum of sandy hardpan. fertile and quite

distinct from any materials of the drift, caps all the ridges.f Its

rr: virions into the common Loam confirm the conclusion de-

nv'd from its position; just as is the ease in the cretaceous

Prairies and "flatwoods/'i .
Al . T

Concerning the Grand Gulf group, I have to remark •..-. l

!
:

'

! - differ from my friend as to the uselessness of ''spec.OMtum

uPon the absence of animal life in the waters that depo-- : t.

until its outlines shall have been fully made out m iexas.

Nothing that can be found in Texas or elsewhere can in-

validate the facts observed m Alabama. Miss I

an;t
- n-ar to the main axis of the Mis-i.-ipl" ''

! " 1,
.

vm,Mlt

:

/ "'

!
."
p maximum hwolopment of all the post-ovta, ,- i,,n,m-

tions on the Gulf border has manifestly taken place. - ;-

^ formation 125 miles wide at one point, over 200 feet in thick-

. Rep., p. 198, §3 -
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ness, and known to extend through six degrees of longitude

with a remarkable uniformity of character, may not speak for

itself, we shall have to suspend our discussions of a large por-

tion of the geology of the globe.

However, I am in possession of data and specimens from

Texas, sufficient to show the approximate correctness of the

outline given in my "Map of the Mississippi Embayment, as

well as the close correspondence of the character of the forma-

tion in that State, to that exhibited by it in the Anacoco region,

in western Louisiana.

To the two localities of Cretaceous outcrops mentioned by

Prof Hopkins, Ihave to add another, viz: at Kings Salt Works.

in Bienville; where a genuine "rotten limestone" forms the

bed of Bayou Castor.

University of Miss., August, 1872.

Art. XXXV.— CoutriLvtinnx fmm ih<- Sh'-ftkhl L<> !

Yale College. No. XXV.— Results of a Chemical In
' ' 'Malleable Iron f by

The i _____

known, in packing the eastings with oxide

of iron scale in cast-iron chests, placing six or >-i_

chests upon the hearth of a kiln or furnace, resembling a rever-

beratory furnace, and exposing them for live or six days to a

bright red heat; the furnace is then allowed to eooL

C - ttgs, aa soon as they can be handled, are ready for

The following analyses, made of two samples aboul
thickness, each annealed twice and analyzed before and after

each annealing, show what influence the process has

impurities contained in the iron. It will be seen the in»i >
M!

;

was ;l foirly good charcoal-iron. The unannealed ea-t

broken, showed a white fracture, all the carbon beittj

com Lined state. This last property must be possessed :'

eastings to insure the success of the process. Tin

eastings when broken were up to the average toug
"• malleable iron," and their strength did not materially decrease

after the second annealing.

I. Casting No. 1. Before annealing.
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II. Casting No. 1.

the following conclusions may be

,
phosphorus and manganese are in

no way affected by the annealing process: second, that the

amount of sulphur 'is not diminished and may be slightly in-

creased; and third, that the amount of carbon is reduced by

eachanm,,: retrace remains The shgfc

Jcrease of sulphur shown by both sets of analyses is probably

Jue to the presence of that substance in the coal used or i.u- .

i"
^gard to the change in the carbon a w..rd mu-r l»; su.i.

^e castings before annealiuir. containing :il [-r cent -»i com-

bined carbon, showed, on breaking, a white fracture, and were
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too bard to be cut by a drill ; after the iirst annealing an inter-

esting cbange sbowed itself in the fracture ; a whitish surface

extended in about Ty of an inch on all sides, surrounding ;i

dark core of dull black color; the line of change from

to the dark was quite distinct, and tin.- whole was easily cut by

a drill. A portion of this white outside layer was filed off and

the carbon determined to be present only in traces, while

analyses II. ami V. show the presence of a considerable amount

of carbon, when a sample of the entire cross section was taken.

The black core was noticeably smaller in the case of casting-

No. 2 than in casting No. 1, which accounts for the small

amount of total carbon in analysis V. After the second anneal-

ing the black core had entirely disappeared in both cases, the

whole fracture being of the same appearance as the v.

der mentioned above, the amount of carbon in a sample of the

whole cross section, as shown by the analysis, was reduced to i

trace. It would appear from the above that when a casting

does not much exceed £ of an inch in thickness, th<

approximately eliminated throughout the whole mass by the

ordinary annealing process ; when, however, the casting is

thicker, the elimination only extends from the surface into the

mass for a certain distance, but may be carried farther in bj a

repetition of the process. It would also seem that in the inte-

rior of a thick casting, where the amount of carbon is at all

events only partially reduced, that which remains is by the

high heat and subsequent slow cooling changed in its state ot

occurrence from combined carbon to a species of uncombined or

graphitic carbon ; for where the iron before annealing is. \vhit (

-

and very hard, after annealing it shows a dark fracture and is

quite soft. Its behavior, too. with nitric acid would lead to die

same conclusion, for while the whit mannealed u

perfectly in that reagent, upon standing a few hours, and gave

to the solution the same clear brown color that is noti

a high steel is so treated, the annealed "black heart," as it is

;v called, gave a dirty green color to the solution and

a black carbonaceous residue remained.
The manufacturers of ''malleable iron" are occasionally

troubled by a lack of toughness in the annealed castings when

these are exposed to a sudden blow or to a bending Btraifc

This weakness is at times doubtless caused by the natural rot-

tenness of the iron owing to the presence of an excessive

amount of silicon, phosphorus or sulphur ; but it also must
frequently be due to a crystalline structure which the iron

under certain unknown conditions assumes while being annealed.

ir.tcMtv ,,f an anm-siU-d cas-

ing in the form of bright crystalline faces which occasionally
extend entirely across the fracture.
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Further analyses were made of another specimen, before and
after its annealing, which when, annealed and broken was brittle,
and showed the crystalline structure to some extent.

VII. Before annealing.

Total Carbon, 3-277 I

VIII. After anne

Total Carbon, below 0"10 per cent.

The weakness in this case may perhaps be partially caused
'

• / • Laqge amount of phosphorus present,but the next two
wyses made of specimens, which when broken after being

were very brittle and showed a most decided crvstal-

ire, go to prove that this phe
•

-
' • ; pre? nee or an exce:

amount of silicon, phosphorus or sulphur.

IX. Once annealed, large crystalline faces in fracture.

Silicon, -44 '46 "450

omphur, -145 '133 '139

Carbon, below 0-10 per cent.

*• Twice aniu ![,./, <-r</«tiiUhi> faces extended entirely across the

Phosphorus, -213 '212 -212

Manganese, '149 '158 -153

Sulphur, «092 -118 105

Carbon, none or slight trace.

The above analyses to seem afford no explanation of tin's errs-

> '-ire, and the cause of it can only be determined by
careful experimenting and by the comparison of a large number
°r trustworthy analyses.
The next analysis was made of an annoa'-l ea-tih- .-!. :.-li

when bent showed a greater degree of toughness than common.
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Silicon, -717 '722 '719

Phosphorus, -206 '202 '204

Manganese, -273 '268 '270

Sulphur, -035 -037 "036

Total Carbon, 1'840 1'844 T842

From this analysis it may be inferred that the silicon may run

as high as 0T per cent without effecting the toughness of the

annealed product, while it also tends to show, what might cer-

tainly be expected, that an iron low in phosphorus and sulphur

is most suitable for making malleable iron

In regard to the chemical processes used in making the above

analyses, in most of the important points I followed the

methods for the analysis of iron and steel, given in the last

American edition of Fresenius, and I departed from these meth-

ods only in such details as Prof. Allen, of the Sheffiel

tine School Laboratory, kindly recommended. All the speci-

mens cxnmined except, Xo. XI, were obtained from Messrs. 0.

B. Xorth & Co., of New Haven, whose courtesy in specially

preparing and re-annealing the iron for this investigation is

gratefully acknowledged.

Art. XXXVI.—Descriptions of a few new species, and one new

genus, of Silurian Fnssih, f,r>m Ohio .-* bv V. B. MEEK.

Protaster ? granuliferus Meek.

Disk small, apparently circular : rays rather slender, and of

unknown length. Dorsal surface of disk and rays covered by

an integument composed of innumerable minute grains or

calcareous matter. Ventral side of disk not well exposed m
the specimen but apparently provided, in the interradial -p• ,,

'

, '":

with minute spines directed outward. Oral pieces not well

exposed in the specimen. Arm-pieces regularly alternating,

but apparently rectangular at their inner ends, and not inter-

locking along the minute mesial impressed line, longer trans-

ver,c!v than in the direction of the length of the rays; eacb

largely excavated at its anterior outer end so as to form a large

pore, or pore-like depression, and divided transversely by a

furrow into two parts, the anterior one of which is very short.

and the posterior longer and marked by a minute pit at its

* These fossils are to be fully illustrated and described in the report of the Ohio
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mner end
; about eight or nine of these pieces in each range of

each ray included within the margin of the disk Outer arm-
pieces (adambulacral of some) smaller than those of the inner
ranges, and placed edge upward, with an oblique outward
direction so as to imbricate outward or toward the extremities
oi the rays; each bearing one or more minute an.
spmes.

.
Breadth of disk, about 043 inch : breadth of arms at their

inner ends, 010 inch.
The only specimen I have seen that is certainly known to

belong to this species is very imperfect, being merely an incom-
plete disk, and the inner ends of the rays.

'

It does not con-
form to the characters of Protaster given in Prof. Forbes's
diagnosis, in all respects, since its disk, especially on the upper
side, is covered by an integument composed of a vast number
of very minute grains of calcareous matter, instead of distinct
imbricating scales. It is therefore not improbable that perfect
-"' mens would show other characters that would warrant the

tnent of a new genus or sub-genus for such forms, in
wjiich case the name Ahpidaster might be applied to the group,
which would probably also include Protaster qregarius of Meek
and Worthen

J

I have intentionally avoided, in the foregoing description,
the use of the terms ambulacral and adambulacral pieces,
aPphed by some in describing the arms of species of Protaster
and similar forms, because it seems doubtful whether these
terms can be properlv applicable to such types. T should eer-

aot, \, the* //V I / to />,, Ophtw i feo(in whieh
no ambulacral furrows exist) instead of to the Asteroidea. Ac-
cording to Dr. Wright, however (see Brit. Fosa, Echinodermata,
V- ?>>). ProtasU-r J//MW of S.-.lter has a well developed madre-
PWiform body, and hence would belong to the Asteroidea. Yet
B H very curious that these types seem to have no proper

•anals. and w<- have apparently no positive evidence

- -era oi the animal were not confined to the disk, as
1)1

Jbe Ophiuroidea.
Lf>cality and position.- -Middle part of Cincinnati group of

the Lower Silurian. Moore's Hill, in Indiana; Mr. Dyer's

collection.

Pal^easter incomptus M.

Small; rays rather short, or only about once and a half as

<™g as their breadth at the inner ends, and rapidly tapering to

their outer extremities whir], are more or less angular. Disk

equaling in breadth the length of the rays. Dorsal side of rays

composed each of three rows of about nine pieces* each, that
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are wider tb;u i long, and increase rather rapidly in size inward

to the margin of the disk, winch is made up of smaller pieces;

a few very minute pieces apparently sometimes occur between

the rows" on the dorsal side of the rays. Surface of dorsal

pieces a little roughened, but apparently without spines.

kadreporiform piece rather small, a little oval, or almost cir-

eular, nearly lint, and marke.l by xrrx tine, irregularly inter-

rupted radiating str'ue. Ventral side unknown.
Greatest breadth across, between the extremities of rays on

opposite sides, 0'90 inch: length of rays, 0'35 inch; breadth of

same at inner ends, about 0-22 inch; 'length of madreporiform

pieces, 0'08 inch : breadth of same, 0*07 inch.

This species seems to be related to P. matuiinus Hall, but

has proportionally shorter and broader rays, that are also less

pointed at the extremities. Its dorsal pieces are also less close-

fitting, and appear to have at some points a few ven
intercalated pieces between the rows of the rays. This latter

character, however, is not clearly visible in the specimen. A
more important distinction is the absence, in the species under

consideration, of the circle of stellate pieces seen on the dorsal

side of the disk of P. matutinus, which, according to Prof

Hall's figure, published in the 20th Regents' Report, seems to

want the well-defined madreporiform pieces seem in th-

under consideration, or at least not to have ir dieting

from four other radiately marked pieces that alternate with the

stellate pieces mentioned. As in that species, this has the two

inner marginal pieces, that connect with each other at the axis

of the rays, rather decidedly larger than those next to them,

but of different form, being wider than long instead of the

reverse, or with their greater diameters arranged transversely,

and each provided with a kind of mesial protuberance on the

The only specimen of this species I have seen is firmly

attached to a foliated expansion of coral, so as to conceal the

ventral side entirelv. Tt was evidently lying dead on its back,

on the bottom of the sea, when the coral commenced growing

upon its ventral side; and afterward the coral not only covered

this side entirely, but grew some distance in all direction.-.

even beyond the extremities of its raws. This gives it much
the appearance of having firmly attached itself to the coral

parasitically ; but this is evidently not the case, because it i>

its entire vr,Uml side that is attached out to the very extremi-

Locality and position.—Cincinnati group of the Lower

Silurian, at Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Dyers collection.

Note.—A fine star-fish recently sent to me by Mr. Dyer, fr;» l

the Cincinnati rocks, presents main features indicating close rela-
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tions to Palosaster granulosus of Hall; and yet a critical compari-
son with his description (he has not yet published a figure of that
^>ccir<), leads me to think it most probuhly distinct, ft has about
the same proportional length and breadth of rays; but instead
of being " obtusely rounded at the extremities," the rays are
acutely angular at the ends. Again, instead of having the mar-
ginal and adambulacral pieces numbering, in a space
and a
forty-t

furrow, it shows
thirty-two adambulacral pieces on each side — the number of

adambulacral pieces being about ten less on each side in the same
space from the apex—a rather decided difference, thus also show-
U|g the inner rows to be composed of proportionally larger pieces.

Its two rows of ambulacral ossicula are, as in /'. ara>n<lns>/s. com-
posed of short wide pieces (numbering about thirty two in the
space given above), with each a linear-ridge running across its

entire breadth as in that species, but this ridge does not show the

obliquity mentioned in Prof. Hall's description.

On the upper side there are near the middle, of each ray. about

fourteen rows of small alternating convex pieces. All of the

pieces are granular, and each of the marginal and adambulacral

P'eees has a minute tubercle for the articulation of a small -pine.

the largest of which are about O'lO inch in length. Those of the

dorsal side also seem to have supported much more minute spines.

In '' specimen is not in a condition to show the oral pieces, or

fie madroporiform piece.
It differs materially from P. Dyeri, not only in being much

smaller, but in the entirely different form and more numerous
rows of its dorsal pieces, which are also decidedly more close-

fitting. If this should prove to be a new species, I would propose

to call it Pali aster spooosus.
Its dimensions are as follows : length of rays 1-40 inch

;
breadth

°f do. as flattened somewhat by pressure, 0"62 inch; breadth of

disk, about 0-80 inch.

Rhynchonella neglecta, var. scobina.

Shell rather small, sub-trigonal, compressed, or sometimes in

large specimens quite gibbous, with the mesial fold very

prominent and narrow. Dorsal valve bearing on the mesial

fold four plications, the middle two of which are more prom-

;,! "nt and larger than the other two, one of v..

each slope of the fold; lateral slopes each provided with about

si * angular plications: beak incurved. \ entral valve with

;uesi
; ; ,„.,;< ;,,m .p„nding to the fold of the other valve, and

Wring three plications, the middle one of which is usually

^mewhnt larger than the others: latent! slopes en-h with about

^ plications": beak small, pointed and arched, but not strongly
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incurved, projecting moderately beyond that of the other valve.

Sor&ee ornamented by fine marks of growth, and numerous

minute, distinct, regularly disposed granulations.

Length of one of the 'largest, and most gibbous specimens,

0-55 inch; breadth of do., 0-50 inch ;
convexity of same, u-53

inch. Other individuals of near the same length and breadth

have a convexity of only 0-25 inch.

This form agrees almost exactly in general outline, as well as

in the number and arrangement of the plications, with A. wjl <'^

Hall, from New York, Niagara and Clinton groups. But if

that shell has been correctly figured and described, from well-

preserved specimens, it must be distinct from this, as there are

no surface granulations illustrated in the iigures or mentioned

in the description of the New York species; while they are

quit( tlisti,. ;'.,<:„ it. n/ji ^////defined on those before me from

Ohio. As the New York Niagara fossils are usually l<"ii:d in

a good state of preservation, it is very improbable that such a

character could have escaped attention in R. neglecta. 1
there-

fore feel strongly inclined to regard the shell under considera-

tion as a distinct species: but as it agrees so closely in other

characters with R. neglecta, have concluded t<» view it, for the

present, as a variety of that shell, under the name scobma,

which can be retained for it should it prove, as I think it will,

to be a distinct species.

It is possible that the internal characters of the species will

be found to differ generically from those of Rhynchonella, a

distinctly granulated surface being unusual in that genus.

Locality and position.—Clinton group, Dayton, Ohio. Found

by Prof. Orton.
'

PLETJROTOMARIA (SCALITES ?) TROPIDOPHORA M.

Shell rather small, obliquely rhombic in general outline, as

seen in a side view; height somewhat greater than the br< ad» ;

spire conical, with an apical angle varying from 70° to 90 ',

volutions four to four and a hail': cadi ilattened, or sometime.

slightly concave above, with an outward slope from tin -mtmv

toaprominentangleth.it pa.-x> around themiddlooi i n ho-u

turn, and below the middle of those of the spire, to whmh e

imparts a somewhat turreted appearance; suture moderate'}

distinct, but not channeled; lower side of body-vole
ing rapidly inward from the mesial angle, a little below •

!li
' u

there usually revolves an obscure, undefined ridge; a pertm*

rhombic subquadrate ; surface nearly smooth, but -

showing under a magnifier very obscure lines of %v
curve very strongly backward as they approach the angle

around the middle of the body-volution, both above and below

—thus indicating the presence of a deep sinus in the lip, that
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widens rapidly forward, though there is no defined revolving
band at the angle.

Length or height, 0.55 inch
; breadth about 0.50 inch.

This shell possesses some of the characters of both Pleuro-
tomaria and Scalttes. In general appearance it is most like
some types of the former; but it seems to be entirely without

Iving band seen on the species of that genus. * Its lines
of growth, however, have the very strong, oblique backward
curve seen in those of Scaliles (in which group there is no
revolving band), thus showing that its lip, when entire, must
nave had a deep notch at the termination of the angle of the
body-whorl. This notch, however, does not appear to terminate
in a deep sharply cut slit, as we most generally see in Pleuro-
tornaria; but it seems to have terminated at, and widened
: '•

•
I . forward from, the angle of the volutions. Specifically,

s related to Pleuroiomaria selecta of Billings, from
which it differs in having its striae of growth nearly obsolete,
*nd in wanting the revolving angle just below the suture, seen
!li that species.

Locality aii'i j»>sifi,ylt .—Cincinnati ur<>up, at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. A. S. Miller's collection.

Genus Dicraniscus* M.
Shell inequivalve, hinge line straight, rather long, hinge pro-

vided with teeth and sockets. Ventral valve with a well
developed cardinal area, divided in the middle by a triangular
llSs" 1Y' sometimes partly closed above by a very small false-

; beak imperforate ; interior without dental or other
laminae, or processes <>i an\ kind: muscular impressions un-
known. Ventral valve without a well developed area, but
provided with an extremely pron i I ifurcatiiig (animal
process, and on each side of the base of this with a prominent

process directed obliquely outward; while just out-
side of each of the latter there is a socket for the reception of
the teeth of the other valve: muscular impression small, and
Placed in the bottom of the valve some distance in advance of
the hinge. Shell substance very thick about the hinge, and
showing an imperfectly fibrous structure when broken, the tibers

niged at right angle to the surface <>t the valves.

I have had specimens of this r

'.' !

'

|,; "' tin- ncarl\ a vcar; but have been waiting for others to
be found that would show its characters more clearly, all of
those seen being fragmentary. Somewhat better specimens
nave recently been found by Prof. Orton, but none nearly en-
tire have yet been discovered. Those now at hand, however,

* Dimin. of dt/cpavof, s
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give the means of making out its generic and specific elm meters

wit!) some degree of detail, though we vet want specimens show-

ing the exact form of the entire shell, "and the muscular impres-

sions of the ventral valve.

With regard to its family affinities, it would be unsafe to

venture an opinion without better material for study. I know

of no other brachiopod with so long a cardinal process except-

ing tStringoctp/tnhts : hut it differs entirely from that genus in

the prominent mesial internal septum in the ventral

valve, as well as in having the beak of this valve very short

—

even less produced than that of the other valve, and the foramen

very small with do perforation through the minute false-delti-

dium sometimes covering the upper part of the foramen.

It is probably more nearly related to Stricklandinia of Bill-

ings ; but on comparing some of the specimens sent to him by

Prof. Orton, Mr. Billings writes that he thinks it entirely distinct

from his genus, which he says has n„ sueh cardinal process.

The ventral valve of our shell also differs in having no trace

of the triangular internal chamber, seen under the beak of

Stricklandinia.

Dicraniscus Ortoni M.

Shell truncato-suboval, or suborbicular, with front narrowly

rounded; hinge-line h'ss than the greatest breadth. Yentral

valve less convex than the dorsal, and provided with a mod-

erately deep mesial sinus not extending to the beak; cardinal

area rather low, well defined, and standing nearly at right

angles to the plane of the valves, but slightly arehed i»:n kv ;ir<i
•,

beak very small and scarcely projecting beyond the margin of

the area, with its point sometimes slightly arched. [>orsa

valve moderately convex, and rising into an undefined mesial

fold or prominence on the anterior slope; beak Hither promin-

ent, or at least more so than that of the other valve,
incurved; area wanting or verv narrow and obscure; carding

process very Ion- a little curved, rounded, and rather lender

below, and divided above for about halfway down, the divis-

ions being moderately diverging, slender, and somewhat

furrowed on their posterior sides above. Surface smooth.

ments, though the shell probably attained a length of one inch

and a quarter, with a breadth of about one inch, and a con-

vexity of perhaps three quarters of an inch.

It was some time before I could believe that the separate

ventral valves of this shell really belonged to the same species

**> th:e dorsal : 1 use 1 could not understand how so very
• latter

possibly

< < — a« that tnwsi ssed

1 by these speci
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fore, not until Prof. Orton found a broken specimen with
portions of the two valves united, and showing this process in

:<r I was aware that the d«<r>:il vai\e has it> beak so
incurved as to give this cardinal process an oblique forward

within the other valve. Even then, however, it seems
to touch the bottom of the ventral valve.
The specific name is given in honor of Prof. Edward Orton,

who discovered the only specimens of the species known.
/>"

.',ty and position.—Summit of the Clinton group, near
Dayton. Ohio.

" M. V. >.ViliT,'"!.i l\
'

\'x\. then an !u! .x.mp.V, l m
0rW»«, agreeing in :form and geneii-a! an ; with <>.>/c^//„.
but differing in heing considerablv
decidedly lower veiatral area, wi
more incurved than in any authen

_

_

tic sp jfthata heil 1 bu.
ever seen. It also triple a ent of the

ch of them gi y -.

side at about half ti- Iheluak
the main rib always irol mud

<0,ih-

bundle thus formed an |.ri'.j.orti« i 1 deej.e:• than \\e

shell a peculiar appt
'"''/"ini.l tu 1,,.',,.,,'- to an undescrit Vs I kno
of its internal characters, however, the species of th is type of

J feel s. >me don bts about
the propriety of des
however, to differ fr.

icribing it as a lie,v species, . It see>ms to me,

)in the O.plica^/«i and 0.
important character
°tner collections sho

s than they .1 iffer from ea< . Me.ul.l

w this form to be a distinct ,
I would

propose for it the name 0. triplv-atdht.

,

! he firmer of the two sy>ecinu
length, 1-40 inch in 1breadth, and •40 ii ivexity.

ART. XXXVIL—Discovery of a New Planet; by C. H. F.

Peters. From a letter, dated l.itehtieM Observatory. Hamil-
ton College, August 24.

LAST night another new planet came into my view. It is

rather bright, and about the 10th magnitude: the following

i *ith>n> w< re .1, termined:

12 28 6 22 21 23'59 -7 118 28% ! (10 comp.)

13 22 49 22 21 21 '64 -1 118 42-J\ ( 5 comp.)

s dailv motion is inferred to bo about 51- in right

and 6' in declination toward the so nth.

ci.—Thtbd Series, Vol. IV. No. 22.—Oct., 1872.



Prof. Gray's Addr^s le/ore t

The session being now happily inaugurated, youi

officer of the lust year litis only our- duty So perform before he

surrenders the chair to his successor. If allowed to borrow a

simile from the language of my own profession, I nw

the j>n sidrui of tiiis a—m 't.tion to a biennial plant. He flour-

ishes for the year in which he comes into existence, and per-

forms his appropriate functions as presiding officer. When the

second year comes round he is expected to blossom out in an

address and disappear. Each president, as he retires, is natu-

rally expected to contribute something from his own investiga-

tions, or his own line of study ; usually to discuss some partic-

ular scientific topic.

Now, although I have cultivated the field of North American

botany with some assiduity for more than forty years, have re-

viewed our vegetable hosts and assigned to no small number of

them their names and their place in the ranks, yet, so far as our

own wide country is concerned, I have been to a great extent a

closet botanist. Until this summer I had not seen the Missis-

sippi, nor set foot upon a prairie.

To gratify a natural interest, and to gain some title for ad-

dressing a body of practical naturalists and explorers. I have

made a pilgrimage across the continent. I have s •

viewed in their native haunts many a plant and flower which.

for me, had long bloomed unseen, or only in the hortus «be«*

I have been able to see for myself what species and what forms

constitute the main features of the vegetation of each si

region, and record—as the vegetation unerringly does—the

permanent characteristics of its climate.

Passing on from the eastern district, marked by its

distribut< 1 rain-fall, and tin n f. »re naturally forest-clad, I have

seen the trees diminish in number, give place to wide prairies,

restrict their growth to the borders of streams, and then disaf-

pear from the boundless drier plains; have seen grassy plau^

change into brown and sere desert—desert in the common sense.

but hardly anywhere botanically so: have seen a fair erowtii

of coniferous trees adorning the more favored slopes Q*

mountain range, high enough to compel summer showerfi

have traversed that broad and bare elevated region sh

both sides by high mountains from the moisture supplied bT

either ocean, and longitudinally intersected by siei

seemingly remain as naked as they were born ; and have reached

at length the westward slopes of the high mountain
which, refreshed by the Pacific, bears the noble forests of the
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>- :••. .Vvada and the Coast Range, and among them trees
— 'eh ai '<-' t lie wi.n.ler of the world. As I stood in their shade,
in the groves of Mariposa and Calaveras, and again under the
«W"pv offhecoi, iinnei redwood raised on columns of such
majestic height and ample girth, it occurred to me that I could
not do better than to share with you, upon this occasion, some

Ejhts which possessed my mind. In their develop-
lueut du'v niav perhaps lead us up to questions of considerable

interest.

I shall not detain you with any remarks (which would now
<ipon the size or longevity of these far-famed Sequoia

< -i,_ar pines, incense cedar, and firs ass<»i;.i«'d

< of which even the prodigious bulk of the dominating
Sequoia does not sensibly diminish the grandeur. Although
no account and no photographic representation of either species

med Sequoia tree- gives any adequate impression of

i m;.j,-t\— til! ].— of their heauU— \ et my inter-
est in them did not culminate merely nor mainly in considera-
tions of their size and age. Other trees in other parts of the

Id may claim to be older. Certain Australian gnm trees

'be taller. Some, we are told, rise so

ey might even cast a flicker of shadow upon the
Wimmit of the pryamid of Cheops. Yet the oldest of them
doubtless grew from seed which was shed long after the names

ramid builders had been forgotten. So far as we can
judge from the actual counting of the layers of several trees, no
Sequoia now alive can sensibly antedate the Christian era.

Nor waslmuch impressed v irii an attraction of man's adding.
1 hat the more remarkable of these trees should bear distin-

is seems proper enough. But the tablets
°i personal names which are affixed to many of them in the

ted groves—as if the memory of more or less notable
people of our day might be made more enduring by the jux-

' '. ' ,!• w,.i Id hve a- l..ng in laet and m memory

One notable thing about these Sequoia trees is their isolation.

Most of the trees associated with tln-m are of peculiar species,
a&d some of them are nearly as local. Yet every pine, fir and

"H' ,v^ in California is in'some sort familiar, because it has
near relations in other parts of the world. But the redwoods
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have none. The redwood—including in that name the two

species of "big trees"—belongs to the general cypress family,

but is sin generis. Thus isolated systematically, and extremely

isolate"! geographically, and so wonderful in size and port, they

more than other trees suggest questions.

Were they created, thus local and lonely, denizens of Cali-

fornia only; one in limited numbers in a few choice spots on

the Sierra Nevada, the other along the Coast Range from the

Ba\ ..I" Monterey to the frontiers of Oregon? Are they veri-

table Melchisedees, without pedigree or early relationship, and

possibly fated to be without descent?

Or are they now coming upon the stage (or rather were they

coming but for man's interference) to play a part in the future?

Or are they remnants, sole and scanty survivors of a race that

has played a grander part in the past, but is now verging to

extinction? Have they had a career, and can that ca^< r !••>

ascertained or surmised, so that we may at least guess whence

they came, and how and when ?

Time was, and not long ago, when such questions as these

were regarded as useless and vain, when students of natural

history, unmindful of what the name denotes, were content with

a knowledge of things as they now are, hut gave little heed as

to how they came to be so. Now, such que-th »ns are held to be

legitimate, and perhaps not wholly unanswerable. It cannot

now be said that these trees inhabit their present
-1

t are there
*

congenial
deed be congenial or they would not

i

see how Australian Eucalyptus trees thrive upon the California

coast, and how these very redwoods flourish upon another con-

tinent; how the so-called wild oat ( Iverui sierilis of the Old

World) has taken full possession of California ; In >*
*

and horses, introduced by the Spaniard, have spread as widely

and made themselves as much at home on the plains of the La

Plata as on those of Tartary, and that the cardoon thistle seeds,

and others* they brought with them, have multiplied there into

numbers probably much exceeding those extant in their native

lands ; indeed, when we contemplate our own race, and our own

particular sto<-k. taking such -vent hut dominating possession

of this New World; when we consider how the indigenous

flora of islands generally succumbs to the |i.rci<_oiers wln«'»

come in the train of man; and that most weed's (i. e., the

prepotent plants in open soil) of all temperate climates are not

"to the manor born," but are s ! m it, d imn |
s we must

needs abandon the notion of any primordial and aba
tation of plants and mimab *. thmr 1 b. ni r. ' <

<' u ' [

in lieu of explanation, and so preclude om inquiring an\ iu r



ther. The harmony of Nature and its admirable perfection need
not be regarded as inflexible and changeless. Nor need Xat are
be likened to a .statue, or a east in rigid bronze, but rather to an
w^nisni, with phiv and ;! da})tabiiity of parts, and life and even

! b.g the whole. ruder the former view, Nature
would be "the faultless monster which the world ne'er saw,''
but inscrutable as the Sphinx, whom it were vain, or worse, to
question of the whence ami whither. I'nder the other, the per-
fection of nature, if relative, is multifarious and ever renewed ;

and much that is enigmatical now may find explanation in some
record of the past.

That the two species of redwood we are contemplating origi-

fchey are and where they are, and for the part they are
'•

' g, is, o say the least, not a scientific supposition, nor
' •''' - use a probable one. Nor is it more likely that they are

la>j a conspicuous part in the future, or that they
ve done so, even if the Indian's fires and the white

: - - axe had spared them. The redwood of the coast {Sequoia

ns) has the stronger hold upon existence, forming as

j e forests throughout a narrow belt about three hun-
dred miles in length, and being so tenacious of Hie that every

i pass the Bay

gigantea of the Sierra exists in numbers so limited that the
separate groves may be reckoned upon the fingers, and the
trees of most of them have been counted, except near their

southern limit, where they are said to be more copious. A
species limited in individuals holds its existence bv a precarious
tenure; and this has a foothold only in a few sheltered -pots.

of a happy mean in temperature and [orally favored with mois-
til!'<' in summer. Even there, for some reason or other, the
Pines with which they are associated (Pinus Lambertiana and P.

Ponderosa), the firs (Abies grandis and A. amahilis), and even the

mcense-cedar (Libocedrus decurrens) possess a great advantage.
and, though they strive in vain to emulate their size, whoilv

overpower the Sequoias in number. "To him that hath shall

oe given." The force of numbers eventually wins. At hast
}a the common! v visited groves Xry/em gigantni is invested in

^s last stronghold, can neither advance into more exposed posi-

tions above, nor fall back into drier and bare!' -round below,
n?r hold its own in the long run where it is, under present con-
ditions

; and a little further drying of the climate, which must

, , n nine i i loistei thai no v, won i pr< oipit; t its

doom. Whatever the individual longevity, certain if not s] • -. iy
ls the decline of a race m which a high death rate aliliet- ;he

young. Seedlings of the big trees occur not rarely, indeed,
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but in meagre proportion to those of associated trees; and small

indeed is the chance that any of these will attain to " the dayi

of the years of their fathers." " Pew and evil " are the days of

all the forest likely to be, while man, both barbarian and

civilized, torments them with iires, fatal at once to seedlings,

and at length to the aged also. The forests of California, proud

as the State may be of them, are already too scanty and insuffi-

cient for her uses. Two lines, such as may be drawn with one

sweep of a small brush over the map, would cover them all.

Tin' coast redwood,—the most important tree in California.—

although a million times more numerous than its relative of the

Sierra, is too good to live long. Such is its value for lumber

and its accessibility, that, judging the future by the past, it is

not likely, in its primeval growth, to outlast its rarer fellow-

species.

Happily man preserves and disseminates as well as destroys.

The species will probably be indefinitely preserved to science,

and for ornamental and other uses, in its own and other lands;

and the more remarkable individuals of the present day are

likely to be sedulously cared for, all the more so as they

become scarcer.

Our third question remains to be answered: Have these

famous Sequoias played in former times and upon a birg.-r

stage a more imposing part, of which the present is but the

epilogue ? We cannot gaze high up the huge and venerable

trunks, which one crosses the ' continent to behold, without

wishing thai these patriarchs of the grove were able, like the

Ion-dived antediluvians of Scripture, to hand down to us,

through a few generations, the traditions of centuries, and so

tell us somewhat of the history of their race. Fifteen hundred
annual layers have been counted, or satisfactorily made out.

upon one or two fallen trunks. It is probable that close to the

heart of some of the living trees may be found the circle that

records the year of our Saviour's nativity. A few generations

of such trees might carry the history a lon^ way back. But

the ground they stand upon, and the marks of verv recent

geological change and vicissitude in the region around, testily

that not very many such generations can have nourished just

there, at iej'st in "mi unbroken series. When rh-ir -ire vyas

covered by glaciers, these Sequoias must have occupied otkef

stations, if, as there is reason to believe, thev then existed m
the land.

I have said that the redwoods have no near relatives in the

country of their abode, and none of their i/enus nnvwhere else-

P' ' " i>s som bin- nm be learned oi tli it _ -in ih><n h) nK
quiring of such relatives as thev have. There arc onlv two ot

i i d r n. imessul kin and the\ , h vvay. One is



the bald cypress, our southern cypress, Taxodium, inhabiting
*be swamps of the Atlantic coast from Maryland to Texas,
thence extending into Mexico. It is well known as one of the
Iwgest trees of our Atlantic forest-district, apd, although it

never (except perhaps in Mexico, and in rare instances) attains
the portliness of its western relatives, yet it may equal them in

gevity.
_
The other relative is Glyptostrobus, a sort of modi-

'. Taxodium, being about as much like our bald cypress as
vw species of redwood is like the other.
Now species of the same type, especially when few, and the

^'l
1 '' peculiar, are, in ;i general way. associated geographically,

*. <?., inhabit the same country, or (in a large sense) the same
region. Where it is net so, w'liere near relatives are separated,
Mere is usually something to be explained. Here is an instance.
These four trees, sole representatives of their tribe, dwell almost
m three separate quarters of the old world ; the two redwoods
m California, the bald cypress in Atlantic North America, its

; "'ar relative, Glyptostrobus, i
""

botanists assure us, our own very Taxodium, or bald cypress,
and a Glyptostmbus. exceedingly like the present Chinese tree.

and more than one Sequoia, co-existed in a fourth quarter of
the globe, viz., in Europe ! This brings up the question : Is it

possible to bridge over these four wide intervals of space and
the much vaster interval of time, so as to bring these extraor-
'tuiai-ily separated relatives into connection. The evidence
which may be brought to bear upon this question is various
and widely scattered I bespeak your patience while I en-

deavor to bring together, in an abstract, the most important
Points of it.

Some interesting facts mav come out by comparing generally
the botany of the three remote regions, each of which is the
sole home of one of these three genera, i. e., Sequoia in Cali-

fornia, Taxodium in the Atlantic' United States, and Glyptos-
trobus in China, which compose the whole of the peculiar tribe

under consideration.
Note then, first, that there is another set of three or four

Peculiar trees, in this case of the yew family, which has just
the same peculiar distribution, and which therefore may have
the same explanation, whatever that explanation be. The genus
Aorreya, which commemorates our botanical Nestor and a lor-

mer president of this association, Dr. Torrey, was founded upon
a tree rather lately discovered (that is, about thirty-five years

northern Fl >rida It is a noble, \rv iik< tree, and very
focal, being known onlv tor a few uih- along the shores of a

. It seems as if it had somehow been crowded
down out of A\ • (! • into its present limited southern
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quarters; for in cultivation it evinces a northern hardiness.

Now another species of Tomy a is a characteristic tree of Japan;

and the same, or one vevy like' it indeed, inhabits the Himalayas,
—belongs, therefore, to the Eastern Asiatic temperate region,

of which China is a part, and Japan, as we shall see, the por-

tion most interesting to us. There is only one more species of

Torreya, and that is a companion of the redwoods in California.

It is the tree locally known under the name of the California

nutmeg. In this case the three are near brethren, species of

the same genus, known nowhere else than in these three

habitats.

Moreover, the Torreya of Florida has growing with it a yew

tree; and the trees of that grove are the only yew trees of

Eastern America ; for the yew of our northern woods is a

decumbent shrub. The only other yew trees in America grow

with the redwoods and the other Torreya in California, and

more plentifully farther north, in Oregon.' A yew tree equally

accompanies the Torreya of Japan and the Himalayas, and this

is apparently the same as the common yew of Europe.
So we have three groups of trees of the great coniferous

order which agree in this peculiar geographical distribution

;

the redwoods and their relatives, which dilfer widely enough

to be termed a different genus in each region; the Torreyas,

more nearly akin, merely a different species in each region :
the

yews, perhaps all of the same species, perhaps not quite that.

for opinions differ and can hard!}- be brought to anv decisive

test. The yews of the Old World, from Japan to Western

Europe, are considered the same ; the very local one in Florida

is slightly different: that of California and Oregon differs a

very little more; but all of them arc within the limits of varia-

tion of many a species. However that may be, it appears to me

that these several instances all rai<e the' same .piesti.au only

with a different degree of emphasis, and, if to be e\;

all, will have the same kind of explanation. But the value el

the explanation will be in proportion to the number of facts it

will explain.

-Continuing the comparison between the three regions

j that each has i

' pines, firs, larches, etc., and of a few deciduous tree-. sucn

as oaks and maples; all of which have no peculiar
for the present purpose, because they are of genera which are

common all round the northern hemisphere. Leaving thr-e

out of view, the noticeable point is that the vegetation of <
!i;

,

fornia is most strikingly unlike that of the Atlantic United

States. They possess some plants, and some peculiarly Amer-

•

s, in common,—enough to show, as I imagin.
difficulty was not in the getting from the one district to the
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r into both from a common source, but in abiding the
monliullv unbroken forest of Atlantic North Ameri
ed by rainfall distributed throughout the year, is vridt

)d from the western region of sparse and discontinue
ts of the same latitude on the western side of the cc

vhere summer rain is wanting or nearly so, by immen

forest and that of Oreuou ma\ be said to mn r< i _ Tiie
change of species and of the aspect of vegetation in crossing,
say on the forty-seventh parallel, is slight in comparison with
that on the thirty-seventh or near it. '"Confining our attention
to the lower latitude, and under the exception- already specially
noted, we may say that almost every characteristic form in
the vegetation of the Atlantic States is wanting in California.
and the characteristic plants and trees cf California are wanting

n " so-e;,lled Papaw (Asimina); no barberry of the common
-

; -' leaved sort; no Podophyllum or other of the peculiar
a ^";-iati'd genera; no Neluinbo nor white water-lily; no
p'K'k'iv

; ,sh nor sumach; no loblolly-bay nor Stuarti'a ; no
basswood or linden trees; neither locust, honey locust, coffee
nvt 's Miymnocladus), nor yellow wood (Cladrastis) ; nothing

'

'j. to Ilvdranu-ea oi wit i.-ha;:ol, to gum trees (Nyssa
if, r>. Vi mrnum 01 1 >i -villa; it has lew asters

lod.^no lobelia: no hueidelu rrn- mid hardly any

:-'\ '^. A •

• .-
'

. - ""'

iiorClethra. nor holly, nor persimmon : no Catalpa
tr,,,i

. nor trumpet-creeper (Tecoma); nothing answering to

^'^aiVas, nor to benzoin tree, nor to hickory; neither mulberry
nor elm

; no beech, true chestnut, hornbeam, norironwood, nor
a fopcr bind, tree; and the enumeration might be continued
^•v nmeh further bv naming herbaceous plants and others

ot her lands, are mostly southward, on t

ttany as far south as Chili. The sam
liiii great plains,
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id in the subsaline vegetation there are some close alliances

ith the flora of the steppes of Siberia. And along the crests

fhigh mountain ranges the arctic-alpine flora has sent south-

ard more or less numerous representatives through the whole

i of the country.

re now compare, as to their flora generally, the Atlantic

Uhited States with Japan, Mandchuria, and Northern China,

i. e.. Eastern North America with Eastern North Asia—half the

earth's circumference apart—we find an astonishing similarity.

The larger part of the genera of our own region which I have

enumerated as wanting in California are present in Japan <>r

Mandchuria, along with many other peculiar plants divided be-

tween the two. There are' plants enough of the one region

which have no representatives in the other. There are types

which appear to have reached the Atlantic States from the

South, and there is a larger infusion of subtropical Asiatic

types into temperate China and Japan ; among these there is no

in between the two countries to speak of. There are

also, as I have already said, no small number of genera and

some species which, being common all round or partially round

the northern temperate zone, have no special significance because

f their occurrence in these two antipodal floras, although they

cal distribution,

even most of the genera and sp<

America as compared with K
Atlantic North America as comr
are also represented in Japan and Mandchuria, cither by identi-

cal or by closely similar forms. The same rule holds on a more

northward line, although not so strikingly. 1

'v of New England and Pennsylvania (hit, 45°—47°)
with those of Oregon, and then with those of Norl
Asia, we shall find many of our own curiously repeated in the

latter, while onlv a small number of them can be traced along

the route even so far as the western slope of the Kocky Moun-
tains. And these repetitions of Eastern American type* " l

Japan and neighboring districts are in all decrees of likened.

Sometimes the one is (indistinguishable from the other: some-

times there is a difference of aspect, but hardly of a ta?igi>;^

eharacter; sometimes the two would be termed marked van*
ties if thev grew naturally in the same forest or in the same

region: sometimes thev are what the botanist calls representa-

tive species, the one answering closely to the other, but witn

some differences regarded as specific: sometimes the two are

merely of the same genus or not quite that, but of
very few species in each country,

—

when the point \vl

ests us is that this peculiar limited type should occur in two

antipodal places and nowhere else.
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It would be tedious and except to botanists abstruse to

enumerate instances, jet the whole strength of the case depends
upon the number of such instances. I propose, therefore, if

the Association does me the honor to print this discourse, to

append in a note a list of the more remarkable ones. But I

would here mention two or three cases as specimens.

Our Rhus Toxicodendron or poison ivy, is very exactly re-

peated in Japan, but is found in no other part of the world,

although a species much like it abounds in California. Our
other poisonous Ehus (R. venenata), commonly called poison

dogwood, is in no way represented in Western America, but
has so close an analogue in Japan that the two were taken for

the same by Thunberg and Linnaeus, who called them R. remix.

Our northern fox-grape, Vitis Labrusca, is wholly confined to

the Atlantic States, except that it reappears in Japan and that

The original Wistaria is a woody leguminous climber, with
showy blossoms, native to the Middle Atlantic States. The
other species which we so much prize in cultivation. IT. Sinensis,

is from China, as its name denotes, or perhaps only from Japan,

where it is certainly indigenous.
Our yellow wood (Cladrastis) inhabits a very limited district

on the western slope of the Alleghanies. Its only and very
I!, ';»- relative {Maaclcia) is in Mandchuria.
The Hydrangeas have some species in our Alleghany region.

All the rest belong to the < diino-Japanesc region and its con-

tinuation westward. The same maybe said ..I /'/. '•«< »»•<.

except that there are one or two mostly very similar in Cali-

fornia and Oregon.
<

»

losh (Caufop). iUrnn) is confined to the woods of

the Atlantic States, but has lately been discovered in Japan.

A peculiar relative of it. Diplo/lh-ia. confined to the higher

Alh uiianies, is also repeated in Japan, with a slight difference,

so that it may barely be distinguished as another species.

Another relative is our twin \^\\Mnr,0tl ia. of the Alleghany
rfgion alone. A second species lias lately turned up in Mand-
churia. A relative of this is Podophyllum, our mandrake, a

common inhabitant of the Atlantic United States, but found

nowhere else. There is one other species of it, and that is in

Ae Himalayas. Here are four most pemliar genera of one

family, each of a single species in the Atlanta 1
intrd Mate>.

1-hti ,

,' ,' V ,, , i
-

,„'
, i >• . do, ,us species

wWle nothing else of the kind is known in any other part of

the world.
I ought not to omit ginseng, the root so prized by the Chinese,

which they obtained from their northern provinces and Aland-
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ehuria. ami which is now known to inhabit Corea and Northern

Japan. The Jesuit Fathers identified the plant in Canada and

the Atlantic States, brought over the Chinese name by which

we know it, and established the trade in it which was for many
years most profitable. The exportation of ginseng to China

has probably not yet entirely ceased. Whether the Asiatic and

the Atlantic American ginsengs are exactly of the same species

or not is somewhat uncertain, but they are hardly if at all dis-

There is a shrub—Elliottin—which is so rare and local that

it is known only at two stations on the Savannah river in

Georgia. It is of peculiar structure, and was without near rela-

tive until one was lately discovered in Japan (in Trip.-i.dei.ii

so like it as hardly to be distinguishable^xcept by having fca*

parts of the blossom in threes instead of fours, a difference

which is not uncommon in the same genus or even in the same

species.

Suppose h"/, ,,'/;,, l,;id happened to be collected only once, a

good while ago, and all knowledge of the limited and obscure

locality was lost ; and meanwhile the Japanese form came to be

known. Such a case would be parallel with an actual one. A
specimen of a peculiar plant. Shortia t/alaafoh'a, was detected in

the herbarium of the elder Michaux, who collected it (as his

autograph ticket shows) somewhere in the high Alleghany

mountains more than eighty years ago. No one has seen the

living plant since, or knows where to find it, if haply it still

flourishes in some secluded spot. At length it is found IB

Japan; and I had the satisfaction of making' the identification-"

One other relative is also known in Japan ; and another still

unpublished has just been detected in Thibet
Whether the Japanese and the Alleghanian plants are exactly

the same or not, it needs complete specimens of the two to

settle. So far as we know they are just alike. And even n

some difference were discerned between them, it would not ap-

preciably alter the question as to how such a result came to

pass. K;„.li ami every one of the analogous cases I have :v".i

detailing— and very many more could be mentioned— i';"^

the same question and would be satisfied with the same answer

These singular relations attracted my curiosity i-:>

course of my botanical studies, when comparatively few o\ tij< !!

j

. ^
. • .;.. „: , .... : - -

made ibv Mes>rs. Wdilams and Morrow) during C
Pern's xWa in 1SVJ. and. ,-pfvimi v. b\ Mr. Charles "W ngli

in Commodore Rodgers' expedition in 1855. I then discussed

* This Journal, 186T, p. 402. Proc. Am. Acad., viii, p. 24-4.
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this subject somewhat fully, and tabulated the facts within my

This was before Heer had developed the rich fossil hotanv
of the arctic zone, before the immense antiquity of existing
species of plants was recognised, and before the publication
"t I'n rwin's now famous volume on the Origin of Species
had introduced and familiarized the seieutilie world with those
now current ideas respecting the history and vicissitudes of

deal in a tentative and

B former glaciation of the

L considered that our own

jene times, and that it had
the temperature lowered

aid its present habitation :

uts of the same stock and "kindred, probably ranging
round the arctic zone as the present arctic species do, made their

forced migration southward upon widely different longitudes,
and receded more or less as the climate grew wanner; that the

general difference of climate which marks the eastern and the

western sides of the continents—the one extreme, the other
mean—was doubtless even then established, so that the same
species and the same sorts of species would he lilcelv to secure
and retain foothold in the similar climates of Japan and the

Atlantic United States, but not in mtcrme.lm'e ivl

species of the same genus, as in Torreya, or different genera of
the same group, as Eedwood, Tajro>h'ithi. and fllyplostrobus, or

- nations of forest trees, might esta - - -

the region best suited to their particular requirements,

These views
implied that the sources of our actual vegel

species, with which
feeble way.

I attempted t

My speculation w.as based upon t

northern temperate :rone, and the in

preceding (and, perl: aps, following).

present vegetat:ion. o rits proximate a

the arctic and si jtio regions in pli

led southward cbeen gradually pusl
and the glaciati vanced even bej

while they would mil to do

these peculiarities, were to be sough

Asia, rather than
The hypothesis

different direetio
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and local origination of each type, which is now almost uni-

versally taken for granted.

facts in regard to the Eastern American a 1

1

Asiatic floras, which these speculations were to explain, have

since increased in number, more especially through the admira-

ble collections of Dr. Maximowictz in Japan and adjacent coun-

tries, and the critical comparisons he has made and is still

engaged upon.

I am bound to state that in a recent general work * by a dis-

tinguished botanist, Professor Grisebach of Gottingen, these

facts have been emptied of all special significance, and the

relations between the Japanese and the Atlantic United State.--

floras declared to be no more intimate than might be expected

from the situation, climate, and present opportunity oi inter-

change. This extraordinary conclusion is reached by regarding

as distinct species all the plants common to both countries be-

tween which any differences have been discerned, although such

differences would probably count for little if the fcw<

the same country, thus transferring many of my list of

to that of representative species, and then by simply eliminating

from consideration the whole array of representative species, i. e.,

"

l which the Japanese and the American plant

it remanded out of the domain
plete identity of forms implies community of region, anything

short of it carries no presumption of the kind; so Leaving «»

these singular duplicates to be wondered at, indeed, but wholly

beyond the reach of inquiry.

Now the only known cause of such likeness is inne
ai 3 all transmission of likeness is with some diffi

individuals, and as changed conditions have resulted, as is well

known, in very considerable differences, it seems to me thai
J

the high antiquity of our actual vegetation could be rendered

probable, not to say certain, and the' former habitation of any

of our species, or of very near relatives of them in high n »rl bert"

regions could be ascertained, my whole case would be made

out. The needful facts, of which I was ignorant vrhen naj

essay was published, have now hern for some years mad- known.

thanks mainly to the researches of Heer upon ample collect n'l^

of arctic fossil plants. These are confirmed and extended

through new investigations bv Heer and Lesquereux, the results

nave been indicated to me bv the latter.

The Taxodium, which everywhere "abounds in the
formations in Europe, has been specifically idem'
by Goeppert, then by Heer, with our common cypress of the

* Die Vegetation der Erde m lordnung, 1871.
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Southern States. It lias been found fossil in Spitsbergen,
Greenland and Alaska, in the hitter o>untr\ along with the
remains of another form, distinguishable, but very like the
common species ; and this has been identified by Lesquereux
in the miocene of the Rocky Mountains. So "there is one
species of tree which has come down essentially unchanged
from the tertiary p 1 hich Un Un\n 1 ! i u ! ti

Europe and North America, and also at some part of the period
the region which geographically connects the two (once doubt-
less much more closely than now), but has survived only in the
Atlantic United States and Mexico.

_
The same /Sequoia which abound in the same miocene forma-

tions in Northern Europe has been abundantly found in those
of Iceland, Spitzbergen, Greenland, Mackenzie river, and A hi ska.

It is named & Langsdorfii, but is pronounced to be very much
Hke^S semper cinns, our living redwood of the Californian coast,

and to be the ancient representee of it. Fossil specimens of a

i not the same, species have been recently detected in the
Rocky Mountains; by Hayden, and determined by our eminent
paleontological botanist. Lesquereux ; and he assures me that
he has the common redwood itself from Oregon, in a deposit of
tertiary age. Another Sequoia (S. Sternberg /'/), discovered in

miocene deposits in Greenland, is pronounced to be the repre-

sentative of S. gigantea, the big tree of the Californian sierra. If
the Taxodium ot tertiary time in Kurope and throughout the

ir present i i fpress, which
is assumed in regarding them as specifically identical, then I

think we may, with our present light, fairlv assume that the
two redwoods of California are the direet <»r collateral descen-
dants of the two ancient species which so closely resemble them.

The forests of the arctic zone in tertiary times contained at

least three other species of Sequoia, as determined by their re-

mains, one of \ hi. ii, fr< mi Spitsbergen, also much resembles the

common redwood of California. Another, " which a
\
n tea i^ t< > have

hc-'n the commonest coniferous tree on Disco," was common in

England and some other parts of Europa So the Sequoias, now
r tin i! r< strict* i station an 1 numbers as w< 1 as

for their extraordinary- size, are of an ancient stock ; their

ane. U »rs and kindred formed a large part of t ic lorests which
flourished throughout the polar re- i.m s. i.->.v .Isolate and ice-

clad, and which extended into low latitudes in Kurope. On
this continent one species at 1. ast Iiad reached to the vicinity of
Jts present habitat before the glaciation of the region. Among

inn us already found in California, but which our

st has not yet had time toex-
a! 'hne. . e may expect to find evidence of the early arrival of
these two redwoods upon the ground which they now, after

much vicissitude, -
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Differences of climate, or circur ' ion, or both,

must have determined the survival of Sequoia upon the Pacific,

and of Taxodium upon the Atlantic coast and still the redwoods

will not stand in the east, nor could our Taxodium find a con-

genial station in California.

As to the remaining near relative of Sequoia, the Chinese

Glyptostrobus, a species of it, and its veritable representative.

was contemporaneous with Sequoia and Taxodium, not only in

ate Europe, but throughout the arctic regions from Green-

> Alaska. Very similar would seem to have been the fete

more familiar gymnospermous tree, the gingko or Salts-

buna. It is now indigenous to Japan only. Its ancestor, as

we may fairly call it, since, according to Heer, " it corresponds so

entirely with the living species that it can scarcely be separated

from it," once inhabited northern Europe and the whole arctic

region round to Alaska, and had even a representative further

south in our Rocky Mountain district. For some reason, this

and Q (p& rin i us survived only on the shores of Eastern Asia.

Libocedrus, on the other hand, appears to have cast in its Iffl

with the Sequoias. Two species, according to Heer, were with

them in Spitsbergen. Of the two now living, L. decitrnus—

the incense-cedar—is one of the noblest associates of the present

redwoods ; the other is far south in the Andes of Chili.

The genealogv of the Torrevas is more obscure
;
yet it is not

unlikely that the yew-like trees, named Taxites, which nourished

with the Sequoias in the tertiary arctic forests, are the remote

the three species of Torreva, now severally
• main JFlorida, in California, and in Japan.

As to the pines and firs, these were more numerously asso-

ciated with the ancient Sequoias of the polar forests than with

their present representatives, but in differen'

more like those of eastern than of western North America.

They must have encircled the polar zone then, as they encircle

the present temperate zone now.
I must refrain from all enumeration of the angiospermoos<*

ordinarv deeidnous trees and shrubs, which are now known by

their fossil remains to have flourished throughout the polar

regions when Greenland better deserved its name,
the present climate of New England and New Jersey. Then

Greenland and the rest of the north abounded with <• ks. rypiv-

senting the several groups of species which now inhabit both our

eastern and western forest districts; several poplars, one very

like our balsam poplar or balm of gilead tree ;
more beeches

than there are now, a hornbeam, and a hop hornbeam, some
; : -• '

...:'
th-.M ot (.

! W.rhi t
' ,-r i \-n .*.l -«t Vrl

North America, but all wanting in California: one ./";/"-'"
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like the walnut of the Old World, and another like our black

walnut ; two or three grape vines, one near our Southern fox

grape or muscadine, the other near our Northern frost grape ; a

Tilia very like our Basswood of the Atlantic States only ; a

Liquidambar ; a Magnolia, which recalls our M. grandiflora ; a

L>rn.<lrn>!ro!t, sole representative of our tulip tree; and a sassa-

fras, very like the living tree.

Most of these, it will be noticed, have their nearest or their

only living representatives in the Atlantic States, and when
elsewhere, mainly in Eastern Asia. Several of them, or of

species like them, have been detected in our tertiary deposits

west of the Mississippi by Newberry and Lesquereux.

Herbaceous plants, as' it happens, are rarely preserved in a

fossil state, else they would probably supply additional testi-

mony to the antiquity of our existing vegetation, its wide

diffusion over the northern and now frigid zone, and its enforced

migrations under changes of climate.

Concluding, then, as we must, that our existing vegetation,

as a whole, is a continuation of that of the tertiary period, may
we suppose that it absolutely originated then ? Evidently not

The preceding Cretaceous period has furnished to Carruthert

in Europe a fossil fruit like that of the Sequoia gigantea of the

famous groves, associated with pines of the same character as

those that accompany the present tree ; has furnished to Heer,

from Greenland, two more Sequoias, one of them identical with

a tertiary species, and one nearly allied to Sequoia L«

which in turn is a probable ancestor of the common California^,

redwood; has furnished to Lesquereux in North America, the

remains of another ancient Sequoia, a Glyptostrobus ;
a Liquid-

ambar which well represents our sweet-gum tree ; oaks analogous

to living ones ; leaves of a plane tree, which are also in the

tertwrfy, ai - K>m our own Phtanus

Us ; of a Magnolia and tulip tree ; and " of a sassafras

^distinguishable from our living species." I need not con-

tinue the enumeration. Suffice it to say that the facts will jus-

tify the conclusion which Lesquereux—a very scrupulous inves-

tigator—has already announced, "That the essential types ot

.>] flora are marked in the cretaceous period, anw have

come to us after passing, without notable changes, through the

tertiary formations of our continent.

According to these views, as regards plants at least the

adaptation to successive times and changed conditions has been

tot U .,l.M.luf.'r. 1 ..-^U hat U ._ :
'.,.

;

ialmodihca-

th ms. I, for one "cannot doubt that the present existing species

e-il successors of those that garnished the earth in

the old time before them, nnd that t! o
}

were as well adapted to

their .1 man 1 .,_- then <
i >se which l."insh and bloom

around us arc to their conditions now. Order and exquisite

Am. Jock. Set.-Third Series, Vol.. IV, No. I'J.-Oct., 1S73.
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adaptation did not wait for man's comiDg, nor were they ever

k d. Organic Nature,—by which I mean the system and

t'.tal.u ( ,| ]]• i;,_ ti ] »j~, .u..l i ( s t ion to each other and to

the world,—with all its apparent and indeed real stability, should

be likened, not to the ocean, which varies only by tidal oscilla-

tions from a fixed level to which it is always returning, hut

rather to a river so vast that we can neither discern* its shoWB

nor reach its sources, and whose onward flow is not less actual

because too slow to be observed by the ephemeras which hover

over its surface or are borne upon its bosom.
Such ideas as these, though still repugnant to some, and not

long since to many, have so possessed the minds of the natural-

ists of the present day that hardly a discourse can be pronounced

an investigation prosecuted without reference to them. I

3se that the views here taken are little if at all in advance

3 average scientific mind of the day. I cannot regard them

as less noble than those which they are succeeding.

An able philosophical writer, Miss Frances Power Cobbe, has

recently and truthfully said :

*

" It is a singular fact that when we can find out how anything

is done, our first conclusion seems to be that God did not do it.

and delic

for centuries, perhaps for millions" of ages, to bring about s

_

beneficent result, if we can but catch a glimpse of the wheels, its

divine character disappears."

I agree with the writer that this first conclusion is premature

and unworthy ; I will add deplorable. Through what faults

or infirmities of dogmatism on the one hand and scepticism on

the other it came to be so thought, we need not here consider.

Let us hope, and I confidently expect, that it is not to last ;
that

.- Lull whi.-h MiniuVi Aithont a shock the notion

of the fixity of the earth itself, may equally outlast the notion of

the absolute fixity of the species i hi h inhabit it that, in the

future even more than in the past, faith in an order which is

the basis of science will not (as it cannot reasonably) be dis-

severed from faith in an Ordainer, which is the basis of religion-

Art. XXXIX.—Preliminary Description of Neio Tertiary

Reptiles; by O. C. Marsh. Part I.

The remains described in this paper are from the early Ter-

tiary deposits of the Rocky Mountain region, and were dis-

covered by the Yale College party during their explorations in

the summer and autumn of last year. The localities are nearly

* Darwinism in Morals, in Theological Review, April, 1871.
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all in the Eocene beds of the Green Eiver basin, first examined
by the Yale party, in 1870, and found to contain so many new
and interesting forms of vertebrate life." In this extinct fauna,
Reptiles were particularly abundant, and among them were
numerous Lizards, several species of which are here described.

Thinosaurus paucidens, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus includes a number of Large carnivorous Lizards,
which resemble, in some respects, the Varanidse, or Monitors.
The vertebra' are similar in form to those of Varanus, but differ
m being joined together, especially in the dorsal region, by a
peculiar modification of the zygosphenal articulation. This is

.-apophyses by an inter-

mediate and diminutive pair of wedge-shaped processes, which
replace the usual zygosphene seen in the vertebras of bruanas
and Serpents. In the caudal vertebras, this articulation grad-
ually subsides to a low roof, projecting in front over the neural
canal. The zygantral cavities are distinct, but not so deep as
m the Iguana.' They are separated in the anterior vertebras by
a median ridge, the sides of which fit against the articular faces
°f the small intermediate zygapophyses. Some of the cervi-
cal vertebrae had free articulated hypapophyses, as in the Mosa-
sauroid Reptiles. The bones of the skull are smooth, and were
evidently without osseous dermal scutes, which was doubtless
the case also with the rest of the body. There was a parietal

foramen. The teeth are pleurodont, and, in the specimens at

present known, have broad expanded bases. All the species

appear to have had a long tail, and were probably good swim-
mers. This genus maybe readi.\ >:,-' :

'

j. - •

] Irom Glypto-
" "- Marsh, by the absence of the ornamented dermal plates,

which protected all the species of that group. The genus
baniva of Leidy is probably more nearly related, but so far as

now known the vertebrae appear to have been united only by
the usual articulation.
The present species is based upon the greater part of a skele-

ton found, by the writer, in place. Portions of several other

skeletons were discovered in the same region by other members
of the Yale party. In the former specimen, the teeth were not

numerous, but appear to have been long and sharp. The bases
of the crowns attached to the inner wall <»f the jaw are much
expanded, and their sides furrowed, as in Heloderma. The

•'

r ;e have the articular ball and cup transversely

and much inclined. The centra have their inferior

surface very slightly concave longitudinally, and convex trans-

versely. The articular faces for attachment of the ribs have

* This Journal, vol. i, 1871, pp. 192, 322, and 447.
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a round tubercle on their upper portion. The sacral verte-

brae are short, and are quite concave below longitudinally.

They have no ridge between the zygantral cavities, as in the

anterior vertebrae. The anterior and medial caudals are elon-

gated, but less so than the dorsals. The distal caudal verte-

brae are slender, but not materially compressed. The limb

bones preserved resemble those of the Iguanas. The remains

preserved of this species indicate an animal about four feet m
length.

Space occupied by three lower teeth, 18* *"'

Length of dorsafvertebra from edge of cup to end of ball, 16*

Width of articular cup, H'
Width of ball, io;2

Expanse of anterior zygapophyses, 1^'

Expanse of posterior zygapophyses, 1?'

Expanse oi processes,
**5

Length of first sacral vertebra, l3
'

Width of cup, 8
"6

Length of first caudal, I 3
'2

The type specimen of this species was found by I
:

last September, at Grizzly ButteSj Wyoming. The geological

horizon is Eocene, or possibly Upper Miocene.

1 leptodus, sp. nov.

This species, which was somewhat smaller than the one

above described, is indicated by the more importing
two skeletons, and some isolated remains of other individuals.

The teeth preserved are of unequal size, with the crowns

slender, compressed, and pointed ; and curving backward and

inward. The grooves at the base are deep, and pass upward

over the lower half, at least, of the crown. There is

cutting edge in front, but none behind on the lower part of the

teeth observed. The vertebrae are very similar to those of T.

paucidens. The articular cup is transversely elliptical, and is

faintly depressed above for the neural canal. The two sacral

vertebrae are ankylosed. Both are short, and have a deep

groove on the lower surface of the expanded diap
Tmc pelvic arch is very similar to that in the Iguanas, but the

ilium is pointed at its upper extremity. The caudal vertebrae

have the chevrons situated about one-third the len;_-

centrum from the end of the articular hall. The tail was long

and slender.
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U I tffl i: of dorsal vertebra on lower surface, 13'6mm -

Width of cup, , 9-

Expand of anterior zygapophyses, 16"

Length of two united sacral vertebrae, 18-6
Length of ilium, 42*7

The skeleton on which this description is mainly based was
found in September last, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming, by Mr.
J. F. Quigley. Another fine specimen was found at the same
locality by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, Jr.

A third and still larger species of the same genus is repre-

sented in our Wyoming collections by a number of dorsal ver-

tebras, and a few other less characteristic remains, all parts of
one skeleton. The vertebras preserved differ considerably from
those of the preceding species, in being much more massive in

proportion to their length, which is about the same as in T.

p'oi<-;,],ns. Those of the dorsal series have the inferior surface
of the centrum nearly straight longitudinally, and flat or
slightly concave transversely. The nnarticular surface of the

vertebras is everywhere irregularly striated. The known re-

mains of this species indicate a reptile about five feet in length.

b*!<j.f h of dorsal \ ertrhra on low cr surface, 16' mm "

-f diameter of articular cup, 1 1
-2

ree diameter of ball, 11*

\ei-f!,-;d diameter, 5-5

Expanse of anterior zygapophyses, 22-

-Expanse of posterior zygapophyses, 20-2

The specimen on which the present species is based was
found by the writer, last September, in the Tertiary shale near

Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

- <jr<ui>li*. sp. nov.

A gigantic Lizard, the largest yet discovered in the Green
-River basin, and exceeding in size any living species, is indi-

cated by fragmentary portions of several individuals. These
r,, runins ;,,_,,•,,, S() m ,[ N W jth thoM o! tin species above de-

•^•nbe-d that they may be referred, provisionally at least, to the

:r'<'nus Tiiiunsntn-u,. 'The vertebra*, so tar as known, resemble
in their proportions those of T. crassus, but the dorsals have
the centra convex transversely on the inferior surface. The
rudimentary zygosphene, moreover, in the type specimen of the

Present species, has its sides inflected, forming :i shelf beneath
the cavities thus enclosed, a peculiarity not seen in the verte-

brae of the other species of the genus. The posterior sacral
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and three (

Transverse diameter of cup of dorsal vertebra, . 13* mm-

Transverse diameter of same vertebra between articular

faces of diapophyses, 29'

Transverse diameter of neural arch between zygapophyses, 16'

Expanse of posterior zygapophyses, 22-

Length of posterior sacral vertebra, 18*

Transverse diameter of ball, H'5

Length of first caudal vertebra, 18'1

Antero-posterior diameter of acetabular cavity, 21'

The type specimen of this species was found, in September,

1870, at" Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming, by Mr. C. W. Betts, of the

Yale party of that year.

Thinosaurus agilis, sp. nov.

The smallest species of the genus yet discovered is repres-

ented in our collections by some characteristic parts of one

skeleton, in perfect preservation, and by several isolated ver-

tebras from the same locality. In the former specimen, the

lower teeth are very similar to those of T. leptodus, the next

larger species, but the basal grooves on the inner side do not

extend up so far on the crown. The two species may be

readily distinguished, also, aside from the great difference in

size, by the anterior caudal vertebras, which in the preset it speci-

men have the articular cup much more depressed. In the

dorsal vertebras, the neural spine is quite short. T
and distal caudals are much elongated. The remains preserved

indicate an animal about two feet long.

r.gth ,l of dorsal vertebra on lower surface,.
i of 'articular cup,

width .,f bun, . ;;;
xpuiiNC ( »f anterior zygapophy

Expanse of posterior zygapophyses, - - 8'2

Length of first caudal vertebra, . . .
.' 7 '3

Width of articular cup, 5'

V.-rtical diameter of cup,, _„
2-8

Truuverse diameter of distal end of femur, 8
*

The specimens on which this description is based were found,

last autumn, near Henry's Fork, by Mr. G. G. Lobdell, jr.

Glyptosaurus princeps, sp. nov.

In addition to the characters given when the genus Glypb-

saurus was proposed,* the following, derived from a study ot

* This Journal, vol. i, p. 456, June. 1871.
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more complete specimens, may be mentioned. The entire body
and tail was covered with ornamented osseous plates, most of
them united by suture. The rami of the lower jaw were but
loosely attached at the symphysis. There were numerous small
teeth, "dents en cardes" on the pterygoids. The malar arch
was complete. The parietals were thick, and there was a

I i rcamen. The pelvic arch and the limb bones resemble
those in the Iguanas, but the posterior limbs were proportion-

.". -:::;iller. "The caudal vertebra, in some specie- a1 least,

were divided transversely by a thin unossified septum, so
that the centra break there readily, as in many recent lizards.

is and its allies evidently represent a distinct family,
which may be called Glyptosauridce.

The present species exceeds in size any of the genus hitherto
discovered. It is represented at present by the more important
parts of a skull, with some portions of a skeleton and i

scutes of one individual, and by a few other fragmentary
remains. The lower jaws have their rami curved in front, like
those of Heloderma. The lower teeth were close together, and
had their bases deeply fluted. The frontal bones are very
inas>ive, and the longitudinal groove on their lower surface is

proportionally narrow. The pterygoid teeth are numerous, and
are closely and irregularly crowded together. They are tuber-
cular, and collectively resemble the patera of some of the
dermal plates. The cranial scutes preserved have their

tubercles more irregular in size and arrangement than in the
other species of the genus. The remains indicate a reptile

ft% six feet in length.

Space occupied by anterior twelve lower teeth, 23* mm *

u
:

\
' \ r' tVontals at posterior edge of nasal suture, 15-6

W idth at posterior edsje of prefrontal suture, 10 -

greatest thickness of frontal on m .>.!i:m line, 5-

V\ idth of cotylus of lower jaw, 12*

Longitudinal diameter, -
8*

The type specimen of this species was found by the writer,

in September last, in the Eocene shale at Grizzly Buttes,

Wyoming.

Oreosaurus vagans, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus may be distinguished from Glypiosaurm, appar-
ently its nearest ally, by the frontal bones, which are pmpor-
I: •'' d!\

i iue!) larrower at their posterior margin, and broader
between the orbits. The superior surface of these bones is,

moreover, rough and granular, which v -uld in iicato il ; r they
Were not covered with osseous scutes. The body was thus pro-

tected, but the dermal plates preserved, even those evidently
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from the dorsal region, were united together by beveled edges.

The teeth were pleurodont. The pterygoid bones supported

minute tubercular teeth, resembling those of Glyptosaurus.

In the species here described the teeth are rodlike, with

small bases, and obtuse striated summits, which are crowned by

a low longitudinal ridge. The frontals are thick, and loosely

united by suture. Between the
_
orbits, their sides are nearly

parallel. Their upper surface is evenly marked by small

irregular tubercles. The dermal scutes preserved have a

similar pattern, and some of them are carinate. The species

was about three feet in length.

Space occupied by eight teeth near middle of lowerjaw,. 11 '2

Space occupied by four anterior teeth >>t' upper jaw, 5"

fvidtl f band of small teeth on pterygoid, 4-6

Width of frontals at posterior margin, 18"

Width between orbits, -- - 11.

The known remains of this species were found by the writer,

last autumn, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

Tinosaitrus stenodon, gen. et sp. nov.

A small carnivorous Lizard is indicated among our Wyom-
ing fossils, by part of a lower jaw, with two teeth, in excellent

preservation, and by some other fragmentary specimens. The

teeth preserved are from near the middle "of the lower jaw.

Their crowns are short, much compressed, pointed, and curved

backward. They are separated from each other about hali the

diameter of the crown. The anterior tooth is the larger, and

has on its front edge a small eu-p. The posterior tooth is

tricuspid. On the outside of the jaw, in fro tit <) each tooth, ^

a groove cut by the opposing upper tooth, which « as

compressed and pointed. The bases of the lower teeth are

smooth and swollen. The animal thus represented was proba-

bly less than two feet in length.

Space occupied by three lower teeth, - - 4 "5

Height of crown of lower tooth above jaw, **

Anteroposterior diameter at base, -- 1-8

Transverse diameter ofjaw below teeth,. 2
'

The remains which can now with certainty be referred to

this species are from Henry's Fork, Wyoming, and were found

by Mr. J. F. Page, in September last
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Part II.

Glyptosaurus brevidens, sp. nov.

The present species is well represented by the greater portion
ton in remarkable preservation. "The reptile appears

to have been covered up, soon after death, in the soft mud of
the lake, and tints the bones, and even many of the dermal
scutes, were preserved in their natural position. The remains
indicate a species about as large as Glyptosaurus on-itutus
Marsh, and probal.lv a nearly related specie! The irontals are
proportionally thicker than in G. sylvestris Marsh, but are
covered with similar scutes. The malar arch was massive.
The teeth are rod-like, close together, and unusually short, pro-
jecting but slightly beyond the jaw. The summits are obtuse,
and marked by "irregular striae. The pterygoid teeth are

:: 1 arranged in a narrowband. The dermal scutes
on the malar region are very thick, and have their tubercles in
concentric rows, forming an ocellated pattern. The dorsal
{'^'t''S inv large, quadrilateral in liimi. with the lateral margins
united by suture, and the ends imbricate. The exposed parts
of these scutes are covered with small tubercles, arranued near
the margin in rows. The center is more or less carina! e

-ally. The cervical vertebras have a keel below,

. i;'.ll\ subsides in the dorsal region. The articular
ball is surrounded by a deep groove.

Width of frontals between orbits, 19- mm '

N ;k c . , ,:•« upied by five posterior upper teeth, 7*5

,

"l'l>
! "rfipit.il condyle 8*

rer jaw at cotylus, 12*

i anterior dorsal vertebra, IT
Width of art irular cup, 0.8

[• v.\ ^apophyses, 15"

ridth of sai

Thisspeci
n <U 1J;„,

jn was found by the writer, last September,

Wyoming.

Glyptosaurus rugosus, sp. nov.

This species may be readily distinguished from GhjpO^ojrus
V'W/-,\. and oiher allied tbrm-. by the ossemn >cute.^ on the

frontals, which are smaller than in any known species of the
genus. These plates are prominently convex, and have their
f
"bercles nearly all of equal size, and without definite arrange-
ment. The prefrontal and postfrontal bones,

proach each other, above the orbit, much more nearly than
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Width of both iV«.nt;ils at j..:^r, ,i «r margin, 31.
mm '

Whirl- between orbits, 22.

Extent of postfrontal suture on frontal, 13-5

Distance between prefrontal and postfrontal, 3.2

Thickness of frontals on median line between orbits, 3*4

The only known remains of the present species were found,

in September last, at Grizzly Buttes, by Mr. T. G. Peck, of the

Yale party.

Glyptosaurus sphenodon, sp. nov.

A smaller species, probably belonging to the genus Glypto-

saurus. is indicated m our 'collections by some fragmentary

remains, among which the most characteristic specimen is a

portion of an upper jaw with several teeth. These are

r essentially from any yet discovered in the Green

River basin. The crowns are 'long, cylindrical, separated

slightly from each other, and directed obliquely backward.

The summits are compressed, and very sharp. The bases ol

the teeth are rugose, and the crowns smooth. This species was

about two or three feet in length.

Meat

Space occupied by four upper 1

Height of upper tooth on inner
Extent beyond jaw,

rhespecim< - i1 itrepi species were un-

covered last autumn, near Henrv's fork. W voiding, by Mr.

T. G. Peck.

Glyptosaurus ocellalus Marsh.

This Journal, vol. i, p. 458, June, 1871.

Among our Eocene fossils are several specimens v

dently belong to Glyptosaurus ocellatus, and fortunate

additional specific characters. One of these specimens
frontal bones perfect, one postfrontal, and a number of other im-

portant parts of the same skull and skeleton. The n

slightly sigmoid longitudinally, the posterior margin an d tti«' ;''|

ter .1 ital region being elevated. They are closely cov<i. !

witt'

thick osseous seuVs w ] i >h 1 ;»ve tin ir't i -i- !es < .;

form an ocellated pattern. The plates of the middle n

frontal between the orbits have their length and widtl

equal. The pterygoid bones have a narrow band of teeth nea

luirLd'n, timl exteri-T to this in front a >-

buiul. This s]m«. ies was rath, r larger than the type specimen o
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VVidth between orbits, 19*5

Width at posterior margin, 32*4
Transverse diameter of distal end of humerus, 18-4

The specimen here described is from Grizzlv Buttes, Wyo-
ming, and was found by Mr. J. F. Page.

Oreosaurus lentus, sp. nor.

be place
m

aber of caudal
vertebras, widely different from any hitherto known. These
vertebras are short, and have the lower surface of the centra

excavated, longitudinally, by a broad groove, which
'nferior border of the articular cup and ball

emarginate. The chevrons are thus attached on either side to
a prominent ridge, their position being a little behind the
middle of the centrum. The reptile represented by the remains
preserved was apparently about two or three feet long.

t

length of anterior caudal vertebra on lowe

The known remains of this species were found by the writer,

in September last, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Oreosaurus gracilis, sp. nov.

A somewhat smaller lizard, which may for the present be
likewise referred to the genus Oreosaurus, is represented by
several specimens, nearly all pertaining to different individuals.
The most characteristic of these is the greater portion of a
right lower jaw in perfect preservation. The teeth in this

specimen are numerous, and (dose together. They are eonieal

m form, with small bases, and smooth sharp summits, slightly

compressed. The jaws were slender, and but loosely at*;., hfd
to each other by a small symphysis. The groove for Meckel's
cartilage is narrow, and very short. The specimens preserved

indicate a reptile about two feet in length.

Measurements.

Space occupied bvthefourtivn anterior ti-ctli of l..» ( r jaw, 10'2 mm -

Uepth ofjaw below fourteenth tooth, «-5

,

l, "-kii*.s* ,,i' jaw at thi- point 2'4

ben^rii ,.f ,-.,

vhich this species is based wer

riter, near Henry's Fork, Wj
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Oreosaurus microdus, sp. nov.

Another species, apparently belonging to the genus Oreosaurus,

and about as large as 0. gracilis, may be established on some

isolated remains which are quite characteristic. One of these

is part of a lower jaw with the teeth in excellent preservation.

The latter are unusually small and slender, and curve gently

outward. The crowns are nearly round ; the summits obtuse,

somewhat compressed, and marked by irregular striae. The

jaw is stout, and the groove for Meckel's cartilage large.

Space occupied by four teeth from near middle of lower jaw, 2*4

r middle, 3 *

5

ridth of jaw near middle, 2-

Length ..] S>.\vcr tooth including base, -. 2 1

The only remains that can now with certainty be referred to

this species are from the Eocene beds, near Henry's Fork,

where they were found by the writer, last September.

A very diminutive lizard, with teeth closely resembling those

of Oreosaurus, is indicated among our Wyoming fossils by some

fragments of jaws and other less characteristic remains, belong-

I i .b. which ditVrivd somewhat in size, but

agreed in their more important characters. The teeth in these

specimens are cylindrical, slender, with small bases, and sharp

summits. They are near together, and curve slightly inward.

The rami of the lower jaw were quite slender, and apparently

united together only by cartilage. Several vertebras were ob-

tained ], v ,,ur parry, which probably pertain to this species.

The remains preserved indicate reptiles not more than six or

eight inches in length.

Space occupied by eight anterior teeth of lower jaw, 2 '2
m

1 >f|.f li -f jaw below eighth lower tooth, l
'5

Th i. ki: >s <,f jaw at this point,
"
8

Space occupied by four upper teeth of larger specimen,. . •
2"

The type specimens of this species were discovered by the

writer, last autumn, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Tinosaurus lepidus, sp. nov.

A species of verv small lizunk apparently belonging to t,i,

_

genus Tinosaurus, may be established on 'some fra

remains among our Wyoming fossils. One of these is t&

anterior half of a lower jaw in good condition. T
this specimen are compressed, and closely resemble th

chameleon. The rami of the lower jaw were stout, and no
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deep, and met each other at a considerable angle. The sym-
physis is short, and its surface nearly smooth, showing that the
rami were but slightly attached. "The groove for' Meckel's

is unusually large. The animal represented by the
remains preserved was probably not more than a foot in length.

bpace occupied by four anterior lower teeth, 4. mm.

Depth of jaw below fourth tooth, 2*

Width of jaw at this point, 1-6

Length of symphysis, 2-

,

The specimen here described was found by Mr. 0. Harger,
in September last, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Iguanavus exilis, gen. et sp. nov.

A new and interesting genus of extinct lizards, very different
from those already described, may be predicated upon a num-
ber of vertebras, and a few other isolated specimens which were
brought to light during our explorations last year in the Eocene
of Wyoming. The caudal vertebrae preserved are slender, and

/Te.,1. The articular ball is but little depressed, only
'Mith inelined, and very convex. The chevrons are attached
at the posterior end of the centrum, as in the Iguanas, to which
the present species appears to be clearly related. The centra
°f the caudate, kowin er, arc less compressed than in that genus,
and also want the unossified transverse septum. The vertebrae

appear to have had only a rudimentary zygosphenai artimla-
h°n. The specimens that can now be placed in this species

belonged to animals about two feet in length.

Length of twelfth caudal vertebra on lower surface, 1' mm '

diameter of articular cup, 2-2

liameter, 1'8

Transverse diameter of articular hall, 2-

The remains above described were found last September, by
toe writer, near Henry's Fork, Wyoming.

Limnosaurus ziphodon, gen. nov.

Crocodile ziphodon Marsh. This Jour., vol. i, p. 453, June, 1871.

Additional remains of this species, since obtained by the
- at the same locality as the type specimen, clearly

show that it belongs to a genus quite distinct from the modern
'

'''-'•'us. The sharp, compressed teeth, with both edges

\r .;.( those of any known <>•» - L ans.

and alone;' • e character Others will be
^ven in the full description.

Yale College, New Haven, Sept. 21st, 1872.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistry and Physics.

1. Water not an Electrolyte.—The books have long taught that

the object of adding an acid, in the electrolysis of water, is to

render it a conductor. The fact that compound substances when

decomposable conduct only by electrolysis, and hence, that a

body not an electrolyte cannot be made so by the addition of

another body, has long rendered it probable that it is the acid

which is actually decomposed by the current, and that the water

suffers decomposition only by a secondary action. BoUBGOiH has

investigated the subject experimentally, and has proved that

wati r is not itself an electrolyte. His apparatus consists of a cell,

divided into two equal compartments by an impermeabi.
which M-ptum is pierced with an opening so minute as t

any mixing of the liquids on its two <i,l. -, while vet it allows the

passage of the current. The cell is so arranged that the gases

evolved from the electrodes may be collected and measured.

Both compartments are filled with water acidulated with sulphuric

acid, and the current is passed for a given time, the hydrogen

being collected. When the experiment is concluded, the contents oi

the compartments are separately analyzed. Under these circum-

stances it is found that, in the positive compartment, the acid has in-

creased in amount by a certain quantity a; while in the negative it

has diminished by the same amount. The quai 1 1 i t y of s u 1
i

decomposed is then equal to 2a. But this quantity of acid can

furnish only a third of the hydrogen obtained ; or, calling P the

weight of the hydrogen measured, the acid can yield a quantity of

hydrogen equal to -. It is therefore certain that it is not H 2S04

which is decomposed, but H
2
S04-f(H 2 0) 2 , or H 6

S0 6 .
Two

hypotheses may be offered to "explain this result: (1) Both the

water and the acid are decomposed by the current, but success-

H 2S0 4 = (SO
s+0)+ H,

(H
s
O)

2 = 2 + H
4 ,

or (2) The current decomposes a definite compound ha
formula S0

3(H2 0) 3 , or H
6
S0 6 :

H.80, = (SO3+O3) + H 6 .

Facts show the second supposition to be the true one. Operating,

for example, wdth currents of varying intensity, upon liquids con-

; .rtions of acid and water, from H 2
S0 4

+3 aq.

to ir,S0
4 +i25aq., it is found that the ratio of the a<-i

posed to the hydrogen evolved is always that above given ;
whicn

would not be the case, in all probability, were the acid and war^

separately eiectrolyzed. Moreover, the compound H 6
S0 6

is n0t
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a hypothetical one, since an i

dered probable by the maxu
molecule of H 2S0 4 and two of water are mixed. In the case of

N2°5(H 3 0) 4 ; a body conceded to exist.

Crystallized oxalic acid, fortunately, when in solution, is elec-
i alone, no water taking part. The hydrogen dis. n-a-d

corresponds to the equation :

C2 H 2 4 (H a O) 2 = (C 2 4-f02 ) + (H
2 ) 3 .

As only carbonic dioxide is set free at the positive electrode, it

must be that the oxygen evolved reacts upon and destroys another
portion of the acid, thus:

(C 2H 2 4 (H2 0) 2 ) 2+0 2 = (C2OJ 8
+(H2 0)„.

Moreover, if this interpretation be true, the quantity of acid de-
stroyed should be much greater at the positive than the negative
electrode; for:—

( (1) At N electrode. By current 1 molecule.

T

ACM dCStPOyCd

i
<»> At P e.ectrode

j %~ J

"
u

^Tow, experimentally, the loss of acid at the positive electrode is

' ree times greater than at the negative. -Again, in elec-

trolysing formic acid, only carbonic dioxide is disengaged at the
I'"Mtiv<- electrode. Three hypotheses maybe offered to explain
the result: (1) The current acts on the acid only, thus:

(CH
a 2 ) 2 = (C 2 H 2 3

eC

-f°O

e

j + H2 ,

and then at the positive, the further reactions occur

:

C sH 2 3+0 = C02-fCH2 2 .

(2) Water alone is decomposed

:

CH2 2+0 = C02+H 2 0,
and (3) The acid and the water are both decomposed simultane-

(C aH2 30)H-0 = (CO,},+HB0.
ft « represent the amount of acid electrolyzed, the loss will be

:

°y the first hypothesis, nothing at the positive and equal to -

g
at

'vc electrode; by the second, on the contrary, there is no

being represented by -. Now experiment shows tha

Joss of acid at the positive electrode ; hence the first 1

l^s and salts. Bourgoin
»ot decomposed by the c.
solvent only."—7^. 6oc. Cf>., U,



2. Farther Examination of the new Platinic chloride—-N okton

has analyzed the new crystallized platinic chloride which he de-

scribed in December, 1870 (this Journal, III, i, 375). It yields

the formula PtCl
4 , 5H 3

0. Of the five water molecules, 16 per cent

or 4 molecules, are driven off at 100°. On increasing the heat,

platinous chloride is left. No constitutional formula for it is

offered.—J. pr. (7/., II, v, 305. May, 1872. o. f. b.

3. On the Formation of Chloral.—-The action of chlorine upon

CH
3

CH
3

aldehyde I produces acetyl chloride J,q
C1

>
as Wurtz some

time ago showed. In this case it is not the methylic grouping

CH 3 , but the incomplete group COH, which is attacked. In

order to render this latter group more resistant, Wurtz and

Yn,,T load it, as it were, with other groups; hoping thereby to

limit the action to the methyl group. For this purpose, they use

the compound CH 3-CH
j ^ zIlb

, obtained by Wurtz and Fra-

polli by acting with hydrochloric acid gas on a mixture of alde-

hyde and alcohol. Here the COH group is replaced by one of

greater complication, CH
j c^

1*
5

. Upon submitting this sub-

stance to the action of chlorine in presence of a trace of iodine,

the predicted tetrachlorinated ether, CC1
3
—CH

j
^f^S is ob"

tained. This it is easy to transform into chloral by the action of

CC1 3-CH
| ^1

C2H5+H20 ^ Hcl+C2n3(OH) _
f
_ccl3 ...coH.

Heated with alcohol, hydrochloric acid and trichloracetal are pro-

duced, thus

:

i
OC-BL

I
CI

Moreover, the hydrochloric acid acting on an excess of alcohol

produces, at the same time, ethyl chloride. .

By the above reactions, the authors explain the action of

chlorine upon alcohol in the production of chloral. The first

stage produces aldehyde and hydrochloric acid, as Stas has

shown

:

nd Fra-

polli:

(2.) C 2H a(0H)+^+HCl = CH,-.-CHJ gf^+H.O-
This ether then becomes tetrachlorinated by the action of the

chlorine, as above shown :

(3.) CH.-.-CH
j g1

C»H»+Cl. = CC1.-.-CH
j

°C »H *+(HC1),.
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I in the last reaction,

nd alcohol:

(4.) CCV-OH
j ^

C
^H5

-f-H 20=:HC14-C 2
H

f
,(OH)-j-CCl,-.-COH,

or, by the action of alcohol, produces trichloracetal,—a substance
fiirvndy detected U\ I/ulu-n in the 1 .r* ».lm-ts of the chloral manu-
facture.

also observed the formation of both
chlorine

upon a cooled mixture of aldehyde, hydrochloric acid and water;
or even upon a solution of aldehyde" in water. If, however, the

i'ii-o rises, polymerization takes place, and croton-chloral
hydrate is found among the products.— C. R,, lxxiv, 7 1 7, March,
18 ?2. Q. F. B.

4. On a neio Organic Base, obtained from Dulcite.—Bou-
chardat has succeeded in obtaining an organic base containing
"'\} _tn, by acting upon one part of dulcite mouochlorhydrin with

<>t' alcohol saturated with ammonia gas, for six hours, at
100°. The chlorhydrate of the new base—which the author calls

—is dissolved in absolute alcohol, from which it crys-

V
ll! iz«^

< hi in long needles on the gradual addition of ether. It is

lreely soluble in alcohol and water, insoluble in ether; its solution

.' '-
1 '" r is neutral and tastes sweetish. Treated with silver oxide,

it yields free dulcitamine, as a powerful base, easily displacing
ammonia from its combinations, bluing strongly red litmus

]
r

- "id attracting carbonic acid from the air. When concen-
trated, it becomes an uncr vstallizable syrup. With acids, it forms

B1 Hii it Balta With
f

itinic chloride, it forms a

. : • in Ioiujc orange-yellow needles, soluble in

* ''•_< id a ',.!,.,'. DuKitamine has the formula C 6H 15N0 5 , and
ulyceramine in many of its properties. Its discovery

tew proof of the close relations between the triatomic

II. Geology and Natural History.

"t,:

, ':,
i •

'

^e point of departure. It was" under t! dir- l\Mr. .1 ..,-
' t,iV ''n^.n. mv principal a-istant. There are attached to this
party a geologist, topographer, astronomer and meteorologist,

--a rv assistants for each. There is also a botanist,
u,i " his already collected over 1200 species of plants through
Av

'- Jock. Sci.—Thikd Series, Vol. IV, No. 21.—Oct., 1872.



that new an ion, the Snake River valley. Dr.

Josiah Curtis acted as surgeon and microscopist. The party-

surveyed a route from Ogden to Fort Hall, Idaho, where full

preparations were made for a pack train with supplies for a given

time. The party passed up the west side of the Snake River

valley, forced their way across the mountains, made a careful sur-

vey of the Teton range, then passed up the valley of Henry's

Fork, entered the M:idis..,n v:ill»-\ through the Targee pass, and

reached the Geyser Basin of the Madison August 14th.

The party under my charge traveled by stage to Fort Ellis,

and there spent about three weeks preparing the outfit; then

started up the Yellowstone valley, over about the same route as

last year. The party consisted of about thirty persons, among

them a chief topographer, astronomer, meteorol »gist ,
mi

with their assistants, and a number of others who acted as col-

lectors. A careful examination of the Yellowstone valley was

made, and a map in contour lines of 100 feet each constructed

Both parties met in the Geyser Basin on the same «1
,

a few hours of each other. The two parties numbered about sev-

enty persons. The results of the exploration up to that time

proved on examination to be most satisfactory and not less impor-

tant to science than of practical value to the country. The open-

ing up of that great Snake River valley will prove one of the

m<M important events in American explorations for the year 1872.

The barometrical elevations show most feasible routes for r.M !'»:-•

connecting the entire northwest with the Pacific railroads. It

opens up to settlement a vast territory of the finest land in the

west. A railroad up the Snake River valley from Utah.
now in contemplation, will bring into market 2500 square miles oi

pine timber, and an unlimited quai pastoral land.

The ascent of the Great Teton will be recorded as one of the

events of the season. Mr. James Stevenson and Hon. X. V. h-;-

ford are undoubtedly the only white men that ever re:

summit. Mr. Stevenson planted the Ai teri< an flag i i

and measured it- h L barometer. It was also

me.MMiivd |,y triangulation from below. Tin- hei-ht was ascer-

tained to be about 13,400 feet. The next important discovery

made by this party was the four remarkable passes at :!

Henry's Fork. These passes correspond to the four {»-.

compass, and are all within a few miles of each other. Henry
JLake is located in the center. The Tar<-o,> or Kast p.i^ i- '"";

6,500 feet elevation, and forms one of the great gateways to tue

Madis.n valley, and the sources of the Madison and Yellowstone.

Henry's or South pass is about 6,000 feet, and opens into tne

Snake valley; Red Rock or West pass, 6,300 feet, <-

great valley of the Jefferson branch, while the Madison or bontn

pass opens into the lower Madison. All these passes are so

smooth and low that one may ride n i r th< m in a carriage at;ton

-j.ee,!. There is prol.ahiv not : , ,n.„-. int-r.-timr s
point on the American continent where there are, within an are
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of a few miles, four such remarkable passes, linking the Pacific
with the Atlantic slopes. There is not the slightest obstruction
to a railroad over either of these passes. Emigrants arc already
following our track of exploration, and within two years the
country will be filled with settlers. The railroad companv
that secures the right of way through this country soon will hold
the key to the development of a State.

Observations for latitude and longitude have been made by
is every night when possible. As nearly all the nights

, and their value in the location of important points,
•is u-ell as correcting the old maps, has been -nat. Tin Teton,
were thirty miles out of place. They were found to be within
'he boundary of Wyoming territory, and not in Idaho. All
these observations will be continued until the 1st of November,
without interruption. Each party is supplied with three of*

Green's best cistern barometers, with a plenty of aneroids, and
thermometers of various kinds. Especial regard is paid to the
•'liniate, and to elevations for railroad routes. Particular atten-
tion is paid to all results of a practical character, on the principle
that the money that enables us to make these explorations comes
from the people, and should return as far as possible to them in a
shape which will be available to them.
The party under Mr. Stevenson is now on its way down the

east side of the Snake River valley, having carefully surveyed the
sources of thai river: e\ erv branch will U- can-fully located. The
party will reach Fort Hall about the 13th of October. It will
then survey a parallel belt to Salt Lake City, thus connecting all

"ur work iii the northwest with the Pacific railroad. The party
'ii'dernn charge will complete the survey of the Madison river
and its branches, then tin- Gallatin »• ir< -nm-. then pass over
the mountains into the valle\ ..f the Yellowstone, down to the
»owy range, to the m. -r. then to the three
forks of the Missouri, and then down that river to Helena, where
'""• labors will probably clo^e about the 1st of November. The
latitude and longitude of Fort Ellis has been quite eareiuih fix. d
"v an extended series of observations by Mr. Gannett with a

similar observation* will be made at Virginia city
a"d Helena.

Besides the two large parties mentioned above, there have been

' ., .

.

:
:: .- .-

- -o.in in the northwest -ratifies,

;!i| »'' '-tier information of a practical character. He has been
ordered to visit Dakota and Minnesota, and to push his way as

r 'hward into the Red River country as possible. The
reports, as

*ell as papers on insects, and other subjects.
fW. !•;. I). (•„,„.. one of our m.-t di»!ingnMi. d < ientists, fitted

" ut 'j'lite an extensive party at Fort Frid-er at the e\j>enso of the
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survey. He will remain three months in the field. In the first

two weeks of his examinations he reported the discovery of over

fifty new species of extinct vertebrates. lie will close his season's

work by an examination of the celebrated Kansas bone deposits.

The results of hie laboffl will be of great importance to Geology,

Paleontology, and Natural ! history generally.

is also making a study of the minute forms of life under the

microscope, and will present a report on the minute fauna and

flora of the districts he visits.

Mr. F. B. Meek, accompanied by II. M. liannistor,

sonian Institution, has spent about two months along th

railroad for the purpose of making a critical examination ot dis-

puted or obscure points in the geology of 1"

Their success has been most satisfactory,

may be expected.

Prof. Leo. Lesquereux, our great authority on the Coal for-

mations and the fossil plants found with them, has spent most of

the summer, assisted by his son, in the west. He first went to

Denver, stopping for a time along the Kansas Pacific railroad,

thence along the base of the mountains to Santa Ft', X. M. 1U '

then explored the coal beds around Denver, and proceeded to

Cheyenne, and made a critical investigation of the Coal for-

mations from Cheyenne to Ogden, along the Union Pacific

railroad. Large numbers of fossil plants, new to science, were

discovered, all of which will be described in the forthcoming

annual report next winter.

These special examination* had for their prime object the deter-

mining, by the most overwhelming evidence, the relations "t the

great group of Tertiary beds of the west to the Cretaceous. It

is the purpose of this survey to take nothing for granted, to

accept no statement without indubitable proof, and from year to

year a certain amount of force will be concentrate d ..<:

points of western geology. The amount of new material in all

departments of research, to he illustrated in the quarto series ol

volumes connected with the survey, which has been added this

present vear. surpasses all previous years.
2. On the <>,r,W, i:,//ei/ A;,,,*/,,,,,/,/,..-The August and Septem-

'"'I- n imhcr- of the <hurh<„<i Mn.,f/,i>/ ••out;, in articles by I roj,

J. I). Whitney on the « Owen's Valley Earthquake" of M» n " h

26th, 1872. In pursuing the geological survey of the State, '

party found it neeessarv to pass' through the \ alley, and occasi "

was taken to make such * !.,;• . i, n \vh- md •' -ervations_ i-

the time allowed. The first paper, of which the following is a

brief abstract, describes the geological character of the region

I the local phen

|
valley is _._.

"
t abo1

miles long, and is enclosed '

wrai oy uie sierra « evaaa, rising from 10,000 to 11,000 feet

the valley, and on the east by the steep and narrow range „t the
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Inyo mountains, which rise from 4,000 to 7,000 feet above the
j'-'in. this itself being 4,000 feet above the sea level.
On the Sierra side there extends from the base of the precipitous

portion of the range a long slope descending at an amrle of five
or six degrees, made up of detritus from the mountain behind

' with sage l.rush. This is ;l vast bed of boulders,
gravel and sand, 2,000 feet thick at the upper end, and spread
out at the foot of the range in a bed of varying width. Just
where this "sage brush slope " meets the valley bottom the vege-
tation assumes a somev,

'

a meter, and here, at the
junction of these two formations, all the settlements of the valley
are located.

The geology of the valley is also interesting. The Sierra is

chiefly one vast mass of granite, which has been elevated since the
Jurassic period, and belongs to the Sierra Nevada system of
upheaval. The Inyo range, on the othei

the _rreaf Paleozoic formation of the

is of liti idstones. and other
stmtihVd material. The two ranges are thus of very different

' 1-j.vs. Midway in the valley, commencing about thirty
miles north of Lone Pine" and extending for ten miles, is a region
of volcanic cones and lava flow* appaivntlv of ivent gmloirh'al
date, but now all quiet. Similar cones and lava flows are found
m the Coso mountains south of Owen's lake; and on the table-
i;lli 'l north of the vallev and south of Mono lake there are

abundant indentions of former volcanic activity, in the form of

solfatarm and hot springs.
After speaking of the "effects of the shock in de<trovin- build-

'•"->a! Little fake. Ilaiwee. Lone Pine. Independence, etc., the

writer says :—" The almost universal testimony of the residents
of Owen's vt ae from that

\eandportion of the Sierra Nevada which lie* 1

'.
1! 'l' T""dence. In the regit

northwest ; at Lone Pin

I to the high mountains in the immediate vi.-mit

'" me west, and as we moved up the valley, the direction assigne
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"There are several places in the valley where fissures in the

ground have crossed roads, ditches or lines of fences, and where

evidence has been left of an actual moving of the ground hori-

zontally as well as vertically. One of these Instances of horizontal

motion is seen on the road tn.ni l*>end < 'it y to In, Impendence, about

three miles east of the latter place. Here, according to a careful

diagram of the locality, it appears that the road running east and

west has been cut off by a fissure twelve feet wide, and the west-

erly portion of it carried eighteen feet to the south." Other

Stances were noticed.

The " General < 'nnch<sw,u,» arrived at in the second paper are,

that the impulse by which this earthquake was original. 1 w&J

given somewhere nearly in the axis of the Sierra, at a depth of at

least fifty miles, and at the same moment along a line of consider-

able extent, probably as much as a hundred miles north and south.

The resulting waves were propagated in both duvet ions from this

mountain axis and near!} parallel with it, and advanced on the

surface at a rate of from thirty to thirty-five miles in a minute, if

measured in a line at right angles to the axis of the Sierra.

3. Bahamas.— \T\w following are a few note* from an a'lM. w\

of a pup,.,- whirl, was piv,«.|ited to the < o-olo^ieai Soeietv in 1S.VJ.

b\ Captain (now Major General) R. J. Nelson, I{. K. (
author oi

it consists of tin

even arched ovei

cavities, locally t<

and in the ^ardei
Indian corn, sue

"rock-marshes" t
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northern and
grounds rVe.p.e

] "» \ . n. ii
"

... -. i ,- . T, > N m.K as in the
^nnu.Ias; but so few extensive excavations have been made, that
this ivuuiDt be positively affirmed. * * * * One of the most
striking objects in the topography of the Bahamas is the very
'h-ep Miluimrin.' vallev, forming the gulf known as "the Tongue
of the Ocean," which' runs into the dv.,! Bahama Bank from its

T Ml ^ .M, Ml , ^I^MNMlK

, .

The author doM-ril.es a coral-reef a> counting of masses of
numerous species of jYmfiv^ow, A*tw<i, ThiJxle,', Omit no,
bases and axes of Gorr/onia, Millepora, JVuUipora, Corallinoe,
*C., &c, growing confusedh toget her wit lout any other appar-

laterallyand t.n ,;\. Th. ».'
a't. at' t ^ ndcd o, ,un super-

seded hy Serpuke, &r., as seen in the serpuline vv<-(s. * * * *

dearly "the chara, ,'r. Iiit,', oion of the
materials of the ordinary Bahama rock, such as is formed above

and \V,

./;" ii i. s, v ».v ,, ii ! i 1 t i - \t Kast

and milliponV! p,
'-."'- '

1 , _ • •
,'

if* ieu. Long Cay, T! - \x Jh

W - bead, .

'

\... -), a h-ird, n..-tr.se, Tr , ,n fj , 1
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i formed of Conch and other shells, togethe

The large fr;

beyond the suri

where Consists of the aUn
It is somewhat similar to V

>fter and more porons. Whe:

crau-e weight, likr 1 hut .

5 pounds per cubic foot.

iise.juent iv;uh fniluiv

r smith-west of Xew P

Red with the rock, a

identical with the

ternations of am

In viMtmga c;ivc near IMapnrt in 184<>,
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or not. The author thinks it not unlikely that, the "red earth,"
even in the ea^_ of the five strata in l.vl tnd Main], has been

the same time, he considers it probable that birds, their drop-

Tl oeenrrenee'ofpumiee floated ashore at VTatlin^ Island, and
elsewhere in the Bahamas ( a< also at Bermuda), is briefly noticed.

4. Surface Geology of Northwestern Ohio; by Prof. N. H.



over Northwestern Ohio, running in all directions and having all

altitudes up to 200 feet.

These he regarded as ozars, or sand-bars thrown up by the

action of currents and waves. Besides these sandv deposits there

are numerous places known as limestone ridges, where the drift

has been denuded from the rock, the boulders found in the drift

being left in tlie immediate vicinity, usually in a belt round the

bases of these ridges. The rock in* such cases is water-worn and

wrought into fantastic shapes, common about rocky shores.

These sandy deposits of Lacustrine origin frequently obscure the

true glacier moraines for great distances, and have often been con-

fouuded with them.
i - i ruination of the clay about Defiance, Ohio, he

referred to the action of the waters 'of the St. Joseph and
_

St.

Mary's rivers running along the outer periphery of the moraine,

which being damned leek hv the ice foot would form the begin-

ninu' of Lake Erie, with an outlet by wav of Fort Wayne and

Ilui.tiuirton, lud. This action was tc.earrv the fine parts of the

glacier drift to some distance away from the ice foot, and spread

it in fine horizontal layers over an area of several miles square.

He said such lamination occurs, also, farther down the Maumee,

at Toledo, and on the Sandusky, at Fremont ; and ha>
of 2,3 or MO feet. It is, however, confined to the river valley, and

must have heen done by the action of tle.se rivers, the waters et

which were setback by the prevalence of the ice, so as to f rni

standing water. Below this lamination, the tvpical e

drift, which for the most part covers the whole district, is found as

He regarded t he existence of these moraines as a confirmation

of the theory of Prof. A U a-~i/, and read oil' b\ p,..porlioti;u

number.- the manner of ret reat ot the ice. The halting places are

separated by the following figures; 15; 15; 2; 35; 3.',; *•—h -

B. T., Detroit Tribune of Aug. 31.

5. Note on Tinoceras ajtcbps; by O. C. Makml-
iVom the Tertiary of Wyom'ing. <h - ribi d by the writer

as Titanotherium ? anceps (this Journal, vol. ii, p. 85, J
proves to be a proboscidian, as originally suspected. Tl !> ^
was stated in a note on page 1 23 of the present volume. |he

name Vastodon anceps, there provisionally applied to the species,

was chan-ed, in the errata, to Ti,.»r,-r,is <)>„;/,<. The
of this animal are similar t<> those of M.,*t, ,./,„,, but other parts of

the skeleton, especially the skull, differ widely from that -enns.

The .Museum of Yale College has portions of several skeletons,

which will soon be fully desci" '

>, plates xvi-xx) ; by Henry Woodward, F.G.S., F.Z.fc

the British Museum. 4to. London, 1872. Printed for the 1
'a* «#*

d Society.—The first part of this memoir was issued

in the volume of the Paleontographical Society for 1865 (pu»-
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lished in 1866), and was noticed in this Journal in volume xliv, p.
116 (1867). This third part treats of several species of J'f^ygo-
tus and of the related Slimomu acuminata (Himantoprerus acu-
•

''-^ i- s //'. r
. in .hi the hanks of Logan Water, near Lesmaha-

gow, Lanarkshire. The descriptions of these gigantic
are illustrated with effective lithographs, partly of i

- >//,„ <>„hi (of Page) appn a.-!,, < /';.,•.,';;.'/;,. :ill ,l differs
from Ettrypterus, Stylonurus and Dolichopterus, in having the

-iii.tl «>n the head. Besides the marginal eyes there are
i on the medial line of the head-shield, about a third of
from the front. Unlike Pterygotus, the antennae are

very small and not chelate, and they have the base expanded and
fitted to act as jaws
guishing characters.
W Salter, is 0| inches broad and 1% long. Mr. Woodward

;

.
>

',-.diield of one individual, d
. is 6£ inches broad and 71 long. Mr. Woo&wt

tiiiU the largest specimen known of the species could
I four feet in length, and the larger part of those found
lividuals less than three feet long. " They cannot there-

;

:.. i.-iuial in size the largest species of the genus l't,r
:
/-

gotus, which, no doubt, attained a length of at least five feet."
One specimen of Slimoniu, figured natural size on plate xvii, is

26^ inches long.
In t he following part of this memoir, the author, as he announces,

will give in a condensed form the diagnostic characters of each
genus of the JUerimtomatti.

second specie, of 7,,. . ,• - N
",

,-, m „ d , larget than 7 n<-<ps %

Marsh, is repro.-nt.'d in the Yale Museum by portions of a skull

. with part> of the same skeleton ; and likewise by frag-

•
:

•

i

- .. ,

''
1 n

. - - ,
t

~
t tl .t i mi i i ^

-': h ut 1.

[ * - t p) .its . ,
, ,

. - '\\,.*}u\m mil tu-ks.

which in size, shape, and direction resemble the canines of the
walrus. The molar teeth are small, the last of the upper scries

M lu - much the largest. The horn cores are short, somewhat
curved, with obtuse compressed summits. They are about 130'—

'" gtl h t (! ppai nth it Ihe t th in ti upper molar
M '»- s and a ion u- hiatus in front of the premolars. The tusks are

compressed longitudinally, regularly curv.d, and worn near the

extremity bv the opposing teeth of the lower jaw. Ti

species I propose the name of

may be called Thioeerhlr.
.

8. Microscopical: A Life Slide.—The accompanying engrav-
lngs represent front and side views of a form of life slide for the
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microscope, designed and used with much success by Mr. D. S.

Holman. It is constructed to retain the greatest quantity of mate-

rial under the smallest cover glass, and is designed to be used with

th. highest powers of the microscope for studying the Bacteria,

Vibriones and other very low forms of life.

The slide consists, as will be seen from the cuts, of a central

polished cavity, about which is a similar polished Level ; and from

the bevel outward extends a

fresh air to the living things
within, as well as to relieve

the pressure, which shortly
would become so great, from
the evaporation of the liquid

within, as to cause the destruc-
tion of the cover glass.

No special dimensions are
stated for the central cavity.

The bevel is usually £ in. in

diameter (the cut is f of natu
through the inner edge of the bevel or annular space, <

tor the purpose named above.
It is found upon enclosing the aniinaleul.e, etc., that they will

invariably seek the edge of' the pool in which they are confined,

and the beveled edge permits the observer to take advantage »f

this disposition; for when beneath it, the objects are within range

of the high-power glasses.

Another very important feature in the device is the fact that a

preparation maybe kept within it for days or weeks together,

without losing vitality, owing to the simple arrangement for sup-

plying fresh air.

We have repeatedly had the opportunity of witnessing the use

of this dido, and are* onvineod that nothing of the kind has yet

been devised uhieh can equal it in exeelhn, ,
.

or generating the lower forms oHife.—Journal Franklin Institute.

III. Astronomy.

1. Extractfrom the Address of'Mr. Dk La Rvk be/on theMg*
}.,,it;-.>i ./.,,/ i-h.;,;,;, />,,./;,,„ ,,/th, British. u« ,,-htti .- /

'

lie wax Pfixld,:n t.—Passing to the subject of comets, Mr. 1 >e I-a

s gave an explanation of Prof. Zollni

said, acquired an additional interest from
very of the identity of 1

vith great

, _3 the meteoric masses must inevitably be con-

verted int.. vapor ,„, :ip„ro:»ehiug the sun.
charuet isti (1 n^u es o rh comets I - intimate connection

"t pi' is .
• t.j n 1'ion md - »l tr -| .N, <>t the 1 sth i ' '^



ceeded, tend to establish also a connection between solar spots and
-<'l;ir radiation. It is demonstrated by the researches of I'ia/./.i

Smyth, Stone, and Cleveland Abbe, that there is no connection
between the amount of heat received from the sun and the pre-
valence of spots—a result clearly in harmony with those derived
from recent investigations into the nature of the solar atmosphere.
Further, in a paper by Mr. Meldrum, of Mauritius, to be read
during the meeting, most remarkable evidence is given on the
close connection of these phenomena. It appears that the cyclones
of the Indian ocean have a periodicity corresponding with the sun-
spot periodicity ; so that if an observer in another planet could
see and measure the sunspots and cyclones (earth-spots), he would

m- harmony between them. Such a connection will prob-
ably be found to exist over the globe generally ; but with refer-

ence to the Indian ocean, Meldrum's discussion of twenty-five
years' observations, that in the area lying between the equator
and 25° south latitude, and between 40° and 110° east longitude,

my of cyclones has varied during that period directly
as the amount of sun-spots. Mr. Meldrum, in order to place the
deductions on a still broader foundation, proposes to investigate
these laws on a plan perfectly in agreement with the method of
^t. mailing the areas of solar disturbances, the results of which

JjVe been published from time to time during the last ten years.
Moreover, the observations on the periodic changes erf Jupiter's

'('["-inue, and the observations of Mr. Baxendell, that the con-

vection-currents of our earth vary according to the sun-spot
period—all these results, seemingly solitary, but truly in mysteri-
ous harmony, point to the absolute nee. -ssit\ for establishing con-
stant photographic records of solar and terrestrial phenomena all

"ver the world. There is every hope of the photographic method
as applied to sun-observations being joined to the work of the
Greenwich Observatory ; but what is further wanted is the erec-
tion of instrunn : ; - for photographic records, and of spectroscopes
in a number of observatories throughout the world, so as to obtain

rds of the sun and to observe magnetical and meteoro-
' - • ul pheii •:,,, na continuously in connection with solar activity.

Meteorological observation is storing up useful facts ; but they

I'-'*"
"id\ be .halt with effect null \ if :nv, -fitted in close parallel-

!st 'i with other cosmical phenomena. The rime has really come,
'"'t <mly for relieving private observers from the systematic ob-
St ']"vation of no|;j pi , ] . in. u u but for drawing close ties between
all scattered scientific observations so as to let one grand scheme
embrace the whole ; and no method seems to be so well adapted
'" briiiM- ahoiu this threat achievement as the method of photo-
"'" hi j; ], pheiioinena ..f nature, which in its very principle

carries with it all extinction of individual bias.

Col. Steaxge, in moving a vote of thanks, complimented the
•''•'•Md.'nt on his success in rendering photography available for
purposes of astronomical measurement, and thus accomplishing
what the most eminent astronomers had believed to be impossible.



fore the liritidi Association by Mr. 1

dealt with the observations of the spots on the floor of the (rater
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Sir W. Thomson, in seconding the motion, passed some remarks

on Z.'.llner's theory of comets. It reminded him forcibly of a di~

cussion which took place at a meeting of workmen at Millwall.

One of them brought forward a glass tube, drew an iron wire

through it, and laid it down, and after a few minutes the glass

tube cracked. This is a curious phenomena, and not easily ex-

plained. A discussion took place as to its cause, and many ex-

planations were proposed ; but the conclusion finally adopted was

that it was electrical. Omne ignotum pro electrico expresses the

whole foundation of Zollner's theory.—Froc. Brit. Assoc, Athen-

aeum, Aug. 24.
~ Report on Lunar Objects suspected of Change. (Read be-

' on by M
I of the I

Plato, from which it appeared that changes within

crater had been in progress during the two years of observation, so

the report presented to this meeting dealt with the obsi

of the streaks and the color of the floor. The principal results of

the second discussion appeared to be that changes in the appear-

ance and luminosity of the streaks had been detected, and tlit-e

changes were of such a character that they could not be referred

To rlmiiuvs ,,f illumination, but depended upon some agency con-

nected with the moon itself, while the color of the floor w:»* toun.l

to vary as the sun ascended in the lunar heavens, being darkest

with the greatest solar altitude. The report was accompanied

with curves from which the relation of the sun's altitude to the

various degrees of that observed on the floor as of cause and effect

was readily deducible. These reports on the appearances of the

Boots and streaks indicate the strong prol
observations are undertaken, definite changes of an i:

character on the moon's surface are likely to be discovered.

—

Pr°c-

Brit. Assoc, Atfoncrmm, Aug. 24.

3 Aurora Australis.—The Aurora Australis was \'>

evening of April 11th, but could be observed only for a -

on account of clouds. Between 7.30 and 7.50 p.m. streamers

were frequent, some of them extending to near the zenith, but by

8 p. m. all streamers had disappeared, "and only a deep r^ .-'"".

reaching an altitude of about 60°—over the usual s.--
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the absolute unit of horizontal force, while those commencing «»n

the 15th were of much smaller range, but are remarkable for their
!<.ng duration.— Monthly Rec. Melbourne Obs. for April, 1872.

4. Colors of the equatorial bands of Jupiter.—Dr. Cipoletti, Qf
Florence, has attributed the colors of the equatorial bands of
Jupiter to an auroral cause, and sustains it by comparing the
results of observations with the times of auroral display as mani-
fested on the earth,—these times being the same for all parts of
the solar system since they depend on the condition of the sun.

5. The Object-glass of the Equatoreal of the Allegheny Observa-
len. (From a letter to the editors, dated Sept. 11,1872,

by S. P. Langley, Director of the Observatory.)—The Allegheny
( ^'-evvatory was. on the srh of July last, the sufferer by a bur-
irl.-u-y. <»f a kind hitherto nearly unprecedented. It was entered at

<t the Director and his assistant had left the building,
and the object-glass of the equatoreal (13 inches in aperture), was
removed from the telescope and carried away. No other injury-
was done, and, except some eye-pieces belonging to the transit,
nothing else was taken.

I have reason to believe that the thieves hoped to extort a large
reward tor the return of the glass, which is of course otherwise
valueless to them.
Considering that most of the observatories of the country

would be probable sufferers by similar spoliation, if a precedent
was set which made it worth while tor burglars to repeat the theft
elsewhere, it has seemed almost a duty to others to refuse to offer
a reward and immunity from punishment as the price of its return.

lairing that those in charge of such valuable and hitherto lit-

tJ

f guarded instruments should he warned of a danger, I shall be
obliged by vour giving publicity to this letter.

6. Erratum to Prof Kirkw'oooTs Article on page 225 of this

volume.—The fraction wfo B , should have been printed ^h.-E-

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

}. Meeting of the Ama-irnn Association f>r the A'lroncemen.t
of Science, at Dubuque, Iowa.—The standing committee having

their efforts to make satisfactory arrangements for the
'.•'- f !'._' ..f the Association in San Francisco, accepted the invita-
tion of the citizens of Dubuque, and convened in the latter city on
the 2

1 st of August, Prof. Asa Gray in the chair. After the address
of the retiring President, Dr. Gray, which was one of great inter-

"elded the chair to his successor, Prof. J. Lawrence Smith.
The fol" 'OWlQJ b 1 C l \

1'ro.f Uenjamin Peirce was added to the committee appointed
r

1 the Indianapolis meeting to memorialize the General Government
m regard to e-tnMishm- ai observatory at some suitable point
uPon the Rocky Mountains.
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mittee was ap] I ueral Govern-

•egard to the desirableness of compiling the results of all

iuical surveys of the country, and publishing the same.

the members who are or have been in charge of State or govern-

A resolution was passed heartily endorsing ;i hill now pending

in Congress j ,r< >] -osin o- to appropriate the surplus of the so-called

Chinese indomuiry fund, amounting to about 8450,000, for the

education of Americans and Chinese in the language and literature

of the respective nations, provided said fund shall be found to

equitably remain in the possession of the government of the

United States.

A resolution was also passed asking of the War Department

the establish' i- Nation at Dubuque.
The association also" by resolution expressed approval and

appreciation of the published results of the Geological Survey of

Iowa, and appointed a committee to memorialize the legislature of

Iowa, asking its continuance and liberal support until completed,

under the direction of Dr. C. A. White.
The Committee appointed at the Indianapolis meeting to report

whether any revision of the constitution is required in relation to

memherdtip and greater discrimination in the acceptance of papers

to be read and published, reported that they found no change

necessary, but that they did find several violations of the consti-

tution in the above regard to have been of common occurrence,

and expressed the belief that a strict adherence to its provisions

is of vital importance to the association.

A proposition to establish an entomological sub-section of the

association was made, which, in accordance with the constitution,

will come up for action at the next meeting.
following officers for the ensuing year were elected:

;.>';;

Wortiien, of Springfield, Illinois; Permanent Secretary, F. V\ •

Putnam, of Salem, Mass. ; General Secretary, Dr. C. A. White,
ot [ov.a City, Iowa-. Treasurer. \Y. S. V.uw, of Philadelphia, _t a.

The next meeting was appointed to be held in Portland, Maine,

on the 3d Wednesday of August, 1873.
One hundred papers in all wen- presented; but over twenty ot

these were not accepted ibr publication. The following are the

titles ot thos, which will p. i.abh i;.p< u in tin % <>1 nine of Pro-

ceedings :

A sketch of the Geology of Iowa; by C. A White.
On the Eastern LL 0. A. "White.

.: by H. T. WOODMAN.

. bv P. A. Chadbourne.
On the Ovid-

1

; s. Mouse.
On the Embryology of Terebratulina ; by E. S. Moese.
Observations on

i ... g, Mobse.
A Dis ission of the Forces of Expansion and Contraction; by J. D. WaENEB.
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On Sympathetic Vibrations, as exhibited in ordinary mechanical Vibrations, and
the Optical Method of showing them; bv Jos. [.ovkkivc-.

'; ...:,,.,,-.: .... :

cal_Application; by L. Bradley.
;
by Chas. E. Phelps.

Glacial Deposits of Northern Ohio ; by John B. Perry.
On a Compensating Clock Pendulnm ; by W. L. Coffinberry.
On some ancient Carved Stones : V. W. Putnam.
Diagram of a new Cluster t08. Basnett.
A new Projection of the Sphere, convenient in many Physical Investigate

Demonstration of Magnetic Apparatus ; by T. C. Hilgard.
On the relation between Organic Vigor and Sex ; by Henry Hartshorns.
V

; :•''...:
. .

; : '

On some Peculiarities in the Crania and Skeletons of the Mound Builders; by

» °Jl.
tne Production of Spiegeleisen, embo

J- W. Foster.
;ory- byG. W.

Refraction Tables modified and expanded from Bessel's formula?, to be used
without logarithms, computed with the Scheutz Tabulating Engine; by G. W.

On the so-called velocity of the electric current over Telegraph Wires ; by

The use of Automatic Instruments for registering Meteorological Phenomena;
bv Gk W. Hough.
£he use of Lead in the Sulphate of Copper Battery ;

by G. W. Hough.
On Binary Stars ; by D. Kirkwood.
Origin of Limestone in the Coal Measures : by E. B. Andrews.
w>al and some of its special Uses ; by E. B. Andrews.
V-ood Wine, a S od; bv G. C. Swallow.
Surface Geology of North-Western Ohio ; bv N. H. Winchell.
Hypsometrical Data of some of the North \- Winchell.
Kecent Geological Discoveries among th>

by C. H. Hitchcock.
Explanation of new Geological Map of New Hampshire; by C. H. Hitchcock.
The Temperature of the Sun ; by H. F. Walling.

,,• KI.M-Tri ip i v li P. Walling.
'

:
'

'
:

: '

•
: ,.; ; .

•
;

On a new Ctenng in t ilt, Lepid

Fucca; byC. Y.

Motor; by Wm. Jordan.
.

'

:

.-'-- •:.;.
-

.-.•-
: -

•—••.-.••..•.' •

l\ T .!< ivit
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An :!!•>(. ii-ii of an Iron Meteorite
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-i- ion of the Sulphates .

ns in Topographical Geology in North Carolina;

. :.. .".. P.
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1 Microscopes; by R. H. Ward.

tomostroca ; by O. S. Wescott.

Transit of Venus in 1874, prepared

Commission authorized bu Co„f/rrM.

vi-niiiKMit Print iinr OtHci'.—
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,
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h"
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the photographs made in these two ways ought brlbiv this time
to have heen compared, and the capabilities of each metho.l id
securing the highest degree of accuracy determined. We fear

all rides oftlfeuSind, and ejections of cohi
of several hundred feet take place ; but a
mountain is not reported.

4. Tidal wave at the Sandwich Man
wave took place at these islands on August
At Honolulu from 12* to l.!

11 there were
diminishing height, ranging from 12 to
Williams of the British ' ketch Ino, reporb
18° 55' K. and 159° W., the sea for twenty-i
breaking and boiling as if on a bar or reef.

aJ"l Artizans, by a .Massachusetts Teaehe

n physical questions. The
rt'°»** ,,f Tvndull, (b.Mimj
""k'S ami other \aluable t



ayed to ha
ble to do

live. Another body, that of a female, lies apparently with a

andkerchief at her nose, reminding me of that terrible 28th of

Lpril, when even in the streets of Naples it was impossible to walk

without sheltering eyes, nose, and mouth; and when, after gulp-

ig a quantity of dust, it was necessary to make a bolt for our

i agency was at work (

S,;,-S f T/tr,

fifteen feet long without the tail,

to distant inland fishermen as being forty feet long, and from its

slender shape and snake-like movement. Is probably the "sea-ser-

pent" of late years so minutely described by navigators. From its

head there is erected a plume of rose-colored "spines, and &©
head to tail along its back there is a conspicuous man<
Its general coin- is like burnished silver. The eye is Inrge and

silvery, and the profile of the head comports well with that of UW
horse. The specimen could not be preserved, but there are two

smaller specimens in the Museum.

—

Nature, Aug. 1.

4. Bass culture in England.—-We learn from the Field of July

20, that. Mr. I'arnaby has succeeded in bringing sixty bla.'k U^
fry home from America, and that th.-v are saf.lv deposited in the

tanks at Troutdale, Keswick, and are feeding heartily, so that

they may be considered safe, lie found great difficulty in col-

lecting the fry and bringing I hem safely across the Atlanta ''-»

account of the intense heat. Mr. Francis considers this the

second greatest feat in pisciculture, the lirst beine; the conveyance

of salmon to Australia.—Nature, Aug. 1.

5. British Association.—The meeting of the British Associa-

tion for 1873 will be held at Bradford, under the pre-

Mr. .1. 1\ Joule. The want of space prevents the reprod
this Journal of the address of the President, Dr. Carpenter, at the

recent meeting of the Association, and abstracts <>( tl.

These will be found in the numbers of Nature, commencing wit"

that, for Atigu-t is, to be had of Maemillan & Co., New York.

Sir Andrew Smith, the author of "Illustrations of the Zoology

of South Africa," has recently died at the age of seventy live.

Delaunay, the astronomer and physicist, director of n
atory at Paris, died on the 4th of August, at Cherbourg, by the

upsetting of a boat, while in an excursion on the coast of -Nor-

mandy. He was born in August, 1816.



APPENDIX.

Euclid's doctrine of Parallels demonstrated.

By Alex'e C. Twining, LL.D.

" The number of demonstrations proposed on the subject of
Parallel Linos is evidence of the anxiety felt by geometrical
writers upon the subject." With this remark the" author of
"Geometry without Axioms"—a work published in 1834 in

England*—concludes his extended and critical review of some
thirty attempts made successively by Ptolemy the astronomer, by
Proclus, Clavius, D'Alembert, Boscovich, Simpson, Playfair,

Legendre, and other celebrated or approved authors—not less

than twenty in number—to demonstrate Euclid's assumed
axiom. Such persistence in abortive endeavors, continued
through centuries, marks an inherent reluctance of scientific

minds to confide in any tests and confirmations by experience
!ny"'lv tor the best attainable proof of those elementary truths

which, it is felt, ought to be based upon pure intellection.

The deni

o

Mows is changed in form, although
not essentially in its principle, from the same as presented by the

writer of this at the Salem meeting of the American Association
for the Advai a, accordingly, appears
in the published proceedings of that body for 1869. Also, hav-
ing in view a merely imaginary introduction of this proof into

bis Elements, new Corollaries to three of E
are here supplied, and also a brief intercalary Proposition, which
is thought of sufficient value—and the Corollaries as well—to

justify, on the whole, their introduction into a Book of Geome-
try, independently of the use here made of them. After the

example of Playfair and others, the intercalary Propositions are

id numbered in a manner to designate their proper
place and order in the Book (I.) for which they are thus pre-

pared, as follows :—

Euclid's Elements, Book I.

Prop. IV. Cor. If two incomplete figures have their sides

equal, each to each in the same order, and likewise the con-
tained angles equal, each to each in the same order, then the
two sides drawn to complete the figures shall be equal, and the
figures shall be equal and alike in every respect.

* By T. Perronet Thompson, Queen's Col., Cambridge.
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Prop. XIX. Cor. In a right angled triangle the side sab-

tending the right angle is greater than either of the sides con-

taining the right angle.

For (17. 1.) the right angle must be greater than either of the

angles opposite to it, and therefore must subtend a greater side.

Prop. XXIV. Cor. In two triangles having unequal angles

contained by sides equal each to each, the angle opposite the

smaller contained angle and subtended by that one of the con-

taining sides which is not less than the other, is greater than the

similarly subtended side of the other triangle.

For D E F is greater than DBGorABC, which has the

larger included angle.

Prop. XXI a. Theorem.

If two straight lines intersect, then any third line from one to

the other is greater than a perpendicular droppedfrom an,'/ pom!
between the third line and the point of intersection.

Let the straight lines A E, A F, intersect in A, and let B C
be perpendicular to AF, and A E be longer than A B. Then
any line E D is longer than B C.

For suppose ED not
to be greater than B C

:

and if it is not perpi:ndi<--

ular to A F, let the per-

pendicular E F be drop
ped. Then, in the right

angled triangle E F D,
EF is less (19.1. Cor.) than ED, and therefore less than B U.

Produce F E to G, making F G equal to B C. Take F H equal

to C A, and join G H, crossing A E in I. Because GF, F H,

equal B C, C A, each to each, and contain respectively right

angles, the angle GHF or IHF is equal (4.1.) to B A C or

I A II,—which is impossible, because (16.1.) the exterior ang e

IHF must exceed the interior opposite angle of the triangle

I A H. Therefore E D must be greater, and E F cannot be

less than B C. Neither can E F be equal to B C, for then the

point G would coincide with E, and also the point I with the

same, and the angle E H F would be proved equal to its in-

terior opposite angle E A H, which is impossible. Therefore

E F can neither be less than B C nor equal to it, but must be

greater ; and much more must any other line ED from E be
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Prop. XXVIII a. Theorem.

No triangle can have the sum of its angles greater than ho, riuht
tingles.

Let A B C be a triangle. The sum of its angles at A, B,
C, cannot exceed two right angles.

First, let the triangle be Fig. 2.

right angled at A. From
|B erect B D perpendicular

to A B, and join CD.
Suppose the angles at B
and C together to exceed a
right angle. Then because
A B C and B C A ex-
ceed a right angle, but A B
^ and C B D together only equal a right angle, A C B, contained
by the sides A C, CB, is greater than CBD contained by the
sides D B, B C, equal to the others each to each ; and, of these, B C
is the greater because it subtends the right angle at A (19.1.

Ow.). Therefore (24.1. Cor.) the angle BDC is greater than

Je right angle at A. And because the three sides C A, A B,
M), contain S A,B, are equal to the same, taken
m the order DB, B A, AC (4.1. Cor.), and the right angles
equal in the order B, A, the angle A C D equals the angle
•BDC, and is therefore greater than a right angle. And in like

manner may it be shown by taking, in A D produced to R, the
bases B G, G I, I E, ti er, each equal to A B,
and erecting the perpendiculars G H, IJ, R Y. and so on,
each equal to A C or B D, that the figures B H, G J, I Y, and
so on, are each equal and alike in .-ver\ respect to the figure AD.
Complete the figures by joining D H,H J, J Y, and so on.

Produce CD indefinitely to K* Because C D B is greater
than a right angle, its adjacent angle B D K (18.1.) is less than
a right angle, and much more, less than B D H, and must fall

' CD produced will cut GH '

r: " :
' -' G L less than GH and tb.n its .., <ud A C. So also,

'or the like reasons, J H produced toward D B will cut D L in
8°me point N ; and NLorCL produced will cut J I in some
Point M, making I M less than I J or its equal A C. And in
hke manner may it be shown by producing Y J toward GH
that C D produced cuts R Y, making R Z less than A C ; and
so on for every perpendicular drawn as above described. Take
In B D, G H, and so on B equal to G L, G P equal to I M, I Q
equal to R Z, and so on. Join C O, P, P Q, &c. Because C A,AB,BO, equal D B, B G, G L, each to each, and the included
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angles are right angles, the angles A C O, BDL, are equal

(4.1. Cor.), and CO B, D L G, are equal. And in like manner it

may be shown that BOP equals G L M, also that G P Q equals

r M X. and so on—also that OPG equals L M I, and PQI
equals MZE, and so on. But D L G and G L M are together

equal to two right angles,—consequently their equals COB
and B P are the same, and (,14.1.) C O P is one straight line—

or the line CO produced passes through P. In like manner

may it be shown that C produced passes through Q, W", ftttd

so on indefinitely. The line D K can never meet B R* (17.1.),

since the angles of the two with AC exceed two right angles.

Consequently there can never cease to be a distance R Z, nor,

on the same "side of A R, an equal distance IQ, through the ex-

tremity of which C O produced shall pass. Therefore C can

never meet A R. Because A C less the segment D O equals B 0,

and B less L P equals P G, and so on, it follows that any

perpendicular, as R W, equals A C less the sum of all the seg-

ments D 0, L P, M Q, Z W ; any number m of which cannot

together equal A C, for otherwise C O produced could meet

AR produced, which is impossible. Drop D S perpendicular to

C W, and let m be such a number that D S taken m times shall

exceed A C. Then among that number m of the segments

there must extend from some point in C D produced at least

one—as ZW—which is less than DS-which is impossible

(21 a. 1.). Therefore no right angled triangle can have its

oblique angles ABC, A C B, together greater than a right

•

gle, asCOD, can be divided into

' the other triangle together make up the three angles of the

triangle COD, those angles can never have their sum greater

than two right angles.

Cor. If two perpendiculars A C, B D, to a given base A #,

have their extremities joined, the angles A C D, C D B
T
at the

extremities of the perpendiculars shall be equal to one another.

Prop. XXVIII b. Theorem.

t be but one parallel to a give*

Let AB be the given line, and C a given point. Drop C A
perpendicular to A B, and through C draw the sti

C R at right angles to A C ; then C R is the onlv parallel to

A B through C.



For take any line CO making an acute angle A C O with
i C. From any point G in the line drop G F perpendicular to

I
E. Bisect OF in D, and erect D I perpendicular to C R
nd meeting CO in I. In F G, take F H, H K, each equal to

DI, and join D II. III. I iv. Because the sides C 1). D I, are

equal to the two D F, F H, and the included angles right angles

glea C I D, D H F, are equal and alike in every respect

(41.), and the angle C I D equal to D H F. But D I O is

adjacent to D I C at the point I in the straight line C 0, and
similarly D 11(1 is :idjaeent to D H F,—consequently (13.1.)

D I and D H G are equal angles.

The angles DOI, C I D, of the triangle, right angled at D,

must together (28a. L), either be equal to or less than a right

angle: First, suppose them to be equal to a right an-ie.

Then, because either IDH or DHF together with FDH
makes a right angle, those first two angles are equal, and they
are also contained by sides D I, D H, and H F, II D, which
are equal each to each ; wherefore the triangles DIH, DFH,
are equal (4.1.), and alike in every respect. Also (28 a. 1.

Cor.) from the equality of the perpendiculars DI, FH the

angle DIH equals I H F, and each is a right angle because

equal toDFH, and therefore (13.1.) I H G is a right angle.

Since therefore the two sides D I, I H, of one tmngle equal
the two H K, H I of another triangle, each to each, and the con-

tained angles, are right angles, the triangle II I K is equal and
alike in every respect to I H D, and also, therefore, to D C I.

Therefore th/amdes II 1 K. I'll' d-vi her equal a right angle,

and the three ang] is C ED, DI II, HIK together equal two
right angles. Therefore (141.) CI, IK make one and the same

ne. Also the two angles F C K and F K C of the righl

i "igle CFK are together equal to a right angle. There-

fore it has been shown that if the oblique angles of the right

ogle C D I are together equal to one right angle, then C

I

produced will pass through the point K. \u\\ull a right angled
triangle CFK, which, equally with C D I

u -~

together equal to a right angle. Produ
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F J equal C F, and erect a perpendicular J L double of F K.

It may be proved, in like manner, that K produced will pass

through L, and form the right angled triangle C J L, whose

oblique angles are together equal to a right angle. Proceeding

thus by successively doubling the bases and the perpendiculars

at the extremities of the bases, there will at last be found a

perpendicular, as R Z, greater than C A, through the extremity

Z of which C I if produced far enough must pass, and form

with CR, RZ, a right angled triangle whose oblique an

and Z make together a right angle. Produce C A to N making

C N equal toRZ, and join N Z. In like manner, as it was

shown that the triangles DFE DIE, are equal and alike in

every respect, the same may be shown of the triangles U K /.

C N Z, so that the angle CNZ, being equal to C R Z, ifi a right

angle. Consequently (28.1.) the two lines A B, NZ, making

with C N the two interior angles each a right angle, cannot meet,

and Z, equally with N, being on the other side of A B from C,

the line I produced has met A B and crossed it, and must so

meet and cross in case the angles of C J) I are together two right

angles as first supposed. But, if C I produced does not pass, as

above, through K, then the angles of C D I cannot be equal to

two right angles, and therefore they must be less, since

(28 a, 1) they cannot be greater.

Suppose then that the angles of C D I are together less than

two right angles. Then, the construction and proof remaining

as before, the angles of the triangle D F H are less than two

right angles, and since the angles of D I H cannot be greater

than two right angles, the four angles of the quadrilateral I

F

are less than four right angles, and each of the equal angles at

I and H is less than a right angle. Therefore IH K is greater

than the angle I H F or its equal HID. Draw H P equal to

I D, or H K, at the angle I H P equal to H I D, which is less than

a right angle—and therefore I H P falls within the angle I HK.
Join IP; then (4. 1.) the angle HP I equals HDI, and is

:v acute. It may be supposed either that P shall fall

within the triangle I H K, as at p, or else in the side I K, »**
p', or otherwise outside, as at P. Supposing it atp, let Up be

produced to meet IK in p' . Then Hp' is greater than Hp^°*
its equal UK. and eoiiscqumtlv the an trie 11// K is less than

HK/ (19.1) being subtended by the less side. But HKI"
acute (17.1) because I H K is obtuse. Much more, then, is

Hp'K acute and its adjacent angle 11 // I obtuse; and yet more

is the exterior angle (16.1) Hp I obtuse—which is contrary to

the construction, as already proved. Therefore P does not fall

within IHK; and, similarly, it cannot fall in IK, as atp-

Therefore P must fall outside,"and make the angle H I P greater

than H I K. But because, by what has been shown, D I <* «*»
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D I H, or the angle H I G, is greater than DHG less IH G, or
the angle D HI, or its equal HIP, bj construction, the angle
HIG is greater than HIP, and much more greater than HIK.
Therefore the line CI produced to G makes"H G greater than
H K, if the angles of C D I are together less than two right
angles—that is, equally, makes H G greater than H K, if C I
produced does not pass through K. But if C I produced passes
through K, then is H G by supposition not greater than H K,
and the angles of C D I accordingly are not less than but (28 a. I)

equal to two right angles, and CI meets AB.
Join I A. It has been shown that if C I produced meets K,

or makes with IA tha angle A I K, it must meet A B, and also
that if it does not meet K it makes with I A an angle I AG
within IA K, and therefore much more must it meet A B. There-
fore C I produced must meet A B, whether it does or does
not pass through K—that is, it must meet AB. And the same
may be proved on the other side of A C. Therefore C R is the
only line through C which cannot be produced to meet AB.

Remarks.

1st. The two principal propositions of the foregoing demon-
stration are, no doubt, too difficult for begir
howevu, does not raihta
of supplying to the mort„„..

jable proof of what he may, in the outset, have been
obliged to take for granted.

.
2d Again, while succinctness and simplicity of proof are,

lives, prime qualities, they do not of necessity counter-

ige of a system like Euclid's, preeminent in

its power of disciplining the men!.,: habits, and cultivating a
capacity of accurate and penetrative thinking. Thus, also,

"s proposed demonstration that the three angles of any
we together equal to two right angles—which depends

«pon the construction of a vanishing series of triangles, each
equal to the given triangle in the sum of its angles—although
of more than average ditt'ieultv, was not on that account refused
oy its author a place in due order among his elementary proposi-
tions

; and, though unsatisfactory in its concluding inference,
and therefore omitted in subsequent editions, it will ever remain
worthy of preservation and of study by reason of the beauty and
skill of its conception and conduct.

&*. It is quite otherwise, however, with the so-called

analytic orfunctional proof by the same author, which has been
njade the subject of earnest controversy. This, it is familiarly
known, depended upon the consideration that in any given tri-

angle the given base and the given angles at the base determine
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the third angle. Therefore, it was argued, this third angle is a

function of the two angles and the side—but a function into

which the side cannot in fact enter, because a line cannot enter

into the composition of an angle,—on which account the two

angles alone determine the third—which must always be the

same, therefore, when the two angles are the same, whatever

the side may be. The geometer Leslie's objection to this, that

the same reasoning would equally prove that, two sides being

given, tin* third side would be determined by them as a function

independent of the included angle, was answered, indeed, but

not met, because answered only by ideas, derived from an ad-

vanced geometry, itself dependent upon the very doctrine

desired to be proved. But there is, besides, in that method, a

two-fold assumption of which, apparently, neither Legendre

nor his critics were aware. In the first place, it is taken for

granted that, because the third angle in the assumed triangle is

a certain unknown function of the two angles at its base, and

because in any other triangle having the same angles at the base

the third angle would likewise be a certain unknown function of

those angles, therefore both functions must be one and the same

for both triangles, not only in form but likewise in the constants

entering them. And a second gross assumption is that those

angles must, with their containing lines, when applied to bases

greater than the assumed base, be capable
—in other words, that those lines must meet in a third angular

point, whatever the bases, because they so meet with tin

base. On this assumption the entire doctrine would follow-

apace from the ordinary rudiments of geometry.
4*A. Mr. T. P. Thompson, the author before alluded to, has

himself introduced into his above-mentioned modification of

Euclid's first book a proposed proof of the doctrine of parallels.

It is too cumbrous for use, even were it valid ; for it is a series

of seven intercalary Propositions and five Corollaries, covering

sixteen octavo pages. This is, however, a minor objection—

besides that it might be obviated, as will appear further on.

The grave objection lies to the statement under this author's

a straight line

5 the axis from



under his Caption xxviii k—and with the same d.

letters—in which QM P is a Btraifi • >n which the
tesseras AN, BP, &c, on one side, and A 0, CQ, &c, on the
°ther, are constructed and continued indefinitely, all equal and
alike in every respect, and having their angles opposite their

bases each less than a right angle. The angles A B D, CAB,
«c., are each less than two right angles, wherefore IEADH
w a polygon. Join B C, C D, D E ; then A B C,=A C B, must
be less than A C D, = B D C, even were A B D one line, and
"Mfch more, as easily shown, for the angle at B. But B D E,=
C E D, is greater than BDC, and much more than A C B. In
"ke manner may it be shown by joining E F, F G, that the equal
cusps EGF,D'FG are greater than the cusps CED, BDE. In
! -"', samo manner, also, ,

r

f A Z is an axis perpendicular to B C—
shown to be normal also to ED, GF—it may be proved

that if an indefinite line W X moves from A toward Z, keeping at

jlea to the axis, it shall make the cusps formed by it at I
and H greater than the preceding cusps at G and F, and so on
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indefinitely. Again, the perpendiculars C 0, E Q, &c., and B N,

D P, &c., to the straight line Q P, can never meet each other or

the axis,—consequently the cusps must each, asEGF, DFG,
be less than the angles E G T, D F S, respectively (that is, than

half either of the equal angles of the equiangular and equilateral

polygon IGECABDFH,k); for, if otherwise, G F would

be one and the same straight line which cuts another straight

line T S in two points T and S, or beyond them.
Again, let WX cut the axis at any intermediate position, as

Y, within the tessera E D F G. It cannot cut the line E D
or Gr F, since all three are normal to A Z. Therefore it cuts the

sides E G, D F, of that tessera in V, U, making angles or cusps

V UD, UVE, which cannot be less than EG F, DFG, respectively,

because, if so, the four angles of the tessera E F must exceed four

right angles. Therefore the cusps formed at V and U are each

greater than a given angle A C B. And because T G F is less

than a tight angle, T GW is greater, and the half angle T G I of

the polygon will be within it,—so that WX, after passage

through any tessera, as ET, of the entire series, may enter and

traverse another, as IT, and cut the polygon in the sides G I,

FH. Therefore \V X, as it approaches to Q P, can never cease

to cut the polygon (and at 'an angle which can be shown, as

above, to be greater than a given angle). Let it move on at right

angles to the axis till it. reaches M. It will then coincide with

the straight line of bases QP, which therefore will somewhere
cut the polygon. That is, the base of some one of the tesseras

will cut its side opposite the base—which is impossible; con-

sequently the or L'ltial sup; option is also impossible.
This exhibits with fidelity Mr. Thompson's complete pro-

cess—only excluding his supposition that the cusps may at

length come to equal or exceed half the constant angle of the

polygonal series by proving such supposition itself to be impos-

sible. The exceptional point, as already remarked, is the last

step of the process—that of WX moving forward to coincide

with M. Indeed, beginning back of that step, and at the close

of the one preceding it, the really legitimate conclusion would be

deduced as follows: " But W X cannot actually reach M during

this consecutive intersection of the tesseras. For suppose it to

advance to M while cutting the polygonal series, as in I, H;
then IM, which makes the angle IMQ, must also make an

equal vertical angle (151) on the opposite side of Q P, instead

of H M P on the same side,—which last is impossible."

It would, no doubt, be urged by our author that if W^
cuts the polygon when in the position Y, but ceases to cut in

the position'M, it could not but be that the cutting had ceased

or was disrupted at some definite position of WX between

the two—which, however, has been proved impossible at any
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definite tessera,—and especially that no such disruption is sup-
posable between lines that never cease to cross one another at
an appreciable angle. The infirmity of all this, however, is

sufficiently exposed by the inquiry how it appears that \V X
will not have traversed and cut the polygonal series throughout

' <aparity of extension, while yet at a limiting position
short of M—even as C (referring back to the figure under our
Caption xxviii b) will have traversed and cut AB throughout
its utmost capacity of extension when it has reached the
limit CR F J

This new exemplification, supplied by our author's own labors,
and supplementing his own history of fruitless attempts multi-
plied on this subject, in spite of failures in the past, only affords
new evidence how amply any approved demonstration, now or
hereafter, of the doctrine of parallels will be recognized and
esteemed as having accomplished a scientific desideratum.

Notice of some Remarkable Fossil Mammals; by O. C. Marsh.

The Museum of Yale College haa recently received the
remains of several fossil mammals, new to science and of
great interest. One of these, which is represented by the entire
skull and portions of the skeleton, is nearly related to Tinoceras,

noticed on the preceding pages (322 and 323) and, like the ani-

mals of that genus, has the vertebrae and limb bones very sim-
ilar to those of the recent proboscidians. The skull, however,
presents a most remarkable combination of characters. It is

wedge shaped, elongated, and quite narrow, especially in front

;

and was armed with horns, and huge decurved canine tusks.
The top of the skull, moreover, is deeply concave, and has
around its lateral and posterior margins an enormous crest. On
the frontal bones, above the orbits, and in advance of the lateral

crest, there is a pair of small, compressed, osseous elevations,

which probably supported a pair of horns. The maxillaries
nave a pair of very large horn cores, just behind and above the
canines. These are directed upward and outward, and their

summits are obtuse, and nearly round. They are solid, except
at the base, which is perforated by the upper extremity of the
canine. Near the anterior margin of the nasals there is still

another pair of horn cores, which are near together, and have
obliquely compressed summits. The nasal opening was small.
The premaxillaries are slender, and without teeth.

The upper canines are greatly elongated, slightly curved, and
compressed longitudinally. The lower portion is thin and
trenchant. Behind the canine is a long diastema, followed by
a series of six small teeth. The molars have I'n.-ir enm u< e, .ni-
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posed of two transverse ridges, separated externally, and meet-

The skui

i

28-5 inches (722- mm -), in length;

8-5 inches (202.
mm

-), in width over the orbits; 6-75 inches

(169

-

mm
-) between the summits of the maxillary horn cores ; and

2-5 (38-mm -) between the tops of the nasal cores. The maxillary

horn cores are about 3 inches, or 75mm - in height The canine

is 9-25 inches (232- mm -) in length below the jaw, 64- mm ', in lon-

1 diameter at base, 25

'

mm- in transverse diameter. The

molar teeth occupy a space of 150" mm -, and the last upper molar

has an anteroposterior diameter of 36" mm. The species may be

be called Dinoceras mirabilis. The present animal was nearly

as large as an elephant. The remains now known are from the

Eocene of Wyoming.
Another species is indicated by portions of a skul 1 w i

and some other fragmentary remains. This specimen differs

essentially from Dinoctm* //.'
',

'nihil is, in the upper molar teeth,

the last of the series being proportionally much larger than the

corresponding tooth in that species, and having, moreover, a

broad floor extending backward between the posterior crest and

the basal ridge. The length of the upper molar series of six

teeth is 163- mm ; the last true molar being 45" mm - in anteropos-

terior diameter, and also in transverse diameter. This species,

equalled D. mirabilis in size, and may be called Dinoceras lacus-

tris. The remains are also from the Eocene of Wyoming.
The species of Dinoceras, and those of Tinoceras, represent a

distinct order which may be called Dinocerea. A full descrip-

tion of these interesting mammals will be given at an early day

Notice of a New and Remarkable Fossil Bird; by 0. C. MARSH.

One of the most interesting of recent discoveries in Paleon-

tology is the skeleton of a fossil bird, found, during the past

summer, in the upper Cretaceous shale of Kansas, by Prof.

B. F. Mudge, who has kindly sent the specimen to me tor

examination. The remains indicate an aquatic bird,

i pigeon, and differing widely from all known birds,

,~& biconcave vertebrae. The cervical, dorsal, and caufiai

vertebras preserved all show this character, the ends of tne

centra resembling those ia Phsiosaurus. The rest of tne

skeleton presents no marked deviation from the ordinary am"
type. The wings were large in proportion to the posterior

extremities. The humerus is 58-6mm - in length, and

radial crest strongly developed. The femur is small,

the proximal end compressed transversely. The tibia is slencie ,

and 44-5mm - long. Its distal end is incurved, as in -

birds, but has no supratendinal bridge. This speei< -

called Ichthyornis dispar. A more complete description *\

appear in an early number of this Journal.

Tale College, Sept. 26th, 1872.

larg.-
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A Theory of tJie Formation of the great Features of
the F„rth's Ktu'iace;*\)y Joseph LeConte, Prof. Geol. and
2vat. Hist... University of California.

"'/„ /„/,,. r ., f ; ,,,,.>,: : .,/ T
ar to,, va.u-ue an.l -eneral to Reserve the name oi a theory,

il! '^'. we Mi,.V e, form the point of departure of every true
theory. But in .i.-p:irtin . fr..m this vague formula, only the
m,,s't eonfused nnd enntradietory notions seem to prevail
^nmiii-st ue<. Insists. We luive tlnVi >iv thought that, on a sub-
1
" ,(l fsu.-h viml importance, lying as it does at the very found-
ation of theoretic- <reo!o<rv, any li«rht, or even any more defi-
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The usual idea in regard to the general constitution of the

earth is, that it is even now essentially a liquid, incandescent

the fiery liquid being separated from our feet only by a

" lid micomparatively thin shell of solid matter. This solid si

acal uphe
the subjacent liquid, may be regarded as floating

upon it, and sustained by it. Vertical upheaval or subsidence of

the solid shell is supposed to produ
chains on the one hand, or sea-bottoms on the other. Or else

(as perhaps many would prefer), the contraction of the liquid

interior being greater than that of the solid crust, causes the latter

to wrinkle, i. e., to bend into alternate convex and concave arches,

which form respectively the continents and sea-bottoms. The

comparative thinness of the solid crust (only 25-50 miles accord-

ing to these theorists) is supposed to make the process easy and

the view plausible. On the contrary, it seems to us that this

very supposed thinness of the solid crust renders th* 1
\

of continents and sea-bottoms impossible, except under very

peculiar conditions. These conditions we now proceed to point

Continents and sea-bottoms.—If we regard the earth as cons*
ing of a solid crust sustained as a floating body upon a liquid,

the least reflection suffices to convince us that the greater inequah-

ties of the surface cannot be produced by alternate convex and con-

cave bendings of the crust like those shown in fig. 1, in which a

is the continental and b the oceanic crust, and 11 the sea level.

No such arch as that producing a continent 3000 to 6000 miles

across could sustain itself for a single moment : no ; not if the

crust were 100 or even several hundred miles thick. Still less

would it be possible that the inverse arch, or concavity of

ocean bottoms b (which in the case of the Pacific is 10,000 miles

across), should sustain itself. The arch a would brei

and the arch b, up, and the position of equilibrium U would be

assumed. So great is this force tending to the general form of

equilibrium that, as shown by Thomson's reasoning referred to

farther on, even if the earth as a whole wen- ns rigid ;is a >" {

;

l!

globe of glass, it could tint resist it* The irresistible and only

conclusion, therefore, is that continents and sea-bottoms cannot

be simple bendings or arches of a solid crust. If there be

indeed a solid crust on a liquid interior, in order to sustain

itself, the inequalities of the upper surface in contact with the

air must be repeated on the lower surface in contact with the liquid

* Phil. Trans., May, 1862.
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interior. The accompanying diagram (fig. 2) is an ideal repre-
of what must be the general character of the crust on

this view. As before, a is the continental and b the oceanic
crust. For simplicity's sake, in all these diagrams, the crust is

represented as spread out on a plane. If we admit that the
general cons* Mi is that of a solid crust cover-

that repres

inequalities might be formed. To form these, three conditi
seem to be necessary. 1. The crust must be lighter than the
interior liquid, i. e..' it must be a floating body. We have
assumed this all along, for there could not be a crust otherwise,
2. The material of the crust must e.q at •' in -'/</ fifing, i. e., in
becoming crust. 3 Some portions of the crust must cool and
thicken faster than others ; these more rapidly thickening por-
tions becoming the continents. Under these three conditions
we may account for continents ami sea -bottoms as follows.

Suppose a liquid earth consisting of heterogeneous materials,
covered with a thin crust of solid matter, cooling and the crust

a everywhere by additions to its lower surface. Evi-
dently the more conductive portions would cool and thicken
faster than the less conductive portions. Thus the im
would commence on the lower surface, as in fig. 3. But such

for if

r and thinner crust be large, by the law of
floatation the thicker parts a a must rise and the thinner por-
tions 6 sink until rquilihriuiu is established, and the condition
of things represented by fig. 2 is assumed. A continuation of
the same process, viz : the more rapid thickening of the conti-

rions a a, would cause these to rise higher and higher,
and the ocean bottoms to sink deeper and deeper.

Thus, then, by this view, the formation of continents and sea-

and the increase in height and size of the former, and
*B depth of the latter, is due to the unequal thickening of a fioat-
wg crust by unequal cooling.

Mr, >,,,/„;,> rhuots.— If mountain chains were only narroiv
wrinkles on the earth's surface, we might suppose it possible
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that they could sustain themselves as arches. But when
remember that they are in fact great plateaus or bulges a hi

dred or even a thousand miles wide, it seems impossible

avoid the conclusion that they too, if they rest on a liqi

mass beneath, must be sustained by a similar bulge on the h\

surface of the solid crust. The accompanying ma-ram Ui.-

is an ideal section of the crust on this view, aa\
the continents, b the sea bottom, and m m mc
Of course in all the figures the thickness of the

The condition of the solid c

viz., the existence of inequalil

ponding to the great inequalities of the upper surface, is, we

believe, a <1< 1 < <\n\ •
'-. m e< ssary consequence of the interior

fluidity theory : there may be difference of opinion as to the

cause of this condition, but there can be none as to the condition

itself, if we admit the interior liquid.

We have given above what seemed on this theory the most

probable cause of inequalities of crust thickne-s. viz: anemia;

surface cooling ; but in order to state the interior-fluidity the-

ory fairly, we will give another possible cause. In the gradual

cooling of the earth, if the interior liquid should cool and con-

tract faster than the solid shell (as it probably would), then the

latter would be subjected to powerful h<

which it must eventually yield, and by which it would be

thrown into wrinkles; not, however, by bending up and -down, as

is usually supposed (for this we have already shown is impossi-

ble), but by crushing together and tfiickening in somt
than others. By this view continent* and mountain
sea-bottoms are due to uhKjtml th ;<']:> ning <>f ii,< solid crust, not by

unequal cooling, as before supposed, ' but by unequal crushwQ

together by lateral pressure. This m< >do of viewing has the great

advantage of accounting for the foldings of strata s<>

mountain chains. But on the other hand, it is difficult, Dug

impossible, to understand why, on this view, the thicker conti-

nental crust (made thicker by yielding), should continue to

yield, rather than the thinner 'oceanic crust. In other WOICB,

it is impossible, on this view, to account for the undoubted gen-

eral tendency of igneous agency to gradually and constantly

increase the greater inequalities. Their tendency ought to be

rather to destroy them as fast as formed, by the yi<

therefore thickening of the thinner portions, viz : the oceanic

crust. This difficulty seems to be fatal.
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The theory above presented, viz: the formation of continents
aad sea-bottoms by unequal thickening of a floating crust, by
unequal cooling, may, with skillful modification and by adding
hypothesis to hypothesis, be made to account for most of the
phenomena of igneous agency in a somewhat satisfactory man-
ner. In 1859, at the Springlield mooting of the American Sci-

entific Association, I brought forward in some detail a theory
°f this kind. I soon became dissatisfied with it, however, as
too hypothetical, and therefore never printed it. An abstract
of it, however, I believe, appeared in the Canadian Naturalist,

vd me not only to reject it, but
to doubt more and more the very basis upon which it rests,

viz
: the interior liquidity of the earth. To all theories based

upon the assumption of a liquid interior and a floating crust,
there are the following insuperable objections

:

a. One of the necessary conditions of the formation of conti-

nents, &e., by unequal thickening due to unequal cooling, is a

- « >f the material in the act of solidification. Now
ioous,rocks do not expand in the act of

solidifying, but on the contrary, according to the experiments
of Bischof, notably contract.

&• The solid shell of the earth, if there be any such, may he

Pfwred to be much thicker than is usually supposed by geolo-

schooL The principal argument
for the liquidity of the earth beneath a comparath
is based upon the increasing temperature of the earth a- we go

t into the interior.
1

' "The rate of 1° for everv f><) loot
of descent would give 3000°, the fusing point of iron, at a
depth of 28 miles." At this temperature nearly all rooks
would melt in our furnaces; th .-for, • ai , hastib assume

- -lid crust cannot be thicker than this. But all the
calculations as to the tlii kness ol the solid shell, based upon

• .!•..".
.

.
•

of the earth as we descend, which would diminish the rub- of
• nro, and the increasing pressure, which would

fusing point I have been accustomed for many
jears to illustrate the effect of these two distinct causes as fol-

Let s s (fig. 5) be the surface of the earth, and a b depth along
a ".v i-adius. Taking AB as an abci,s. let the increasing le-at

! >" represented bv ordinate*. Now. if the density and eon-

I the' earth wore constant, then
^

the heat would

^ nti-d "r-\ •'
j ! i \ I) Vt tl rate ,, 1 nir
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since the density of the earth increases toward the center, it is

almost certain that the conductivity increases also. The effect

of this would be to diminish the rate of in-
5

creasing temperature, which would there-

fore be correctly represented by a curved
line C E, and not the straight line c D.

Under these conditions the ordinate of

8000° on the curved line would not be
reached at 28 miles, but at some point tf

farther down, say 40 miles from surface.

But having finally reached the temperature
of 3000°, which we assume as the fusing

point of rocks in our furnaces, we would,
by no means, find the rocks in a state of
fusion ; for the enormous -pressure of 40
miles of rock would undoubtedly very
greatly elevate the fusing point. How much we know not;

but let us suppose to 3500°. To find the ordinate of 3500° on

the curve, we must go still deeper to sonic !

or more miles from the surface. But here again we would fail

to reach the lower limit of the solid crust, because the fusing

point is again elevated above 8500° bj the still greater pressor*

And thus tin* fusing p.,int flics before the increasing U \u\n-n-

ture; and where in this chase the former would overt

latter, or whether it would ever overtake it at all, would depend

on the rate of increase in the two cases. We have not at

present the data to determine these.

The conclusion from this reasoning is, that the crust is^cer-

tainly much thicker than is usually supposed ; so thicl

that the focus of volcanoes and earthquakes must be within its

thickness ; and it even becomes doubtful whether there be any

general fluid interior at all. , ,

c. This doubt is entirely confirmed, according 1 1

»

phvsiei^rs and mathematicians, by the effect of the s>m ,':'

moon on the earth in producing precession and nutation, anC
y

producing tides. In all these phenomena the earth, even nn;^

: powerful distorting forces, behaves like a verj

siui.i. and not at all like a liquid or a partly liquid body. llu

!v;,„,„ii.Lr <.f Hopkins, bast-d upon the amount of
;

and nutation, and his conclusion that the solid shell ot tw

earth cunnot be less than 1000 miles thi.-k._is well known.
^

^

the majority of physicists and mathematicians it is n -' !!V

'."i,v

sound. Nevertheless, doubts have been thrown np
men of high ability. But Thomson's argument, dra

the behavior of the earth under the tide -'era r; ring

of the sun and moon, is as yet untouched,
impregnable. The result of Thomson's reasoning is, that
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earth as a whole is certainly more rigid than a globe of solid glass,

and probably more rigid than a solid globe oj steel* We have
already shown how fatally this extreme rigidity operates on
any theory which attributes the inequalities of the earth's sur-
face to bendings of a solid crust

d. Very recently my attention has been directed by my
brother, Prof. John LeConte, to another fact bearing strongly
in the same direction, viz: the form of the equatorial section of
the earth. If the earth were an exact spheroid ol revolution,
of course the mean surface of the equatorial section would be
a perfect circle. Such, however, is not the case; the equatorial
section is an ellipse wluw major axis is about two miles longer
than the minor axis. This, be it observed, is the form of the
BjwiK&rwwi surface or water-level; it therefore can be produced
"tily by um^tml distribution of matter, i. e., irregular density of
the interior. Such irregular distribution of dense matter is

easy enough to understand in a solid earth ; for it would be the
natural result of unequal cooling, and therefore unequal con-
densation, after the earth solidified. But it is difficult to under-
stand how such irregular distribution of density could origin-
ate or how it could be maintained in a liquid. Humboldtf
attributes it to secular currents in the interior liquid, by which
denser matter is slowly transferred from one part to another.
"° say the least, this is a violent hypothesis, and I think would
never have been thought of unless tl . int. rioi liquidity of the
earth was considered certain. Without insisting too far on
this objection to the interior liquid, I think I am justified in

;
"g tl t. on tin issumptiou of liquid earth, it is difficult

- the interior density should not be perfectly symmet-
rically disposed, while on the assumption of a solid earth still

iiisymmetrica! deposition of densiu is almost a

There is, as far as we know, but one argument of a general
"ftxre. which has recently been brought forward in favor of
the interior liquidity of the earth, viz: the three laws of earth-
quake occurrence rendered probable bv Alexis Perry. The
laws are as follows

:

1. Earthquakes are more frequent when the moon is on the
meridian than when she is on the horizon: 2. They are a little

more frequent at the syzyjirs than at the quadratures: 3. They
more frequent when the moon is in perigee than

jhen she is in apogee. If these laws are true, then it is evi-

dent that there is a slight tendency for earthquake occurrence
to follow the law of tides. Many "geologists seem to think that
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e

tiiis, if established, is conclusive of the existence of an interior

liquid in which tides are generated. On the contrary, it seems

to us that, on the supposition of such an interior liquid, the

effect of lunation on earthquakes and other igneous nhenom-

ena ought to.be far more decided than it is. The very slight

effect observed is, however, precisely what we would expect in

a substantially solid earth. It is evident that in a solid earth,

any force, whatever be its nature, tending to lift and break Qp

the surface, would be assisted by th moon on the m> ridmn ;uj<1

repressed by the moon on the horizon : and that these effects

would be most marked at the syzygies and at perigee. Sup-

pose then any force tending to elevate and break up any por-

tion of the earth's surface, but resisted by the weight and the

cohesion of the superincumbent strata ; is it not evid<

these opposite forces were nearly balanced, the small lifftng

force produced by the moon in passing over might turn the

scale in favor of the upward force, and thus determine the rup-

ture of the strata, and therefore the occurrence of an earth-

The foregoing objections have induced many of the best

geologists to believe that the earth is either solid or else fcMj

the solid crust, is so thick that all igneous phenomena have their

origin within the limits of that crust : and that therefore the

earth may be regarded as substantially solid. The liquid ca-

tions of volcanoes, according to this view, must be n

having their origin in local accumulations of liquid m;iiter

which have no connection with a general fluid interior. I con-

fess, my own sympathies are entirely with this modern school

of geology. It seems to me that while much of the prestige of

great names, such as Humboldt, Von Buch, Elie de Be i

''*'•

&c, are on one side, most of the substantial argument is on the

other. I feel convinced that the whole theory of igneous agen-

cies—which is little less than the whole foundation o., th y
'

geology—mast be reconstructed on the basis of a solid earth. VV hat

follows is an attempt in this direction.

1. Continents and Sea-bottoms.

Suppose a solid earth of oblate spheroid form and even
-y^

1

face, covered with a universal ocean and cooling- by ra !s n
"|

•

If the material were homogeneous and therefore of equal con-

ductivity along every radius, then the cooling and the cons

quent contraction along each radius would be eqi

so far as this cause is concerned, the earth, thougl

smaller, would maintain its symmetry of form and its un
«

'

ocean. But such homogeneousness could not be expected. i>< ;

.

does it exist. In a heterogeneous earth thus cooling, areas J
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greater conductivity would cool more rapidly and therefore con-
tract more rapidly in a radial direction. These more conductive

areas, with shorter radii A c, a c (fig.

6), would form the sea-bottoms, while

the less conductive and therefore

the less radially contracted portions

B B would become land surfaces.

The accumulation of water on the

shorter or more contracted radii

would not check the process; for

although water is a bad conductor,

yet it conveys heat from bottom to

surface by convection with great ra-

pidity, and therefore the process of

cooling through a stratum of water
would go on far more rapidly than through a stratum of anv
rocky material. The same process therefore continuing, would
tend constantly to increase the inequalities thus commenced.
In other words, the sea-bottoms would sink and the continents
increase m size and height. With many oscillations difficult
or impossible at present to account for such lias, on the
whole, been the progress of change during the whole geologi-
cal history of the earth.
The law of fluid equilibrium requires that in the pre-existing

fluid condition, and therefore also when the earth first became
solid, the quantity of matter along each radius was nearly or
quite equal. This equality would not be affected by the sub-
sequent unequal contraction. It seems probable, therefore.
that the same equality still ex ins. and that, therefore, the mat-
f-"r uioinj ij,r< shorter v^anic radii is denser than ah -eg the longer
'"nr'iiu-utul radii. If, farther, we suppose great mountain pla-

-
; - -ses also to be formed by unequal radial contraction,

then the plateau radii would contain the lightest matter of all.

Ac- ( ,nli!i u- to Archdeacon Pratt." the form of the Indian arc

indicates unmistakably that continental matter and especiallv
lf " i van matter is less dense than sub-oceanic matter. His
View of the origin of the great inequalities <>! the earth seems
to be something like what' I have presented, since lie states his

!'"l''"i that the ahso lute ouautiU ot matter aloii- different radii
18 the same. I have stated this as a t

*>**iUe mode of formation
" } '.inv;,r plateau-masses. As a ireneral fact, however, I account
f"r maintain chains in an entirely different manner, which I
now proceed to explain.

* Phil. Mag., vol. xli, p. 307, 1871.
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2. Mountain Chain

A cooling earth may be regarded as composed of concentric

isothermal shells, each cooling by condu
of liquid also by convection to the next outer and the outer-

most by radiation into space. Furthermore under these condi-

tions, at first and for a long time, the outermost shell would

cool fastest; but there would eventually come a time when the

surface having become substantially cool, and moreover receiv-

ing heat from external sources (sun and space), as well as inter-

nal, its temperature would become nearly fixed, while the

interior would still continue to cool by conduction. This has

probably been the case during the whole recorded history of the

earth. Now, therefore, the interior portions cooling, and there-

fore contracting, more rapidly than the exterior, the latter would

be subjected to powet sre, which continuing

to increase with the progressive interior contraction, the exter-

ior portion > / -oinewhel'e. Mountain rhaon

are the lines along which the yielding of the surface to horizontal

tkrusi has taken place. But observe: according to my view.

this yielding is not by up-bending into an arch leaving a hol-

low space beneath, nor such an arch filled and supported by Ml

interior liquid: hut a mashing or crushing together horizontal-
1

'/.

Uhf dough or jjta.stir ring, with foldings of the strata, and an up-

so-'-i'hng and thickening of the whole squeezed mass.

No other view but this will, I think, satisfactorily

tin- complex foldings so universal in great mountain chains.

We will not stop, however, to discuss this point now. but hap-

ten to give what seems to us nothing less than dem<
proof of this crushing together and up-swelling of mountain

chains. This proof is found in the phenomenon of slaty d***

It is now established beyond the possibility of a doubt, by

the beautiful observations' and experiments of Sharpe, Sorby,

Haughtou and Tyndall, that slaty cleavage is produced
ful pressure, perpendicular to the planes of cleavage, by whicn

the whole rock-mass has been mashed together and shortened in

that direction, and correspondingly extended in the direction ot

the phmes of cleavage. As the planes of cleavage are nsuaiO

highly inclined or even vertical, it is evident.that tin

has been crushed together horizontally and swelled up " " '. '

'.

As a necessary consequence of this crushing together, we n net

associated with cleavage the most complex foldings not only o

the -tr.t.i. but of the Lver.~ ;md e\ . n <! tic- finest lines of lam-

ination. This plication 'is always associated with cleavage, and,

rire versa, cleavage, when the rock material is suitable fordevei-
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oping this structure, is always associated with plication; and
both are associated with mountain chains.
A mashing together horizontally and an extension vertically,

or an up-swelling of the mass, is therefore proved in slaty cleav-
age, and thus also in mountain chains where slaty cleavage
occurs. It only remains to show that the amount of mashing
in one direction and extension in the other, absolutely proved
m these cases, is fully adequate to account for the upheaval of the
greatest mountain chain*.
By the observations of Sorby and Haughton, taking an ideal

cuie of the original unsqueezed mass, the ratio of the greatest
ui'iieter (in the plane of cleavage), to the least diameter (per-

pendicular to cleavage), becomes, after squeezing, sometimes
2 : 1, sometimes 4:1,6:1,9:1, and even sometimes 11:1.
According to Sorby, the average is 5 or 6: 1. Now it is evi-
dent that of the three rectangular diameters of such a cube,

al and two horizontal, one of them, the horizontal in
t

;

lt ' diivrtion of' pressure, would be shortened, another, the ver-

dd be elongated, while the third, the horizontal at right
angles to pressure, would be unchanged, because in the reek-
mass yielding could not take place in that direction, ft follows
*!"*" tlwtt \\\o change of the original diameters in either direc-
tion, by compression or elongation, would be the square roofs of
toe ratios mentioned above. 'Thus if a cube of 8 incites diam-
'';' ;, <' crushed together horizontally, and allowed to extend
' Ji '.v vertically, until its previously equal diameters become as
"

: 1, it is evident that the vertical diameter has been increased
and the horizontal diameter diminished 8 tunes. Taking f>: 1
as the average ratio in cleaved slates of diameters originally
equal: we may assert that in cleaved rocks the whole ma-<s has
swelled up 2.V l2T5| tim> < its original thichm **. Suppose then a

-
'

~ -diluents 10,000 feet thick subjected to horizontal pres-
5?,lt

'

1

' and crushing sullicient to develop well-marked cleavage
Structure; a breadth of 2| miles would be crushed into 1 mile, and
10,000 feet thickness would be swelled to 25.000 fr(. tl utki,u, an
["'""I elevation of the surface oj 15,000 feet. Now we actuallv
, ' :iv '' strata not onlv 10,000 'but 20,000, am! even -fo.ooo feet

thick. "
'

I think, therefore, I am justified in asserting that the }>he-

nomena of plication and of slaty cleavage drmtmstrute a crushing
'".'/''/"/• horizontally, mid on up-welling >>! tin who'- nntss ,f ,-cdi-

"i*nt<; and that slaty cleavage dnnonstralrs n< addition that the

V *"<///
, / p,,.d,„ I },„ tins <mi-> ahai* /^ sufficient to account for

the elevation of the greatest mountain chains.

[To be concluded.]
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Art. XLL--Letter to the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast Sur-

talogueoj bright lines in the Spectrum of the

Snlur At, bserved 'at Sherman, Wyoming Territory,

U. & A, .

,!>»;„',', July and August, 1872 ; by Prof. C. A.

Young, ,of Dartmoiith College.

Prof. B. PiURGE, Sapt . U. S. 0. S, &c, &c.

Dear Sir--Without waiting to complete my entire report of

the spectroscopic work: at Sherman, I send for immediate pub-

licatiou, sh think proper, a list of the bright lines

observed in the spectrum of the chromosphere during the past

^hegreat altitude of the station (nearly 8,300 feet), and the

consequent atmosphei•ic conditions, were attended with even

?r,ut,r;,U ant;!--- - Ibi• my special work than had been really

expected, ;
'. was never quite able to realize my

h
Jtwte

S

Z
ing all the Fraunhofer lines reversed, unless once

, during some unusual disturbances of the

solar surface.

Everything I saw, however, confirmed my belief that the

origin of ti ,edark lin-?a is at the base of the chromosphere, and

In this view, a catalo-,,,, ,,f die brhdit lines actually ob-

is of course less important than it would be otherwise: >

is not without interest and scientific value, since the line

are naturally those which are really most conspicuous :

chromosphere spectrum, and this conspieuousness stan

important, but by no means obvious or even entirely s

relations to the" mt< n-itv of the corresponding dark

when such exist. There can be no doubt that a c

study of these bright lines and their behavior would
much valuable information as to the constitution and had

of the solar atmosphere.

n
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The third column, headed K, gives the position of the lines
011 Kirchoff's scale, the numbers above G being derived from

<ii of Kirchoffs maps. In this column an
"•notes that the map shows no corresponding dark

line, a ? that the exact position, not the existence, of the line
is for some reason slightly uncertain.

.

The fourth column, headed A, gives the wave-length of the line
111 t ',' i1

'

f i l 1
T

i

«
-> j 1 1 1 1 s= of a mi Hi meter, according to Angstrom's atlas.

l lie numbers in this and the preceding column were taken,
not from the maps themselves, which present slight inaccuracies

Bad swelling of the paper during
toe operation of printing, but from the numerical catalogues of
-Karchoff and Angstrom which accompany their respective
atlases. In the preliminary catalogue the numbers were derived

maps; hence some slight discrepancies in the tenths

The fifth column, marked F, contains a rough estimate of
etage of frequency with which the lines were seen

:.\ weeks of observation ; and the sixth column, B,
;

;

"
I; 'iiJar estimate o! their maximum hriirhtness compared with

that of the hydrogen line C.
The variations of brilliance, however, when the chromosphere

^as much disturbed, were so considerable and so sudden that
!

.:' v *' r
.

v pvat weight can be assigned to the numbers given,
^or is it to be inferred that lines which have in the table the

x of brightness were always equally bright. On cer-
tain occasions one set of lines would be particularly conspicu-

ous' -°n ot^ers
»
another.

: V ith two or three exceptions, indicated in the botes, no lines
have been catalogued which were not seen on at least two dif-
'"'''"' <iiys. In the few cases, where lines observed only on

ted to the list, the observations
"^ere at the time careful! v verified by my assistant, Prof. Emer-
So »- -<> as to place their correctness beyond a doubt. Many
°ther hues were " glimpsed " at one time and another, but not
seen steadily enough or long enough to admit <>t satisfactory

^ Mtts Index ,,|' Spectra.'" Since the positions of the li

the latter work are given only to the nearest unit of "Angs
scale," I have marked the coincidences indicated by it with

the chromosphere, the I to 1 le pretty posi

indicated—sulphur, cerium and strontium; and the foil
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with a somewhat less degree of probability, zinc, erbium and

yttrium, lanthanum and didymium. There are some coinci-

dences also with the spectra of oxygen, nitrogen and bromine,

but not enough considering the total number of lines iu the

spectra of these elements, or of a character, to warrant any con-

clusion. One line points to the presence of iridium or ruthe-

nium, and only three are known in the whole spectrum of these

No one, of course, can fail to be struck with the number of

cases in which lines have associated with them the symbols of

two or more elements. The coincidences are too many and too

close to be all the result of accident, as for instance in the case

of iron and calcium, or iron and titanium.

Two explanations suggest themselves. The first, which

seems rather the most probable, is that the metals operated

upon by the observer who mapped their spectra, were not abso-

lutely pure—either the iron contained traces of cal<

titanium, or vice versa. If this supposition is excluded, then

we seem to be diiven to the conclusion that there is some such

similarity between the molecules of the different meta
ders them susceptible of certain synchronous periods of vibra-

tions—a resemblance, as regards the manner in which the mole-

cules are built up out of the constituent atoms, sufficient to

establish between them an important physical (and probably

chemical) relationship.

I have prefixed to the catalogue a table showing the number

of lines of each substance, or combination of substances, 0D-

served in the chromosphere spectrum; omitting, however, MCf-

i exceptic-
,K"

l and bromine, since with c

neither ofthem ever stands alone, or accounts for any lines u

otherwise explained.

The instruments and methods of observation were the sarr.

employed in the construction of the Preliminary Catalogu

Telescope, 9 T\ inches aperture—spectroscope automatic, wit

dispersive force of 12 prisms.

The approximate geographical position of Sherman is Loi

lh 53-2ra west of Washington ; Lat. 41° 07' ; Altitude abov

level 8,280

Tahle

height of barometer about 22'1 inches.

of coincidences between the br\
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Quartzite, Limestone,

72. Erroneously given in P C, as 1363-1, which line does not reverse, or at least

as never seen reversed at Sherman.
_

100. The principal line in the spectrum of the corona. The
• and on several occasions v

|

greatlv disturbed, mis hi

Fe with a ?. Watts indi<

ay, hut verified by Prof.

Its position i

Art. XLIL—On the Quartzite, Limestone and associated rocks of

the vicinity »i Great 7forrin'/to„, Berkshire Co., Mass.; by

James D. Dana. With a map, on Plate IV.

Whatever the appearances at Canaan,* the quartzite

m

Great Barrington (or Barrington, as it is called in I

;

- 1

*

1 ^
books), a dozen miles north of Canaan, alternates v *

Bchist, and both of these rocks for the most part overlie the "Stock-

brnhje" Hmestone.f The quartzite is, therefore, as well as tue

schist, to a great extent a newer rock;* and as both occur in

some places interstratified with upper beds of the limestone, all

; parts of one consecutive series of strata.

If then the western range of limestone in

that of West Rutland, Chazy:}: in age, the ran

ierkshire is, hke

to the eastward
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is probably Trenton
; and, further, the quartzite and the associ-

ated mica schist (and gneiss), since they directly overlie the
. and besides are sometimes nitcrstratitied with it, nre.

'lonl.r, either of the Trenton, or of the Cincinnati
(Hudson River) group. Prof. Hitchcock makes the statement
that the limestone of the western range is essentially pure car-

bonate of lime, or contains very little magnesia if any, while the
• to, both in Massachusetts and Vermont, is mostly

On the western border of Berkshire (or of Massachusetts)
long the Taconic mountains, which consist in these

. m the eastern side, chiefly of a fine grained mica slate,
~"' "'! - '-ii'MiMi.-. and occasionally staurolitic as well as gar-

-. The rocks dip eastward, with local exceptions, and

/, eriie conformably the western range of Berkshire limestone.
' ! " Inne-tour ;>'!j<>iiihiLi those Taconic slates on the east being
Chazy, the slates themselves are almost certainly of the period
&ext preceding, and therefore Quebec schists, as made by
Logan.

Hence, in this part of the Green Mountain region, the rocks
::!-!

' pi'ob;iMy a continuous scries of Lower Silurian strata, com-
mencing with the Quebec group, am dv with the
"rper -roup of this era—the Cincinnati or Hudson River

le views accord in the main with those of
•' geological map of Sir Wm. E. Logan, that is, in making

r

;

1( ' ''cds Lower Silurian, and the Taconic slates to represent
the Quebec group; but differ in referring the other rocks
(on the basis of facts since ascertained) to the Trenton and
Ktfhaps also the Hudson River period. They sustain as re-

- s th, limestones th< cw out. iorward a- early as 1841, by
J> •--,. W. II. end H. D. Rogers, f They are entirely at

— and quart/ate. all older than the Potsdam. They
: ';'" in--. insistent with the vh-w that in Canada and Western
^ew Enghand an epoch of disturbance intervened between the
i ronton era and that preceding it: and support the old conclu-

1 i -,m t h« its Report v\ f i!< t! osc of North Adams,

: .•
.

• •: - -•
.

•
: •

• • ;

t
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sion of Logan, that the great disturbances affecting these Lower

Silurian rocks occurred at the close of the Lower Silurian.

I propose to discuss the facts as to the special age of these

rocks on another occasion.

I have said that the conformable superposition of the lime-

stone, schists, and quartzite is unquestionable—contrary to the

idea with which I entered upon the study of the Green Mount-

ain rocks. The evidence consists in the direct testimony of

sections showing unmistakable superposition.

In my discussion of the subject, I first briefly explain

the topography of the region, in order that the posrl

geographical relations of the several localities described may
be appreciated. The accompanying map (Plate IV) in its out-

lines is a reduction of the Berkshire County map of 1858 ;
the

topography I have added from such observations as I have

been able to make without the use of instruments. I next

describe the hinds of rocks in order that their var

their transitions may be understood, and also the b<

the facts on the value of lithological characters as a <•;

geological chronology. Finally, I shall present the facts con-

nected with the stratification of the rocks, as obtained from sec-

tions in different parts of the region.

1. Topography.

In the vicinity of Great Barrington (see the map) there are

three principal north-and-south valleys over a region about ten

miles wide, each containing strata of crystalline limestone.

(1.) The western, that of Egremont (and western part of Great

-r;ited, by the Taconic n

(2.) The central is that of the Housatonic river, on v

situated the villages of Great Barrington; Van Dei

two miles north of Great Barrington ; Housatonic, two miles

farther north; and Stockbridge, three miles northeast of

Housatonic, or six from Great Barrington.

(3.) The eastern, the valley of Muddy Brook and the Kon-

kapot, lies along the eastern border of the town of Barrington,

and has Beartown Mountain on the east.

The two ranges of ridges between these three valleys con-

sist mainly of the metamorphic schists and quartzite which

overlie, or are interstratified with, the limestone.

The range bounding the Housatonic vallev on the west is, bv

estimate, 100 to 250 feet in height above the river. North oi

Van Deusenville it consists of two overlapping parts, L and W ,

and between them flows Williams river.

The range on the east of this valley varies from 100 to at

least 500 feet in elevation above the Housatonic. To tne

northward it bends more to the westward toward the Housa-
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tonic river and the village of that name, narrowing the valley-

there to less than a fourth of a mile ; in this part the eastern range

is u broad elevated region, 300 to 450 feet in height above the

river by estimate, and is called Monument Mountain. South-
ward also the ridge increases in height, and three miles (by the

rood) east of Great Barrington (2£ miles in a direct line, at T
Mid farther south) becomes " Three Mile Hill," or ridge. The
high land of "Three Mile Hill" extends westward to "East
Mountain," just cast of Great Barrington, reducing abruptly the

width of the llousatonie valley in this part to half a mile.

Beartown Mountain is probably full 600 feet above the plain

at its western base. It is a ridge chiefly of gneiss, and of the

same age with the other ridges just described.

The Egremont plain or region, on passing north of the lati-

tude of Van Deusenville, is divided into three north-and-south
valleys. The Tom Ball ridge bounds the town of Alford
OB the east, and, extending northward into West Stockbridge,

divides the southern half of the latter town into an eastern

and western section. " Tom Ball," the highest summit of the

range, lies directly west of Williamsville, and is by estimate

750 feet in elevation above the plain either side. Its rocks are

mica or hydro-mica slate and chloritic mica slate, like those of

nc range. Again, the town of Alford is divided lon-

gitudinally from north to south by a low ridge of the same
slates, 50 to 250 or 300 feet in elevation.

I may also state, as it will be necessary to make use of the
fact in the course of this memoir, that a range, similar in rocks
and altitude to the Tom Ball ridge, lies farther east along the

eastern boundary of the town of West Stockbridge, and extends

northward between Richmond and Lenox to the southern bor-

der of Pittsfield. "Lenox Mountain "
is its highest part, and

may well give a name to the ridge. All the ridges here men-
tioned have an approximate parallelism to the Taconic range

Mher west.

The limestone region extends to the eastward of Beartown
Maintain.

I propose to continue my investigations of the

Taconic and later rocks in that direction another season. How
far they spread east, whether anywhere to the Connecticut river

valley or not, is yet among the' unknown things in American
geology.

2. Kinds of Rocks.

The following rocks occur in the limestone region within 20
mdes north or south of Great Barrington. The beds of schist

and slate either directly underlie, or are interstratified with, or

verlie the lower
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A. Limestone.—The limestone of the region is, in general, a

fine-grained crystalline rock, white, bluish-white, or'clouded.
It graduates in some places into a slate-blue variety, which is

but slightly crystalline. At one place along the 'railroad, a

mile west of Stockbridge, I looked, with some hope of success, for

fossils; and 1 think I found one, although the form somewhat
like the head of a Cystidean with its stem, is not distinct enough
to entitle it to credit The same bed at times varies in the

course of a mile or less, from a blue semi-crystalline rock into a

whitish crystalline. Pyrites and minute brown tourmalines are

present in some impure beds. Tremolite is a very common
mineral in the Canaan limestone, where a massive form is the

so-called Canaanite ; it also occurs in the next town, Sheffield,

but is sparingly met with in the limestone farther north.

Brown mica in scales is also common in the less pure layers of

the Canaan limestone.

B. Metamorphic schistose rocks and slates.—-The following are

among the occurring kinds of schistose and slaty rocks.

(1) Mica schist, abounding in mica, the scales b

colors white and black intermingled, the latter predominating.

(2) Arenaceous „,ica <c?<U, with minute scales of mica.

[$) Mi'-n. .shb\ using this term in a sense distinct from that of

mica schist, for a shining slaty rock, smooth in surface, inter-

mediate between mica schist and clay slate, and also between
mica schist and hydro-mica slate. It Is a prominent constituent

of the Taconic Mountains, and also of Tom Ball and other

summits in the limestone area. This rock is in some places

si.<r>nx>Htic and garneti/ero us.

(4) Hydro-mica slate, like the mica slate, but feeling greasy,

and owing this peculiarity to the presence of a hvdrous mica

instead of the ordinary anhydrous. It is not always easy to

draw the line between this slate and mica slate, 'except by

chemical analysis. The slate of Tom Ball and that of the

Taconic Mountains have in part the external characters of this

rock. [Near Rutland, Vt., a variety, v.-rv d.-cidcdly soapv t<>

the touch, occurs associated with, and graduates into, quartzite,

and all overlie apparently the limestone of the region.*]

Vt. G. Rep., p. 708) to contain no magnesia.
The following are anal - -

!
'.

I! . , 2 to 4 by Barker:

Si Si *e Mg (k ft* £ vol.
.. Ste Marie, Canada, red, 66-70 1620 6-90 265 067 [378] 310=K

jray, 78-70 12-80 Pe tr. tr. 123 557 0-89 0-60= £

.. Roxbury, Vt., gnh-gy., 69 90 2000 1-So 151 "-:;:3 145 2'4>i= £

N J although described i
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(5) Chhritic varieties of the mica or hydro-mica slate occur
in Tom Ball and the Taconic Mountains, in some of which
there is as much chlorite, as mica. They sometimes contain
<-n>t;ils of magnetite. [At the Rutland locality, referred to
above, there is a true dark green chlorite schist, containing mag-
netite associated with the hydro-mica slate and quartzite.]

(6) Fine-grained gneiss, grayish to bluish gray in color ; the
feldspar and quartz in small grains and distinguishable from
one another with difficulty. The fusibility of the rock shows
that it contains feldspar.

' The rock is sometimes thick-bedded
Wd of uniform color. A bluish gneiss of this kind is quarried
for architectural purposes on Monument Mountain. A very
common variety is strongly and closely banded with black and
white through the alternation of very " micaceous and quartzo-
:

' Spathic laj( rs. It affords thick slabs, and is quarried west
of Great Barrington and elsewhere. A very contorted gneiss
of this kind occurs, which, although containing much mica,
has lost, through the contorting, all its schistose structure, and
;iimust all traces of its bedding.

(7) Granitoid gneiss, a light colored, even-grained granite-
like rock breaking into great blocks, the mica in small scales,

mostly black. (Overlies mica schist and quartzite).

(8) Whitish gneiss, containing very little mica in distinct in-

terrupted streaks and spots.

(9) Hornblendic schist, interstratified with the gneiss, of a
blackish color.

.
(10) Garnet rock, interstratified v. itli gneiss ami -neissic quart-

;:i "'. a i lark gray rock, exceedingly tough, made up largely of

-'i massive garnet, with quartz, an I perhaps some
'.'. and few minute oblong

- >me hornblendic mineral. Contains minute
particles of pyrites.

(11) Tremolite rock. The Canaanite <>f Canaan, a coarsely

granular rock, white to grayish-white in color, often mixed with

quartz and with limestone, and often containing scales of
brown mica. Weathered specimens sometimes show the ends
of crystals of tremolite.

(12) Clay-slate occurs alternating with quartzite and limestone
111 WiiHamstown, Massachusetts, and at Rutland and elsewhere
m Vermont. That of the Taconic range west of Great Barring-
ton lies mostly to the west of the mica or hydro-mica slate of
that range.]
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C. Quartzite beds.—The rocks of the quartzite beds differ

much in character. The principal kinds are the following.

—

(L) An intensely hard, gray or whitish quartzite, jointed

profoundly and in more than one direction, hut without distinct

traces of bedding. Some beds are a conglomerate of the same

hardness, made up of pebbles or stones from the size of a pea

to that of cobble stones. Minute particles of pyrites are Spar-

ingly disseminated through a large part of this and other

varieties of the quartzite.

(2.) A rock equally massive in fracture and almost as firm,

but showing the bedding more or lees distinctly. (It is often

used for the hearths of furnaces.) Cleavable particle? ol ?

glassy feldspar are sometimes distributed through it. When
thus laminated it often contains, especially over the surfec*B w
the laminae, scales of a white mica or hydro-mica, and sometimes

minute brown or blackish tourmalines.

A rock of this kind often weathers rapidly on exposure, so

as to become very friable, or even fall to sand. (It is used for

making glass in the region.)

(3.) Soft sand-beds, in thin layers, that change deeply to a

dirty sand.

(4.) Calcareous quartzite, which graduates on one side into

limestone and the other into quartzite. Some hard \i

quartzites are very porous as if they had once contained calea-

reous material.

(5.) Gneissic quartzite and <]H<>rt::-c<nt<_iloin(Tofc. A vanet\

consisting partly of quartz pebbles half an inch to an inch m
diameter contain inu' large masses of orthoclase and much mica.

and really a variety of gneiss.

(6.) Feldspathic quartzite, a quartzite, often very hard, con-

taining much orthoclase through its mass. The
decomposes easily and becomes removed, leaving- the rock

cavernous and tliu-, a- Hitchcock long since explained, is pro-

duced the buhrstone of Berkshire. Besides the ofth

glassv cleavable less alterable feldspar mav often be distin-

guished m ihe so-eai!ed buhrstone. and som'etimes in the walls

of the cavities that had been made by the decomposition and

removal of the orthoclase; it is probably either albite or

The transitions between the different kinds of rock in the

quartzite formation are often very abrupt. Onlv a few rods

>" :i .
• mes separate the regularly-bedded fragile quartzite from

the hard b-die,> -Tanuhir -juartz The soft sand-rock often

has within it intensely hard' masses made up of the sands ot

_
* I am indebted for specimens of this and the preceding variety of thequarts-

Stephen Reed of Pittsfiekl.
; Ueys of Roaring
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many layers solidified together; the bedding stops short oil' in

a mass of structured quartzite. several vards. it may be, in

breadth and height, which lies isolated, so that it might he
taken for an intruded boulder were it not for the traces of bed-
ding on some parts of its exterior.

When the rook of a quartzite stratum is the harder quartzite,
it is sure to stand out over the region in hold crests, or make
the precipitous brow of a mountain ridge. When it is the
softer variety, the ridges may have gentle slopes, and lie

deeply covered with earth, showing nowhere an outcrop of
the beds. But ridges of this latter kind often have vast
numbers of quartzite boulders over the surface, which one
ignorant of the facts would suppose were all transported

boulders, while they are partly at least the hard knots of the
rotted sand rock.

t}"' purposes of strict science to set down the plains along the

rest on soft beds either of the quartzite formation, or of the

mica schist; and we cannot infer from an outcrop of hard

•nlv a few yards in breadth that the concealed stra-

tum below to which it' 1m longs has no greater breadth.

_

Again. folhnrin<j the direction of the t>«/tlih<f. there are smne-
t,n " v

> changes from ouarfzife to mica, schist or gneiss. This is

proved b\ th. fact that th. strata ot the same n. rlh-and-south
range, or in the direction of the strike, are mainly quartzite in

°ue place, and in another, two or three miles oil', are mainly
schist. It is also sim-imsied by finding a 1

-:

' • nd by schist wit tqu rzit. boye t u schist t on. point.
and in anothei n<> t ho -mnr bv q

ing. This kind of evidence (to >
.

tiou of this memoir) is not as positive as that from
direct observation along exposed strata. Direct i

•.

Plainest kind exists, as 1 have seen, in the quartzite ridge north-

Vt, (colo
>'^iynl map. Rep. of 1861);
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distant ; and the difference we find in the Green Mountain rocks

is only this small and often unimportant distinction made

intensely apparent by metamorphism.
If then a bed of rock may be quartzite in one part and mica

schist or gneiss in another, and if these rocks alternate with

one another in the way mentioned, there is not rfn

quartzite formation in tl'n Crm, M<, i(/l fains; for the formation

is made up of various rocks, and quartzite is not always the

predominant one.

The kinds of rocks in the region under discussion have been

here separately described with some detail because the fact is

not generally appreciated that gneiss, granitoid gneiss, coarse

and tine mica schist, livdro-mica slate, compact garnet rock,

hornblende -1 it eldorita rocks is veil s quartzit* soft nd

hard, may belong to the Stockbrddge limestone formal

even overlie it. Main oi tin rocks are precisely such as be-

the so-called " Green Mountain Scries," uhi. ' - '-

u pronounced on lithological evidence to be pre-Sdunan

and Huronian.
I have collected specimens of ohh>riti<- mica slate from -the

summits of Mt. Washington in the Taconic range ;
of Tom

Ball; of the Graylock rid,e, near South Adams. Mass :
oi Mt.

Manslhdd, in the region of tic Green Mountain scries ol rice

in Vermont: and from the ridge two miles west oi' tins city

(X.'\v Haven, Ct.), which are so' closely alike as to appear as it

broken Iron, the same block or slab. Are these all ol

age? all Huronian or pro-Silurian? or all Trenton or Hudson

River rocks? I have found staurolites (which llu-

good as a fossil for distinguishing one series of pre

rocks) in the Taconic slates of Salisbury, Conn., M
diivrU the Canaan limestone: Is the rock therefore of the

White"Mountain series and pre-Silurian ? I have seen a slate

abounding in staurolites alternating with horn bio;

gneiss and quartzite, in Vernon, in southeastern Verm-
few miles north of the Bernardston region ofeither /.

InT'i or Devonian quartzite, slate and limestone (crinoid

in diameter of stem occurring in the beds), and, as the Vermont

Import states, the quartzites of these adjoining t ovns are proba-

bh fch roci \ H M »antaii a «"

and ore-Silurian?

We learn from the facts how much virtue there is in

for determining the equivalency of motamorphe; r,H
'h%

may ail'ord a ipiiek answer to hard questions, but its answer 1

worth very little unless otherwise abundantly fortified.
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Art. XLI1I.

—

On the nature and duration of the discharge of a
Leyden Jar connected with an iialnetion roil; by OGDEN N.
Rood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College. Part III.

(Concluded.)

Form and duration of the discharge of the small jar with brass

balls as electrodes.

The form of the discharge under these circumstances was
more complex ; the succession of acts being generally as fol-

lows : first, an instantaneous spark, which was followed by a
pale violet discharge, lasting a small fraction of a second

;

k afterward came a series of instantane-

ous sparks whose number diminished

as the striking distance became great-

er. Fig. 5 shows about the appear-

ance with the mirror, fig. 6, with the

disc, the latter giving more reliable

information regarding the actual num-
ber of discharges. The length of the

simple induction spark in these ex-

periments was 57'6 millimeters.

Sinking distance 1 millimeter.—The
total duration was somewhat varia-

ble; the average of the exp

Average with the mirror "0247 sec.

" " disc, 0276 "

Final average, *0261 "

The portion A B, figs. 5 and 6, consisted of from ten to
twenty instantaneous sparks, its duration varying with the

number of inekided disehar^'s. l>i>e observations- gave for

Maximum duration of AB, -0119 sec.

Medium " " " -0090 "

Minimum « " " "0053 "

Taking then -0090 as the medium duration, and fifteen as the
l!1,-dinm number of discharges, we have for 1 ho average interval

separating the individual spm-ks mmm)»> ,ee. This will give for
the medium duration of the violet portion CA '017 sec.

.
/ttJnrjhrms.—X

1{ nite diiferent form was sometimes present,

in fig. 7, and consisting of a faint violet streak termin-

ation being,
•026 sec. to -030 sec.
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These, from their rarity, were a

little difficult to study, and I am not

sure that in all cases the act was

terminated by a spark. The violet

s of course invisible in disc

experiments.

Striking distance 2 millimeters.—^he form was the same as

fig. 5, but the dimensions were somewhat reduced.

Total duration with mirror, -01830 sec.

" " " disc, -01588 "

Average, -01709 'j

Average duration of portion AB, '005

The other form (fig. 7) also sometimes occurred with a dura-

tion of -027 sec.

Striking distance 3 millimeters.—The form was still the same
j

the portion AB consisting sometimes of only three or four

sparks, but often of eight or ten.

Total duration with mirror, -0124

disc, '0125

The form of fig. 7 sometimes occurred, apparently with a

duration about twice as great as that just given.

Striking distance 4 millimeters.—The form was wmel
same as those just given, but more often consisted solely ot

a compact series of from four to six instantaneous sparks.

Duration with four sparks, -0043 sec. ) disc.

Striking d'istan re 5 millimeters.—Merely two, three or four

isolated sparks.

Average total duration, '0035 sec. (disc).

Striking distance 6 millimeters.—Same form as the last,

Average total duration, -0025 sec. (disc).

Striking distance 7 millimeters.--Two, three, rarely four spari»

Average total duration, "0018 sec. (disc).

Striking distance 8 '75 millimeters.—Only two sparks, one quite

faint Interval between them -0009 sec. (disc>

Striking distance 10 millimeters.—One spark; seldom two.

10-75 was the maximum striking distance: at it. sind halt a

millimeter under it, only a single spark was produced.

Form and duration of the discharge of the small jar with ph^'

num points as electrodes.

The length of the simple induction spark was 58 millimeters-
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Striking distance 1 millimeter.—The form varied considerably,
three or four different kinds being mingled. The simplest
form consisted of ten or twelve instantaneous sparks following
each other at a pretty regular interval, which increased some-
what toward the close of the act. This kind of discharge pro-
faced a short hissing sound like that obtained by thrusting a
red hot wire in cold water, and its presence could be detected
by the ear alone. The total duration of this form was subject
to considerable variation ; below I give

The greatest, -0099 sec.

" least, -0037 "

" medium, '0068 "

The last quantity was not obtained as the mean of the other
two, but is the average of eleven distinct experiments with the

mirror. These I give as a sample of the variation in
the results sometimes obtained in these experiments, the discord-
ance being mainly due, not to the methods, but to the pheno-
menon itself.

•0074 disc.

•0092 "

•0079 "

•0037 "

Average -0068

If we take the average number of sparks as ten, we shall
pave for the average interval separating them -0007 sec, that
^t these sparks were generated at the rate of 1428 per second.
a suppose that a combination of ten or fifteen of them would
be sufficient to render the ear sensible of the tone produced

;

- -> the inv_nil;irity of their position, instead of fur-

- n aj proximal on to a musical tone, the sound resem-
Wther that of the combination of the consonants, ST.

drawing a card or piece of thin sheet brass over the
fdge of an > -.this sound could
l>e imitated.

.
OtherJorms.—Quite often the discharge was like that given

}?
fig. 7, with a total duration of -017 sec. More rarely the

iorm in fig. 5 was produced, but I could obtain no good
Measurement of it. In one case its average duration was
doubtfully estimated to be -005 sec.
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Striking distance 2 millimeters.—Form was generally like fig.

4, merely ten or twelve instantaneous sparks ; total duration

•0075 sec. Sometimes forms like rig. 7 were seen.

Striking distance 3 millimeters.—Like the last, with perhaps

twenty sparks ; total duration -0088 sec. Forms like fig. 7 were

Striking distance 4 millimeters.—Fifteen or twenty sparks:

total duration -0081 sec.

Striking distance 5 millimeters.—Form same as the last ; num-

ber smaller ; total duration -0073 sec.

Striking distance 7 millimeters—Same form; total duration

•00b7 sec.

Striking distance i) millimeters.—Form the same; total dura-

Siriking distance 12 miUimekrs.—Same form still ; only four

or five sparks ; total duration -0041 sec.

Striking distance 15 millimeters.— Like the last, consisting of

two or three sparks, total duration "0020 sec.

The maximum striking distance was 24-5 millimeters, when

the discharge consisted of only a simple instantaneous sjkh-k.

and this was true, down to distances as small as 21 millimeters.

It will be noticed that the total duration of the dis

these experiments was not, as formerly, a maximum at the

but became so at 3 millimeters,

jount for by the circumstance, that

„„„ .mailer striking distance, many of the heavier discharges

assumed,the form of figure 7. Some general correspondence

between the results with brass balls and platinum points will

also be noticed.

These experiments show that a single excitation of the coil

supplies sufficient electricity to repeatedly charge jars ot

moderate or small dimensions, this happening ool

account of the amount of electricity generated, but als

the act of its production is spread out over a certain

of time. In this connection, then, it becomes of i

examine and measure this interval in the absence <

and to ascertain its relation to the total duration of the multi-

ftrges which have just been described. It has long

been known that the sine,!, v In.-tion di-char_i< <•<

'

i* -!> i'k whi. h is followed b\ ii vi<
'

*

- B rather large fraction of a second. This

is called the aureol, and has been studied by several physic**
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As their results, nevertheless, would have no particular applica-
tion to the matter in hand, I made a new set of experiments
with the sara og also the same electrodes and
battery.

Duration of the aureol with brass halls as electrodes.

Striking distance. Duration.

At a striking distance of ten millimeters the aureol was not
visible. The light of the aureol corresponding to one of the
electrodes was violet, that due to the other had a hue approach-
ing red. With small striking distances the two streaks were

:t, but separated as the distance between the electrodes
was increased.

Duration of the aureol with platinum poinU as electrodes, the
length of the simple induction spark being 48 '7 millimeters.

Striking distance. Duration.

1 millimeter. 022 sec.

With ten millimeters onlv one of the streaks was visible; as
before, they were red and violet.

.
In both of these experiments the duration of the aureol

:is the striking distance diminishes, and it. is evident
that with distances under a millimeter -til' greater durations
would probably be obtained. Now while the durations in
these experiments for a striking distance of one millimeter do

- nt the actual time during which the induction cur-
rent flowed into the jar, they do prove that it .>< cupied at least
as great an interval as 026 sec, which is the maximum dura-
tion of the multiple discharges described in this paper.

The general result obtained in these experiments may then
°e summed up as follows: if a Levden jar, of a selected size,

striking distance, be connected with an induction
''

( "b the net of excitinu the coil .-ill cliarg. ;md discharge it at
fjlirp

f -'is the size of the jar is diminished, it will be charged

1 ottencr. and the a ireo! rill beg n to mimrh
spark dis.'h urges, and as the size >till lurth.-r

• replace a ll of them ,-\,-i-y* the first: for

an inter-

thick, Bfl a minute Leyden jar,

^presenting the last of the series.
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The combination of the aureol or violet discharge with the

multiple sparks, is, I think, to be explained thus : the first

spark heats and rarefies the air between the electrodes; if then

the electric current is furnished with sufficient rapidity by the

coil, the tension of the electricity in the jar may rise sufficiently

for a discharge through the rarified air before it can cool down,

and thus produce the violet light. This state of things would

continue till the electricity began to be furnished more slowly

by the coil, when it would result that, the air between the elec-

trodes having time to cool down would no longer permit the

electricity to pass through it in an unbroken stream, but would

compel it to discharge itself in sparks. According to this idea

the successive sparks ought to be separated by a .

increasing interval, and this indeed appears to be the case, the rise

of the separating interval being particularly strongly marked

toward the close of the total act. Brass balls favor this mixed

form of 1 1.- _ ! >\ confining the air to a certain

extent, and thus preventing it" from cooling down. I

points can have no such influence, and with them tbk

menon is rare. With the larger jar it never occurred,

was always able to cool down before the electric tension had

sufficient time to rise in its larger surface, so as to warrant I

discharge. With the small jar and longer striking

the violet light was not produced for an analogous reason, and

also perhaps because the air was less confined.

investigations where an

red, the presence

trouble, owing 1

of the

> their
.<• discharges car

slight luminosity and large duration, the latter being enormous

when compared with that of the spark. In the ex:

described in the second part of this paper, this ridk

never visible although it must often have been present, and 1

was enabled to make the determinations here given only <

'.

:

;

reduction of the distance between the mirror and t;

glass, and the use of a lens of vast-lv larger annular

The large number of sparks (15 or 20), given by the

with a suitable striking distance, is idmirabh idapted >r <

tain purposes of investigation, and enables" the experimenter

to dispense with arrangements for controling the n

w 1 1 i
-

•! i 1 1

n

m 1 i
s.

) 1 : i v^v take splace. If single, non-mul t i

\

are desire,], the indications I have given will read/

their production, it ! eing a! vays preferable to test with

ing disc making fifteen or twenty revolutions per second, an

provided with a small open sector of £°.

I will also call the attention to the circumstance that where

Leyden jars in conn,

-

i coils have been used
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..nts on binocular vision, etc., the results are not to

be relied on as having been obtained with an instantaneous

ob, as is abundantly shown by the large total dura-
tions so often met with in this investigation.

.
Finally, by the use of large rotating discs, these multiple

discharges can readily be exhibited to moderate sized audiences.
New York. June 29th. 1872.

The necessity of a uniform standard of time for the railways
of the United States is one which is growing into importance
with the increasing extent of our railway system ; and we are,
ere long, in this country, to be called on to settle for ourselves

al problem which has already been solved in England,
and which is beginning to make its demand for solution upon
the managers of our railroads.
Since past experience shows that their probable adoption of

I common standard will introduce it to public notice
and discussion, and then to adoption by cities and individuals.
!t i* desirable that this should not be done without the
direction whi< h int. I! _ ut ^< i. nt lie coop, , t n will give to a
movement originated' bv the demands of intercontinental
traffic. As few are aware how generally this cooperation has
already been invoked, nor to what extent the public is indebted
to observatories tor increased security of transit, it has seemed
that an account of what has been done in this direction in anv
one of them would be of interest.

The earliest introduction of the system of electric automatic
:

'
•- u -a.u ,,; tiiiii - Lnab. on an extended scale, appears to

he due to the observatory of Greenwich.
The Astronomer Eoyal, with Mr. C. V. Walker, commenced

their use in 1852, carrying for that purpose special wires on the
- iri. K..- ! K . .\ lb. i Greenwich to London

fridge. The subsequent extension of the use of Greenwich
time under this svstem has been almost universal throughout
the United Kingdom, the observatories
biverpoo!, under the direction respcciiw;\ • Professor Grant

Hartnup, as well as that <>t Kdinbu.-h. having taken

present condition of utility. For an
"very full description of the methods employed

-rreenwicti, reference may be made to an article in the

ological Journal for April, 1865, by W. Ellis, Esq.,

A.S., to whom, as to all the gentlemen named, the writer

• Joins. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. IV, No. 23.—Nov., 1872.

bringing it t
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has been indebted for much kindly-given information on the

results of their long experience.

Although the introduction of the plan in this country baa

been comparatively recent, the number of American obser-

vatories which thus distribute time, is so considerable that the

most partial account of their methods, and the extent of their

work, would exceed the limits of such an article as the present.

In this, the only arrangements described are those in use at the

Allegheny Observatory, with which the writer has become

familiar from the responsibility of their initiation and superin-

tendence. It is proper to add, that were he writing a history of

the progress of electric time signals in the United States, other

observatories which have before employe*] not dissimilar means.

would receive earlier mention, and that his own part in intro-

ducing these signals at the Allegheny Observatory has been

less the contribution of imv novel \\v\ ire. than an adaptation of

what seemed the best features of plans in use abn
arrangement in a form adapted to the needs of American

railways, and the supervision of their application to the wants

of cities and individuals.

In doing this, a great number of ingenious devices have been

examined, and if the system to be described appears to be one

of the simplest, it has vet been reached only ai'tei

in setting aside all which would not bear the test of practical

The subject was first specially considered at the Allegheny

Observatory some three years since, and a plan was am
the managers of the Pennsylvania Central Railroad in 1869.

Previously to this, however, at the request of some j-

Pittsburg, the time had been transmitted to their stores, at a dis-

tance of some miles from the observatory. The system now

described has been in use for nearly three years, ba

the Pennsylvania Central Railroad with i
-

time ; and by it the time is now sent daily to Philadelphia on

the east, as far as Lake Erie on the north, and to Chicago on the

west, regulating the clocks on a number of minor real- "' H '

whose wires it goes, as well as on those of the principal south-

ern lines connecting the Atlantic with the Mississ

passing, as it does, over several thousand miles daily, ^ lS

believed to be at present one of the most extended systems oi

time distribution in the world.
The observatory is on the summit of the ascent on the north-

ern side of the valley of the Ohio, about two miles in a direct

line from the offices of the Western Cni-
in Pittsburg, and rather more from those of the Pennsylvania
'

- .

'

"
.

.

nected with these points by three independent lines of telegraph-
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One of these runs to the Western Union offices, and thence
to the stores of a considerable number of jewelers in Pittsburgh.
This is called the "Jewelers' line." The second, connecting
the observatory through the offices mentioned with Eastern
Pennsylvania and New Jersey Kailways, and also with Chicag-

»,

is known as the " Railroad line." The third, consisting of a
double wire or "loop," communicating with the city, is em-
ployed occasionally for the observatory's own messages, and
when (as, for instance, in longitude determinations) it is wished
to send sidereal time, without interrupting the regular trans-

mission of signals from the mean-time clock. In the transit

room, in the western wing of the observatory, are kept the
sidereal clock by Frodsham. of London, and the principal mcan-
time clock by Howard, of Boston.
On the escape-wheel arbor of this, the standard mean-time

clock, and turning with it, once a minute, is a wheel cut with
sixty sharp radial teeth, of which those corresponding to the
r,,| tli- 51st, 52d, 53d, 54th and 59th seconds of the minute have
been removed by a file. Near the clock is a "repeater," the
tarcuit through whose coils passes through a local battery,
through a second clock in the computing room, and then

;!'c standard clock. Each wire terminates in a
delicate spring, close by the wheel just mentioned. While the
extremities of these springs, which arc shod with gold and
platinum, rest in contact, the circuit is unbroken ; it is opened
dv the minutest liitin- of one from the other, and this is

effected automatically by means of a ruby attached to one of
them, and placed within reach of the wheel above mentioned.
As each of these teeth passes, the ruby, and with it the spring,
is lifted through a minute distance. (Not in practice more than
one one-hundivdth of an inch, and usually much less.) Once a

iviore, the circuit is opened during a period of prob-
a! 'iv less than a twentieth of a second, and as the wheel ad-
vances a tooth with each vibration of the pendulum, the
armature of the repeater is raised each second of the minute,
until the 49th is completed.

Since the teeth corresponding to the next five seconds have
been filed away, during those seconds the jewel is not touched,

J|or the circuit opened. The consequent silence of the

"repeater's" beats draws attention to the fact that the end of
the minute is approaching, its completion being indicated by

second.

This action is repeated in every minute of the twenty-four

m oond is thus iden-
tity, hut one minute is (so Lr ,s the action o! Uu> -randard
^ock is concerned) not d -Tm-'ii-li« ! from another. To do
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this is the work of the subsidiary clock in the computing room,

through which the local wires are led, as has been m
This subsidiary clock (made by I f may be called

for distinction the "journeyman," and its principal office is not

to give the time, but to it does on or

near the completion of the 58th minute, closing it again about

half a minute before the completion of the hour. When the cir-

cuit is opened by the journeyman, the repeater is silent for a

minute and a half; when it is closed, the standard is again heard

ticking on the repeater, and the ensuing short pause evidently

precedes the first second of the first minute of the hour. The

time is thus wholly derived from the standard clock, and is

lent of any other, the journeyman having no power to

control or in any way react upon the primary, and being able

only to interrupt the message it sends ; not to falsify them.

The mechanism for effecting the transmission of'the time is

essentially that already dorriht-d. but more is needed to ensure

against possible interruption. This ma\ occur from several

causes, prominently from oxidation of the platinum or gold

contact surfaces; when the current must be interrupted while

they are cleaned, if there be no other clock. To meet this con-

tingency, a chronometer of peculiar construction was made for

the observatory by Frodsham. It resembles the ordinary ma-

rine chronometer in external appearance, but contains in minia-

ture the apparatus for breaking circuit already described, the

wheels being cut so as to give the sane signal of the approach-

ing end of the minute, as the standand clock. The peruliaritv

cocsists less in this, however, than in a device by means ot

which it can be caused to gain or lose any fractional part of a

second, or any number of seconds, without being stopped, and

without any disturbance of its normal rate, excej I

change is being effected. This chronometer is to replace the

prime clock in the cir< nit. olur i \i an\ temporary stoppage ot

the latter for repair or adjustment.
The mechanism which has just been described, acts in con-

nection with the local circuits of the observatory ; one battery

being employed for the sidereal clock and chronograph. -'M ;

another for the mean-time standard. Any interruption of the

main external circuits is shown at once, by the action of a gal-

each, which makes an audible and visible i

when the circuit is opened. The accessory apparatus, such as

batteries, relays, switch-boards and so forth, which are used

in every telegraph office, it will be superfluous to dea
in <h tin b it b. i .n toll . in- ihc < • 1 i' th

rent, outside the , .b^rvato!-\ . it v •':..' be well to speak of the

method which has been adopted as likely to ensure most

accuracy in the time keepers which control it.
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The transit instrument in the western wing, is of four inches
aperture, and with it and the chronograph, observations for
time are made on every fair night of the war. except on
Sim lav, when if complete determinations have been made on
the proceeding night, none are taken. The instrument is of
sufficient power to follow the principal Nautical Almanac stars
in the day, and these are used (or more rarely the sunt, when
the weather permits, if the usual night observations have been
missed. From three to six stars are customarily taken, the
azimuthal error of the instrument being found from the obser-

vations of each night, after the other corrections are
and the results determined from the chronograph and the side-

real clock. The mean error in the resulting determination of
the sidereal clock correction, is from three to four hundredths of
a second, but it cannot be assumed that that of the mean time

is known within these limits, except at the time that
the observations are freshly made.

It mav be desirable to point out where the system pursued
here differs from that in which a few signals are sent at stated
tours, as at Greenwich. In the case of the time ball for

instance, dropped daily by a clock at Greenwich mean noon,
tt is customary to compare the mean time clock which drops it,

with the sidereal time a few minutes before twelve. If it (the

operating clock), be slow, it is caused to gain, and if last,

caused to lose, an amount needed to bring it to coincidence
before the automatic action gives the signal.

The time of this sign: 1 is uomimdlv < \. < t. 1> it in fact in-

volves the variations in rate of the standard clock or clocks,

which are treated in the comparison as having their errors abso-
lutely known. It is bv no means meant to criticise this pro-
cedure, but to point out that as error must exist where the
rates of the clocks are treated as constant in the intervals

between observation, no less real accuracy is reached in the
method employed here, in which (as the signals are being con-
stantly sent) the signalling clock has no less nominal error at
noon (for instance), than at any other hour.

When the sidereal clock has entered its beats upon the
chronograph during the time of observation, the record is not

' mtil the mean time standard having been put into
the same circuit, both clocks have automatically entered their

time on the sheet together, and the break-circuit i-lir..n.»m -t.-r

has done so also. The sheet being removed, and the breaks of
:

. t observer measured, the compari.-on oi the various
clocks with electric attachments are taken by measurement on

'

[ , '
, !- • i

* t I. - I ' 1 < lock
oy noting coincidence of beats by ear. The resulting errors of
" "" *

! en determined, reduced to a < ornmon ep >ch. an 1 entered

i record kept for the purpose in the following form,
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(IT, dt, being the usual symbols for the respecti

f error and rate) :

f tj Jlercnlis,

Aug. 10, 1872. Time-stars \ JJ %™%fe A ' K

Chron. 3242, + 50 3 '05 +3*-] 1

Mean time standard - 00 s -27 +0s-46

The mean time clock is here 8 -27 fast by actual observation,

but when the next comparison is made the following morning

(at 21 hours), its error can usually be obtained only by compar-

ison with another clock. If it be compared with each of the

other clocks in turn, each, owing to the variations of its rate

during the night, will probably give a Bligl

but supposing all the time-keepers equally reliable, the prob-

able error will be less, in taking the mean of the four, than by

any single one.

The above corrections for error and rate having been applied

to the sidereal clock ; a comparison is taken with it in the morn-

ing, and the resulting time of the mean-time clock noted, <>u

the assumption that the sidereal clock is an exact standard.

The same comparison is made with each, after the respective

corrections and rates have been applied, each being succes-

sively treated as an independent standard.

The results will then be entered in this form.

1872. August, I0 d 21 1
'.

Error of mean time standard, — S -19 (by sidereal clock.)
" " " " — s -#5 " break-circuit chron r.

" " " "
-f

s
'll " chron'r 3242.

In the absence of any more absolute criterion, the time ot

the standard in this instance is assumed to be four one hun-

dredths of a second fast, and this value is adopted and treats!

as though it represented an error determined by direct com-

parison with the stare. The clock will be compared again aw
in the evening, and when this "adopted error" exceeds

s '25,

such a change is made in the pendulum as will << erect the error;

not abruptly, but gradually 'luring the ensuing twelve hours.

It is of course impracticable to stop the clock and raise or

lower the adjusting screw twice daily for such minute corrections,
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and many ingenious devices have been proposed for effecting the
change without stopping the instrument. One of these as
applied to a chronometer has already been referred to ; another
(employed at Greenwich) involves the use of a small bar mag-
net permanently attached to the pendulum, and swinging with
it; and still another, the changing tension of a long spiral

spring which connects the " bob" with the clock-case.

After considering many such plans, that adopted was the old
" familiar to most observers, of placing weights on the top of

the bob of the pendulum, and then adjusting the bob bv the
screw till it runs with them approximately, after which a small
increment or decrement of the weights" will keep the clock
under control. This plan has the advantage of employing as

,

gravity, whose effects can be reckoned on with more
'•'•'>' mn than those of electricity, or the tension of a spring.
In common with the others it has, however, as commonly em-

:
'.' '

'• tin' di i; •: that when changes are made daily or oftener,
the rate ofthe clock cannot be ascertained, and that reliance must
he placed at the times of comparison only on other clocks whose
rates are undisturbed. The writer has, therefore, found it advan-
tageous to use these weights quantitatively, by making them of
a size such as to cause a gain of 1 second a day ; -«01 an hour,
etc. Weights representing three or four seconds are kept on
the top of the bob, so that their removal will retard the clock
if desired to that amount.
A record is kept in which the comparisons in the tabular

form above given are entered twice daily, the amount of the

i-oiiM.pK'i t rato wi] .-h the clock so controlled
would have had with an undisturbed pendulum, being noted
likewise.

The barometer and clock-case thermometer are also read
twice daily for the purpose of laying down curves representing
the separate effects of temperature and pressure. Another curve,
whose ordinates represent the algebraic sum of the correspond-
ing

< 'i-dimites of the first two, shows the combined results of both,
for comparison with still another representing the clock rates.

These are chiefly useful in the occasionally long intervals of
oloiidv weather 'which occur in winter. At such times the
"

!( "-k rates are' obtained bv interpolation from the curves, and
"weighted" aecordine to the decree of dependence to be placed
on each clock, before making up the final or " adopted error" of

trd. When observations are obtained daily, however.
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and the English patents covering such points are alone to be

reckoned by scores. Plans have been submitted to the writer

by which the clocks along any number of miles of road could

be set right, and brought to uniform time in a few seconds, by

the operator at the observatory, and these plans appear feasible.

The arrangements adopted here, as the reader will observe, do

not greatly differ from those employed in telegraphic determi-

nations of longitude, and in fact a prolonged examination ol

very many ingenious devices for directly controling distant

clocks led the writer to set them all aside, and to employ

methods not differing in principle from those in use already,

for purely scientific ends, in most American observatories.

Of the very numerous plans for controling distant clock-.

that of Jones (now well known) appears to be the best, hut

even this is not quite reliable where the circuit is a long

one. The clocks described have subsidiary apparatus en-

them to send controling currents on the Jones' plan,

ius far its use has been confined to the observatory.

The whole work, external to the observatory, has therefore

been hitherto done by the sending of signals, through which

distant clocks may be regulated, but without employing means

for their control, and though this is done over a very extended

field, a brief description of it, under the three divisions into

which it naturally falls, will suffice.

1st. The supplv of time to watchmakers and jewellers. The

"jewelers wire" passes through the Wester!! I'uion Telegraph

offices, and the stores of the principal jew.

Beside each "regulator" is a telegraphic sounder, on which the

observatory time is heard constantly ticking, and by which

almost if not quite all of the clocks and watches of the city are

thus at second-hand regulated. There is, in this uniform and

recognized standard, everywhere accessible, a convenicm se to

watchmakers of course, but still more to the public, as the dis-

crepancies between clocks, public or private, which cause so

manv lost minutes in the day to each person in a city, that

their aggregate represents a large draft upon the time of the

business public, disappear.

this telegraphic supply of the time, which it has not always

been possible to accommodate, but which have been welcome

as showing a public appreciation of the utility of the work.

2d. The supply of time to railroads. The watehmak"is ^\

: ,e, butdis-
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reached

are too valuable to be exclusively employed for this purpose.
The method used on the Pennsylvania Central, and Pittsburgh,
Fort Wayne and Chicago roads, will sufficiently illustrate the
system as apj

A special wire connects the observatory with the office in
which the wires owned by these roads unite. In this office is

a small bell which is struck lightly every second, in the manner
;

' -•'!>.,], and except for the pauses to designate the minute
and hour, continues to sound unintermittingly : affording to the
conductors and other employees specially com-erned in the time
a means of iv. ring the building.
At 9 and at 4, Altoona time (ten minates fast of Pittsburg!.).

burgh operator in charge connects the main eastern wire

864 miles distant, with the observatory, and for

- live minutes the beats of the Howard mean-time
standard are automatically repeated on similar bells, or on the
customary "sounders" in 1>:

graph office through which the road wire passes : all "station

clocks and conductor's watches being conn
;'"' !

st; ml irl. After five minutes the clock is -switched"
DJ the Pittsburgh operator out of the main line wire, winch is

returned to its ordinary use.
A similar set of signals, lasting for five minutes, is stmt at 9

and 4 of Columbus time (13 minutes slow of Pittsburgh) to all

^-"b ms as far west as Chicago inclusive 1

, in the main western
tine (of 468 miles in length,. At Philadelphia the tune is

r
;l-.' red to New York, at Harrisburgh to Erie (888 miles'), etc.

;

U
:; is thus sent not only over the main lines from New York

to Chicago (nearly a thousand miles), but over a number of
subsidiary or branch roads too great for enumeration here, and

i in the aggregate a much larger number of miles
than the main trunk, it will be observed that a. eonsiderabie
traction of the railway system of the whole country is prepared

-hide unit of time. as. though the names of •' Phila-
•

: ie,"' " Altoona" or "Columbus time"' are not vet

_

-The advantages of this
aet time in facilitating the
°n ''.-uieimr the safety of Hi
tween the Western and
ciently evident. The fac
article, has obtained the
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from its commencement will, it may be hoped, justify the belief

that iN u.m. bus proved not onh valuable to railways, but an

added security to the safety of the public.

3d. Supply of time to cities. At present, arrangements

are in progress for regulating the principal public clock of

PitT>l.i,r- (the turret clock of the City Hall, about two miles

from the observatory), which it is intended shall strike every

third hour on the bells of the fire alarm, and probably alio m
the various police stations. As the mechanism for <i<

is still in course oi construction, and may yet be modified in

trial, it would be premature to speak of it, especially as its suc-

cess has not yet been proven in practice here. The city clock

will automatically report its own time to the observatory by a

special wire, and it is probable that in controling its rate from

the observatory, the "Jones" system will be used.

The necessity of a uniform standard of time over the whole

country, which was alluded to in the outset as one of growing

importance, has not been further directly touched upon in this

article, which is yet as a whole devoted to describing the means

of meeting it. The evident tendency, in thus sending the time

from one standard over so large an extent of territory, is to

diminish the number of local times, and so prepare tin

a future system, in which, at least between the Atlantic and the

Mississippi, they shall disappear altogether.

A st-p in this direction has been contemplated by the mana-

gers oft lie roads uniting New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh

and Chirao-o. who have intended to use the time of the merid-

ian of Pittsburg between the two extreme points mentioned,

running all trains from New York to Chicago by
alone, in place of using successively the local times i I

phia, Altoona and Columbus, as at present. Such
.voul 1 h; ve already taken place during the last sumn
for an unexpected eau.-e . f db'lav, on whose removal it will be

effected.

The labors of this and of other American Observe
tendinu- to the same important end. that of the ultimate adop-

tion of some >in-lc time for all the country east of the M -<"

sippi, l.v whieii not onlv the railroad.-, bn'i -A ,>...•

-dp , illy, will regulate themselves What point sh; IN"- t.ose]

is of less importaneo than that some one shall be used and uni-

The'subjt'ct is one which has hitherto attracted little
public

attention, but it does not seem unsafe to make the assertion.

that the cans - , , hav almost inm-i! !v elleetcd >-
;

revolution in K _' .

', .vil! in ., fev v ,ar. iuo! , ;,rmg it about

here.

Allegheny Observatory, Allegheny, Penn., Sept. 22, 1872.
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Abt. XLV.— On a method of detecting the phases of vibration in
the air surrounding a sounding body ; and thereby measuring
d'l-eviiy in the vibrating uir tin length of its leaves and exploring
the form of its wave-surface ; by Alfeed M. Mayer, Ph.D.,
Member of the National Academy of Sciences. Professor of
Physics in the Stevens Institute of Technology.

The curve A, B2
, B 4

, etc., is the well known symbolic repre-

thc dynamic condition of the air, at a given instant,

when traversed by simple sonorous vibrations. Those portions
of the curve above the axis OX represent the length and manner

of the aerial condensations, while those flexures below the axis
''•

i
!< -Mit the ran factions; therefore similar points of the flex-

llr
V
s above the axis, or similar points in the flexures below the

ax:.-, represent like phases of vibratory motion. Imagine these

''"'i'iitions of the air produced bv a bodv vibrating at A; then
1 ' distance A to B\ H 1 to W, etc.', v. ill . qual a half wave-length,
/' : " from A to B 2

, B 2 to B\ etc., will represent a whole wave-
length, corresponding to the note given by A. If another
sonorous body B, giving exactly the same note as A, be placed
anywhere on OX. it will have' vibrations communicated to it

from the vibrating air which touches it, and it will vibrate
* x "•'!>" with the air. alum-t as though iN >ub<tanee was of the
air itself. Now imagine this body B placed at B 2

, or at B\ or
B% etc., then its phases of vibration will be exactly similar to
those of A; but when placed at B', B 3 or B\ etc.'. its phas< s

of vibration will be opposed to those of A. That is, at dis-

tances from A, equal to any number of whole wave-lengths the
h, "iv B will, at the same moment of time, swing with A, but

"s from A equal to any mimhci <[ i i wave-lengths

1,1 A
, whih r intei r portions, on ! ,n« OX the

-
!

1', will he h.gging somewhat behind or be slightly
m advance of the phase of A's vibration.

After this it is evident that if, bv anv means, we can .*-,- n t

°f
*">nr tinl >- the vibrat ions of A and ot B, we will (if the

received conception of the nature of a vibration's propagation
- ' 'n-e.-t) see their motions just as has been describe.] above.

herefore be able to measure, directly in the air, a wave-
I to determine anv wave suri'a uclosii - a vibrating

body. I have devised sev
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describe only two ; the first, though impracticable, I speak of

to render clear tin.' general method of all; the second I give on

account of its simplicity, ease of execution, and the superior

accuracy of its numerical results.

Take two timing forks giving the same note and having

mirrors attached to their similar prongs
;
place one at A, the

other anywhere on the line OX. Reflect a pencil of light from

each mirror of the forks to a revolving mirror, whose axis of

rotation is in a plane parallel to the planes of vibration of the

forks. If the fork B, which vibrates sympathetically. ^
placed at B*, B«, B\ etc, then the two pencils reflected from

the forks will, on striking the revolving mirror, be drawn int

two sinuous curves, and the flexures of the two curves will

run parallel to each other, that is, the curves will appear as

the two rails of a sinuous railway; but, if the fork B be placed

atB', B 3
, orB 5

, etc.. thou the sinuosities of tin- r

will no longer be parallel but will be opposed ; that is, where

a flexure of one of the curves is concave on the left, the

opposite flexure of the other curve will have its concavity

on the right. If the fork B be placed at intermedin-

in reference to those above stated, we will have neither concord-

ance nor opposition of the flexures, but intermediate

dependiim- on the fraction of half wave-lengths at which the

sympathetic fork is placed on the line OX.
"
It is now readily seen that if we should place the fork B at

two successive points, as B* and B\ on the line OX. so that

exact concordance of flexures of the curves should be seen at

each of these points, then evidently we have placed the fork at

two positions removed from each other by a wave-lengtb, for at

these points the air had at the same instant the same phase oi

vibration. Thus we have measured a wave-length. Further-

more, if by any means we could move the fork B around A
so that during this motion it always preserved, in reference to

A, the same relation of vibratory phase, we would have d< t-
1-

mined the form of the wave-surface produced by the propaga-

, the

hose skillful aid so many physicists are cou-

of Mr. Konig's manometric capsules frrnjsh

rich vibrate in ce with t

;hem,andwee; tl ...
i , „ im; ilses of these

h gum tube, to., a , ),u phn-eo. at any desired

ibrations of their flames nan be eompa.vu.

superior to the tuning forks, which require
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the relations of delicate adjustments to be maintained during
each change of position, and therefore forks could only with
difficulty be made to serve in the measure of a wave-length,
and could not at all be employed to trace out a wave-suraee
on account of the impossibility of a continuous comparison of
weir vibrations, which latter condition the manometric flames
admirably fulfil].

The Experiments.

Let us now proceed to experiment. I placed on the acoustic
bellows an open UT 3 organ pipe, and from its ventral mano-
metric capsule I led a tube to a gas jet placed in front of a

olving mirror. I took an UT 8
Helmholtz resonator

and adapted to its beak a gum tube, with an interior diameter
of 1 centimeter and a length of over 4 meters. This tube led
to a firmly supported manometric capsule whose flame was
placed quite close to and directly behind, the organ pipe
flame, which latter had about twice the height of the resonator
flame. On sounding the pipe and holding the resonator quite
sear it, the two flames, by a slight adjustment, were made to
appear as one series of serrations in the revolving mirror. Now
°n gradually moving the resonator away from the pipe, I saw
another series of serrations (those of the resonator flame) slowly<*uotner series ot serrations (those ot the res*

evolve themselves from the first series, and gradually slide
over the latter, until, having removed the resonator from its

first position by about 66 centimeters or a half wave-length

l, I had the pleasure of seeing the series of moving
a standing exactly midway between the first or im-

movable series. On moving the resonator yet farther from
the sounding pipe, I saw the serrations of the resonator flame
continue tlieli . nwai , . t >-n -s until the two series again coin-
cided

; and on measuring the distance of the resonator from its

first position near the pipe, I found it to be equal to a whole
wave-length of the note UT

3
. When I had removed the re-

sonator one and a half wave-length, I again saw the serrations
of the resonator flame bisecting the spaces between the serra-
tions given by the organ pipe flame, and when the resonator
had progressed from the pipe to a distance equal to two whole
wave-lengths I saw that the serrations of its flame had pro-
gressed to another coincidence with those of the organ pipe

;

and so on, until I had determined on the line of the resona-
tor s motion all the phases of vibration corresponding to three
whole wave-lengths. I now moved the resonator until I had

used the serrations of its flame neatly to bisect the
spaces between the serrations of the organ pipe flame, and mov-
ing around the organ pipe, with the resonator held at such

>m it that the bisections were steadily kept, I de-
scribed in space the wave surface of the sounding pipe. This
surface I found approximately to be an ellipsoid with its foci
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at the top and bottom of the pipe. Nothing could be more

>yy, and it was charming to behold how neatly the

surface could be determined ; for a small change in the distance

of the resonator trom the pipe produced a sensible shifting of

the serrations. I now substituted for the resonator an organ

pipe, in every respect similar to the one on the bellows, and

with it I repeated the wave-length measures previously made

with the resonator ; indeed the column of air in the pipe in

my hand responded so perfectly to the sounding pipe that I

thought it gave more marked results than those produced with

the i

The manometricfla;

In the experiments described above, we examined th

ances in the mirror with the unaided eye, and with l1

when coincidences and bisections occurred : but to obtain results

of precision, a method was devised which determines neatly

rieal points. For that purpose I have invented the

following micrometer, founded on a beautiful suggestion of

Dr. E. Radau, who thus describes in his excellent " I' A-

(Paris, 1867, p. 272). a method of observing the flames of two

similar sounding organ pipes. " We attach to the two pipes

two of Konig's flames arranged so that the point of one flame

reaches above a small fixed mirror which hides its base but

which shows by reflection the base of the other flame. Inis

produces the illusion of a single flame. If now we observe

this hybrid image in the revolving mirror while we w

two pipes, the point separates from the base, which pi-

tta two flames shine alternately, and the one retracts

other elongates ; if the two tubes acton the same
effect is null, and the flame remains immovable:' B
the above "small tixed mirror" on a divided circle; or by

silvering its back and determining its angular disi

around a vertical axis by the method of Poggendorff,-

by observing through a telescope, the reflections of a 6

from the back of the mirror,—we have devised a simple ana

precise micrometer for ascertaining the amount of disp

of the resonators flame. For, having once determii

given note, the amount of angular motion of the mirror required

to move the buses of the flames over the distance between the

centers of two contiguous serrations we have the angi

of a displacement equal to that caused by moving th<

tor through a wave-length, and a fraction of the turn requirea

to produce the above movement of the bases of the

be equal to that produced bv the remove of the resonate

over a com •
i , f a wave-length. Thi

measured \
i

- of a wave-length. Indeed, even

with the unaided eye and without the use of the micrometric
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mirror I have distinctly detected a displacement of the flames
on moving the resonator, (UT

3 )
over only 3 centimeter? or T

'

4
th

of a wave-length, and with the micrometer I feel assured that
I can determine the wave-surface of a body giving the note
UT

3 to one centimeter of its true position. Of course with
higher notes we shall get a proportionally closer determination.
But the object of this paper is not to present numerical results ;

I reserve these for a subsequent communication, in which I will
also present diagrams of apparatus and the appearances of the
flames in various experiments.

I will here remark that the success of the experiments de-

pends on the resonator with its attached tube being in perfect
unison with the organ pij e : also, the n itive h ights and posi-
tions of the flames should be so adjusted that the sharpest
definitions are obtained in the rotating mirror, and thus be able
to detect and measure the effects of small changes in the position
of the resonator : but these and other manipulative
readily occur to any physicist who repeats the experiments.

A />/>/ i<-ations of the Method.

When the method I have here blocked out shall have been
reduced to the refinement which it is susceptible of, I feel con-
fh] ;'' that we will have in our hands the power to attack many
P r,,hiems oi high theoretic interest which have heretofore been
deemed beyond the reach of experiment. Its application to
such a re so numerous that they are almost co-extensive with
the phenomena of sound.
The actual experimental determination of wave-surfaces in

fre*' ;dr and in buildings can now certainly be accomplished :

; ' n '' yj'ii determinations may serve to extend our knowledge in

^y direction of giving the proper laws which should govern
: their construction of rooms for public assemblies.

The differences, if any, in the velocities of sound, corre-

ig in intensities and frequencies,
may be determined by the use of reflectors, and the direct
n!
y y- ation on any changes in wave-lengths different from those

. 'hi h -hould be given on the assumption that notes of various
"itensities and heights are propagated with the same velocity.

Wt'y-m determine a wave-length quite accurately by 'the
follow ing arrangement of apparatus. Take an organ pipe with
a ri y nator in unison with it, and place the resonator m a fixed
1" ^ tion opposite the mouth of the pipe, then lead tubes

capsules of pipe and resonator to contiguous jets, and
1 b i-i their flames to coincidence or to bisection of serrations :

his purpose the manometric micrometer. Now sup-

P'"5 '*. h>r simi tv. that t _i\ - »» plet. tions
111 :i --eoud: then', as the velocitv of sound is 340 meters per

- evident that in -,i-tii of a second an aerial pulse
will traverse one meter. Therefore, if all things else remain the
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same, and we lengthen the resonator tube £ meter, the serrated

flames of the resonator will be displaced \ of the distance be-

tween the centers of two contiguous serrations ; and if the tube

be lengthened 1 meter, or one wave-length, the displacement will

amount to the entire distance separating the centers of two

contiguous serrations : and for n number of wave-lengths of

elongation of tube, we shall have n number of such displace-

ments. Thus can be measured a wave-length; and if the

number of vibrations given by the pipe be accurately known,

we can reach with the manometric micrometer an accurate

deti I'Mi.aiion of the velocity of sound.

Finally, we are bold enough to believe that we have in the

highest development of the method, a means of tracking in

the air the resultant wave-surface of combined notes ; and, in

short, of bringing the exploration of acoustic space V i

somewhat to that precision of measurement which, for over

half a century, has characterized the study of the sethereal

vibrations producing light.

I perate 21 t, 1872.

Art. XLVL— Growth or Evolution of Structure in Seedlings ; by

John C. Draper, M.D.

The continuous absorption of oxygen, and format io

bonic acid, is an essential condition of evolution of structure,

both in plants and in animals. „,

The above proposition in so far as it relates to anil

probably be admitted by all; the opposite opinion is, however,

commonly held as regards plants
;
yet we propose to show that

in these organisms, as in animals, growth as applied to evolu-

tion of structure, or organization of material provided is insep-

arably connected with oxidation. .,

The discussion of the proposition in question necessarily

involves a preliminary review of the character of the gases

exhaled from various plants. Commencing with the lower

organisms as iuii-i. the nnihum testimony is that ti

at all times expire carbonic acid, while it'is chiefly in I

plants, and especially in those which contain chloi

green coloring matter that carbonic acid is absorbed and <
•••

'

-'

exhaled. The inquiry then in reality narrows its-It d.«wa t"

the examination of the growth of chlorophyl-bearing plants.

Regarding these plants the statement is made and receivea,

that the> change their action according as they are

in the light or in the dark, exhaling oxygen under the I

tion, and carbonic acid under the second. Various exp v:
1

"

tions of this,change of action have been given, that

accepted accounting for it on the hypothesis of the absorption
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of carbonic acid by the roots, and its exhalation by the leaves
when light is no longer present.
The change, on the contrary, appears to arise out of the fact

that t\v<> essemiallv different operations have been confounded.
viz : the actual growth or evolution of structures in the plant,
and the decomposition of carbonic acid by the leaves under the
"Silence <,f slh- light, to provide the gum or other materials
that are to be organized. These two factors are separated by
I^'oh .). \\\ Draper in Ids dissension of the conditions of growth
10 plants. We propose to show that bv adopting this proposi-
tion of two distinct operations in the higher plants, all the

discrepancies regarding the growth of these plants are
explained.

I he growth of seedlings in the dark offering conditions in

i'lisla'd without the collateral decomposition of carbonic acid,

1

-i,\

l

lidohTbe tb

vhich growth unde
t be stm h -:..;

~ r »wtli in tlu- light. That the experiments might continue over
->"

i nt
|

riodol ti m rofnrnis ivl dd. co ,; uativ e results,
1 ^l'vt.-d peas as the subject of trial, since these seeds contain
sufficient material to support the growth of seedlings for a

t

l"S"cnreas far as possible uniformity of conditions between
md light series and also to facilitate the separation,

wi ighiue. of the roots, each pea was planted in a

•r. one inch in diameter and six inches long. These
''.winders were loosely closed below bv a cork, and filled to

'

i; nn half an inch of the top with fine earth or vegetable
mould. » They were then placed erect in a covered tin box or
: "''->! ;n }. in" such a manner that the lower end dipped into
Viltvr contained in the box, while the whole of the cylinder

' x pt th. to| wa, kept in the dark. Tim- the first condition

\ '.d rkn -. v,;i-Mr,in d: the -« cond, warmth.
u - ^nppli) 1 bv the ex! rnal temperature, which varied i'voia



The hours selected were 7 A. M. and 7 P. M. I thus obtained

the night and day, or dark and light growth of every seedlingj

as long as those in the dark grew. The seeds were planted on

June 1st, and appeared above the ground on June 6th, when
the measurements were commenced. In each series one seed

failed to germinate ; the record consequently is for four plants

in each, and the history of the evolution of structures is as

follows :

Evolution of structure in the dark.—In Table I. the seeds are

designated as A, B, C, D, and each column shows the date on

which leaves and lateral growths appeared. These constitute

periods in the development of the plants, which are in

the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The weight of each seed is given

in milligrammes.

Table I.

—

Seedlings grown in the dark.

Period 1, 7th day. 7th day. 7th day. 7th day.

2, 8th " 9th " 9th " 8th
"

"
3, 10th " 10th " 11th " 10th "

4, 12th " 12th " 13th " 12th
"

5, 14th " 15th " loth " 14th
"

6, 17th « 18th " 18th " 17th
"

,
A glance at the above shows the uniformity as regards time

with which the structures were evolved in each plant. It als«»

indicates for each plant an equality in the number of periods

of evolution, viz., 6, notwithstanding the difference in the

weights of the seeds ; and suggests that the power of evolution

of structure in seedlings resides in the germ alone.

The character of the evolution in the six periods Ihows ft

steady improvement or progression.

In the first, the growth consists of the formation close to the

stem of two partially developed pale yellow leaves.

The second period is similar to the first, except that the

leaves are a little larger.

The third presents a pair of small yellow leaves close to the

main stem, from between which a lateral stem or I

one inch long projects, and bears at its extremity a second pair

of imperfectly developed yellow leaves, from between which a

small tendril about a sixteenth of an inch long is given off.

The fourth resembles the third, the lateral twig being longer,

and the tendril three times as long as in the third.

The fifth is like the fourth, except that the tendril I

The sixth is similar to the fifth, except that the tendril trifur-

Stem, leaves, twigs, tendrils of various degrees of c< n

all are evolved by the force pre-existing in the germ without
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Table II.

—

Seedlings grown in the light.

12th " 9th

5,

13th " — " Uth "

Table II. was obtained in the same manner as Table I, the
columns representing the days on which lateral growths and
leaves appeared. Though there is not the same uniformity as
in Table I, the periods are identical in both as regards the visi-

ble character of the evolution. Nothing appears in the second
that did not pre-exist in the first, and in the case of the seeds
E and G- the evolution is even deficient as regards the first

;^i }he sixth periods.

.
^ hile the general character of the evolution in both scries

Js .similar, certain minor differences exist. In II. the leaves

are many times larger than in I, and they with the
whole plant are of a bright green color, instead of the sickly
Pale yellow of I ; but the light has not developed any new
structure; it has only perfected those which pre-existed, and
converted other substances into chlorophyl which is not an
organized body.

.
Not only did the plants in the two series present similarities

n of structure, but the average weight of dry plant
m each was very nearly the same, for :

455 of seeds in the dark produced 184 of drv plant, while
455 <• light " 215 u "

A comparison of the parts below the ground with those above
(both being dried at 212° F.) shows that the proportion of root
to total weight of plant was also nearly identical ; being,

25 of root for 100 of plant in the dark, and
23 " 100 " light.

The close similarity in the evolution of visible structure in
the light and in the dark, the small difference in the total

the plants, grown in the same time in both series,

and the close approximation in the proportional weight of root
to plant, all justify the conclusion, that the growth in darkness
and in light closely resemble each other, and that it is proper
to reason as regards the nature of the action from the first to

Another interesting fact which lends support to the opinion
that the process of growth in seedlings developed in the dark
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is very similar to that occurring in those grown in the light, is

the character of the excrements thrown out by the roots. It is

well known that many plants so poison the soil that the same

plants cannot be made to grow therein until the poisonous

excretions from the roots of the first crop have been destroyed

by oxidation. In the case of peas this poisoning of the soil

takes place in a very marked manner, and I have found that in

the pots in which peas have been grown in the dark, the soil is

so poisoned by the excrements from the roots that a second

crop fails to sprout. Does it not follow, that since in the two

series with which I experimented, the excrements from the

roots possessed the same poisoning action, the processes in the

plants from which these excrements arose must have been

similar?

There remains an important argument concern h

nothing has thus far been said. It is to be derived from the

consideration of the rate of growth in the light series during

various periods of the day of twenty-four hours. If the evolu-

tion of structure in a plant in daylight is the result of the

action of light, that evolution should occur entirely, or almost

entirely during the day. If on the contrary it is independent

of the light, it should go on at a uniform rate as in plants in

the dark.

For the elucidation of this portion of the subject, I present

the following tables ; the first of which shows the growth by

night, 7 P. M. to 7 A. m. of the seedlings in the dark series, com-

pared with their growth by day, 7 a. m. to 7 p. M. Tfie mea-

surements were taken from the sixth to the twentieth of the

month, the day on which growth ceased in the dark series.

Table III.

—

Seedlings grown in the dark.

Night growth. Day growth.

No. 1 12f inches. 14 inches.

No. 2 13£ " 13 "

No. 3 lif « llf "

No. 4 12f " llf "

Average, 12f " Average, 12f "

The total day growth and night growth under these circum-

stances are nearly equal, though there is a slight excess in

favor of the night, amounting as the table shows, to f of an

inch in 12 inches.

In Table IV. the growth of the light series is given in the

same manner, by day and by night, for the same time, viz
:

W
June 20th. The thermometric and hygrometric com
both series were very similar, as indicated by the dry and wet

bulb thermometers suspended in the vicinity of each set ot
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Table IV.—Seedlings grown in the light.

Average, 6£ " Average, 6 "

In the average, and throughout the table, with a single ex
ception, not only is the uniformity in the rate of growth during
the day and night shown, but the slight excess of night growth
found in the series kept in the dark' is likewise copied. We
must therefore accept the eoneiusion, that the act of growth or
evolution of structure is independent of light, and that the
manner of growth during the day is similar to that at night.

It will be noticed that the total average height attained in
the light is only about half that in the dark series. The ex-
planation of this we have already seen in the fact, that in the for-

mer the leaves and tendrils were much larger than in the latter,

while the dry weights were nearly the same. The material of
the seed in the light series was consumed in extending these
surfaces, while in the dark series it was spent in lengthening

Having established the continuous character of growth in

seedlings, and the similarity of rate and nature of the process
;, .v night and by day. and admitting that at night plants throw
off carbonic acid, it is not improbable that this carbonic acid
arises, not from mechanical absorption by the roots, and vapori-
zation by the leaves, but as a direct result or concomitant of
the act or process of evolution of structure.
To put the matter in the clearest form, let us first under-

hand ,i-]iut growth is. h appears in all eases to consist in the
evolution or production of cells from those alreadv existing.
According as the circumstances under winch the cells are pro-
hu.vd vary, so does the tissue u!i natch produced vary. Cells
fanned in "woody fibre become wood. Cells formed in muscle
m their turn form muscles, but the starling point of the process

If now we examine the evolution of ceils under the simplest
''"millions, as for example in the fermentation that attends the

manufacture ,,f alcohol, we find that with the evolution of the
toi'uhe cells carbonic acid is produced. The two results are
'ntiin itch eonneete 1. and it is proper to suppose that since the
carbonic acid has arisen along with the new cells, the latter

"pm-ation must in some way involve a process of oxidatnm.
Accepting the hypothesis that oxidation is attendant on these

j of cell growth under the simplest conditions, we pass
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to the examination of what occurs in the lower forms of veget-

able organism! found in the air.

The Fungi, and indeed all plants that are not green, with a

few exceptions, exhale carbonic acid and never exhale oxygen.

In this case, in which cell production often occurs with such

marvelous rapidity, the carbonic acid must have arisen as ;.

consequent of the cell growth. It is improbable that it has

been absorbed by roots and exhaled from the structures, either

in these plants or in those produced during fermentation. In

the latter there never are any roots, and in the former, even

where roots are present, they bear a small proportion to the

whole plant. The quantity of moisture exhaled by such

growths is also insignificant, and out of proportion to the car-

bonic acid evolved. We must, therefore, in this ens.'

to accept the root absorption hypothesis, and admit

carbonic acid has arisen as a result of the cell growth in the

plant.

Passing to the chlorophyl-bearing plants, we find ti

Phanerogamia it is only the green parts that at any ti t

oxygen, and then onlv under the influence of sunshine. The
" the plant above the ground, that are not green,

, .^m, twigs, flowers, etc.," are at all times, day and

night, exhaling carbonic acid. The whole history of the plant,

from the time the seed is planted to its death, is a continuous

story of oxidation, ej-rvpt »•!<,>„ sunlight is falling on the leaves.

The seed is put into the ground and during germination «.x\ _< '-

is absorbed and carbonic acid exhaled. If the seed!:*

in the dark, oxygen is never exhaled, only carbonic acid, and

the plant not only grows, but all visible structures exc
are formed in a rudimentarv condition. In the right I

during the night time is attended by the evolution of

acid, while during the day time the bark of th--

branches is throwing off carbonic acid. When B<

seeds form, the evolution of carbonic acid attending ti

act of which the plant is capable, is often greater than that

produced at any time in many animals.

Everything in the history of plants, therefore, tends to sb '

that the evolution of their structures is inseparably

by the formation of carbonic acid, and it seems inn K*s •'

MJ
when we consider the evolution alone, to arrive at any «>!

opinion than that already expressed—that, all til
•

whether plant or animal, absorb oxygen and evolve carhoi"'- "";'

or some other oxidized substance, as an essential condition of the

evolution of their structures.

College of the City of New York, Sept. 12th, 1872.

iz., the s
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Art. XLVH—Rejoinder to Prof. Hall's Reply to a " Note on a
question of Priority" ; by E. Billings.

To answer the whole of Professor Hall's reply, published in
the August number of this Journal, would require a long
article. I beg, however, to notice briefly several of fcb

points

With regard to publication, I hold it to be the duty of an
author who describes new fossils to make his work accessible
to the public. If he fail to do this, he cannot claim priority
over one who has published in the regular way. His work
may be adopted as a matter of courtesy but^ not to take
prv.'d.'uee over fair publication. Prof. Hall's pamphlet was
»ot accessible to the public at the time my paper was published,
and therefore his genus Rhynobolus cannot take priority over
my genus OhoWlina. During the discussion that has taken
place it has been argued, with reference to publication, that
' no determined rules or laws have been hitherto settled or
followed." On this point, I hold that there are laws which
1Vs ul{ spontaneously from the very nature of the circumstances
to which they relate. These laws exist perpetually, although

J

1 "' instituted by legislative enactment, and although they may
be habitually transgressed by any number of unscrupulous
persons. The law of publication is one of these. Every true
naturalist iii-:;<i.-ti\«>i\ u-*-I> and knows that such a law does

^
X1 -b and that it is his duty to observe it My genus was

- ied. in accordance with the requirements of this
law, arid therefore it must stand, unless, by some miracle, the
law should cease to exist.

The genus Obolellina belongs to the Trimerella group of fossils.

Prot Hall borrowed some of our specimens of that group,
and notice was given him that I was at work upon them. The
object of giving this notice was to prevent any occurrence
'•iii'-h mi-ht lead to ill feeling. Instead of doing his best to

carry out this object, he almost immediately proposed his

^'hus llhun '
. nn a Canalia --e,-M b-oni the same

'"'alitv where those lent him had been collected. I believe lie

* the' only paleontologist in America who would have taken

''•••"! procured specimens from "New" York. But the case is

:'. iv nr. 1 iv> pi ire New York fossils for comparison,
au 'l fbr that purpose have bought them, collected them mvself,
and sent others to collect them for me. But I only use them
r^r roiuparison. \ never described a new species collected in

-yw York. On the other hand. Pros'. Hal! collects ( 'anadian
f'">s.sils, and goes further. He describes the new species. He
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even visited a party who, as he well knew, was collecting for

our survey, and procured a collection from him. In his reply,

he gives the reader to understand that he has refrained from

d -< rib ug Canadian species "from a natural sense oj propriety.
1

Where was this sense of propriety when he described the fossils

from Cayuga, Canada West, in vol. iv, Pal. N. Y. ; for instance,

Cru/itoin-lln ij>lu's, CodraneUu. acuta, and Mt ristrllu Imta?

He intimates that " in nearly all cases" where he has proposed

new genera, during the last "ten or fifteen years," I have

raised an objection of some kind. Since reading hi paper I

have looked over his works, and have made a list of ninety-

seven, genera proposed by him during the period mentioned.

Of these, I have objected "to not more than a dozen. His state-

ment is thereto re a -n>^ exaggeration. I have not made that

sweeping condemnation of his work that he would desire to be

There is, besides the above, nothing in his reply but matter

totally irrelative to the subject in dispute.

Art. XLVIII.—Elements of Planets (122) and (123) ; by Prof.

C. H. F. Peters. From a letter to one of the editors, dated

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, Oneida

Co., N. Y, October 16, 1872.

The planets (122) and (123), of which the former has received

the name of Gerda (from Scandinavian mythology), the latter

that of Bnmhildu (well known from the NibHungen). have now

gone out of sight, or become so faint that further oh

would be of little value. I have, consequent! v, <:-«n i

orbits, for each selecting from the series of observations three

positions suitably distributed. The elements, which, on account

of the length of" the area employed, may be assumed to possess

already a great degree of reliability, result as follows:

(122) Gerda, from obs. Aug. 1, Aug. 28, and Sept. 24.

Epoch: 1872, August 28'0, Berlin mean time.

M a 112° 59' 34""63 <p= 2° •>' 2:?" - 74

tt=208 12 7-76
)

// = 613"'5218

= 178 56 41-89 LMean eq. 1872*0 log a = 0-50811 1 8

(123) Bnmhilda, from obs. Aug. 1, Aug. 27, and Sept. 25.

M, = 267° 54' 28'"70
'

cp= 6° 30' 23"'32

rr= 71 51 32-93
)

/4 = 803"-1187

Q=308 42 13-02 V Mean eq. 1872'0 los* a —: 0*4301512

• = 6 28 32-48 f
4
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The orbit of Oerda is remarkable for having both the inclina-
tion and eccentricity yery small, a coincidence which is not
found among the other known asteroids except in the orbit oi

x

Upon re-computing, for a check, the observations from the ele-

ments, tiie aces remained (calc

—

obs.) :

(122) ' (123)

Aug. 1 —0 S
-0I -0"-l Aug. 1 -0- s01 -0"-l

Aug. 28 -0-02 0-0 Au£. 27 -0-04 -0-2
Sept. 24 -0-04 -0-1 Sept 22 -0-03 0*0

The planet (12-i) (named Abeste) a few days ago reached its

h>int, so that now its right ascension is increasing.

toess, now about 11-2 m. emit observa-
tions for some time yet.

at work in tin- JiTomuoMt
fating a iargl , .,| .sorption
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energy which is necessary to decompose again the carbonic acid

and water in their elements, to separate the oxygen, to give it

hack to the atmosphere, and to collect the carbon and hydrogen of

the water and carbonic acid in the body of the plant itself. It is

not yet possible to show that there exists an accurate equivalent

proportion between the power or energy of the solar raye vines

are absorbed by the green leaves of pfants, and the energy wind'.

is stored up in the form of chemical force in the interior of the

plants. We are not yet able to make so accurate a measurement

of both these stores of energy as to be able to show that there is

, „„_ onjy show that the amount >•(

•ing to the work is completely

X to produce'such an effect as this chemical effect going on

in the plant. I will give you some figures in reference to this. It

is found in a piece of cultivated land producing corn or trees; one

may reckon per year and per square foot of land 0-036 lb. of

carbon to be produced by vegetation. This is the amount of

carbon which during one year, on the surface of a square foot in

fur latitude, can be produced under the influence of solar rays.

This quantity, when used as fuel and burnt to produce carbonic

acid, gives so much heat that 291 lbs. of water could be heated

1° C. Now we know the whole quantity of solar ligl

comes down to one square foot of terrestrial surface during one

second, or one minute, or one year. The whole amount which

comes down during a year to one square foot is sufficient to raise

the temperature of 430,000 lbs. of water 1°C. The amount

of heat which can be produced by fuel growing upon one square

foot during one year is, as you see from these figures, a very miui-i

fraction of the whole amount of solar heat which can be produced

by the solar rays. It is only the 1 477th part of the w*
of solar light.

*

It is impossible to determine the quantity of solar

heat so accurately that we could detect the loss of so small

a fraction as is absorbed by plants and converted into i.ti

of "nrgv. Tin •. :;„,.. at "i. resent, we can only slum

amount of solar heat is sufficient t>< produce tlm'efhVr* of yeg< ta-

ble Bfe, but we cannot yet prove that this is a complete i

ratio." This estimate is, strictly speaking, the mean a.

efficiency of a given area of land, cultivated as forest; and con-

sidering that active growth only takes |,l. u , during tr

the year, we may safely adopt^ of the totaI energy <

as a fabr value of the" conserved power, on a given area of tit'

earth's surface in this latitude during the course of the

As chlorophyl in one or other of its form- is th- snbetanc
which iijrht becomes absorbed and chemical '

;

« ',''',',

sues, it would he interesting to acquire some idea "t '•

of power effected bv a given erea of leaf-enrfoee
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P>nu-sinn-ault*s recent observations on the amount of c

acid decomposed by a given area of <xreen leaf seem t<

afl !'!:n,!vMi.i i.": , ! v , !,t i ,tion of the effic

sunlight. By experiments made between the months of .

and October" under the most favorable circumstances i,

spheres rich in CO 2
, one square decimetre of leaf was f,

in darkness to e\o!\c during the sum (-eriod of time ()•

surface will decompose in twelve hours of the day 63'c
ceutims. of CO 2

, and produce in twelve hours of the nig
v

"~-*ims. of CO 2.*

1
lantitv of carbonic

the whole work of sunlight

hydrate

laborious researches on vegetable phys
sage la vie vegetate dans son ensembl
Wle est la premier, c'lap, des _im <,

fies, on trouve n'partiv dans }^ diver:

queeVstlaleuilleouiieselahoreaux d,

oe represented as follows

:

(1) CO, O + H»0 = i

(2) 6(CO.IP) = i

In the first equation carbonic acid and
attacked, with the liberation of a volum.
of the original carbonic acid, togethe
a substance having the composition ,,f

second equation represents the condensa
grape su^ar. The transformation i,,du<

™* judgment we i

side of the mean i



' 0* =

light-equivalent, whereas i In-

complete change into grape sugar of the same amount of carbonic

acid requires only 4-78 gramme units. But, we have seen before,

1 square decimetre of green leaf functions at the rate of 5 '28 cub.

outims. of carbonic acid assimilated per hour ;
therefore 5 -2 8 +

4-78 = 25-2:} represents the number of gramme-heat-units con-

served through the absorption of light in the above period of time.

Pouillet estimates the mean total solar radiation per sqiiaiv

decimetre exposed normally to the sun's rays in or near Paris, pef

hour, as 6,000 gramme-units, so that 6,000 -^ 25 28 = 2hs rePr?"

sents the fraction of the entire energy conserved. The estimate is

by no means too great, as Boussingault has shown the leaf may

function at twice the above rate for a limited time; and as both

sides of the leaf are included in the measurement of the green

surface in his memoir, we ought to double the fraction for a leaf

exposed perpendicularly to the sun's rays, increasing the above

number to the 120th part.

In connection with equation (l), above given, as re]

" alight on the leaf, it is worthy of remark that, sup-

equally

ugh eacn nas ;* nf^'""
absorption for certain qualities of rays), the decomf* u\

two compound molecules may take place continuously si>u "y

sid<', owing to the equality of the thermal equivalent > of carbon:

oxide and hydrogen.
researches of Tyndall, how thoroiigl

_

thermal radiations; and Janssen has further shown the same :

stance has a strong absorptive action on the rays of Unlit 't

refrangibility (just those rays that are in part selected by <'hi

phyl), producing the well known atmospheric lines of the s

spectrum. The presence, therefore, of varying quantities

aqueous vapor in the atmosphere in all probability produces a

siderable difference of rate in the decomposition* effected by

leaf, and may in fact end in carbonic acid and water being attac

in another ratio titan that -riven as the fundamental equatio;

The light obsem I was the hd^l t I ) of a soda-flame.
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The result obtained was, that Huygens' construction gives the
true law of double refraction within t! . limits of errors of obser-
vation. The error, if any, << -ui-1 h:i r. !! y exceed a unit in the fourth
place of decimals of the* index <>r reciprocal of the wave-veh.eitv,
tH" velocity in air being taken as unity. This result is sufficient
"!>•«>?"*< /y t<> <%//-;/•/; the law resulting from the theory which

I intend to present to the Royal Society a detailed account
the publication of

fni* preliminary notice of the result ohtabed may possibly
• those engaged in the theory of .

Phil. Jfay., IV,xliv,316.

A[

:

Y°"
" ">:: '''"/''"" >'''. 1>;h

; "f .>»>«>„]>

-\ i iuht he made of them, I essayed tl

°f the professional workman, with substan
1 essential quality of

''"[iftaney i„ the effects.

The pair which, after some trials. 1 have adopted, resemble*
>n telegraphic lines;i i*^ form itM-d some years since «

but its elements are different. It consists of

The" leaden one de-
scends to the bottom; the zinc i< on, -half *1 lorter. The bottom
of the vessel is coated with red oxide of

The electromotive force of this pile is about

cent of chlorhydrate

one-third of that of

" ;i yl;l vide of zinc formed does not seifs ibly alter the con-

xpense is almost nothing

II. Geology and ISL*

1. -Discovery of Fossil <j><u<lr«>n
%*9; by O. C. Marsh.—An examin
!,l, ''!s of some of tbe extinct Mann
writer from the Eocene deposit- of

* of the skeh t
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but the angle is more produced downward, and much inflected.

The teeth are more numerous than in any known Qua:
Some of the species have apparently forty teeth, arranged as fol-

lows : Incisors — canines -, premolars and molars ^ A full de-

scription of these interesting remains, the first of the order detected

in this country, will he given by the writer at an early day.

Tale College, Oct. 7th, 1872.

2. Note on a new (/exits <f Carnivores from the Tertiary <•/

Wyoming; by O. C. 3Jaksh.—Additional remains of the large

Carnivore described by the writer, on page 203, as Liauufli*
/at/a',,,*, show clearly that it represents a genus quite distinct

from L. ferox. The canines and premolars of the lower jaw some-

what resemble those in the Hyaena, but there were only two

incisors in each ramus. One of these is large, and close to the

canine. Inside and partially behind this, is a cavity for a second

and smaller incisor. The lvniainmo- teeth preened are especially

broad and massive. The first lower premolar is separar

what from the canine, and is inside the line of the teeth behind it.

Ti in n •!!•-
: .u kn.-un mdi.-atc an animal about as large as a

lion. The genus they represent may be called Oreocyon, and the

type species, Oreocyon latidens.

Yale College, Oct. 6th, 1872.

3. Notice of a New Beptile from the Cretaceous ; by O. C.

Mu;sn.— An inter. -tin-- addiiioii to the Reptilian fauna of the

Cretaceous shale of Kansas is a very small Saurian. « b

widely front any hitherto di-covered*. The only remains at pre-

sent known are two lower jaws, nearly perfect, and with many of

the teeth in good preservation. The jaws resemble in gene-

ral form those of the Mosasauroid reptiles, but, aside from their

very diminutive size, present several features which no species

of that group has been observed to possess. The te

planted in distinct sockets, and are directed obliquely backward.

Ther.- were apparently twenty teeth in each jaw, all compressed,

uedi ,h , vy nu \ mi ^ Tie I w,r, uui

only ,by cartilage. There is no distinct groove on their inner

suna< . a> in all known Mosasauroids. The dentigerou,

ofthejawis 41-" 1 "1 - in length, its depth below the last tooth is

5- miD - and below the first tooth in front 3-'" IU - The specimen

clearly indicates a new genus, which may be called Colw
and the species rnav lie named Ctn'ono^tarns Mtidgei, for the dis-

coverer, Professor 1?. F. Mud-o. who found the remains in the

upper Cretaceous shale of Western Kansas.

Yale College, Oct. 7th, 1872.

4. Recent Em^ti,,,, ,,f Manna Loa ; bv Rev. Tuts Oan.

(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Hilo, Efa* aii, Ai _

—On the night of the 10th inst. a grand and lofty p

; -
-. ; .-

.

-
•:'

.

''
;

weoweo. It was most distinctly seen at first from Kilauea and
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11 the evening f the 13th we had the first perfect view fror

the crater sometimes rose in a well-defined vertical coin in:

. great height, and then the higher portion would expand

Mast. The action is, evidently,

ms made in this vast cauldron on

ince our residence in Ililo, none

;, in vehemence, and in duration.

iHowed manv time, sending
lava, tilling* up the cr resit 'br

i portion of Kilauea, raisin- ,

, 4,000 feet

5. Ascent of Maun a Loa to the scene of Eruption.—The fol-

ding is an extract from an account of the ascent of Mauna Loa
the place of eruj in the Pacific Commercial

Ivertiser of Sept, 21.
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ant.—Uefore us lav a rushed plain, about t

of black lava, ovr'rlnl.l in main ,.!.,. ,
;

wi

r that had uphea
showing black against tin- sky.

•evices, and spent waves of lava

hapes, and so congealed. Hurry-

;, we finally reached a cul-de sac,

animals fur tin

' strip of rugge

Crater of Jf<>/,-a,nn-n,cro.—There before us, at our feet as it

were, yawned a terrific chasm, with black perpendicular wall-

Hess of the low or basin, sprung up in glorious sparkling light, self-

born, a mighty fountain of clear molten lava.

Referring to rhe dia-ram published herewith, the reader will

fin.l tiiat w. r.-a ii -1 rh orate,- , ! uv >.n the . .stern side at the

'-I bv t!;.o outline of a |ont. The aneionf walls that en-

circle th
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ttfertak, partly formed by masses falling from the wall agai
'liicli it rested, reared irsV-lf against flu- steep side of the era

b. I should say here that the sid
about one hundred feet deep to where they

Of lava was ranidlv foruiiug were nianv bright rivers
of liquid light that, spreading* as thev th-wed awav. and crossing
and recrossing in a tangle of bright lilies, formal a lake of rivulets

•
' -i .. •

, .... . ., :. • . r'-J :

hand verge of this lower basin, detached pools of fire showed
a dark crust was forming <>n the surface bem-nth. the

entire area of the basin was overflowed by the melted lava,
We watched steadilv the grant ,-!bre us, and

:u -ntlv to each other to note when some tali jet. rising
far above the head of the main stream, would earrv with it

tbey fell and
:- f f'u<'k upon the black surface of the cooling lava, burst like

'I'eteors i„ ., summer sky.

i
.

.

'

.
.

.

At night the jet b ntly into the tier

^mm, with a good glass that we had, we could see the limpi
sparkling upward jefc rising w'r.h nvn, i :,.:,« f.-m- from out a
incandescent lake. Following up the glowing stream, we saw i

arch itself and pour over as it were in one broad beautiful ca<

?
a <le. While the ascending stream we- alnnM silverv in its intens

"»t the rivulets ,



•

proposed to account for volcanic activity.

The chemical theory, which owed its partial acceptance chiefly

to the fame of Davy, may he dismissed, as all known facts tend

to show that the chemical energies of the materials of our globe

were almost wholly exhausted prior to the consolidation of its

surface.

The mechancial theory, which finds in a nucleus still in a state

of liquid fusion a store of heat and of lava, etc., is only tenable

on the admission of a very thin solid crust ; and even through a

crust of about 30 miles thick it is difficult to see how surface water

is to gain ucccss to the Instil nucleus, yet without water there can

he no volcano. More recent investigation on the part of mathe-

maticians has been supposed to prove that the earth's crust is not

thin. Attaching little value to the calculations as to this, based

i p recession, the author yet concludes, on other grounds, that t
1"

certainty that any part of iu ici±»a,ii±n u4uIU , uut ^ ^, «
case too deep to render it conceivable that surface water should

make its way down to it. The results of geological speculation

and of physico-mathematical reasoning thus oppose each other, ><"•

that some source of volcanic heat closer to the surface

be sought. The hypothesis to supply this, proposed h\

and adopted by some, viz : of isolated subterranean lake-

matter infusion at no great depth from the surface remaining fused

for ages, surrounded by colder and solid rock, and w'u i.

thesis) access of surface-water, the author views as feeble and un-

sustainable.

A source, then, for volcanic heat remains still to be f

if found under conditions admitting to it water, especially of the

sea, all known phenomena of volcanic action on our earth's sur-

face are explicable.

relations and points of connec-

la, seismic phenomena, and the

t elevation, which sufficiently indicate that they

are all due to the play of one set of cosmical forces, tie-

f rent in degree of energy, which has been constantly decaying

with time.

lie traces the ways in which the contraction of our globe has

been met, from the period of its original fluidity to th

first, by deformation of flu- spheroid, forming generally the

basins and the land ; afterward by the foldings over an

tions of the thickened crust into mountain ranges, etc. ;
ana,

last.lv, bv the merhani>m, which he points out as giving n^ 1
' 1

v., :. .,ic "action. The theory of mountain elevation proposed by

C. Prevost was the only true one—that which ascribes this to

d pressures propagated through a solid crust of
' *lem, Tlio^e pn -- ir. - Vm_; produced by t"e
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relative rate

former being
^hcient of contraction tor equal loss of heat, tends to shrink away
fV"in beneath the crust, leaving the latter partially uiisnj-j-Tt .-*i.

: - l >-. ubi< ii during .1 nun ii more rapid rate of cooling from higher
temperature of the whole globe and from a thinner crust ga\ « rise

m former epochs to mountain elevation, in the present state of
things gives rise to volcanic heat. By the application of a theorem
of Lagrange, the author proves that the earth's solid crust, how-
ever great may be its thickness, and even if of materials far more
cohesive and rigid than those of which we must suppose it to con-
sist, must, if even to a very small extent left unsupported by the
Htrinidng away of the nucleus, crush up in places by its own
gravity and by the attraction of the nucleus.

This is actually going on, and in this partial crushing, at places
or depths dependent on the material, and on conditions pointed
out, the author discovers the true cause of volcanic heat. Aa the
solid crust sinks together to follow down after the shrinking nu-
' "h'us, the work expended in mutual crushing and dislocation of its

['arts is tronsfnnntd Into In.ut, bv which, at the places where the
crushing sufficiently takes place, the material of the rock so
crushed and of that adjacent to it are heated, even to fusion. The
a,- <'(.'s S of water to such points determines volcanic eruption. Vol-
canic heat, therefore, is one result of the secular cooling of a tera-

o -ml.ject to gravitation, and needs no strange or gra-
tuitous hypothesis as to its origin.

In order to test the validity of this view by contact with known
facts, the author gives in detail two important series of experi-
ments completed by him:—the one on the actual amount of heat
capable of being developed by the crushing of sixteen different

species of rocks, chosen so as to be representative of the whole series
of known rock formations from Oolites down to the hardest crys-
r

' Kn rocks; the other, on the co-efficients of total contraction
between fusion and solidification at existing mean temperature
°f the atmosphere of basic and acid slags, analogous to incited
rocks.

The latter experiments were conducted on a very large scale,
and the author points out the great errors of preceding experi-
:uenTers, Bischotf and others, as to these coefficients.

By the aid of these experimental data, he is enabled to test the

j

1 "'"
1 '} prod-in d win n compared with Mi<-h fa. ts as we |h^i- as

t(> the rate of present cooling of our globe, and the total annual
'mount of volcanic action taking place upon its surface and within

He shows, by estimates which allow an ample margin to the
''»

;

s! data we possess as to the total annual vulcanicity of all sorts
ot our globe at present, that less than one fourth of the total heat
»t present annually lost by our globe is upon his theory sufficient
tn account for it ; "so that 'the secular cooling, small as it is, now
going on is a sufficient primum meto ftfcer portion
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still to be dissipated by radiation. The author then brings his

views into contact with various known facts of vulcanology and

_y, showing their accordance.
lie also shows that to the heat developed by partial tangential

thrusts within the solid crust are due those perturbations of Iiyj.o-

geal increment of temperature which Hopkins has shown cannot

be referred to a cooling nucleus and to differences of conductivity

alone. He further shows that this view of the origin of volcanic

heat is independent of any particular thickness being assigned to

the earth's solid crust, or to whether there be at present a liquid

fused nucleus, all that is necessary being a hotter nucleus than

crust, so that the rate of contraction is greater for the former than

the latter. The author then points out that, as the same play of

tangential pressures has elevated the mountain chains in past

epochs, the nature of the forces employed sets a limit to the height

of mountain possible of the materials" of our globe.

That volcanic action due to the same class of forces was more

energetic in past time, and is not a uniform but a decaying energy

now. Lastly, he brings his views into relation with vulcanic!?}

produced in like maimer in other planets, or in our satellite, and

shows that it supplies an adequate solution of the Miiemlar and s»

far unexplained fact that the elevations upon our moon's surface,

and tin' evidences of former volcanic activity, arc upon a scale so

vast when compared with those upon our globe.

Finally, he submits that if his view rill account for all the

known facts, leaving none inexplicable, and presenting no irrecon-

cepted as a true picture of nature.

7. Solceu t action of water. From the Anniversary Address of J-

Prestwich, President of the Geological Society, February, 1872.—

Let us now look at the geological bearing of the question connect-

ed with the solvent action of the water on the strata it traverses.

The analyse., mad,- f..r the Commission b v Drs. Fnm*
Odling, of the waters of the Thames and its tributaries in the

- taken up of

very 100.000 parts or grains a quantity varying

r> part, or -rams, or an :u.T:i-c of 29-26, which

water at JLHtton gives 20-78 <

was also shown by Drs. Letheby and Odling
that the unfiltered waters of the Thames Co;
their supplies above Kingston, contained •_'()

If from the average of 2oa;s we deduct 1*6^ g
suspended matter, we have 19 grains of dissoj

ter for every gallon of water flowing past K
course apart from the sediment carried down i

nary monthly analysis, conducted by the sam
course of several past years, show

is liable to very little variation, the only differ

somewhat larger in winter and less in summer
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Some general estimates have already been made by Professors
uamsa\ and Geikie of the quantity of mineral matter earned

ni' i. !.\ tin- Tham^: tint the more e\a<t .lata supplied

•'
:

i
.

' . ' •'
...

'

'•:
...

ston 1250 million uaHou-, an.l the salts in solution at 19 grains per

f
'' ! >- Hi* m< in .|u:mtit\ «>1 dissolved mineral matter ther. . irr'ie.l

down by the Thames e\crv tweiit v-thur hours i< equal to 3,364,286
tons, wnhich is equal to 548,230 tons in the year. Of

t,!
'^ daily <|uantity about two-thirds, or say loon tons, 'consist of

''•'"''"nate of lime, and 238 tons of sul].Iiate*of linn ; while li nit. .1

I'
1 '"! rn.ms of carbonate of magnesia, chlorides of sodium and

potassium, sulphates of soda and potash, silica and traces of iron,

-nd
)

la >],hates -onstit it, the rest. If we refer a small
portion of the carbonates, and the sulphates and chlorides chiefly,
to the impermeable argillaceous formations washed by the

'
' ^ n-.th supertieiai nva of which, in the II mi,, hasin a'-ove

. is estimated by Mr. Harrison at 2072 square miles.
"'' f.re the M nantit\ of ,rl,onat« ot lime carrie I awax t m

>> the Thames is equal to 7t>7 tons daily, or 290,905 tons
• oved ji urlj from ..i. h squire

. quantity equal to a thiekm-s of about 1 too

(d from our Chalk and Oolitic districts.

<>?reUit;„»« »f tl„ <*<„,! }h i*,u-<« »f Britain,
m. From the Anniversary Address of the 1

'Ological Society, Joseph Prestw.oi, VM.*..

Welsh and

5 workable
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and Charloroi) basin, the measures are 9400 feet thick, with 110

seams >>f coal ; in the Liege basin 7600 feet, with 85 seams ; and

in Westphalia 7200 feet, with 117 seams. On the other hand,

none of our central or northern coal basins, with the exception of

the Lancashire field, exceed half this tl.ickn. s~, and more generally

are nearer one fourth. Further, the difference which exists be-

tween the northern coals and those of Wales and Somerset, the

preponderance of caking coals in the north, and of anthracite,

steam, and smiths' coal in the south, equally exists between our

northern coals and those of Belgium, which latter show, on the

one hand, close affinities with those of Wales and Bristol. I am
informed by two experienced Belgian coal-mining engineers and

good geologists, who have twice visited our coal districts, that the

onlv coals' they found like those of Belgium were the coals of

South Wales and Radstock ; there was the same form of cleavage,

the same character of measures, and the same fitness for like eco-

nomical purposes. Organic remains afford us a little help ;
but

not sufficient is yet known of their relative distribution. The

plants are, as usual, the same ; so also are shells of the genus

Anthracosia, and a number of small Entomostraca ; while there

is a -eaixity of the marine forms which are more common in some

of our central and northern fields. That, therefore, which ' -

indicates the relation between the coal fields of the south- - ..t

England and those of the north of France and Belgium, is the

similarity of mass and structure, uniformity of subjection to like

phv-dcaf causes, and identity of relation to the underlying older

and to the overlying newer formations.
It was in the north that the conditions fitted for the formation

of coal first set in. The common Stigmaria ficoi
Coal-measure plants appear at the base of the Ca
ti Tm 1L-, m , . - . i \'..ri!in oherland, which there overlies con-

formably the Upper Old Red Sandstone ; and productive beds oi

coal exists low down in the Mountain-Limestone series. These

)ear in proceeding southward, and
i becomes confined to beds overlyii

tne coal growth set in earlier in the north, it seeme to na\ <

prolonged further south, under more favorable conditions, *>;
:;

laterperiod. What those condition* w en— « heth. r 1

1

of a greater land-surface, of a longer and greater subsidence, \uU

;•. 11 ,<>•,, i MV, in w Jones.

elaborate
t
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>ad cuttings and well borings had revealed layers of red
! i« i-t ii l.-j-tli- heh-w tli- Miilarc, tlie consistence of which

was similar to that now forming the present surface soil, ami it

did not require much force of imagination, after personal inspec-
tion, to conceive that such layers of red earth were first formed
UY 'I'e den.mposit ion of vegetable matter which grew upon former

and became covered to their respective depths by aeeu-
l! "" lS '"i musses of drift sand, which from natural eauses hardened

into more or less compact sandstone. But these different lavers
Were but a few feet beneath the surface, and so, although inter-

'•' cuit ii_\ natun -vi z : the submergence of
-':'..

i;
", ! ';

;
Cd

slightly above -he u^rio,!, ,. i after ward.
by means of drift matter aided bv the com

: •- -in vtes , u-irrlino- the whole

:;

!l - >>> i-.'.at-d'i.ai.-he- •-radnallv filling U]
J!;!

' lllVe<ti-:itio„>, however, which T have l'e

• 1 think to (! rove that the barrier

ha. hitherto been considered ai
r

;

a;,am of the more compact calcareous rod; wliieh i the

up than that now

-Tl«ebu^i,.^
he folio) acts:

'"'Marcus rock coated with Serpulse, Nulli]

and the shore in three to ci-iit fathoms. Al
gbmarinebla^in-- «'«••

' m-i d m, at the en

!va> 'b':' „'|;,.|!

'

. .

'

. . .

•

•
;

...

J^t few nemtl^, 1 have, through the kimine-s of "his K See SI ellCV
x

:«.!!•.< leMerai Lefov, ('.!'».. K.K.S., the prest

Pjaced in possession of still more satisfa

"urm^r ,]„,
li; , s , nvo Vl , ir, ( .vtensive suhma

taken place inside an artificial harbor, situa ted at ti ;tern
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This attained, what more is required to prove the former extent

of the island group beion th present submergence to the present

barrier reef? But. having elearlv ascertained' beyond doubt that

the Bermudas were .»iicftuity-«i-lit feet higher than at present,

will any one be hold enou»!i "to deny them a greater elevation!

I have reason to belies e thai th, \ once «\t. nihil in a south west

There are som<- i- ,- iueaitv-tive mik-

dth's " History of

he islands in the

tated, among oth€

ented a nwch

more extensive aspect than thev do at present, and certain addi-

tional evidence * hh -, 1 hop, ,., I, „i_ L-iw aid dnntU in acolldti^

hu-ir
e

rlefT
'

'^^v'ofki'u^''

^uii\ or el.!;'^ .nbmei-^H^t--

. '//Jf
','/'' '.',;','

,„/.,',,„ '! ,/ ^lurbutin Geology,

In England, the so-called Cambrian has turned out, a. H«j
recognizes, Primordial in its upper half at least—a part now calieo
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; Harlech grits; that is,

;e of generic forms that

Barrande and others had previously found in the European Pri-

mordial
; and a transfer, therefore, of all to the Primordial was

natural. But Prof. Hunt says, after alluding to tin- views of some
"thers, that Ihirrande's course " is a still greater violation of his-

toric truth." as if error which history had made venerable might
never be eradicated from science.

himh.u Ji ,|,. ,!,i
,"

hM .h, ! f\iid. immui in the tribes of

the I'ppor and Lower Silurian. Now the Ui.uula Hags" pas* into

rian without break or unconfortnaoiiit v, and wirh out a

>imdl change in the life. What u'ood scieutitic "reason is there for

''irting off this comprehensive division of geological time, the
"diirian. at a point both stratigraphically and palcont.. logically

science, have anything more than a historical interest ? To throw
;he i. insula flags down into the Cambrian, as Lyell has done,

Oleum, and other difference* less important betwe
species of these group-. i> not enough to demand tha

•ni



iron-ore in Bartlett, and the alluvial gold of Indian Stream. The

preparation of the final quarto Report on the geology of the State

is stated to have been begun.
12. Memorie per servire alia Descrizione della Carta Geologka

cP Italia; publicate a cura del K. Comitato GeoloU-ieo «h 1 Weguo.

Vol. I. 364 pp. svo.—A beautiful volume of Italian geological

.logical map of the Island of Elba,

nd fossils. The figures of Tertiary

fossils fill seven quarto plates, and are admirably engraved.

13. On the Occurrence »f Xatinr S„h,l,n»< : A,-hl in Eastern

T, ts; by J. \\ M u ,

1 '1 1) (IV, Brit \ss - 1^72 —
Not far from the Gulf of .M.-xic... ami within twenty-live or thirty

>st of these points

ide, marsh gas, and

r on the application

the different loca

specimen examii
grms. offreesulj
imperial gallon,
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Dff of the Paramor de En

found is uncombined with bases. The water of the Bio Vina^e,
flowing from the volcano of Purace in the Ande> ofPopayaii, a-

described by Humboldt and Boussinixanlt, contains only !-l l' of' free

i-1 (80 3?) in 1000 parts of the water, with 0"91 of

14. Analysis of a Compact Talcfrom North Carolina: by Mr.
J. B. Adger, of the Laboratory "of the Tnivfrsitv of Virginia.
(Chemical News, No. 654.)—Among the minerals referred to
time was a very beautiful " soapstone, from the Nantahela Moun-

1-j.-.. sj, -i = 2 -2 It i— '
i

,.!,,r,,l H,--im.'n-...f('!,ines,.>leM!

2;j;j;;;:
!i

- ";-"

?n the mine,

15. Lew it.
.

Bonn, has found, through the examination of a 'twin crystal, as
^eil as by measurements, that the crystals of leucite, instead of
being isometric r: r . / •' In n>, are really tetragonal.

16. On the occurrence in recent Pine ti»<h.r »f FU-hu.litc. «
kylrooarbo,, hitht-rtn kn»,r„ uuh, in „ fossil st,tt, ; by J. W.
U-W i, \>h.l>. (Pro< Urit Vss«.< , 187:2 -Son,, m u\ v* colorless

onnui:.r.r-(C
5
FI 8 ). The



botanists is the
Genera Lichenum, an Arrangement of the North Ann ,!">,

Jjichens, by Ldward Tuckernian. M.A. Amherst: Ldwin Nelson.

1872. pp. xv, 281, 8vo.—This email volume contains tin m.-.tuv

and long-considered results of many years of earnest study, and

has been retarded and (as respects its introductory chapter* <-ur-

tailed hv serious illness 1'ioimht on by overwork upon it. Hav-

inir curried it thn>iiu;!i the press, the author is seeking repose and

complete restoration in tin- Old World, whither our best thanks

and ui>he<, and those of all his I >< >t aiii.-:i I associates. follow liim.

We hope for his return in due time, in full vi U or, and that the

"Synopsis of the North American Lichens, which is in prepara-

tion, but for the present necessarily laid aside," may he r< sinned

and completed. Then our students of lichens, and those who

would fain be such, will for the first time be supplied with text

books for the study, and those of the very highest order of merit.

The present u oi k,\nldi c-m] to lichenoloubf s and lit i\ -anb ' '
' [

'

ieal, not to say recondite, needs to be supplemented by the >xiv>\>-

sis, which will be a practical guide to the beginner. We are

ineomp..-tent to criticize this volume; but we may say fhu la"

print and paper are truly excellent, and if, as the imprint indi-

cates, the composition and press-work were done in a country

office, it is wonderful.
The Flora of British India, by J. I). IIookeii, C.B., An-.,

assisted by various Botanists. I'arf'l. pp. Jus. svo. London:**
Reeve A (\>. 1*72.—The Indian Flora is here begun again, m •<

form and scope and with a vigor which render its conn

ful. "The originally contemplated and more ewuid-i p
•

exemplified in the first and only volume of Dr. Hooker ...
'

Thomson's Indian Flora, being abandoned, on account of the long-

continued ill-health of the latter and the manifold other <H'i.y» " l

the former, the task is now taken np more advantag
form like that of the other British Colonial floras,

condensed, indeed, nearly on the mo, hi of Dr. Hooker's I'" 1

;

1

'

1

the ih-itish Island*. This gives on the average between :: i
,l

_

and four species to the page. The references are sini

the terse characters are more serviceable than long
phrases. The work will l.e voluminous enough when
India:, species are described in it. The present f

he-ins uith /t\ /„//,„ „/,/,.,,, and ends with rn/,/
:
/aho;'-i. >' r

Thomson's name is associated with the editors 'in the earla'

order- Dr. Anderson's in (',;,.}f, ,>., ; and the Pnhrj,d^i-' ^
elaborated by .Mr. A. W. Bennett

Grevilleo," Mom 11 >
i ,. ( , gam h- But

Literature; edited bv*M. A. Cooke, M.A. YViniam- - N"- :l
'/
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n:\tv in the letter-press, the other lower Cryptogams have their
share of attention. The characters of the Fungi described by
-Mr. IV.-k in the 23d Report of the Regents of the University .If

the State of New York, are here reproduced. A series of articles

by the veteran mycologist Berkeley, describing North American
Fungi, begins in the third number. In fact, American Crypto-
gamic Botany is likely to receive no small share of attention, and
we would warmly commend this little journal to all who in this

country are interested in these subjects. We think the work will

i'ish Crvpto^amists of the last generation.

/./„„,„,._The third volume ot the n.-u serie>. edited In Garcke
H wliicl. three fascicles are at hand), continues Bockl'er"s long

lited by Dr.
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two years ago. They have been awaiting Prof. Braun's account

of the Rhizocarpeaz and Isoetes, which, when issued, will complete

the volume of the higher Cryptogamia.
Prof. Hofmeister has accepted the botanical chair at Tubingen,

vacated by the death of Von Mold ; Dr. Sachs succeeds Hofmeis-

ter at Heidelberg ; and Dr. II* :/
, i,,m,< r is the new professor at

Kiel. Prof. Kemer has been transferred from Innsprnck u> trie

University of Prague. By a misprint in the July number of this

Journal, the name of the late Dr. Wight was given as Dr. Wright

Herbarium of the late Dr. Curtis.—A biographical notice of

the late Dr. M. A. Curtis, which has been already too lung d< tend,

must now be postponed to the January number. His herbarium

is to be sold bv his lamilv, under directions from Dr. Curtis that

it shall be kept together if practicable. Clearly this collection

ought to be retained in North Carolina, being authentic for the

flora of that State and the exponent of his full cat ah gin - and dt s-

criptions of the plants of North Carolina, published by the >tate

Government. A moderate sum would probably secure it, and

would be most worthily invested to that end. If the State should

not ae.juire it, or if it should be found necessary to divide it, the

collection of Fungi ought to find a ready sale, as m contauw

the types of the hundreds or even thousands of species which Dr.

Curtis has described, or at least determined and catalogued. Its

loss to science, or even to this country, would be irreparable.

1 lent ham and Hooker's Genera Plantarum, vol. 2.—We have

seen more of the earlier sheets of this volume, the first part ot

which may be expected at Ihe close of the year. *• *
17. A Handbook of Ch^mi.-nl IW.hnoloay ; by Ruuolph Wag-

ner, Ph.D., Professor of TWhnologv at the Pimersity of Wurtz-

burg. Translated and edited from the eighth German edition, with

additions, by William Crookes, F.R.S. Large 8vo, pp. J

' lew York, 1872. (D. Appleton & Co.)—Professor W tagr

has become universally known by his excellent Jahres-

bericht der ehem'^chen Technologie, which first appeared

The first edition of the work before

new edition has
stantly enriched
eminence of the
ume. And, although, from the necessities of the case, it must

somewhat cursory in its plan, since it is obviously impossible ^
get the whole ..f applied clmmiMrv int.. such a volume, vet « are

uberc"-
they :

3 since appeared regularly every three years, con-

. and improved by the progress of discovery. ine

• author in hi- chosen field ensures a valuable vol-

deserves praise,' also, not only 1

but for the original matter he has added. .Now that we h.i\e "'

English so good a text-book upon Chemical Technology
that more attention will be paid to teaching it systematmaiiy »"

our schools of science.

18. On Beavers and Beaver I)a,„s <n M;.^i.^irj ,i ; l>y > lr
-

John Shelton. (From a letter to one of the editors, di

mond, Hinds Co., Mississippi, Sept. 12.)—I have resided in this



county since 1 83 7, now for nearly thirty-five years. When I came
here I was young and somewhat given to hunting. At the
outset, to my inquiries of other hunters, whether there were
heavers here, it was replied, that there were a few, hut no one
could then tell me where there was one of their dams in this

neighborhood.
And yet by the year 1850, their dams were to '<

i' .mid in m :ir!y

all the streams in the county, that were not so small as to become
dry during our long summers, or two large for the operations
of the beaver. They continued to increase, greatly to the injury
of most of our low land, and to the annoyance of its cultivators.
In 1858 or 1859, a professional trapper from Wisconsin, if I am
not mistaken, .•:<;:_!.! -•<

• iity-tiw ..i . i^lity beavers in this county
in less than a month's time.
They are yet increasing in this county, as I have no doubt they

are in all the counties of central Mississippi and Alabama, and
ntirely throughout both States. I have no doubt that, in

tion. I now write in the Court House of the county, and they
can be found in sight of it, and at a less distance than one mile.

III. Astronomy.

1. Spectrum of the Aurora ; by Edward I. Holdex, 2d Lieut,
of Engineers. (From a letter to the editors, dated West Point,
N. Y., Oct. 14, 1872.)—I have this evening succeeded in observ-
ing the spectrum of a very fine aurora, which appeared about 7

*• m., and lasted perhaps 20 minutes. It first appeared as a rosy
cloud about 15° wide and perhaps 30° high, bearing N. 30° \V. by
compass. Afterward it spread to the zenith, and was principally

:i)>e of a band, of (say) 15° wide extending from the
N.W. to the E. No pulsations of any magnitude were evident,
but a radiated structure was manifest.

The spectroscope (pocket, by Hawkins & Wales) was first

turned on the full moon, and an idea of the length of the spectrum
obtained; then with a wide slit it \va< turned on the aurora, and
r l" t'..;!,.w

i !iur xki-t«-h made, which was carefully verified, so that it

represents exactly what I saw.

The length MN" is what I conceived to be the length of the

spectrum given by my instrument under usual conditions. The
violet (extreme) rays seemed cut off, and I saw 1° a broad and
oright red band (R), 2d a black space equal in width to it (I!), 3d
a green and bright band (G) nearly as wide, then a faint spectrum
of diffused li_ n tie U i. { ,

i. th, n a bright line

more refrangible but whose color could not be definitely >" /< yd).

The relative" distances for my instrument are kept in the drawing.



opened Angstrom's "Spectn
d

space I am sure of; and it was also seen plainly by an inexperi-

enced person, into whose hands I put the instrument. The slit

was then narrowed and turned on the moon, and adjusted to irivo

the Fraunhofer lines most clearly. The aurora by this time was

fainter, and I can only be sure of a bright line (green) with a sus-

picion of my former blue line. Opening the slit again, the red hand

of the diffused light spectrum was close against the green bright

line. The aurora then faded. I mention this black spare as it is

not what I expected to see from my reading of Angstrom and

Winlock.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Institute of Technology, Boston.—Prof. T. Sterry Hunt, for

twenty-five years connected with the Geological Survey
has entered upon his duties as Professor of Geology in the Insti-

tute of Technology.
2. Annual Rep. of the Director of the MeU:»r»l<»/"-"l <}!iS"\

rat,,,-,/, Central Park; New York. 42 pp. Svo—At the clox- o\

; i !
. r. "•

i \ i ! i 1 1 1

1
t ii f "1 !

' '
'

'

n l "

*
ui the itrengtb of the wind for the

ILii/thn's (ii-oh>-jlc<d K.n>h

Rev. John B. Perry.—Professor Perry, in charge of

Department of Primordial Geology in Harvard College, diet

the 30th October, in his mh year. He had recently retu

from the meeting of the American Association at Dubu

Prof. Perry was a graduate of the University

i Vermont, as pastor c

geology, and especially the so eaiuu

I and several papers were publish"!Taeonic rocks of that region, and several papers

by him on the sub'

On the Geology of Lower Louisiana and the Salt Df
by Eugene W. Hilgard, Ph.D., Prof. Chem., Univ. J
248 of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.
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[THIRD SERIES.]

Art. XLIX.— On a simple and precise method of measuring the

wave-lengths and velocities of sound in Gases ; and on an appli-
cation of the method in the invention of an Acoustic P.,

by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D., Professor of Physics in the
Stevens Institute of Technology.

1. The measurement of the icave-lertgth.—Without any consid-
eration as to the velocity of sound or the number of vibra-
tions producing n given note, we can accurately measure the
wave-length of the note by the following simple arrangement
of apparatus, which is an instrumental simplification of the
method first used by Zoch (Pogg. Ann., vol. cxxviii, p. 497.)

.
On the acoustic bellows fix an organ pipe, and place opposite

'^ mouth a Helmholtz resonator responding to its note.
-Lead from the resonator a thick gum tube to one of Konig's
njanometric capsules, whose gas jet is placed near the jet
°f the organ pipe capsule. Sound the pipe, and by means
°f the manometric flame-micrometer* adjust the two flames bo
that their serrations appear to coincide when viewed in a cubical
revolving mirror. Now suppose, for simplicity, that the pipe
gives 342 complete vibrations in one second
velocity of sound at 342 meters per second (at 15° C), it will
require 3I5 of a second for an aerial pulse to traverse one
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Therefore, if the resonator tube be lengthen-
" '

ts flame will no longer coincide with those of

the pipe, but will bisect the spaces between the latter ;
for an

impulse from the resonator has now to traverse such an increased

length that it arrives at its manometric flame g} T of a second

later than before the tube was lengthened. If the tube he

lengthened one meter, or a whole wave-length (German), the

displacement of the resonator serrations will amount to the

entire distance separating the centers of two contiguous serra-

tions
; and on elongating the tube n number of wave-lengths,

n number of such displacements will occur. Thus can be mea-

sured, not only one, but many wave-lengths, for I have not seen

sensibly diminished the intensity of the pulses after they have

traversed many meters of firm thick tubing. Therefore the

error made in the determination of the distance occupied by

many wave-lengths will not be greater than that occurring ffl

the measure of the length of only one ; and, consequei

error being divided over so great a number will prop
increase the accuracy of the deduced length of a single wave.

2. The determination of the velocity.—If the number of vibra-

tions given by the pipe can be determined with an aecuwfig

comporting with the above measure of its wave-length, we will

succeed in arriving at very precise measures of the velocity

(v=n A) of sound in air and in various gases. To make the

measure of a wave-length in a gas other than air, we close the

mouth of the resonator with a delicate membrane, and fill the

resonator, its capsule and connecting tube with the gas
;
or, we

can substitute for the resonator a cavity of the proper volume

and form, closed by a large membrance which vibrates in

unison with the fundamental note of the pipe, and proceed as

It requires but little consideration to see that the determina-

tions of the acoustic wave-length and velocity of sound in a

gas, by the process I have described, greatly exceed in ac-

curacy the results heretofore obtained by Dulong, Wertheim

and others who deduced the length of the wave and velocity

from measures of the internodal distances in organ pipes; and

I have reason to be of the opinion that my method will give

results exceeding in accuracy even those obtained by Quincke

(Pogg. Ann., vol. cxxviii, p. 177), who used an ins

which embodies the principle invented by Herschel, and wnici

has its highest development in the exquisite interference appa-

ratus which Ko'nighas recently described in W --vudorffs Anna-

len, BcL cxlvi, p. 165 *

In my lecture-room I have hung up before the si

series of gum tubes having lengths of i, 1, 1 a, 2, 2|, 3, etc., wave-

* See the translation of Konig's paper in thia No. of the Journal.
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lengths of different notes. The tubes, forming any one of these
-tries, are used with the organ-pipe and resonator correspond-
ing to their note ; and as they are successively adapted to the
resonator, they cause the serrations of its flame successively to
coincide with and to bisect those of the organ pipe flame.
Students after such exhibitions do not depart from the room
with their usual skepticism as to the existence of an acoustic
wave-length, but look upon the tubes as measures of actual
entities.

3. The Acoustic Pyrometer.—Having devised this simple
arrangement of apparatus for measuring the number of wave-
lengths contained in a given tube, the idea occurred to me that
I could use the method in determining the variation in the num-
ber of wave-lengths cob caused by a change
in the temperature of the air which it contained ; and thus
succeed in readily determining any temperature to which the
tube might be exposed.
The accuracy of this (as far as I know) entirely new method

of pyrometry, and the facility of its application can be judged
of by the following discussion.

The formula V= L^L
(1+ a t)- gives the velocity of

sound in air of a known temperature. This formula, as is well

known, is reduced numerically to V= 333m V 1+ '00367 t. In
!

: •;,. V = the velocity of soundat the temperature t centigrade
;

333= the velocity of sound in meters, at 0°G : and -00367 the

coefficient of expansion of air under a constant pressure. We
will suppose that we have outside of the furnace, whose tem-

perature we would measure, an UT
4
organ pipe ; that we have

placed opposite its mouth an UT
4
resonator; and that tubes

from pipe and resonator lead to contiguous gas jets placed before

mirror. We will ;ilso assume that the air in and
around the organ pipe is at 0° C, and that the serrations of the
flames of pipe am] resonator are brought to coincide when 13
meters of metal tube, connecting the resonator with its mano-
nietric capsule, are placed in a furnace which also has the tem-
perature of 0° C. T "! of a wave in the

furnace tube is -^-=0m,65, and it will contain 20 wave-lengths.

Now gradually raise the temperature of the furnace to 820° C.

Afl the temperature rises we will see the serrations of the

resonator flame gradually slide over those of the organ pipe
name, and wl <

• the < n ; niture has reached 820° C. we will

We observed that the serrations of the resonator flame have
glided over 10 times the distance separating the centers of two
contiguous serrations of the flame of the organ pipe : for at
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820° C. the air in the furnace tube will have expanded to 4

times its volume at 0° C , and therefore

/ 333^1+ -00367 X820\
will ,

i \ the number of -v

lengths it did when at 0° C, and the length of one of these

waves in the tube will be 1*3 meter.

We will now determine the limit of accuracy of the method

by elevating the temperature of the furnace 100°, or to 920° C.

At this temperature the velocity of the pulses in the furnace

tube will equal 696 -63 meters, and the length of the wave at

this velocity will be lm,36. But l
m-36-lm'3=0m -06, the differ-

ence in wave-length produced by the increase in temperature

from 820° to 920°, and sufficient to cause the serrations to be

displaced 46 of the distance separating the centers of two con-

5 of the organ pipe flame. But by means of

nicrometer T'„th of this displacement can

be measured, therefore, we can measure an increase of 10°

. C. in temperature above 820°.

From an examination of the well established formula for the

'.determination of the velocity of sound, it will be seen that the

accuracy of our determinations of furnace temperatures will

.alone depend on the precision of the coefficient -00367, which

is the number arrived at by Eegnault and Magnus for the

eypan-ion of air under a constant pressure; and this is one of

i mod i-Iiable constants we have in Physics. Hence the accu-

racy of our measures, to 10° C, will be equal to those of the

air -thermometer, whose indications are, at present, necessarily

received as our standards of thermometric determinations.

We will now examine the relation existing between tempera-

tures and wave-lengths. I have computed two tables ; the first

gives the velocities of sound and the wave-lengths of the note

temperatures between 0° C. and 2,000

bo temperatures between
IT-

ss*

48272
52314
56074

62904

69077

747-38

799-96

849-35 1-658

87296
1700
1800

940-26

1-228
0°C. 333"

•587

-517

1-405 ~200
223-14

•335

95-60 •186

1-562
-272-48
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These related numbers I have projected into the accompany-
ing curve, whose abscissas are the temperatures, and whose
ordinates are the wave-lengths. This curve, which is the graph-

ical expression of y:=
333*/l + <)0367x .

g evident]y a parabolaj

since it has the form y
3 =ax; and y will equal when x has

receded to the point on the axis of abscissas equal to -27248°
C, which is "the absolute zero" of temperature.

It is evident that this same curve will give the numerical
relations between temperatures and the wave-lengths of any
note, or the velocities of sound in any gas, by merely g i

ferent numerical values to the divisions on the axis of ordi-

lt only remains to give the simplest formula for determining
the temperature of the furnace in terms of the observed dis-

placements of the resonator serrations, and of the known num-
ber of wave-lengths in the furnace-tube at the temperature t.

Let t = temp. C. of the air in and around the organ-pipe.

t'~ " " " the furnace-tube.

v= velocity of sound at temp. t.

v'= " " « f.

I = number of wave-lengths in furnace-tube at temp. t.

d~ observed displacement of resonator serrations by an
elevation of temperature t'~t.

Then l—d will equal the number of wave-lengths in the fur-

nace-tube (allowance made for elongation of tube by heat) at

the temp. t'. As the velocity of sound in the furnace-tube will
be inversely as the number of wave-lengths it contain.-, i: fol-

lows that

:l:l—d; hence i

(1)

(2)

Reducing equation (3) \

\2<,-]ne(i-
which gives t' in terms of v, I and d. Combining equations (1)
and (3) we obtain

(5)

272-4- l>/-,/w/4-//»

{l-d)>
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lated in order to obtain I in equation (5), it follows that equa-

tion (4) is the simpler and the more readily worked numeri-

cally.

If we call T the absolute temperature centigrade, then

T=<'+27248, and equation (^becomes^T^^^))*- in

which equation the origin of coordinates is at the vertex of the

parabola.

This paper is intended only to give a general account of the

new method of pyrometry, and therefore I have not touched

on the details of apparatus and experiment. These I will pre-

sent in a subsequent communication, in which accounts of

actual applications of the method will be given. 'I may, how-

ever, here remark that, if the tube in the furnace is 13 meters

long and of m,015 diameter, it can be coiled into a spiral

of m -5 in diameter, or into two spirals, each of m -25 diameter.

Or, the tube can be bent on itself several times and thus form

a compact fascicle of tubing. Also, the tubing should ascend

from the resonator to the furnace-tube, and descend from the

latter to the manometric capsule, so that the rarefied air in the

hot tube cannot enter the tubing outside of the furnace. If

the serrations of the manometric flames are too dim to be

readily observed, they can be rendered distinctly visible, even

in broad day-light, by the use of " carbonized " gas, or by sifting

into them the fine scrapings of lead pencil. In ascertai

number of displacements produced by any temperal

furnace-tube is slowly moved into the furnace, so that the

displacements of the resonator serrations can be counted

tube gradually attains the highest temperature, when the £

' *

s become s

'

i stationary.

The very numerous and concordant micrometric measures oi

star photographs, made by myself and under my direction

the past seven years, have inspired me with the atOM*

confidence in the stability of the collodion film, pa itnub 'V

when applied to a plate of glass properly albumenized.

The measures above referred to were made apoi

thirty plates of the Pleiades group taken at many different

times, and embracing within a space of about 80' square frorn

thirty to seventy-five star images, according to the time o

exposure, the state of the atmosphere and the secsibilil

ehemi sals ; also upon many plates of the Praesepe group, aver-
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[iug about thirty-four stars on each plate
; also upon many

ates of the group about d Orionis ; also upon many plates of
the group surrounding 4L Bootis ; also of the group surround-
ing n Cassiopaea.

In addition to the measures of the position and distance of
the members of the several groups mentioned, very many meas-
ures have been made upon long lines of star images, at inter-

vals of one second of time from each other, for the purpose of
determining the angular value of any given portion of the
plates. Very many measures have been made for the same
purpose upon selected star pairs, and the results of these meas-
ures compared with the results of transits of stars over dia-

mond lines drawn upon a plate of glass placed in the photo-
graphic plate-holder at the photographic focus,—and finally

many measures have been made upon star groups taken on the
preceding, central and following regions of the plates for the
purpose of detecting the character and amount of the distor-

tion, if any, of the images.
The results of all these measures were so concordant as to

forbid the idea of the existence of any great change in the col-

lodion film, and the conviction of this stability is very greatly

strengthened by a very few attempts to remove the collodion
film from an albumenized plate by any ordinary mode of rub-

bing or washing.
This confidence in the reliability of the photographic method

for measures of precision was rudely shocked by the statements
of Mr. Paschen, contained in an elaborate article upon the appli-

cation of photography to the observation of the coming tran-

sit of Venus, printed in the Astronomische Nachrichten in

April last. He found in three measures upon albumenized
plates and upon one not albumenized respectively, a shrinkage
to the following fractions of the whole space measured : in No.

1, lij, No. 2, F \ TJ No. 3, TT»„, No. 4, ¥TV?. Nos. 1 and 2
were measures of the same plate, but in directions perpendicu-
lar to each other. No. 4 was on a plate not albumenized:
these quantities are so large and irregular, that if they really

exist, we must be compelled to relinquish the hopes based upon
the use of photography for precise astronomy. My own expe-

rience and a distrust of the methods used by Mr. Paschen for

obtaining these results, prevented me from losing confidence in

the value of a photographic image. Still the question was so

grave and the general merits of Mr. Paschen's article were so

great, that I determined to subject the point to a thorough
e *:uninution, and for that purpose the following measures were

made upon plates, albumenized before the application of the

collodion, first when leaving the camera and quite wet, and sec-

ond when they had become dry; some of the plates were neg-
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atives of dark lines upon a white ground, and some of white

lines upon a dark ground ; in some while yet wet most of the

collodion between the lines was removed to encourage a shrink-

age outward, and in others most of the collodion outside of the

lines was removed to encourage a shrinkage inward ; most of

the collodion used was such as is in ordinary use in my observ-

atory. The measures were made by the aid of my microme-

ter screw, one revolution of which is equal to ¥
'

f of an inch.

The plates were made and the measures conducted by Mr.

Chapman, my assistant, who is an accomplished photographer

and familiar With the use of the micrometer. The plates were

left clamped upon the stage of the micrometer during the inter-

val between the measures wet and dry, and both these meas-

ures were consequently made on the same parts of the screw.

In every case five bisections of each of the two lines were

made, and the difference between the means of these readings

shows the distance between the lines in terms of screw revolu-

tions. For the purpose of exhibiting the degree of precision

attainable bv the measures, I will transcribe in full the meas-

ures of the first two plates, giving for the rest only the results.

The values of the measured spaces have been reduced to a

uniform temperature of the screw of 68° Fahrenheit by the

application of a correction deduced from the recognized coef-

ficients of expansion of steel and glass. It will be seen rliat m
all cases save two the distance was greater between the hues

when the plate was drv than when wet, the mean excess of the

nine measures is Bev.' 0*0017, which is ^i„ of an inch: it

reaches in no case „'-„
,T
of an inch. Tin's 'result is no doubt

due to the cooling of the glass plate, by the evaporati

takes place the moment the wet plate is taken from the plate-

holder and exposed to the air under the micrometer. This

excess of distance (Rev. 0-0017), would be caused by an increase

of temperature for the dry glass of about 4° F.

This consideration reveals a source of error in the use of wet

plates which I have not hitherto considered, since the same

evaporation takes place no doubt during the long exposures

given to star-plates; the amount will vary accord ii

hygrometric state of the atmosphere, and may be met by read-

ing wet and dry bulb thermometers. ,

Mv objection to the method used by Mr. Paschen, as I under-

stand it, i, that instead of being confined to an inve.-i

what happens to the collodion 'film between the DO

exposure wet and the moment of measurement when dry, it is

a comparison of the actual state of the plate when dry. whM »

ought to have been had all the adjustments, manipulations ana

instruments been perfect.



Plate No. 1 June 27 Therm. *4° and 72° Dry—R. 00083
" No. 2 -r ;in.i :_ " +R. 0-0005
" No. 3 July 3 « -f R. 0-0004

M and ,-.-» " +R. 0-0007
" No. 5 « + R. 0-0009
« No. 6 2° and 80° « -j-R. 0-0092

u 10. 8° and 80° " —R. 0-0059
" No. 8 " -f-R. 0-0040
" No. 9 " "

" 4° and 82° " +R. 0-0089

Mean exc 3ss of Dry, R. 0-001 telfin0fan inch.

Art. LI.

—

Note upon Ar> ntur<'it> < >r'hnr!<isi
, fuin,-l at //,- O./, /<•??

J/V*e. *S>ar&i Township, Sussex Co., X. J. ; by Prof. Leeds.

Among the masses of gneiss rock thrown out in sinkiiii; one
of" the shafts of the Ogden mine, I found, during the course of

ouner, large quantities of very beautiful sunstone,
which appears hitherto to have escaped notice. The three
cleavages 0, i-i and i-i, are <-asil\ ohtairx 1. and afford the cleav-
age angles of orthoclase. The verv thin platen which may be

procured by slicing the stone in the direction of the principal
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cleavage, are of considerable size, and furnish excellent speci

mens for microscopic examination.
The color of the orthoclase is a delicate flesh-red, wb

is due entirely to the imbedded crystalline scales of what has

been supposed to be gothite. The stone itself is transhicait

and quite colorless. The results obtained in two analyses were

:

In an analysis of an aventurine oligoclase from Tre< I

Norway, Scheerer obtained Si0 3
61-30, A1

2 3
23-77, Fe,

3
0-36, CaO 4-78, Na 2 8'50, K

2
1-29. In this the per

cent of gothite is somewhat greater than in the New Jersey

orthoclase, but in both cases the extremely small amount of

foreign matter which suffices to impart the brilliant aventurine

character to the feldspar is remarkable. It is worth noting > !1

this connection that all the specimens of sunstone from Kennett,

Chester Co., Pa., in the cabinet of the Stevens Institute, are

oligoclase, not orthoclase.

Art. LIL—On Soil Analyses and their Utility; by ElJG. W.

Hilgard, State Geologist of Mississippi.

(Read at the Dubuque Meeting of the Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., August, 1872.)

In the American Journal of Science for September, 1861,

Prof. S. W. Johnson published a criticism on the "S
ses of the Geological Surveys of Kentucky and Arkansas,

whose strictures, to a great extent eminently just, appear"

have so impressed the scientific public in this eountr
if any soil-analyses have since then been made in conn,

any state or national survey, excepting that of the State of Mis-

sissippi, where the work already begun was contin:

by myself, or under my charge, or recommendation.
Holding myself responsible for this departure from th<

adopted views, I propose in the present paper to discuss 9P*

cially Prof. Johnson's objections, and to give my reasons tor

persisting in a course of research that has, more tfa

secured for myself and my co-laborers the compassionate sym-
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pathy of true believers. While I consider the work far from
being as complete as it should be, and for that as well as other
reasons its publication in detail may be delayed for some time

;

yet I think what can now be said 'of sufficient importance to
be brought before this meeting.

I propose, in this dis tain the mainly practical

standpoint assumed by Prof. Johnson himself. I shall therefore
leave out of consideration the performance of such exhaustive

3 of all the] \< sical and chemical properties of the
soil, as have been made in some cases, for special purposes, e. g.,

by' Prof. Mallet, on some of the cotton soils of Alabama. If
the investigation of each soil, to possess practical importance,
requires from three to six months labor, we may as well, for

practical purposes, consider such researches out of the question
for the present. We want something analogous to the metal 1 1 1 ru i-

cal assay of minerals, as distinguished from their complete ulti-

mate analysis. So far, therefore, as the agricultural qualities of
a soil may be inferred and approximately estimated by an ex-
perienced eye, I would relieve the chemist from the exact
numerical determination, e. g., of the power of absorbing heat
from the sun, the specific heat, the " water-holding " power, the

'"M'illary coefficients, etc. However necessary for theoretical

itions, I hold that for practical purposes, these labori-

ous determinations may in most cases be dispensed with ; since
from what has already been done, or what can be done with
a tow typical soils, we may infer the comparative magnitude of
these coefficients with a sufficient degree of approximation.
The amount of labor bestowed on each soil by Dr. Peter, as

reported in the Kentucky and Arkansas surveys, approaches
very closely the limit beyond which the imnu<lwte advantages
to be derived from such knowledge of soils as analysis may

> mid seem, to many, disproportioned to the expendi-
ture involved. How very modest we are, truly, when a purely
scientific object is involved, who- I applica-

tion is not obvious at a glance ! In what other branch of tech-

nee would it be thought admissible to proceed without

obtaining such knowledge of the prime materials as ehemistry
may afford, even if no immediate a; plication <>! this ki owledgt
be foreseen ? Our public treasuries are constantly drawn upon
for hundreds of thousands of doll rs. in 1 i aif f objects of
at least questionable usefulness. Yet Prof Johnson seems to

bave thorough- satisfied ,, M r state c,,,!,,-^ that they are not

_- vim: 'lr virgin soils of their respective States the

benefit of such liuht as ohemistrv mav even now confessedly

afford; apart from the ;

rene.-s winch may
fair! v be expected to be drawn hereafter from the history of

. ation. How are we to advance in our knowledge of
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soils, if we abandon as hopeless the determination of their

chemical character ? Are the proofs that have been brought

against the utility of soil analyses really of such a character as

to justify so grave an omission ? an omission, too, which in

many cases cannot hereafter be supplied. Even in the com-

paratively youthful State of Mississippi, I have found diffi-

culty in obtaining reliable specimens of some soils, whose great

productiveness had led to their cultivation by the earliest set-

tlers, over the entire area of their occurrence.

I question the propriety of this omission, and the justice of

the testimonium paupertatis thus inflicted upon agricultural and

analytical chemistry.

To define my position, I premise that

—

1. I fully agree with Prof Johnson as to the comparative use-

lessness of a single analysis giving the percentages of soil ingre-

dients found, in »,"h'inint r,i.-.*. It is only when such analysis

demonstrates the great abundance, or very great deficiency, of one

or several prij its, that, by itself, it con-

veys information of considerable practical importance. Note,

that such cases are not altogether infrequent, even in virgin

2. I agree that an " average soil " is a nan ens, except as

referred, comparatively, to a particular set of soils closely related

in their origin.

3. Also, that the claim of being able to detect the minute

differences caused bv cropping without return to the soil, is

, and perhaps beyond the power of our present ana-

4. I further admit that, ordinarily, the analysis of soils long

cultivated, and treated with manures, can give but little and very

partial information as to the condition and composition of the

soil ; from the great difficulty, if not impossibility, of obtaining

5. Furthermore, that to designate soils by the names of the

Cretaceous, Carboniferous or Silurian strata they may happen to

overlie, is very loose practice ; since in most cases

derived from Quaternary deposits, which may or may iM uave

been influenced in their composition by the subjacent rocks.

On the contrary I demur, in the first place, to the broad

assertion that "it is practically impossible to obtain

specimens of the soil/ as inapplicable to a very hv

^Specially of virgin soils, covering large areas with a in

of character corresponding to that of subjacent i<

from which they have been directly derived, by substantially

identical and uniform, or uniformly variable, processes.

The importune ,,{ thi, .-xcptinn i, imt.it is true, very ob-

vious in the stony fields of New England (such as discouraged
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Prof. Johnson in his vacation trip to Northern New York), or
in fact, in any district where a great varietj of formations has
directly contributed toward forming the soil, and " chunks " of
undecomposed minerals are diffused through it. In such cases,

the ;<nalysis of the rock which has predominantly contributed
to the mass of the soil proper, would be a more correct index
of the prevalent characteristics of the latter, than if itself were
taken in hand. And from such analyses we could at least

deduce what ingredients, and in what form, it would certainly
be useless to add to the soil.

But when we come to the great plains of the West and
Southwest, whose soils are consistently derived from wide-

Q saternary deposits, composed of materials almost im-
palpable save as regards siliceous sand ; or even the rolling

uplands of the Gulf States, whose subsoil stratum of " yellow
loam " can only be diluted, but not otherwise changed, by the

admixture of the underlying drift, leached long ago of every-
thing soluble in carbonated water, or available to plants : the
objection based upon the supposed impossibility of securing

e specimens, becomes obviously untenable; as I
shall hereafter show from the close correspondence in the com-
position of soils, and especially suftsoils, from widely distant

portions of the State, derived from the same geological (Quater-
nary) stratum.
A word in regard to the " freaks and accidents " mentioned

by Prof Johnson as liable to make sport of the devoted ana-

lyst. Undoubtedly such errors must be ultimately provided
against by multiplication of analyses (not necessarily of the
fcamc acre, but of other corresponding specimens, in the sense

mentioned above) ; and while questioning the efficiency of a
bird or squirrel in vitiating a pr> '• of soil, I

it the disastrous consequences which might result if

a dogr, cow, or horse were similarly concerned. No specimen
"f " virgin soil " can, of course, be obtained where such animals

usually do congregate. But as a rule, it is not at all difficult

to avoid such places; while the chance of accidentally hitting

upon a sporadic animal deposit in the broad woods or prairie?

'* singularly small, and is notably diminished by the circum-

"faiire. that an attentive observer kind none otliov
-'

Wfl specimens) will be able to distinguish such localities for

yo.'i rs. b v the peculiarity of their vegetation.

.1 will remark, however, that I consider the sampling of a soil

""'.?!,
it view to sreurini: a representative specimen, as a matrer

second in difficulty and de!iea.-\ mi!\ to i ><'
' ; -'~ ^elf;

[y have thought it worth while to analyze
sent by other than intelligent persons specially instructed by
me ; and even then have frequently had to reject them, from
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their having obviously been taken at an improper ].«

e. g., near a foot-path, by the side of a fence, on a partially

denuded hillside or ravine, in the bed of a run, at the foot

of a tree, etc.

The question of depth must, in my view, be left to be deter-

mined by the circumstances of each case, except in so far as

the extreme depth to which tillage may cause the roots of crops

to reach, must be within the limits of the samples taken. Of

these, one should ordinarily represent what, under the usual

practice of tillage, becomes the arable soil ; another, the sub-

soil not usually broken into ; a third will in most cases be use-

ful to show what materials would be reached were the land to

be underdrained. As a rule, I have taken no specimens of

soil to a less depth than six inches, and as much deeper as uni-

formity of color reached—for obvious reasons. But in special

cases, when important differences were suggested by the aspect

of the soil and subsoil, they have been separately examined, at

whatever depth the change'of color might occur.

With soils of the character referred to, samples selected and

taken with due care, and strict attention to thorough intermix-

ture, both in the field and subsequently in the laboratory, I

am unable to see why even two grammes may not correctly

represent the characteristics of a 1000 acre tract. Not that

every point of that tract would be likely to give the same per-

centage result, perhaps ; especially as regards the surface soil,

which might in places be more clayey or more sandy than the

sample analyzed. Still, the relative proportions of ih

dients, and their degree of availability, would remain substantially

the same ; the wider range and readier penetration of roots m
sandier soils, making up, within certain limits, for the smaller

percentage of available ingredients in a given bulk, as com-

pared with more clayey ones.

From the fact that the atmospheric surface water must, in

its course, inevitably have a tendency to bring about such

inequalities, by carrying forward the finer particles of the soil

in larger proportion than the coarser ones ; as well as from the

greater influence of vegetation : we shall, in the serio

ses made a postulate by Prof. Johnson, expect to fin

agreement between those of subsoils than those of surface sou*

Such f find to be very decidedly the case; so much so, that

. look to the former as the most reliable in

seal's d ^tinctive character. To this there can be no legitimate

objection, when, as in all the upland soils now under consia-

io surface soil is directly derived from the subsoil,

and its depth is less than thorough culture would give to tne

arable soit
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that I have always
" reagents sold by

dealers quite inapplicable to the purpose of soil analysis. From
first to last, I have prepared or purified these myself; and. as

regards the acids, especially hydrochloric, I have found it

necessary to reject, as a rule, even the purest, after keeping it

for a few weeks in a glass bottle. The same is true, and
perhaps in nit aggravated degree, of aqua ammonias. The
severe ordeal of slow evaporation on a bright ; latin mi l'...il will

rarely be passed by ammonia a fortnight old ; and still less

frequently by hydro-sulphide of ammonium.
Armed with these, and a multitude of other precautions,

usual and unusual, to secure the utmost possible accuracy

;

always treating the soil with the same large excess of acid of
uniform stn z precipitates

as much as possible from the same volume of liquid ; using none
but the best Bohemian glass, and platinum vessels, and filters

specially extracted—operating, in short, as uniformly as the na-

ture of the materials would permit : I confess I felt eon -

confidence in the correctness of my results, until the experiments
made in Bunsen's laboratory, on the solubility of glass vessels,

gave rise to unpleasant doubts, On consideration, however, I
found that the (sensibly constant) error so introduced would
not, when allowed for, amount to more than the differences

between two analyses of one and the same material, or vitiate

in any serious degree the conclusions arrived at. Nevertheless,
I shall hereafter, to the utmost possible extent, carry on all

operations liable to introduce errors on this score, in platinum
and porcelain vessel-, as advised by Bunsen.

As regards Dr. Peter's failure to determine the amounts of
soluble silex, nitric acid, ammonia, chlorine, and the degree of

oxidation of the iron, I agree that the former is desirable, not
only because, whether "essential" or not, some plants do
habitually absorb it in very large quantities, and it might be
best to let them have it ; but also because it is a desirable index
of the degree of decomposition which the soil silicates have

undergone. I have therefore made this determination regu-

larly, by boiling with solution of sodium carbonate. Tn a

series of these determinations, an unmistakable relation

between the soluble silex and the amount of lime in the soil

becomes manifest ; as might, indeed, have been foreseen.

As regards nitric acid, the consideration suggested by Prof.

Johnson himself, viz., that its quantity must be exe.

variable, within short periods, in one and the same soil,

seems to me a sufficient dispensation from the laborious

determination.

The same holds good, in a measure, for ammonia. Its quan-
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tity varies continually in the soil, as it does in the atmosphere

;

its chief absorbers in the soil are " humus" and clay. W here

these prevail largely, ammonia can scarcely be deficient as a

nutritive ingredient to an injurious extent ; albeit, more might

doubtless be beneficially added. Moreover, the char

effects of ammonia on vegetation are sufficiently obvious (in

"running to weed") to render its determination in virgin soils.

laborious and even uncertain as it is, a matter of com
little practical consequence, however great might be its theo-

As for the determination of the degree of oxidation of iron,

I confess I fail to see its practical bearing. When ferric oxide

is present, plants surely can have no difficulty in reducii g the

modicum they need to 'a soluble condition. When ferrous oxide

exists to any great extent, it indicates a want of drainage, and

manifests itself both in the color of the soil and in the poison-

ous effect on vegetation. But farmers surely do not need the

aid of chemical analysis to tell them that their soil needs

drainage and aeration ! A determination made to-day would

be of no value to-morrow, if the soil had been plowed in the

interval.

Final! v. Dr. Petor <h,r* detm-mine rh'orine, in the treatment of

soils with carbonated water; though it is not put down in the

general analvsis. However, the soluble chlorides, like the

nitrates, are so enr^tantlv liable to variation and, as experience

shows, so little likely to be deficient in the soil, that its

omission would not be a serious practical objection.

A much graver defect is the failure to determine a

the organic matter ("humus'") and the chemically combined

water; and to this is rnvinir. in a measure, the unsatisfactonness

of the analyses as regards information on the physical

of the soils. A large amount of water of hydration indicates,

in ordinary cases, a correspondingly clayey soil, where
in working may, or may not, be relieved by a large amount o

"humus." The "volatile matter" item, however, gives us no

inform ition whatsoever on these vitally important points; an

there is, unfortunately, no simple method by which the deter-

minations in question can be effected even appro:

That they should form part of every soil analysis, is obvious,

if onlv on account of the importance of "humus."
I have attempted to obtain a reliable scale of the diflereni

degrees of " heaviness" of soils, from the determination of tneir

maximum absorption of hygroscopic moisture at ordii

peratures. I find that at temperatures from about +<
+21°, the amount of aqueous vapor absorbed by a l\

of soil exposed to a saturated atmosphere remains very

nearly constant, being for
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Very sandy soils, 1 -5 to 2'0 per cent.

Loam soils, 5*0 to 8-5 "

Clay soils, very heavy, 12 - to 15*0 "

there being, of course, all intermediate grades of hygroscopic
power, as well as of "heaviness." It appears that for this

interval of temperature, the decrease of absolute absorbing
power in the soil, resulting from the rise of temperature, is

meed by the increased amount of vapor diffused in

the air—not an unimportant circumstance, with regard to

vegetable life.

There are, however, two soil ingredients which interfere

seriously with the correctness of the estimate as to -'heaviness,"

derived from the coefficient of absorption, viz., "humus" and
ferric oxide. Both of these are highly hygroscopic, yet both
counteract the " heaviness " caused by excess of clay. Moreover,
there is a class of soils (viz., fine siliceous silts) whose exceeding
" heaviness" in cultivation is much complained of, yet whose
absorbent power is very small.

When, as in the majority of cases, the surface soil has been
directly derived from the subsoil, the disturbing effect of the
" humus" may be sensibly eliminated by comparing, not the
soils, but the'subsoils, in this respect* As to the ferric oxide,

there are among about 200 Mississippi soils analysed but three

or four wh lali ties would have been seriously

under-estiin ited l>\ i reli nee upon the coefficient of absorption

But I do not for a moment admit, that in a material so com-
plex both in its composition and mode of action any one or
few data, whether chemical, physical, or agricultural, may be
relied upon to characterize the soil: or. as Prol Johnson ex-

presses it,
u
to do violence to agriculture." So far from this,

I consider that a proper interpretation of the analytical results

must take into consideration, not only all the chemical and
facta observed on the specimen, but all that has been

or can be observed in loco—the location, depth, derivation,

relations to drainage, etc. ; as well as all that is known con-

cerning the qualities or peculiarities of the soil, both in its

natural state and m cultivation. As Proi! Johnson says, it

should " form part of a system of observations and trials ; must
be a step in some research : must stand, not as an index to a

:. hut as the revelator of fruitful ideas."

Such, precisely, has been my object irom the beginning of

my researches on the soils of Mississippi, lor sixteen \ear- nasr.

Clearlv, the diil'erenee between Prof Johnson's position and
mine is one of degree only ; yet this difference is not

* In such cases, the surface soil is always more sandy than the subsoil.

Am. Jocr. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. IV, No. 24 -Dec, 1872.
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one, since while, as before remarked, I have made, or caused to

be made, some 200 analyses of soils and subsoils, his classic

works on the growth and nutrition of plants do not contain so

much as a tabular exemplification of the composition of various

soils, as resulting from chemical analysis. If, then, " the prob-

abilities of its uselessness in direct application to practice are so

great," as Prof. Johnson seems to hold, I have committed a

grievous error, and squandered the substance of the State.

I think that the considerations already adduced should plead

measurably in extenuation .of my course. But I will now state

TOCoinctly what services, in my view, soil analyses may fairly

claim to be capable of performing, when conducted substantially

in the manner, to the extent, and under the conditions defined

I take it for granted that, if in the determination of the

mineral ingredients we were able to distinguish clearly from

one another the portion immediately available to plants, from

that which is in an unavailable form, we would go far toward

accomplishing what was originally claimed for soil

and this Dr. Peter attempted to do by treatment of the soils

with carbonated water. It cannot be doubted, however, that

plants, as well as agriculturists, have at their disposal much
more powerful, or at least more energetic, solvents ; and that,

therefore, a determination of those ingredients which may
fairly be considered prs reach of agriculture,

must go deeper than does that with carbonated water.

Opinions may differ widely as to the proper strength and

nature of the solvent r-A>i/,ril :;,;^,nr ls lnittel") to be selected-

Hydrofluoric acid, or ignition with the alkaline earths, would

evidently go too far ; as no soil, probably, will ever

the whole of its nutritive ingredients to plants, and 6

far from being proportional to the whole amount of potash,

phosphoric acid, etc., contained therein.

When, however, a partial solvent of uniform strength is used

in all cases alike, and its action continued for the same length

of time, it may fairly be presumed that, as between soils of

similar origin, the amounts so rendered soluble are, in a

measure, proportional to the amounts of available nutriment

!
- - .''J--

obtained by slow steam distillation of stronger or weaker acid,

rejecting the first and last portions, I have in most cases found

quite a satisfactory agreement between the results so obtained

and the experience of cultivators as to the productiveness and

duration of the respective soils; always provided, that the

difference in the amounts of inert sand present, of specinc

gravity, of depth of soil, etc., were taken into account
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The proviso is important; but that with a proper local
:nowledge these allowances can be made, and that in most

the information thus gained regarding the nature and
nent of the soil will be vastly more complete and reliable

than the judgment of any number of "old intelligent farmers,"
my experience has fully convinced me ; witness the egregious
mistakes daily made by such in the selection of new lands.

Moreover, a small minority only of farmers is likely to possess
the requisite " age and intelligence" ; and it is quite important
that the multitude of those less fortunate should have the
benefit of all the help science can give them.

I will adduce but one " odious example" of a widely prev-
alent error in reference to the character of a class of soils, that
I have as yet been unable to eradicate, even from among the
"old and intelligent;" who are unfortunately very much given
to theorizing on inadequate premises. Our prairie soils are

notoriously limy ; they are also very " sticky" ; and the mud
takes the hair off the feet of cattle. Ergo, every " sticky" clay
soil in the State is called, considered, and treated as a "prairie"

soil, especially if the hardened clods adhering above the hoofs

<'} cattle should carry the hair with them. If such soil is un-
thrifty, and rusts cotton, it is because " there is too much lime
in it," which "scalds" the seedlings. In matter of fact, most
of these soils are notably deficient in lime, so as to be most
directly and immediately benefited by its application wherever
it has been tried, in accordance with my suggestion. The lime
here acts, probably, as much chen : the clay

being rich in potash, as per analysis.* While the physical

defects of these soils are doubtless the main cause of the crop

failures, yet analysis has suggested a remedy which relieves,

for the time being, from the necessity of the more costly im-

•provements ; lime being comparatively easy of access.

Analogous cases are far from infrequent, both in this and in

the adjoining States ;
and I have been led to attach special im-

portance to the determination of lime in soils, from the (not

unexpected) rule which seems to hold good very generally,

viz.. that, ceteris paribus, the thri/tmess of a soil is sensibly

dependent upon the amount of lime it contains
;
while, at the

same time, in the usual mode of culture without return to the

soil, the duration of fertility \< cunvsp»»n<linudy diminished,

and its cessation is very abrupt wherever much lime is present

It maybe said that, after all, this is but what, from data

already known, might have been expected. Granted: then,

« fortiori, soil analysis, involving the determination of lime,

* See, for example, the article " Heavy Flatwoods Soil," in my Miss. Rep.,

I860, pp. 276, 279.
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is of considerable use in determining the present and future

value of soils.

In speaking of the " amount" of lime, I must be understood

to refer, not so much to its absolute percentage, as to its quan-

tity in comparison with that of potash, which, with phosphoric

acid, is what all our fertilizers chiefly aim to supply. Their

determination must, of course, be considered of prime import-

ance, since their absence or extreme scarcity is fatal to profitable

fertility ; while, when they are present, even though imme-

diately available for absorption to a slight extent only, we
possess in lime, ammonia, etc., and the fallow, ready and

powerful means for correcting their chemical condition.

Here again, the practical value of soil analysis is direct and

indisputable. It is of no small interest to know whether the

soil we intend to cultivate contains 0'75 per cent of »
0-25 of phosphoric acid, soluble in H CI, or only the fifth or

tenth part of these amounts. One will bear improvement of all

kinds—will pay for underdraining, terracing, etc. ; while the

other, quite similar in aspect perhaps, would not, according

to Liebig's testimony, ordinarily be capable of profitable

Again, it is well known that the same species of plants may

occupy soils of widely different quality and value. True, an

attentive observer will in such cases see differences in the mode

of development ;* yet these are often such as to escape ordinary

remark, and grievous disappointments frequently arise from

ta BOttrce, with new settlers especially. It is 'of no small

importance to be able to identify, as well as to dial

soils resembling each other; and this, soil analysis can un-

doubtedly do, if there is any virtue in the law of prob-

abilities even—admitting all that may otherwise be said against

their reliability.

Even if no other direct benefits than those already men-

tioned could be attained by the chemical and
analysis of soils (which I do not admit, and exper:

hereafter); even if we leave out of COM
the addition to our general knowledge which may fairly be

expected to result from extensive series of such b

tions, carried out upon a uniform plan, whereby
errors (whether caused by "birds or squirrels/' or

and other mistakes) will be eliminated ; even thus, I contend

that the practical and theoretical value oi

sufficiently great to justify whatever labor and expenditure

may be bestowed upon them by state and nations;

andi that the neglect with which this branch of research has

* Misa. Rep., 1860, p. 203.
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of late been customarily treated, is the more to be regretted
as no probable amount of private effort can accomplish what
must, of necessity, be done on au extended scale and with the
prestige, volunhirv ; — ist; nee, and interest, not usually accorded
to any but public enterprises. And with due deference to the
author of the two volumes whose extraordinary merits
no one appreciates more than myself, I call upon my col-

leagues in State surveys, especially in the West and South,
to reconsider this subject before it is too late, and a legislative

fiat declares their work to be "finished." It is true that the
agricultural colleges must and will take up and continue, as

far as possible, the investigation of the agricultural peculiarities

of each State ; but the special and local experience acquired
by those conducting a field survey, as well as their oppor-

tunities tor extensive and comparative observation, are unfor-

tunately " not transferable," even to the finest, quarto report
In order to attain their highest degree of usefulness, our agri-

cultural colleges should teach, not merely general principles.

together with a sufficiency of the handicraft of agriculture ; but
they should be enabled to point out to each student, with
reference to his particular neighborhood, How Crops Grow,
and How Crops Feed.

Univ. of Miss., July, 1872.

The following results were obtained in an attempt to deter-

mine the quantity of heat passing off from the surihee of the

body, by finding how much it would elevate the temperature
of a known mass of cool water during a given period of

time.

The manner of experiment intz' was as follows : - Seven and a

fealf cubic feet of cool water were drawn into a bath, and the

temperature taken after careful mixing. The l,:ith was then

covered over for about four-fifths of its extent to prevent the

perature was again tested. The rise of \ a degree represented

the amount of heat absorbed from the air during one hour, and
was deducted as a normal error from the results afterward

obtained.

During the time occupied in determining the normal error of
the With (viz., one hour), I lay on a sofa to W\u-i the civul:)-

torj andres] rator
position of the body, to that to which they would be -
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while in the bath. My i

merit consisted of a thin flannel "summer undershir
drawers, and cotton socks. At the completion of the hour of

rest these were removed with as little exertion as possible and
I stepped into the bath, and lay down, allowing only the head
to project above the surface of the fluid. At the close of an

hour the temperature of the bath was again taken. I then left

it, and drying the surface of the body, reassumed the same
dress and lay down on the sofa. Throughout the whole of

each experiment, the temperature of the air, the dew point, the

temperature of the bath, of the armpit, mouth and temple were

taken, together with the rate of respiration and of the pulse.

Since in these experiments two series of phenomena ;av-

investigated, I have for the sake of clearness of description

separated the results in accordance with the phenomena in

question, and direct attention first to the

Quantity of heat evolvedfrom the body.

July 4. July 5. July 11.

,"""""
78° F." 76° F." 74° F.

Experiment commenced at 11.45 a.m. 12.10 p.m. 11.50 a.m.

Temp, of water when drawn,. . . 73£° F. 73^° F. 75° F.

Temp, of water at the end of
i hour on entering the bath,

Temp, of water at the close of _, v „.,o -^ *«<> F.
an hour on leaving the bath, [ '

6* F
'

76* K 78

Heat imparted to the water, f p R r F>
deducting normal error,

\

Volume of water in the bath, 7£ cubic feet.

Volume of the body, 3 " "

Weight of the body, 180 lbs.

Height of the body, 5 feet 5£ inches.

In the first and second experiments I laid perfectly still ;
the

results therefore show the quantity of heat passing off from

• of the body in a state of rest. This, as the table

'

,
could warm seven and a half cubic feet of water two

in one hour. The volume of the body being three

t, it follows that if we consider the specific heat of the

body as about the same as that of water (which it probably i->-

enough heat is evolved in the course of one hour to warm the

body itself about five degrees of Fahrenheit's scale. The con-

verse of this may also be considered as brae, viz.,

death, the air being at 73°, enough heat is lost in the course of

an hour to cool the body five degrees, at least during the first

hour. It is therefore a fact of considerable importance from a
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the temperature of the water is about 73°, as

the Croton and other streams in summer.
In the third experiment one or other of the 1

was alternately kept in motion during thirty minutes of the
hour in which the body was immersed in the bath. The move-
ment consisted in extending and flexing the leg on the thigh at
the rate of fifty flexions per minute, and being performed under
the surface of water involved considerable muscular exertion.

Notwithstanding this violent exertion, as the table shows, there
was no increase in the amount of heat imparted to the water.
The consequences flowing from this result are of great physio*
logical importance, but we reserve their consideration until we
have completed the history of our experiments. We therefore
pass to the examination of

The physiological effects of the cold bath on the body.

Experiment of July 4,—Rest- Temp, of Bath 74° F.

'-'
.,!";;•;,;. ";-•;: aiterTeSv 7 ;v '

.

"

1

. r

<;*

. .

jKe

| Me

Temp, of the mouth, 99° F. 99° F. 98" F. 97° F. 97° F. _
95° F. 92 F. 96° F.

96° F. 94° F.
Kate of respiration, 20 22 13
Rate of pulse, 1 74 65 60

Note.—A chill or shock was experienced on entering the bath,

and the sensation of coolness remained while in the water.

Skin was dry and hot for an hour and a half after coming out
Perspiration set in and skin became cool two hours and a half

after coming out. Shortly after leaving the bath slept for 30
minutes.

Experiment of July 5,—Rest—Temp, of Bath 74° F

.•
:

'. '"
'

r

.

-:

-£?-!&£
Temp, of mouth, 99° F. !

99° F. 9S F. 97°F.| 97°F, 98' F.

97° F. i
94° F. 94° F. 97° F.

97° F. 95= F. 95°F. 96°F. 96° F.

21 18 15 16

Rate of pulse,

Note.—Symptoms same as in experiment 1, but not as well

marked: slept 30 minute- i- in preceding.

If in the tables we compare column 1, repre-entn,-- tii »n-

dition before entering the bath, with column 4, represent tag the
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condition immediately after leaving it, we find that in both

experiments the exposure for one hour to water at a tempera-

ture of about 74° F. lowered the temperature of the mouth
two degrees, of the armpit four degrees, and of the temple two

degrees. The rate of respiration is also diminished in <

twenty beats in one and twenty-three in the other. It is there-

fore evident that the effects of the long continued application

of a degree of cold such as that employed, is to reduce the

temperature of the body and the rate of respiration slightly,

while it affects the rate of pulsation in a very profound

manner.
One of the consequences of this effect of cold on the action

of the heart was a great reduction in the quantity of oxygen

introduced into the system. The rate of pulsation being

reduced nearly one-third, the quantity of oxygen conveyed

into the interior of the body was diminished in a somewhat

similar ratio. In a short time this began to exert its influence

on the nervous centers, and there was a overwhelming disposi-

tion to fall asleep, which was unconsciously indulged in in both

experiments shortly after leaving the bath, notwithsr: :

strong desire to keep awake for the purpose of recording the

rates of pulse and respiration at given periods.

Another evident consequence of such a sluggish movement

of the blood is the disposition to congestion of various internal

organs, and herein we may see a partial explanation of the

action of cold in causing inflammations, especially of those

organs engaged in the processes of secretion and excretion.

The discussion of the results obtained has thus far been con-

fined to the considerate! of columns 1 and 4. I have followed

this course because, while in the bath, a slight access of water to

the armpit or to the temple causes irregularities in the thermo-

metric indications. In the case of the respiratory movements
- difficult to avoid influencing them in the act oi

mouth temperatures are, it is true, i

the influence of external agents, but the differences are too

small to be p-i ;ectly reliable. In the case of the pulse deter-

minations none of these objections can be urged; they are.con-

shlerahic, ?<nd by counting lor half a minute for every record

made, the error is reduced to a maximum of one beat,
j
he

movements of the heart are. in addition, free from th«

to error that exists in the case of the respiratory movements.

Accepting the pulse determinations as being accoj

reliable indications of the effects produced,
and out of it, we may return to the consideration of the tables,

and compare together columns 1, 3 and 4. Recollecting that

I entering the bath, and 3 that just

T
'"
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before leaving it, after an immersion of one hour we find that
the pulse was reduced nine beats in the first experiment, and
fourteen in the second. If now we compare 3, the condition
just before leaving the bath, with 4, the condition just after
leaving it, we find that the rate of the pulse has dimin-
ished eleven beats in the first and nine in the second ex-
periment. The explanation of this extraordinary reduction of
the pulse rate on leaving the bath is by no means clear. One
thing is, however, .very evident, and that is, the profound effect

of the application of cold, as is shown not only by the singular

phenomenon of which we have just spoken, but also by the
slowness with \\\ ;<•'; the oi jinal rates of pulsation are regained,
as is demonstrated by columns 5 and 6 of the tables.

The motion experiment of July 11th gave the same general .

physiological r s 1 1 r- .
- the rest experiments of July 4th and

5th. The difference being, that during the motion the respira-

tory movements became 30 per minute and the pulse 90, both
regaining the rate represented in the rest experiments very soon
after the cessation of the exercise. Placing this great increase
of the respiratory movement in juxtaposition with the failure

of theexeivi-e i'.. r;ni-t au\ pmv'.-piiMc increase in the tempe-
rature of the bath, it is evident that the contact of the cold

water must put an almost absolute stop to the functions of the
skin, 'and the whole duty of exhalation of vapor of water and
consequent removal of heat is thrown on the lungs ; hence the

3ed respiratory action, and hence also the special tendency

'cation of cold to the surface to produce inflammations

i organs by increasing the work they are obliged to per-

form, and raising the pulse-respiration ratio to that actually

existing i

ol'appii

of those

my be observed that the primary and most
important effect 'of the application <->t n>!.i to the whole surface

of the body is to reduce the action of the heart. Tl

tion is stilf further increased on removing the cold, if the appli-

cation has continued for a sufficient length of time ; and, as a

consequence of the reduction of the heart's a. -lion, tin-
j

ieno-

menon of stupor or sleep appears, produced either by deficient

oxidation or by imperfect removal of carbonic acid/ There is

als . tendeiK \ to . ohire-tio. , _ i^ espe-

cially oT the liners, ate! the establishment of a pulse .

ratio similar to that of pneumonia.

College of the City of New York, Oct., 1872.



\ the Quartzite, Limestone,

James D. Dana.

3. Stratification.

(A.) Monument Mountain, and the Housatonic VaUey

Monument Mountain has a precipice of hard quartzite on its

eastern front,* and a wall of the same rock along the sides

facing southwest and west, while through the interior the roel

is mica schist and gneiss.

The hard quartzite of the walls is without bedding, but is

jointed in various directions. The most regular ai I

.

" ''-''

of these joints have approximately a north-and-*>uth direenon

(N. 10° E. to N. 10° W.),f and are nearly vertical. Another

system of divisional planes in the eastern mass of q
i;

strikingly apparent in a view from the Stockbridge road

along the eastern foot (see map) ; the planes through

the northern half dip northward 15° to 35°
T

i

to the northward; and in the southern, southward 10

to 20°, the northern bending over into the southern. The

former are also well seen along the mountain path near

the western foot of this crest of quartzite, but the dip

here in view is 45° to 50°. The strike on this western side

is nearly east-and-west ; at one place it was N. 70° B. The

divisional planes of this system look as if due to bedel

an anticlinal fold ; and yet they are simply joints,—perhaps a

result of contraction on cooling after consolidation.

The accompanying figures, 1 and 2, give a general idea ot

the stratification. The first is a section drawn through the

mountain near its southwestern side.

:
. ;

lount Everett and the Taconie :

eautiful valley of the Housatonic,

f The courses, gh .-:

on the west, Graylock to the^noi
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H is the position of the Housatouic river, and a little south
of the line of the section is the village of Housatonic. Near
q* (p on the map) passes the road, first northeastward, then
northward, to Stockbridge. As shown, there are in Monument
Mountain two strata of quartzite, q\ q

2
, with two of schist,

(mica schist and gneiss) s
l
, s

3
, all dipping southeasterly, the

average slope 25°.

The thickness of the upper quartzite of Monument Mountain
is 200 or 250 feet ; that of the schist under it at least 500 feet;

and that of the lower quartzite about 250 feet.

The schist (s
2
) over the interior ofMonument Mountain varies

much in strike and dip, as is common in beds that are little

inclined. The dip is for the most part to the east of south-
east 20° to 25°, the strike being about N. 25° E. Just west
of the eastern quartzite the amount of dip varied from 15° to

25°, and the direction was general!', that is; stated: yet in

some places the strike was N. 50° W. and N. 70° W. At the
quarry (s on the map), where there is a large quartz vein con-

- rue black tourmalines (and a trace of copper pyrites)

ling was much obscured by joints, but where best ex-

hibited the strike was N. 25° K, and the dip 45° to 60°—an
exception in its large amount to the general dip in the

mountain.

There is no good outcrop of the lower schist (s
1
) at the west

end of Monument Mountain east of the Housatonic river; but
the smooth surface of the foot hills or slopes in that part,

and the sudden transition from numberless quartzite frag-

ments to occasional masses of gneiss which is found on the

descent of this side of the mountain, are evidence of its

existence. Besides this, the stratum of schist is well exhib-

ited on the opposite or west side of the river, where it first

van! at an angle of 20°, and then, farther from the

river, u-^tward 10 J
to 25°, the strike nearly north ; a change of

direction which indicates the existence along the valley of a

low anticlinal, as represented in the section (fig. 1). A little

farther west there is a bold ridge of quartzite, which is

evidently the western side of the fold of the quartzite (9
1
).

A narrow depression or valley intervenes between the schist

and tli is quartzite, so that the actual superposition of the

former was not visible ; but the dip of the schist was not only

ard the quartzite on the east us show:
r

illithe Williamsville valley ; ami hence

shallow synclinal. The
was of the hard jointed kind, in

At one place I observed a westward dip of 20°—the strike

N. 20° W.—in divisional planes which appeared to be those

of the bedding.
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The following section of Monument Mountain (fig. 2) rep^

resents the stratification along a line half a mile north of that

of the first (fig. 1).

Housatonic Valley and Moi

On the west, it passes the Housatonic river, near an old dis-

mantled iron furnace, (f, on map), about three-fourths of a mile

north of Housatonic village. On the east, it comes out in front

of a limestone quarry, just west of the road to Stockbridge.

The upper quartzite, q
2
, forms a bold precipice of 200 feet

along the eastern front of the mountain. Below this and its

talus, the slope is made up of great blocks of gneiss, many like

houses in size, but all displaced, owing evidently to the wedging

action of growing trees. This line of junction between the

schist and quartzite, along the front, rises going northward;

and at the northern limit of the quartzite crest, v

crest loses rather abruptly 150 feet or more of its height, it

meets the stratified schist which is there in place as the top rock

of the mountain ; while southward, the upper line ol the schist

falls gradually in height, corresponding with the southeasterly

dip of the strata. The schist of the interior of the mountain

here passes through to the east face, beneath the bed of

quartzite.
_

,

in addition to this evidence as to the true stratifies

position of the quartzite, there is

formable beneath the gneiss, at the west end of the

toward the s

end oi the mouiiuuu,

The locality where I observed this bedded

quartzite is just above the level of the hard bedless

and about a hundred yards to the east of it, at a poinl

t in the map ;* a weathered bluff of it much resembles m its

regular lines of nearly horizontal stratification the bluff ot

gneiss that forms the western brow of the mountain a

feet above it. This bedded quartzite is a somewhat crumbling

rock, and the decomposition of the lower layer is un

the bluff. It lies contonnal.lv beneath the* schist: the d [\< ";

the quartzite is 15° to 20°, the 'strike N. 25° E., and the -" " ;

the sehisr above and a little farther east 2;V. wi-
strike. The depression on the east side of the hard western

quartzite (indicated in both sections), varying in depth fn>m *

* The point t may be reached by taking a quarry road at r (see map) and fol-

nea a mere path (at ft *»

bluS of bedded quartzite is to the right of . e from it.
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the hard quartzite of t

where, at places, I passed isolated masses of great size undergoing
deep disintegration, that bore evidences of the great amount of
degradation which had taken place around them.
Descending the western slope, toward the Housatonic river

. the quartzite Is passed; and thenaregion of schist,

indicated (as stated above) by a sudden substitution over the
slopes of loose masses of schist in place of quartzite ; and,
finally, within less than a hundred feet of the base, on the path
leading northwestward toward the old furnace, there is an
outcrop of limestone with a slight easterly dip. West of the
river the same limestone is exposed in the slopes beyond the
rood, und it there has a ic-sk-i'ly dip (10° to 25°, the strike north)
as shown in the section; and this limestone, at a point just
west of a quarry, is visibly and conformably overlaid by mica
s, 'inst. dipping' 25° to the westward. Neither the limestone of
section 2 nor the lower schist (s

1

)
(mica schist and gneiss, one

to the other) of section 1 is exposed to view in the
nver banks, on account of the deep covering of stratified

drift, so that the thieknrs- ,.f the schist was not ascertained: it

probably does not exceed 50 feet. The limestone is the true
Stockbridge limestone.
The same low antic] t that i repres tod

:i figure 1 : and it is further < mal has an
inclined axis dipping southward, inasmuch as the limestone,
an inferior stratum in the fold, is exposed on going north,
while covered to the south.
The mic; - i Monument Mountain, and

part of the gneiss layers, decompo^- rapidly and deeply, and Ky

as much of the region is deeply covered with earth,

which is partly clayey.

The main propositions stated at the commencement of this

paper on the Great Barrington region- tl at tim <|uart>dte occurs

mterstratified conformal.lv with the Stockbridge limesto:

that the

newer rocks in this part of the Green

(—appears to be well established by the facts altvadv

But others no less decisive are afforded by the

Jjoining on the west, south, and east.

[To be continued.]
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Art. LY.—On the relation between Color and Geographical Dis-

tribution in Birds, as exhibited in Melanism and Hyperchrom-

ism ; by Robert Ridgway.

The two chief modifications of color experienced in the sev-

eral geographical, or climatic, regions of the North American

continent, by certain species of birds which are resident over a

very extended area, are the following :—I. A melaivsh

which may be either an increase in the intensity of color or in

the extent, of the black parts of the plumage ; and II. A greater

brightness, or an increased prevalence, of the three primary colors,

red, blue, and yellow.

These features are mainly noticeable as the result of a tropi-

cal influence, for they are most highly developed in middle

America, and become exaggerated in proportion to the decrease

of latitude. But in the Pacific province of North America

they are, in many cases, either entirely similar, or represented

by somewhat modified analogous laws : thus, the law of melan-

ism seems to be equally, if not more specially, characteristic of

the Pacific province; the degree of modification of yellow

tints also appears to be about the same in the two regions ;
but

in regard to red, the rule seems to be that in middle America it

is increased in intensity, and in the Pacific province of North

America it is increased in extent, or amount; while blue seems

to be affected latitudinally only, its prevalence, in certain cases,

increasing as we trace a species southward.
These generalizations may be best illustrated by presenting

the following especially noteworthy cases

:

I. Melanism. A striking *\\:.n ,)'-!. in illustration of this law

is found in Chrysomitris psaltria, under which we range

C. Arizona Coues, C. Mexicana Swains., and G. Columbiana

Lafr. Specimens of this bird from the southern portion oi

the Western province of the United States (Rocky Mo ml '

~

to California, its northern limit being about the parallel of 40 ),

have the black of the upper parts confined to the head, wings

and tail, the entire dorsal region being olive-green ;
this form

constitutes the true, or restricted, C. psaltria* Exam
Arizona, New Mexico, and the northern provinces of Mexico

(var. Arizonce),^ have this olive-green clouded, or mixed, wita

* Chrysomitris psaltria var. psaltria.
Fringil/a p, 1,, ] 823. 40.— Chrysomitris psaltria Bon&V

: H N. Am.. 185.S. V22.

Hob. Rocky Mts. and Middle province of U. S., north to about 40°.

Cooper, On
lab. Southei
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black, there being more of the latter color in the Mexican than
in the Arizonan specimens. By the time we reach the latitude
of Mirador and Mazatlan, the black entirely replaces the olive-
green; the bird now is the var. Mexicana* and continues with
nearly the same characteristics south to Costa Eica and Pan-
ama, from which latter countries we find specimens in which
the black is often appreciably more intense and lustrous than
in those from Mexico. These three forms all have white on
the tail ; but in specimens from New Granada, and occasion-
ally in those from Panama, there is usually a total absence of
the white marks on the tail, or else they are greatly reduced in
size. These equatoreal specimens (var. Columbiana)\ exhibit
the extreme of melanism in this species ; and when compared
with specimens of var. psaltria, only or without any of the inter-

mediate races, appear so different as to convey the impression
of entire distinctness ; but when we bring together a large
series, such as that contained in the Smithsonian collection, and
notice how the increasing proportion of black strictly coincides
with the decreasing latil ities of the specimens,
and observe, too, that it is utterly impossible to draw a latitu-

dinal boundary to separate any two of these several races, the
conclusion that thev all represent i limatio I

species seems unavoidable. The females, it is well known, can
scarcely be distinguished by experts.

Myiarchus Lawrencii, win C h, Si '•
i >h brown

crown in the most northern examples (var. Lawrencii),% gradu-
ally assumes a blacker and blacker crown, as wTe trace it south-
ward, first through var. nigricapillus% (Costa Rica and Panama),
and finally ending in var. nigriceps\ (Ecuador), which has the

* Chhysomitris psaltria var. Mexicana.
Cardueli* M Kag., 1-27, 435.— Chry.

somttris M. Bonap., Consp., 1850, 516.—Baird, B. N. Am., 1858, 423, pi.

1858, 423.—Sclater, Catal., 1862, 124.

Sab. Bogota to Panama.
Myiarchus Lawrench var. Lawrench.
Tyrannula Lavrrm
Baird, B. N. A., 1858, 18.—Sclater, Cat. Am. B., 1862, 233.—Coues, P. A. S
S., July, 1872.

1 Sclater, Cat. Am. B., 1862, 233.—M.
Lawrencii Coues, P. A. N. S., July, 1872.

Bab. Middle America, from Southern Mexico to Panama.
-

I
- 50 pp. 68, 295 (Ecuador).—lb., Catal.

- - ' . N. S., July, 1872.

Hob. Panama fc

4.—Coues, P. A. :
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* from California arid

xico, Has the cnssum pure white ; Mirador speci-

mens have it clouded with dusky, while in Costa Rican speci-

mens (van aquaticus), \ it is entirely blackish, only the middle

of the abdomen being white. In all these cases the change is

gradual, the two extremes being connected by a perfectly

unbroken series of intermediate specimens. IV-

of the United States has the crown of an ashy gray color, and

tropical American examples (var. Josephce, Costa Eica and

Ecuador), have it dark snuff- brown, while examples from Mira-

dor, Mexico, are as exactly intermediate in colors as they are in

habitat.

The same law as regards the Pacific province of North Amer-

ica is made evident by the well known cases of Pkn
var. IIarrisii,\ P. pubescens var. OairdnerQ Sphyropicus vnrius

var. ruber,^ the Northwest coast forms of Falco peregrinm. h.

Columbarius, BuboVirginianus, Scops asio, and numerous other

similarly affected species.

II. The law affecting the primary colors.—Of this class we may
begin with yellow, as being the color whose changes are most

nearly parallel with those of black, i. e., affected nearlv sinu-

larly in middle America and the Pacific province of North

America. The following cases afford illustrations:—Xan-

thoma luxuosa** from the Rio Grande of Texas and Northern

Mexico, has the lower parts deep green, while the same species

from Guatemala (var. Gfuaiemalensis),ff is pure gamboge yellow

* Sayornis nigricans.
Tyrannula nigricans Swains., Phil. M ornisn. Bonap.,

Compt. Rend., xxxviii, 657.—Baird, B. N. A., 1858, 183. ; Scl., Cat., 1862, 200.

Hab. California and Northern Mexico.

f Sayornis nigricans var. aquaticus.
Sayornis aquaticus Scl. and Salv., Ibis, 1859, 119 (Guatemala).

Hoi. Central America, from Southern Mexico to Panama.
% PlCUS VTLLOSTJS Var. HARRISII.

Picas Harrissii Aud., Om. Biog., v, 1839, 191, pi. 417.—Baird, B. N. Am.,

Bab. Western Province of N. Am., and south into Mexico, where it grades

| Picus pubescens var. Gairdneri.
Picus Gairdneri Aud., Orn. Biog., v,

Hob. Western Province of N. Am.
1 Sphyropicus varius var. ruber.

Hab. Pacific Province of N. Am.

sLee*., ;

-Sphyropicus ruber Baird, B. N.
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beneath, intervening localities producing specimens having a
mixture of green and yellow below—either color predominat-
ing, according to the proximity to the region of the extreme
to which it tends. Specimens ol Mi, I, ,,< , ».< ih>m
the Pacific coast of North America (var. pileolata,\ Alaska to
Costa Kica), are decidedly richer yellow than eastern ones

;

and the olive-green above inclines more to yellow. Speci-
mens of Heh nthophaya lata from the same region (var.

lutescens),\ are altogether more yellowish than eastern ones.
The case of the genus Geothlypis $ I irni,- : - ; m tlier striking

example of the tropical influence upon this color, and also
affords a series of facts which lead to generalizations of other
kinds.

The following synopsis—the result of the joint investigations
by Professor Baird and myself, and modified from that already
in print in our forthcoming work upon North American Birds,
chiefly by the introduction of G. speciosa and G. semylara. the

types of which, being in London, we have not seen, and which,
until Mr. Salvin's notice of them, had not been sufficiently well

,-(d—will, perhaps, render the remarks which follow
it more lucid

:

Synopsis of the species and their subordinate races of the genus

Geothlypis.

Throat yellow, Series I ; Throat ashy, Series II.

ask " extending
uriculars.

1. G. trichas. Crown whitish; maxilla? black.

Abdomen almost always whitish; occiput russet-olive.

Bill, from nostril, -30; tarsus, -70; wing, 2*25; tail,

or.. IV, No. 24.—Dec, 1872.
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a. trichas*

ill, -45 ; tarsus,

sau, Island of

New Providence, Bahamas ; resident.

fi.
rostrata.\

Abdomen bright yellow; occiput whitish ash, tinged

with yellow. Bill, -32
; tarsus, -75

; wing, 2 -45 ;
tail,

2-50. Hab. Eastern Mexico (Xalapa?). y.rnelanops.\

2. G. spkciosa. Crown black; abdomen ochraeeous ;
l»ili

wholly black. Wing, 2-40; tail, 2-30. Hab. Eastern

Mexico. a. speciosa.%

Abdomen bright yellow ; bill with the lower mandible

yellowish. Hab. Ecuador. p. semiflava.\

3. G. ^EQumocTiALis. Crown deep ash ; maxilla? yellow.

Black of the auriculars bordered posteriorly by the olive-

green of the nape. Bill, -17 deep; wing, 2*50; tail,

2-35. Hab. Northeastern South America (Trinidad,

Guiana, Venezuela and New Granada).
a. mquinortuflis.*;

Black of the auriculars bordered posteriorly by the ash

of the crown.
Fmv'nead narrowly black. Bill, -14 deep ; wing, 2"40;

tail, 2-50. Hab. Southern South America (Hra/i.

Paraguay, Buenos Ayres, etc.). (i. velata.

Forehead broadly black. Hab. Chiriqui.

y. Chiriquensis.il

B. Elack mask not extending beneath the eye, but confin

lores and a narrow frontlet. Bill thick, the culmen curved

(much as in Granatettus).

* Geothlypis trichas var. trichas. n
Turdus trichas Linn., S. N., 1766, 293.— Geothlypis t. Caban., Mas. Hein., I860.

16.—Baird, B. N. Am., 1858, 241 ; Rev. Am. B., 1864, 220.

f Geothlypis trichas var. rostrata.
Geothlypis rostratus Bryant, Pr. Boat. Soc, Oct., 1866, 67.

% Geothlypis trichas var. melanops.
" yps Baird, Rev. Am. B., 1865, 222.

Geothlypis speciosa Scl., P. Z. S., 1858, 447. (We are unable to describeJ^
e

while the published descriptions are lacking in sufficient details.)

| Geothlypis speciosa var. semiflava.
Geothlypis semiftavus Scl., P. Z. S., I860, 273, 291.

vr a
SlotaciUa asquinoctialis Gm, S. N\, 1788, 972.— Geothlypis ceq. Caban., Mus.

Hein., i, 1860, If, - B . I K. v. .\ B, i, 1865, 224.
** Geothlypis .equinoctialis var. velata. .

Sylvia velata Vieill., Oia. Am. Sept., ii, 1807, 22, pi. Ixxiv.—
Caban., Mus. He i i. !>:,(> l. _H nl Rev. Am. B., i, 1865, 223.

ft Geothlypis m aiQftmnreis. . a„
• ~

, April, 1872. (No measurements are given

i Mr. Salvin's description
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. r<>; r.M ki'hai a. Crown wholly nsh; maxillae yellow.

Eyelids white; nape and auriculars olive-green; abdo-
men whitish. Bill, '30--15 deep; wing, 2*20; tail, 2-f>0.

Hab. Western Mexico (Mazatlnn).

. poliocephald*

Kvelhls hhn-k : tnpe and auriculars ashy; abdomen wholly
yellow. Bill, -35, -18 deep; wing, 2-40; tail, 2"50. Hub.
Guatemala, and Costa Rica. (5. canimicha.f

5. G. Philadelphia. Head and neck wholly ashy.

Eyelids dusky; lores dusky, not in strong contrast

with the ash; black centers of the feathers of the
gular region larger, or expanded, posteriorly, suf-

fused with a patch—-sometimes uniform—on the jugu-
lum. Tail, 2-05 to 2)>. IJnb. F.astern province of

North America, south in winter (migrating across the

Gulf of Mexico :m«l C.-frihhoan Sea. without stopping

bv the way !) to Costa Ri< i. P una md Bogota.

a. Philaddphia.%

Eyelids pure white; lores deep black in strong con-

trast with the ash.; black centers of the feathers

of the gular and jugular region, not larger pos-

teriorly, and showing no disposition to form a patch

on the jugulum. Tail 2*25 to 2'50. (Female distin-

guishable only by longer tail, more distinctly white

eyelids, and more dusky lores.) Hab. Western prov-

ince of North America, from British Columbia to

Costa Rica. p. MacgilUvrayi.%

In studying closely the affinities of the different forms given
in the above synopsis, one of the most striking facts notii

that all oft! ' accept G. poliocephala,

have the belly wholly yellow ; while the most northern species

(G. trickas), with the belly whitish in the northern form, has it

yellow in the two southern ones ; two of the tropical American
species have also the belly whitish in their northern {G. polio-

md G. speciosa) and yellow in their southern races (G.

•. var. rouiiiurha. and G. speciosa var. semif'tru).

These facts we consider as evidences, if not proofs, of a tropical

> i:niH Rpv. \m. B., i, 1865, 225.

iu-lgway.

.pfiia var. Philadelphia.

,
v, 1839, 75, pi.

ax P.,, Vm B.

-'••' '"
.

"
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influence, whereby yellow is extended or intensified in inter-

tropical regions. In the N< rth American series ot G. trichas

(of which there are over one hundred and fifty specimens in

the Smithsonian collection), it is also noticed that while speci-

mens from the Atlantic States have, almost universally, whitish

bellies, those from the valley of the Mississippi (as far north as

Wisconsin), where the climate is much more warm and humid
than that of the Atlantic coast in corresponding latitudes, as

well as those from the Gulf States, frequently have the belly

wholly yellow, and closely approach in characters also the

Mexican race, van melanops. Middle American examples of var.

trichas are precisely like those from the United States, they

being merely winter visitants to the south from the latter coun-

try. The var. rostrata we can only consider as a gigantic

insular race of the common species, its yellow belly being due

to its permanently southern habitat, and its larger size to be

accounted for by local causes, as yet unknown. Specimens of

var. trichas from the Pacific coast differ from eastern ones only

in longer tails,* and in having a more yellowish tinge in the

olive-green of the upper parts ; so also has the western race of

67. poliocephala a longer tail, and more yellowish cast to the

upper plumage, than its eastern form (var. coninucha). While

the western form of this species has a longer tail than the east-

ern one, and white, instead of dusky, eyelids, so also has that

of G. Philadelphia (var. Macgillivrayi). In the case of Myiar-

chus Lawrencii, before alluded to, it is noticed that the yellow

of the abdomen increases in richness, just at the same rate that

the blackish of the pileum does in intensity, as it approaches its

most southern extreme.

Art. LYl.—A Theory of the Formation of the great Features of

the Earth's Surface; by Joseph LeConte, Prof. Geol. and

Nat Hist. University of California.

[Concluded]

As already stated, every other theory fails to account for the

immense crushing together shown by plication and
age. Many theories take cognizance ot th - cr ishing, but in all

it is a subordinate accompaniment instead of the cause of the

elevation. Let us examine very briefly some of the more recent

theories, and show their inadequacy.

* For a discussion of this law see Baird, in this Journal vol. xli, March, 1866,
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Prof. Hall undoubtedly deserves the thanks of geologists for
first strongly drawing attention to the fact that mountain chains

flicker, indeed, than the height of the mountains themselves.
His views on this subject form. 1 believe, an era in the history
of geological science. Nevertheless, I think his theory entirely
fails to explain the actual process by which mountain chains
have been formed, and especially to account for the immense
horizontal crushing and plication of the strata. According to

Hall's view, as explained by himself and by Sterry Hunt,* the
-VjM.ai jelii; h , haiu has been formed as follows : This chain con-
sists of sediments 40,000 feet thick, which thin out as we go
west, until at the Mississippi river they are only 4,000 feet.

We may regard the whole, therefore, as originally an ina-

ne sediment. By slow subsidence

of this convex mass the upper strata were subjected to horizontal

squeezing and thereby thrown into folds. Continental upheaval
exposed the still somewhat convex mass of plicated strata as a
great plateau. Subsequent erosion formed the ranges and
ridges with their intervening valleys. Thus the Appalachian
chain, and, in fact, mountain chains generally, become mere
fragments of denuded plateaus upheaved by continental eleva-

tion only. This, I think, is a brief but fair exposition of the

: Whitneyf and Hunt, and Billings, and others have
shown, when we recollect the breadth of the Appalachia

gentleness of the supposeu
convex curve, the amount of crushing together by subsidence

least 100 miles), and therefore the gentleness of the supposed

be inadequate to account for the immense plication*

But the degn e of inadequacy is. I think, scan c y appreciated.

We have already said that slaty cleavage shows in many cases

ig of 2' miles into 1 mile. To produce such crushing
by subsidence alone, the height of the convex mass would have
to be greater than its base. Or even making every allowance
for the fact that the an-a of principal plication is only 20 or 30
miles wide, still th,e height necessary would be enormous.

Besides, it is c< rtain
'

:
t th »-ed n > tation was not finished

first, and then aft. r\v; ed the subsidence occurred, but these two

phenomena went on together pari passu ; and, therefore, the

surface \va.s never convex at all, but nearly or quite horizontal

all the time. Subsidence under such cin nni.-tanc.- .„,_,•! - • ,t

-uld not produce horizontal m.W/ and plication of the
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In addition to this, after the whole of the Appalachian sedi-

ments had been deposited, at the end of the Paleozoic era and
immediately before these mountains were formed, the Appa-
lachian region was nearly or quite on a level with the sea,

being, in fact, during the Coal period, alternately a coal marsh
and an estuary, and therefore lower than the regions east and
west of itself. The mountain formation was a process entirely

from and subsequent to the sedimentation and the sub-

sidence. The whole process seems to have been, first, an im-

mense sedimentation and subsidence going on pari passu during

the whole Paleozoic era ; then, at the end of that era, a horizon-

tal crushing together and folding of the strata, and an up-

swelling of the whole mass. Hall and Hunt leave the sediments

just after the whole preparation has been made, but before the

actual mou:i as taken place; and, therefore, in

the language of Dana, " it is a theory of mountains with the

mountains left out"
Whitney,* in his admirable essay on Mountain Bull

I understand him aright, thinks plication the result of the sub-

sidence of a mountain axis, previously elevated by other

agency. The subsidence of such an elevated axis would indeed

produce powerful horizontal thrust, and might therefore pro-

duce some plication. But why suppose a previous elevation at

all, when the horizontal thrust necessary, by his own view, to

produce the elevation, would itseli produce the plication ? Or

how high must have been the axis to have produced by sub-

sidence such plication as we often find ! Or how was this enor-

mously elevated mass supported ? It is evident that the

objection to Prof. Whitney's view is preciselv the same as

to Prof. Hall's.
.

Mountain chains and mountain ranges are therefore, I think,

beyond question, produced by horizontal thrust crushing

together the whole rock mass, and swelling it up \

the horizontal thrust being the necessary result of secular con-

traction of the interior of the earth. The smaller inequalities,

such as ridges, peaks, gorges, and, in fact, nearly all that con-

stitutes scenery, an.' produced i>\ subsequent erosion.

I feel considerable confidence in the substantia] truth of the

foregoing statement of the mode of formation of mounted

chains. As to the mode oi
y

formation of roNtin'-nts and sea bot-

toms, I feel less confidence. It is possible that even these may

be formed by a similar unequal yielding to horizontal tbnBtj

,;.! --. ' :':
'

'

se of mountain chains. But, as w

* Mountain Building, &c, p. 106.
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mistakable structural evidence of such crushing, except in the
case of mountain chains, I have preferred to attribute the for-

mation of continents and sea bottoms to unequal radial con-
traction.

I wish next to show that this theory of mountain chains
explains in a satisfactory manner not only the mountain eh-va-

tion and the phenomenon of plication and slaty cleara-v, but
also all the most conspicuous phenomena of mo-inlain chain* and
of igneous agencies. The satisfactory explanation of these

become, of course, strong evidence of the truth of the theory.

The further development of the theory will be best undertaken
in connection with the explanation of these phenomena.

(a.) Thick sediments of mountain chains. It is a well-known
fact, first brought prominently forward by Prof. Hall, that

mountain el masses of sediments.

This fact forms the basis ol Halls s, inn .tan theory. Prof.

Whitney,* it is true, thinks that the s<<d:im ..t.-rv theorists have
mistaken cause for effect.—that thick sediments are not the

cause of mountains, but mountain chains are the cause of thick

3. He believes that a granite axis upheaved out of
the sea has furnished by erosion the sediments which have been
deposited on their flanks. But when we remember the immense
thickness of these sediments and their extent, and the corn-

pa rative narrowness of the granite a xis which furnished their

materials, we may well ask what must have been the original

altitude of this granite axis ! It seems impossible that the

granite axis of a chain should have furnished by its erosion the

immense mass of sediments involved in the structure of the

whole chain. Not only so, but in many chains the strata are

not only found on the flanks, but even the highest peaks are

stratified. And not only so, but many chains, like the Appa-
;nd the Jura, have no arranite axis at all from which

to obtain their sedimt tits. Wh'itn, n r, .r h th - > latter as ex-

ably !;,>•>, pmh, tli _'. * « hail - with

have been formed in a similar manner. Mountain sediments,

I believe, are not the debris of the granit> oris ,>f the chain;

they are evidently the debris of continmtal erosion.
'

r/tojus, strata, granite axis and all. an ,,f-shore dr/„>, ,'/.-. To
state the proposition more definitely : Mountain chains are

•

.

'

:, : , take place of the shores of con-

* Mountain Building, &c, pp. 102 and 103.
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taxations taken from the history of mountain chains in North

Appalachians.—The area now occupied by the Appalachian

chain was, during the Silurian and Devonian ages, n

margin of the bed of the great interior Paleozoic sea. During all this

time the whole Paleozoic sea, but especially this eastern marti in,

received sediments from a continental mass to the northward

(the Lauren tian area), and also especially from a continental mass

to the eastward. Besides the marks of shore deposit found

abundantly in the Appalachian strata, other evidences are daily

accumulating that the area to the east of the Appa < ian

chain, left blank in the geological map of the United States in

Dana's text book—the so-called primary or gneissic region of

the Atlantic slope—is Laurentian, and therefore was probably

land during the Paleozoic times. The size of this eastern conti-

nental to ass it is impossible for us now to know, as it has been

partly covered by later deposits, and perhaps even partly co*"

ered by the sen :' but, pulning from the quantity of sediments

carried into the Paleozoic sea. and especially Imm the thick-

ness of the sediments (30,000 feet) along its eastern margin,

derived probably wholly from this source, it must have been

very large.

At the end of the Devonian age, much of the middle portion

of the interior Paleozoic sea was upheaved and became land

(see Dana's map, Manual, p. 133) : and the Appalachian area

now became alternately a coal marsh and an estuary emptying

into the sea southward. Into this estuary <>r marsh, during the

land north,

_i deposited.

During the whole of this time (Paleozoic era), while the 40,000

feet of sediments were depositing, this area—whether sea-

margin bottom, or estuary bottom, or coal marsh—slowly sub-

sided, so that nearly the same level was maintained. It was

either shallow water or marsh all the time. This is certain for

the Coal period, and almost equally certain for the javvi-n^

peril ids. Moreover, it seems to be a general law throughout

the whole geological history of the earth, that areas of great

-•I mentation have been also areas of subsidence pan /<"••«''

The same seems to be true now. Nearly all great river-deltas

are slowly subsiding. In fact, in all shallow water deposits

and therefore in all shore deposits, the accumulation would

soon cease, and therefore never become thick, but for the sub-

snlenc which constantly renews the conditions of deposit.

The subsidence of the Appalachian area, therefore, must have

been 40,000 feet vertical.

During the Coal period, therefore, the A; oaiachi; region

v - ->\l
]

, lt i. > from being a
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convex plateau, it was a north-east and south-west trough. So
far from being a mountain chain, it was evidently lower than
the regions east and west of itself. At the end of this period
occurred the Appalachian revolution. The great mats of sedi-

ments which had been accumulating for so n/a »>/ wj> s, with their

included seams of coal, yielded to tin ' .-': ><i
' thru d. was crushed

together, and folded and swelled upward to a height propor-
tionate to the horizontal crushing. Thus was the Appalachian
formed—subsequent denudation has made it what it now is.

It is probable that in the process of the up-pushing of the
chain (or possibly at a later time) the eastern continental mass
was diminished by subsidence.

Sierras.—We have good reason to believe that, at least some
portion of the area now occupied by the Rocky Mountains was
dry land even during the Paleozoic era. To what extent or
what height we do not know. I shall say nothing of the form-

ation of this the oldest portion of the" North American Cor-
dillcrns, as the history of its formation is little known. I will

commence with a considerable body of land which certainly

existed in this region at the beginning of the Mesozoic era.

Now, during the whole Triassic and Jurassic periods, the region

now occupied by the Sierras was a marginal sea bottom, no-icing

abundant sedinu ;,t l'mm a continental mass to the east. At the end
of the Jurassic-, this line of enormously thick off-shore depos-

its yielded to the horizontal thrust, and the sediments were
crushed together and swelled upward into the Sierra range.

All the ridge-, peaks, and canons—all that constitutes the

grand scenery of these mountains—has been the result of an
almost inconceivable subsequent erosion.

Coast range.—The up-squeezing of the Sierra range, of course,

transferred the coast line farther westward, and the region now
i>y the coast range became the marginal sea bottom.

This in its' turn received abundai m the now
greatly enlarged .

.

then it also yielded in a similar manner and for

Thus I think it quite certain that the places n<
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of marginal sea bottoms completely explains the well-known

law of continental form, viz., that continents consist of interior

basins with coast chain rims. In fact, the theory necessitates

this as a general form of continents, but at the same time pre-

pares us for exceptions in cases of mountains formed from

.mean sediments. The view is best illustrated from the

American continent, because of the regular manner in which

this continent has been developed. Nearly all geological prob-

lems seem to be reduced to their simplest terms, and therefore

are most easily studied and understood in America.
Prof. Dana, in a paper on " the plan of development of the

American continent,"* brings out some grand views on the

relation of the heights of coast chains and their position, to the

size and depth of the oceans which they overlook. From these

formal laws, and proceeding on the hypothesis of a fluid in-

terior, he concludes that sinking sea bottoms, determined by

interior contraction, is the force by which continents are

elevated. According to him, the sinking sea bottoms, together

with the lateral thrust produced by interior contraction, push

up the continents, at the same time crumpling up their margins

into mountain chains. Such a process might certainly account

for coast chains, for their position at right angles to the

'

t expanse of ocean, and for their heights and crumplings

•; size and depth of the contiguous

) mechanics of the process is, it seems to me,

untenable. For observe : this subsidence cannot be gr

subsidence ; for this could not raise continents. It is evidently

a concave bending of the sub-oceanic earth-crust pressing on the

I erior, and through it pushing up the continental crust.

Now I have already shown that no stiffness of crust—not even

if the crust were several hundred miles thick—con
such strain over such immense areas. While I admire, there-

fore, the formal laws of Prof. Dana, I cannot accept his physical

explanation.

(c.) Parallel ranges.—Whitney, in his essay on M

Bmloing, already referred to, has drawn attention to

that the celebrated law of Elie de Beaumont, thai

ranges of mountains are of the same age, so far from being tewj

is nearly the opposite of the truth. Parallel ranges, at \^~\

of the same great system, are nearly always successively

formed; and I would add successively formed coastward. &*
s this by reference to the three great ranges ol ttie

North American Cordilleras, viz., the Rocky Mom.
Sierras, and the Coast range—and by the several rar-

ing the South American Andes. The theory I have presented

at once explains this fact, and erects it into a law. It *s a

necessary result of the theory.

* This Jour., U, vol. xxii, p. 335.

but the r
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In this connection, I will throw out a suggestion. A ttention

has been often directed to the trulj wonderful submarine
ridges and hollows brought t<> light by the U. S. Coast Survey,
as occurring in the course of the Gulf stream, and extending al!

along the coast from the point of Florida to the coast of
New England.* These ridges are truly submarine mountain
ranges running parallel with the coast, and to the Appalachian.

Fig. 7 is a rude section diagram illustrating the submarine
non. Commencing at Charleston, C, the sea-bed

slopes very gradually, so that at the distance of 50 miles (a) it

attains the depth of only 20 fathoms. From this point it slopes

very abruptly, so that It quickly attains unfathomable depth
(b). At the distance of 100 miles from shore, at the depth of

300 fathoms, is found a ridge (c) rising from unfathomable
depth on the eoastward side, and 1.500 feet above the hollow
(d) on the seaward side. At the additional distance of 20
miles is another ridge (e) 500 feet high, followed by another

hollow (/) from which the bottom rises gently. The Gulf
Stream is parted into three streams by these two ridges. I once

(1856) threw out the suggestion that these ridges might be
formed by sedimentary deposit from the Gulf Stream itself

I now throw out another, and perhaps a more probable

sideral ml. May not these wonderful ridges and hollows be

•to m the course of formation by
the process described ? Or else they may be ranges formed
long ago on the Atlantic border of the old eastern continental area,

as the Appalachian was formed on the interior basin margin of

the same area. In this case, we may suppose they have

become submerged in the partial subsidence of this continental

area which subsequently took place.

(i).
i Meiamorphism >f mountain rf.ai.</>•.—From the evidence

v,\. i think it almost certain t .

:

tarn ,-hams are formed !>v the sqm-'Zmg together and up-

swelling ,,f lines of off-shore deposit. Hut the M m-fion

naturally arises : Whu does the mdding to horizontal pressure take

rli. n ,,, {^, /.,„. ,„ ,,,.,.,:,„. to ,,„>, »>h
r
r> 1 behe^ lhat

the answer to this question is to be found in the recent views

* Pro! Bache, Proa Am. Assoc, 1854, p. 140.
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on the subject of the aqueo-igneous fusion of deeply buried

The accumulation of sediment, as first shown by Babbage,
and afterward by Sir John Herschell, necessarily produces a

rise of the gco l-nthi-nii- and un invasion oi the sediments by
the interior heat of the earth. From this cause alone, taking

the increase of interior heat at 1° for every 58 feet, or about
90° per mile, and adding the mean surface temperature (60°),

the lower portion of 10,000 feet of sediments must be at a tem-

perature of about 230°, and of sediments 40,000 feet thick,

like those of the Appalachian chain, must be nearly 800° F.

Even the former moderate temperature, long continued in the

presence of the included water of the sediments, would be

sufficient to produce incipient change—at least litiiifraJmn. it

not metamorphism. In fact, Iithihcation of sediment^ will

probably take place under heavy pressure even at ordinary

;re, but is no doubt hastened by high tern]

The latter temperature of 800° is certainly sufficient to produce

not only metamorphism, but aqueo-igneous pastiness, el-

even complete aqueo-igneous fusion. With a small quantity

of alkali in the included water of such sediments, all these

much lower temperature,

accumulating along the shores of a

continent: The first effect is Iithification, and therefore in-

creasing density, and therefore contraction and subsidence pan
passu with the deposit. Next, if the sedimentation continue,

follows aqueo-igneous softening, or even melting, not only of

the lower portion of the sediments themselves, but of the under-

lyi,„ f ,t,;,io upon irhirh theij wen deposit*!. The subsidence prob-

al »l v c .ntinues during this process. Finally, this softening dder-

mil," n '.„ , t .,;.'d,.,., ,-r.n.,f., pre ore, and a consequent

up-swelling of the line into a chain. Thus are accounted for,

first, the subsidence, then the subsequent upheaval, and also the

m, tamorphism of the lower strata so universal in great mountain

chains. By this view, of course, the exposure of the metamor-

phic rocks on the surface is the result of subsequent erosion.

Even the granite axis, I believe, in most <y/.w.s, is but the lon;>r-

most, and therefore the most changed portion of the squeezed

mass, exposed by subsequent erosion; although it is by no

means impossible that in some cases the granite maybe.-/""'-' 7

out as a pasty mass through a rupture at the top of the swelling

The theory, as will be observed, strongly inclines toward

the metaiiiorphie origin of granite, but does not require it.

For there is nothing to hinder the aqueo-igneous fusion of an

ite erust b\ th< a « um eafion o) >edii i nt; ' !'
"'

it. an i the consequent yielding of the crust along the line or
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(E.) Fissures and slips.—The enormous foldings of the strata

which must occur in the formation of mountain chains !>v

lateral thrust would, of necessity, produce fractures at riirlit

angles to the direction of thrust, or parallel to the folds, i e.,

to the range. The walls of such fissures would often slip %• '/ ymvity ; or else might be pushed one
over the other by the sheer force of the horizontal thrust. The first

case would give rise to those slips in which the foot wall lias

gone up and the hanging wall down, which are bj far the most
common slips in gently folded strata. The latter would give
rise to those slips, often found in strongly folded strata, as in the

Appalachian, in which the hanging wall has been pushed
upward. The sudden rupture of the earth's crust, under the

accumulating forces tending to bend it, sufficiently account for

the phenomena of earthquakes.

(f.) Fissure eruptions.—The theory may, with much prob-
ability, be pushed so as to include volcanic phenomena also.

There can be no doubt that the liquid and semi-liquid matters

ejected by volcanoes vary in temperature and in kind of fusion

in every degree from hot volcanic mud, through all stages of
aqueo-igneous fusion, to pure or almost pure igneous fusion.

t -i t_ - . i<j 11 > _u. <>us ins i n i\ t n ( >unt< d
for by the invasion of sediments and their included waters by
the interior heat of the earth, as already explained. But the

enormous temperatures often found in lavas cannot thus be
accounted for. But it seems not unlikely, nay, even almost

certain, that the invasion of sediments by interior heat would
induce slow chemical action, which might increase the heat to

i\ extent, so as even to produce true igneous fusion.

If these views be correct, then beneath every great line of sedi-

ments, such as the off-shore debris of a continent, there exists

a mass of partially or completely fused matter. When the line

of sediment yields, and the strata are folded and fissured, the

underlying fused mass is squeezed into the fissures to form

dykes, or through the fissures and outpoured upon the surface

as great fissure eruptions, which sometimes form the great mass
of mountain chains.

(G.) Volcanoes.—There can be no doubt, I think, that the

I'»undarioii .,f a tnw s<-ientili«' ii'-ology wa- iiiM laid by Lvell,

in the study of "Causes now in operation."' Nevertheless, the

•i ..fagi'iifif.- in
i
'.revious geological times to tl

in operation may be carried too u<.v. A :
* of this,

I would mention the tendency among the most careful

geologists to make our present volcanoes the type of all

igneous ejections in all timea But I think no one who has

examined the so-called volcanic rocks on this coast, both in

the Sierras and in the Coast chain, but especially in the former,
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can for a moment imagine that these immense floods of lava

have issued from craters. The lava floods of the Sierra and
Cascade ranges are, it seems to me, among the most extra-

ordinary in the world. Commencing in middle California as

immense but separate lava streams, in northern California it

becomes an almost universal flood several hundred feet thick

;

in Oregon the flood becomes universal, and at least 2,000 feet

thick, and this continues through Washington Territory and

into British Columbia, how far I know not. An area 700 to

800 miles long and 80 to 100 miles wide seems to be almost

universally covered with lava, and the thickest part where it is

cut through by the Columbia river is not less than 2,000 to

3,000 feet thick. Over this immense area are scattered a dozen

or more extinct volcanoes—mere pimples on its surface, ft is

simplv incredible that all this lava has flowed from these vol-

canoes. There is no proportion between the cause and the

effect. I am compelled to adopt the view of Kicliti:

of Whitney, that such great masses of lava, often com
as it does in this case, the chief bulk of mountain chains, have

come, vol fmni c.mt»r eruption**, hut from fissure <-m;.<i

that volcanoes are only secondary phenomena produced by the

access of meteoric water to the still hot interior portions of

these great fissure eruptions. Thus, as montioules a;

on ynleaiMM's. so are- volcanoes parasites on massive eruptions,

and massive eruptions themselves parasites on an interior

fluid mass. This interior fluid mass, however, according to

Richthofen and Whitney, is the supposed universal incandewii

liquid interior, while I 'believe it is the sub-mountain reservoir

locally formed as above explained.

By this theory, as by every other theory of mountain for-

mation, it is necessary to suppose that there have been in the

history of the earth periods of comjxiratir> quid, during which

the forces of change were gathering, and periods or

ary change—periods o I .in v in<-r< - _ s ontal pressure,

and periods of yielding and consequent ;

These latter would be also periods of great fissure <

and these, during the more quiet subsequent period, would be

followed by volcanoes ' gradually decreasing in activity. The

last of these great fissure-eruption periods on this coast was the

Post-tertiary. The great lava flood which forms the Cascade

range, where it is cut through by the Columbia ri

tributaries, is everywhere underlaid by the northern bovid

Since that time we have been in what might be called a .Mt-T-

iod, which was once extremely active but h - -rrad-

• ,s remain.

* Richthofen, Natural System of Volcanic Rocks; Memoirs of Cal- Acad.

'. i. part 2d.

f I hope soon to give the evidence of thiB in a separate communication.
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I confess I do not see how either volcanoes or massive erup-
tions can be accounted for, except by the mode now explained.
It is now, I think, generally conceded that lavas and other
igneous ejections, at the time of their ejection, were in most
cases only in a state of aqueo-igneous fusion, and therefore,

cannot be regarded as evidences of the interior liquid It must
also be conceded that the focus of earthquakes and volcanoes
are too superficial to have an\ immediate connection with an

' ;
•>•' ,.

; ,-,;,,. ^ such to exist. Volcanoes therefore

have their origin either in locally formed accumulations
iid. as maintained in this paper, or else in local extensions

general interior liquid, partially or entirely isolated

within the solid crust.

In regard to fissure-eruptions, nothing but general contraction
and a squeezing out of liquid matter can account for them.
Whitney* thinks this squeezing out the result of subsidence
of areas on either side of the mountain chain. I confess I do
not understand the mechanics of this. Of course it could not
be subsidence by weight, for this is inconsistent with the princi-

ples of hydrostatic pressure. It could only be by a concave
bending of a stiff crust pressing on a fluid interior ; but this

over a large area is impossible, for the reasons already given in
the early portion of this paper. Besides, pressure on a general

the™
yield not necessarily in a contiguous part, but at the weakest
point wherever that may be. In fact, if we admit the interior

fluidity of the earth, the mechanics of igneous agencies is sur-

rounded with insuperable difficulties on every side. The more
we try to arrive at clearness the more the difficulties seem to

accumulate.
The theory which I have just presented accounts, it seems to

me, for all the prraci : in mountain chains.

This is the true test of its general truth. It explains satisfac-

torily the following facts. 1. The most usual position of moun-
asts. 2, When there are several

ranges belonging to one svstem, the ranges have usually been
formed successively coast-ward. •'!. Mom;'.
of immensely thick sediments. 4. The strata of which moun-
tains are composed are strongly folded, and where the materials

are suitable, aneetci with slat\ cleavage; both the folds and
the cleavage planes being usuallv parallel to the mountain
chain, o. The strata of mountain chains are usually affected

•'•nil metmnorphi-iii. which t- irreat in
[
n>j»>rti .., to the height

of the mo?: 6. Great
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fissure-eruptions and volcanoes are usually associated with

mountain chains. 7. Many other phenomena—such as fissures,

slips, earthquakes, and the subsidence preceding the elevation

of mountains, it equally accounts for.

It will be remarked that the theory, though in its general

features, not dependent upon, yet strongly inclines toward and.

is powerfully supported by, the views of Rose, Bischof, Hunt
and others as to the metamorphie origin of granite and even of

igneous rocks; the view that surface materials have passed

by perpetually repeated cycles, through all the stages of rocks

and soils ; igneous rocks disintegrated to soils, carried away and

deposited as sediments, consolidated into stratified rocks, meta-

morphosed into gneiss, granite or even into lavas, to be again

after eruption reconverted into soils and re-commence the same

eternal round ; and thus we look in vain for the original ma-

terial. I confess I lean strongly to this view.
I am fully aware that there are some phenomena of move-

ment of the earth's crust which are not explained by the fore-

going theory. I refer especially to those great and wide-spread

oscillations which have marked the great divisions of tiruc, and

have left their impress in the general unconformabiiity of the

strata. The last of these great oscillations took place during

the Post-tertiary period. I cannot explain these oscillations.

lam also painfully aware that the theory just presented, rests

upon an insufficient knowledge of the structure of the earth.

It is possible that the state of knowledge is not yet such as to

warrant any attempt at a general theory. I feel quite sine that

a perfect or even a satisfactory theory is not yet possible. I

can only hope therefore that the theory here brought out may
at least look in the right direction and will therefore serve as

some guide in further investigation; that amid the modifica-

tions which theoretic geology must undergo in the advance of

knowledge, some remnants of its outline will still rem
ble. In any case, even if entirely wrong, it is at least a little

more definite than anything we have. It is at least something

tangible which may be attacked and overthrown by facts and

by physical reasoning. We have had enough of vague theoriz-

ing in geology ; of vague shadows through which the trenchant

sword of science passes with no effect. It is time that the more

perfect methods of physics were applied to geology.

Oakland, Cal., May 15, 1872.
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Art. LVIL— One

The annexed figures represent a ren
lusite. from Upper Providence, Delaw:
by Professor Dana from Dr. George Sn
College Cabinet. Figure 1 shows the c

the planes as actually ,

occurring. It will be —

^

noticed that while all

the known planes,
with one exception

(*2), are present, there
is an irregularity in
their occunvn.-e al-

-'•! ('.('{lnrla-

•e Co., Penn., received

th, and now in the Yale

i

1-3 and i'2 a]

once, instead of twice,

and v2, 22, and 1 once,
instead of four times. !

J
|

Figure 2 shows the
crystal in its theoretical form, with i

regularly occur. 1^ I gave 88° 15'

the macrodiagonal section the angle
however, is not in the right direc to explain the

]

5 they would

By the kindness of Mr. Vaux and Mr. Joseph Willcox of

hia, I was enabled to examine other fine specimens
from the same localitv. The number of planes occurring on
these eiyst Is weighed more than 7 lbs.), was
small, and in their manner of occurrence to

suggest that the peculiarity of the crystal figured was anything
more than an accidental irregularity. In all of these speci-

mens there was a great diversity in the prismatic angle, and
obliquity in the angle of <'

> upon the diagonal sections was very

A word should also h
specimens from Delawan
many of the crystals Inn

prismatic laces, however

former case any change i

>.i i i to theHeayaL-vmtho

cture, and



-Spectrum of Liahtninrj.

I desire to communicate to you a few observations on the

spectrum of lightning, which I could wish to be more complete.

The i i-tmiM nt \\:i- .'! p.»-k«-t spectroscope of Hawkins & Wales.

The first set was made in Philadelphia shortly after sunset, on

the evenings of August 13, 14, and 15, 1872. There was a

continuous play of sin >
•

I i quent vivid flashes.

In the sheet lightning and in the fainter flashes the green

and blue portions of the spectrum were visible, the violet and

red cut off; in the brighter flashes a complete and continuous

spectrum appeared and superposed on it bright lines. The red

end of this spectrum (of vivid flashes) seemed to be shorter

than that of the spectrum of a common gas-jet turned down

low, with which it was constantly and almost instantaneously

compared, without moving from the place of observation.

From the sheet lightning I repeatedly obtained series ol

bright bands in the green, but the width .-mm! intensity of these

bright bands continually changed Of the bright an-
1

s!i;np

lines I saw but three:—1, line in green ; 2, line in blue; 3, line

in violet (or extreme blue?).

These were seen frequently, and sometimes those ol one fh li

would be immediately succeeded bv tlu.se of the

flash, thus giving me a means of assuring myself that the same

lines appeared as well in 'position as in color.

The second set I regard as trustworthy. The obs

w (!v taken at West Point, N. Y., August 22d
f
1872, at 6.00 P.M.,

looking toward the east through a violent rain. T;

scope was first directed toward the sky and the spectrum with

dark lines, which was constantly seen, was mapped as below,

and the following notes taken :

the liirlitnimj-.

efereneo lines the folio?

lines wei pel: („) hri-ht line/ , i _ mi
(border) of spectrum, i. e.,' extra red; (h) l.riuht lir

more refrangible than 4 (see fig.): m bright line near 5 or o

(fig.) " green or blue"
;
(d) bright line in blue between 6 and <,

once seen, bright purple.



,

The green portion seemed to have variable 3

rtionately bright, but no
book I have marked (a) (I

. Acad., West Point, N. Y., Oct. 9

I'l'oiTiVvs, yet i ! :,v.- :<ilo\vod *i\tivn

repeat the old story of obstacles ai

have all worked to the utmost of

can now coimm-mv :m mi of full activity. 1 shrill no

these years of toil in the joint capacity of aivhitrrr,

. r ;iix! iu<'rl);i!iii't;in, as well as a

haw Id'cti in vain.

The various micvprct. .1 cmLarru-snients. whirl) _ha\

int. i ,.,1 u-ith tli.-* I "i n-ii * ! ^ '
i

' ' 1

niptedly as moon and clouds would permit, [hiring th<
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indisposed to believe that stars

visible to the naked eye. Ex{
minuteness, to deduce the true magnitudes by determining the

smallest aperture through which the , ar- eoul f be dh t
'<

>, l!y set n,

basis the magnitudes below i; were estimated, stars seen by the

unaided eye'being considered as below 6*7. The work had far

advanced before the arrival of any means of accurately testing the

after a omp tri-oii of the r.u-t .|.,t • ^ it in u- t\p. b IK \.nh

ArgelanderV "
1 >un-hmi»t< nine." md U e'"» /.»iu -, then- r<-

mained no room for doul le which we had been

calling 6-5 was in reality not more than 7*0; and that on the

clearest nights stars not brighter than 7 "2 could be distinctly seen,

while a considerable number which had been seen and recorded

are not above the 7*5 magnitude. This is beyond all

and indicates at once the transparency of our sky, and the sharp

At first I had fixed upon the magnitude Q-r, a> the most appro-

priate inferior limit for stars to be included in the Uran- metrv.

but this diseov >-vy !. d :» a total cllange of plan, and I

that the limit t to be 1

difficult to tranisluU- the ,nagnitudes recorded int< . the c<

ing true ones, j ars had been
or three < as tie.

of thr. buiidimj

circle, I decide
; did not

"to'anew'revi!/n
t!l

l

scrutiny the wl , in< ..•-:

into I7"maps;
to Messrs. Hoe

5ofwhicl igned to Mr. 1
k. Davis, ,i Hat! . way. The bo

arranged that <each of tltese maps lapped very la !..•!;

adjacent ones
(

so that there v•ere few st;ars which did imt fall witidn

of at least two
,
while there were sever ai reifi.

JenTeTgoodir regard- t
!

rf all four. T
''ad

':!•

the limits of vi don; whii e any -> - ey to d

the catalogue in the ;vp<-'.< it tie-' ..n\ b, h,- adapted as stand-

ards of magnitude to which all four observer-
value. The scale thus established has been similarly transferred,
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estimates of all, to two regions on opposite sides
pole, and at al.-.nt n r ,h ..lieaiion, s<> tliat an abundant

series of tru,: \. „U v he found within
i lit distance of any part of the sky. ~V><r the revi>i«>n

with this new scale, I divided the hundred degrees of declination
which compose the field of our Uranometry into 35 charts. each
mapped upon a scale nearly double that of 'the first series, u hie).
rt;is e;iM]y attained hy iliiiiini -hing the amount of their overlap-
ping. These have been so distribute.! as to assign t--- each observer
regions different from those which he had previously observed,
and each one is now engage 1 in repeating his former "work, with
the new star . and in observing the new charts
of the revision series. 'Thus I think wt mav helieve that no

ter than the 7th magnitude will escape notice, that the

'cations will be few, and that the final results for the

tr"i'i m •' '! ;a ic discord in- e, wil lie < utitl <1 to a high degree of
confidence.

he amount of labor

rk, and by the cor

incompatible with
on. And I doubt
orfaithfullvaecorn.

fair amount of work in determining the positions <



tified for the Urai

tude are completed and will give a value which can probably not

but the resultant latitude will not differ much from
-31° 25' 15"-4.

In connection with Sefior Moncta, Chiefof the Corps of National

Km/im-ors, I have aln-a.lv earned out two series of Ion dnide-

determinations; the on,- with the city of kosario. the other with

changed on several nights, and with results that indicate that

Cordoba is in fact more than a minute of time to the westward of

the position given it on the best maps. The telegraph across the

Andes to Chile was completed about a month a-o, ami Professor

icr point in South

nly give us a very

Se\ddeT
e

The

The lasl hindrance vras a pe< i

There is no convenient place in our meridian room for the proper

support of an astronomical dock, since my plan contemplated a

clock mounted upon a pirn- in aMoih-rro-uu. and provided v.tth a

t.I .. ohh dm -i tl, - ,a oi Uli - vi h : npU da' the

Dudley Observatory in 1So7. Upon unpacking the dm
ing it in position, Mdund :Imi the one vnt me could mb
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With the equatorial I was able to follow the comet discovered
by Tempel Nov. 3, 1871, on every clear night but one from Jan.
17 to Feb. l>1, in spite of its extreme fhintnes-. This comet was
observed in Europe only for about ten days, and I think the Cor-
doba observations; will prove to he the only ones made in this

re. The comet traversed the southern hemi-pheiv. pa,s-

ftbout 5° of the pole, bo thai it has not vet been p «&>
ble to determine all the eomparison siars with the cirele ; hut as
soon as possible I hope to complete the series of determinations.
It is on such occasions that one feels most keenly the intensity of
the existing need of a southern eatalogue; for of all the eompari-

been previously observed.
Anions m\ most eh ri.-h I plans in « nneetio; with tins expe-

dition has been that of obtaining photographic impressions of
proi,;iii.'!i{ star-eiu-ter- in t Ii i ~ hemisphere, for measurement and
computation of the same kind as that bestowed, before leaving
home, upon Mr. Kutherfurd"s photographs of the P!'i<uh-< and
Pr^.s j> K . With this view I made an earnest but unsuccessful

. mpanied U th, pn
autifni mi rometer which

lisite work, I cherish some
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you the palpable demonstration that by patience and ingenuity

something may be done even with a fractured lens.

The great scientific importance of a study of the singular mete-

orological relations of this country has made me unwilling to

neglect any opportunity of furthering such investigations; al-

though greatly indisposed to sacrifice any time which might he

devoted to astronomical researches. With this feeling I have lost

no opportunity of urging on the Government the high i i

of an organized system of meteorological observations, and a bill

is now pending in the Argentine Congress, with every prospect

of a speedy passage, to establish a Meteorological Bureau, and

to provide competent observers in various parts of the country

with the accessary instruments. I have provisionally oi

the organization and management of this Bureau, but with the

tape of being able before long to resign it into some competent

hands.

I have also undertaken the Commissionership of Wei
Measures, hoping thus to contribute something toward the lurt her-

muMltli ,, ii m Minion ! m<>w >i » t o\ < 1 the unification

that is i nr< limina! \ step toward "tin
]
la +

i ii introduction oi the

metric system, it has been ordered by the Government that from

and after Jan. 1st, 1873, all the measurements and records of the

cuMoin houses of the nation are to be made in t

present every one of the 14 pro 1 LIVS Of

ength and capacity, each differing from the other>, and

'«"):';
,;

aty, each

;
from those of Spain, whence they were derived,

i difficult matter, I am convinced, to bring the metric units

practical use throughout the country.
' scientific news I have but little to tell. A very beau-

tiful meteor passed over the city of Tucuman at about ~>r, a. h..

on the 21st August, dazzling those who were in the streets. :;n<L

alarming them not a little. It exploded with a loud report. The

motion is -add to hive been toward the east, but no more definite

information could be obtained.

We are in the midst of the tempestuous but rainless season of

the year. Two or three times a week, hurricanes pass over the

cit\\ rendering the air opaque with dust and dointr much injury to

trees and houses. This U o„. of ,,„,- o.-eat fioubh- in < ...... •;. «
:

of the hart!! done to the in-trumonis bv the penetrating clouds ot

tine hard clay-dust. There has been no rain fo*r tnanv month-. :U"'

the bed ofthV L'io Pritnero is drv. below the upper part of the
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If we take t

and sound one
included eolun

and that tins e

of them, the flame of the other
m of air has had the vibrations c

to them two flames,

will show that the

len the organ pipes

together. We
exactis in unison, but give U

n vibrations of its own, but only'

iats when sounded

this case, the sec-

such as ore exactly

,,. The Shinies of two

3 rising while the other

s}\ b necessary to

inu-one under the other. When both notes act upon the same

flam-, the mime will, in the ease of heats, be more violently agi-

tated than the two flames were; for in the latter case they were

caused hoth by direct and by induced vibrations, which

.
. ,

•; .
:

-. ... ., .

:

-

';• n j.-.-'-

unison we shall observe that we cannot retard at will t'm h.-ats^

As wea,,,,r...-ic!. ht of this .lark b

i- and when uuis
the flame appears at rest. At the same time the J

mental note of tbe organ pipes has almost entirely



Gheiuisr. . .

•

433

whenever
I h itb In the

nrr-r,... Mi!;,- |,i,„.



sound the tuning forks, both branches being of equal length, the

three Haines in the revolving mirror appear as three series ot

flames cloven to an equal depth one above the other. On length-

ening one branch half a wave-length of the note, the middle * ,lie

alone becomes a simple band of light, while the other two con-

tinue to vibrate with unchanged intensity. Here we observe at

the same time the effect produced by waves of sound coming

through each arm separately and when they are reunited.

If in these experiments we use an open organ pipe, instead of a

tuning fork with resonator, the vibrations of the octave appear

again during the interference of the waves of the fun

note
;
provided the organ pipe is not of too great diameter. In

the same manner us the fundamental note we can also remove "»>"

very nicely by means of a closed pipe. 1 introduce its sound

into the apparatus by connecting it to the latter by means_ ot

gum tube attached to its terminating capsule, after i-eimoing

the gas burner. If I then pull out the tube so far that in-

terference is produced for tin note :i. the middle flame in th e

mirror will show the simple flames of a fundament
the other two will show the same image as in the com'
the notes 1 and 3. In the same manner we can separate whole

series of overtones from the vowel sounds, and this forms a vei\

-ounds hi th< s« < vp< n u uts
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the three flames is particularly useful,

'

tal note two narrow flames of almost equal height take tin

of each broad one, which represents the octave which exisl

almost alone. If we sing O to the same note, where the oc

here the tone 3 appears on interference of the octavo, the

mm 1\ .111 t nisi _ a ; tud. It h. va\es < tin. oct ivt

fere we get a group of five p ,\~
. ; ham w hich indicate the

1, 3, 5. If we suppress the fundamental tone and with it the

* of flames pertaining

er notes, l wdll therefore remark, that on

3 of the apparatus we often suddenly see very consid

dues iii the images of the tlaiues, while it is between the

nterference of two successive overtones of the note. It i

curvature. This apparatus all

parts of the vibrating body to

from°the
n

two Sides' of" the'same

he

par

pho- i

th-M

X'Ullii:

•>a.u oft he

•'I'i
»c;ir.> <

,

'

>'v~

am^Vlne! .:."'
..'

s of Zocl ,"l

In or,!

th of

have

separated in the middle bv a membrane. One ha it i- <

with the t-i'he the other with the resonator. Besides this

cover the ends of the tubes with india rubber rings to pre

gas from escaping at these points.

Of course this apparatus' will do for direct obsen ati«

phenomena of interference with the ear, and fo

ing the experiments of Mach, Quincke and others. For
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s appan

2. On the light emitted by the phosphorescent con,, <h <>r

W'toi).o/i.—Becqttekel has examined the phosphorescence spectra

following results

:

(1.) The compounds of protoxide of uranium hitherto studied

(chloride and sulphate) did not exhibit any appreciable phospho-

rescence. But although soiu" compounds of tin- scsquioxide are

equally inactive, this' Is nut tin- ease with the greater number,

which when properly treated give rise to a more or less vivid

(2.) The greater number of these phosphorescent substances one
a series of groups of luminous and dark bands which appear in a

part of the spectrum extending from about C to beyond but n«:ir

F. These groups are 5, 6 or 7 in number,
bands formed by them are not in the same places for tie

eompounds, but'preserve the same position- in the ease of the same

v'..) if the succession of luminous groups in the spectrum charac-

terizes in general the compounds of uranium, the acid in the com-

pound determines the disposition of the bright and dark bands ol

each group, which disposition may differ greatly for the different

(4.) In the double salts of the same class, in the sulphates and

les- refrangible side, according to the simple or compound uramc

salt. Thus in the case of the double chloride of uranium and

ammonium, the \hw* or bands are a little more refracted than the

corresponding lines or bands presented by the double chloride of

•

' ;....,...
:

. • •- .. \\ - ^ ^ I -:
J

.vie, ,i m mo, , p,. U j m it) t . _, i -imli- t t' - ^
!

''

1(,se diib-rencesto the men

ratio of these same differ

nges little, cha

; degrees of refran- i ' hry,
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and may be regarded as sensibly constant. Moreover, with differ-
ent compounds this ratio only varies between limits hut little

removed from each other. Thus we have for the mean value of

Chloride of uranium,. 0*000081

Fluor, of uranium and potassium, 81

Sulphate of uranium ami potassium, 84
Oxalate of uranium, 86
Phosphate of uranium and lime, 82
Nitrate !

' ,.

Arsenate of uranium, 83

(6.) There does not appear to he any simple relation bet-wee

i'i- denies of the-, substances.

(7.) When we illuminate the solid compounds of uranium
transmitted violet or ultra-violet light, we observe in the

• of the spectrum groups of absorption bands v

differ for each comp .und. and v, hieh appear to correspond in

part of the spectrum to less refrangible groups of bright pln»

be read off in fractions of a revo

measurements of about 1 00 lint

micrometer read in os eould he c<u

With this instrument Vogel d
lines with the following results

:

Wave-length. Probable error.

0005509

0-0005004 . 0-0000003 Very bright.

I

0-0004694
)

liroad han-i -< :n- u I, r . - ! n-J t

0-0004663 [• 0-0000003 in the center; very faint where
1

0-0004629
)

the red line appears.
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For the purposes of a lined the wave-
lengths of the positive lines in oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen ami air,

employing for the-, purp s-It"^ , in' is, tj., dis< hargc b< Ii
» i_c

tl.a

of a weak indue '< rium. Tin sp. otra of both the narrow and the

whle portions of an tubes were observed both as regard- wave-

length and intensity of light, and finally the spectrum of rarefied

air saturated with aqueous vapor was also noted. The first auroral

line (a — 62!c7) appears to correspond with one of a system of lines

in the spectrum of nitrogen, the wave-h ngrhs of which range from
662-0 to 621-3. The brighter line in the spectrum of the aurora

(*=.-. 6-7) is found in the >pectrum of nitrogen as a faint line.

The line (X= 523-7) exists both in the spectrum of nitrogen and in

that of air. The fifth lin. << tl .in . i coi-ivs nmls with th tl vd

line in the spectrum of oxygen (X= 518-9). The sixth line of the

aurora corresponds very accurately with the nitrogen line seen in

the spectra of certain nebulae (A= 497 5). Fin illy the bi id m 1

of light between 469-4 and 462-9 corresponds to several Hue- in the

spectrum of nitrogen as well as in that of air. As <

'

conclusion to be deduced from his work, the author believes that

the spectrum of the aurora may with great probability be regard,-,!

as a modification of the air speVtrum. th< .ariabilitv of the spectra

of gases under different i-i.-. u n-\ .n.-v - • f ii-nip rat lire iwA l'lv-**
11V

being well established.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxlvi, 569. w. G.

4. On the heat of expansion of solid bodies—hi the eases of a

number of different solids and also of water, Buff has .

the quantity of heat ab-orbed in M-oducing expansion w itl. ih<

whole quantity absorbed, or, in other words, with the total specific

heat. Th. author - i> out with tin extreme!} probable assump-

tion that the coefficients of expansion and compression are e<pud,

whether the expansion or compression be linear or cubic. A
simple calculation, then, shows that in the case of iron, as an

example, the quantity of heat necessary to raise the t-

of one cubic centimeter of iron, l°-374 C, corresponds to a work

of 100 kg. X 0*0000481 centimeters, or 4-sl centim '

Thifl quantil I is found
oflc.c. of iron, 7-757 gr.. by

! , 0-1098, and

by the increment of temperature, 1* 374 C, which gives Pl< units.

The total w-ork which this quantity of heat is capable ol' induc-

ing is 42000 gr.-cm. X 117 = 40140 centimeter-grams, while th"

actual work of expansion is only 4-81 centimeter-grams. Hence

the heat of expansion is to the total heat as 0*98 is to 10,000, or

about 0-01 %. The following tabic, gives the author's results, with

the different substances to which the calculation was extended:

Iron, 0-0000481 0'0000350 7*757 0-1098 0-980

Copper, 0-0000951 0-0000515 8-936 0*0949
1*4*J

Silver, 0-0001401 0-0000573 10*301 0'0577 2'3/j.

Gold, 0*0001791 0-0000466 18-035. 0-0324 rwn|

Platinum, 0*0000628 0-0000265 21*166 0'0324 0*920

Lead, 0-0005634 0*0000854
Glass,

Water at 16° C, 3*810
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In this table the column « gives the cubic coefficient of extension
referred to the millimeter as the unit of length ; column f? gives

the cubic coefficient of expansion for 1°C. ; column 8 gives the
density of the body; * its specific heat, and a the quantity of heat
which becomes latent in ten-thousandths of the whole quantity.

It will be seen that it forms a very small fraction of the whole.

raise the Temp tin !

'

., !id hv 'com; -ion W, ,!-/m,
that the latent heat of expansion exerts a verv small influence on
the spteitic heat of the atoms of solid bodies.—/V/ry. Ann., exlv,

p. 626. w. G.

II. GrEOLOGY AND NATURAL HlSTORY.

1. Wynmiuff Coal Formations.—Prof. E. D. Cope describes, in

an interesting paper read recently before the Am. Phil. Soc.

Philad., a lame ~I>\»<>*<inr'<<t,i. discovered during the past summer
bv Mr. Meek and Dr. Bannister, at Black Unite Station, on the
Union Pacific Uailroad, in Wyoming Territory. In this, as well

as in a later paper published in the Aimricm \<if>n-u/isf on the

age of the Wyoming coals, Prof. Cope remarks, that the determi-

nation of the affinities of this Saurian proves that these coals,

which hold a lower position, belong to the Cretaceous aire, and

the !'oal-he:J : -.'!!!,» 'sl'rS^at'c.a

and at 'iJ.-ar IlTvcr Citv (Sul

ceousin 1870, as did also :dr. K d Mr. Knunon
as long back as I860, Mr. ]Meek,

ollecti

;, Wy,
Prof. Marsh had also referrec n Brush Creek

'K\\ .

part of the formation ment
the Tertiary, but this was fi

the locality'and stratigraphh •a! ]»<>dtion < .f the Ilailvilh

v: {

higher horizon ; and these fos

are ju>t such forms as miu'ht beej thert
ar.-'nearlv allied to Tertiary

.'. Itr.'yisuSs Monoyra;,} i of i'he <;<musPyrw.—.
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(produced in first-rate style by Firmin Didot Freres), devoted to

the genus Pyras, is now before us. It is a complete monogi aph rf

the species of this genus, taken in its restricted s< n-< , ii]u>t rat.-l

by figures of the wild types, and also of the cultivated rac<

cidcr-|ic:irs known in France under the name of Sanger. There is

a list of the cider-pears cultivated in the different provinces of

France, a general alphabetical catalogue of all the published

varieties of pears, and a table in which the synonyms arc referred

to the names severally adopted. The other volumes, and the illus-

trations of the edible varieties of pears, may have more interest

for the horticulturist. But the present attracts the special atten-

tion of the scientific botanist.

As stated in the Introduction, Prof. Decaisne entered upon his

great undertaking more than twenty vears ago, when, in the year

1850, he became the Professor of Culture. He cites the in-uue-

tuted, and the professor of culture was charged with its man.-ige-

ment, and was directed to bring together all the known varieties,

with all their names, "afin d'eta' .n>M u-

ture necessaire pour toutes les parties de la Republique." This is

a decree of the National Convention, June 10, 1793. The collec-

tion which Decaisne has so diligently and acutely studied actually

dates from the year 1792, when the fruit-garden of the Chartreux

of Paris was broken up, and two trees of each variety transported

to the Jardin des Plantes. In 1793 it contained 185 varieties. In

1824, when Thouin died, there were in it i20"> varieties of pears

alone ; it has now more than 1400 varieties of this fruit. It is

interesting and important to know that the collection still preserves

the greater portion of the very types described a century ago by

Duhamel. For seven years Prof. Decaisne studied the incomparable

collection under his charge, making drawings and analyses, in

1, and an herbarium of their flowers and foh-

tinctions) in any large genus, such as \>». ,- >>.<. Jl> - '.

the like; how much more difficult, even to impossibility, it »!lM

be in the case of cultivated varieties, of ever increasing mind- r-v

u-u.oi; named without system, sometimes of mixed
often too like each other to be distinguished l.v ai

descriptions. Here colored plates are a necessity; and those ol

this great standard work, upon which no pains have been spared,

leave little to be desired that art can supply. . .

In France alone they count about S00 sorts of pears ; the origin

of most of them is unknown, and manv ar

ancient. Indeed, according to Jordan and his school these differ-

ences are primitive, and the so-called races and varieties, both ol

wild and cultivated plants, represent so many closely related
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species. But M. Decaisne, not content with the reductio ad absur-
dum of having about 2000 species of pears to be dealt with, pro-

ceeded to an experimental demonstration of the variability of the
cultivated races. He sowed the seeds from four very distinct
varieties to 1858, fche Poire tfAngleterre, the Hose, the Belle
All!a, ><>>>, and the Cirole. Of the last the lour trees raised bore
fruit < .f four different forms. From the Belle Alliance he obtained,
in this first generation, nine new varieties, none of them represent-
ing the parent, neither in the ibrm, size, color, nor even the time of
ripening of the fruit. The Bosc equally produced new varieties.

Of the Angleterre nine trees produced as many new forms, one of
them a win; -.v Saint Germain, another a pple-

ik lineal with one which was raised from the Belle-

Alliance. On plate 33, Decaisne gives figures of six different

pears raised from the Angleterre. These results even led him to

doubt the cases cited by Darwin of the reprodu
pears from seed. He insists, moreover, that very bad fruits may
be raised from choice cultivated pears, and that good varieties

may be obtained from the seeds of wild pears. The latter is not
i would (

Our author proceeds to state that the trees raised from see.]

taken from the same fruit differed, not merely in their fruits and
in the time of ripening, but no less in their flowers and in the form of

the leaves. Some were thorny, oi hers thoruless ; seme produced
slender shoots, others thick and stout shoots. &c. It is worth
noticing, however, that no mention is made of any precautions to

prevent cross-fertilization of the flowers from which the seeds

planted were derived, which might have influenced the product
through the now well-ascertained influence of the pollen upon the

pericarp. We perceive, however, that he would regard this as

_l- trnii h\ '< -. • rrdi/ ' e. and. therefore, wholly
p!v>-s b\ their ]<• en an;, el ,i cteri>tic upon the

pericarp of another variety.* A large part of the Introduction is

occupied with further evidence that the Pear-trees of cultivation

are all of one species, from which have proceeded -d\ races, com-
pletely fertile !nt>.r <€. and varieties ad 'mfnitimt. In this respect

the Pear-tree has but followed the example of most fruit and fruit-

trees, and of the Grains, &c, which had apparently diverged into

* Yet the apple, which is in the same case, does so. An interesting it

our notice, an apple from a epitz.-n>" r-

(at least as : f half russet. .

.-.ore five, we si

number of
•

: . I: i-
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races, or distinct but closely related types, in very e:

and those under cultivation have t

'•

,1 subdivided

nd more. Finally. .M. Decaisne maintain-, -<

Quince, Sorb and Mountain Ash. as done by Linuaus as.

by the latest authorities, is to miseouceive'the laws of the natural

system; that "to unite genericully th.es.' plants, which differ in

the character of their wood, the vernation of their leaves, their

inflorescence, the aestivation of the corolla, and the structure of

their fruit," logically leads to the combination of all Poma
one genus. He accordingly restricts the genus Pyrus, or (restor-

ing the classical orthography) Pirn*, as did Tournefort and Jus-

sien, to the Pear proper. To the organography of this restricted

genus, from the wood to the embryo, a full chapter is devoted.

In the course of this the relative systematic value of characters

observed is brought out. He notes that the vernation of the

' Pyrus, but not in Cydonia, Jleyilus and

blossom at Paris whenever, in the month of April,

the mean temp, rarure reaches about 10° Centigrade, without per-

ceptible difference between the earliest and the latest-ripening

varieties; that the {estivation of the corolla is convolute in

Cydonia, but imbricate in the Pear, although ordinarily quincun-

cial in other Pomacem (but in the two diagrams of Pear-th-w. r- on

Plate A, one has the quincuncial, i. e., in our view typically inibri-

wholly outer and one inner petal— a combination of the .piincuuci d

and the convolute modes which often occurs, but which need not

be taken as the type of imbrication) ; that there are two typ< - as

to size of the corolla in the common Pear, the smaller flowered

type comprehending most of the cultivated varieties: that the

odor of Pear-blossoms is rather disagreeable than otherwise, in

contrast with those of Mains, which are sweet-scented. Moreover,

the anthers in the Pear genus are tinged with violet; those of the

Apple genus are yellow.

As to the morphology and development of the gyn»cittni|

Decaisue reproduce j n i u \\ the note which he publish

Bulletin of the Botanical Society of France in 1857. From his

investigation it appears that the" five car]. els in their early devel-

opment are free and distinct in the concave center of the flower;

that at a later stage, when the concave receptacle ha- become

much deeper, a cellular tissue develops from its base and inner

face, moulds itself around and over the carpels, so as separate 1\ t"

envelope them, except at their inner ane-lo, while it carries up ine

petals and stamens, and forms the peri<_rvi!ou< disk upon '^
<

-

thev are inserted: this forms the o»re or.\mtral part of the 11.-1)

of the fruit, which we have ahvavs regarded as receptacle, never

ceasing to protest against the still prevalent notion i<
'

the latest general works), that the cartilaginous or bony "'*. o>

are " endocarp." But, while we were disposed to regard the
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hole exterior flesh as calyx, Prof. Decaisne
( no doubt

//.
'

:

:jgards it as mainly

ishion of Anacardih
phy of the . after" he

In the proper Pe
air ; this should the

ar genus, the o vules nev.3r exceed i a single
refore enter int<y the genei ic eharae

" Theophrastus h;i< rked that the older the Pear
tree, the more prolific, and every day's experience confirms the

which are so abundant in the flesh of many sorts of pears are not
wholly absent from any of them. To them is due the roughish
surface of the skin, as contrasted with the smooth skin of apples.

It is curious to remark that Meyen, in his Pfhinzend'uthoio-de,
considered the gritty grains to be a disease which attacked pears

It appears that pear-growers are able to produce fruits of abnor-
-npponitig the growing pear from underneath. in-iead

ng it to hang on the peduncle. M. Decaisne has seen
Poires de Lime of a kilogram, Goulu-Morceau of 6i)0 grams, and
a Chauntontel of 700 grams weight, produced in this way.

Pears are commonly grafted upon a Quince stock. But* it is

confidently asserted, and generally supp—cd. th

than forty varieties which absolutely refuse this union, and which
are therefore managed by surgrafting upon a pear stock of a

proper sort which has itself been engrafted upon the quince. But,

as Prof. Decaisne remarks, horticulturists are to<

their impressions and to limit nature to the J

their own practice. Upon the first trial of the

T of these antipa-

but some (among
which are the Clair;/. «u and the /W) obstinat.

with the quince stock. lie uafnralh discredits t he assertion made
by Cabanis and by Downing (cited by Darwii
tain pears are grafted on the quince, their seed s produce trees of

types different from those which they do whe D they are raised



We must pass over the sections on the diseases of the pear, and
the parasitic plants and insects hurtful to it ; while as to that on

tin classification of the pears of cultivation, we may mention
merely the conclusion, which is, that a natural classification of

pears is thus far an impossibility; and that in practice nothing

better can be done than to follow the example of the older pomol-

ogists, who arranged them according to the period of ripening.^

A general list of the adopted names of the published varieties of

cultivated pears, alphabetically arranged, fills four pages of the

volume. A list of their synonyms, in which each is referred to the

adopted name, fills over 12 pages! Then follows a list of pears

classed according to the period of maturing, and in which the best

varieties are designated.
Finally comes a botanical monograph of the genus Pyrus, with

a full generic character, and descri :' ? lie /•''<<
-v

as lie would term them, considering as he does all known forms of

the restricted genus as a single and verv polymorphous species.

The six races are: 1. The Celtic, Proles Armoricana, of three

quasi-species, P. cordata, Boissieriana and longipes. 2. The Ger-

manic, Proles Germanica, or Pyrus communis, including our com-
mon pears, both pear-shaped and apple-shaped, "both t

often met with upon the same tree." Under this head Prof.

Decaisne gives some interesting pages upon the history of the

cultivation of pears in France, which cannot be ancient, and of

cider ip.Try) as a drink. It appears that it took the place of beer

in the north of Fiance in the fifteenth cntury or later, and is now
giving way to wine and perhaps beer again ; and that pears would

have disappeared before this from a part of Normandy, were it not

that they are carried in immense quantities to Epernay, trl<tr>~ they

are used w '/» mau„f„-t„r, <f <h>i,n
1
,a<j >„ . :;. The Hellenic

Race, which comprises P. parviflora and three other s

4. The Pontic Race. P. s-dirlfnlia and it- allies. 5. The Indian

Race, P. Pashia, and its relatives. 0. The Mongolian Race, P.

Sim nsis and its varieties. As one turns over the excellent plates

one can hardly be persuaded that such extremely diverse forms

i practically be regarded as of one species.
' "

i Pyrus to other genera
"u -"'

species remanded from I

r author's prolong
about as much as he diminishes the species o
author's prolonged and sagacious study i

• hedh '

ta,,h>,d sufpl, uWHt t<> the fifth Annual Report of the

'r.,h,,} h-al. Surrey of f/n Territories for 1871 ;
by .M. •^

v.—this supplement l»v M. Lcsou.-reux (prepared in May,

mtains the description of a number of species of fossil

•om specimens which were received when the report was

in print. The essential points marked by the author as

; from the examination of these plants are' as follows:

adds to our list of f^il specie- of the T.-rtiarv -J" n-*"

id describes 21 others known already from the Miocene ot

but not as yet observed in our Tertiary flora. The num-

! species is thus increased to 231.



3d. It more distinctly points out the relation of some important
strata for ascertaining contemporaneity or difference of age.

4th. It indicates more positively modifications in the characters
of the Tertiary flora of the North American continent, according
to climatic differences at different degrees of latitude, and at the
same time, it recognizes identity of the characters of this vegeta-
tion at wide distances under the same latitude.

5th. It shows a nm between the present

flora and that of the Tertiary by the discovery of new types iden-
tical in both.

This relation i- espeeially indicated by the fo>sil plants of Green-
I»i\ it station, which from their more recent facies are referable to

the Upper Miocene. Among species of Salix, Myrica, Hex, and
A7/-/.s\ whose representatives are intimately related to species of

our time, the fossil flora of Green River has an Ampdopsis and a
JA-,v,,s- which by their mark.-d affinity indicate in the Tertiary the
origin of our now so predominant and widely distributed Vir-

ginian Creeper and lied .Mulberry.

III. Astronomy.

1. Elements of Alceste ; by Prof. C. H. F. Peters. (Editorial

Co'Te-poudence,'dated Litchfield Observatorv of Hamilton College,

Clinton, X. Y., Nov. 9, 1872).—The following elements of Alceste

(124) have been computed from observations of Aug. 23, Sept. l'2,

Oct, 21 :

Epoch: 1872-0 Berlin mean time.

M = 22° 28' l"-94. <f = 4° 26' 58"-80.

n = 346 59 47"82 + 50"-236, t. pi— 834""47.

ft = 186 10 39-65+52-573, t. log a — 0-419063, t.

i=. 2 55 47-48— 0-455, t—counting' in Julian vears from
1872-0.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Analysis of the Meteoric Iron <f L»s Anyel.s, California;

by Dr. C. T. Jackson, State Assayer of Mass:i<-hus. H-. (Communi-
cated to one of the editors).—Having received from Mr. E. X.

Winslow a slice of the recently found meteoric iron of Lo< Angeles,
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The folio-wing are the results of the analysis per cent.

Metallic iron, 80.74

Metallic nickel,.. 15.73

Metallic tin, 0.01

Phosphorus and other undetermined matters, 3
-52

2. Tables and l>;«tjc<i,„s relating t» non-n.n^ifusing Engine*

and liniln-s ; by W. P. Trowbridge, Prof, of Dynamic Engineer-

inn;, Sheffield S,-i^iiitic School of Yale ( 'ollege —This publication

gives the results, in tables and diagrams, of :i laborious and cost I y
series of experiments made at the X o\ elt v ir.ni Works, New York,

during the time when Prof. Trowbridge was Vice President of

the Novelty Iron Works, to determine practically the expenditure

of steam for different degrees of expansion in the non-condensing

engine. The experiments occupied several months, and were made
with an engine and apparatus constructed especially for the

An extended list of engines is published, embracing powers

from 5 horse-power to arai horse-power, amounting in number to

over 1000, and embracing: all combinations of pn -miiv <»f steam,

speed of revolution, and degree of expansion. Tor each engine

horse-power is -iv.-n and also the f-tal expenditure of steam per

day, and the cost of the power per year.

Corresponding with tin- li>t, a tahfe of >team hoih-rs, is given with

the amounts of water which each boiler will evaporate in one hour.

A discussion of the nuestion- of horse-powers of boilers, and

of boiler explosions, safety valves, &c, is added. A new and

nent to the safety valve, suggested by the

vork throughout is intended to be practical but at the s

time it adds to existing kno 1

results of the latest reliable es

3. Bloxam (Ciias. Loudon
,,anir, with E,

t
,erin,enU. >

Lindsay & lilakiston. Phi
Bloxanfs Chemistry has been

- on almost every page some experin

)le him to give force and

,! a considerable recast of

ffpstions which

,
language, as dexmd as possible of

nicalities, and design, i to lead the learner on In < as\ steps

knowledge of chemical principles. The author's positiou as a
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lecturer in the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich has very
properly led him to give more than usual prominence to those
subjects which are of interest to the military student, as, combus-
tion and fuel, gunpowder, gun-cotton and other explosives, the
process of bread making, glass, pottery, the chemistry of building
materials, and kindred subjects.

4. Report of the Mi. Uniache, Oldham, and Renfrew Gold

5 and sec-

5, Astronomical Engravings, by the Observatory of Harvard
College.—Fourteen plates, announced on page 243 as in course of
preparation for puMieation, have been issued. They are views of
Jupiter, craters of the moon, the sun's protuberances, the sun in

the total eclipses of August, 1869, and of December, 1**70, etc.

;

and are very beautiful. The series will consist of thirty plates.

Subscriptions are solicited ; the charge for the series is ten dollars.

John- F. Frazku, Prof^so,- of Natural Philosophv and Chemis-

H>r. Samuel Wv
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concluded his law studies, he realized the cherished dream of his

youth in his elevation under the regime of Provost Ludlow to the

chair of natural philosophy and chemistry in the academical

department of his Alma Mater. This position he filled with the

highest honor to his college and to himself for over thirty years.

Soon after assuming the gown of the professor, he became the

able editor of the well-known scientific .1,,,,-nal of the Ft-anUln

Institute. He resigned his editorial duties in 1 Hf,t> in consequence

of ill health, and crossed the ocean for a two years' tour on the

Continent. He resided in Naples for the first year, and then

traveled extensively until he returned to his college duties in the

summer of 1868, Professor Morton, now president of the Hoboken
Institute, having occupied his chair while away.

Professor Frazer's study was the center of physical science in

the city, and was the rendezvous for the most distinguished

scientists in this and foreign countries when they visited Philadel-

phia. He was known throughout Europe by his constant writings

as most accurate in science and universally learned in his depart-

ment. He was a member of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of this city, and also one of the four secretaries of the mother

society of science in this country—the American Phi

Society of this city.

Although holding the chair of chemistry and natural phil« -
!

!

/.
v

>

his favorite science was that of mathematics as applied to i

This branch brought out his ,dnso study and keen appreciation of

all the basic laws of mechanics, and raised him to a deservedly

high rank as a transcendental mechanician.
Professor Fra/er had a remarkably genial disposition, was full of

.':
, :

..
;.'

> ,:.
•

W
.

,
• :- - *-

:;

bk 1 bv d! wl„ < um in t ,,-t with him lb « is bold and

remarkably noticeable point in his character, and, in

the respect and confidence which his great learning

gained him the love of all whom he could benefit in his walk

through life.— The Press, Philadelphia, Oct. 14.

Notes of an Ornithological Reconnoissance of portions of Kansas, Colorado,

Wyoming and Utah; by J. A. Allen, 72 pp. 8vo. July, 1872. Being No b, vw.

Comparative Zoology at Harvard College,
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APPENDIX.

Tins method <>!' summation of series consists in putting trio

Ties into a eon tinned fraction by common algebraic division.

nd then finding its approximating I'nu-tions until one is tound
hich gives the sum of the series either approximately or

Ex. Find the sum of the series a. + ar + ar 2 + or* + &c.

+ar+ar2W+&c.) 1
(\

Then

vhieh is the entire sum of the



Appends

of a fluid i

„h,,,.-t /As- ,./„..

the only formofnpiilibrium.
In my work on Gravitation, and in a paper* presented at

ie Dulmque meeting of the American Association tor the

t (lvaiK'<'iiient of Science, it is shown that the ellipsoid is a form

f c jiiilUirluni. and the expression found, for the force at any

oint of its surface. It r mins, then, onl to demonstrat the

st parr of the proposition, thut the ellipsoidal form is the only

iie oi' equilibrium, under the given conditions.

The proof of this depends upon two propositions.

First The art Tactions of two similar bodies for any two ex-

id m ,~
|
" itl\ < fin d^ n ~. -i tin . nra< t«'d p ant> from

ie centers of the attracting hodies.

So,,,!. !•; h ! lfiv«- their outer and inn.-r
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